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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

My reasona for expanding the Atlama Prize Essay for 1923-1924 into the

present book are sot forth in the introduotoiy Chapter. Now that the book

is finished it will be found I hope to bo developed on a plan not too dis-

creditable for 1926, but hardly one which would bo adopted to-day, This

is a fault hard to avoid, and I still liopo that a systematic exposition of

Stattatical Moolianics, such as this book attempts to give, oven if its tone

is antiquated, may bo of some value to students. I have tlioroforo boon at

some imins to provide a reliable index of subjects. I hope that any matter

which is treated in tlio book can bo traced via the index with no more

searching than is reasonable.

There remains only the pleasant task of thanking tlioso who have helped

mo. The task is a heavy one, for without n number of oollaborators the

book could never have been finished. The greatest assistance has boon

given mo by Prof. J. E. Lonnard-Jonos who has contributed Chapter x

on a subject of which ho is a master, and has also road many chapters in

manuscript and proof. I could not have othorwiso aohiovod a Chapter x

of this complotonoss. Dr D. R. Hartreo undertook for mo the whole of

the laborious calculations on which Chapter xvi is based, and provided

similar material olsowhoro in tho book. Mr J. A. Gaunt wrote for mo the

greater part of tho more elaborate discussion and dovolopmonb of Debye

and Hiiokol’s theory of stx'ong olootrolytos, and has road tho whole book in

proof. Mr W. II. MoCrea has in tho same way provided for mo most of

tho material for tho analysis of the spooifio boats of gases. To him also

and to Dr L. H. Thomas I am grateful for reading proofs. I am deeply

conscious tliat such merit os the book may have is largely duo bo the

original work of those collaborators, started witli tho object of liolping mo.

Tho contributions that I have gratefully taken from Mr H. D. Ursoll and

Dr P. M. Dennison stand in tho same category. I liavo also benefited by

Dr P. A. M. Dirac’s oribioisms of tho last chapter, and Prof. J. E. Littlo-

Avood’s mathoraatioal assistance. Besidos those primary liolpers I havo

boon generously given valuable information on various subjects by

Dr S. Dushman, Prof. 0. W. Richardson, Prof. A. Fowler, Prof. N. Bjorrum

and Mr A. Egorton, to whom X offer my host thanks.

Of my obligations to Prof. C. G. Darwin I can make no adequate

acknowledgment. Tho whole boolc is tho outoomo of my collaboration

with him in which tho revised method of approaching statistical tlioory

was worked out.

Finally I must express my gratitude to the Cambridge University Press

for their unfailing helpfulness and patience Avith a somewhat ruthless

proof corrector,

R. H. P.

September 1928





PKBFAOE TO THE SECOND EDITION

I have been glad to take the opportunity provided by this edition to re-

arrange part of tlio subject-matter and to make other oliangos, described

in the introduction, with tlio object of bringing the book more up to date.

Numerous mistakes in the first edition have boon pointed out to mo by

correspondents and reviewers to whom I am deeply grateful. I am particu-

larly grateful for this help to Mr E. A. Guggenheim, Dr T. E. Storno and

Dr J. D. vair der Waals, jr. I believe that all the important mistakes in tho

first edition have here boon eliminated, but naturally one can soarooly hope

that the second edition has osoapod its own now ci'op. In preparing this

edition I have received essential assistance from Dr G. B. B. M. kSutherland

(Chapter ii), Mr R. A. Buckingham (Chapter x), Mr E. A. Guggenheim

(Chapter xiii) and Dr Si Chandraaokhar (Chapters xv, xvi). Without their

help this edition would still bo far from comifiotion. For some very recent

matter incorporated at tho end I have to thank Prof. J. H. Van Vlook

and Prof, II. Eyring; also Dr H. Grayson-Smith for invaluable help in

reading the proofs.

When the first edition was written, Statistical Mechanics was still in

process of being translated from classical to quantal language, and many of

the features of this translation wore still quite obsouro. Since then tliia

process has been completed, and no obscurities of prinoiplo remain. I)o-

volopments in tho near future seem likely to consist mainly of applications

to more and more oomplioated models, which are designed to account for

more and more subtle properties of matter in equilibrium. Some recent

examples of suoh developments are considered in the now Chapter xxi of

this edition.

:a. H. p.

Seplonibcr 1030



TABLE OE THE VALUES IN C.aS., CBNTIG-RADE AND ELEOTEOSTATIC

UNITS OF THE COMMONER PHYSICAL CONSTANTS USED

IN THIS MONOGRAPH

Charge on the electron, — €

Planck’s Constant, li

Boltzmann’s Constant, h

Avogadi'o’s (Loschmidt’s) Number
Molecules ])er mole, N
Molecules per c.o. in a perfect gas at 0° C.

and 1 atmosphere

Mass of an atom of atomic weight 1

Mass of H-atom ... ...

[atomic weight LOOSl]

Mass of electron ...

Radius of 1st Bohr orbit in H ,

Bohr’s magneton, (erg/gariss) ...

Meohanioal Equivalent of Heat, J (erg/cal.)

Gas Constant, R (oal./iuole)

Velocity of light, c

Electron-volt or volt

6= 4-770 X 10-10

A= 6-647 X 10-2^

*=1-371x10-“

N = 6-064 X 1023

2-706 X 10“

1-649 X 10-21

1-662 X 10-21

9-036 X 10-28

0-

628 X 10-8

= 9-174 X 10-21

J = 4-186x 102

R= 1-986

c= 2-998 X 10“

1-

690 X 10-12

These values are taken from Birge, R&mms Mod. Flvys.voX, 1, p. 1 (1930)

;

he has given supplementary discussions in Phys. R&d. vol. 40, pp. 230,

319 (1933); vol. 43, p. 211 (1933); vol. 48, p. 018 (1936), but no completely

satisfactory sot of numerical values can yet be given. [Atomic weight of

H corrected according to Oliphant, Kempton and Rutherford, Proc. Roy,

Sqc. a, vol. 160, p. 241 (1936).]



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

§ I'l. JProm iJm Introduction of 1028. In attempting to study tlie physical

state of matter at higli temperatures on the lines siiggostocl by the notice for

the Adams Prize Essay for 1923-1924, it was at once aiiparont that the

problem demanded all the available resonroea of present-day atatistioal

mochanios. These have been somewhat increased in recent years, and the

whole aspect of the hinetio theory of matter, at least in full statistical equili-

brium, has been steadily altered by the dovolo])raont of the quantum theory.

As a result there is no recent systematie exposition ofthe equilibrium theory

of statistical mechanics,*'' envisaging throughout both classical and quan-

tized systems, to which one may appeal in the further applications that it is

proposed to make hero. Ih’of. Darwin and I have boon fortunate enough in

recent years to have developed a method (now in this connection) whioh

enables a systematic exposition to bo undertalcou with, wo would submit, a

siiflloient degree ofelegance. It has, at the same timo, boon jjossiblo to apply

the results to a problem more immediately related to that proposed—that is

to a theoretical study of the state ofmatter in stellar reversing layers and in

the interior of gaseous stars.

Tliese wore ofcourse tlio main iwobloms with aview to whioh the essay was
first written, but, for the reasons just given, it was thought best not to con-

centrate entirely on applications in the essay itsolfbut to begin instead witli

the systematic survey of tlio equilibrium thoory whioh was then needed and
perhaps is still not superfluous. The essay, accordingly, from tho first took

the form ofamonograph on theEquilibrium ThooryofStatistioalMochanios.

Originally tho applications of the theory were mainly astrophysical, bub it

has been a simple matter to oxjmnd their scope. My object was to inoludo

all types of application of tho equilibrium theory, so that, however in-

adequately, tho monograph should cover the Avhole field. In tho end, how-
ever, I have made no attempt to apply tho theory to surfaces, or to liquids

beyond tho theory of dilute solutions; my knowledge of those branches of

tho thoory is still too meagre to justify an exposition of them.

The standard results of tho equilibrium thoory have long boon classical.

They are hero derived from tho fundamental hypotheses in tho systomatio

way mentioned above. The presentation hei'O has boon revised and to some

* More noouratcly, no fluoli oxpoflition oxistocl in 102dr, Thoro woro iti 1028 at loa*t two which
should bo montionecl ! Dor/Cold, ^'KliioUuoho Tlioorio <lor AVllimo” {Millkr-Pouilkts Lehrbmh dcr

Physikt vol. 3, pai't2)> and Smokal, “Allgomolno Grundlagon dor QuantonstatlHtlk \md Quanfcon-

tlicorio*’ (Jhicydo^ddie maihcmatiachcn WissmachOfflent voL 5, part 8, No. 28),

FSM I



2 Introduction [l-i

extent remodelled, and now forms, I hope, a connected account of th<

greater part of the equilibrium theory of statistical mechanics, so far as tliii

has yet been developed. In general, the theory and its simpler praotica

applications have been developed concurrently to avoid too continuous t

sequence of unapidied theorems. The more complicated applications forn

the subject-matter of the later chapters.

At every stage the theory is developed for classical and quantized systomi

indiscriminately. It is therefore necessary from the start to be absolntolj

clear what is to be regarded, for the purposes of the theory, as the preson

logical position of the quantum theory. Though the quantum theory had iti

origin in Planck’s statistical discussion ofthe laws of temperature radiatioi

and in the breakdown of the theorem of equipartition, it should be regarde(

as a purely "atomic” theory—^that is, a theory applying directly to in

dividual atoms and other comieoted systems, but not primarily conuectec

with the statistical behavioiu' of large collections of such systems. It if

founded on the theory of spectra, and its laws must primarily be sought foi

by the study of the properties of individual atoms and molecules, and tlu

interactions of pairs of such, or rather in those phenomena which can mos'

certainly be referred hack to such individual systems and interactions

Among these fihenomena spectra stand first. The laws so derived for in

dividual atoms, just as the laws for classical systems, are then at our disposa

to use in discussing the statistical behaviour of large collections ofsuch atom)

and systems. Ifwe can make use ofthem thus, the derived laws of tempera

ku’6 radiation and specific heats are then available for comparison wit)

experiments on radiation or material systems in bullc. We thus ascortaii

whether the laws ofatomic systems and the general hypotheses ofstatistica

mechanics are adequate to account for such molar properties as we are abh

to compute. Tliis complete divorce of the quantum theory from its historioa

setting seems to me to be essential to a grasp of its present logical positioi

and to a properly proportioned view ofthe theory of statistical meohanios ...

In these developments [therefore] we have deliberately used a noU'

historical deductive method. So far as possible the theory has been presentee
as a finished struotui'e, withsome attempt atlogical completeness, not visibly

constructed to fit the facts. Results have been deduced at each stage froir

the general theory, and cheeked by comparison with experiment.

Conforming to this method, the distribution laws for classical systems arc

• derived by a limiting process from the similar laws for quantized systems

It is not difficult, I boUeve, to justify this somewhat unusual procedure, ir

wliioh the laws for Planck’s oscillator are fundamental, and the rest of the

theory, quantized and classical, a generalization from this starting point

In the first place it is undesirable in a systematic exposition to regard botli
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classical and quantized systems as fundainontal. If we are so to regard one

only it must be the latter, for we cannot derive the laws of quantized systems

from those of classical systems. Secondly, it may afc least bo claimed that

there is a gain in elegance and i)hysioal reality, for classical systems are the

excei^tion rather than the rule in atomic i}hysic8, 'I?his is not to say (of oourse)

that wo do not use classical mcclianics, so far as wo can, to derive the quan-

tum mechanics of atomic systems by a jn’oeesH of generalization. Bub once

the laws ofquantum mechanics have thus been guessed, as they largely must

be before we can discuss the theorems of statistical mechanics, quantized

systems naturally come first, [In 1935 this attitude hardly needs apology,

and from here on no further presentation of the point of view of 1928 will

bo given.]

§1*2* The generality of statiatical theorema. The equilibrium theory of

statistical mechanics, as ineseuted hero or in any similar manner, is strictly a

theory of the distribution ofenergy (and sometimes momenta) over systems,

and of systems over phases, and derives these and other distribution laws

by general arguments, making no reference whatever to the particular

mechanisms of interaction which bring about the equilibrium between the

individual systems and the different phases. If the fundamontal hypobhosos

ofthe theory are accepted, there seems no osoapo from this conclusion. Tims,

for oxanqdo, Maxwoirs law for the distribution of velocity among the molo-

oiiles of a gas in statistioal equilibrium with classical statistics, or the corro-

sponcling inodiflcations with Iformi-Dirao or Einstoin-lloso statistics, must

bo true whatever be the laws of collisions belivcen these and any other iyj)es of

molemle in the gas, Tilio tlicoroms of statistical meoluvnics thus appear to

have something of the same gonerality as tlio laws of thermodynamics.

They have necessarily loss than the full generality of the latter, for they

contemplate and refer to a particular molooiilar struoturo; granted this

limitation, however, it seems that they must ho granted also tlio univorsal

cJiaraotor of thermodynamical thoorems, with its advantages and dis-

advantages. ^J^ho fact that a particular moohanisni loads to a state of com-

ploto equilibrium in agreement with exporimontal facts is no evidonco for

the particular mechanism discussed. It is merely ovidonco that the laws of

this mechanism liave been correctly and consistently written down I Any
other mechanism would give the same result.*

Partioular nujehanisms of interaction first become rolovant in the study

* Tliifi Jb poi’hapa an ovci’wtatomont. la fclio theory of imporfoot gasoH, for oxamplo, \vq a«8mno
a jmitual potontial energy for oaeh pair of partiolcs ami dorivo an o{|unlion of atftto dopending on
that potential oiiorgy, If the !aw« of olasBlcal mooUanioB arc oboyofl liy Uio oneouator, then the

potontial energy anniccs to dotorinino all ita details aa a inoohaniHin for the oxeliaiigo of oaoigy and
niomcntinn. lint tlioao details are not rolovant to the study of tiio orpii librium atato Itaolf and
miglit conceivably bo dliTorout without nilooting it,
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of non-equilibrium states, such as states of steady flow. Finally, of ootirso, it

is these mechanisms ofinteraction, for example between atoms and radiatioi i

or atoms and atoms in collision, that are of sujDreme interest; it must hi)

regretfully admitted that the study of complete statistical equilibrimn

cannot provide anyinformation as to anyparticular process. It does,

however, provide a rigid form to which all possible mechanisms whatovor

must conform; that is to say, any possible mechanism, loft to act by itself,

must set up and preserve the laws of statistical equilibrium. This idea, wliieh

is well known in the classical theory of radiation, has proved ofgroat import-

ance in general statistical mechanics, following a line of thought opened up

by lilein and Rossoland.*^ It appears in general that a particular process can

never be supposed to be able to act alone, unaccompanied by a corresponding

reverse process; only the two together form a possible single mecluiniBin.

The next step forward from the purely equilibrium theory of Htatistieal

mechanics is obviously a systematic survey ofpossible mechanisms, working

out the laws that they must observe in order to fit into the equilibrium

theory and preserve, as they must, its distribution laws. Wo attempt tio

sketch such a survey in the concluding chapters of this monograph.

§1'3. Sco2^e of this monographs Tlio scope of this monograph may now be

more exactly indicated. At the close of this chapter wo specify tho funda-

mental assumptions on which the theorems of statistical ineclianics aro (io

be based. These are put on record in dogmatic form and all but tho most
superficial discussion of their foundations omitted. In Ohaptors n— wo
develop the equilibrium theory for all the types ofmatter commonly treaterd
in this way—such as perfect gases, crystals, and any general body obey ing

classical laws. We include also a similar treatment of radiation, but oxcliuh^

all cases in which dissociation or evaporation occur. Chapter in oontaiim
applications to the specific heats of gases, and the latter juirt of Chaj^ter iv

properties of simple crystals. The theory is gonorali/i(^(l

in Chapter v to include all types of dissociation and evaporation, and iii

Chapter vi the connection between tho equilibrium theory of Btatistieal

mechanics and the laws ofthermodynamics is considered in detail. Wo poin t

out the close analogies which allow certain functions of tho state of tlio

bodies we discuss to be properly interpreted as the temperature and ontrojiy
of thermodynamics. Tins chapter concludes with criticisms of tho ooin-
moner ways of introducing entropy into statistical mechanics, whioli, it in

claimed, are either obscure or misleading, and certainly unnecessary,
Chapter vn returns to applications, now in the region of very low torn-

peratures. Its subject is Nernst’s heat theorem and the chemical constanlH

* Kloiu and RosBeland, ZeiLfs Physih, vo], 4, p. 40 (1021).
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—ontroiJy at the absolute zero. It is possible to obtain a clearer under-

standing of this theorem and of the choniical constants from the standpoint

of statistical mechanics than in any other way. A comparison with experi-

ment is also desirable at this stage of the theory, and can bo most con-

veniently obtained in this Held . The field ofvalidity ofNornst’s heat theorem

and the precautions necessary in applying it to experimental data can now

be accurately spooifled. In Chapter vni wo extend the general theory to

include, so far as is possible, imperfect gases, allowing also for the possibility

of electrostatic charges, and in Chapter ix apply the theory to a discussion

of theoretical and semi-empirical ecpiations of state. Chapter x, which was

contributed to the first edition by Prof. Ijonnard-Jonos, gives a goi\oral

numerical survey of intermoleoular forces so far as those can bo derived by

analysis of the equations ofstate ofimporfoet gases* and from the properties

of allied crystals. It is interesting to find that one and the same law of force

will account satisfactorily for so wide a range of properties.

Chajiter xi attompts to cover the whole field of thermionic phoiunnona,

so far as these can bo I'olatod to states of equilibrium. 'I’lio most important

part is the theoretical formula for the vapour density of free elootrons in

equilibrium with a hot metal,, including the olleot of the space charge. 'I'his

is of primaiy importance for further applications, because it involves the

chemical constant of the oleotron and experiment confirms the theoretical

value. This chai>tor also includes a formal account of the simpler parts of

the theory of electronic conduction in metals and Bomioonductoi’H. Its close

relationship to thoi'inionio theory excuses the fact that oonduotion cannot

strictly be classed os an equilibrium property of matter. Chapter xii deals

with the magnotio and dielectric phenomena of matter in bulk, the most

imimrtant part being a semi-descriptive theory of ferromagnetism. Cha]>tor

xnr attempts to carry the theory on to describe the properties of liquids, but

nothing is aohiovod beyond a development of the theory of dilute solutions

including the theory of strong oleetrolytes. Chapters ix-xm inclusive and

the greater partofChapterviixare additions to the scope ofthe original essay.

Chapters xiv-x!vi deal with applications of the theory to the high tem-

peratures found inside and outside stars, the ai)plioation8 proposed by tlio

examiners for the Adams Prize. In Chapter xiv the equilibrium theory of a

gas of highly ionized atoms is developed as far as the methods available

permit, including the olloets of the sizes of the ions and their olootrostatio

fields. For jnany purposes approximate forms are necessary which may bo

expected to bo qualitativelyvalid ovorAvido ranges ofconditions. Such forms

are iirovidod. These approximations are mainly required for Chapter xvi)

Avhioh makes a start on the study of the properties of stellar material in the

* lilvicloiico from vlacoaity ia also usod.
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interior ofa star. It would be out of place to carry these calculations to groat

detail or to trace their repercussions onEddington^s work in this monograph,

In general they confirm the values of the physical constants of stollai

matter which he uses, particularly for the larger stars. Chapter xv, moaU'

while, has dealt with such p’roblems of the atmosphere of a star as can be

treated by means of the formulae of the equilibrium state—the more

important are the elementary theory of the rise and decay of absorption

lines with the rising temperature of the reversing layer and the tlieory o l

the rate of escape of molecules from an atmosphere. A summary is given ol

some of Milne’s beautiful work on the calcium chromosphere, but hero oui.

connection with the equilibrium theory is getting very weak. The outward

flux of radiation, which is an. entirely trivial perturbation of complete

equilibrium in the stellar interior, is now becoming the controlling feature.

The next group of three chapters, xvir-xix, contains detailed studios oJ

the laws to which actual mechanisms of interaction must conform in ordoi

to preserve the equilibrium laws. The laws of material collision procesHC^

between free atoms and molecules and free atoms and solid surfaces arc

discussed in Chapter xvii and applied in Chapter xviir to the kinetics ol

homogeneous gas reactions. The laws of radiative processes are discussed in

Chapter xix, Chapter xx contains for completeness an account ofthe formal

calculus of fluctuations, and applications of some of these theorems to tlu'

study of opalescence, .Brownian movement, the shot effect and kindred

phenomena. Chapter xxi gives an account ofsome miscellaneous very rccjonl

work which could not conveniently be incorporated in the other chapters;

the most important sections give an account of cooperative phenomena,

particularly the theory of order and disorder in alloys which lias received

such a successful start at the hands of Bragg and Williams* and Bethe.'l

It will be seen that the content of this monograph is not siridly confined

to equilibrium states of matter , We have ventured outside into rogionf*

dealing with steady rates of change (states of flow), but only whoro tlic

application of the laws of the equilibrium state is immediate. When the

changes are such, or the aocuraoy required is so great that the equilibrium

laws can no longer be used without modification, as in the grand theory

of transport phenomena in gases, the more advanced theory of electronic

eondiiction in metals, or of the formation of stellar and nebular spectra^

we must be silent. Nor can we do justice here to the phenomena ol

very high vacua. But where the direct application of the equilibrium la^vh

themselves is relevant or sufficient, as in the study of unit mechanisms or in

thermionics, wo have endeavoured to press the theory forward.

Bragg and Williama, l^roc, Roy. Sot. A, vol. 145, p. 099 (1934).

t Botho, froc. Roy. Soc. A, vol. 160, p, 662 (1936).
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§1'4, The fundamental assum;ptions of statistical ^ncchmiics. In my
opinion any thorongli (liaoiiHsiou of tho foiindatiouH of s tatistical niechanicH

is utterly unsuitable as an introducMon to the study of this branch of theo-

retical physics. One might properly attoni])t to close this naonograph with a

chapter or cliapters expounding the f()\nidationa as they now appeal.^ in

quantum nUHjhanics, thanks largely to the work of von Nouiuainn* Eut
such an exposition to bo oi any value must bo somewhat lengthy and would

form a portion necessarily quite out of tono with the rest of this nionograiih.

Statistical mechanics may really bo rogardod as consisting of two almost

distinct subjects: the tlicory of the oquilibrhim projiertios of matter based

on the usual assumptions as to the calculation ofaverage states, asHumptions

which can be introduced in a way which makes thorn a prior?* ciuiuoiitly

reasonable, and the deo])or theory of those assumptions thomsolves, Whin

deeper theory will bo entirely omitted liore, ai\d would fonn the subject-

matter for a substantial monogra])h by itself.

Though no thorough discussion of the Ibundabions will bo atfcoin))ted

here, it is nono tlio less desirable to begin the exposition by (jonsidoring

shortly the usual bases, and specifying as clearly as possible tho one soloctod

,

indicating tho reasons for its {slioico,

There arc two distinct starting points from wlii(jli wo may build up witli

ecxual success a theoretical model to roprcisont the material systems of our

more or less direct oxporionce—tho tlibhsiaii onsomhlo and tho general

conservative dynamical system. Of tlmso the Gibbsian onsomblo has porluiim

tho advantage in logical ])rccision, in that the \vholo of the nooessuiy assump-

tiouH can be ex])licitly introduced in tho initial formulation of tho ‘hjanou-

ical” onsomblo. ik)\: this reason it should perhaps bo prefoiTed, and is

l)rofoiTod by some tlioorotical])hysieists. Jhit to others somothing inorotluui

success azid logical rigour a])pearH to ho nooossary for the acjceptaneo of a

model which is to aoeount to our aesthetic satisfaction for tho properties of

matter. A certain “ sanity or jzhysioal reality, may be doivuuided in the

initial xzostulates and in tho details of the model, x)ai’tioulavly in so far as

they are to reproduce the weU-ltnown pro] )ei'ties of matter, Wo thoso others

the Gibbsian onsomblo appears to be woalc from this nHX)eeb, and they are led

—in s])ito of logical and analytic^a] ineom]>letonesH—to ])rcfor tho con-

servative dynamical system of many degrees of IVeodom as tho more satis-

factory model from which to dorivo (or attom]>t to derive) tho ]iro])ortieH of

niattor. This is tho model, gimovalizcd irom classical to quantum moohanics,

which will be used in tin's monograph.

We have of course to deal in general with dynamical systems whieh are

collections of largo mnnberB of similar atoms, jugIoouIch, or electrons . It is

* von Nouiuann, Mathcmatiftchc, GrllmUnfftm tkr Quantc7mechanikt Ikn'lin (1032),
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convenient to introduce a consistent nomenclature for the whole ml!*- is

and its constituent parts. We call the collection which compoHCH thr ^

plete dynamical system an assembly, We call its constituent atonin ri*

any part of it wliioh for the greater part of time has in'aotic^ully nu

dependent existence, a system* The model we propose to use will iln ^i

called a?t ofsysteina. The motions and interactions of thcH<'

are controlled hy the laws of quantum dynamics, and the amonihh

whole is conservative.

We now ask the questions, will such an assembly attain in any -ai

state of equilibrium and there exhibit permanent oharaoteristios wU u h «

be identifiedby analogy with similar properties ofmatter cletorin i nta 1 1 ^ ^
'«r ^ 5i

mentally? And if so, how are such permanent properties to bo
'

If and only if these questions are answered can we claim to posHt^m in mnv-'i

degree theory of the properties of matter in equilibrium”.

ordinarily call the observed properties of matter, e.g. the i)roSBuro t4 ^

may be regarded as ‘^short-time averages” of its instantaneous

It would be natural therefore to ask for the computed short-tin uvr

properties ofour assembly and to require these to correspond to tlio ulism

properties of matter in equilibrium.

We have naturally no means of computing such time avoragOH w ith

logical rigour short ofa sufficiently detailed solution ofthe general <ly

equations of the assembly. Equally naturally we lack this

whether the assembly is classical or quanta!.* It is necessary to

general form that the solution will take—the best Imown such

for classical assemblies was that of Maxwell, the assumption rif

continuity of path. It is extremely probable that this assumption i«

untrue; it is, moreover, insufficient and at the same time

restrictive for the purpose in hand, But some similar assumption

made in its place. Its object was to entitle us to assert that the

time average properties may be correctly calculated as ifthey ^vDre n vr«t

over the whole phase spacef of the assembly subject to the oonditlou

the assembly has the proper energy, and perhaps momenta, and

that the different elements of the phase space are “weighted ” in tlm

way. Even then it was necessary by an extra assumption or

* It fleeins to bo ossontial to posses a an aUjootive which is the antithesis of “ oloeslcfiT *
. t

HBage gives ua “quantum moohanical*^ for this purpose, a phraao which is really HOiimwJini

nant to English grammar, It is of course perfectly correct to use “quantum “ itsolf fur ibM
tive and it is habitually so used with the nouns theory, number, dynaniios, moohnnlcn,

this usage, one should undoubtedly eliminate “quantum mechanical “ either by

^‘quantum” everywhore or by use of some correot adjectival form, I have aitonipt«<il

monograph always to xiso “quantnl^* for this adjootivo, when I felt that “quantum*''

appropriate,

tscojnc.
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(but no such was ever given) to identify the “long-time average” so oal-

oulated with the "short-time averages” whioh are of physical significanco.

The modern quantum development is in many ways simpler than the

classical whioh it has superseded. We shall assume that thereader is familiar

with some standard exposition of quantum meohaiiios.* We may then

enunciate the assumption replacing Maxwell’s hypothesis of quasi-con-

tinuity of j)ath as follows: The observable equilib^'inm jn'opevties of any

assembly are to be calculated by averaging over all the slates of the assembly

which are accessible under the given conditions. All assemblios whoso equi-

librium states can be discussed are necessarily enclosed assemblios. An
unenclosed assembly to whioh all space is accossiblo does not iii general

possess an equilibrium state about which anything signilioant can bo said.

Enclosed assemblies obeying the laws of quantum mechanics possess only

discrete states of definite discrete energies, Glo any one of these onorgios

belong a certain number of linearly independent wave functions for the

assembly. Each such distinct wave function rc'presenis a distinct slate of the

assembly. The averaging required is averaging over all these states, without

fear or favour, provided only that the assembly can occupy the state. With

this meaning of “ state ”we are to average over all accessible states, assigning

the same (unit) weight to each.

It is convenient to have a distinctive name by whioh to describe tho.so

distinct accessible states of unit weight, and they will bo oalled compleximis.

This usage of the term complexion is a natural roflnemont of its traditional

usage in statistical mechanics.

Wo can make no attempt in this monograph at any detailed justification

of this procedure. Once this procedure has been adoi)ted, the rest of the

derivation of the equilibrium properties of an assembly is quite Btraight-

forward and can bo carried through with logical rigour—simply for a simple

assembly and with increasing difiioulty and complication as the assembly

gets more elaborate. But the critical stop is so fundamental that wo cannot

pass it by entirely without comment, and therefore proceed to some such

comment now by way of introduction.

The assignment of the weights for averaging is frequently spoken of ns an
assignment of a priori probabilities. If this is taken at its face value, the

behaviour of the systems in our assembly must bo according to the laws of

chance, and cannot be oontrolled by dynamical (or any oilier determinate)

laws in ordinary space and time. This is a possible hypothesis, but in the end

hardly a satisfying one. It is equally repugnant to olassical or to quantum

For oxainplo, Fi*onkol, Wave. jJ/eo/ifMttca, i mul ir, Oxford (1032, 1034) i
Coiulon nnd Morse,

Quantum Mechanics^ Now York (1020), or for a nioro fmidainonlal troftUnont, Dime,
McolmikSi od. 2, Oxford (1035).
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mechanics. To avoid an appearance of definitely accepting this hypothesis

we use the neutral word “weight^’ instead of the commoner priori

probability’*, although in effect (though not in origin) they become synony-

mous terms . For the purpose ofthe ensuing calculations wo require to know

or assume the relative times (out of a long interval) during which the

assembly occupies two given states, It is these which determine the relative

weights. It is assumed here that these times are equal. Since each quantum

state of a system of s freedoms corresponds to an element of classical phase

space (of 2s dimensions) of extension tliis assumption reduces in the

classical limit to assigning a weight to any element of phase space pro-

portional to its extension. This prooedm’o is consistent with, but by no means

a deduction from, Liouville’s theorem (§ 1‘6).

It is usual to proceed from this basis by the calculation of values of

maximum frequency of occurrence (most probable values) rather than

average values. The results are, of course, identical—the matliematical

machinery is not. Average values ai’e as naturally as, if not more naturally

than, most probable values identified with the observable properties of the

assembly. They have besides an overwhelming advantage in ease and rigour

of mathematical presentation; in particular the usual indiscriminate use of

Stirling*s theorem for largo factorials can be entirely avoided,

Ho attempt has been made in these paragraphs to minimize the logical

incompleteness of this development of statistical theory from the chosen

starting point. It will be only too painfully apparent, and is of course the

same for all variants of this development. I confess to a belief that it is

unavoidable and may continue so for a long time. It can only be said that

the assumptions made have a certain inherent plausibility and are justified

by their success, and that, in spite ofthese lacunae, this starting point is, to

some tastes, physically preferable to the Gibbsian ensemble.

One further step can be made, which, while it does not fill the logical gaps

indicated above, yet goes a long way towards giving us confidence in our

conclusions and warranting the belief that the average j)rop6rties wo
calculate are really '‘normar* properties of the assembly, which it will

always to our senses possess, This step is the calculation ot fiuctmtions.

Just as we calculate the average value of any quantity P, say, and find it

is P, so we can calculate the average value (P-P)^ of (P-^)^. If we do

this, we find that in all oases (P— P)’^:^P. It follows that the average

delation (rfP from its average, and therefore normal, valueP is ofthe order

^P, and ifP itselfis large the deviation is insignificant. We can interpret this

by saying that out of any time interval only an insignificant fraction in

general can be spent in states in which P differs effectively from its normal
value P. This very greatly consolidates the whole theory.
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We liavo used hero the word “normal” aa a aynoiiym for “aliort-timo

average” to recall the connection with the doHnition of “normal” adopted

hy Joans. * In Jeans ’ language aproperty ia anormal property ofan assoinbly

if that property ia poaaessed by the assembly with nogligiblo error in the

whole of acces.giblo phase space except for a nogligiblo fraction. It ia obviona

tliat any “ iiorinal” property will bo an equilibrium property ofour assombly

whoso equilibrium i)roportios are calculntod by averaging over aooosaiblo

phase space by the rule hero adopted. Conversely any one of our averages is

a normal property if its fluctuation ia small. For all practical purposes the

two methods of defining equilibrium properties are equivalent.

§1'41. Oonchiding the Introduction of 1935. In revising this monograph

in 1933-5 it has been possible to retain the main framework, 'l.’ho old con-

cluding chapter on quantum statistics has naturally boon Incorporated into

the exposition from the start, but otherwise there has boon no change of

structure. A few now subjects such as forromngiiotios and semi-conduotors

have been added, but the main changes consist of revision ami moderniza-

tion ofboth theory and experimental data.Thus tliooryand exporimoivt now
agree about the spooifio heats of the simpler gasea. But in 192H tliore was no

agreement at all oven for diatomic gases due to the very slow rate of intor-

ohange of vibrational and translational onorgios, as a result of wliioli the

observed values did not refer to the equilibrium state. Again, tlioro is now
substantial agreement in the hold of chemical constants and oquilibrivim

constants for diatomic molecules duo partly to improved data but hero

mainly to the improvoraents oftheory which have enabled the atatos of such

molecules in gaseous and solid phases to bo oorrootly omnnoratod. iSorious

errors have been removed from the old aooouiifc ofthe theory of motala and
of dilute solutions which now, it ia believed, survive in an accoptablo form,

and minor errors have been removed passim. It is too much to liopo tiiat

these have all been detected and that no new ojios have been introduced.

The concluding section of this chapter ia obviously a survival from a

preceding eiJooh, but has intentionally been left in place. As avo have already

insisted, no systomatio examination of the foundations of statistical

mechanics has been or should ho undertaken in this introduotory ohajitor.

But to say no more tiian Ave have said hitherto ia somoAvliab ruthless and the

best compromise appears to be to give hero a short account of the classical

use of Liouville’s theorem for classical oasoinblios in justifying (partially)

our averaging rule for such assemblies.

§1*6. Conservative classical dynamical systems. Wo close this chapter by
enumerating briefly the chief properties of consoryativo systems, which
confirm the hypotheses of statistioal mechamos, The state of the assembly,

* JcauB, Dynamical Theory of QumSt cd, 3, pp, 7<t aqq.
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which is the conservative system hero in question, is fully defined by

specifying the necessary N Hamiltonian coordinates q and N conjugated

momenta j?. It can be conveniently represented geometrically by a i)oint in

space of iN dimensions, whose rectangular cartesian coordinates are the

N andN j's, TJiis space is called the phase, space ofthe assembly (already

referred to) and the point its representative point. The equations of motion

of the assembly are

9(7/
( 1 )

where H is the Hamiltonian funotion. It is usually only necessary to oon-

sider assemblies in the formulation of which the time does not loccur ex-

plicitly, so that 11 is the total energyM expressed as a function of the jp’s and

(7’s. Through every point ofthe phase space passes a definite trajecttyi'y of the

assembly satisfying (1), and confined of course to the surface II= IS, con-

stant, and perhaps to other surfaces defined by constant momenta as well.

Wo have mentioned above that no logical |iistifloation has over been

attempted for the assumption that the average values oonoerned in observa-

tions are equivalent to the long-time average properties of the assembly.

Attempts, hoAvever, to justify identifying these long-time averages with

averages over the accessible phase space, though far fi’om successful, have

led to interesting investigations, wliioh tend to oonfirm the proposed choice

of the weight for each element of phase space in this process of averaging.

As the first of these we may cite Liouville’s theorem.

Let T be the density of a “fine dust” of representative points in any

element of phase space. Then Liouville’s theorem states that Z)T/Df=0,

where BfDt is the mobile operator of hydrodynamics (generalized), giving

the rate of variation oft for a given group of points as we follow them along

their trajectories. Consider a fixed volume element in the phase space

hounded hypi, Qn, Qn+^9i/, of extension dQ. {
= dpi, ...,(^<7jv)'

The representative points crossing the face pg

,

ofarea d/S, have a component

velocity jOg normal to that face, and so the rate of increase in rdCi due to

motion across this face is / ^ q!\

There is a similar rate of loss ,

due to motion across tbe opposite face, and so a net rate of increase for this

pair of faces
^ ^

—^JjPs)dpgd8=--^JjPg)da.

Summing for all the 2iV' pairs of faces, it follows that

}. 0 . .(2)
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(3)

TJlis is Lioiivillo'B thoorom^ Ifwo oonsidor it in torms of aii oloment ofphnso

Bjpaco moving with tiio diiafc of reiH'Osoiitativo points, it states that tho

extension of any aucli oloaiont is oonsbant throughout the motion. This is of

course easily proved directly. T^ho rate of inoroaso of voUiino is

Js 1

wlioro (18 is any element of the bounding surface and {Ig, tlio direction

cosines of its “normal”. But tJiis is oq[ual to

by Green’s tiioovom, and so vanishes.

TJie content of Liouvillo’s theorem relevant to tho basis of sliatistioal

mochajiios is that the density of a grouji of roprosontativo points remains

constant along their trajeotorios. If at any time they are distribidod witli

uniform density in tho phase space, tlioy will for over have uniform density.

TJioro can tlioroforo be no eventual crowding together of tho points into

favoured regions of tho phase space. If "normal ” properties are to bo dotor-

minod by averaging over tho pliaso si)acG, they must bo properties true of

almost all tho phase space, and not pn'oiJertios of s])eoittl regions, unless

various regions are solootivoly Avoightecl in this averaging. Again, the

tlioorem suggests tliat no such solootivo weighting oan bo legitimate, for

tliere is no natural crowding into one region rather than another, and thoro-

foro no 6X0US0 for selective weighting. In short, it suggests that tlie only

reasonable ohoico ofweight is tho one aotually made in statistical moohanios,

namely a weight proportional to tho extension of tho region.

We can porliaps make tin's choice of weight clearer by a ratlior different

liresontation {of ossontiolly tho same ai'gumont). To each oloment of phase

space (IQ wo can certainly assign a time t,ia during whioh tho represontativo

point will lie in dQ out ofa total interval 2', and call thereby define a 1imotion

of position in the phase space

I?}. W
It seems reasonable to assort that this limit exists. It repi’esonts tho "pro-

bability”, delinod as a limiting froc[uonoy ratio, that the representative

point lies in dfl at any s2Deoifledepoch i, andis from its delinition Independent
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of t. This fits in with our physical preconoeption that such '' probabilities
“

caimot depend on the epoch of observation.

The function W might be expected to depend on the particular trajectory

chosen, No doubt it does so depend for any dynamical system, but it

clearly cannot do so in anyway which would malte any difference to observ-

able quantities, or consistency would vanish from physics. We therefore

assume that there is some >7, a definite one-valued function of position in

the phase space, such that for any trajectory, or at least on the average for

all trajectories, KWdQ (/f constant)

represents the frequency ratio witli wliich the representative point lies in

dn for an arbitrary choice ofepoch t. On this basis the frequency ratio with

which the assembly has the property P is

where is that part of the whole phase space £i in which P holds. Normal

properties of the assembly are those for wliioh (6) is effectively unity.

That such a W really exists for any actual assembly is largely a pious hope,

but granted its existence its form can be fixed, and we can show that for any
Hamiltonian assembly W may be taken to be independent ofthe coordinates

and therefore may be put equal to unity. For since KWdO. is the frequency

ratio for the falling of the reiwesentativo point in <ZQ, the total number in dfi

out ofa “ fine dust” ofrepresentative ijoints wiU be effectively ICWd£l. This

is the T of Liouville’s theox'em, and by repeating his argument we find that

Therefore

Tliis is the general partial differential equation which any possible W must
satisfy. Obviously a solution is 1.

The form of (6) shows that IT is a last muUi'pKer'^ of the system of differen-

tial equations (1) which specify the trajectory, and it can be shown that the

actual choice of last multiplier satisfying (6) can make no difference in

statistical calculations, For ifM andN are two last multipliers and a fiino-

tion/is defined by/- W/iif, then/^ a is a uniform integral of the equations

ofmotion (e .g, the energy integral itself), mdNjM will be constant through-

out the whole of the accessible phase space to which our calculations extend,

The function/ can therefore be absorbed into K and ignored in all calcula-

* Seo, for example, JTorayth, Piffere7iiial Sqmlion$f ed. a, § 174 ,
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tioiia. Since W == 1 is one solution of (0) and the simplest, wo may legitimately

Kdil {K constant)

to bo the weight to bo attached to tho olomont dil in all statistical ealonla-

tioua* SiucG in any contact transformation tho extension of any olomoiit of

l)haso space remains nnaltorocl,* tho constant K is gonuiuGly invariant and

iudopoudont of the systom of coordinates, provided only that they arc

Hamiltonian.

* Sco, for cxainplo, Jiolti^inann, La Ih^ork dcd Oaz, v{>I. 12, p. (JJ. 'I'lnH invariaiif^o undor a doiitaot

tranaforinatioii is tlie most gonoml assertion ^vo luivo made aljoiit rfO, It IneludcH its oonstmioy

(loring tlio motion, aiuco tho motion of any Handitoniaa nysloni may ho regarded m a HHo(:osHi{)n

of infinitofllmal eoiitaot transfonnatloim. This altoriiativo proof of Liouvi lie’s theoroiii is that; uhccI

}>3^ 'Boltzmann, loc, eil.



CHAPTER II

THE GENERAL THEOREMS OF STATISTICAL MEOHAHICS
FOR ASSEMBLIES OF PERMAHEHT SYSTEMS

. § 2*1 • We sha-U establish in this chapter all the usual theorems ofstatistical

mechanics for assemblies of permanent (non-combining and non-dissociat-

ing) systems, quantized or classical, wliich are in the highest possible degree

independent of one another. These are, of course, the assemblies most

amenable to exact treatment, about which moat is known. They naturally

include perfect gases and crystals, but it is convenient to iDOstpone the

actual calculations for crystals (and temperature radiation) to Chapter iv,

though they are fully covered by the methods here developed.

The highest degree of independence is attained when it is sufficiently

accurate to assume throughout the calculations that the energy of the

assembly is the sum of the energies of the individual systems and contains

no part depending on the coordinates of more than one such system. On
this assumption, xiniversaUyuf sometimes tacitly made, some comment is

needed. Such an assembly is, of course, an ideal limit to which an actual

assembly may approximate but can never attain. For it is essential to the

whole idea ofan assembly that it should form a oonnectod dynamical system

with a single energy integral but not a number of separate ones. If, indeed,

the energy were really entirely independent of such cross terms, wliioh

represent the interactions of the systems, the systems woult^ never interact

and the assembly would not be connected. We have therefore to assume that

some such interactions do occur, but in this limiting case so rarely that their

contribution to the total energy ofthe assembly may be neglected. They still

suffice to j)reserve connection and ensure that only a single energy integral

exists, This is an example, of course, of the general assertion underlying

the whole theory that, wliile there must exist mechanisms of interaction,

their mere existence is sufficient, their nature being irrelevant to the laws of

equilibrium.

§2* 11. The analysis of weigliU We have stated in the introduction that

in averaging to determine the equilibrium state we sliall attach a weight

unity to every distinct accessible state, that is complexion, of the assembly,

each complexion being defined by a wave-function linearly independent of

all others so used. This means that the average value Q of any quantity Q is

to be calculated by the equation

(7)

The summation is taken over all complexions, and is the value of the

quantity Q for that complexion of the assembly.
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'riiia formula can often bo fm'tlioi' rearranged. In the first place a number

of dift'eront oomjjloxionsmay formany purposes possess indistiuguisliablo

Ijroperbios, o.g, the same value of Q. We can then regroup the Bummations

of (7) so that it roads OQ~ • .(8)

It will often bo legitimate for oonoisonoss ofexpression to spoak ofthis group

of complexions, between whoso properties we cannot or do not oaro to

distinguislj, as a statistical state of tlie assembly and of as the weight of

the statistical state o-.

Wo next recall that our assemblies are always to ho regarded oa oollootions

of praotioally independent systems, between wliich to an apin’oximation

usually sufiioient there are no interactions. When therefore wo construct

Sohrodingor's equation wliioh determines the wavo-funotions and onorgios

of the states of the assembly

^

it can immediately be separated into equations

for the distinct systems. The wave-funotionT for the aasomhly oan thorefoi'e

bo constructed out of products of the wave-functions 0 for the systoms (see

§ 2'23). Now to any one value of the energy of an individual system there

may belong a number of distinct wavo-fmiotions for the system, between

whose in’oporties wo need not distinguisli. Wo speak of TOj as the weight ofthe

system in the given state. It, is convoniont to use the term degenerate to

describe states for which w,,,> 1 andnaU'degenemte for to,,. =» 1 . Ifthe assembly

consists ofM snob systems and in a partioular state of the assembly there

are 0-0 >%)•••) Or »•• • systems in states of weight , Wj, , , .
. , , . . . , and no

special limitations of accessibility arise, then it is clear’ that the weight fl,,

of this group of complexions is given by the equation

( 9 )

Wo oan thus (sometimes at least) attaoh the oorroot weight ilj, to the group

of oomifioxions by attaching suitable weights system states. But

it must bo romomborod that suoli system weights have a statistical moaning

07ily when they are recombined by mnUiplication over all the systems in the

assembly. Strictly it is only the weights of tho complexions that Imvo a

statistical application.

The same distinction was relevant in tho older clossioal form ofthe theory.

The classical average is taken over the whole of aocessible phase space for

the assembly attaching a weight

K{dpi„.dqf)i ...... {dpi,..dq^)u ......(10)

to any element of phase space, K being constant, This can bo achieved by

attaobing a weight
K'dp^...d^, (11)

to any element of the phase space of each system, but the weights (11) only

have a moaning when posterior romultiirlication is assumed.

F3M
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The conventional weight we attach to the cell or state of a system cannot

be interpreted as proportional to the time which the representative point of

the system spends in tliis coll, as can the weight attached to a coll or state of

the assembly, Interpreted so it is definitely wrong. For if the weiglit for the

cell of a classical assembly is given by (10), and if for simplicity we suppose

that the energy function contains only square terms, then the average time

spent by a selected system in a selected cell can be shown by integration to be

where is the energy of the system in and IP' and j are con-

stants, The conventional weight applied in this sense is wrong. We could if

desired talce this accurate value instead of the conventional weight, and on

re-oombining for the cell of tlxe assembly we should obtain

Ab)i {#!• >

>

or K{dPv..dq,)^

as before, since jE/, a constant. The factors are thus irrelevant.

Tins digression should malce clearer the extremely conventional use to bo

made of the weights of the system states. As we have said, it is only the

weights of the complexions that have a direct statistical interpretation.

§2*2. Weights of simple systems and the connection with classical phase

apace. Let us start by considering the simple case ofan ideal linear liarmonic

oscillator. If its mass is m and its classical frequency v, its classical Hamil-
tonian function is .

+ ......( 12)

The oonstant E is the total energy wliich, by solving the oorresponcling

equation of Schi-oclinger

'&-nhn

is known to have one of the values

E=={n+ l)1iv (w== 0,1,2,...). (14)

To each such value corresponds just one wave-function.

Now consider any possible orbit in the classical phase space whose equa-
tion is given by (12). The area enclosed by this ellipse is easily seen to be
Ejv, Anysuch orbit is a classical possibility hut quantum mechanics restricts

the possible values of Ejv to {n+ i) h. Now an important feature ofquantum
meohanics is a correspondence in detail between classioal and quantized
systems by which the two become indistinguishable in the limit for largo

quantum numbers (or for 0). Symbolically

Lt (Quantized system)= Classical system.
^->00

E~{2ftv)^^q^ i/^ = 0. .(13)
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It is oonvenioiit to rofor to this as tho Unuiing principle* By tliis pi’inoiplo

it is easy to seo that foi’ largo n, wlioii the porinittod orbits aro close together

but still separate oU areas A, an oloniout of phase space of extension h oorro-

aponds to each possible quantum state. The rule for averaging attaches

the weight unity to each permitted value of JS for this system. To conform

to tho limiting prinoijde tho rule sliould therefore attach the woiglit unity

to an element A of phase space if and when tho system can bo treated as

clns,sioal—that is tho Avoight
dpihi

~ir
to the element of phase space dpdq.

This result is general. To conform to tho limiting inineiple Avhonovor ‘wo

oan treat a system of s frocdoms as olassioal wo must attach tlie Avoight

If

to tho element of phase space dpx,,.d%. Wo shall not attempt to give a

formal proof of this ro8ulb,t It will bo sufllcionb to iJIustrato it AA'ith some

selected special oases.

§
2'21 . Weights of the slates of isolrojdc oscilktUm in more Ihmi one dimen-

sion, A two-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator is suitublo Ibr tho

next illustration of Avoight counting and of tho limiting prinoiplo. Its

olassioal Hamiltonian is

-I-V) (•'«* -I'?/") « /if (10)

* TJio coiiioni of UiIh pdnoi|)loiH dmUnDt from that of tim nuioh widBrOorronpomlmKio IMncIplo

(JJohr) which ni'o»c from it and which wrh lliially HUjioL'RCflcd l>y thu prociHo nihitiniiHliIim of quantum
moohanicH. But tJmao dovolopincntH have rotaiaoil tJio liniltlng pritittlplo uuirniialrcd.

t In the older quantum theory tlicuo were jiw til !«<! (to hoiuo oxtoiit) by tlio theory of

mha/iiiliC tnvanmf«, [Bohr, iVofii 6Vm6, iV*i7» *Soo, iSiippl. 1112-1 or HidLf. Phnnikt voh 1,7, p, 117

(1023), Van VlooJc, ^'Quantum Priaoiplca iind .liino ypoctriv'\ NttL Oonmii IhilL (1020) or

Born, Vorlminam ilhar Atoimmclianik (102^i). Tim theory wa» bof^un by Ji)lironfc«t,J Tlio inonoml

form of tiio quantum oonditioiiH takoH tho form

Jfifii , W'r (r li

.

M ,

wlioro tJio Pw aro action variabloa and tho oxtornal pammofcortf, If tho a'n aro olowiy varied

during tho motion, tlio J*h remain in ^jonoral invariant, [Bntgorw, Oom* Pkiffit Lnh, LauUnt Nohi

8upph die, d, c or iVoo. Sect, AVn*. Aimimhmt vol. 2/5, pp, 8X1), 1)18 (11)1(5), p. lO/S/5 (11)17) i

Birao, fVoc. J?o//, ^'oc, A, vol, 107, p, 7215 (1 1)2/5),J By varying tho ono Hboidd bo abio to tmmifann
*‘adiabatloally ” any ono syfltom of 9 frooiloinH into any otbor. Hlivco an oloinont of pbaso wpaoo i«

invariant for a contact tranoformatlon

jd}ii ... dq, w
J

fW, dio„

Avliero tlio w'a (iio onglo vivrialjlof) wiigiiig from 0 to 1 along any otoioal orWt along wJiloJi tlio J'a

aio conatant, Tho invariant quantum coiKlitionB thcroforo cud up tlio plmso ajiaoo Into olomonts

of invariable extension, and tlio aRsignmont of any other weights than tlioao in tho text would bo

inconsistent with tills intortransfonnablJity of tlio di/TorontaystoinB, which oxtonds ovoti to cliiToiPOJit

states of tJio same system, [Bohr, Vid, JSM, JSlfnfiert vol, 11, p- 24 (1018),]

3-3
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The corresponding wave et^uation is

(">

This equation of course separates in # and y. The possible values of the

energy are J= (n+ l)7iv (w= 0,l,2....), (18)

and the ooti’eaponding independent wave-functions are

(%+%««'), (19)

where i/',i,(y) are the wave-funotions for an oscillator in one degree of

freedom. To any value of J? specified in (18) there correspond therefore n+l
distinct wave-functions, or » -i- 1 distinct states. The weight of the nth state

is therefore m -f- 1 . Now the classical phase space {x,y,Pg. ,^y) enclosed by the

condition = (n -f- 1) fer is
p

»

JJ JJ

extended over the region for which

^ V) + («>*+/) < J3.

This is a familiar Dirichlet's integral, whose value is

im _ ]Jj^

r(3)

The extension enclosed between the surfaces ^ = (n+ 1) Itv and M= nliv is

therefore
iy~n^)=¥(n+i),

in agreement with the limiting principle, and the weight (16) attached to

the classical phase space.

In the same way the number of distinct wave-functions which correspond

to the energy value E-{n+^) hv for a thi-ee-dimensional isotropic oscillator

is equal to the number of ways in which positive integral or zero values can

be assigned to% , «2 , W3 so that% -f-^ -f W3= n. The weight of the nth state

of such a system is therefore ^(n-f 1) (n-t- 2). It may again be verified that

f(»)
r

J
..Adxdydsdp^d^ydpg

over the region for which

m

,

(n+ i) hv<^ (i>»® +P„‘^ +Pe^) + i^-nvY (a:* -P y® d- z!^) < (n -P f)
hv

is J7t*{(n + 1)® - (n + ^)*}, in agreement with the limiting principle,

The number of distinct wave-funotions belonging to the energy value
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E = {n+\s)Uv for an s-dinionsional isotropic oscillator is equal to the

number of positive integral or zero solutions of tJio equation

h (20)

§ 2*3S. Weights of the stales ofa rigid solid of revolution {didlomio molecule)

with or without axial spin. Another oxamj^lo is the rigid rotator with an axis

of symniotry bnt no spin about that axis, which haa important applioations

to the speciflo lioats of gases, The motion of the centre of gravity separates

and can tlieroforo bo igJiored hero,

Let A bo the transverse moment of inertia of the moloouloj and 6^ (jf the

usual Bphorioal polar coordinates of its axis, Then

p0 p^ ^ A sill® 0(l>f

The corresponding wave equation is

1 9 /
. J,l>\ ,

1 0V , , ft

0mu8{J\ dOJ a*

The possible values of the energy are

¥

.{21 )

m

IS: .(23)(m.=0, 1, 2,

and the oorrosponcling wave-functions are the 2» + 1 spherioal harmoinos

of order n, namely

P, ”'(0030) (m«0, 1, ....^v). (24)

The weight of the ?ith state is therefore 2?i+ 1.

It is easy to show that the phase space integral

Yf’ff
dpodpxddd<f>y

J J J 0 J 0

suhjoofc to 0 < is equal to irflAM, Wo can tlius again verify

the limiting priuoiido and the assignment (16).

When the molooulo has axial sirin lot A, 0 bo the transverse and axial

momoiits of inertia, and 0, ^ and x tho usual Eulorian coordinates. Tho

angles 0 and
<l>
must bo taken to fix the direction in space of one end of the

axis, independently of any directions of rotation since tlio two ends of the

axis may bo different. Then

sin* 0ij5+ does 0(15;+^ QOS 0), p^~O(i>+^ooB0)t

.
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The coiTesponding wave equation is

1

sin I 'de

1 ^(A Goa^6'\d^^ ^cosO

siii^ 0 d<j>^ w ^ sin^ 6 ) dx^ sin® 9

The possible values of the energy are

A®

3®^ Stt^A „

,

^+-Tr'-®»/'= 0<

..(26)

J? =
Sn^A

»(»+!) +

4

) (|t(<» )

and tho coirespondlng 'wave-funotions are of the form

where r
j

are integers and 0(oos $) is a polynomial in cos 0 wiiioli is unicpiely

determined when n, r and r* are given, n being laot less than the greater of

3?ig. la.

1t| and |t'|. Thus there are 2n+l dlstinot Avave-functions for each value

of IS in (27), Avhich is the weight of each of these states.

Tlie verification of (16) and the limiting principle is in tliis case slightly

more intricate and is a good illustration ofhow the general argument must
go. The extension ofphase space for which i-o i®

rt-rfirrU/STr

JJJJ.J. J.

which oau be shown ivithout difficulty to be

We may compare this with the number of values of = J?(w,r) given by
(27) for which E[n^r)^EQt each pair (n^r) being counted 2^-4* 1 times. The
relevant pairs are all points of positive integral n and integral r for

which |rj and . They are therefore all points of integral

coordinates which lie within the shaded region in Kg. la or 16 bounded by
two straight lines and the conic (27). Since we are only concerned with
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asymptotic ecpialities for lai’go aiKl r, wo may neglect the difieronco

between »(«.+ !) and n^. By oaloulating the extension of tlio slinclecl area

with the weighting factor 2n+ 1 wo line! that the nnnibor ofpoints ofintegral

coordinates Avhioh it contains (with this repetition factor) is asyjnptotically

as roqnii'od by (16) and the limiting principle.

Other oxami)lo8 will appear at various stages throughout this monograph.

§ 2’23. The accessible stales {complexions) of simple assemblies. It is no-

oeasary next to consider in greater detail liow to oniimorato complexions

in terms of the states of the ooinponent systems of an assonibly. It is Lore

and only here that an important divergence is possible between the classioal

and the quantal omunerations. We will consider firat for simplicity an

assembly of M permanent systems which intoraot only weakly (or occa-

sionally) with each other. It is convenient to roeall Jiore in rather more

detail than heforo the properties of SohrSdingor’s wave equation.

Lot us consider first a single conservative isolated system whoso classical

Hamiltonian function would bo B{(l,p)y and energy integral

H{u^)^}L

Tlio variables p are to be taken as a shortened form of q, q', q", p, p'>

p", .... being any suitable sot ofLagrangian coordinates and their oonjitgatod

momenta. TJion in order to clisouss such a quantum system wo form

Sohrddingov’s diiforoutial equation

.(28)

in which '}i = hj2tT, All the properties of the system are deterininod by the

function \ji and the condition that (// must bo bounded* and one-valued in

the (y-stJaco (configuration si)aoo) of tlio system. For an oiiolosod system the

porniissiblo values of M are neooasarlly disomto, though if the onolosuro is

a largo one tlio values ofM may lie so close together over some iiart at least

of their range that theymay bo treated bya limiting process as a continuous

clisbribution. I'hoso permissible values will be supposed to bo omunorated

by a suffix taking tho values 1, 2, , .
. ,
so that no two values ofBwi th clifforent

suffixes are equal. Corrcsiionding to any iJossible value e„ of M, there exist

one or more proper solutions i/jg of equation (28). The mnnbor of such in-

dopondont solutions is denoted by tOg

,

tho weight ofthis state. Ifthe system

is degonorato (ro„!i=l), wo can often reduce it to a non-degenerate one

* Moto QOMOotly, that f
over tiny (Inito putt of tUo conflgurotiou spaoo elionW

o.Yisfc, oiul tliat i/i fihonltl bolinvo suitnWy at iiiflnity, tho proolso boltavJoiir tlioro clojwndiiig on

bild aafcuro of tho syatoiu.
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(wp- = 1) by including suitable perturbing fields, if it is convenient to do so

for purposes of discussion.

Let us suppose next that our assembly is built up of two such similar

systems with very wealc interactions, so that to a first approximation the

Hamiltonian of tlie pair is the sum of the separate Hamiltonians. Then the

complete wave equation is

[4- -“s)
- *]''"

It is obvious that the equation separates into two parts and that the per-

missible values of E are and the corresponding solutions

(30)

where e„ and are possible values of E in (28) and corresponding

proper solutions. Such values ofE are called characteristics or eigenvalues

and the corresponding solutions oharaoteristio functions, or eigenfunctions,

or, in view of Sohrodinger’s interpretation, wave-functions. It is of the

utmost importance to observe that in the limit of vanishing interaction the

pair of systems is essentially degenerate except when (t=t even if the single

systems are not degenerate. For if o-+ r at least two wave-functions

Wffa)> 'I*'a = V'o(!?2)’/'T(!7i)>

obtained by permuting the individual systems, correspond to the eigenvalue

E=e^+e^, If the single systems are degenerate then obviously

the total number of distinct wave-functions corresponding to e„+e^ is

{a=^T) ovvig^

The argument is quite general. If the assembly consists of M weakly

interacting systems, the complete wave equation is

y ^ \

(31)

To the eigenvalue E= €„+€^-\-.., + e^, (32)

no pair of the suffixes c, t, ..., w being equal, there corresponds a set of Jlfl

wave-functions obtained by permuting the systems 1, 2, ..., jlf among the

suffixes of the eigenvalue a, t, . . ., to . A simple wave-funotion is

'I^= '/'o-(ffl)l/'T(9'8)”- W<?Af)- (33)

For degenerate systems the total number of wave-functions corresponding

to the eigenvalue (32) is

If finally we consider the completely general eigenvalue

E=aj_e„+a2e^+.,.+a(€^ (cq-i-Oa-b.., if), (34)’
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where the individual eigonvahiea are equal in groups of a^,

M\there are aeta of

26

«(, then

...(36)
ailazl-.Mil

distinct wavo-funotiona obtainable by permutation, of which

= ’lia{Ql) . .
. (30)

is typical.Thetotalnumborofdiatinotwave-funotions in the dogonorato case is

(37)

This is a first and iramediate generalization of the olemoiitary enumeration

used as an illustration in § 2-11. There wo grouj)od together the ooraplexiona

for which each separate system has let us say a given energy but may bo in

a state described by any one of w corresponding wave-functions. Hero wo

are grouping together not merely all such ooinifioxions, but also those in

wlrich the same numbers of systems, but not the same individual systems,

have a given energy. When we form the group ofcomplexions speoiflod hero

and emnnoratod in (37), we are not conoornod to cTisorirainato between states

wliich have the same distribution of energy over the component systems

as a whole.

If to the assembly thus oonstruoted wo add another sot ofsimilar systems

distinct from the sot hitherto considered, we obtain obviously a now sot of

wave-functions similar to (30) each ofMdiioh can bo combined by miUtiplioa-

tion with each one of (36) to gi\’'o an indei)endent wavo-funotion of the

complete assembly. We may not ofcourao permute ai)air ofdistinot systems,

for we do not so obtain a solution of the wave equation of the assembly.

Thus for an assembly of two distinot sots of similar systems the number of

complexions corresponding to tlie eigenvalue

F ,,, H'Aiijo'-b ... . .....(38)

All these formulae are identical with those that have long boon classical

in statistical mechanics. If the introduotion of weak interactions between

systems of the assembly or between the assembly and the outside world

alloM'S the assembly to pass from a state described by one of those wave-

funotions to any other, the formulae (37), (39) and similar generalizations

must be used as in classical theory and we Shall see no change will appear in

the results. But tins may not be so. It has been shown, principally by

Heisenberg,* to whom we owe the first appreciation of the importanoo of

this excJiange degeneracy, that the waAm-funotions (36) of a set of similar

* Hoisonboi’g, Zeii.f. Physih, vol. 38, p. 411 (1026). Soo iilao Dirac, Proa. Boy, 8oe, A, vol, 1 12,

p. 001 (1020).

(39)
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systems^ after reorganization into suitable linear oombinations, necessarily

divide into a number of groups, B, S. These groups contain between

them all the wave-functions belonging to all the eigenvalues, and they

possess the extremely important property that no interaction between the

32jsieins of whatever type or strength or between the s2jstems and the outside

worldi so long as it is symmetrical in the coordinates of the similar systems can

ever change the assembly from a wave-function of one group A to a wave-

t'unction of any other group B. Thus if the assembly is originally represented

by a wave-function of group A for one set of systems, it will for ever be con-

fined to wave-functions of group A, Only these states are accessible.

§2‘24« Existence theoremfor non-combining grou.ps.'^ The general form of

Sohrodinger’s equation for assembly ofM similar systems to the zero order

of approximation in which interactions of the systems and external per-

turbations are neglected, and from which the operator djdt has not yet been

eliminated, is

m
The waye-funotion ¥ must here retain its time factor c-W.; its presence is

recorded by the affix t. The solutions of this equation are expressions such

as (33) (with the time factor), or, since the equation is symmetrical in all the

systems andlinearin'F^, anyexpressionwinch canbe derivedfrom (33) byper-

muting the systems and taking linear combinations of any ofthese permuta-

tions. Any suchwave-functionwe will denote for shortness by ¥^(1,2,... ,31),

the order of the suffixes of the systems being in general signifloant.

If equation (40) wore exact, the assembly, once represented by a given

wave-function, would remain so represented for all time. Owing however to

interactions and loerturbations this permanence does not exist and ¥' will

pass from (approximately) one zero order form ¥j^ to another ¥2
' or rather

to one of a number of other forms in a manner which can be best specified

by certain probability coefficients. It is not necessary to enter into this hero

beyond observing that the exact ¥* has to satisfy exactly an equation of

the form _ __

[H-»«|j¥<=0, (41)

* A proofnot involving explicit appeal to group theory was firafc given by Huncl, ZeiL /, Physik,
yol. 43, p. 788 (1927), See also Hoisonborg, Zeitf, Physik^ vol 41, p. 239 (1927), and ospooially

Wignor, Zeil,f^ FkyMk, vol. 40, pp, 492, 883, vol, 43, p, 024 (1027), Tlieso detailed invoatigations

of the structure of tlio non-combining groups nro required for the theory of the structure of atoinio

and moleoulai* spectra, but are not necessary to us hero, wlioro all that we require can bo obtained
very simply as siiggested by Ursell, JProc. Cmnb, Phil Soc, vol. 24, p, 446 (1028), amplifted by
Sterne, Proc, Gamb, Phil. Soc. vol, 26, p, 99 (1930),
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where H includes ihe interaction and perturbation terms and is completdy

symmetrical in all the systems.

Lot P be any operation of permuting tlio systems in a given wave-

function and talcing given linear combinations of these

permutations, and lot P'F' bo the result of the operation. Then since H is

complotoly synimotrical is also a wavc-funotion. Suijposo that at any

given timo the symbols denoting identity for all values of

tho space variables q^, , Then, since H is an operator in the space

variables only in wliioh tho time ontoi’s if at all only as a pai’ametor,

[H]2^'F'=tH10=0,

so that 9(P'F0/c)< = 0. If now wo may assume that H and P'F^ are analytic

functions of t for all real values of <, it follows that wo can prove, by repeated

applications of this argument, that

m
for all n and tlioroforo that P'F^s 0 for all timo. This is all that is required to

establish tho oxistenco of non-combining grotrps of wave-functions. Wo say

that 'F is symmetrical in tho systems a,
,
ag , . .

. ,
oc;^ if 'F does not alter whenany

ono of those numbers is intorehangod. For example, if

'F(l,2,3,...,il/)«'F(2,1,3,.....M),

then 'F is symmotrioal in tho systems 1, 2. If

'F(l,2,3,4,...,ibr)«'F(2,l,3,‘L...,ilf) = 'F(L3,2,4,...,Jf),

then 'F is symmetrical in the systems 1, 2, 3 and so on. But then PfP= 0,

whore .Pg is the operation ofinterchanging 1 and 2 and talcing tho difforonco

of those wavo-fimotions, so that tho wave-functions ropresonting the

nsHomhly if they are over synunoirioal in any i^air of systems must always

bo symmetrical in that pair. In thosameway wo say that 'F is antisymmetrical

in tlio systems etj, ..., ax if 'F changes to when any pair of those

numbers is interchanged. It then follows as before that if 'F is over anti-

symmotrioul in any jiair ofsj'stoms it is always antisyininetrloal in that ])air.

The difleront non-combining groups can ho spooifiod by tho various groups

of systems in whioli they aro symmotrioal or in which they aro anti-

syjnmotrical, but we need not oxainino the strnoturo of those groups here,

§2*26. tPhe synmelricul and the antisymmetrical grouq). From among the

various non-oombining group two stand out, conspicuous for tho simplicity

of their properties and tlioir inathoinatioal form. Ono is tho grou]! of wavo-

fmiotions which aro symmetrical in all the systems, This group we shall call

simply the symmotrioal group S. Tlio other is the group of wave-functions

which are antisymmetrical in all the systems. This we shall call the anti-
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symmetrical group A. These groups are unique hi that for non-degenorate

systems they alone contain at most one wave-funotion for any given eigen-

value S There is always exactly one member of the S group, and there

is onememberoftlie^ group ifall the are different or if all the aiB are 0 or 1

,

and otherwise no member. This is easily verified ifwe observe that the anti-

symmetrical wave-function must take the form of the Jlf-row determinant

--Mm) . (43)

wiile the symmetrical wave-funotion is the same expression with all the

signs taken positive.

These very simple enumerations for assemblies of non-degenerate

systems can be generalized directly to degenerate ones. For example, if

Tij(,=2, the other ®’s being 1 as before, there are just two alternative ijjgS

which may be used in constructing There are therefore in the A group

clearly 1, 2, 1 or 0 wave-functions aopording as «!== 0, 1, 2 or > 2, In the

(S' group there are (aj-H)l/%! or Oi-f-1 wave-functions instead of 1 as

before. The general formulae can he given, but it is simpler to pass from non-

degenerate systems to degenerate ones at a later stage. General formulae

are therefore omitted here, and we shall confine attention for the present to

non-degenerate systems.

We know as yet no aprioii reason why wave-functions of only one grouj)

or ofone group rather than another should he found in nature. To determine

the proper group we must appeal to observation, and the proper group may
vary from system to system. When the systems are electrons or j)roton8

(hydrogen nuclei) it is certain that the proper group is the aniisymmetrical.

For electrons this follows from the faot that the laws of interaction of

electrons must embody Pauli’s exclusion principle which is fundamental to

the interpretation of spectra. According to this principle, as we know, two
electrons in an atom may never possess the same set of quantum numbers,
or as we should now say may never have the same wave-funotion, Tlie

group A is the only group ofwave-functions of the assembly which possesses

just tills iiroperty, that it has no member whenever two systems have the

same wave-function. Since the wave-functions for the electrons in any
atom belong to the group A, one must suppose that this is due to the nature
of the electron and that the wave-functions for the electrons in any other

assembly will also belong to group A. For protons the evidence is not so

extensive, as it depends only on the interpretation of the hydrogen band
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spectrum and the theory ofthe speoilio heat ofliydrogon atlow temperatures

(§ 3’4). It is however sufficient to he oonvinoing. More complicated systems

such as atoms or molecules may require the use ofeither groujj A or group S,

hut discitssion of sucli cases is postponed to Chapter v.

§
2*26. The accessible stales {complexions) ofa simple assembly {concluded )

.

The foregoing considerations must now bo applied and tlie enunciation of

complexions completed. There are two typos of simple assembly to consider

for one of whicli the symmetry requirements modify the count, while for

the other they make no difference,

Tyj)o I. Consider first an assembly containing a set of ilf similar linear

Jiarmonio oscillators, which have fixed positions in the assomlbly. They may
for example be thought ofas electrons suitably bound to the atoms ofa solid

.

The wave-functions for electron p hound to atom « and in its ^-quantum

state ofosoillation may be written Whonao) are the numbers

ofoscillators with 0, 1, . .

i

quanta ofvibi’ntion rospootivoly, we can make uq)

M\
ao!%l

(36)

distinct wave-functions of the typo (36) belonging to tho statistical state of

the group. In all tlioso Avavo-funotions each olootron belongs to tho same

atom and they are not antisymniotrioal in tho electrons. But by permuting

tho oleotrons p among tho atoms « wo can make up oxaoOly one wavo-

funotion from each of those enumerated in (36) which is antisymmotrical in

tho electrons so that tho enumeration in (36) is correct though it ignored

symmetry roquiromonts and treated the olootrons as permanently attached

to their own atoms. Wo sliall discuss such short out methods of enumeration

more systematically at a later stage in §
6* 11.

Tyjic II. Consider next an assembly containing a sot of M olootrons (or

other systems all similar) free to move about in the same enclosure of given

volume. TJie wavo-fimotions now lose their distinctive affix «. When now
ttg

,
fq , , .

. ,
are again the numbers of electrons or other systems in states of

given quantum number* n, avo can still make up unsymmetrizod wave-

functions of typo (30) to tlio number (36), But now when wo attempt to

construct a wavo-funotion for the assembly antisymniotrioal in all tho

elootrons,wo can construct only one if < 1 for all I and otherwise none; and

if wo attempt to oonstruot a symmotrioal wave-function for anofclxor typo

of system, ive can always oonstruot just one, as shoAvn in §
2-26.

The difforonoo arises from tho loss of the distinotivo affix a; physically tho

electrons or other systems now nil belong to tlio same region of space. It is

* Hoi’o n Oftii bo taken to bo an abbiwlatlon for tlio wJiolo sot of quantum lunnbors n,, «„ ...

defining tlio stato,
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no longer physically significant to assert that an n-qnantum electron is here

and an -quantum electron ihere^ whereas for a set of localized oscillators

such statements are significant. The correctness ofthe two types ofonumera-

tion is best seen by considering simple examples, for instance one in which

ilsr=3, — 2, and wave-functions are required symmetrical in the

three systems. In the first case the 3!/2l l! = 3 symmetricalwave-functions are

(i) '/V(^i)

+

(ii) 0o^(^2)

+

(hi)

4“ ^x^x^) 't 0o^(^3) ^Ao^G'^a) 0o^(^i) >

in the second case the only symmetrical wave-function is

^o(^i) ^0(^2) ^1(^3) “h *Ao(^2) ^0(^*3) lAii^^^i) + ’Ao(^3 ) lAoG'^i) ^Ai(^'^’a)*

The result ofthese restrictions is that in enumerating the accessible states

of a group of similar non-degenerate systems which belong to one and the

same locality in the assembly wo have to replace the classical number of

Gomifiexions j\/j\

aQ\ax\...aiV

which is still valid when the systems are separately localized, by 1 when the

wave-functions are all confined to the group 8^ and by

1 [«/ < 1 {all i)], 0 > 1 [some /)]

when the wave-functions are confined to the group A,

For degenerate separately localized systems the more general (39) still

gives the correct number of ooniplexions.

For simplicity of exposition we shall consider first simple assemblies for

which the formulae (36) or (39) correctly enumerate the complexions. We
proceed in the following sections to develop a general method for calculating

average values by equation (8) for such assemblies, We return in §
2*4 to tlio

more complicated calculations required to deal with assemblies in which

(36) must be modified in the way detailed above. These modifications apply

to any assembly containing a gaseous phase.

The distinction between these two cases is strictly apparent rather tlian

real; it depends rather on a difleronce in the convenient first approximation

than on anything more fundamental. We shall be able later on to trace the

connection between those two limiting oases.

§
2* 3* A simple case of Type 7. An assembly of two sets of simple Immonic

linear osoillaiors. For simplicity of exposition we consider first this special

case which will serve to bring out all the distinctive features of the problem
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and the method. Lot us suppose that the assembly consists oftwo large sets

of linear luirinonic oscillators A and J?, of total numboi’s M and N. As wo

have seen each oscillator has a sorie.s of stationary states of weight unity in

which its energy takes the values (»+ or + and (Ji+ D/n-'a or

(w-(-'l)rj. Wo may emphasize once again that in assigning individnal

stationax'y states and energies to the systems separately we tacitly assume

that they are practioallyindependent s3'stom8,
each imrsuing its owii motion

undisturbed for the greater part of time. This is essential to the energy

spooification and therefore essential to the treatment ofassemblies composed

of large numbers of practioally iiidoixondont systems. At the same time wo

must assume that exchanges of energy between the oscillators are possibio

and do occasionally take place, otherwise the systems will not form a oon-

noctod assembly and obviously cannot possess unique equilibrium distribu-

tion laws. In the i)ro.sont very special case wo nray think of the oxchangos of

energy as eileoted by a few free atoms in an onclosuro containing the

oscillators—so few in number comjjarod Avith the oscillators that we xnaj'

ignore their energy altogotlior. (Later on we shall be able to inoludo the

energy of any ntimbor of suoh atoms or molooulos in our discussion, as well

as tho energy of temperature radiation. The latter can thou also bo rogardod

as an agent of energy exchange.)

Por tho ixurposos of tho proposed proof wo must suppose that e and rf are

oommonsurablo and shall thoroforo suppose that they are intogors Avith no

commojx factor, '.fills amounts to making a special choice of tho unit of

energy, ifhe removal of this rostriotion by a limiting process Avill bo con-

sidorod at a later stage.

lb is ouv object to dotormino the distribution huvs of this assembly, that

is, tho oquiiibrium or average distribution of tho oscillators among tho

various states of Avhioh they are capable, 'fhis is its only normal property of

importanoo. A spooification of this distribution—oquiiibrium or not—^inay,

as wo have said, bo roforrod to as a spooification of tlio slalisiical slaie of the

assembly, '.L’his convoys oorrootly the idea that it is only tho maoroscopio

state of tho assembly tliat really interests us, not tho miorosoopio state. If

for example 47 systemsA have the energy (5e, avo are nob interested in which

of thoM Hj'stoms those 47 may ho. At tho same time since the systems are

localized a statement tluit such and suoh of tho ilf systems arc those 47 is

signifloant.

An accessible statistical state of the nssombly can bo spooifiocl by any sot

of positive intogors* {aj.Jjg) subject to tho conditions

= ’Zfreaf-h'SgSrjbg^ja. ......(44)

In tlie third of equations (44) avo have omitted the |-quanta of energy on

Lo, poaiUvo or s',01'0. Wo u«o lliia couvonllon Uirougliout,
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each oscillator {tliezeYO-i^oini energy)^ so that E is the energy of the assembly

ill excess of its minimum value, the zero-point energy. Only energy differ*-

enoes are physically significant (at least in non-relativistio theory), and for

any assembly we can always assign the energy zero at will. Here wo have

assigned it so that the least energy the assembly can havo is zero, but this is

not always the most convenient choice. It is further to be understood in

(44) that aj. denotes the number of systems of type A in the ?tli state of

(extra) energy re and the number of type B in the ^th state of (extra)

energy 8r]. The conditions (44) oxj)ress the facts that there are M A*

^

and

N JS's in all, and that the total energy is E. Since the assembly is of typo I

and the system weights are all unity, the number of complexions corre-

sponding to tliis statistical state is

M\ N\
.(46)

The total number of complexions 0 is given by the equation

M\ N\
<“>

summed for all o, i > 0 subject to (44),

The equilibrium distribution laws for the assembly are to be obtained by

averaging over all complexions. We can therefore find at once an expression

for the average value of a,, or of any similar quantity, for we have, as

— a Mf N\
= 7-

, ; ,, . (47)

The most important such quantity is , the average energy of the systems

A. This is given by

.(48)

Both these summations are of course over the same range of values as (46).

A rapid and powerful method of evaluating these sums is essential to the

elegance of this development, and is provided by expressing them as contour

integrals and evaluating the integrals by the method of steepest descents.

Now the general term of

(l + i8«+»*^+...)"

expanded in powers of 2 is

(49)

and similarly of ( 1 + s’) + z*’? + . .
.
)*,

Nl

h»!6i!...
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By multiplying these series together it follows that the ooeffloient of in

(
1

-I- (

1

M\ m

summed for all positive values of the a’s and 6's subject to

Sj 6g=iiV and also B^rea, + £aSi76g= J?, in short tho conditions (44), (Pirns 0
is the coefficient of in

(1 (60 )

Similarly, observing the extra factor in (48), we And at onoe that OE^i is

the ooeffloient of z^ in

(1—

+

+ (Cl)

for operating Avith z djclz introduces in the terms (49) just tho required extra

faotor 'Zffeaf. Tho expression (61) can bo put in the alternative forms

{*|(l~sr^|(l-«V)-^. (62)

(l~«')“"(l-«’?)-*^|-Jtfi?~log(l-«*)|. (63)

It thus appears tliat the required sums are tho oooffloients in certain simple

poAvor series, and, os Ave shall see, this oonolusion is capable of immocliate

extension to general localized systems, Noav tho most oonvoniont expres-

sions for such ooofflcionts are oomplex integrals tahen round a contour

onolosing tlie origin « » 0 . Thus we find

r ± L m
— 1 C (Iz

(l-««)«(l-a>/)w
•

Tho contour y may of course bo any contour lying within tho circle of eon-

vorgonoe of those poAvor series (radius unity) and circulating onoo oountor-

olookwiso round z<=0, ^
Wo can determine a similar formula for Ga^

,

Wo have

y Wl

aj... 6^1

(jf-i)! m

summed over all positive «, b subject to

S,.«,.=if- 1 ,
S,.re«f+S,«7}i>g= i?~re.

F9M 3
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This reduces at once to

dz

[2*3

Ga,
r

27rtjy
(66)

These integrals are exact and hold for all values ofM, N and E. They are,

however, only physically significant when ilf, N and E ore very large, since

all assemblies that we can observe contain a very great number of systems.

We therefore require primarily the asymptotic values of these integrals

when M, N and E tend to infinity in fixed ratios. This means, physically,

that we require the limiting properties of the assembly when its size tends

to infinity without alteration of its intensive iJroperties (constitution, etc.).

The properties of the finite assembly will be shown to deviate only trivially

from these limiting properties. These asymptotic values can bo rigorously

established hero and hi the general case by the method of steepest descents.

It wiU tend to clarity first to sketch this method and the results, and to

compare the results ivith those of other developments.

Consider the integrand on the positive real axis. It tends to infinity as

2 -> 0 and 2 -> 1, and somewhere between, at 2= D-, there is a uniqueminimum,
For y take the circle of radius D' and centre the origin. Then for values of z

on y, 2 = It'S*"say, 2 = S', a= 0 is, whenM,N andE are large, a strongmaximum
of the modulus of the integrand. Owing also to the fact that the differential

ooeffloient of the integrand vanishes at a == 0, the complex terms there are

trivial and the whole effective contribution to the integral comes from very

near this point. This remains true so long as there are no equal maxima
elso'where, which cannot occur when e and t) have no common factor. It

remains true, moreover, when there are extra factors such as

and in effect such extra factors may be taken outside the sign of integration

if in them we replace z by '8*1 The result is that ^ is the unique positive

fractional root of

or n - 1 r
,

1 S'-’J-l'

By comparing (61) and (66) we find

Me

(67)

......(68
)

.(69)
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Similarly, (CO)

whioli satisfies the essential equation J?= j®,,. These equations deter-

mine tlie imrtition of energy, among the two sets of oscillators in a largo

assembly.

It is already suggested by these formulae that f 'is a function of the state

ofthe assembly with the properties otiemperature, and it turns out later that

f' may be taken to represent the temijorature on a spooial scale. It boars the

relation

(01 )

to the absolute temiieraturo 3', where k is Boltzmann’s constant. Ifwe use

this result in advance, then

aim'll' m
Avhioh is tho familiar result duo to Planok. In the same way, by comparing

(61) and (66), wo find —

(03)

This result, in tho more usual form

is also classical and due to Planck.

Logically tho relation (01) must bo deduced from the second law of

thermodynamics, by which alone tho absolute temperature scale can bo

defined. But wo may anticipate this, if it is proforrod, by assorting that in

tho limit in which r->0 and so e->0 the mean energy of a simple linear

oscillator must bo IcT, This assertion then defines T on tlio basis of tho

theorem of oquiparOition of energy for classical systems Avhich wo have not

yet irrovod (see § 2*02). It then follows from (60) that

kT^ Lt^ 'l~logl/fi'’

which is (01).

Wo give tlio mathomatioal theorems in tho next section, and shall there

see that the full inoof of (02)-(04) avoids all tho apparatus of factorials

apiu’oximatod to by Stirling’s theorem which disfigure tho usual proofs.

The use of this theorem is both cumber-some and, at least su^Jorfloially,

lacking in rigour, for it is often applied to 01 and ll.

S'*
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§
2’31, ApjpUcation of the method of steepest descents. We base the proof of

the foregoing results on the following:

Them-em 2- 31. If

(i) ^(2) is a regular analytic function of z expressible in the form

where the are positive constants, integral after multiplication by E, and the

f{z) arepower series in z which start with non-zero constant terms and have real

positive integral coefficients and radii of convergence unity;

(ii) Notall tJieindices inall thef{zyscontainacommonfactor other than unity;

(iii) F{z) is a regular analyticfunction with no singularity in the unit circle

except perhaps a pole at z— 0 ;

(iv) y is a contour circulating once counter-clocJcwise round z^O;
then

~f F{z)i<t>{z)f~^ rlFm + OilllS)],

where & is the unique positivefractional root of

dz
~

(6S)

(66 )

We have not aimed at maximum generality, but only at a theorem suffi-

cient for the purpose in hand . For example, the coeffioients of the f(z) need
not he integers. It is sufficient to suppose that/(2)->oo as 1. Nor need
the radius of oonvergenoe be unity for the purpose of the proof. But both
these conditions are always satisfied by quantized systems.

Consider the funotion f'(z) for real positive z. The equation

<j>'{z) _ ~ «o «i/i' ,
*2/2^

,

(8’)

determines ^'(2). Consider the behaviour of y=zffff^. This function y by
(i) takes the value 0 for 2=0 and steadily increases to -f 00 as 2 increases to 1

.

For if/i(2) =2 ro,j2’‘, we have

y=
2w.ro,,2”

2ro.,2*

(S n%„2») - (2 nw^z^)^

The numerator of 2j/' is iE2(w- w')**TO„m,i.2»+"', which is always positive.

Therefore either y-^oo or y-i-A, a finite limit, as 2-» 1, But the latter is

impossible as it implies that/i(2) is hounded as 2-^ 1, which is contrary to
hypothesis. Thus the expression

,
«2«/2 '

,

is zero for 2= 0 and steadily increases to -I- 00 as 2 -! 1 . It therefore takes the
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value c<o once and once only, for 2: 2= -O- say, whioli is then the unique root of

(66), It follows also that > 0»

The method of steepest desoents proceeds hy making tho contour y pass

tlu’ough tho col, 0, in such a direction that the value of tlio integrand

falls of! along y from a maximum value at tho ool at tho greatest possible

rato. This is hero aohioved (sinoo (l){z) is real for positive real z) by taking for

y the circle \z\ On this circle (or any othor) tho maximum modulus of

tho integrand must occur for positive real z on account of (ii). It is easy to

show rigorously that when E is largo all parts of tho contour except that in

tho immediato neighbourhood of mako oontributions exponentially

small oomparod to this oritioal region, Ifwo ]}utz^ fl tlxoii when cc is small

- [(/;(S )f Gxp{-^

whore K is some function of S', When E is large wo may suppose that Eicx,

ranges ofleotively from — 00 to + 00
,
while a and all terms such as Eo(P remain

small. Thus

X
J'*’

”
-I- 0(«“) +

+

0(iV‘)}

liho error in taking tiio range ofintegration with rospoot to a infinite instead

of some small mimber auoh as JeSI~i being exponentially email. Odd terms

in « vanish on integration and

J —00

J — 00

......(08)

Honoo the theorem.

Tho theorem applies at onoo to the assembly oftwo sots oflinear osoillators

with
<j) = »-i(i

(1
— {MjW, Nim constant).

All our oonolusions hold with, in particular,

{2TrM«f'(fl)/^(D)}i L U/J
(09)

Since we always suppose that tho assembly is very largo {JS large) we shall

in all formulae omit the factor [1 + 0(1/^)] which is always present, and

preserve only tho limiting asymptotic form, which gives us all our results.

We must bo careful, however, not to overlook Its presence in any formula in

which the loading terms oanool.
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The expression can be simplified. Since ^'({>) = 0 it is

eq[ual to

log^{ii) =M^

d^’

+
(NrifJ<l)9r

l-fl’? J’

(70)

if E is regarded as a fimotion of S' determined by tlie relation (68), that is,

Me Nt}

Tiiis relation (70) is valid generally.

Finally, condition (ii) is inessential. If it fails, all integrals such as G and

CE^ are apparently j3 times as great as before, where f is the common factor

in the indices of the/(2). This is true because the function F{z) is always

composed of a selection of terms from the series in ^(2). From each of the

equal maxima of |<^(2)|
on the oirole

|

2
|

=•{)• we get areal, positive contri-

bution, equal to the contribution from the main maximum on the positive

real axis. But it is easy to see that tliis extra factor is only formal, and

that G, for example, is unaffected by changing the unit of energy so as

to insert or remove a common factor f. Thus no physical result is affected.

§2' 32. Oeneralization lo an assembly ofany localized quantized systems and

to any number of types of system. Nothing in the preceding work depends

essentially on the fact that we are discussing simple harmonic linear

oscillators. Suppose instead we have two sets of localized systems A and B.

Systems .d areM in number; their sequence ofstationary states has energies

fQ, e^, ..., e,., ..., weights Wq, Wx, ..., and a statistical distribution

specified by Uj, a^, Systems B are N in number; their sequence

of stationary states has energies i?o > weights po > Pi > • • • >

and a statistical distribution specified by 6q, 6]^, ..., i, We assume for

the present that all the e’s and tj’s are expressible as integral multiples of

one basic unit of energy (and for simphoity not aU expressible in the form
« +r^, ^ > 1). Then in this case the total number ofcomplexions representing

this statistical state of the assembly is

if I Nl ro„°<iTU]^% , ,
. Po*°p/i . .

.

..
.'

summed for all positive a, b subject to

(7=S,
'afi .(71)

llgbg=N, ’Z^efa^+ 'BgTjgbg—E. .(72)

We have here to form the ftinotions

/(2)= TOo2‘o+ ro^2«l-|-TO22n+..., (73)

f'(z)=po^<‘+PiZVi+p^znB+,.., (74)
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iviiiciifmm theiv special properties in the develoinnent of the theory wo call
^irititon. functions. They are equivalent to the functions introduced by

anck under the name Zmtmdstmma, and are the tranfloriptioii into the
quantum tiioory of Gibba^ phase integrals.

Just as in §2-3 it follows from the multinominal theorem that G is the^ ^ ^ . UAAIW V/ u,

coefficient of m it follows at once that

I i

(75)

and, similarly, that
^

(77)

Theorem 2'31 applies to these integrals with pro.
vidod that the partition functions converge for j«!| < 1. if the so(2uonce of
energies can be expressed as hero supposedand does not terminate, the series
must converge for |*j < 1, For, if the system is of s dogtees of freedom and
non-dogonerato, the w’s are all unity and the i-adiiis of oonvorgenoo must bo
unity. If tlio system tlion dogenoratos until tlio energy depends on only
ii (<«?)indopendoiifc quantum numbers, the new partition fuuotion can bo
formed from the old by the grouping together ofsets ofterms wiioso onorgios
aio no longer distinct, This cannot alter the radius of oonvorgenoo. Wo find,
thoroforo, that fl' is dotorminod as the unique root of

Jr= lfro,,i)*-//(i)) =
There are similar forraulae for systems B.

Obviously the restriction to two typos of system is trivial. Witli any
number of types ofsystem the arguments ai-o unaltered. Wo find for the total
number of weighted complexions

(78)

(79)

(80)

^ • ...... (81)

TJiore is a unique dotorminod by

i?«S^jlir^llAlog/^({)),
(82)

and
(83)

(«‘r)T« K{-”r)r C-<*'-W''*’//^(T) (84)
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The partition function /(») is presumed to refer to the whole motion of

the localized system. It should he observed that, in the important special

case in which the motion splits up into two or more pai’ts entirely indepen-

dent of one another, the partition function/(2) must factorize into functions

of the same type, which refer separately to the independent motions. A
particular case of this factorization occurs for the translatory motion and

the internal motions and rotations of a free molecule, but in gonei'al free

molecules are members ofa gaseous phase and tlieir complexions req^uire an

enumeration of type 11.

Wo may properly comment at this stage on the properties of the para-

meter S' which, wMle mathematical in origin, is obviously fundamental in

describing the state of the assembly , and should be identifiable by analogy

with some physical property of the assembly. Wo have ali’oady stated in

advance that h- measures the temperature, We can now see reason to justify

this identification, though not of course the particular relation between S'

and T. For D- is a parameter helping to define the state of our assembly which

must ham the sam&value for all sets of systems in the assembly. This is the

precise property which distinguishes the temperature from other para-

meters and justifies the identification.*

It is natural at this stage to consider a few examples ofspecial systems and

construct their partition functions.

§2’33, Partition functions for two- and three-dimensional isotropic har-

monic oscillators. These are localized degenerate systems. The two-dimen-

sional oscillator haa (as we have seen in § 2’21)

vj^-n+l, e„=(«-t-l)li.v=(a+l)e,

and therefore, /(«) = z*
-I- 2z®* -I- 3z®*

=z«(l-z«)--®. (86)

By a different choice of energy zero, eliminating the zero-point energy, the

extra factor z* is eliminated from every term and from /(z), The three-

dimensional oscillator has e„=(n+ 1) e and 1) (?i+ 2) so that

/(z)=zi^*[l-f 3z'-f6z®''t- ,..-f|(n-bl) (n.+2)z"‘-|-..,]

=zHl-z‘)-*. (86)

The zero-point energy can again be eliminated. These are simple examples

of weight counting. Thus in these two oases

23/6 3Me
(87)

which fit in exactly with the expected requirements of two and three times

tlie mean energy of a linear harmonio oscillator respectively,

* Seo, for example, Born, Phys, Zeif, vol. 22, pp, 218, 249, 282 (1021).
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All isotropio harmonio oscillator of s degrees of freedom has a partition

function j., * i. „/(«)=zw{l (88)

and a mean energy s times that of a lineai* harmonio oscillator. In fact, for

most purposes it is jirooisely equivalent to s independent simple harmonio
linear osoillators.

§2* 34, PmiUio7i functions for rigid rolaiora with or loiihoul axial spin.

The Aveiglits and energies for the states of a rigid rotator are given in § 2- 22,

Thus for a rigid rotator without axial spin and transverse moment of

inertia A

f(z) = 1 + 322* + -I- . .
. + (2n+ 1 ) + ... ^ h^[8TT^A) (80)

This function can bo used at once to determine the distribution laws and
energy content of a sot of such localized rotators in an assembly. The
rotational energy of such a sot will therefore be

and tlioir oontribution to the specific heat, GfQ^,

log/(0) (00)

If
7P

logl/fi-,
Sii^AkT SnU

and M refers to one gram-inolooule so that Mhr=‘li, the gas constant, then

Crot“ log[ -I- 1) <,| (01)

Practical applications of this formula to tho spooiflo heats of diatomic gasos

are made in §§ 3‘3-3‘4.

Wo find similarly for a rigid rotator with axial spin that

/(«)= S S (2)l+l)*«(«H-W«-lr«.'^

whore €
’

^
"87rH(7'"2/‘

(02)

(03)

Por an isotropic rotator A « 0, and thon/(i!!) reduces to

/(«)«J^(2»+l)2««(«w)» (04)

In terms of the variables

BnUk'r
or « A2 fl
MT[H] .,....(06)
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these functions become

/(<7,ff')= S S (96)
n«0 7=>-n

and -when A= G f{cr)= S {2n + (97)
n^Q

Thes0 formulae will be applied in §§3* 3-3*4 to the speoifio heats of the

more symmetrical types of polyatomic molecules, where asymptotic

evaluations of the series will be given valid for small a or large

A still more general model can be discussed—^namely a rigid body with

three unequal moments of inertia containing an internal spinning gyroscope

representing eleotronio orbital or spin angular momentum.’** Since however

closed formulae for the energy as a function ofthe quantum numbers cannot

he obtained, we shall not consider it further here.

§
2*4- A simple assembly of type //, with two sets of systems confined to ct

common enclosure. We shall now develop methods for calculating the equi-

librium state of an assembly when the complexions must be enumerated in

the manner detailed in §
2*20 for assemblies of typo II. For simplicity we

shall consider an assembly containing systems oftwo tjq^es A and J5,M and

N in number, all ofwhose states are at first non-degenerate, with eigenvalues

of the energy
€i, cg, ^2, rji, ...

respectively, all expressible as integers in terms of a suitable unit of energy*

The number of systems in the states belonging to these eigenvalues will bo

specified as usual by

*•> * n.y bl) ..*•

This set of numbers completely specifies a statistical state of the assembly*

In place of the expression (46) for the number of complexions corre-

sponding to this statistical state, we can embody the rules laid down in

§
2- 26 by using the formal expression

n/rWn^/(6f). (os)

This expression embodies the whole of the rules for non-degenerate systems

if we define the y's as follows:

(i) The assembly wave-functions must be antisymmetrical in all the systems

of a given set; (hen fen* these systems

r(0) = I, y(l) = I» y{a) = 0 (a >2). (99)

Assemblies of such systems are said to obey the Fermi-Dirao statistics.

* * ICramors, ZeiUf. Fhyaihf vol 13, p. 843 (1923) j
ICramors and Ittmann, Zeit, /. Phjaih^ vol. 68,

p. 663 (1929).
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(ii
)
The assembly wave-functions must be symmetrical in all the systems of

a given set; then for these systems

y(0)-l, y(a) = l (100)

Assemblies of such systems are said to obey the Einstein-Bose statistics.

Ili will not necessarily be true that the systems of various typos in an

assembly require the same y’s. Wo have therefore clistinguisbed thorn in

(98) by using y and y' for the two sots. For all systems yet known to occur

in nature the y*s ofeither (99) or (100) are required. The formal development

will bo soon to bo more gonoral and to require only that the number of

complexions for a given sot of a’s and b's (statistical state of the assembly)

should 1)0 expressible in the faotorisiod fonn (08). It may bo noted that the

olassioal oxj)rossion (40) conforms to this form (apart from the constant

factor M\ 'N\) ifwo take
y(«)= I/a!. ...(101 )

Assemblies of such systems Avill bo said to obey the classical statistics

wlion it is necessary to contrast tliem with the other typos.

To find the total number of comploxions G wo have now to sum (08)

subject to the conditions

( 1 <^2
)

so that formally
.
0 -S(„,4)lI,y(a^)lI<y'(b/).

In §2-3 wo faced a similar problem, but there wo woro abb to use the

multinomial theorem so as to satisfy antomatically two of the oqxtations of

condition. Wo then satisfied tlio third by the introduction of a selector

variable z. Hero no short outs are t)ossihlo, but wo can still evaluate (103)

by using three selector variables (r, y, z, one for each of tlio oonditions (192).

The required expressions for G, and similarly for Oeq, oto,, will then bo

obtained as ooollfioionts in triple power Berios which can still bo expressed

ns multiple integrals and evaluated by the method of stoopoat descents.

Lot us form the expression

n<y(«,) (1(^4)

whore the summation is over unrostriotod positive (and zero) valuos of nil

the rt’s and i’s. This series can bo partially summed at onoe. Wo write

on

g{KzU)^ il y(n)!v’^z’‘% (106)

g'iyz^t)^ 'A Y'(n)y‘‘z^^% (100)

TJio g-funotions are defined entirely by tlio y's and may bo oallod the

generating functions for the systems. Thou the expression (104) reduces at

n,g(a'«‘()n,g'(2/«^0*
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Let us now return to (104) and from it seleot the coefficient of
It is easy to see that this seleots just those values of the a’s and i's which
satisfy all three conditions (102), and each coefficient so selected is one of
the terms of (103), It therefore follows that G is the coefficient of x^y^z^
in (104) and therefore also in (107). Using Cauchy’s theorem three times
over we therefore find

Tltg’iyzm) (108)

It is necessary to assume that all the radii of convergence ofthe power sorios

concerned are non-zero. We shall verify later that this condition is satisflod.

We have next to oonsti'uot a similar expression for 0^, where ^ is the
average number of systems of type A in their rth state. By definition this

average value is obtained by modifying (103) by the insertion of the extra
factor a, in every term. Thus

<^®^=2(„_j,)a,y(a^)n,+,y(a,)n,/(b,). (109)

We then proceed to modify (109) as we modified (103). In place of (104) we
form a similar unrestrioted summation in which only the terms in ct^ are
different, by an extra factor a^, thus

:

n,^.,y(a<) aflzm n,y'(b^) (110)

This expression reduces at once to

I
S n<.^(7(.a!a^<)n</(y«’Ji)

)

(9 )
which is |a,^g,(a;j;er)| n^^,. <?(*««/) n,j7'(j/a%). ......(Ill)

It follows at once that I?^i8 the coefficient ofx^y^z^ in (111) and therefore
that

dxdydz
{ dM/.*/ lA/U
I

• (/ I

' ^ I

g{xz^t) IT, g'iyzVi)

.

^ .

(H2)
On comparing (108) and (112) we see that (112) contains in the integrand

the extra factor
9

If therefore, as we shall shortly establish, a theorem analogous to Theorem
2'31 applies to these multiple integrals, we shall find that

0
«f= A^logi?(Arr), .(113)

where A, /i, ^ determine the unique minimum of the integrand of (7 as a
function of the real variables x,y,z.
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Corresponding forimilao for other average values can be derived in the

same way. Thus _ ^
(114)

an equation which in this simple as-sembly servos to dotormino A in terms

of Ml similarly _ a

.0,=S,a,e, = hg^S,logflr{AS'r). (llfi)

ITor systems of the other typo,

(116)

(117)

Ar=/^^S,logi7'(,r«%). (118)

It is obvious that those formulae can be extended at once to assemblies

containing any number of distinct sots of systems.

§2'41. Degenerate systems. Special fomis of generating function. The

equilibrium properties of the assembly have been shown to depend only on

the function log(;(AD <^f) so far as concerns each sot of systems. It is thorofoi'o

now easy to remove the restriction to non-dogonorato systems, by allowing

the energies Sy to beeomo equal in groups of to,. ],'fnow tho systems A have

onorgies ej, fa, ... and weights TOj., Wa, m,., ..., then

J, = TO,.A^^l0g(/(A&'r), (Ill))

;lf= Agj^ S,TO,log|/(A0»r), (120)

A

iCt )!l,TO,logi/(AD'f). (121)

Tho speoial forms which those Ibrmulae take when tho proper values of

the y’s are inserted must now bo rooordod.

(i) Assemhly wave-functions anlisymmelrical in the systems, Fenni-Dirao

statistics. For such systems
!=. 1 -i- (122)

— A8'*<' w,
Jim. (123)

or in terms of T a, = . (124)

Tho equation which dotorraines A is

(126)
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It ia important to examine the form takenby (126) when in general eJlcT^ 1,

that is when T->Q, It ia clearthat A must have such a value that -> o

for theM states of lowest energy (degenerate states being coimted multiidy)

while e'r/*®'/A-j-oo for aU higher states. If therefore we write

A=e’f/» .(126)

then ij is determined as a function of T by the equation

TO,

^er~,l)lkT j^l>
(127)

moreover ij has the important property that as S’

0

given by the equation JIf= S to,. (128)
er<«*

In many important oases we shall find that over a long range of

temperature, so that we shall frequently use (124) in the approximate form

VJy,

(129)

a form which of course is exact if we allow e* to be a function of the tem-

perature.

(ii) Assembly wave-functions symmetrical in the

statistics. Per such systems — 1/( 1 _ q)

Thus

or in terms of T

—_ TO,

®"“-l + l/(A6-'r)’

The equation which determines A is

It is clear that we mtist always have

e^rlkTjx^i,

systems, Mnstein-Bose

(130)

(131)

(132)

(133)

It follows thez’efore that as T-^O

e*i/w/A~l+TOi/Jf,

or when ilf is large, to sufficient accuracy

a^'-M, a,->0 (r>l).

(134)

,(136)
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(iii) Emimaralion of complexions for classical o)' localized systems. It is

iutGi’esting to verify that the more general forinxilao ofthis sootion roiJrochxco

tlie results of §§2.3-2.34 when we use the proper function g(q). I’d. sucli

g(q)^ce. (130)

Thus a^=Aroy3’fr,

or in terms of T = Aro^ (131)

The equation whioh dotorminos A is

ilf=AS,TO,6-‘f"‘J’=A/(T), (138)

wheref{T) is the usual partition funotion (in terms of 2'). Combining (137)

mul(138)woftud
(130)

wliioh is the former result, (80). All other results whioh depend on the ratio

of two integrals such as (108) are lilcexvise unaftootod. But from all the

enumerations themselves wo have omitted factors such as JTliVI compared

Avith tlio similar enumerations of §2.32 and all individual integrals such as

(108) should bo smaller by this factor than tlio corrosixonding (75).

It is interesting to verify that this ratio is preserved by the approximate

evaluation of G by the method of steepest descents. By TJieoi’om 2'31 and

its analogue Theorem 2.42, whioh Ave shall shortly prove, tJio only terra of

importance in log 0 is log(intogrand of 0) evaluated at the col. Using (75)

for C for localized systems, this is

if log /(O ) + iflog /' (-8 )
— /? log D’, (140)

Using (108) Avith g(q) ==g'{q)~e^, it is

W) + - A’logI - i/logA- iflog/x (141

)

But by (138) M ='A/(8), if »/t/'{8.), so that (141) reduces to

if+ if- log8-if log(if//(8-)}- iflog{if//'(8-)},

or to the required accuracy

if log /(8' ) -I- iVlog/' (S')— ii log 8.— log(if I if I

)

as wo Avishod to verify.

§ 2
.42 . Proofof iJie result o/§§ 2.4, 2.41, Wo noAv give a proof of the results

of §§ 2
. 4 ,

2.41 Avritton out explicitly for throe variables x, y, z. Tho proof

hcAA^ovor Avill bo so arranged that it is easily seen to bo general and to hold

for similar integrals in anynumber ofvariables, so that tlie restriction to tAvo

sots of systems in §§ 2.4, 2.41 is immaterial and the results all liold for

assemblies of any number of sets of systeins as in §
2.32,

The form of tlio integrand of G and the analogous integrals is that of a

triple (multijilo) power sorios

(
142

)
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in which, the Q„(,a are all positive and the a, b, c (integers) start at negative

values and j?un to + oo. The domain of oonvei’genoe ofthe series (142) in our

actualproblem must be examined, but for the momentneed only be assumed

to he non-zero in each variable. For our proof we require certain properties

of d* which are obtained in the following

:

Lemma 2*42. For real positive values ofx, y, z thefunctionO has an absolute

minimum at A, p, D- which is the unique solution of the equations

in this domain.

dx~ dy~ dz

(i) Since is always positive, and since it may be assumed from the

physical origin of the thatO -h oo as x, y, z tend to their boundaryvalues

(i.e. 0, 00 or 0, 1) in any manner, <I> must have an absolute minimum value Oo

which it assumes at some points of the domain of real positive values

X, y, z. At such a point A, /a, ^ equations (143) must of course be satisfied,

(ii) That A, p, %• is the unique solution of (143) in the real domain will

follow at once if it can be shown that any stationaiy value ofO must bo an

absolute minimum—that is that, if 4>(, is any stationary value,

for the whole domain, equality being only possible when A, y s =-0-.

Ifwe write a:= j/ = e^, z= e^, then

and, by Taylor's theorem, for any stationary value <E>o,

(144)

an expression in which all the partial differential ooeffioients are to be

evaluated for some particular set of values.of X, 7, Z. It is therefore only

necessary to prove that the expression on the right of (144) is' a positive

quadratic form.

(iii) The proof ofthelemma reduces therefore to the proof ofthe essential

inequalities

020^
I

024) 020 ^
020 020 020

a2<D a*a» a^o

dXdY ay* axw ara
a*<E) a*<p' a*o

axa2 ara^
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[Por moz’o variables the series of inequalities is correspondingly extended,]

Firstly

for ovory term is positive. Secondly

02(1) 02(1)

0X07
02(1)

0X0r
02(1)

072
1

Ifwo colleot together all terms containing dotor-

minant reduces to

a* a'b'

ab b'^

a'2

a'b'

ab

b^

'

The tonus in ( ) are formed of all possible permutations of the dasliod and

plain letters, and reduoo to

ah' a a'
1

-l-a'6 a' a =5 a a'

b b' b' b b b'

Tho summation 21' is over all possible values of a, 6, c, a'

porinutatiojia being oxoludod. iSinco ovory term in S' is positive, tlio second

condition is fulfilled. Finally, an exactly similar argument shows that

02(l> 02<I) 08(1)

0X2 0X07 dXdZ
/0(I) 0(1) 0(r)\

02(1) 02(P 08(1)

7\
07 dz]1

0X07 072 070^ ’•'V— 7 Z'/
i

» « «

•

02(1) 02(1) 08(1)

0X0X 070^1

a a' «"
1

b b' b"

c o' (!"
,

X).

'.L'his ooinplotos the proof of the lemma which can obviously bo extended to

any niunbor of variables.

The integrals whioli wo desire to study asymptotically are all of the fonn

1

M'JJJ
’ ..(140)

Wo require in general only to evaluate the ratio of two such integrals in

which tiio «I>’8 differ only in the cocfficienla ofone (or more) oftheir coraizonont

factors. On tho contours ofintegration the maximum value of the modulus

of tho integrand occurs M'hon all tho variables ewe real and positive, and, as

wo shall see, if the contours are arranged to go through the real-valuo

f'SM 4
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minimum of 0, it is only the contribution from this neighbourhood which

need be considered.

Strictly speaking this neighbourhood might be only one of several making

oontribntiona of the same order. If certain relations are satisfied, between

the ft, 6, c, there might be other points on the contours at which the phases

of all the terms are again equal, so that the same maximum value (of the

modulus) ofthe integrand is repeated- The same difficulty occurred in §
2- 31,

when z was the only selector variable, where wo showed that repetitions of

the maximum are without effect on the value of the integral and can in

fact be avoided by a inoper choice of the unit of energy.

Per the particular ®’s that occur here, built up of factors of the form

jM, wliera ,(,).l+g, l/(l-j),

it is not difficult to see that no repetitions of the maximum can ocour except

those which are identical with the repetitions of §2* 31 and tlierefore of no

significance. To attain the maximum modulus of(P each which is of given

modulus on the contours ofintegration, must be real and positive. This will

occur atpoints at which the am2)Iitudes d^,$y, of.a’, y, z satisfy the relations

^„+c,fl,sO(Mod27r) [aUr),

^j,+ijf0*sO(Mod2jy) {allr).

The first set of these equations asserts (i) that the s,. are of the form cq + ,

where «. and ([,. are integers, and (ii) that

- 2its n — 2irS

n n

The second set asserts (i) that the q, are of the fom rjo+%'^/, where vl

and are integers, and (ii) that

-W
n (0<s'<»').

It is easy to see that if n, n’>l these relations may permit a number of

subsidiary maxima. The energy zero can however always be defined so tliat

Subsidiary maxima therefore only occur for real *’s, y’s or j’s.

They are identical with the subsidiary maxima of § 2'31 and can be removed
by a suitable choice of the unit of energy which will eliminate all common
factors from n and n' and therewith all possibility of non-zero values of 0^,

Even if these subsidiarymaxima are allowed to remain, every integral (146)

can only exceed by a constant integral factor the value derived from the

primary col on the real axes, and this extra factor is without significance.

We have not yet determined the general form of the functions such as

n, g{a;z^r) for systems of type II, but the for such systems always contain

terms for the translatory motion of the system as a whole in an enclosure of
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volumo F. We shall find that t-ho integrals (146) with which wo have to deal

can always be oast into the form

1
fff

doidydz

where 11 and T are independent of Z, 7, IS and also of V to a suffioient

approximation, so that what we requii'O is the asymptotic value of this

integral as Z, 7, JS, V ->co in fixed ratios. The function

with or without the factor Ji represents the former <!> and obeys the condi-

tions of the lemma. Then the results which we have given in anticipation arc

consequonoea of the following

Tlimrem 2-42. If (b{x,y,z) satisfies the conditwis of Lemma 2-42 and the

structural restrictions just discussed and iffurther when X, 7, IS and V are

large infixed ratios <I> has the differentiable asymptoticform

log ~ F logT -I- log i?“Z logic- yiog^- j01og«!, (147)

where Y, B arefunctions of x, y, z independent ofX, 7, IS ami V, and if y is

a contour circulating once cotinter-clookwise round the origin within the circle

of convergence of each variable^ (hen

1 f r r

(148)

where A, is the unique solution on the positive real axis of the equations

FA^^=Z, (140)

(150)

,.....(181)

A is a positive j unction of\ g,, -O, dependent only onY and the ratios of X, 7 ,

IS and V.

Corollary 1. If J and 1' are two such integrals for tohieh logO and log<I>'

differ only in the term log B, then

I Z(A,pt,6')

GoroUary 2. If . . ,av*) satisfies analogous conditions^ then

^
dxi ...dXj^dz

(152)

(2«)"+

whm IM notation is a nalw'al extension of iliai of the main theorem,

4-3
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The proof of this theorem aiid corollaries may now ho easily complotod.

The extensions to Corollary 2 are obvious and will not bo mentioned again.

The integrand satisfies the oonditions of Lemma 242 and therefore has a

unique minimum on the real axes at A, ja, & which are given with sufiioiont

accuracy by equations (149)-(161) whose roots depend only on the ratios

ofZ, Y, E and V. [A, ii, S- are intensive parameters.] When the three circles

of integration are made to pass through A, ja, fi- respectively, the point A, /*, !)•

itself is the only point in the.domain of integration at which the integrand

attains its maximum modulus in view of the structural restrictions on fib

It remains only to show that the contribution of this neighbourhood itself

is effectively of the order of |(I)(A,/a,fi')| and actually to evaluate it. Wo write

a;=Ac^“, y-ne'‘P,

so that in the neighbourhood of the col (a, /S, y small)

R{x,y,z) = i?{A,/i,D)

+
l^wA -I-

-i7[a*A^|^,+... + 2^ygllgj^]logT + F(«.)3.y)».|.Ci{F{^^

The quadratic form in the last exponential is equivalent to (144) with sign

changed and is therefore essentially negative and reducible to tho sum of

tliree negative square terms. If X, Y, E and V are largo, it follows by tho

arguments of §2*3 1 that the variables a, y in tho quadratic tornis may bo
supposed to range from -co to +oo wliile all other terms remain small.

When the quadratic form has been reduced to a sum of three squares by
linear transformation, the exponential can be integrated with rG.spoot to all

three variables, when it will be found that

Iin ^""^1 “ ~

A is the disoriminant of this quadratic form with the factor - 1 omitted.
It is easily seen to be equivalent to J/FO, where J is given by ( 146), and has
already been shown to be positive,

Proceeding with the evaluation, tho terms of odd order in a, y vaiiifib,

on integration and those of order (a,i8,y)2 or leave an error toriu
0(1/F). The rest of the range makes a negligible contribution, hence tho
theorem,
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TJio form in Avliioli wo have iJrovecl Theorem 2.42 is not restricted to throe

variables. It extends at once to any number of variables with similar

functions <!> obeying the analogous restrictions. We can therefore at once

suppose all the results of §§ 2.‘i, 2.'tl extended to assemblies of any immber

of types of systems. It is important to observo that in torins of the intensive

parameters A, /x, -O- the results for any sot of systems are entirely in-

dopondont of the constitution of the rest of the assembly.

§2*6. SlnicUirehas j)arUdea, moving in a vohme V, The important

formulae of §§ 2.4, 2.41 become still more useful when the distribution of the

e,. for tlio free motion of a particle in an onolosuro is explicitly introduced.

Sohrddingor’s equation for a structureless particle of mass m in a field of

potential energy W is o «

V2|//+^(7i?-W).//=0. (163)

An onolosuro is suffloiently well ropre.sontod by assuming that W=0 inside

tlio onolosuro and W ->oo raj)idly as wo pass tlio walls.* If F has the form of

a rootangular box of edges a, b, e, the determination of the is simple.

If i/jr is to bo a possible wave-function, it must bo ono-valuod and bounded

in V and vanish over tho walls.f The possible forms of i/i are obviously

, . snX , tny . nnz
If,
~sm sin sm ," a b c

.(104)

whore a, I, w are positive integers (not zero), corresponding to tho eigenvalue

„ 1i? /s®
.(106)

Km Vo* 6*

There is only tho one i/t, for each oigouvaluo. Any weight factors other than

unity enter only in virtue of tho internal structure of tho systems.

On referring back to (120), (121) wo see that tho important series to bo

S,ta,,logp(Ai)^.). (100)

I'f A0*<- or Ae~'i’/**’ is less than unity for all e,. the logarithm can bo expanded

in powers of A, and the oxjirossion (166) can bo rearranged in one of tho forms

Anlisymmelrical

Symmetrical

€0

(157)

.(158)

* li'or Ions or olooU’ons wo thus ignore tho olYoots of bholr oliargojs* If tho assoinhly os a whole is

A neutral mixture, this is probably a valid but rough first approximation and in in common uso,

t Tho boundary condition on tho walls can bo ostablishod thus: consider tho wall oisaO, mar
which, as If ^>- w, 0"' IfV^. By wolMcnown inothoda [o»g. JolTroys, J^roa, fjond. Math. Soc, voU 21),

p. d28 (102d)] It follows that log ±j^ Wo must suppose that for a local boundary field tho

integral docs not oonvorgo os 0, Honco oithor ^ 0 or -

is to bo bounclod or ovon if only / is to exist, Honco r/r^

00 , Tho latter is iinposstblo if

0 on tho boundaryi
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according to the proper form of g{q). Here therefore we have to sum

which on using (166) breaks up into the product of three series

ofwhich
.(169)

is typical. This series is practically a 6-function and its value when

j¥j(Sim%T) is small, as it is for all the important terms in (167) or (168) in

all ordinary applications, can he obtained as accurately as may be required

from the transformation theory. We have in fact*

6'

3(v,t) s= I+ 2 S oos 28itv,

s-l

S e
n^-co

T
.(160)

Putting a = 0, and rji^^jh^fiSTTma^kT), we find from (160), with great

accuracy for small values of T/i, that

y/r®
„2l _ 1 ( / 8mTra%T\^'

cO

S exp [
y/t® jl

Sma^IcT^
) 211 I TSma^IcT

which is sufficiently nearly equal for all ordinary values of a and T and

early values ofy to (2^mkT)i^
A'h

Thusf

]?or sufficiently small values of A

(2imkT)i V
¥ 4i'

.(161)

.(162)

AnUsymmUical S, log g{X¥r) = V S
1-1 f

Symmetrical 2,. log g(A6''f)= y ^ ^ _

(103)

(16‘1)

The conditions under which the foregoing formulae hold are fii’st that A

shall be sufficiently small for the expansion of the logarithms; on this condi-

tion we shall defer furthercomment. Theother oonditionis that /i®/(SrmaVoT)

shall he very small even when multiplied by any integer y which yields a

significant term in the y-expansion. This condition asserts that the spacing

of the energy value is very small compared with hT, and is fulfilled for all

ordinary enclosures and ordinary temperatures; for if a = 1 cm., 2'=! 1®K.,

and m the mass of an electron, the value of this ratio is 1'4 x

* Tannery and Molk, ElUjpiic FunaiioTiSi vol. 3, pp, 262> 264.

t This result ia really independent of the ahapo of the box, Por a similar indopondonoo theorem
806 Woyh Math, Ann, vol. 71, p, 441 (1011) or Courant, C/oit, NaoUr, p. 266 (1010); Math, ZeiL
vol. 7, p. 14 (1020),
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In orclor to combine those formulae into ono valid for either statistics it

is convenient to introduce the coeihciont which is ( — in the anti-

symmeti'ioal case and 1 in the symraotrioal. We shall use in what follows.

§2’B1. The value of A and the approximation to classical statistics. The

value of the foregoing expansions dejjonds on the size of A whioh mxiat now
he examined. By equations (120) and (163) or (164) for struotuvoloss par~

tides the molecular density v is given by

It follows at once that A is small if

;— i
5-2x10-=*^

is small, where M* is the molecular weight on the (ohemical) oxygon soalo.

Thus oven for molecular hydrogen at 1°K. and normal ooncentrntion,

x'=2'7 X IQi", Ais still leas than 0*1 and the series in (106) reduces praotioally

to its first term. A fortiori for heavier moleoules and greater temporaturos A

is still smaller, or as small up to higher concentrations. Thus in all applica-

tions to actual gaseswo may assume thatA is small and that (1 0 6) and similar

series reduce to their first terms. The only exception will bo olootron gases

at the oonoentrations at whioh ono would expect to find free olootrons in

metals, about ono per atom, r = 10®*. Such assemblies are still non-olassioal

up to toinperaturos greater than 2000“K. The expansions are then valueless.

When A is small the assembly is indistinguishable from a classical ono, in

which no account is taken of the symmetry requirements of the assembly

wave-functions, so that tho enumeration of wavo-funotions for localized or

non-looalizocl systems is tho same. This limiting identity liolds for any

statistics in whioh = 1 . l*’or ifwo use olassioal statisticswe can employ tho

prococling analysis with g{q) = e® in whioh case our series for logCf(!i) reduce

identically to thoir first term, %= 1, = 0 (y > 2), Equation (106) roduees to

(27rmfc2')t

.

and tho distribution law (119) to

^rsAe-'r'*®'.

Those are the same results as wo obtain for either symmetrical or anti-

symmotrioal assembly wave-functions ifwe neglect all but the lowest power

of A in (166) and corresponding series.

Equations (166) and (167) are equivalent to Maxwell’s and Boltzmann’s

distribution laws, as Wo shall show in §§2*6, 2*64, It is, however, hardly

( 100 )

(107)
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satisfactory to be content with only such a sophisticated derivation of these

familiar classical laws. Having shown that quantum restrictions on acces-

sibility are usuallyirrelevant for systems inthe gaseous phase ofan assembly,

and that the spacing of tlio characteristic energies is very small compared

with hT even down to l^K., we are justifled in deducing Maxweirs dis-

tribution law and similar classical theorems in a classical manner ah initio.

Such deductions are still of great value in providing physical insight into

the formulae, and we proceed to give them in the following sections. The

reason why in general gaseous assemblies are eflfeotivoly classical in spite of

the quantum restrictions may be expressed thus, that the phase space of a

system in the gas has so many cells of extension or the assembly so many
accessible wave-functions, that it is extremely improbable that any pair of

systems will attenqit to occuj)y the same cell or to j)ossess the same wave-

function. It does not then matter how those configurations are omnnorated

in which two or more systems occupy the same cell.

We return to the exact quantum discussion in §
2*7.

§ 2
*6 . Assmhlies containing free molecules or other systems treated classic-

ally, In order to discuss classical systems classically as simply as i:)os8iblo

by the foregoing methods it is clear that some limiting process is essential,

for we can only deal directly with a set of discrete commensurable eziorgies.

As in fact all motions are subject to the law^s ofquantum meohanics and all

systems are really quantized systems, we are concerned in this limiting

process only with questions ofteohnical convenience.We shallnow show that
this can be done very simply

.
Questions as to the validity of this liuiiting

process are postponed to the next chapter. For simplicity we shall suppose

that the assembly consists ofM localized systems of any typo explicitly

quantized, with partition function /(^), and N atoms of mass m moving
freely in a volume 7 whose energy is solely kinetic energy oftranslation. Tlie

whole discussion applies equally well to anynumber of types of classical and

quantized systems; internal motions and rotations of the free atoms or

molecules can be included among the latter.

Thephase space for a freeatom is specifiedby the six ooorcliuatespi > . .
» > qa

)

and is divided up into small cells, 1, 2, , of extension

and, by the rules of § 3'2, weight 8^ given by

^ • (168)

To take acoount of the confinement of the systems to the volume V we start

with the atoms in an external field offorce of potential energy W which may
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finally be reduced to tlie local boundary field of the walls. Then there ia an

energy It associated with the iJth coll given by

( 169 )

W is a function of ^x,%, only.

Consider an artificial aasojnbly in which the colls are small and the energy

anywhere in a cell constant and eqixal to ((, Then all the S’s and c’s can be

supjiosed chosen so that they are coinmensiirable and oxprosaiblo as in-

tegers with the proper unit of energy. The artificial assembly is oomposed

of systems with discrete energies only, and can bo made to represent the

actual one to aiay assigned standai’d of aijproximation. In the artifioial

assembly we have at onco the partition funotion

/x(2) = S<8,«h, (170)

aixd the distribution laws are given at once by tho old formulae of §§ 2* 3-2- 32.

To obtain tho distribution laws for the aotual assembly wo must proceed to

the limit by making tho extension of every cell tend to zero. Wo construct

in fact any sequence of artifioial assemblies for each of Avhioh wo can deter-

mine tho distribution laws, and which has the aotual assembly as a limit

(8<~> 0 for all i). Wo must then qorove that those laAvs have a unique limit, and

that this limit represents the distribution laws of the aotual assembly,

evaluated, that is to say, after wo have proceeded to tho olossioal limit. This

point is postponed to §3- 8. Wo really carry out some such process in any

classical discussion of tho classical distribution laws.*

Now by tho definition of an integral, when S<->- 0 (all i),

h{z)-^H{z)

loglfa

2«r
...(171)

tlio integration being extended over all values ofpj,

.

Por an assembly

in a volume V we again represent the walls by siqjposing that IT = 0 in V
and that lf->oo rapidly near the wall. Then provided that the real part of

log Ijz is ixositivo (\z\ < 1),

logl/g

2m
dqxxdpidpa,

{2nm)^V

A«(logl/#‘
..(172)

Tor the important point ^j^jg yields

(172-1)

* Of. Joans; loc, oil, chaps. lit, v juitsim.
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In the formulae for the distribution laws of the artificial assembly, h^{z) and

perhaps other differential ooelfioients occur. It is easily proved directly that

h^{z) has tile limit H'{z)y etc* Thus the laws for the sequences of artificial

assemblies have a unique limit which will be the laws given by the formulae

of the preceding sections ifwe use (172) for the partition function of the free

motion of the atoms. For example,

=Wogi/&]=|Ar*!r. (173)

This is Maxwell’s Law,

Finally we observe that it is possible to replace h{z) by H(z) formally in

0 and the other integrals, if y is fixed as the circle \z\ =='t)-, although the

interpretation of the integral as a coeffloient in a power series now fails, and

the integrand is no longer single-valued. If H(z) is taken to bo real for real

positive z, these formal integrals give all the correct results. It will be shown

in § 3>8 that tins is always true.

§2'61. MaxweWs dislTibution law with'mnss motion (clasaical treatment)^

It is easy to extend the argument to the case of mass motion by introducing

an extra variable for each of the additive integrals of our systems which is

oonsei’ved in every interaotion in the assembly. Consider for simplicity an

assembly of any number of types of olossioal systems. Let be the energy,

and any component of the momentum, associated with the <th cell of the

first set of systems. Then

M18o"oSi«t...

ttpl a^l .#

.

X ..., .(175)

summed over all positive values of a, 6, ... subject to

(176)

W{+-*=,-^. (177)

and G*, ..,..,(178)

where Q is the total component of momentum of the assembly. There is a

similar extra limitation for each component of momentum or angular

momentum which is conserved. To sum (176) we introduce the partition

function = (179)
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and the value of G will be the coeffloient of in the double series

....

This is given by the double integral

C" (2^1/ Wvmvn” (ISO)

Similarly, it is easily shown that we must have

n- ^ rr

... .

^ f r dgdip

^{4
where and Gj are the energy and ooraponent of momentum of the flrst

set of systems. These double (and similar multiple) integrals can all bo

evaluated by Theorem 2-12. The resulting distribution laws oan bo reduced

to those of the actual assembly by the limiting process of §
2-6,

The formal deduction of Maxwell’s distribution law with mass motion by

this method is very simple. Wo tmat the ease in which G and ^
momenta, in the direction of Qx, of free molecules in a volume V, so that

JJJ
oxpj^- + (Iog!8)^3lJ dpxdps^dpa,

...(181)

...(182)

’;i8(iogi/«)4 M 2 log 1/2 r
(184)

Tho distribution laws dopond on koo parametors -0- and f which form the

uniqxio rolovant root of tlio simultaneous equations

I (®-»AV...) “ o>

reducing in tho limit to

- JfD-^ log ^ log d'

) + • . •

»

log //(H,^) + I
log J(fl,^

) + . . . .

.(185)

.( 186)
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Wo derive fx’om (182) and (183)

[
2-61

3 1 w(log^)^

21ogl/^^'^2(logl/&)i*

^
wlog'^

(187)

(188)

Since O^jM ia the mean Ji-moiuentum per molecule of the first sot, equal

to mUo say, it follows from (188) and its analogues that the hulk-volooity

Mp must be the same in equilibrium for every sot ofsystems in the assembly,

and from (187) that the mean Mnetio energy of translation per molecule is

^loT4-

Knally, from (184)

exp{im(log 1/^1) (189)

Prom (181) we find

wliich is Maxwell’s Law for this case. We may observe that the parameter ^

which ax’ises from the second selector variable has a simple physical inter-

pretation, for
log^=%/Jfcr,

where Uq is the oommon Tbiilk-velooity of all sets of systems in the assembly,

§2*62. TJia theorem of equipartiUon. The most important classical dis-

tribution law whichwehave not yet included is tlie theorem ofequipartition

.

Tliis is often stated as follows—iftoe have any set ofM classical systems in the

assembly each 0/ s degrees of freedom^ whose energy {in Hamiltonian fomi)

consists of the sum of t square ietTne {sKt^28)) then in equilibrium the mean
energy of the set is Mi(\hT)y or \hT for each sqwre term in the energy. The
present method enables us to give a very simple proof of tliis theorem, and
to indicate its full range of validity, including, for example, the rotations

of a rigid body, which some current proofs do not.

Suppose the equations of motion of the system do not contain the time

explicitly. Then its Hamiltonian function ia the energy and is the sum of

{a) a homogeneous quadratic function of the p*s whose ooeffloients are

functions of the y's, and (&) a function of certain of the gr^s (the potential

energy). We will now suppose (1) that the potential energy is a homogeneous
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quadralia function of t~a of the q's whose coefficients may be functions of the

other (2s— <) q's, (2) that the coefficients of the quadratic p^terms are functions

only of these (2s - 1) q’s which do not contribute directly to the qyotential energy

under (1). Wo can then sIioav that the mean energy ofthe set is Mt{-}IcT), which

is the theorem of equipartition in its most general form.

The classical partition function for those systems is

m-
1 Cizay e

“ij

•where e is the energy in Hamiltonian form. The limits of integration of tlio

(2s— <) q’a which provide no sguaro terms in e will bo determined by the

geometry of the system. Local boundary fields such as those defining the

walls of a containing vessel can bo rogai’ded alternatively as goomotrioal

constraints defining theliinitsofintegration ofcertain j’s, .TJie other variables

arc to bo integrated from — oo to + oo. The homogeneous quadratic function

of the p’s can bo expressed by a linear transformation os a sum ofs squares

with positive oooffloionts, „ a , ...... a

Wo ohango tho variables frompi , . . . ,
to /'i

,

to those from — oo to + 00 . Then

\4«

I'gand integrate witli rosiieot

whore y. is the Jacobian of tho {p
—r) transfoi'mation, and W tho potential

energy. Wo can now find a linear transformation aiq^, wliioh oasts

W into tho form » ,,, a 1 1 a 2

Wo ohango the variables from qi, ..., qi_g to Wj, W(_g, By hypothesis y,

tJie a’s and tho jS’s do not depend on tho w’a and are functions of tho “gco-

mobrioal” variables only. Integrating with rosj»oot to tho tv’s wo find

thorefoi’o

H{z} r ^ f y y'

“Li^J -‘J
...dqg,

(102}

where y' is the Jacobian of tho {q
—w) tx*ausformation. Tho integral iji //{»)

doponcls only on tho geometrical limits, and is independent of «.

TJio mean energy for a set ofM of these systems is

J= JUS— log 71(11),

= -if5.^1og[logl/6]H

= ii!fi/[logl/ll]=Jfi{Pn (103)
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which is the theorem stated. It is clear that the theorem cannot be true for

non-relativistio Hamiltonian functions under conditions wider than those

given here.

§ 2‘63. Classical rotations. A special case included in this proof is that of

the rotations of a rigid body. General molecular rotations must therefore

contribute B{^kT) to the mean molecular energy, and pure transverse

rotations ofa body with an axis ofsymmetry and no axial spin micT) . These

results are in common use, and we shall refer in the next chapter to the

classical values B, {R==Mk) here obtained for .

'Wo shall later want

the complete expressions for these two partition functions, and it is con-

venient to insert the calculations here.

For the transverse rotations, moment of iirertia A,

Bin 6do

2A
‘

2A8m2 6l
^dpodp^dOd^,

H{T)=

1 2mA

'A®log 1/2.

8it*A

Vi® log 1/2*

Zir^AhT •

.(194)

For the general rotations of a rigid body, moments of inertia A, B, 0,

c=
e

~ cos ^- sin 0 sin ijipgY

+ ^sinag ((j>^--co3 9p^)Bin^+8indooB ^V
1 f

^(«)=pj
J
exp( -clog 1/2) dpgdp^dp^ded^dfi,

the limits ofintegration for 6, iji being (0,7r), (0,2i7'), (0,27r). The energy can
be expressed in the integrable form

1 /sin*0 cos®»/f'

2\ A
+•

B
BmijjOOBiff

&in0
/Bin^ifj cos^^\

VA-'^S-j
;ir{p^~ooaepf)\

+
1

......(194-1)

A B



§S'64, Boltzmann's distribution law {classical statistics). This law is the

oomplemouii of Maxwell’s for classical systoma, and,was originally asso-

oiatod with the clistribntion in external fields of force. It can bo stated

generally as follows:

For any set of classical systems, the average numbers a^ , in any itvo eqiial

dements of their 'phase space are in the ratio

(iO^)

where cj and are the energies of the systems in these elements of their phase

space.

This law follows at once from provions thooroins, for

It aijplios of course to localized quantized systems in tho form

^:aa==roie~®i^**’:roje““»^*^, (101)

also a oonsoquonoo of preooding thooroms. Tho law contains nothing not

already given, but is inserted here formally for oomijletonoss.

Boltzmann’s law has, of course, numerous important applioations and

important speeialized forms. If wo oonsidor two elements of tho physical

space aooossiblo to tho systems, in which their dynamical state is tho same,

^0 that tho Hamiltonian energy fimotion difiors only in tho dilloront values

of W, wo can integrate over all possible momenta and obtain

% : (198)

In (198)% and are tho average total numbers of systems without regard

to their Idnotio energy in equal volume elements of physical space. This

loads at once to tho density law for an isothermal atmosphere of perfect

gases. Since n is' proportional to p, tho mass density of tho gas, equation

(108) can be written
..,..,(100)

If V* denotes tho gravitational potential in the atmosphere per unit mass

(including any field of “centrifugal force ”) andm is the mass of a molecule,

....,.(200)
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I

This is the atmosplierio density law^ commonly known as .Dalton’s. jSinoo

F* is the same for all molecules and m varies from molecule to moleoulo,

eq[uation (200) describes the well-known settling of the heavier molecules

to the base of the atmosphere—^the most prominent property of an atmo-

sphere is statistical (i.e, isothermal) equilibrium.

The potentials here considered are primarily potentials due to bodies

external to the assembly to which the systems of the assembly itself make

no effective contribution. This restriction is removed in Chapter Viix.

We have no space to enter here into further atmospheric problems such as

the nature ofconvective equilibrium and the rate of escape ofnioleoules from

the boundary of the atmosphere. Such problems belong more jproperly to

thestudy of steadynon-equilibrium states and require the explicit introduo-

tion of mechanisms of interaction, but escape is a border-line problem and

of particular interest wMch wo shall discuss in Chapter xv.

The validity of equations (196) and (197) is completely general, but that

of (198) and (199) is not; they must be confined strictly to the field specified

ill their enunciation. For example, we cannot always apply (198) to elements

of volume belonging to the system in different parts of the assembly which

are different in the thermodynamical sense. More refined considera-

tions are then necessary on which we embark in Chapter v. We must also

be oai’eful not to restrict in anyway the range ofthe integrations with resiieot

to the momenta. For example, if we apply Boltzmann’s theorem to the

number offree electrons in the neighbourhood of a fixed positive charge, wo
mean by free those which have sufficient Idnetio energy to escape altogether,

The relative numbers of these in two volume elements are not given cor-

rectly by (198), It is necessary to return to (196) and observe that tlio

integration with respect to the momenta must be taken only over the region

for which

Thus in this case the constant quantity is

n

n ^ rt

J J J %

which reduces easily to give

7111712 = f fi""® f x^dx,
J-JVi/kT J-TyjkT

.(201 )

Equation (198) would of course continue to give the relative numbers of

electrons both bouitd and free, were it not for the limitations imposed by the

quantum theory on the bound electrons.

Though not strictly relevant to this chapter it is best to point out hero

that this classification of electrons into free and bound has another similar
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effect,* We have seen in of{uation (173) that the average kinetic energy of

any separate classical system in a gasoovis assoinhly is %h'l\ and wo shall see

later in § 8*2 that this is still true when there are lbrco.H acting between the

j)articles. But hero wo arbitrarily elneaify an oleotron as free in a region

V'horo its potential energy is negative only when

Its partition fiuiotion in such a region is therefore no longer given by (172)

hut becomes instead

//(D) =

• jJJ a2>»'5>-a»irr

i..
« J -WlhV

Thoroforo in this region

<2„2,

i:
(lx

WIk'V

This offoot illustrates tho care nooossaiy when stich a olassilioation has to ho

employed.

§ 2*66. Analogies with Gibbsian j'base integrals. The aiuilogy with Gihhs’

dovelopinont can bo clearly soon at this stage. "'I.'ho partition funotion for a

nioleoulo of n perfoot gas in an oxtornal field of force, in whioli its potential

energy is W, is, in terras of T,

1 rw r

‘••J
dii^dpydpgdxihjdzt

and tho partition function lor N snob niolooules (olasaioal statistics) is this

integral // times repeated, or (//(/’)]^.

Now this integral N times ropoutod is exactly Gibbs’ intogralf for this

assembly ofN molecules of a perfect gas over “ an onsomblo of such assoni-

blios canonically distributed hi phase”. Gibbs doflnos a fiinotion by the

ecLuation ^ an -

e--/-/0 = ... e-»'® . . . dq„

,

(203)
J pliauoH J

BO that hero ^2 = -N© log //(/'). G'ibbs’ 0 is proportional to T, and his xji is

shown ovonOually to bo equivalent to the thorinodynamio potontial U— TS,

an equivalence established directly for our partition funotions in Chapter vi.

What vvehave done hero may, ifitis preferred, bo regarded as a goneralissation

of the Gibbsian phase integral so as to iuoludo quantiKod systems in tho

MoOroft, Profl. Camfr. i*A»7. Soo. vol, 20, p. 107 (iO-W),

t GlbbB, Mmmtary Princi^lu in SlaiiBiical Mcchanio$^ p, aSj oq, 02.

rsM 5
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assembly . Our semi-logical dynamical foundation can be discarded, witlioxit

altering the results, for the hypothesis of canonical distribution in phase,

We may observe here that whatever be the form of W the p^, Py, p,

integrations can be effected, giving

H{T)
- Jll

e-^''l'‘'^d.vdydz (204)

Thus the partition function or phase integral splits into two factors for the

Idnetio and potential energies, which can always be discussed separately for

classical systems. When IF - 0 except for boundary fields the factor for the

potential energy reduces to the volume 7. The form ofboth factors remains

essentially Gribbsian,

§ 2*7. Further theorems in quantum statistics forfreepartides in a volume 7.

Systems mtli internal structure. After this classical digression we resume the

development of the exact theory for free particles, and start by genoraliKiiig

§§2*6, 2^61 to systems which, besides being free to move in a volume 7^

possess internal structure. It is a sufficient approximation to assume that

the boundary fields do not affect the internal motions of tlio ijartiolo so

that its trailslatory motion and internal motion and the oorresiionding

Sohrodinger^s equation separate as if it were completely free. The eigen-

values of its energy and the corresponding weights are therefore

!=

where the are those of §2»6 and the are the eigenvalues and

weights for Schrodinger^s equation for the internal motions. Any may bo

combined with any Therefore

Z TUg log g(X8^^s) log flf(A 9’^r+^T),

= S 5A^S,OT,e-#*r/W ...(206)

It is convenient to use a special symbol Z for this important sum.

The classical form of (206) or its limit for small A is therefore given by

.(206)

where /(!r) is the partition function for the internal motion of the system
(e.g. free molecule). It folloxva from (120) and (121) that in this case M=Z

E^kT^dZjdT,

==Z{^kT+hTmogf(T)ldT},

^M{^kS'+kTmogf{T}/dT}. (207)
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From (207) one can deduco tho speoilic lieat at constant volume {cWjdTjy

,

Olio geos tliat it is made up by addition of separate coniponents from tho

translatory energy and tho internal motions (inoluding rotation).

It is porliaps of interest to give one oxamplo of tho exact form (20C)

applied to systems witli spooified struoturo. Lot ns assume that tlio free

systems are symmetrical rigid rotators without axial spin. Then using in

anticipation the results of §3'1 and assuming that for all important values

oij and t wo find

j
Tlion, with sufficient aoouraoy,

Vi T /\Ajr \
yKift .ix;

j ip

Tlio classical form or the limit of tlio exact result for small A is therefore

{2nm)^ (SttM) {kT)^' V .

- p
as can be directly verified by combining (172) and (Ifif).

(27rm)i(S7r^A)(ti}Sfr “ «y,

§2*71. £lpace dislnbulious of mass-poiiiis in external fields of force. In

the olassiottl version of Boltzmann’s distribution law wo hiivo obtainod

forinulao for the average distribution of free partiolos in space imdor tho

aotion of an external field of force. Tho distribution laws of cpiautum

moohanios howovor aro primarily ooncornod only with distributions over

the oigenvaluos of tho energy. At tho same time those must imply some

moans of deriving tho average number of systonis “present” in a given

volume element (not too small) of ordinary space.

Tlio moans required are provided by tlio properbios oftho wave-functions

thomsolvos. Wo intorprot those wave-functions so that |i//,.pdF is the

probability that a given system with this norinalizod Avavo-funotion will bo

found in the volume olonient dV at any time. Tho average miinbor n of

molecules "present ” in the voliiino element dV is therefore given by

w/dF» (208)

=A~S,logi/(Afi'^)|./i,p. (200)

Wo must now study tho approximate forms ofthese Avavo-fimobions Avhon

tho systems movein a fieldofforce iinvhicli thoypossossthe potential energy

W.* We must restrict ouraolvos to wave equations for ij) which separate in

the variables y, z, so that IF« w^{x) -i- Wa(y) -i-

W

3
(s!). Aobually this rosbrio-

tioii proves not to bo serious since with a more general TF wo can always

* Mott, Proc, Omnb, Phil, Soo, voJ. 2<i, 2). 7fl (1028).

3-8
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limit the assembly to physically small portions of the gas in which W is

sensibly of this form. Tlio equation for the a’-footor in iji, namely

d^>P(x)

dx^
+ /c2[eg-w>i(.i;)]5^(®) = 0 (210 )

is then typical of all three factors, It must be solved with the boundary-

conditions For convenience wo shall assume that = ^

and that dWi{i:c)jdx > 0, hut these conditions are inessential. Since ic is very

large we can apj^ly the analysis developed by Jeffreys*^ for sucli problems.

He has shown tliat if

nen the two solutions of (210) apin'oximate very closely to

[e8-M)i(a!)]-iexij| ±K • (212)

Since k is large the condition (211) is satisfied for all but a very fow of the

possible except near a zero of ?*—%(*), where there is a range very small

compared with the total range 0, a in which the condition fails,

We now choose that solution vanishing at a; = 0 or a; = a which can also

be made to vanish at a;=>a or a;= 0. There are two oases. If Sg— Wi(a;)>0

everywhere in the range the required solution is

[eg-Wi(a!)]-iBin|Kj^ [€g-MJi(a;)]Ma!|. (213)

The fg are then those values for which

kJ^ [€g-M)i(a;)]id»=W7r,

where n is an integer. If €g - Wi{x} = 0 at ®= a'o in the range we may take that

solution which, when eg-«)i(a;) < 0, approximates to

-<<1^ [«'i(a!)-eg]^da)|,

for this solution decreases very rapidly as x increases and may be taken to

be zero for x>XQy and bovAx^ a, When x < Xq this solution has been shown
to approximate to

"" cosj - Jtt+

/

c

These values of are determined by

-|7rH-/cf [€n—'iodx)]idx^n'7Tj

,

Jo -
,

* JoffroySj Proc, Zond, Math^ Soe, vol, 28, p. 428 (1024)., An indopendont disoussion has boon
mote reoontly given by Kramers, Zdt,f, P^iaihf vol. 39, p, 828 (1920), and by other authors, in

which numorical miefcakos in Jeff|*eys’ formulae have been corropted.

[es-Wi(a!)]Ma:|.
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whoro is an intDgor. Since the period of the oscillating function is very

short compared with the distances of appreciable variation in the

normalizing divisor for tliis wavo-funotion is

and for the other typo the same with .Tq replaced by a* 'ilio interval botween

two eigeiivaliies is given by

« '
[fa

i l
-

so that approximately, if

f=5 TT,

Tims the normalized wavo-fnnotions are approximately

I

sin (7 {Cg >

= 0 K<Wi(.i:)},

whoro sin Q osoillatos voiy rapidly wlion oifchor Cg or a; varios. TJioro aro

similar factors in y and «.

Wo now insert those values in tho series in (201)), and avorago over a

small volume olomont (IV ( = dxdydz) so that factors suoh as sin® (? may bo

replaced by Wo find for this series

(2m)^ V
^ -j.

(i:,.'==€g-l-e/H'e,j), (214 )

summed over all r suoh that

<=g>Wi((r), €,>Wa(2/), c„>Wa(»).

Using the substitutions €f<==tOi{x)+^mu^, oto. and obvious apiu’oximabions,

this sum can bo replaced by tho integral

Thoroforo

log (ludvdio. (216)

'I’ho u, V, tv aro tho exact analogues oftho volooi ty oomponenta oftho olassloal

particle. I’hus (216) gives us tho spaoo distribvition law in its form integrated

over tho volooitios. ]3y roturning to (214) and taking only those terms which
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oorreapond to specified velocity ranges we obtain the complete volooity-

space distribution law in the form*

%{u,'V,Wt!c,y,z)duAvdv)AV

a|: log dudvdwdV, (217)
Ih / 9a

which is the exact form of the MaxwoII-Boltzmann distribution law. When
A is small the log reduces in all statistics to

On carrying through the integrations in (216) we thou obtain

which, A being constant, is the classical result.

It is useful to express (217) in terms of the resultant velocity or total

kinetic energy and the direction of motion. We can then put

dudvdw=c^dodw,

where den is an element of solid angle, so that

n

d?
= A~logp{Ae-<«'+i'««^**') c^dedio (218)

Oil intGgrating oyer all directions, \ye find an expression for n(c) do, tlio

average number of systems per unit volume moving with velocities between

c and 0 + do.

n{c)dc^^~\^o^ gQ,cr(.w^^ncmT)
.(210)

Expressed in terms of energies this reduces for the range €,

ji(e)de==^^^^^A~log^(Ae-('''+*V*2’)e^d^ (220)

§2'7S, Di$trihiiioii of mass-points between different phases or enclosures.

The foregoing result can be obtained under more general conditions by a

Somewhat different method of treatment which does not contemplate in

one survey the whole space V accessible to the systems, but starts instead

by brealdng it up into parts and treating each part as if it were a i^raotioally

independent enclosure. The suitability of either procedure depends on what
is the best type of idealization of the actual assembly to bo investigated.

Consider for simplicity an assembly of two slightly oomieoted enclosures

in each, of which the potential energy of the systems is constant. In one

enclosure it may be taken to have the value zero, but in the other a different

constant value W, which may of course be of either sign. In the former the

* A factor 8 drops out from (217) beoaiiao only positive values of u, v, w wore oontomplatod in

(210), while tlio actual u, v, to may have either sign independently of each other.
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eigenvalnes are those already given in (15/1) vvibli the oorroHi)on( iing Hpaoing,
We thus find, using the same groupings ami transforinations that lead
to (220),

27rf2ml®
S,.log<7(A0*r)=-:Ll_™L7j^

......(221)

In the latter enclosure the M'avo equation is

VV+k%/^-W0*A= <’.

and the oigenvaluos aro given by

SmU® cV'
We therefore find instead of (221)

S,.log{7(A3V)=M|”‘l,-|/'J^ logCf(Afl“'“'-'«W*^')cid(:. ...(222) ,

Ifwo oonstruot the usual o.xprassion for the niunbor ofoontpioxions of this
two-enolosiu’6 assembly, wo have

('2^ Jfpfejw

and the average numbovs of systems in tho two oiiolositroH will bo givon by

Ai S,logj/(Arr), Jf iJ,logf7(A0V).

On using (221) and (222) wo see tliat those ox|)rosHiona aro o<piivalont to
(210) which wo obtained by disoussion of tho wliolo (iHsoinbly with a simjdo
form for W.
Wo may note in oonolusion that tho dopondonoo of (221) and (222) oiv T

can be shown in a simple form by tho substitution cfhT^x. Wo then find

S,, log {/(AO'O log |y(Ae'"''*»'fi"--') dx, ... (223)

which when F=0 doponds on T only througli tho outsido faotor and A.
Wliothor or not tlio systoins aro praotioally olasHioal in oithor of tho on-

olosiires will dopond on tho valuo of Ac"’’'/**'. It may haiipon tliat A is small
(classical statistics) wliilo Ac-"'/fcJ'ifj very largo (tight-paolcod systoius). This
happens lu applications to tlioritiioiiics.

§273.^ Highly degenerate assemblies {of electrons), For nssomblios in
which A is not small, wo require frosli moans of ovaluating tlio inbograla of
tho last sootions. Series expansions aro now usoloss. As wd have alroady
shown in § 2-51 such assemblies in practice are only assomblios of olootrons,
TO tha,t wo may oonfmo attention to the goiiorating funobion proper to the
Formi-Dirao statistics. It was moreover shown in §.2*4-l that it is only for
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t\m statistics that A can become large. We must also remember that tlao

electron has a spin with two orientations^ so that in the absence of external

magnetic fields it is a degenerate system of weight 2 whatever its trans-

lational motion.

Before applying our theorems to assemblies of electrons we must recall

that our assemblies have to be composed ofpractically independent systems,

while electrons act on each other with long range fields. It is not possible

that these long range fields should be entirely without effect on the eigen-

values of the assembly^ but if the charges of the electrons are neutralized

in each volume element by the oharges of suitable associated j)ositive

systems, as in fact they are, it does seem reasonable to assume that the

charges of the electrons oan be neglected in constructing a valid approxima-
tion of zero order to the wave-function of the assembly. If wo make this

approximation we smooth out as it were the atomic structure of the charges,

so that their only remaining effect from the point of view of the elootrons is

to create a region ofuniform negative potential energy in which the electrons

move almost freely. This is the model which (following Sommerfeld) wo
shall later apply to explain the leading features of metallio conductors* and
of the interiors of ultra-white-dwarf stars,

]?or an assembly of electrons so treated we find on adapting (223) that

^ 2

J”
dx, ,..:..(224)

If TF= 0 for free apace, then IT < 0 for the interior of a metal. We shall write

W= — Xo shorten the algebra by writing

(226)

We oan remove the logarithm if desired by integration by parts, so that

3^Jo ^

'

I or this groixp of electrons

^ means of evaluating asymptotically for large Consider
the integral factor in 2 in the form

+ (0~ log fi),

* Sommorfolcl, Zeil.f. Pfiysikt vol. 47, p, 1 (1928); vol, 15, p, 825 (1927).
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By breaking the range ntx = ^ this reduces to

] ^itI= f
^ a;i( j3 - *)dx + f^ {fi- y)^ log( 1 -1- e~«) dy

JO Jo

+

W

-I' y)* iog(i -I' e" ") dij.

Ill oilhor of tliese integrals the logarithms can bo oxi)anfle(l and the resulting

series integrated term by term, Tims wo got

s J 0 “Jo
This is oxaot. When /3 Is large the square roots in those integrals can both bo

replaced by ^{3 to give the dominant terms. d?ho range of the first series of

integrals can then bo extended to iniinity without sonsiblo error, '.flius

e JO

The method can easily be extended to show that tho error term is 0(^ "4),

or to give a general asymptotic expansion in powers of Wo lincl tlioroforo

that

...(220)

Besides (220) wo need only tho distribution lau's of §§ 2-7 1, 2’72 wliioh hero

take tho special forms

n{u,v,tv,x,y,z) dudvdtodV^ 2 (l)* ,

„2/'-V mm
\hj

n{e) dedV =
<t7r(2m)S- Jderfl'

......{231,)

Wo postpone application of thoao formulae to Chapter xi wJioro wo shall

examine more closely tlie conditions under whioli Iog/x> 1, required for tho

validity of (220); the inodifloations introduced by tho rolativistio variation

of tho mass will bo considered in Cliaptor xvi.

§2*8. External reactions of the assembly. In addition to the foregoing

formulae for tho distribution laws wo I’equiro forinulao for the average
(equilibrium) values of tho forces exerted by the assembly or its sets of

.systems on the bodies which oontrol the external fields. The most important
example is the formula for tho pressure of a gas.
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We may assume that the states of any system in the assembly (or of the

assembly itself) are determined by solving Sohrodinger’s equation with a

potential energy W which is itselfa function of certain parameters ,
rig , » .

»

,

defining the positions of all the external bodies. The energies of the pos-

sible states ofany system are then functions of
,

.^•
2 , . . . . The weights Wj. are

however constants, as they are necessarily merely the number of indepen-

dent solutions for a given value of the energy and given They could at

most only change discontinuously for certain values of the a;*s, and if W is

a continuous function of the oj's this is impossible.

It will be observed that we have here classified the universe into t^\^6

parts, the assembly in wliich we are interested, and the rest of the universe.

This is an essential part of any discussion ofexternal reactions and of course

what part of the universe we call the assembly can always bo chosen at our

own discretion. Now the assembly and any one of the bodies which i^roduco

the external field also form together a quantum system, which if un-

perturbed is a cemervative one. Wlien therefore a relevant imramotor Xg

defining the position of this body is allowed to change by an amount

the system in the original assembly remaining in its original state r, energy

must be conserved. The energy of the state will have increased by Se-,, and

we express tliis conservation by saying that the system has done tvork on

the external body to an amount — Se,, . This is more conveniently oxiDressed

by saying that the system exerts a generali25ecl force oomponont on tlie

external body such that in any infinitesimal displacement in which tlio

system remains in its original state r (reversible displacement) the ^vork

done is i/ ,
where

There are similar generalized forces for other states and other paraniotors.

In any state of the assembly it follows that the total generalized force

duo to one set ofsystems and tending to increase the parameter x^ is given by

The average value of this force which the assembly will exert in its equi-

librium state is therefore ..

(232)

A detailed verification of these general considerations can be given, for

which reference should be made to works on quantum ineohanics.*

* ITor adiabaiic (i.o, slow roversibb) yariationa in quantum mechanics seo horn, ZeiL/* Physikf
vol, 40, p, 167 (1926), Sco also Born and I?ook* Phyaihy vol, Cl, p, 166 (1928),
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Tho equation (232) can be siinpliliod. Using (119) it bocomoa

76

a-ej <7(AiW)’

In this form we oan immediately oxtoucl tJio forimda to an nssombly of any

number of groups of systems. Tiro gonoml result is obviously

X* “log 1/9- 9.0?,
~

dx,'
(234)

(230)wboro Z= S,. to/ log |7’'(A9®''''),

tho affix T sjjocifying tho various groups of systomH.

In tho special ease offree atoms or molooulos in an onolosnro in wliioh tlio

sole external hold is the local boundary field of tho walls equation (233)

reduces in tho limit to

^3-M’-|;,S,ro,Iogg(Afi-^r/*'J>M’|-| (230)

Tliis is tlie standard equation for tho partial prossuro oxortod by any con-

stituont of a perfect gas. It is most easily dorivocl from (233) by regarding

any small area <o of tho wall of tho onolosnro as a piston Iroo to move

normally, whose position is fixed by tho paramotor a’l. '.flion by

tho dolinition of^?, and mlx^dV.
We can apply equation (230) to a gas (or gaseous oonstituont) of free

moleoule.s using (205) for tho sum Z. Wo tlion seo at onco that f = JeTZjV.

J3y (121) of which (228) is a special case tho average energy of tho moloculoH

is kT^dZjdT, This includes both internal and translatory onorgy. If wo ask

only for tho average kinotio onorgy of translation, wo must oporato

with kT^ djd'l' onlyon tho e, terms in Z in (206) and not on the . Tliis moans

operating only on tho faotor. Therefore

i>«.pOF. (237)

This result holds in all statistics, including tlio classical, for an ideal gas or

gaseous constituent.

In tho classical limit (or ivith classical statistics), equation (230) reduces

to p=>kTXdH{T)jdV, whore 7/(7') is tho partition function for tho free

molecules in an enclosure V. At tlio same time Z reduces to A//(2’), and by

(120) =:A77(7'). 'Jll^us

p^IIkT ~loeH(T). (238)
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Since for ordinary free particles in a volume V II(T) {loponds on V only

through having F as a factor, it follows from (230) or (238) that

MJiT—

»

the classical equation of state ofan ideal or perfect gas, I'his result ca n a lso

be obtained at once by combining (237) and (173),

Equation (239) without the introduction of the varialdo u'ould liavo

been obtained in the form
i)=i¥/(Flogl/3).

Tliis equation can he used if desired for a preliminary doHnition of tlus

relationship between 8- and the absolute temperaturo, if tho latter is (ltdinoti

so that for a perfect constant volume gas thermometer p cc T. Eut uh W(v

have said before the absolute temperaturo can only bo logically introduced
with the aid of the second law of thermodynamics,



CHAPTER HI

ASSEMBLIES OE PERMANENT SYSTEMS' (conC.). THE SPEOIPIO
HEATS OF SIMPLE GASES*

§ 3*1 . The 2)ropeHies of2)erfect gases. Specific heals, Purtlior dovolopinout

of the general theory without some detailed ai^plioation to oxporimontal

data would be somewhat arid. Wo pause horoj therefore, to compare theory

and experiment for perfect gases. Since actual gases are not i)erfoot the

properties of perfect gases cannot strictly be said to bo observed. They must

bo obtained by extrapolation to zero cono6iitx*ation from the actual obser-

vations at ordinary ooncontavtions. This presents no serious diflioulty and

introduces little uncertainty into the results. In this ohaptor wo shall

suppose that the necessary correotions have been made. The methods of

doing this will bo reviewed in Chapter ix.

Wo have seen in CJiaptor ii that classical statistics can bo used from which

wo have deduced or can deduce: (1) the equation ofstato JiX*.7'=sii!2';

(2) Maxwell’s velocity distribution law; (3) forimdao for Cy, for any given

molecular model. It is hardly nooossaiy to discuss the field ofvalidi ty of tho

equation of state of a perfect gas. It is sufliciontly a oonimoindaoe that

2}V^MhT is accurately tho limit of tho actual equation of state for all

pormanont gases or gas-mixtures at all tomi)oraturos except very near to

tho absolute zero, when Eormi-Hirao or Einstein-Bose statistics must be
used, with results given in § 8'73. For most of the simpler gases tho equation
of state is already very near to its limiting form at normal pressures of tho

order of one atmosphere oven if the tomporaturo is low. Maxwell’s law
enables us to calculate tho numbers ofevents, such as collisions of a dollnito

typo, whioli occur per second per unit volume of tho gas or per unit area of

the surface of a wall. Results of this typo are ofgroat imixortanoo in surface

phenomena and chemical kinetics and are obtained and used in Chapters

XVII and xviu. Hero wo shall bo content to compare tho thoorotioal and
experimental values of tho spooifio heats of perfect gnsos.f

From tho do/initions:t: of Gy and namely

* I am (looply ludobtod to Q. B. B. M, 8titiior)aud for liolp In roviaing tide ohaptor,

t Tlio moro Important gonoral aiitliorltios for (ho older oxporimontal data nsod in tJioflo ooiii*

pariaona nroi l^artlngtoii mul Bhilling, TU aimcific Imila oj Qtma, Bonn (1924)| J5iiokon, 'Mi, /.
Phyaik vol. 20» pp. 1, 30 (1024); Lowle, A ayalm ofphysical ohemhiry, vol, 3> chap, zv (od, lOiO);
tToana, loo, oil, chap. vir. Thoao aiithora, oapooially tlio Orub two, contain a groat quantity of well-
digOBtod information, It haa, Jiowovor, rooonfcly apjioarod fchali tho ralo of adjmitmonfc of tho
vibrational onorgy of aonto moloouloa is alow, bo that many of t)io older moaaiiroinoata do notjrofor
to tho tnio equilibrium state . Wo shall rofor to fclio moro niodom moaaurcmonta wiion wo fUaouss
partioular gasos, t Soo, for oxamplo, Blanok, nmnodymmik od. 0, §§ 81, 82.
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3‘1

it follows at once that for perfect gases

Cj,~Cy^ R— 1'08 eal./gjn. mol. (-(11}

This relation is well Icnown to bo obeyed accurately Bti tiuit i (i is only jiccch-

sary to discuss or y (~G^jGf) whichever is the more (jonvwiituit. By
(173), or more precisely (207), the contribution of fclio trauHlatidiini kiiKd io

energy to C^ia fi? in all cases. Any excess of Gy ovoi' this value rmiNt euiiu'

from internal motions ofthe atom or molecule, that is, from votaliouN of llit!i

molecule, from vibrations of the atoms in the molooiilo or from elotsfci'onie

rearrangements. Any defect of Gy below fi? musb lio duo to quantum
statistics and only ocem-s at extremely low temporaturea.

§3'S. Momtomio gases. A free atom possesses olaBsioal kinetic energy of
translation and the internal energy ofits electronic system. Tlve 0)iorgy Mtujt

waociated with the changefrom the normal state to biro nenvest exci led Htalu
is very large, for all atoms ordinarily capable of existing as atoms in li»e

free state, and the internal energy can cojitributo no tiling to Uy excoiifc at

TAMJ3 1.

Obsened mines of yfor moncUomio gases, eomdedfor chvialionfrtm
the perfect gas latos.

Gas Temp. “O. r

He 18 I'Oeo
-^180 1’873

Ne 19 1-04

A 15 1'65
*-180 \m

Kr 19 1»68
Xe

i‘6e
Hg 276-S56 1*066

Authoi'ity

School and Hcubo*

Hamsayl

I
Solieol and iiouflo*

I
Ramsayf

Knndt and Wnrbnvgf

s-eoxio-i'.Thm./ii’i.Jth. L , J, £ <" 'iilia i»

for all terms in the partition function for th^
’ HiuaJI

«» fat (nc^al)

I M tho partition fmictlo/j is an infinite aeUe.
^ stnwtui'o
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all monatomic gases at ordinary temperatures. The experimental values of

y are in satisfactory agreement.

Many free atoms, for example thallium, not commonly experimented

with as vapotii’s 2mssoss however a normal state which is the lowest state of

a multiplot. Ifor such atoms tho smallest oxoitation energy may bo com-

paratively small, and the internal energy makes nn important contribution

to the specilio heat. Thoiigli such cases are not yet of iwaotical importance

we shall assemble tho fonmilao in § 3*7, as they are of general utility.

§3‘3. Diatomic yasea at moderate iemxteraiurcs. In addition to tho typos

of motion and energy content which they share Avith free atoms, diatomic

molecules possess further typos of motion. O.'ho atomic nuclei can rotate

about their centre of gravity to a limt ai)proximation like a rigid body, and

can vibrato along tho lino joining them to a lirst approximation like a

siinido harmonic oscillator. If tho molecule is nearly rigid, so that tho

frequency ofthose vibrations is high, tho rotation's and vibrations are nearly

independent ofeach other’. Moreover, at fairly low tomporaturos tho nuclear

vibrations will not contribute to Cy for the same ronson that the olootronio

structure does not contribute, and tho rvliolo extra motion reduces to tlio

rotations of a rigid body. Tho non-vibrating inolooulo must indeed stretch

under tho centrifugal forces, but for stilT inolooiilos of high vibrational

frequency this oJToot will bo small for moderate rotations—that is, at low

tomporaturos. dust as for atoms tho lowest olootronio state of tlm molceulo

may be multiple Avith a small energy of excitation. Imijortant oxamidos

actually occur among simple permanent gases (o.g. NO) and. are di.sovi8sod i ii

§§3’71, 3*72.

Partition functions suitable for rotations Avhon lack of rigidity and oloo-

tronio excitation can bo ignored Avoro specified in §
2’84 and tlioir olassioal

form Avas given in §2*03. It must bo shown next that tho quantum forms

satisfy tho limiting jirinoiiilo, Tho forms of (1)1), (00), (97) and similar funo-

tions for high temporaturos (2'->oo, a-^^-O) can ho established by a variety

of methods. Perhaps tho simjdost is to ooinparo the sum, for cxamiilo (1)1),

S
n*«0

(2)H-l)e-‘"'(«+h

witli tho corresponding integral

It is easy to shoAV, by breaking up tho sum and tho integral into two parts at

tho maximum of tho integrand Avhioh is then monotonio in each part, that

they differ at most by a term of tho order of tho largest term in tho series.
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This term occurs for the value of n nearest the root of tlie equation

(2w + 1)®= 2/o' and is of order cr-1. Hence

S {2m + 1) (2.'» + 1) "(to+ j

,

> 77-1'

(2®+ 1}2 ;

tr»

Similarly S (2»+
-i:

,..(243)

...(244)

S {2n-h 1) S f (2a’+
j

0 -» J 0 J -aJ

^2
..(246)

o*(o‘4‘0-'y^

§
3*31* More exact evahiaiions, A more exact treatment of these relation-

ships is not without importance. We have seen in §2*6 that the series

CO

S oan he expressed in terms of ©-functions, and an exact discussion
1

oan be given by using the transformation theory of those functions. The

series a> » « .

2 S and S
0 0 0

can also he expressed as ©-functions, but the most important of these series

CO

S (2w + though closely allied, is not a ©-function and tho trans-
0

formation theory does not apply. A special investigation* shows that

.(246)S (2«+l)e-<»+B“<'=i-t.i+^a+0((ra),

SO that, for the partition function /(a),

0
12 + 480

(247)

The limiting form of this partition function when T ->oo, C7-^ 0 is therefore

a~ M ’

in agreement with (94) as required by the limiting principle. By repetition

of these arguments it is easily shown that this asymptotic relation oan be

differentiated any number of times. Thus

OxQi'^H (T’^co), .(248)

* Miilholland) Proc* Ganib* Phil, Soc* vol, 24, p. 280 (1038), This paper gives a goaoral aaymp-
totio expansion of tho function in (240) for amall C7,
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again in agreement with the limiting i)rinoii>lo. Using MulliollancVs nayinp-

totio expansiont we find more exactly for small a

GrotlR=i-i-iW+0{a^). (249)

Thus the classical value is aiiproaohocl nuioh moi*o raihcUy than one would

have anticipated. It is obvious that

C'rot->0 (2'-^0). (2C0)

or more precisely that

Similar results are obtained from the more general expression (Ofl) when

04A, There is then a range of values of tP for which cr is practically zero bub

ct'( ~ h^jiit^OkT) still very large, so that only those torjns of (90) are relevant

for which |t) lias its least value. This least valuo is zero Ibr the simple model

of §2- 3d;, but to allow for olootronio orbital or spin angular momentum the

.same formula may somotimos bo usable as an appi'oximation with values

of |t| proceeding by integers from a non-zoro minimum valuo t*. The corre-

sponding changes of% have no oiTcot on the asymptotic form ofthe partition

function, wliioh is then
g^VlSiT

(t*«0),
A®

' -%% (r* > 0).

ICtpiation (248) holds unaltered lor this range of values of T. In difter-

ontiating with respect to a one needmerely romombor that afa is constant.

l^or all diatomic gases not containing a hydrogen atom .^^1 is at least os

groat as 10"®®gm.om.® and 1/a at least \'1\ All ordinary values of T aro

“largo” lor such gases so far as oonoowis a, and “small” for o', since (7 is at

most .d/lO, 000. Wo shall thoroforo always And The extra laotor 2

agrees with the limiting prinoiido, for it allows of tho two possible dirootions

of axial spin.

§8’82, Asyinptoiio formulae for (90) and (97). The partition function
oO

/(a) « il {2n + 1)® 6''"(n [ :0 (r (joing roduoibic to a 0-lunotion is easily evaluated.
0

Wg find at once j »
/(a)= -2el<'™ li: c-tHmer. (251)

^
(Icr

Thesoriosin (261) is 0a(O,T)ifAveputT= ia/7r. By the transformation theory^

©a(0,m/7r) »4 fl + 2 S (- )« e-»Wo'’]

.

L 1 J

f '.rhifl oaloiilfttioa was inoorrootly given in tlio J.nfcrocluotory noio Mnllioliwicl'a paper,

t I’annory and Mollc, FmclionSt vol, 2, XJp* 202, 20‘i.

F8M 6
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It follows at once that

= + (202)

The corresponding formula for the rotational specific boat is

(203)

the olassicW value | being almost exact for small a,

The partition function

f{o,a')~ S S (2?i+
n=0 T*=<»-n

can be evaluated asymptotically, when cr, a' are small in a fixed ratio, by a
double appKoation of the Euler-Moolaurin summation fownula,’*' provided
that <r' > 0, that is C < yl. It has been shown that

-l-0(ff,a')5 (2ri<l)

Since aja' is independent of we may TOite a' « so that

2a

P,JR=o^^\og /(<r,a^).

This formula gives after redvwtion

C'rot/-B=l+
.(ilfiC)

' f

appM.okth«ci»l)mitsatBmWin8toota™ft»tiu
1,011. m,™,

the approach to the classical limit is from above as r/'^co, In ivll onacs

§3'4. Scum cumijU, hmofa,m hu, Um,ermn. Tho wodtotelrumuon m the roMonel BpoeMe heat-ai. iniouco *o.„ IS „ttemperato. to cMoel Trioee at hlgh-h„ boon otowod &. hy^ion(Hj and recently Dj) alone among diatomic eases Tim imot i

^
fcrH,»re«lio™plottedinMg.2

"taeovatiom

.hree belo. tO-K. J
aMiss Vmoy, J'roa. Oamb. Phil. Soe. vol 20 rt lio /moo. .

t ^^^^o^®^teinvestigfttionsof asymptotic forma fih i
corrootod, ibid, i>» -107.

*/. Chem, Physics, vol. 1, p, 076 (1033),
to tkoso Imvo boon maclo by Knatsol,
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is completely acoouutod for if 't\'o miiy irloiitify tho variable part of Cy M'itli

Cjfot and applytho foregoing theory. Tlio valuos of tho toini>oratin’o for which
the change ocour.s fit in with indopondoiit ovidoiioo ns to tho moinont of

inertia ofthe hydrogen molooulo. Tliis explanation, originated by hJhrenfost,

has long been universally accepted.

It was only in 1027, howovor, that ooinploto ngroomont in detail between
theory and observation was obtained, .’Donniaon’'’ then showed that tho

data for tho normal state of liydrogon, derived from tho analysis of its band
spectrum, yield prooisoly the observed values of Oy when projiorly aj)pliod.

As we have .said, tho straightforward application of (xiiantum moohanios
to tho rotational states of a rigid rotator without axial s^dn yields tho

partition function (91), apiiroxiniatod to in (247),

+ (2»0)

This sot of weights and enorgios is confirmed by tho analysis of simple

infra-red band spectra such as tlioso of HCl, HBr, CO and ON,t and no
theoretical modification is possible. No sulliolont agroomout, however, oeft

bo obtained with the observed ourvo of Fig, 2 for any value of ri. If -4 is

Donnison, Ftoc, lioy, Soc, A, vol, llfi, p, 488 (1927), A full dtsaiigaion of dioorios provltam to
tho work of Dennison is given by V«n Vlook, Phffa. Jiev, vol, 28, p, 080 (1020). ^

t B.II.l!’owlor,P/«7. ii/ay. vol.49,p. I272{1020)j ICerablo, Zeil,/, P//y4»A, voJ. 88, p. 280 (1!)2«>.

XJio latter has mimorons roforoncos to oxpcrimoutal (latttr.

6*2
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chosen to give a good fit at low temperatures, the best that oan be done is

shown in Mg. 3,*

The mistake in this attempted application of the theory lay in ajjplying

the partition function (266), which appears to be correct for a hoteropolar,

or more strictly heteronuclear,

molecule formed oftwo different
’ ‘ ^

atoms,toahomonuolearmolecule

formed of two identical atoms, ^

without examining whether tire

homopolar character is signi- o>8

Scant. It is necessary to consider

in detail the forms of the wave-

functions for the rotator with

regal'd to their behaviour when
any pair of identical parts are

interchanged,t just as we ex-

amined wave-functions for the

assembly in §2'23 and the fol-

lowing sections. This has been

done in detail with special refer-

ence to hydrogen by Hund.f In

such a case, in which there are two like nuclei to considei’, tho rvave-

funotions for the rotation break up into two distinct groups, those which
are symmetrical and those which ai'e antisymmetrical in the nuclei. Wave-
functions for a I'igid rotator without axial spin are symmetrical for ii even
in (266) and antisymmetrical for n odd. Mirther, if tho two nuclei are
absolutely indistinguishable there is no interconnection whatever possible

between the symmetrical and antisymmetrical states and only one or other,

but not both, oan be expected to present itself in this universe. This is in
beautiful agreement with observations on the band spectrum of helium
(emitter He^) which has for some time been recognized to possess only half
the expected number of luies in each band, alternate lines being completely
absent. The antisymmetrical rotational forms do not occur. The bands of

Ha on the other handshow alternating intensities and no missing lines . Both
symmetrical and antisymmetrical rotational forms are present and the
alternations are accounted for, as has been shown by Hori,§ if tho mole-
cules with antisymmetrical wave-functions ai'e three times as numerous as
the symmetrical ones. This, however, is exactly what we should expect if

Dioko, Pkytica, vol. 6, p. 412 (1926).

t Hoiaenborg, Zeit,f. Physik, vol. 38, p. 411 (1926); ibid. vol. 41, p. 239 (1027)
t Hund, ZeU.1 Phyaik, vol. 42, p. 03 (1927).

§ Hori,2«<./.P7jpMi, vol. 44, p. 834(1927).

Kg. 8. Tbo spooiflo heat of a rigid rotator

aooordtng to (260).
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the nuclei have spins like the electrons and if only v'avo-funetions which are

aiitiayinmetrioal for the mxcloi can occur when aooount is taken both of

their orientations and their rotations. Hori has also shown from the spec-

trum that the normal state of the moleoulo has no axial spin, so that the

spin-free rotator is a legitimate model, and that its moment of inertia must

bo 4-67 X gm. oin.“.

Those results require that wo sliall take for the partition function for the

normal Ha-molocule not (266) but

/(a)« S (2^1-1- l)e-»4«+«'' -1-3 S

(267)

Partition functions such as this wore tiroroforo examined by Hund,* but

were found to give ourves bearing no resemblance whatever to the ob.sor-

vations of Pig, 2. To apply the theory properly one further point must bo

made. While Hori’s work leaves no doubt whatever that the j)ossiblo states

are oorreotlyenumerated in (267), it is also assumed in(267)thatmtorohangos

between all the states of (267 ) take place freely, so that the distribution laws

of the observed state are oorreotly given by (267) oven at very low tempera-

tures. But it is necessary to ask whether those intorohangos can ooour freely

at ordinary and low tomperaturos; they must all bo able to oconr in a

vaouum-tube disoliargo, but oven then intorohangos between tlie syin-

metrical and antisymmotrioal rotational states are rare and no oorro-

spending intercoinbination linos are observed in the spootrum of the

disoharge. They would never ooour if the nuoloi had no spin, and ooour with

a frequency proportional to the perturbation of the energy values by the

nuclear spins—jnuoh less frequently than intorohangos between the states

of par- and ortho-helium. It is tlioreforo reasonable to assume that in

ordinary hydrogen gas interchanges boWoon the syinmotrioal nncl anti-

symmotrioal states only occur in times very long compared with the time

of an experiment. The speoiflo heat moasuroments are thorofore not made
on a gas in the true equilibrium state governed by (267) but in a motastablo

equilibrium m which the gas behaves like a mixture of dilforoJit gases, one

of thorn the symraotrioal and the other the antisymmotrioal molooules. By
analogy with a terminology adopted for the states ofthe He atom the molo-

oides with the antisymmetrical (rotational) states are called orthohydrogen

and with the symmetrical parahydrogexi.

Wo therefore proceed as follows. We introduce the funotions
,

/»« S (2?i.t-l)e-"(«H-«ff^ (268)

4(v)« S (2»-(-l)e“»'(«-f-i)cr. ......(260)

* IXimd, loo, cil.
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Then the rotational specificheat of the syininetrical gas (by itself) is given by

and of tho antiaymmetrioal gas (by itself)

That of the actual 3 : 1 mixture will bo

(260)

We have to replace the (Bf^+fg) of the true equilibrium by {/„®/s)'^.
The

result ofusing (260) withal = 4-64 x 10~^‘ is the set ofpoints shown by crosses

in Kg. 2. The agreement with observation is all that can be desired.

In maldng these calculations an asymptotic formula similar to (247) is

convenient. This is easily established, for tho diiferenco of and /g is a

0-fiuiotion which vanishes exponentially when a-^0. Therefore with

sufiicient accuracy as v-^O

/»=/«(<^) = |ei«'|i-f 0{ca)| (20Z)

It follows tliat tho rotational specific heat approaches its classical value as

5’-»co in exactly the same manner as for a simple rigid rotator, in particular

from above.

Researches by Bonhfiffer and Hartook* and by Euoken and Hillerf have

show that the two modifications of Hj, first postulated to explain the

specific heat curve, do in fact exist. They have demonstrated that the slow

change over from ortho- to para-hydrogen does take place even at low tem-

peratures if suffloiont time is allowed, with consequent changes in the

thermal properties of the gas. In order to accelerate the change it is neces-

sary to keep the gas at high pressure or better still to keep it over charcoal.

At ordinary pressures and in glass-walled vessels the change from the

mebastable to the true equilibrium state requires times of the order of

several days at least, just as was postulated for the explanation of the

specific heat ourve.|:

The metastable equilibrium of has further important consequences

to whichwe must return in Chaptervn in discussing Nernst’s Heat Theorem.

* Bonhaffor and Hartook, Zeil.f, physiM, Ghent, yol. 4, p. 113 (1020).

t Euolcon and Hillor, Zeil.f
.
phyaikal. Ghem. yol. 4, p. 18Z (1920).

t For a rocont aooonnt of tho many interoating foatiiros of tho ortho-para liydrogon oqullibrium
soo Farhas, Zighi aiul Heautj Hydrogen, Cambridgo (1036).
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Thanks to the discovery ofheavy liydrogeu two other diatomic moleoiiles,

HD and Dg, are now known whoso rotational Kpecifio heats oan bo studied

at low temperatures.

For HD the simple partition function (2150) should yield the corroot

specific heat since this heteronuoloar molecnlo has no rotational symmotry

requirements. JTig. 3*1 shows this curve and tho observations of Clnsius

and Bartholom6,* Tho agreement is excellent; in particular tho existence

of tlio inaximiun is clearly shown.

Dor Dg symmetry requirements return. It is found that the nuoloi have

25 GO 75 100 12D

X^jg. 3*2. 'rho rotational BpoofSo lioat of Ug

.

^ Cluaiiis and Bartliolwnd, Zeiltf. Ekhlfoclmu vol.,t<IO, p, G24 (1084),
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a spin tinity and that the complete wave-functions must he symmetrical in

the nuclei. The complete partition function is therefor© now*

/{2’)= 6 S S

The moments of inertia of Hg, HD, and Dg absorbed in a are of course

different, being in the ratios of {m + or | : f : Z, The observed value

ofthe rotational speoifio heat willnormally correspond to a constant mixture

of the two sets of molecules in the ratio 2 ; 1, instead of the 1 : 3 ratio for

Hg* The theoretical value and the observations of Clusius and .Bartholom6

are sliown in Fig, 3’2. The agreement is again excellent. Tlie brolceii curves

correspond to other spin weights.

As a final illustration we show in Fig. 3*3 the rotational speoifio heats of

pure ortho- and para-H^, ortho- and para-D^, HD, and the motastable

mixtures of ortho- and para-Hg and Dg drawn to the same temperature
scale. The names oiijho- and para- are used in both cases for the states which
are respectively syanmetrical and antisyinmetrioal in the aiuolear spms.

Z?ig. 3-3. The rotational specific heats of para* and ortho^H^ and Bg and of HD.

The theoretical temperature at which should have an assigned value
is pioportional to Z/A, since A and T occur in /(cr) only in the combination
A T, The moment of inertia ofHg is smaller than that ofany other molecule

Fox further explanation see § 6-31,
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S'lid C'rot/-^ is effectively unity for Hj above 300° K. and offootively zero

below 40°K. These tomporatxiros can be divided by throe for the liotoro~

miolenr HD though its moment of inertia is only incronsod by tho factor 4-

.

We can therefore see at once that for example in 0^ must bo unity ns

soon as tho temperature reaches 300/16 or 20°K.j tho nuclei in Oj being at

least as far apart as in Hg . Observations of available are therefore

impraotioablo for all diatonrio molecules Avhioli contain no H-atom. Even
tho halogen hydrides have moments of inertia too large, that of HOI, for

example, being five times* tlmt of Hg, so that i** normal above 00°K.
The absence of other examples of this variation among diatomic gases is

tliorefore in aocordance with tho theory.

This analysis has required a broadening of tho olassifioation of the states

ofa rotating homonirclear molecule rvith whioh wo shall bo fu rthor concerned
later on. Wo have hitherto treated our atoms, still more our atomio mioloi,

as structureless points, a treatment Avhioh has just proved inadequate. Wo
may not even treat all nuclei as structureless nnvss-points. Tho proton—^tho

H-niiolous—^lias tAvo possible orientations and so must bo assigned a Aveight

tAvico as great as that Avliioh avo liaAfo hitherto used for struotureloss ijoiuts.

Tho hydrogen molecule therefore should have a Avoight four times that of a
struotureloss rigid rotator, duo to tho orientations of tho nuclei. [In tho
normal state no further factor is introduced by tho orbits or spins of the
olootrons,] This extra factor 4 hoAVOvor is reduced alternately to 1 or 3 by
tho requirements of syrainetiy in the nuclei, and thoroforo offootivoly to 2
at high temperatures. This reduction from 4 to 2 is tho quantum analogue
of tho introduction of tho syjumotry number a of olassioal statistios.f

§8'B, .Diatomic gases. Vibrational energy. The next ai)proxiinatioii to a
real molecule is to abandon tho assumption of rigidity and alloAv for the
vibration of tho atomic nuclei along tlio lino joining thouA. Besides tho
translations and rotations already dealt Avitli, no other motion can con-
tribAito offootively to the partition function attoinporaturosboloAv .10,000°K,

Lob be tlio partition function for the vibrational and robabional

energy, referred to its oavji state of least energy as zero of energy, If the
binding forces are very strong so that tho molooule is nearly rigid and the
froquonoy of vibration high, avo may suppose to a first approximation that
tho vibrations and rotations do not affect one another; to this approximation
bi'T) Avill factorize into

biT)^r(T)v{T),

tlio partitiojA fuAiotions for the rotatioiAS and vibratioAis rospootivoly. To tho
stvmo rough approximation wo may SAAiipose that tho vibrations ai'e like

* Soo Tftblo 13, p. 323. Also Imos, Atlrophyt, J, vol. 60, p. 201 (1010); Colby, Plttia, liev,

vol. 81, j), 0.3 (1020).

t JSlironfcat and Trktil, Pm. Sect, Sai. Amlmlam, vol, 08, p. 102 (1020). Soo also Oliftplor v.
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those ofa simple harinonio osoillator offrequency p, but that as an energy y

will dissociate the molecule not more than^ states are possible jn wiiioh the

molecule remains a molecule. Then

1 _ a-Pkv/kT

‘d[T)=

•

\7h6r6 php is of the order of y. [Actually this form is some way from the

truth. The energies of tlie vibrational states tend to y as a limit.} If y and

phv are fairly large compared witli /tv, there will be a considerable range of

values of P for which is negligible compared with 1 even if

is not. For such temperatures

= (202)

ap2iroximately, and in this region (202) will be an equally good ajiliroxi-

ination to more exact forms of the vibrational partition fimotion. The

contribution to the specific heat is then

(263)

(204),

(eW_i)2-

We shall write this Cy(b/i2= P(0/T) (&= /ip//})

.

When Jtv(hT is large the contribution is zero. If v is so large that /ipj/cT is

large at room temperatures, then for such diatomic gases we shall have

'll r=i-
Otherwise exceeds | by the amount given by (203). These jirediotions

are in good general agreement with the facts shown in Table 2.

Table 2.

Observed values of yfor iiatemie gases.

Gaa Tomp, '^C,. y Authority
Value of 0
^hvlh from
spootrum’^

H, 10 X407 0098
Nj 20 1*398 3368

^181 1-419

0, 20 1-398 2228
-7G 1*411

^181 1*404 * Scheel and Xlousof ,

GO 18 1*390 3086
-180 1-417

NO 16 1-38 2710
-46 1-30

-80 1*38

Ha 16 1-40 Partington}; 4208 .

HBr — — • 3728
PIX

.

” — 3200

Authorities for hvlk are Imea, loo. cH. for the halides* Jerons, Report on Spectra of diato/nio ^noh'

cules, App. II C1032)j down to HBr inclusive, and for HI, Salant and SandoWj Pht/s. Pev. vol. 37,

p, 373 (1931 Thie value is provisional only, being dorivod from theKaman spGOtrum oftho liquid

,

f SgC Partington and Shilling, loo, cU. t See ibidi Table B»
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A proper study of the vibrational spooific boat of any of those gases

requires observations at rathor higli toniporaturos,A more iioourato formula

may then bo necessary than that provided by the separate contributions

ofr(r/')and 7;(!7 ').

§3’6l. Sjieeific heat of llg at high leniperalwes, A fairly satisfactory

tlioorotioal account of tho spooifio heat ofHj at high toinporaturos has boon

given by Kemble and Van Vlook, who disouseod an oksbio rotator with a

particular law of force according to the olossioal quantum theory. They
used values of A and however, adjusted to flt the speoifio boat ourvo.

From tho point of view of statistical theory it is nob necessary to go back to

a moohanieal model. It is suflioiont to take tho states of vibration and

rotation of tho normal Ha-moloculo as omnnerated directly from tho band

speotrum by Hori, to oonstruot a somi-ompirioal partition function with

tlioir help and to use this funotion to evaluate and 6^,1,
. This has been

carried out successfully by MoCroa.* At those higher tomi)oraturos tho

difforonces botwoon symmetrical and antisymmotrioal rotational states are

unimportant, and rvo may use without serious loss of aoouraoy tho one

partition funotion „ oa

/(!/')« S 23 (2i+l)e-J'WVfc''', (206)
?i#«0

whore 7i is tho vibrational and j tho rotational quantum numbor and

+ + + .*.(200)

’J?ho funotions of?i, A, B, f are tabulated by Hori. It is easily voriflod that

for our purpose /3 may always bo noglootod, and that at tho tomperaturos

ooncornod „ .

23 + (207 )
/to/i(n-|-|) V'

with snffloiont accuracy. It remains, tlioreforo, only to compute tlio series

00

23
1

B(»-H)
Q-hoAin-i-mr (208)

and its first two difterontial oooflioients. For tiro values of 'f ooncornod not

more than four or five terms are required, so that observed values are avail-

able and no extrapolation is needed. The results are given in tho following

table. Partington and Shilling state tliat tho best roprosonfcation of tho

observed total spooifio heat botwoon 27.3°K. and 2273"K. is given by

(7,,«4*069 + 0'00070?'. (209)

Tho agreement is satisfactory especially at tho liigher temjioratures whore

it would fail but for those theoretical roflnoments.

* MoCi'oft, Proc. Oamb. Phil. Soo. vol, 2-i, p, 80 (1028), siut Binoo thou by mimoroii# otiici’ In

voatigfttorfl In tills flokt.
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Table 3.

Specific Jicat Gy of Hg at high tempe,rat%Tes .

Temp. “K. Oy obs, (269) Oy calc,

000 6-08 4*98

800 5-22 6*04

1000 6*36 6*10

1200
1

6*60 6'34

1600 6*78 5-72

1800 5*92 5>89

2000 606 6'06

2600 [6‘41]t fl'37

t Extrapolated,

Ifit is desired to refer the energy values back to a model ,
it ib

assume a definite law of force between the nuclei. Such on loi^

been made, for example, by Fues«* His result is quoted hero fo

required, For the law of force

= -E' + (2,rVo)Mji-^+C3(/. - l)a + c,(/> - 1 .

where 7>=j7f(j, ia the equilibrium distance apart, and 1

fundamental frequency of small vibrations, the energy vcvliic

terms omitted) are

-Ml + 2C3)i(i+ 1)]

+ 8^j(i+l)[l-«W+ l)]-^{» + i)n3 + 16c3+^#<

where K=h(4fn\A,

§3‘62, Other diatomic gases. The same considerations can ixj

applied to explain the speoifio heats of other diatomic gases ,
l>ra

recently that any agreement has been reached between theofy n
ment for temperatures above room temperature. At these 'ben

rotations are completely olassical and it is then unnecessary as "we
to take account of any requirements of nuclear symmetry. -A s
accurate formula for Gy

,

at least for a first survey, is provided

OyjS^^+PiGITh
where P and © are defined in (263) and (264). kore accurate ooj
can be made if desired by the methods of § 3'61.

Measurements of the specific heats of Oj, Ng (air), CO and.
those recorded by Partington and Shilling for temperatures fifroi

300‘^K. do not agree at all with (273) for the values of 0 given in
* IVejj, Ami, d, Phyaikt vol, 80, p. 367 (1926).
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The reason for tliis is now understood. Except in Hg the rate of conversion

of translational or rotational energy into vibrational energy by inolooular

collisions is unexpectedly slow,* so that unless the time scale ofthe experi-

ment is long compared with the time of adjuatinent of translational and

vibrational energy, the true speoifio heat will not be moasurod, but rather

a speoifio heat of a quasi-motastable state of the gas in which it behaves as

ifit had no vibrational degrees offreedom. Most of the oarlior moasiiroinonts

were made by a velocity of sound method which measures O^jCy and whoso

tinio-soale is the period of the oscillation of the gas in the sound wave of tiio

order of 10~® soo. The measurements hero siiooessfully compared with the

theory were obtained by a florv method of whioh the time scale was of tho

order of 1 second, a slow time scale which proves essential for the establish-

ment of tho true equilibrium state.

f

Before passing to tho discussion of the data, it is well to omphasizo that

wo have hero a second oxaraplo oftho otiro thatis neoossary in doilning acces-

sible states of an assembly. In tho case of hycli’ogon at ordinary pressures

and low temperatures, not in contact with any catalyzing surface, wo can

only specify the offootively acoossiblo states of tho assembly correctly by
assuming that the hydrogen is a mixture of distinct gases orthohydrogou

and parahydrogon. This specifioation is oorroct unless wo experiment on a

time scale oftho order of weeks or months. In the case ofordinary diatomic

gases analysed by sound waves of iJoriods about 10~® second or loss at

toinporatures of tho order of 300-600“K. there is olTootivoly no inter-

oonnootion botwoon tho diffoi’oht vibrational states; tho acoossiblo states of

tho as.sombly aro those ofaniixturo ofdistinct gases each ofgiven vibrational

energy, and tho spooifle heat Gy is given by If, howovor, wo iu-

oroaso tho oxporimont timo to 1 second, the aocoasiblo states aro oftootivoly

those of a single gas. If the acoossiblo states are oorrootly spooifiod, wo can

correctly treat either oxtromo ease—the trueequilibrium state ortho porfoot

motastablo equilibrium state—by the methods ofstatistical moohanios and

tho oaloulations so made may be compared with tho results of experiments

made on a suitable time scale. But the intormediato eases whore there is a

partial adjustment between different typos ofstates eon never bo so treated,

'rheir treatment requires always a knowledge of rates of iutoraotion whioh

is foreign to pure equilibrium theory, whioh from this point of view deals

always with assemblies whose rates of interaction between states may all

bo classified as either infinitely fast or infinitely slow.

Wo pass on now to oompai’o theory and experiment. Fig. 4 shows the

* T)d8 liaa l)oon oatitbUsliod tilioorotlonJIly hy tho work of IIor»foIcl and IUoo> 2Ionor and ofchora

;

o.g. Hor/fold and Kico, Phys* Mgv, toI. 31, p. 091 (1028); Zonor, Phys. Mcv. vol. S7> p, OffO (1031).

t Tho method ia duo to Blaokott, Hoiiry and Bidoal, Proo* Pay, Soo, A, vol, 120, p, 31D (1030)5

first rosuUs deaoribod by P. H, S, Homy, Proc, 2hy, Soc. A, vol. 1S3, p. -192 (1031),
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observed values* for Oj, and air, which may be regarded as Ng plus im-
purities, and the theoretical curves calculated by using (273) with the
values of © given in Table 2. For Og a more exact theoretical curve is also

shown (broken), oaloidated directly from the spectroscopic values of the

4. triio speoifio )ioat Ov of 0^ and air; observed values for 0^
X Homy, CO Partington and Sliilliiig; for nir ® Homy,

rotation£tl fwid yi brationfil onorgios of tho nornial molooul© . Tho tigreoinoHt

is for both molecules excellent. The older non-equilibrium values of Cy
detez'mined by a velocity of sound method ai*e also shown for 0^ for ooin-

parison,

§3*64 Polyoiow/iCi woIecitJes. The only polyatomic molecules which could
possibly show less than the olasaioal rotational energy in accessible tom’'

perature ranges are those containing only one atom other than hydrogen
and of these only NH3 and OHg need be oonsidex^ed. Low tomjzoz'atuz'e

observations are only practicable for CH^ (methazze) and values of OyjU
less than 3 have actually been recorded.f Owing to the identity of the four
H-nuolei the rotational states of this isotropic rotator will bi'oak up into a
set of non-combining groups, throe iti number and an elaborate analysis is

necessary4 At high temperatures the non-combining sets of states are
occupied by ^ and -5^ of the molecules respectively. The complete
partition function is of the form

where each/(or) oontains a selection of the complete set of rotational states
andasc-^O

/l(0')~A(<^)~/3(ff)'
1

' 75 S (2w -f 1 )2 e-nin+l) o

‘^0 12at
..(274)

P. H. S. Henry {private communication)! modern high tomperatwe work on CO Ima also boon
earned oufc hy Slioratt and Griffiths, Proc, Moy, Soc. A, vol* W, p. 292 (Z034),

t Partington and ShiHlng, ho, cit,

^ P' Pwtioukr problem is correctly
eolyed by ViJlars and Sohultee, Phye. Sev. vol. 38. p. 908 (1031). The most prdfonnd aooonnt of
the necessary enumeration is given by E. B. Wilson, J. Ckem. Physics, vol. 8, p. 276 (1036)
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At all teinijomtuues in inetastable equilibrium

f]%

[fglog flier) +-i»fflog/3(cr) + illog/aW]-

CalculationH acoorcling to tliese forimike have been given by Villara and

SoluiItzG, but the observations are insuflioioiit to provide an adequate tost

of tile theory.

Turning now to higher toinporatures, polyatoinio nioloculos must bo

classiiiod into two types, linear and non-limar, according as the oquiiibrhun

positions of all the nuclei do or do not lie on a straight line. For noither typo

is it necessary to take account of the roflnomonts required by nuoloar

symmetry since the rotations arc effectively classical, but for tlie linear typo

tlioro are only two (classical) rotations while for the non-linoar typo there

are three. It is of course useless at present to attomi)t the analysis for any

but the simplest molecules and as among those there are good observations

for CO2 ,
NgO and CgHj (linear typo); OH2 , NlTj, CH,i and OaH.i (non-

linoar) wo confine attention to those. Owing to tlio oonsiderablo number

of vibrational freedoms a convincing analysis is only possible when

spootrosoopic vibrational frequencies oan bo used Avith oonfidonco. Noglcot-

ing for a first apjn’oximation the intoraotion of tlio rotations and vibrations

Ave shall have

(Linear Typo), (2715)

Gy!It = 3 -I- 6V,b/f? (Non-Linear Type) (27(1)

§3'61, Specific heal of ammania gaa (NHj). Analysis of tho infra-rod and

Raman spectra of gaseous ammonia* has shoAvn that tho raolooulo Jms tlio

form of a regular pyramid Avith the nitrogen nviolous at its apex. TJioro are

four distinot fimdamontal frequonoies of Avliioh two are double. It has boon

possible to identify Avitli certainty throe of these fiindamontals Avith oha-

raofcoristio bands in the spootra, of Avavo numbers 050 and 3336 (single

vibrations) and 1030 (double vibration). It sooms highly iwobablo that tlio

other double vibration has a Avavo number 8300 apiJroximately, but this is

not yet oomplotoly established. If avo make tho rough ai)proximation of

using Planok terms (26(1) for each fundamental, then sufiioiently nearly

Tho observed values are shown ifiottod against the theoretical ourvo in

Fig. 6. TJie agreement is rather poor. It suggests either tliat tho fourth

* Sponor, (IW)*
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frequency is higher than 3300 or that the observations have not recorded

the full equilibrium value ofthe specific heat.

Kg, 6. Til® vibrational speoiflo heat of WITj

,

Observotions below 600°K, by Osborne, Stimaon, Sligh and Oragoe, PhysihaU Per. vol. 6, p. 271
(lB24)j above 600° K. by Haber, Zeil.f. Piektrochem. vol. 20, p. 607 (1014).

§3'62. Specifia heat of methane (OH4). We have ah’eady tacitly assumed
that methane forms an isotropic rotator in which the H-nuclei lie in oquili-

briinn at the oornem of a regular tetrahech'on with the carbon at the centre.

The normal modes have been investigated by Dennison* and shown to

consist of one single, one double and two triple vibrations, nine in all of

fourindependentfrequencies.Thebandskuobure, so far as it isIcnown (which
is not in great detail), agrees well with the assignment to these modes in

order of the following wave numbers: 2916, 1620, 3014, 1304 . The resulting

speoifio heat is, using observed frequencies.

Observed and calculated values are given in Table 4, On the whole the two
values are in good agreement and the excess of the observed values is cer-

tainly largely due to a stretching effect which has not yet been investigated.

But the observations even afterDucken’s disoussion are hardly good enough
for more serious comparison with theory.

* Dennison, Astrophyt. J, vol. 62, p, 84 (1026),
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1’aulk 4.

Vibmlimal S2)ecific heat of CH,i, cal.jmoleldeg.

Tomp. ®K. CVib, obaorvnd C^vlb 1 cnlculutot 1 AiiUioi'iliy

m 0*07 0*04 1

218 O'OO O'lo 1

243 0*10 0*20 2

2U7-fi 0-02 U-C8 3

307*7 1*08 1*74 3

481 3*34 2*01 3

673 4*0 4*23 2

073 0*3 6*00 2
773 7*0

1

0*85 2
873 8*8

1

8*00 2

(1) JJ 01180 , Ann, d, Physiky voL />!), p, (1010).

(2) l*]iiokoa and Mod, Zf U,f. Phynikt vol. 2U, p, 41 (1024),

{ii) ICiiokoii and von Liido, Znit.f, physi/cnL Ckem, B, vot fi, p, 4 Id (1020).

§3*63. S2)eciflc heat ofwater vaimir (HgO). Attempts luivo been made to

account in a similar way ibr the spooilic lioat ofHgO, but witliout siiocess.

An analysis by MoCroa* shows, however, that tlio very largo spooirio liout

at high tomporaturos numt bo accounted for by dissociation of the moloculos

ofwater into Hg and Og . il'horo are symptoms also ofan ofl'oet ofpolymeriza-

tion at lower tomporaturos. ifho observational material is therefore not

suitable for illustrating speoillo heat theory.

§ 3'64. S2}eeific heal ofcarbon dioxide (COj). Uooont analysis of the iufra-

tho moleoulo C'Og is a linear molooulo with the oxygon atoms symmotrioally

placed so: 0—C—0. There are throe distinct fundamental froquonoios iq,

rg (double) and rg.with wave numbers 1388, and 2300 rospootivoly.f

The approximate spooiflo heat formula is thoroforo

(7,

11
\ (27«)

ifho values of the speoillo boats calculated for tliis model from (270) did

not agree well with older observations at moderate and high tomporaturos.

Recent observations by HonryJ however have shown that the vibrational

energy of COg adjusts slowly to equilibrium with its translational energy

just as for diutomio moloculos not containing liydrogon, so that the older

observed values wore all too low. The agroomont of Henry’s observations

witir the theory is shown by Fig, 0. Besides the curve derived from (279)

* MoOroft, Proc, Gamb, Phil, Soe, vol. 23, p. 042 (1027).

t Sponor, (1036).

XL S, Homy (^rii/a/c cwwwMfWicfl/iW).

VSM
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the figure also shows a more accurate curve which includes the effect of the

anharmonic character of the vibrations.*

3^g, 0, The spooifio hoafc of CO2 ;
tho coiitimioua curve is calculated using Planok term a;

the^breken ourve and crosses allowing for anharmonic terms j <*> Henry's observations.

i'ig. 7, Tiio spooifio heat, Oy, of NgO; the continuous curve is oaloulatcd using Hanok terms,

tho^broken curve and crosses allowing for anharmonic terras j ® Henry’s observations.

Kassel, J. Amer, 0?iem, Soc. vol, 5C, p. 1838 (1934).
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§
3- 65 . Specific heal of nitrons oxide (NgO). Tlio Btiuoturo of thin niolcoulo

has been shown to bo linear but niiayinmotrioal -O) by tho worlc of

Snow* and Plyler and Earkorf on its infra-rod aljsorijtion spocbruin; tlio

latter workers give tho Avavo mnnbors of Its free fuudainontiils )UJ = 128b,

= 693 (doAiblo) and 1/3 = 2237. Using Uieso values avo liavo

(279-1)

The specific heat has been moasurod rooently by HonryJ and his values arc

theory in Fig, 7. TJiey are slightly greater than the

theoretical values, but Avhon the anliarinonio offoots are allowed for§ tho

agreement is very satisfactory,

§ 3*66. Specific heat of acetylene (OaH'a). It bos beon knmvn for some time

that acetylene is a linoai* eynimotrioal inoleoulo but the idontifioatiou of tho

five normal frequenoios of such a niolooiilo has only rc«onOly|| boon aooom-

plished. Their values in wave numbers are r(|=n3372, j>g = 328H,

r^ = 730 (double) and 1*5 = 006 (double). Tho aiqumiinato ftmmila for tho

spooilic heat can therefore bo Avritton

9y
li

(279-2)

Unfortunately no acourato observations ajiiioar to have beon yob mado cm

the Biiecifioheat of aootylono over an extended range of tomperaturos, but

Table 6 shows tliat tho values oaloulatod from (270-2) aro in good agroomont
Avith tho foAv observed values Avhioh exist.

T'ablm 6.

Specific Jieat of acetylene, cal.jmoUldey,

Tomp, ® 0, Oy odlculatocl Cy Dxpoi4montall7

^70 0-02 0*80
18 8-4.8 mi.

IToiiao, Amh (L vol# /50, p. 8(1 (J191D)*

§3-67. Specific heat ofethylene (Call^). Tho stnioturo of this niolooulo has

beon established asplaneand syinmetrioalfrom spooti-08ooi)ioovidonoo** and
from a theoretical investigationtf of its struoturo using the quantum theory

* Snow, Proc* Jloy, Sqc* A, voJ. 128, p, 204 (102^0).

t l^lylor ami Barker, Phya^ Mev* vol. 88, p, 1827 (1031)*

J P* H, S. Honry {firivuieconmunicalio^i),

§ ICaasol, J, Amer, C/iewi. Soo, vol. 50, j). 1888 (1034).

|j
Mcoko,ZeiLf,physik-ahChmJh vol* 17,pa (1932)i ^utliorlaJid, 883(1033)*

** S}}onoi\ AfokMlapeklren (1031>).

f\ Ponnoy, Proc, ifoy. Soc, A, vol. 141, p, 1(10 (1034).
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ofdirected valency. Conaeqnontly it x^ossesses twelve normal frequencies all

of wliioh may be expected to oontribiite to the vibrational sx^ecifio heat

when suffloiently high temperatures are reached. Tlie values for these

frequencies (so far as it has been x:)ossible to determine them from infra-red

and Baman spootra) are given in Table 5*1, The frequency which corre-

sxmnds to a twisting vibration of the two OHg grouj:)s relative to each other

Tabm 5*1.

The nmnal frequencies of ethylene'^ (O2H4) in cmr^.

i'i=2988 = ?

Kg= 3010 !<« =1023
V8= 14i4 = 960
V4= 1342 i/i„= 1100
i;5=3107 vii= 960
>«5= 3266 i'i8= 940

Autliorltioswo givon by Sponor, MoUMhpektnn, Tlioro is still aomo imoortaiaty rogarding tlio

values assigned to i>,, vjo and rj, but tho others aro corroot to within a fow wave numbors.

about the C—0 axis, is very difficult to determine since it is inactive as a

fundamental both in infra-red absorption and in Eaman soattering, and an

insuffloient number of combination bands are known aa yet from whioli its

value might be deduced. Ifnow tho speoifio heat of ethylene la known over

a considerable range of temperature, then from the discrepancy between tho

experimental values and those calculated from the sum of tho eleven

Planck terms oormsponding to the eleven known frequencies it should bo

possible to estimate the value of 1^7 provided it is not so high that its con-

tribution in the observed temperature range is insignifloant.

Table 5' 2,

Specific lieat of ethylene, cal.jmolejdeg.

Temp.^K Observed Caloiilated A Calculatod B Observert

178'0 8-293 8-28 8-29 K. and P.
182'2 8-28 8-32 8-33 • .Hguso
192^8 • 8-46 8*44 8*44 15. and P.
206'2 8-54* 8-61 8*60 Ifouso
210'8

,

8-68 8-09 8-69 35. and P.
231*4; 9-001 9*04 9-02 35. and P.
237-2 9-02 9*10 9*12 House
260-9 9-332

j

9-43 9*38 35, and P.
272-1 9*809 9*88 9*81 E. and P.
291-2 10-14 10-33 10*24 Hguso
293-6 10-267 10-37 10*27 E. andP.
26B-2 11-897 12*21 12*06 E. and P.
404-0 14-16 14-46 14-28 35. and P.

t E. and P. stands for Euokon and Parts, Zeii, f. phyaikal. Ohm. B, vol. 20, p. 184 (1033);
House, Aniud^ Pltysih, vol, 50, p, 86 (1910).
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Such an investigation h«s recently been carried outby Ifiucken and Parts*

who have shown that the value of is very probably aoinoA\dicro between

750 and 800 oin."*. ^I’heir results are suniinarizcd in^’able 5-2 in which the

set of caloulated values A was obtained by taking the values of the fro-

queneios in Table SA with = 803 cin,“i, while those marked J) woreobtained

Avith r, == 747 ein.~*, Vjo = 1210 ein,“^, 1^2
= 1040 ein.~^ and tlio values of the

others as before. Wliile the final assiginnont of those frcqnoneios must bo

left to the spectrosoopist.t it is clear that acourato spocilio heat data on

jAolyatoniic molecules may bo of considerable service as a help to locating

spectroscopically rather inactive frequencies of the above typo.

§3'68. Summing up this survey avo may say that the observed sjAecifio

heats for the simpler gases are avoII roprodiiced by tho theory, oven Avhou the

approximation of using Planck terms is made, instead of tho more prooisa

observed vibrational energy Wols. Per gases Avith more oomplicatod

molecules there is no doubt that similar sucoess can bo aohioved ns soon as

tho requisite knoAvledge of tho vibrational modes is available. An oxamplo

of this is provided by tho caloulations for othylono, Por inoleoulos which

contain no hydrogen atoms tho rato of ndjuatmojit of vibrational and

translational energy may bo very sIoav so that oaro may lie nocassdry to

ensure that observed speoifie heats refer to tho true oquilibriuin state.

§3*7. Specific heat contributions for atoms from excitation of the. upper

states of a muUipilet.X Por such an atom ns thallium in tho vapour state, tho

normal oloctronio state is H\, but tho state, tho upper state of tho

doublet, lies not far above. T’ho Avoights of thoso states are 2 and 4 rosjujo-

tivoly and the energy difference Ae=/icAr, Avhoro Ar is tho difforonoo of

term value in Avave nuinbors. Sinoo translational and internal motions are

strictly separable, the partition function for such an atom merely contains

the extra factor
2+ 4c"*^/*’*’

besides tho partition function for a struoturolesa mass-point, fn general

this extra factor for any doublet state is

(280)

or if tiro state is of multiplicity r

+ -I- ... (281)

Por a gas ofJf atoms Avith normnlsbato a doublet Ave therefore find from (280)

](! (282)

* ]!!iiokoii tind I’lirts, Zeil.J. physiktil. Ohm. H, vol. 20, p. 184 (11)33),

t Of. (V more rocont disoussion by 'J'ollor and Toploy, J, Glim, Soe, p. 88B (lOIIO),

.j: I’oi' spooU-oscopio notation soo White, Inlmluciion to Alomie SjKclM, Now York (108(5)) aoo

nlao Chuptor xiv,
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T1u3 leads at once to a contribution Ggxc to Oy given by

R ''[kTj {l + {wJWi)e^‘l'‘'Y
^ *

Examj)les of this function ai’e shown in Eig. 7'1. It will bo observed that

{»•

In both limits C'c^o vanishes and is only sensible when Ae and k2^ are of the

rig. 7>I. Tho value of OoxolS, equation (283), m » fmiotion of AtjkT.

same order. When AejkTp- 1 the upper state oan be ignored. When Aejki' 1

the distinction between the two states can be ignored, and the combined

states regarded as a single state whose weight is% + wg

.

There are no measurements on vapours with which these formulae may
be compared, {See however §21- 6.)

§3‘71. Oontributions from muUiplet states of molecules. NO. As a rough

approximation these formulae might be applied to a molecule such as NO
whose normal states belong to an electronic multiplet. The normal state of

NO is of the multiplet But the electronic spin and orbital

angular momentum combine veotorially with the angular momentum of

the rotating nuclei, so that the electronic states and the rotational states are

not strictly independent. It is better therefoi'e to use the more accurate

partition function „
/(tr)= S 2^6-''!’' 4- S

i>=i j=>i

where Ae = 124'4 om.~^. This may be re-written as

(286-1)
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aucl it cun readily bo voriiiocl that in Hnli.sotiuout oaleulations tlio last torni

CO

may bo noglootecl. TIuih wo may soparafco the rotational part 2 from
y.a

tile cxcitational part 1 The formor can bo proveeP' to load to the

Oroi=‘m + f6W-\---), (28fi‘!i)

while the latter has Just been shown to give

^0X0 “
j (h. eA«//fjy I

• (2«n-4)

The contribution from (28n'<l:) begins to bo approoiablo about SO^K. and

after rising to a niaxiimun of approximately O'H oal./mob/dogroo near

76“ K. it gradually drops oil again until at room temperature it is barely

observable. Jiluoken and d’Ori’ Juvvo recently made an investigation of the

spooiflo heat of NO between 130“ 1C. and 180“ K., and Pig. 8 shows that

their results provide an oxoollont confirmation of this idienoinonou of tlie

* Suthorkiul, Proo, Vamb. Phil. Soa. vol. 20, p. <102 (1080),

t liluokosi iviid d’Or, Odit. Nachr,
i>, 107 (1082).
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^^oxcitational specific heat” as oalcitlatecl from (286*4). Johnston and

Chapman,* whose results are shown in Fig. 8*1, have used exact spectro-

scopic levels for the calculation of the partition function.

§ 3*72. Refined theory ofthe specific heat of 0^ , Oxygon is another moleoiile

with an excitational specific heat. It exists in a triplet ground state, the

three components of which have been termed by Mulliken the and

coupling states respectively. The splitting between these three states

depends on the rotational quantum number, but for a particular value ofK
the F^ level is approximately 2 cm.^^ higher than tlie and F^ levels

which form a very close doublet (Fig. 9). In this case it is not j)ossible to

separate the rotational from the excitational part of the partition function

Fig, 9. Tlio separations of tho states of the oxygon triplet.

and so equation (286*4) cannot be employed. The only satisfactory method
is that of computing the separate summations from the various energy
levels, This is tho method employed by Johnston and Wallcorf who used

the energy levels deduced from spectroscoi)io data and tlion carefully

computed the specific heat of 0^ between 0^02° IC. and 10® K. Their results

are illustrated in Fig, 9*1, It will be seen that the specific heat curve ex-

hibits two maxima; thefirst verysharp one at 0* 12®K, is duo to the transition
from all the molecules being in the F^ state to an equilibrium between the

numbers in the and the F^ states, while the second smaller one is due to

the next transition of the molecules up to the F<^ state 2 cm.-^ higher. The
succeeding inbreasa in the speciflo heat is of course due to the rise of the

rotational speoiflo heat to its eqiiipartition value. These anomalies are

unfortunately unobservable.

* Johnston and Chapman, J. Amer, Ohem. Soc. vol, 65, p. 153 (1933).

t Johnston and Walker, J. Amer, Chem, vol, 66, p. 172 (1033),
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Lowis and Von Elbe* have detootod another anomaly in tho Bpocifie lioat

curve of Og at high toinporatiiroB due tc) a higher elootronio state of the

oxygen inoleciilo. I'liose oxporiinonterB detorminod tho mean spcdfio lioat

Pig, tl'l, Tlin Ihooroiioal oxoltational plim loUtional ftpodAo Iicjvi of 0| nt low tompomtuvcH,

Pjg. 0*2, Tlio moan ai)ociAo lioat for O, Oy avoragod from 800® K. to

O Obaorvatlons of LowJb and Von Elbe, Thoorotloal ourvoBi ivifcliout oloctionfo

cxoitatlpin witli llio obsorml oxoltod etato at0'07 volty with tho dorivod oxoltod

atato at 0*70 volt.

of oxygon by fclio explosion inothocl up to 2600“ 0. They found tliat thoir

results oould not bo aooountocl for by tho sum of the tranalfttion al, rotational

and vibrational spooifio boats alono, ovon allowing for anhormonlb oOrreo-

* liowls and Von Elbo, J,.Aincr* Ohm* 3co, vol, iSU (1038). ,
.
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tions in the vibrational speoifio heat. They assumed therefore that the

additional contribution must come from some higher electronic level, the

position ofv^Iuch they caloulated from the moan ofa number of observations

around 2400° K, to be 0^75 volt above the ground level. This level has

since been determined spectroscopically by Herzberg* and others to be at

0*97 volt. The agreement between the experimental results of Lewis and

Von Elbe and the theoretical values as calculated by Johnston andWalkorf

is illustrated in Eig. 9*2,

§ 3*73, Small correciions io the perfect gas laws for quantum statistics. The

j)roperties of highly degenerate assemblies of electrons will bo disoussod

later, but as we pointed out in § 2*61 a deviation from the behaviour of a

olassical perfect gas (A not small) might be barely observable for Hg and

perhaps He at very low temperatures. We put the formulae on record hero.

The statistics obeyed by all actual molecular or atomic gases existing as such

atlowtemperatures is the Einstein-Boso statistics (assembly wave-functions

symmetrical) but the formulae apply to either case,

It was shown in §2*8 that for all statistics so that it is un-

necessary to discuss the eq^uation of state, A disoussion of for struoturo-

less mass-points will suffice. Equations (120), (121), (163) and (104) show

that
.32 32

where

* f
On worliing out ^ij(„ explicitly we find

It follows that

jcj /tW/F p 2 W ¥M/V Y 1

4^/2 \16~ 9V3/ \{2vmhT)V ”j

'

(286)

imfV /3 4 W AW/F
R 2L ^%^2{2TmkTf l8~9V3/ \(27rwA!!r)»

(287)

These formulae are valid so long as A or, what is equivalent, » is
^ {27mJiT)i

small. As T decreases the first eflfeot of the quantum statistics is to increase
or diminish Oy according as ocg^ fhat is according as the statistics is

Einsteiii-Bose or Fermi-Dirao,

* Ferzborg, Nature, vol. 138, p. 759 (1934); BlHa andKnosor, Bev. vol. 45, p. 133 (1034);
Salow and Steiner, Nature, vol. 134, p;463 (1934),

t Johnston and Walker, V. jhner. Ghem. Noc. vol. 57, p. 082 (1035).
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It is micortain M^liethor this caloulatod inci’oaso in C',r can bo disontangled

obsorvationally from tlio oorrecti{)ns to tlio porfeot gas laws duo to inter-

molecular forces.

When T is oxoeodiugly small these formulao fail for the ISinstoin-Bosc

statistics, and with thorn all formulao based on tlio approximation which

roplaoo.s tlio discroto states in Z by a continuous distribution,* bocauso this

replaoomont is inadoquato for tho states of lowest onorgy which for this

statistics and low tomporaturos control ’tho distribution. It follows from

(121) and (134) that ultimately as 2'->() and (7,/->0.

§ 3*8, Tlicformation ofimrliiionfuneliom by limiting jiroccases. Wo post-

poned from tho proceding chapter a discussion of tho dilTloult points in tho

formation of partition functions for ola.ssical systoma by a limiting prf)C08s.

It will bo sufficient to consider tho partition function for tho translatory

motion of free atoms in an onolosuro of voluiuo V using classical statistics,

which is a typical and important case.

In tho earlier discussion, whore no limiting process was involved, it was

oonvonlont to choose a unit of energy to lit tho assembly, so that all tho

energies wore measured liy intogora without a common factor. Hero this

implies a continual change of tho unit of energy as wo proceed to tho limit,

which is apt to obscure o.saontial features. Wo thoroforo fix Oho unit ofonorgy

once for all and assume that for tho artificial assomblios of Oho socpionco tho

h are ohoson so that wliero the and r aro intogors, ami t ohangos

from one soquouco to another. As wo prooood to tho limit t->oo.

Tho i)artition functions for tlio atoms in the artificial assombiy may still

bo taken to bo
/*(*)==2,8^

and wo require tho cooffioionts of in, say,

and similar oxirimsions. Tho powers of z in /*(«) aro now fractional and

represents tho partition functions for tho rest of tho usscmbly. Ifwo
write = etc., those oooffioionfcs aro tho eoollioionts of

in

and thoroforo .

On changing back to tho variable z we find

(288)

* Ulilonlioolc* Over stalislische Melhoden in de U^heork dcr QumUaf Xjmug. DIss., Loidon (ID27).
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hx xvhicli the contour ry means that the integral must Jiow ho taken t times

round the circle y. Wo have to study the asjunptotic form of (289) when
r-^oo.

The following ai'guments, ai‘e incomplete in detail, but show how the use

of Ii{z) in place of h{z) in all the integrals and the derived disti'ibution laws

may be justified. The details oan be filled in without much ti'ouble.

Let 7j(«) =2^SfA (290)

xxhere is the extension of that set of points in 6 dimensions in which

~ ^ (Pi** ih^) < {(di.fe^s) in T^}-

Anj' other possible 7t(2) will dilier from this only by terms of order 1 jr. Then

(201 )

(292)

It is found that the dominant contributions come from the first term in ( },

Thus, approximately,

,(293)

and any other h{z) will lil^exviso appi-oximato to (293). In (289) and j(«)

are uniform functions of z, and so is \li{z)]^ when it is summed for all the t

circles. Thus xvo can write

.(294)

ydiere

== iV {t( 1 - «1/Te2vr//T)}-|M (206)

In (296) it is supposed for definiteness that cm{z)==:0 for real z and that

(im{z) lies between ± rr on the circle y. The series in (295) can be expanded in

th.foim
, r reitf+.) r(}jifH-2r) i

rJ'^r(|if)L ^ t1 2t!. ^+-J»
the other terms vanishing on sumniation. When r-^co

Vi^M+rr)
{rT)\

'
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Therefore as r—>oo

r

(2I)(I)

Tho factor l/rwill bo irrclovtiut, as iO willoooiU'Hiiniliirly iiiiiU fchoinfcogi'itlH.

It can thoii bo shown that wo can worlc out all fcho (iiMtributinn lavvH using

q{M^z) in tlio ordinary infcograla in j^)ltKto of Tho tiniquo <iiHti'il)ufcinu

laws so obtained in terms of will bo thoso nbtainod by itromsoding fc(,

tlio classical limit boforo calculating avorago vulnoH.

In order to soo that this ftmn is tho saino as tluit obbafiicd by procciorling

to tho classical limit afterwards as in §2’(h wo oxaniiiio tho form of i7(,il/,s)

for largo 'M. For real z it can bo shown at onoo by «(nui)ar‘ing tho sorios

z -I- H- . . . with

1) \

.TML.'I
(log

’

(mr,z)r
rr(-p.f)l

f(27rtrt)«F
-I-

that tho dilToi'onco is nogligiblo for largo jH . .1 1 follows that as il/->oo

(2trm)*F
- \imr> (297)

A olosor cliscnssion of tho sorios for o(unpiox z shoAvs that, for tho purpose (d'

suhstitutioii in tho integral (204), q{MiZ) oau bo roplaoorl by (2t)7) for all

values of » provided that log(l/«) is real for real z aud that \(im{z)\<rr.

This argument, Avhon tho details aro lillod in, is tho full jiiHtiliciation of tho

prooeduro of §2’C. It shows that tho ordor of tlio oporationH f >co and
74

’ ->00 is iudifl’oront, and tliat, Avith tlio propor oonvoJiticm us to z, h{z) may
be replaced by 77(a) in tho iutogral for Q, Siinilai' arguments apply to the

other integrals, to didorontial oooHleients of /{(*) and //(a), anil to other

classical systems.

A somowJiat similar limiting proocss is roiiuired for KOts of (juaiiti/,od

systems Avhon tho energy cpianta aro iueoimncmsiu’ablo, Imt tho argiiments

are simpler. Wo form a soquonee of ar tllloial aHHombl ios Avith oominonsinuhlo

energies, Avhoso limits aro the actual oiiorgios of tho real aHHombly. A pro-

cedure wliioli uses tho limiting partition fuiuitieiiH Avith a properly do/hiod

range for mn{z) is jirstiflod by tho same argnniontH. We shall not find it

necessary to rofor again to suoh limiting jirocosHos. Wo shall nHSumo that,

Avhoro necessary, they liaAm all boon oaii'iod out.

§3’9. Fluctuations. We have hithorto igtiorod all quostloiis of tho

fluctuations of a quantity P about its mean value P. As wo poUitod out in

tile intioduotory chapter a proof that in general (P— » 0{P) (s essential

to the oomplotoness of tho theory, to guarantee that o-n avorago property is
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one which the assembly may be expected actually to have. We shall show

in Chapter xx that asymptotic formulae forthe general fluctuations {P — Py
can be calculated for all integral values of s by a simple extension of the

analysis of this chapter. We shall not stay to consider these here, but

content om'selves with proving that

(P_F)2=0(P) (298)

in all the important cases that arise. We observe tliat

(P-P)2=P2_(F)2. (299)

Consider a typical assembly of localized systems for which

and consider the case P=E^. Then, by the arguments of §§ 2'3-2'32,

(301)

If we evaluate this we find

fc/WF
('•"(ill

(302)

We have also [/(-O-)]""

\ dv'j
|[/wf{ (303)

It is here necessary to include the 0-terms, for the leading terms in the

fluctuation will cancel. Thus, combining (302) and (303),

-{®H0a}{. + 0(i)j.

It foUows that {Bj, - O^E/jM) + 0{E^y),

= 0(W^), (304)

which is the relation required.

The fluctuation of, say, can he calculated in a similar way. Wo have

(a,- a,,)2= («,- 1) + «,- (a,)a,

and GaM,

-

1)
- ^ [fir(«)]'\ ...(306)

Evaluating this 'we find

1) W)}^ |l + ,
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^I'lius (fly - —a^ — {af)^jM -|- 0{{<tf)^/JS},

-OK), (306)

wliioli is tlio relation required.

Tiio method is quite general. For oxamj)lo, for assemblies of seta of

systems conflnod to a ooinmon enclosure as in § 2'i wlion quantum statistics

is necessary wo have similarly

11; fif(.r2^o| 11; g’iyz^x), ... (307)

i7(a»*'')| II/ II/{/'(y»^f).

(308)

These formulae load immediately to a repetition of (SOd) and (300). Wo shall

not usually refer to such questions again except in Chapter xx, but shall in

all oases leave it to tlio reader to supply such proofs as are necessary to

The omitted proofs are always oxtromoly simple.

There is, however, one point of sonie iinportanco which should, not bo

overlooked. All our arguments can bo' used to clotoriniuo F, oven when F is

not large for values ofE whioli are largo enough to make othor moan values

such as Q effeotivoly normal properties ofthe assembly. This does notin any

way invalidate the caloulation of Q or F. It merely moans tliat F itself is

not yet, owing to its smallness and relatively large iluotuations
,
an oirootivoly

normal property of assemblies of this si'/o.



CHAPTER IV

PARTITION FUNCTIONS FOR TEMPERATURE RADIATION
AND CRYSTALS. SIMPLE PROPERTIES ON ORYSTADS

§4'1. Temperature radiation. In addition to the energy of the inatoi ijt)

syatenis in our assemblies, thex’e will be energy of radiation in otuiilibrinin

wth the matter. It is desirable therefore to constrnct a partition fuivoLiou

for this energy, to enable us to Include it in a general disousaion of oijni-

librium laws. This will be especially true of very hot nssoinbliea, in wliinh

the energy of radiation is comparable to the energy of tho matter. It in not
without interest to observe that, if w© treat tho aether in any enoloaiiro ma

an approximately independent dynamical system, obeying the lawn of
quantum meohanios, then Planck’s well-known Jawa of toinporatm'o radi-
ation follow at once from the equilibrium theory of statistical nioekauivs.
This is in itselftrivial, for ofcourse th© laws of the olassical quantum tlicn try

and all later improvements were construotod to give it. Whnt is of Honm
importance is thatw© thus deduce Planck’s law oftoinporaturo radiatioM an
a theorem of the pure equilibrium theory, without appeal to any ofclu't

fundanventalprinoiples or to the mechanisms of tho processes of absoi’iition
and emission. Such an exposition was fli-st attomptod by Hobyo.

§4*2. The normal modes of a continnons mednm. In order to constrnot a
partition function for the energy of the aether, regarded ns antilogoiiH to n
materialsystem, it is only necessary to find suitable coordinates by wJuoJi to
describe its motion and to apply the laws of quantum moolianies. ’I'liin ia
mily done. We must start by analysing tho number of degrees of a-eo( l<»ii
0 a COTtwMOMs medtum—ht tho sake of generality tliis may bo tho aotlior
or an ideahzedgas or elastic soUd.f The gas, the aether and tho okstio nolid
are ideally merely continuous media capable of transmitting rospoctivoJv
compmssional oscillations only, transverse osoilktions only or osoillafcttiiiM

±ae possiDJte motions

i

01“ r. (SOD)

fa
(«»») * l'»» v»vlo.w

* Vebv A
^
d Pk -t

^ being the velocity compoiionta of10(ibye,Am, d. Phynk, tqI. 33, p. 1427 /lOlO)
t loans,

o/ chap. xiv. Some „U«or ovo.i«ht« arc ho. oor.olod.
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tlie ineclimn. For oomioressioiial wavoa 11x01*0 ia only ono indopondont type

of aolutioii. For transverse aether waves if tho coinpononta {X,y,Z) of

the electric vector all satisfy (309) then so do tho ooniponenta {A,Ji,0) of

the niagnotio vector and, moreover,

OX

There are therefore here just two inclox^encloiit types of solution, For tho

torsional transverse waves of an elastic solid

2
dx "

:0,

so tliat there are just two indoijoudont tyi)Gs hero also, or three in all for an

elastic solid including the ooinproasional waves.

Consider for simplicity an onolosuro of tho shape of a rectangular box

a; = oc,

2/=0, y=;8,

and a solution
<l>
of (309). I'jot bo tho value of f/j for ^ == 0. Then asavaning

tho possibility of an expansion of
<j>f,

in inultiido Fourier series wo liavo

"
,

cos,
,
cos (rtOOS ,

X « , n
Bin

00

s

Similarly, if is tho value of for I =» 0, wo oan write

,
cos

/m«8iu

.(310)

. / vX S i( COB, , cos iftOOS ,

f/>o' = i yl
I j

ni-iryl^^-^ nirzly. ...(311)»m

Then it follows that the solution of (300) is

CO 00 oO

s s 51

IxiO M-0 I

wlioro

3^

P^:::=:7rW

Sin

'

OOS,
,

cos iftOOB
,

W“shi
(312)

(313)

In each of (310)“(312) there are eiglit possiblo terms and eight independent

ooeflloionts A, A' for given I, m, w.

Wo must now consider more closely tlio boundary oonditiona, For sound

waves in a gas {(ji volooity potential) wo must have 3^/9»— 0 on ovory

boundary; tliat is, d<l)}dx= 0 at ;«= 0 and x - a, oto. Tliis can only bo ofieobod

by retaining only tho oosmo terms in
<f>,

so that

7»‘w0

OO
'

s ,
7t«,0 ,

Am°o82yi+
Mimii, . .1 mmj mrz—‘-!Ba sinjpi

f
008— cos—7̂ 008—

10

.(314)

8I»3M
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Thus to each Imn there corresponds here just one possible normal mode of

the system—one degree of freedom, For compressional 'waves in an elastic

solid {(j) tlie dilatation) we must have (f}^0 over the boundary, only the sine

terms can ocoim and there is just one normal mode as before.

The transverse aether waves and the torsional elastic solid waves are

similar. For the former we may take JT, We must then assume that the

walls ofour enclosure are perfect conductors, or energy will not be conserved

in the assembly. Thus X^Oatj/^O, and which leaves the

two terms of type

sin
’

cos,
,

, nmy , nitz
tTTxhx. sin sin—

.

' P y

There are similar terms in Y and Z. In X, 7 and Z, however, the pure sine

terms are impossible, or else the condition

ox
.(315)

cannot be satisfied. Ofthe one remaining term in eaoli of X, Y, Zy t\vo only

remain independent when (316) is satisfied. There are thus 1, 2 or 3 normal

modes per value of Z, w, n in the three cases gas, aether, elastic solid,

We now return to (313), in wliich a can take different values for the

different types of wave. Since jp
= 2iTalX^ where A is the wave length, we have

4 P
.(316 )

The number of normal modes with wave lengths A satisfying A > Aq is equal

to 1, 2 or 3 times the number of points with integral coordinates inside an

octant of the ellipsoid (316) with A=Ao, which has the volume

4iraj3y

T'V’
The number of normal modes with wave lengths between A and A+d!A is

therefore
n.A

.(317)

in the three oases, or

47T«^y^ (1,2,3)

4,r7^ (1,2,3), .(318)

where V is the volume of the enclosure. This result is really independent of

the shape ofthe enclosure,* For the aether the number ofnormal modes with

frequencies between v and is

SttF
(319 )

where c is the velocity of light.

Such a olossioal analysis into normal modes is easily translated into

* Woyl, Coorant, loc, cit.
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quantum mechanics. To the sumo approximation as tim classical analysis

Schroclingor’s equation for the system (crystal, aothor) can bo so trans-

formed that it separates into a sot of equations for simple harmonic oscil-

lators one for each normal mode, and ofthe same frcqtioncy r. It is therefore

easy to construct the partition function for the system to this ai^proximation.

§4’3. The paHilion function for temperature radiation. Wo shall assume

that the zero of energy for the vibrations of the aothor is the state in ^vhich

every normal mode has its lowe.st possible quantum number.* The energy

in any other state is then

...

and each such state is of weight unity. The partition function is thus

Ii{z) =
= n,(l~2"'V)-i. (320)

iriiis factorization is typical of systems whoso motions separate into inde-

pendent parts, like the normal modes of a continuous jnedium controlled

by linear partial differential equations. Convorgonoy conditions are satisfied

so long as |«j < 1. To obtain an intelligible form of (320) wo apply (310). Then

logii:(2)= 21 r2drlog(l (321)

On proceeding to the limit dr->0 avo obtain formally

SwT f"
logie(2)= r21og(l ~z!‘’’)du (322)

c J It

To evaluate the integral we can use the logarithmio series and Intograto

term by term. Then

(323)

Since S n~^ — n'^/OO, AVe find

1 n> Alogii!(2)«-

•/;

46(J%®(Togi/2)®’

Consider an assembly containing radiation and N material localized

systems of partition functions /(«). Theti by the argumen ts of the preceding

chapter i r

m)

(320)

Avhere JSji is the average value ofthe energy of the radiation in the assembly.

It folloAvs that «

.(327)

* Any otlior ohoico of tliia ssoro introducos an hWlaito oonataiit into tho onorgy of tiio radiatioii

wliioii is without pliysical significanco.
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^ __
pr^4

^ 16c%3(log I/O')* 16cW

[4-

3

.(328)

This is tlio Stofan-Boltzmannlaw oftotalradiation with the usual theoretical

value ofStefan’s oonstant. To find the energy associated with any particular

range of freq^ueneies we Avrite

SnV
where logJ?i(2)= vMvlogH~z!‘'’).

Then by the usual arguments

SirhV v^dy
.(329)

In the usual notation Slydvi^ the energy density in this frequency range, and

we find Q ^ 1

®.=-^?SSFn. (330)

Avhioli is Planck’s laAv.

We can now introduce the energy of radiation by means of its jDartition

function i?(z) into any disoussion of equilibrium conditions. The limiting

processes involved are of a simple type, for the final form of R{z) is merely

an analytical approximation to the partition function (320), which is that

.of a quantized system. No special investigation such as that of § 3*8 is

necessary except to deal Avith mcommensurable frequencies.

Though we do not take up thermodynamic relationships until Chapter vi,

it is again convenient to record at once the thermodynamic consequences

of the existence and form of the partition function i2(2’). The radiation

contributes ilogJ?(T) to the characteristic funotion, and therefore by
equation (688) we find

_ 3217^
p,^j_ 4^

46c»/i.3 3?"

... _ y4 1

46e%® 3 F ’

for the entropy, iSj,
, and pressure,

, of radiation.

.(331)

.(332)
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§ 4 * 31, The equilibrium theory of radiaiioii regarded as photons or light

quanta. For tlio sake of coinplGtonoss avc shall now show that Planok^s law

of toniperatiire radiation may equally well bo establislied by statistical

arguments wlion an extreme partiolo view of radiation is adopted, provided

wo apply the Einstein-Bose statistics to an aasombly of particlos of the

in'oj)or tyjpo and impose no restriction on the total number ofsuch ])articlGa.

Ik^eating the light quanta as particles of iinrosti’ioted nuinbor in an en-

closure inwhich no forces act on the particles,wo build up the corresponding

factor for them in G as in § 2*4, Since theirnumber is unrestriotod no selector

variable rr is required. Since they obey the Einstoin-Boso statistics

g{q) Hence for these particles

Iog(l -- (33 3)

where are the weights and onorgios ofthe ]:)ossiblo states of tlio particles

in the given enclosure. If wo restrict the summation to particlos ^vllo0O

momenta lie in the ranges
, Pi -1

- dpi , 5^2 , -h dp^

,

Pa >
4- dp^^ then ju.st as

in § 2‘71 it is easy to show that

log(l- 6-'/*='') • '• (334)

The factor 2 roinains as for olootrons to allow for the two states of polariza*

tion of the light-partiolo. The dochiction of (334) witla.m^diHlviho in place of

APidPidpz given in § 2'71 is non-rolativistic and to apply to the particles hero

considered wo mnst remove this restriction
;
it is shown in § 1 0- 3 1 that (334)

remains true rolativlstically.

If wo now introduce the spooiho properties of photons wo have, for the

relationship between energy, frequency and momentum, e = /<.r, where v is

the frequency, while the momentum is a vector of magnitude hv/c. .For a

photon therefore, when we change to polar ooordinntos for the momentum,
wo find

dpxdp^dp^’!=-^v^di>d(o, (336)

where dco is an olomontary solid angle containing the direction of propaga-

tion ofthe photon. On integrating over all directions ofpropagation wo find

therefore that for ifirotons in the frequency interval r, v +du

"p .(330)

The energy content JS^dp of tiicso light quanta per unit volume follows

at once in the usual way, namely

I

7
_hT^dZy_Snh>^dp 1

,,ap>=
y - (..I

~
(337 )
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which is Planck’s law. The average number ofliglit quanta of thi.s frequency

cannot be obtained by using the operator A9/9A, but follows at once from

(337) by dividing by hv, and is

Sirv^dv 1
'^5 gjiviki'^ 2

' ...(338)

§ 44, Applications to crystals. The methods of § 4-3 can also bo apjdied to

crystals.We regard the whole crystal as a single Hamiltonian system, whoso

classical motion may, to a first approximation, bo regarded as small oscilla-

tions about a position ofequilibrium, which we then analyse into its normal

modes. Each of these to this firat approximation is an indepondont simple

harmonic oscillation. This analysis will adequately represent the motion so

long as the general run of the oscillations is small enough, that is so long ns

the crystal is not too hot. At greater violence of oscillation ternns in the

potential energy ofhigher order than the squares of the displacements must

be introduced. The first effects of these on the energy and'jDartition fimotion

can be investigated by perturbation theory. The quantum theory is a direct

transcription of the classical theory.

Apart from these high temperature deviations from simple harmonic

oscillations the construction of the partition function demands only aii

enumeration ofthe frequencies ofthe normal modes ofthe crystal consisting

of a given number ofmolecules, and is precisely as accurate as the enumera-

tion. It is difficult however to make an accurate enumeration, and various

approximate enumerationshavebeen given, more or less based onguesswork

.

The earliest was Einstein’s* who suggested that for a crystal containing N
atoms it Avas suflfioiontly accurate to take all the SN frequencies equal. This

still remains a valuable rough apjiroximation. It was improved by Debyef
who suggested that the frequencies could be taken to be the 3W lowest

frequencies of a continuwn with the same elastio properties as the aotiial

atomic crystal. This suggestion has proved of great iniportanoo and we
shall give an account of Debye’s theory in the somoAvhat more gener'al form
into which it Avas cast hy Born.J The theory is very successful in accounting

for observed facts, so successful that it has been strained beyond its natural

range and facts Avhich do not fit it have been thought to be anomalous and
to require special explanations without due oause. It has only recently been
realized thanks to the Avork of Blackman§ that Debye’s suggestion for the

* Einstoin, Ann. d. Phyaik, -vol, 22, pp. 180, 800 (1907), vpl. .74, pp. 170, 600 (1911).

t Dobyo, Ann, d, Physihi vol, 30, p, 780 (1012),

t Born, "Afcomtheorio des foafcon 2;u0tamlcs” (1023), PJneyoU Math, vol, 5, part 3, No, 25;
Born and G6pport-Mayor, ‘'Dyiiamisclio Gittorfchoorio dor Kristallo”, flandO, d, Physik, ocl, 2,

vol, 24, part 2, p, 323 (1033),

§ Blackman, Proc. Poy, Soc, A, vol. 148, pp. 305, 384 (1034), vol. 149, pp, 117, 126 (1935),
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froquenoies of tho normal modes, oven us elaborated by Horn, may bo a

much less good ai)i)roximabion than it was formerly hold to bo. OonHidorablo

oautiou is thoroforo required boforo departures from Debye's theory can bo

held to indicate anything more than slight errors in tho assumod distribution

of tho froquoacies of the normal modes.

It is nob possible hero to enter in groat detail into tho equilibrium pro-

perties of crystals, in particular into tho deduction of their properties from

assumed lattice structures and laws of force. Some account of this part of

tiro subject is given in Chapter x where tho interatomic laws of force in

gases and in crystals are brought into a common analysis. Hut some account

of tho very groat success of statistical mechanics in tho theory of the

equilibrium properties of crystals should be given hero, not entirely limited

to spoeifio heats. Tho Hold of application is of courso far riohor than for tho

permanent perfect gas, whose equilibrium properties are summed up almost

completely inpV s=MhT and tho form of Gy. Tho aocount wo shall give in

this chapter represents Debye's approximation. Wo shall also dosoribo

shortly tho results of .Blackman’s investigation, irurthor rofmomontH will

bo described at suitable places in Chapters xt, xii, the latest being collooted

together in Chapter xxi:.

§
4' 6. The, parliiion function for a crystal. Debye's ajiproximation and Us

refinements. In Debye’s approximation and .Born’s generalization a crystal

is supposed to be built up of a lattice ofN oongruont colls oaoli of which

contains s atoms, atomio ions or electrons. .It is not noi'iually nooossary to

include all the oloobrons in every atoiu among tho s members of tho coll.

Those which are tightly bound are oileotivoly tightly bound to a particular

atom or molecular radical and belong to that atom or radical- almost as in

a gas; a partition function can bo assigned to each atom, atomio ion or

radical for its internal degrees of freedom contributed by those oloctrons.

Ill general, hoAvovor, those make no oAeotivo contribution to tho jAroporties

of the crystal at relevant temperatures any more than to those of a gas, and

for tho same reason (§ 3'2), Important oxcoi)bions to this rule are provided

by crystals containing paramagnetio ionic salts, such as tho salts of tho rare

earths. These are discussed in Chapter xxr. Not all the electrons can pro-

perly bo neglected in this way and it is nooossary for generality to allow for

some (or all) of the atoms being ionized, and for some few of thehs,olootrons

having an independent existence in the coll. This description of the free

electrons is very old-fashioned. It is however adequate for the moment
and will be discussed further and modernized later on.

It has been shown by Born’'' that there are, as one would oxpoot, 3s

distinct sets of normal modes for a crystal of s structural units per cell. Tho
Born, Born and QOpport-lhayor, loo. oil.
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distribution of the space frequencies or wave numbers jjer cm. of each sot

Tj (j~l,2, 38) can be determined generally for large crystals. The wave

numbers of each set are distributed uniformly in a three-dimensional space

in which spherical polar coordinates represent wave number and direction

ofthe wave normal for the corresponding wave. This is exact, but no use caJi

be made of the result for calculating the partition function until the con-

nection between wave number and time frequency v is established. It is

here that exact analysis is difiicult and that the procedure suggested by

Debye and in use hitherto has led to weaknesses in the theory recently

pointed out by Blackman.* The refined form of Debye’s iwocedure intro-

duced by Born is equivalent to the following. The 3s sets ofspace frequencies

divide necessarily into two groups, those whose time frequencies tend to zero

for long wave lengths or small Avave number of the normal mode, and those

Avhose time frequencies tend to a non-zero limit. In general if the unit cell of

the crystal is properly chosen there are just three of the first type for Avhioh

r^=c^T-)-... 0'= 1,2,3), (339)

where the c’s are the velocities ofsound and are functions of direction of the

wave normal. The other 3(8 - 1) sets of frequencies may be called by dis-

tinction 02Jtical, and for them we have

CyT+ .,. (y= 4:, ..,,.38). (340)

The and the depend on the crystal strnoture and the are again

functions of the direction of the wave normal. The r/ corresiDond to the

frequencies peculiar to the crystal determining its anomalous I'ofleotions

(EesisimMen). Equations (339) and (340) as explicitly Avritten here are only

reliable approximations for small values of t. The standard procedure

however is to assume that it is sufficiently accurate to ignore the variation

of Apith T altogether in (340), and to use (339) as Avritteu Avithout higher

terms for all necessary values of t. The number of acoustical modes lying

Apifchin a given element of wave number space can be shown without

difliorttytobe

where V is the volume of the crystal. AH these general results and approxi-

mations Apill be illustrated for a simple case in §
4‘71 Avheii Ave discuss Black-

man’s improvements.

On coipbining (341) and (339) we see at once thatfor the acoustical modes
the number of the N frequencies of the yth «et which lie in the (time) frer-

quency range v, v+dv Avith their wave normals in the solid angle doj is

asymptotically equal for large N to

V
.
-—^vHvdai (;=1,2,3). (34M)
Cy

* Blaokman, loc, ciL
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TJio region ofwave number space covered by permissible is not a sphere;

tile true upper limit for t and thorefore for say, is therefore in general

a function of direction, as also are the c/s . The strict balance account for

tlie nuniber of normal modes is tlierofore

It follows from (34M) that, not too near the iolal number dN of

acoustical frequencies in the range v, v-hdif is

1

(lN=‘l7rV(-4+ --.i+-y v^dp,
\Cl® «2

'’ C37

in which tiio c’s represent suitable moan values for direction, l^or isotropic

crystals or quasi-isotropic mixtures there is no dopoiidonco on direction, and

this reduces accurately to
/2 n

jMv, (3‘M)

whore Ot and c, are the velocities of torsional and eompressional waves

respectively—this is the result of §4- 2.

It is now easy to constraot tho partition function to this approximation.

There is one now point that Jiero first needs attention—tho precise flj)ooilioa-

tion of tho zero of energy. One might ho tempted to dofiuo this as for tho

aether to bo tJio state of lowest porinissihlo energy in oaoli normal mode.

This specification, however, of tho energy zero hardly goes doop enough, if

variations in tho volume of tho crystal are taken into account, for such

variations which vary the length of edge of tho unit cell must alter tho

potential energy of tho state of lowest permissible energy itself. This

ambiguity can be avoided by taking tho energy zero as tho state of infini te

separation at relative rest of all the constituent particles of tho crystal, oiioli

particle separately being in some spooiflod normal state. Tho energy of tho

crystal in its state of lowest permissible energy is then, say, i'o(F). i'o(F) is

of course negative; its argument can usually ho safely omitted. It is, how-
ever, only, in tho simplest ease of an isotropic crystal subjected only to

isotropic pressures or tensions that tho argument V sufflciently clofinos its

state. Wo return to the more general case in § 4'9, An entirely dilTeront and
important type of generalization is introduced in Chapter v.

Tho energy of the state of the crystal specified by tho quantum nuinbors

Til, ...is
-i-/t(n,vi -I-.,. -h

tho weights unity (or at least all equal), and the partition function J({z)

given by

logl{{z)=.FQlogz— ilIog(l— (346)
r^X
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This must of oourso be approximated to by the foregoing analysis of the

freguenoy distribution. We then find at once

• logZ(2) = F S f v^dv-N S log(l -#>'/).

HlJ
(340

It is usually suffloienfcly accurate to ignore variations of and with

direction and to define mean values and Cj by the equations

In virtue of (342)

(347)

(348)

If we noAV define three new eonstonts of the crystal by the equations

(j = 1, 2, 3), and replace Vj* by in (346), we find

logif(2)=i’olog«-
3N

(log 1/2)3

I J- f

Jc&jloelfa

log(l —

3.9

-iV S log(l- 2*>'/).
j=4

.(349)

Having constructed the partition function K{z) we have at once the usual

expression for the mean energy of the crystal,

ds^^k'j’^^iogjcin .(3C0)

In terms of the absolute temperature T,

8 /TI8 fe,/2’ 3s

logi:(^’)=-y^-3F S ^ log(l~e'’=)x^dx-N S log(l
Ki

.(361)

(m
The last result has been simplified after differentiation by an integration by

parts. These are the complete formulacj but the 3^-3 frequenoiea can be

grouped again into two classes: ^p — 1) infra-red frequencies not neoossarily

all different, and 3(5—p) ultra-violet, whore ^ is the number of inaasivo

particles in the unit coll and s—p the number of separated electrons. Wo
can in most applications ignore the ultra-violet frequencies of the electrons

altogether, and so find in all in (361) just 3^ terms, pN being the total

nu 2ube'r of atoms in the crystal.

This view of the part played by the ^^freo electrons in the lattice is very

old-fashioned, but none the less adequate here. In the modorn electron

theory of metals and crystals to which we return in Chapter xi we should

rather regard these electrons as an electron gas in more or less free movement
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ill tliG periodic field ofthe poaitivo ions ofthe lattice . '.fho gaa, liowovor, is an

almost coinplotely dogonovato one and usually does not contriluito appre-

ciably to the apeoifle heat. Tlio result is then the same as for a lattice of high

frequency. If wo desire to calculate the actual contribution made by the

electrons, if and when it is signilioaut, it is of course essential to use the

modern theory. Some beautiful oxamplos of this oleotron contribution are

already known, and will bo discussed in Chapter xi.

If in (352) wo ignore the difforoneea between 0i, ©a and ©j, and neglect

the terms arising from the infra-rod frequonoios, wo find approximately

log./f(2') =
-^,"--|i'-J^

log(l-e-^%r«d.r, (353)

jr- ,,
,
mkT* f «/'’ x^dx

Ji'K
0r"J„ 'fiS'Z'i*

(353-1)

This is Debye’s result, which wo could recover directly by constructing a

partition function according to Debye’s theory. The oomploto thcoreXical

result (362) is due to Dorn. The form was iii-st siiggostod by Nernst, Wo have

included in ]!\ the zero-point energy of the lattice vibrations of Win por

mode offrequency v. It is sometimes convenient to have an explicit formula

for this energy according to Dobyo’s approximation, using all the simplilicu-

tions in (363), In this approximation the number of modes with frequonoios

in the range v, v-y-dv is
QNv^dv

The oorresponding zero-point energy is thoroforo easily found to bo

(353-3)

The two ty2)08 of term in (351) and ,(362) are often reforrod to ns Debye’s

terms and Einstein’s terms ros].)ootively. The latter name arises from the

early investigation by .Einstein of spooillc heats of orystala already mon-

tioned. Einstein’s terms in (361) are obviously only significant when the

vf's are olToctively difleront from zero, so that it is allowable to ignore the

terms Cjr, When i>f~> 0 wo must finally get an additional Dobyo’s term, Eor

example, in a two-atom lattieo in which both types of atom aro similarly

situated and of ai)proximat6ly equal masses (e.g. KOI), it is ol)viously bettor

to neglect Einstein’s terras and treat the whole body ns if it were built up of

atoms of a single type. We shall tiuis get n better ai)}u’Oxinmtion to the

corpus of normal modes.

§ 4-6. Debye'sformula for Gy in theoi'y and experime^iL TJie possible field

of validity of .Debye’s formula (363) for tire partition funotion of a crystal

can be defined fairly closely. The formula can only bo expected to apjfiy
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to crystals built up out of atoms of one type, all of which are similarly

situated in the lattice—^that is, for elements crystallizing in the regular

system, with extensions perhaps to nearly regular crystals and to simple

compounds of atoms of nearly equal mass like KCh The unit cell of the

lattice may then be thought of as containing a single atom, and N is the

number of atoms in the crystal or conglomerate. An examination of the

facts shows a remarkable agreement with the theory in the expected region,

as will now be described. The quantity directly observed is (7^, while the

theory gives Gy. The derivation of Oy from (7^, is effected by formula (390)

of a later section.

Let us introduce for shortness the notation

D{x) is frequently called Debye’s transcendent. Then

Wj^^F^-^WlcTDi^jT), (36S)

(336)

For large values of x

(361 )

rx /*oo (*«>

This is easily proved byreplacing
J^l’y

J -J
.
expanding l/(p7-i) in

the infinite integral and integrating term by term, For small values of x,

by direct expansion of the integrand,

D(x) = l-^x+-^x^+0(x*}.

These relations can bo differentiated, Therefore Ave have approximately

\.F,+ 3nT, 0,-3Jfl^l-7®.'A (3'^co), (368)

(360)

We mal^e the following observations: (1) The relation (7^ = is an ex-

ample of the theorem of equipartitioii of energy and expresses the well-

known laws of Dulong and Petit and Neumann and Regnault* It should
hold to within ^ per cent, for ?/© > 3. The law of Dulong and Petit states

that the speciflo heat per gram-atom has approximately the same value
(6’4 for (7^ ,

6*0 for Oy after correction) for all elements in the solid state, The
law of Neumann and Regnault states that the specific heat per gram-
molecule of a simple compound in the solid state is approximately equal to

t
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the sum of the spooiflo heats of the corresponding solid luicombiuod com-

ponents. These laws, their region or validity and the nature ofthe exceptions

to them are well known. (2) The relation (3(51)) states that Gy and JSjj vary

as and T‘^ at low temperatures, with deviations of at most 2 per cent, so

long as T/Q < i/10. (3) The general form of {300) shows that Oy obeys a law

of ‘‘oorrosponding states”, being a function of the single variable 0/T.

(4) Equation (348) and the following deflnitioii show that0 can bo calculated

from the velocities of sound and so from the elastic constants of the crystal.

Those four deductions are borne out by experiment. The nature of the

agreement will now bo examined more closely for the last three.*

Table (5.

The T^-laxo for Gy at low leniperalures.

Tomp. ‘^K. Or 'wOi'ffjT Tonip. K,r-'' :io» 6'rd/2 '

Ooppor (Cu) Iron (.Fo)

14*61 [IDE IEHi 2*36 1*07

ir)-00 2-37 1*70

17-60 2‘30

2-40 qB^B
20-20 0*1166 2*42 42-0 0'32() 1*04

21'60 2*42 40-1) 0-022 1*71

23*6 ()-22 2*67 — J

26*37 0*234 2*43 Aluminium (Al)

27*7 0*32 2*47
19*1 0*000 2*12

23*0 0-110 2*03

27*2 0rl02 2-01

Iron pyrituM (FoSa) 32'4 0-20 1-OC
33*6 0*301 2*00

27-6 O'lOOfi 1*76 35-1 0*33 1*07
29*8 0-1385 1*74
32*9 0*179 1'72 Boryl (BoO)
36*8 0*232 1*72
38*3 0*295 1*74 70*8 0*202 0-70C
42*2 0*402 1*76 78*1 0*210 0*773
40*7 0*630 1*74 79-3 0*220 0*709
61*7 0*712 1*74 80*3 0*223 0*760
54'7 0*84:4 1*74 32-0 0-230 0-760
60*9 0-0()2 1-73 84-

9

0-274 0-700

The T^-law at low. temperatures has been accurately verified for elements

and simple compounds. Typical examples are shown in Table 0. The figures

of the third ooluinn should bo constant when the ifi’-law holds.

The law of conesponding stales has also been found true for elements and

simple compounds. Fig. lOf shows the observed values of Gy for eighteen

* Tho following sfcatomoiitH of fact aro based on Solirlidingor, PhyaikaU ZeiL vol. 20
, pi), 420 ,

4 /50 ,
474

,
407 , 623 (1010 ), except wboro otherwise stated. Ifull roforcaoofl to tho original litoratuio

will bo found in this paper.

t SohrOdingor, Joe, cit,
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substances plotted as functions oi Tl@, the value of 0 for each substance

being chosen to give the best fit for that substance with the continuous curve

which represents equation (360). The agreement is eminently satisfactory.

The substances and temperature ranges are specified in Table 7 below.

Table 7.

Datafor Fig. 10, studying the law of mresponding states.

Substance
Chemical
symbol

Tomporaturo
range
"IC

Points in Fig. 10
Curves

I Bi III

Lead Pb 14-573 88 X X
Thallium T1 23-301 96 0
Moroiuy Hg 31-232 97

Iodine I 22-298 106 X
Cadmium Cd 60-380 168 +
Sodium^ Na 60-240* 172 A
Potassium bromide KBr 79-417 177 •
Silver

I
Ag 36-873 210 •

Calcium Ca
i

22-62 226 0
Sylvino, Ka 23-660 230 V V
Zinc Zn 33-673 ' 236
Rocksalt NaCl 26-664 281 0 0
Copper Cu 14-773* 316 A A
Aluminiiun A1 19-773 398 +
Iron Fg 32-96* 463 0
Fluorspar CaFa 17-328 474 0 0
Iron pyrites FeSg 22-67* 646 +
Diamond C 30-1169 1860 Y Y

* For Ka, Gu, Fe» FC1S2 , Cv rises above tlio curve after these tomporatiiros.
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The calculation of 0 from the elastic co7iatanis oau bo oarried through very

simply for isotropic solids and tlio vahio so calciiUitod compared with the 0
of Table 7 which is ohoson to give tho best lit in Fig. 10. '^riio clastic pro-

I)ertios of an isotropic solid can bo expressed in terms of two constants, tho

compressibility k and Poisson’s ratio ex. In torins of those tlio velocities of

sound are* 9 rr\

' ‘ 2(1 + a) Kp'
"

where p is iiho density. Equation (344) shows that the roqnirod ihnotion is

(301)

so that the theoretical moan value of0 for use in Debye’s formula is given by

0
1 1 (hVAirV

0/* \hj m h m xio) {Kp}i.

If V represents tho volume of one gram-atom or griun-inolooulo, thou

F/3 = JIf, where M is the molooular weight, and

Vi

in ) h (ilf/c)’!' {x(o’)r
*

yi
= 3-60e X io-»7,T-a7~riTi*

The following oxamiilos are given by Born
.‘t

(302)

(303)

I'ABIilS 8,

Oom])ari$on of the values of Qfrom sjyecifio heat data andfrom direct

cdkulaiion from the elastic constants.

jSubatanco P /c X lO^a d xk)
0

'.l,'abl() 7

0
ICq. (803)

A1 2*71 1-30 0'337 10*2 308 d02
Cu 8-00 0*74 0-384 10*6 316 332
Ag 10*63 0-02 0-370 16-4 216 214
Pb 11*32 2*0 0-440 01-0 88 73

Tho agreement is oxcollent. There is, however, a diflioulty that tho oaloula-

tions of 0 have boon oarried out with the values of tho elastic constants

determined at ordinary tomporaturos, whereas it Iras boon arguedf that It

is the values of those constants at tho absolute zero which are relevant, and

tho use of these Mmukl seriously damage the agroomont. This objeotioni

however, does not appear to me to bo entirely valid. The elastic constants

* Lovo, iZVtcory o(L 3, p. 301.

t Born, loc. ciL p. 0*13.

i JiJuokon, Verhi d, DeuUch fffhyaikah Oqb, yoI, 15, p. 071 (1013).
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and 0 are of course functions of F for an actual crystal, and the values

required for these calculations are those corresponding to the actual volume

of the crystal. The theory proceeds by imagining the crystal units at rest in

equilibrium in their mean positions corresponding to a given crystalvolume

;

this may involve large negative pressures over the boundary, which are

theoretically unobjectionable. On this is superposed without change of

volume (but with change ofpressure) the heat motion corresponding to any

given temperature, and at this temperature the observed and the Gy

calculated from the elastic constants for this volume should agree.* The
observed values of Cy do not in fact therefore correspond to a sequence of

Oj,’8 at a single constant volume, the volume at absolute zero, but to a

sequence of varying volumes which are the actual volumes of the crystal at

each stage at atmospheric (or other srnall) pressure. These are compared

with Oyt calculated for a genuinely constant volume, the volume at normal

temperatures. The agreement in the 0 will largely doijend on how the

various parts of the theoretical curve are weighted in fitting it to the

observations. There is a tendency to fit so that the deviations are ofroughly

constant absolute magnitude all along the curve. This will weight heavily

the normal temperatures for which Gy is largest and would go some way to

explain the satisfactory agreement in the table.

There is, however, a more precise and important point of divergence

between theory and experiment, for the values of 0 derived from the

iT^-law at low temperatures, equation (369), should agree with the values

calculated from the elastic constants at low temperatures. There is some
tendency for the T^-law 0’s to be larger than those derived from the whole
curve, but the increase is far smaller than the elastic constants require,

and the matter remains not fully cleared up.

Tabm 9.

Gomparisons of 0 derived by various methods.

SiibstancG C Fe Al Oil Ag

0 from (7'Ourvo 1860 463 398 316 216
0 from 2’®-law 2230 466 386 321
0 from elastic constants at 290° K. — 402 332 214
0 ditto, at low temperatures — — 488 344- 236

§4-7. ApplicaUonsoffo^-mulae fm' Gy more accurate than Debye’s. Apart
altogether from the basic approximations made in deriving (346), Debye’s
formula for Gy is admittedly derived from (346) by crude approximations,
and should only hold at all strictly for isotropic bodies, With the same basic

It is tacitly assumed iu tlio theory thot tho clastic constants dojwnd (Ureclli/ only on the
volume,
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approximations more acourato oalonlations are possible in the goneral case.

Snob calculations have been successfully carried out by Porstorling.f When

[f| < 27r the function 1) can bo expanded in the convergentpower series

..(3C!d)

where the 7i„ are Bornoulli's numbors. Ifwo now return to tlio original form

of log K{z) in (34:6) we see that the i>art giving rise to Dobyo’s terms gives an

exact contribution to of the form

If 0^ = ns before, but now a function of direction, this becomes

If we expand by (SO'I) and difforontiato to obtain Gy wo find a more exact

contribution

Wo write

-l)"B,i(2w-l)0/»+3

L 3 1 (2?i)l(2ra-i-3) f/'®"

oc Cj

.

T’hon

/3WW
,

h ( SN \*

VIttF;
’

]•

3 f/i/ 3W I
3

(300)

''-Jp(Lt)''
(.’««)

Then the contribution to Oy is

3W/J 1 + S ( “ 1
I

ij

^2»)1(2u+ 3) r
(367)

Formula (367) replaces Debye’s term in Gy. The integrands of the cooffl-

oionts K„ can bo shown to be rational functions of the measurable elastic

constants of the crystal, so that the K„ can bo calculated, The full formula

for Gy is then

-3A7/Jl 1-2 I IV
^4(2^- 1) r%d 3,,

(7k- 3W/<!|1 + M-1) (2«)l(2n+ 3)'2'2'd^
'

valid when T> 0 /27r,

Porsterling has used this formula in the most acourato comparison of

f It'orfitorling, Aim, d, Physih (<i), vot 01, p, 677 (1020)} ZciLji Physikt vol. 3, p, 0 (1020),

vol. 8. p. 201 (1022).

FSM 0
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theoretical and observed specific heats yet attornj)ted on the basis of (346),

Having calculated the first term entirely from elastic data, the correct

niiinber of extra terms of Einstein’s type are introduced corresj)onding to

the known lattice structure. The number of different Qfs allowable is also

known from the structure and symmetry. These are then fixed to give the

l^est fit possible between the observed and tlieoretioal and the whole

theoryis checkedbycomparing these 0/s with the natural freq^uoncies of the

crystal determined by the method of JReatstrahlen, Excellent representations

of Gy ai^e possible among other substances for NaCl, KOI, KBr, OaE^ and

SiOg , and typical comparisons ofthe wave lengths ofthe natural freqiioncies

derived from specific heats and optical measurements (Pestsirahlen) are

shown in the following table.

,
Table 10.

Comparisons of wave lengths o/Reststrahlen directly measured and

deduced from specific heal curves.

Substance
Xq optical
10-'^ cm. Aq from Gy

NaCl 66^7 64-6

KCl 78*0
'

77 '0

CaFa 63a 61-0, 34-7*

* Optically inactive.

§4‘71. Blaohmn'a discussion of Debye’s theory fen' a simjfle crystal.

Introductory, The vital assiimptione at the base of Debye’s theory and all

its refinements which wo have indicated in the preceding seotions concern

the acoustical modes, and can be sufficiently illustrated by further examina-

tion of the simplest possible lattice, tlie simple cubic, with one atom i3or

unit ceU. Equation (363) should then bo most nearly valid. In deriving it

the vital approximation is that the normal modes of the system (with N
unit cells in the lattice) have the frequency distribution of the continuum

for v< if, BO that there are

QN
(t'<i5) (368- 1)

modes,Avith frequencies in v, v+dv for m < j5 and none for v > P. This assump-

tion was based on (339) and is certainly correct m form for small v. It has

been used, as we have seen in Eig„ 10 and Tables 6-0, with great success right

up to i^=v. If, however, we am more oautious and do not rely so implicitly

on (339) we can merely assert that there will he some distribution law for the

frequencies for a crystal ofN cells, namely

g{v}dv
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and that &av'^0,g{p)~a.v^. Tlio form of</( i^) awaits more exact oxaininatiou.

Wo liavo thus replaced (363) by

log K{'J') = - )§i- U(v) log(l - dv (308-11)

I’hongh wo cannot oxjdicitly evaluate g{v), ovidonco both thoorotical and

observational may bo adduced to show that (308-1) is soinotimos an in-

adotiuato approximation. An oxoollont example of a simple substance with

a Gy which departs markedly from Debye’s curve, most probably because

(308-1) fails, is metallic lithium. The most acourate way of oompariug obsor-

TabiiIS 10-1.

The S])eoific heal ofUlMum in cal.ldcg.jgram atom,

and the caleidated vaktes of Debye's 0 ,

Tomp. Ov

.16 0-046 328

20 0*006 340

26 0*109 360
30 0*273 360

36 0*413 802

dO 0*673 307

46 0*770 370

60 0-900 0*996 374

00 1*43
,
1-42 379

70 1-88 1*87 384

HO 2*32 2*31 388

90 2*00 2*07 303

100 3*06 3*02 397

no 3*30 3*32 401

120 3-04 3*69 406

130 3*87 3-81 408
140 4-08 4*01 412
160 4-28 4-18 416
100 4*43 4*34 418

180 4*08 4*67 420

200 4*02 4*78 433

220 6*16 4-04 436
240 6*28 609 431

200 6*44
1

6-22 429
* 280 6*60

1

6-31 429

300 6-00 6-39 430

vations of Gj, with .Debye’s theory is to calculate for each temperature what

value of 0 will reproduce theoretically the observed Gy. Table 10-1 shows

the inoasuroinonts and analysis of Simon and Swain* for lithium, and it will

bo observed that 0 so calculated from the observations is very far from

constant below 180“ K.

Before one concludes that the figures of Table 10-1 indicate a failure of

(368-1), one must examine alternative souroes of failure for Bebye’s curve.

* Simon and Swivin, Zeit.f, iihytikal. Ohm. B, vol. 28, p. 180 (1038).
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There are two knoAvn possibilities; (i) The electrons may contribute effec-

tively to the specific heat especially at very low temperatures in such a way

as to make the specific heat lai’ger than is calculated from Debye’s theory so

that the derived 0 will diminish as T diminishes. Tliis effect is examined

in detail in §11‘56 and applied successfully to explain certain features of

the Qy-GuvYe for nickel. It api^ears that it cannot be responsible for the

large effect here, (ii) The lithium ions in the lattice might have two electronic

states of small energy difference, but otherwise so alike in their properties

that the corpus of normal modes for the lattice is independent of the dis-

tribution of the ions over their pair of states, and this distribution is itself

imaffeoted by the behaviour of neighbours so that it is identical with the

similar distribution of gaseous atoms over a pair of states, The variation of

this distribution will therefore make the contribution (283) to Oy. It has

been shown by Simon and Swain that such a contribution with 1,

A€jk-200 when subtracted from the observed specific heat leaves behind

a specific heat which is admii’ably represented by a Debye curve with

0 “ 610, The objection to this explanation is that thei^e is no reason to

believe that the simple lithium ion can possibly exist in the lattice with two

sucli states with this energy difference and in spite of its empirical success

the explanation must be discai^ded. We are driven back for an explanation

on the probable failure of (368*1).

§4*72, The normal modes ofa linear lattice. The further study of g{v) may
be introduced by starting with a linear lattice. We consider therefore a chain

of 2N atoms, each of which may be displaced along the chain, Let tlie

displacement of the ni\\ atom be and so small that only quadratic terms

need be retained in the potential energy. We may further assume (merely

for simplicity) that the potential energy due to the displacements do2)ends

only on the relative displacements of nearest neighbours. Then for such a

system the total energy E is given by

2Ar 2iV

S (308*2)
1 0

This expression contains displacement terms for atoms 0 and 2N H- 1 which

do not belong to the system. It is simplest to include these and to impose

as boundary condition a condition of periodicity that The
precise form of boundary condition imposed has no ultimate effect on the

distribution of the normal modes.

Since we are concerned with simple harmonic oscillations oiassioal equa-

tions of motion will suffice. These follow at once from the energy (368-2)

= 0 (»=l,2,...,2i\r) (368-21)
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Conforming to tho periodicity condition let us now attoini)t a solution of

equations {808'21) of tho form

(308*22)

where u' is a constant and p is an integer satisfying —N <p>^N, There are

exactly 2N distinct oxjiressions of this type. Tho equations of motion then

become _ ^ yg<{27r)</Hw7JW(2— « 0

and are therefore all satisfied if

a «
. aTTp

r®= *-T-sin®-4i'
2N

raisin'
,
-rrp

'W'
(308*23)

The frequencies ai*o equal in paks for equal positive and negative values

ofp. If we allow for this and write dN for tho number of fi’oquonoio.s in tho

range p, p+dv, wo find , ^ ,

dN^-~ ----1. (308*24)
TTSo (1 ~ ^7^0®)^

The velocity of sound along tho chain is of course given by tho equation

c= Ar for long wave lengths. It is easily verified from (308*22) and (308*23)

that 0 = TTP^d, whore d is tho lattice spacing. Thus alternatively

dp __
2L dv

T ~T(i~ pij^^ *

The normal modes of tho ono-dimonsional continuum, or tho modes of an

actual continuum restricted to plane waves normal to a given axis, have a

uniform distributiondN= 2Ldvlo which agrees with tho distribution for tho

lattice until p approaches pq . Tho ff{p) for the lattice does deviate markedly

from that for a continuum as v-> ro and has there an infinite maximum, but

no subsidiary maxima for smaller values of p. No exact oaloulations have

been made Wt it seems likely that siJooiflo heat curves based on (308*24)

and on dN=:2LdpjG restricted to 2N modes will not possess any striking

difioronces.

§ 4*73. The normal modes ofsimple square and evhic lattices. In more than

one dimension tho g(p) can be more exciting. Lot us consider a two-dimen-

sional squoi’o lattice of spacing d Avith 2N atoms in each row and column.

Let us specify the atoms by tho suffixes Z, m ( 1 < Z, m ^ 2^) and denote their

displacements along tho roAva and columns of the array by respec-

tively. Ifnow we assume that only the interactions between nearest neigh-

bours are sensible, the oscillations along rows and columns separate and all

the inodes reduce to a double sot ofmodes for a linear lattice. Wo only retain

tho essential nature of tho two-dimensional array if Ave include interactions

between next noai’est neighbours as avoII, that is neighbours along the
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diagonals. Tlie arrangement of the displacements is illustrated in Fig. 10' 1.

If the force constant for relative displacements of neighbours along the

square edges is k and along the square diagonals

is 2y, we can at once Avrite down the total energy

for small oscillations in the formf

E = (%,„
-

"f iy bh,m 1' **/,)»
“ ®W,»i+l

~

l.m

k
1+ l,m

«l..i

{«(.m + Vi.»,)/V
'2

lf7n+l ^+1,^+1

(368‘3) l^’ig. lO-l. Displacomontsofatome

in tho oscillations of a square

lattice.This leads at once to the equations ofmotion

+ (%,m '^l,m
^ ® >

( 36B* 3 1

)

^ hvi’-l) + y{(Hm ’f*
^ ^

+ i%n^ %,w ^ (808* 32)

We can now attempt to find a solution of these equations with the

periodicity conditions that both u and v are periodic in both I and m with

period 2N by using the form

^
^^^^^fQi(27TVhl7rpfN‘i‘m7Tg{N)

J
>

where and are constants and^ and q are independent integers satisf3nng

—N<p, q’^N, There are therefore 4jy^ of these distinct forms. After an

easy reduction it is found that all the equations of motion are satisfied if

.(368*33)

^
^ Trhhn^ 4- a sin^ +

y^
1 - cos^ cos^jJ

+
-

Ttp . 77(7

ysin-:^sm

r

L

. TTp . Tfgysm^sm r̂jw'4- — 77V%* + asin®^4-y^l ~

N
TTp 7T(r

COS-^COSrjrrN N

The period equation is therefore

- 77^1^%* 4- a sin^^ 4- 1 - cos

l]. = ol

..... .(368-34)

N cos
, TTP , TTO

ysm^^sm^

, TTp , irqysm^sm^ - + ocshi^— + 1 - cos— cos

= 0 .

(368'36)

f The mass of the atoni^ has hero heon starred to distinguish it from tlio location parameter

.
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Tliere are two roots for each given i)air {2>,q) bo that there are 8iV* dilloront

normal modes in all, which is the correct nnmher.

TJiis doterininantal equation for v vorilics at once for this sinqjlo case that

the modes are uniformly distributed over (j>, (/)-spaco or, if

(f)
= TT2)jN, = "irqlN,

over (()i,t//)-sj)aco, covering the square — tt < »/>,
i// < n. This is a particular case

ofthe theorem quoted in §
<!• 5. To determine g{ r) wd have only to determine

how much of -spaee corresponds to values of v between v and v -h dv for

each of the two branohos of roots ofequation (3fl8’ 35). There are roots

per unit area of for eaoh branch, but since the froquonoios do

not do23end on tlio signs of (j) and
>Ij
wo may confine attention to the positive

quadrant, 0 < </>, iji < tt, and take roots i)or unit area of that quadrant.

Even in this simple case the function g(v) can scarcely bo dotorminod

excoiJt by numerical comimtation, but certain of its jmoiiertios can bo

derived at once analytically. Bogarding p as a function of^ and i/; wo see at

once that provided a =1=0 dp/df vanishes if 8in()J= 0 and dv/dtfj vani.sho8 if

sin^/ = 0. Therefore dvld<f)= dv/di/t=‘0 whomvev a 4=0, ain()l«8in^ji = 0, that is

at the points « # r.

[It is not excluded that tlioro might bo otlror stationary values of v besides

those.] At any such stationary iroint v= v* g{v) must strictly speaking have

an infinity since the area of (^,i/jt)-spnce enclosed between the curves of

constant v, v' and v* tends to zero os v' -> p* at least as slowly as |v' — v*|^.

The g{p) curve has therefore in general more than one sharp maximum on it.

These maxima are strictly infinities, but an infinity os such is not of groat

effect on Cy or on the other equilibrium properties which are all of the form

J/(7(r) dp. It is rather the number ofmodes concentrated over a “irhysioally

small” range of p than over the infinitesimal dp wJiich is significant.

When <j>, i/t are both small (long waves) equation (3fl8<35) factorizes and

the two roots in v® are approximately

""si* f si*
(868-36)

Eor eaoh root the region of (^,y^/)-space for which p<p' is the positive

quadrant of an ellipse—a quadrant of area

=/{(«+ 2y)2y}’

The number of modes of both branohefl with freq^uonoies between v and

V'i'dv for small v is therefore

-
,
pdp. (368'37)

V((“+2y)2y}
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When ili—Tr—iji' and <!> and >j>' are small, the two roots are ajiproximatoly

(368-38)

There are similar values for = tt

—

and 9J' and iff both small. The freq^uency

- (oc 4- 2y)/?r^m* is the greatest of the set, When 9
! = tt — (ji', 0 — tt — <// and.

0' and 0' are both small, the two roots are ai:)proximately

(308'39)

We can now see olearly how the actual g(p) can deviate widely from the

g(v) for a two-dimensional continuum which will of coiu’se bo given by
(368'37) for all v if the elastic constants of the continumn are proi^orly

chosen, The distribution of frequencies for low frequencies and for high for

the actual lattice are governed by two unrelated parameters while the
distribution for a continuum is a one-parameter distribution, This is most
easily seen if y/a is fairly small. The low frequency distribution is then
rather douse and controlled by tlie factor 1/yi. The high frequency dis-

tribution on the other hand is given by the greater root of (368-38) and also

by either root of (368-30) which here all coincide, neglecting y. This distribu-

tion depends only on a and is effectively the same as for a linear lattice witli

the same force constant a when allowance is made for the extra degrees of
freedom. A one-parameter curve such as Debye’s cannot possibly therefore
always represent effectively the actual two-parameter curve. The fact that
Debye’s curve is often so good in practice must be accounted as a hapj)y
accident,

By numerical calculations Blackman has constructed an approximate
g{v) curve for this square lattice when y/a — O-OS, The oontifbutions of the
two roots of (368-36) are shown separately and also the total in Pig. 10*2.

The infinities have been smoothed out by the numerical process adopted*
Kg. 10*2 also shows the Debye distributions (^(v')cci^) which contain the
same number of inodes and (i) the same maximum frequency, (ii) the
same low frequency density. The divergences are marked, particularly on
account of the subsidiary maximum in g\v) besides the expected maximum
for the maximum frequency.

The three-dimensional lattice is naturally more complicated though it
can be handled by the same methods. It presents a still greater variety of
possible subsidiary maxima in g{v). After this glimpse of the possibilities
afforded by the two-dimensional discussion it is unnecessary to analyse it
further, If the corresponding 0 which will give the same specific heat



li’ig, 10*2, Ourvoa of g(\f) for a square lattico, after Jilaokman,

Fig. 10*3. ThooroMcal variations of Dobyo*g 0 as a function of T, according to BJaokman.
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aocorcUng to Debyo’s approximation is computed from the moro exact

theory as it was from observed values for Table 10*1, it will in general vary

witli the temperature. Typical variations of this nature are shown in

Kg. iO‘3 computed by Blackman. It is not, however, possible to discuss

actual specific heat curves according to Blackman *s theory until that theory

has been worked out for models which are more genuinely representative of

actual crystals.

§
4‘8» External reactionsfora cry$tah The forimilae of §

2' 8 for the external

reactions ofthe assembly were worked out explicitly for a gaseous assembly,

but apply of course muiatis mutandis to a crystal. Since the most natural

arrangement of the argument is slightly different hero, we will give it again

in full.

The crystal can be regarded as equivalent to the set oflocalized oscillators

into which its movements have been analysed, Tlie oscillators aro not

necessarily simple harmonic and need not be so restricted as in equation

(345), The energy of any state (r) of the crystal may bo put in the form

(369)

where the numbers (r) specify the states of the various oscillators, and the

partition function (in place of (346))
dsN

logiC(^:) = j;iog;j:+ Slog/^(;5:), (370)

where /,,(«)
=

is the partition function for the Jth oscillator. In the state (369) the

generalized reaction ofthe crystal on the external worldis as in § 2'8 given

by the equation o

+ (371)

To find the equilibrium value Xj of this external reaction avo could j)!'©"

viously use a/, tire average number of oscillatoi's of type r in state t. Here
there is only one oscillator of each typo, but a/, now a fraction, given by
the old formula (80) with M=l, still has the same physical meaning as

before which is perhaps now more naturally described as the fraction of

time that this oscillator spends in this state. It follows therefore just as

before that

......(372)

which is equivalent to (232), and therefore that
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By oomiJarisoa with (370) it is easy to see at oiico that this rechioes to

In tewns of T (373) becomes

Yi^kT~\ogK(T), (374)

0
and in partioiilar p = /i!2'p^.logif(2'). (375)

§
4*81 . Equations of slate for simple iaolropio solids, deducedfrom Debye's

parlition function. It is convenient to discuss at this stage otiior projjorfcies

of solids Avhioh follow from Debye’s form of the partition function. We
consider in this section only the simplest case, in which with sufficient

accuracy
FJ'V\ / T \sefnv)iT

Iog/f(2’)- lQeil~e-)x^dx (370)

In (376) we have shown 0 explicitly os a function of F; © must always vary

with V according to the simple theory, imloss independent

of the volume. If the solid obeyed Hooke’s law porfootly, so that for all

disjilaoements the stresses and strains wore strictly proportional, this

function would bo independent of F, for Poisson’s ratio a would bo an

absolute constant, and the compressibility k would bo proportional to the

linear dimensions. But this ideal case can never hold for actual solids, and

a F-variation of 0 must be admitted.

By the general formula (376) it follows at once that

(377)

This is the equation of state. For many isotropic bodies it is suffleiont to

assume that
7?

(«>^)> ......(378)

whore A and B are constants. This is the form of FalV) when the atoms in a

regular crystal act on one another with oenti'al forces consisting of a strong

repulsive field of short range of potential j8/r” and a weaker attractive field

of longer range of potential —«/?•”*, and the zero-point energy may be

neglected. In the calculation of EffV), by definition, the structural units

are taken to be at rest in thou* mean positions. We cannot enter here into

the calculation ofA and B from the laws of force of individual atoms (see

Chapter x). If is the natural volume of the solid at zero temperature and

pressure, then
Fo'(^o) = 0. (379)
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I'D!’ the form (378) Vq is therefore fixed in terms of the constants of the

interatomic forces by the equation

niA nB

For small volume changes ive may wite

•?’o'(P')=-P!."(Fo)(^-^o).

~9
17}»+2

(F-Fo),

,(380)

(381)

and Fo(F) =m) +^ (F- Fo)^ (382)

n — «i B
m Ki”'

.(383)

We may now introduce the usual coefficients of thermal expansion « and

compressibility « by the equations (definitions)

o WoF\ i/aF\

v[dy)^'
^

90 1

Then ~=-(|,)^_=i!’;'(F) +3m
At the absolute zero this reduces to

xo^WoPo'in
and by (381) and (383) we have the relation

9Fo

nmKff

'^(1)1
0 '

..(385)

«)=- .(386)

This important relation between the compressibility and the lattice euei'gy

or heat of evaporatioji at zero temperature can be used to determine tm, or

n when m is known as for an ionic lattice (m= 1). The actual comparisons

are made with a calculated ij,(lp[,), after fixing B to give the right scale to

the lattice. We shall take up the general question of the specification of

interatomic forces in Chapter x.

On differentiating (377) withp constant we find that

&
©

0,r>

the latter reduction by (366). This can be reduced to the simple form

3a f 0'U
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We see at once that a body for Avliioh 0' = 0 should show no thermal expan-

sion. Finally, from the thormodynamic rolation

obtained by dilTorontiating (377) with V constant, wo deduce

(388)

(380)

a^,-C'^=9aW//c.
,

(300)

This formula is of groat i)ractioal importance in deducing Oy from observa-

tions of Op

.

It is priuci23ally used in certain somi-onunrical simidificd forms,

Those formulae a2)poar to bo in good agreement with observation for

many solids. In particular (387) is satisfied if the value of - F070 is about

2-3. A calculation of « and k in terms of the interatomic forces would allow

this value to be intei^n-oted as fixing a i-olation between ?» and n.

§ 4’9. General equations of stale of the general crystal. Specification of the

unit cell. We have hitherto, in discussing its equation of state, regarded a

crystal as an isotroino solid, subjected only to changes ofvolume by isotroino

(hydrostatic) imessures, which might bo negative. The single geometrical

variable necessary could then bo the volume V as for a gas, and the single

olastio constant the volume compressibility. This, however, is insu/Hoient

for even the sim]}lost solid, since solids iiossess at least two independent

elastic constants, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, and crystals of

lower symmetry may possess many more, 21 in all. Wo are thoroforo led to

ro-formulato the calculations, to include tlio symmetry of the crystal

structure and the general moohanioal and perhaiis eleotrloal stresses to

which a rigid body can bo subjeotod.’"

We start by si^ecifying more closely than in §4-l5 the unit cell, by repeti-

tions ofwhich the crystal is oonstruoted. The cell is ofcourse not unique, but

we sujrjjoso a definite choice has been made. The collmay then bo taken to bo

a definite parallolejnped whoso throe concurrent edges are siJeoiflcd by the

vectors 8^ , 62 ,
S3 , The volume of this cell is

A-Sf- 81,^
S,p Sj,

, (391)

Sjj! S2J, 835

83^ 83J,

and 8 is called the lattice constant. Choosing any origin 0 in the basic coll,

lot r bo the vector from 0 to any other point, usually to one of the other

* My knowledge of Uio fitomio theory of crystals is derived almost entirely from .Born, Problems

of A (07)116 Di/7ia77iicSf Cambridgo, Mass, (1920), and ‘*Atomthoorio dcs festoii Zu8taiKles’\ loc^ ciLt

q,v, Tlio simplo account, which I have tried to give horo, not unnaturally follows Born‘s looturos

oloHoly.
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atoms in the same cell. Then the vector distance from 0 to the oongrnoiit

points in the other cells is written

r + + +

where Zg, Z3 are any integers positive, zero or negative, They are con-

tracted to I and called the cell-index”.

The positions ofthe atoins or other units requiring separate consideration

in the unit cell are denoted by the vectors from 0,

r;, (393)

Any atom of the lattice is at a point specified by where

(394)

The vector distance between any two atoins of the lattice is

(396)

§4'91. Crystal statics, or energies mthout heat ^notions. We will next

consider the form of the potential energy function when the atoms are at

rest in their mean positions and act on one another with radial forces of

potential energy
<l>k,h'i'>')

of atoms of type h and /c' at a distance

r apart.

We require of course the potential energy per unit cell and have therefore

to calculate the potential energy ofeach ofthe k units in this coll in tlio field

of all the other units in the crystal, which is regarded as infinite in extent.

We then obtain the total energy of the crystal, omitting surface effects, by
summing these potential energies over the h units of the cell and multi-

plying by IN, where N is the number of cells in the actual crystal. Every
term would be counted twice over by this summation, hence the factor I.

We shall continue to call the total potential energy ofthe actual crystal Fq
,

and h.v. therefore j. _ jjrs, (3M)

It is commonly convenient to use a different notation for the I and k sum-
mations, calling them 8/ and S* . We have therefore

(307)

In (397) the summation Sj runs from ~ oo to + oo in each of the three indices

and the summation 2* *,. twice over the s units of the basic coll. All terms for

which r= 0, that is, k- h', Z= 0, are omitted.

Methods of evaluating these sums in terms of given atomic forces for the
simpler cases are sketched in Chapter x, and we shall not consider them
further here.

We should observe in passing that the form chosen for the unit of sum-
mation as a term depending on two atoms only is by no means general.
More general forms are to be expected and are required to account for the
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more intiraato proporfcies of crystals. For oxaniplo, if wo liavo in the basic

coll three non-oollinoar ions 1, 2, 3 with appreciably polarizable olootronio

structures, their mutual potential energy may bo reduced to the form

at least approximately, but is twI expressible in the form

wliioh is the form assumed in (397). Summations more oomplioatod than

(397) are then required, which wo shall not fornnilato here.

Lot us now consider the requix’ements of the equilibrium state. If wo

suppose that the vectors S^, 83 ,
as spooiflod refer to the equi-

librium state with all units at rest in their mean positions, then the first

order variations ofFq must vanish for any small variations in position ofany

ono (or more) of the constituents. Since all the colls are the same those con-

ditions of course are not all indoixendont, and it is easy to sec that the

independent conditions reduce to those in which every coll is subjuittod to

the same variations. Such variations may bo called homogeneous displace-

ments and are of sxxooial importance.

Let us now j)auso a moment to consider the coinploto spooifloation of the

geometrical variables which describe the crystal, and which are entitled to

,

enter into thermodynamical or statistical equations. It is no longer possible

conveniently to use the actual volume; again, the displaoomoiits from the

equilibrium state with the atoms at rest and undisturbed by external fields

of force are practically always small in an actual crystal. It is therefore

convenient to take as standard the undistui'bod state of rest, and to refer all

other states to that state. In any other actual state of the crystal (pre-

serving the lattice reixotition) the xnoan ixositions of the struotural units can

be just specified exactly by specifying the general homogeneous displace-

ment which transforms the standard state to the requn-od state, and this

disturbance may usually bo regarded as small. When external forces are

acting, jneohanioal or electrical, they must therefore be sixpposed to bo

uniform over the extent of the crystal. Since the actual space variation of

external fields is very small on the molecular scale this apparent restriction

is a trivial one,

The general homogeneous displacements, which wo are thus led to regard

as a suitable geometrical specification of the crystal, contain tex'ms for the

displacement of ono set of atoms I'olativo to another which are at first sight

not accessible to direct observation and control for the crystal iix bullc and

so not ixerinissiblo statistical variables, Ideally, however, one can regard

those displacements as directly measurable by X-ray methods, which can

alreadyplaoeall the atomsinthe basic cell at leastin simpler oases. Moreover,
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in ionio lattices some at least of these displacements can be varied inde-

pendently by external electrostatic forces. They cannot therefore all bo

ignored, and it seems a legitimate generalization to include thorn all in the

statistical description of the oryataL As we shall see, they can bo eliminated

later from the partition function by the usual thermodynamic process as

soon as it is desired to do so.

Disturbances of the crystal other than homogeneous only enter with its

thermal motion.

The general homogeneous displacement consists of small vector changes

in 83 , S3 ,
the lattice being rebuilt out of the cells so altered.

In greater detail we write these changes as follows, where asterisks denote

the new values. Dor the components of 83 ,
Sg

+ («-l,2.3); (398)

for the components of r,j

= + + (fc= 1, ...,s) (399)

The displacements then consist of a homogeneous strain of the whole of each

cell defined by the tensor
,
and then a displacement of the s elements of

each cell by the vector . To exclude a rotation of the lattice as a whole as

a rigid body the tensor must be symmetrical or

(400)

and to exclude a translation of the lattice as a whole as a rigid body the sum
of the s displacement vectors must vanish or

^ ' (401)

Let us now suppose that we can compute the value of Fq given by {307

)

under this homogeneous displacement, retaining terms in the clisi^laoemonts

up to the second order. Then

ils S (
2 Y^fc,x

^ k',V/0 0

92D* \

^F,+F,+F,. (402)

It is well to recall the meanhig of the two zero suffixes. The suffix zero in

J?}, and JJi* denotes that there is no thermal agitation and that the terms

refer to potential energy in an assigned configuration. The suffix zero in

( )o denotes that the term is calculated for zero displacement from the
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standard configuration. By the conditions of oquilibriiun in the specified >

standard state

(403)

Tiieso equations are not all independent, for tlie change of potential energy

must vanish identically when the crystal is moved as a whole or rotated ns

a whole in the absence of external forces. Thus

and since in a pure rotation = 0, etc.,

The independent conditions (403) thus reduce to 3« H- 3, which is the same ns

tlie number of independent displacements (%,„ >«*,!») subjeet to (400) and

(401), and therefore just suffice to fix the standard equilibrium state. The

numbers of independent variables and equations can of course be reduced

by the crystal symmetry, but are reduced equally.

Suppose now that the crystal is again hold in equilibrium but not in its

standard state. This is possible if external ineohanioal or olectrioal forces

exist, acting selectively on the diffei’ent units ofthe crystal cell. Wo have then

to consider a crystal element in a resultant state of homogeneous displaoo-

ineiit. The selective forces on particulai’ sets of atoms may naturally bo

thought of as being applied as body forces acting uniformly through the

body of the crystal, but the ordinary mechanical stress tensor which pri-

marily deforms the cell is in actual practice aiJpliod to the surface of the

crystal. One may think at first sight that in a scheme which omits surface

effects these surface applied stresses cannot be included, but this difficulty

is only apparent. We find the same apparent difficulty in discussing im-

perfect gases in Chapters viii and ix, which is considered m detail in § 6'7.

Wo shall not go into details hero, but by similar arguments the surface

applied stresses can bo seen to bo transmitted uniformly through the solid

by considering the actions across suitable sets of geometrical interfaces

inside it, so that effectively the cells of the crystal are subjected to uniform

body forces. In any such case of non-standard equilibrium under uniform

homogeneous displacements we have therefore

(406)

where the functions V so defined, vanishing m the standard state, are the

PSM 10
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external stress tensor and the s external selective force vectors respectively.

This identification follows at once from the requirements ofthe conservation

of energy,

§ 4*92. Gi'ystals with thmnal agitation. It is now possible to superpose on

the distorted crystal the usual general thermal agitation, and so to construct

its partition function. Into the details of this calculation we need not go.

It requires calculations of to the third order in the displacements in

order to get the frequency spectrum of the crystal correot to the first order

terms in the homogeneous displacements. The calculations are complicated,

hut can he carded through. With approximations ofthe same type as before

we arrive at
3 1 rA0/*ioffi/3

log K{z) = (Fo+ Fz) log 2-
J

log( 1 - e-®) x^dx

39

. S log(l-2ft''/), (408)

corresponding to (340), but now ©^* and Vj* refer to the displaced lattice.

If we anticipate Chapter vi as before and write (408) in terms of T, like

(361), we have

F„4-Fn 3 y® re,*/2'

logif(y)=-^-3I\rS^^,J^ log{l-e-)x^dx

-i\r s log(l-c-®#’/J’), (409)

where = (410)

Strictly speaking, the averaging for direction of equation (347) must be

carried out remembering that and (i==l, 2, 3) are fnnotions of

dU’oction. This will be indicated in the equations that follow.

The analysis is of com'se only carried through for small displacements, so

that only the first order terms arismg from the changes in the ©’s can be
retained. When we expand (409) in powers of and and indicate the

hitherto ignored directional averaging, the result can easily be reduced to

the form
Bi+Ji 3 fpa f&,iT

logZ(y)=-ig^-3WS^^J^ logil~e-)xHx

Ss I

where, the bars denoting averaging for direction,

3 rpz x^dx

lo e®-l

K\y^NkT-
f 3 /ua

( xHx
0 e®-l

35
%ilT

.(412)

IT
)

“if'
.(413 )
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To the speoifled order of accuracy this is fhc comjiloto partition function,

ropiaoing (351), and depending on all tlie geometrical parameters and

instead of only on V, The tomporatnro dependent terms have only boon

given to a first apj)roximation in these parameters.

§4*93. General a]}]}Ucations, By the general formula (374),

V,,y = kT^l^logIC(n m)

(‘ilO)

These are the average reactions of the si)ooifiod typos which the assembly

exerts on the outside world, or the forces exerted by the surroundings

reversed in sign, so that the external AvorJc done by the crystal in any

speoifled displacement at the given tomi}eraturo is

* (416)

The average energy ISj^ is given as before by

.^=jb2-»j|,log,/f(2’). (417)

The forms of the average reactions are found on oombining (406), (407),

(414) and (415) to bo

(413)

rr jf0 (413)

Anticipating the results of Chapter vi we may of ooiirso apifiy all the

processes of thermodynamics to our crystal. In particular we can evaluate

the displacements and oonstruot a new function of the other variables

and instead of the which has similar properties. This is a ju’ooess

of practical importance because all observable properties of a crystal are

proiDorties which it possesses for given values of the external forces and

not for given values of the displacements . As appears in Chapter vx

/clog if(IT) for the crystal is the thermodynamic function luiown as Planck’s

oliarao toristio function, and —/c2' log if(2') is tlio moi*o usual /ree ene?‘ffgf

of HelmlioUz, F, The function ^ve require hei'e is

......(420)

expressed as a function of T, aird after eliminating the from

(420) by means of (419). !tt is as it were a partial transformation from the

f Also oallod and dojiotod by

10*3
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free energy of Helmholtz to the free energy of Gibbs. By the formation of

the usual total variation we see that

_ dF*

We have still to define the strength of the electric doublet p induced in

the crystal by the displacements of type
,
whether they are due to

external electric fields, to thermal agitation or to the other displacements

'^xv* We have at once
Px=N^ii^kUb.x> (422)

where is the charge on the fcth unit ofthe basic cell Ifan external electric

field of components E^, E^, E^ is acting, the forces are given by the

equations
-Ne,,E^. (423)

The may be supposed eliminated from (422) also, with the help of (419).

We cannot pursue the theory of crystal struotm’e in detail,any further,

but must content ourselves with general remarks. The general equilibrium

properties of crystals tod their relationships may he illustrated by the

following diagram.f

Temperature

Pig. 11. Tho equilibrium properties of orystala.

The formal equations connecting these quantities can all be derived from
the functions F or F*, and con therefore be evaluated for given crystal

structure and given atomic models by carrying through the oaloulations

which we have indicated here. For example, the pyroelectric effect is a

f Modified boro from Born, loo, ciU after Heokmann,
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change of dipole strength in the crystal caused by heating it, and is of course

coupled with the corresponding inverse olootrooaloric effect which is a

change of temperature following on the application of an external electric

field. The pyroeleotrio effect appears of course as the production of equal

and opposite surface charges on opijosito faces ofthe crystal. The best known

example is tourmaline in which the charges separate along the trigonal axis.

This effect can bo calculated by evaluating fg external stress

tensor and zero electric field. The pyroeleotrio moment so calculated corre-

sponds to that observed, but it is not what may be called the irm pyro-

electric moment which would natui’ally bo that for zero external electric field

and zero displacements . The actual displacements for zero stress

tensor themselves involve non-zero values of (independently of the

direct temperature effect), and so produce a piozoolootrio moment which is

superposed on the true pyroelectx'io moment to give the observed value.

The point of chief interest to statistical theory is the dopendonoo of all

these parameters on the temperature. It is not difficult to see tliat the intor-

connections between the pyroelootrie moment, the thermal expansions and

the temperature are fixed by the ooelfioionts and of equations

(412) and (413). At low temperatures only the Debye terms, j= 1, 2, 3, are

important, and we find in addition to (369) for the energy, the relations

Thermal expansions oc ......(424)W
The proportionality between the excess energy content over the zero-point

energy and the thermal expansions is in agreement with observation, and

represents a law formulated on empirical grounds by Grimeisen, but tlie

jiroportionality with the pyroelectric moment is not in agreement with

observation. The observations suggest that tends to zero rather like T
or The explanation is still uncertain, but it is probably connected with

certain other phenomena in crystals oflow symmetry to which we shall now
refer on account of their striking character.

§ 4’94. 8ome properties ofstrongly anisotropic cipstals. The investigations

of Grunoisen and Goens* on single crystals ofzinc and cadmium have shown

that these hexagonal crystals are very strongly anisotropic, all their pro-

perties being markedly different along and across the hexagonal axis. In

particular the frequencies of elastic vibration are very different in these

directions. On following through the calculations for the coeffioionts of

thermal expansion it is found that

«|| =yui’l| -^ynVjL> (426)

«x=y2l^J|l+y38^»x. (427)

* Grunoisoii and Goons, ZeU, /, Phi/sikf vol, 20, pp, 235, 260 (1024), vol. 20, p, 141 (1024),

vol. 37,p.278 (1020).
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where Pw^fiiF), (428)

.».»» (429)

To a first approximation/^ ancl/g are ofDebye’s type, but with very different

0^s, The y^s are elastic moduli, so that the ^?’s are of the nature of ^Hhermal

pressures’’. The 0’s are as usual fixed by the elastic constants and servo to

determine sucoessfiilly the specific heats.

10^ a;/ \0^a^

3?ig. 12. Tlio cooflioionts of thermal expansion a|| and of

zino crystals along ami across the hexagonal axis.

The interesting special property of these crystals is that they show for

certain temperatures a iiegative value of that is a contraction across the

hexagonal axis on heating. But this follows from the theory, for owing to

the great difference in the ©’s at low temperatures has a sensible value

while /a is still negligible. At higher temperatures both «|j and ocj^ become
positive, for the functions /j and/g become comparable and > |yia|* The
observations and theoretical calculations for zinc are shown in Fig 12 and
are in remarkable agreement.

In view of this result is seems possible that the observed variation of

pyroeleotrio moment, which does not obey the T'^-law, arises from a com-
bination of several rather different functions of the temperature which,

partly balance each other. The crystals concerned in pyroeleotrio effects

are in general strongly anisotropic.



CHAPTER V

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY. DISSOCIATION
AND EVAPORATION

§B’l. Introduclol'y. Wo noAV pass on to tlio genoral assembly in wliieli

gaseous atoms and molooulos dissooiato and combino, or evaporate IVoin and

reoondonse on ciystals, Generally speaking wo may say that wo are now to

investigate tlie equilibrium state of an assembly of practically independent

systems, wliicli no longer retain their individualities throughout the motion

ofthe assembly, but are able to break up and recombine in such a way as to

form any sjjocifled number of different typos ofindeijondeiit systems. ![t will

obviously be important to specify what wo regard as the ultimate structural

elements of the assembly—the indivisible systems which can combine, but

never break up further. The formal exposition will bo tho same whatever

the ultimate units are assumed to be, but tho physical interpretation will

bo different. In the initial exposition wo shall for definiteness suppose that

the ultimate iinits are tho atoms of chemistry. At a later stage tho same

formulae will be reinterpreted in terms of positive nuclei and electrons in

the study of the properties of matter at very high temperatures. This inter-

pretation is obviously the more fundamental, and will of course include tho

former as a special case, but in practice tho two fields hardly overlap. In

moat assemblies hot enough to contain an appreciable equilibrium con-

centration ofatomic ions and free olootrous, the number of molooular speoies

effectively ijresent will be found to be always very small and generally ssero.

Previous to tho formulation of tho laws of quantum meohanios any

satisfactory discussion of tlio problems of dissooiatioii from tho standpoint

of pure statistical raeohanics adopted in this monograj)h was based on tho

work of Ehrenfest and Ti'kal.* Those authors only discuss the dissociation

problem on serai-olassical lines; they assume, that is, that all degrees of

freedom of a system are either “fully excited” so that tho olnssioal theory is

adequate or “oomplotoly unexcited”, in which cose they may be ignored.

This restriotion is here removed so that the disoussion is perfectly genoral,

and subjoot only in its range of applioability to restrictions of a ifiiysioal

nature inherent in the problem. Thanks to tho simplifications introduced by

quantum meohanios the method of analysis of Ehrenfest and Ti’kal need no

longer be followed. Actual matter however (for example, imperfect gases)

* Khronfost and Trlcal, Proc* Sect, Sci, AmaUrdmit vol 23, p. 102 (1020). 1 do not know of any

oarlior disouBsion of diesooiation or tho kindred matters of chomical constants, “tliormodynamio

probability” and abaoluto entropy on the hypothoBos of Chapter i which can bo regarded ns

logically convincing.
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will not always be comparable to an assembly analysed into practically

independent systems. We shall make a first attempt in a later* olmpter

towards the removal of this particular restriction.

For simplicity of exposition we begin by considering a gaseous assembly

in which a single reaction can occur. This serves to bring

out the essential point at which the analysis of Chapter ii must be extended

to take account of such reactions. We find that the expressions wo require

arc still coefficients in multiple power series similar to those of § 2*4. After

discussion of this simple case we give the analysis for the general gaseous

assembly, and then the extension to assemblies containing crystals or otlier

condensed systems for which we can construct partition functions. We
include some simple examples ofthe interpretation of our formulae in terms

of atoms, molecules and chemical reactions, but the main discussion of the

results can only be profitably taken up after we have discussed tlio relation**

ship between the equilibrium theory of statistical mechanics and the laws

of thermodynamics, It ^vill be shown that the selector valuables eaoli have

their pro23er physical interpretation. Just as z corresponds to the tempera-

ture, so the other variables, one for each type of atom (or otliei; structural

unit), correspond to the partial potentials of thermodynamio theory.

§5*11. Short cuts for enumerating complexions {accessible states) for a
dmociaiing assembly. Before enumerating the complexions ofa dissociating

assembly it is necessary to analyse its symmetry requirements in some
detail. At the present time we can hardly specify witli confidence what
we should take to be the ultimate elements ofwhich matter is built up. We
are nowadays acquainted with electrons, protons, neutrons and positive

electrons, all ofwhich have some claim to be considered independent funda-

mental particles, though the last are seldom likely to be important in equi-

librium problems, We even flirt with the idea of neutrinos. From what we
already know about electrons and protons we may assert with some con-

fidence that the accessible states of all assemblies are those and only those which

are aniisymmeirical in all the electrons and also antisymmetrical in all the

protons, account being tahen of their spins. If neutrons are admitted as a

third fundamental particle, then the same rule may be exjDeoted to api)ly

to them, If in fact any assembly may be regarded as built uj) of electrons,

protons and neutrons and no other particles (besides light quanta winch
we are not considering at the moment), then these symmetry requirements

should be and are sufficient for any enumeration of complexions. But for

the sake of treating an assembly in a way which corresponds closely to its

physical nature, it is inconvenient and of little value to regard it for example
as an assembly of electrons and protons when it is in fact an assembly of
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permanent helium atoms or hydrogen inolooules. Wo need to use these units

themselves as quasifundamental systems with secondary derived symmetry

rules.

Suppose such a complex system contains ni electrons, n protons and o

neutrons, or rather that some such analysis for definite values ofm, n, o is a

legitimate representation. Then since interchange of a i^air of complex

systems moans interchange of (m+«-l-o) pairs of electrons, protons and

neutrons in each of which pairs the wave-function is antisyjnmotrical, the

wave-function of the assembly will be symmetrical in the complex systems if

{m-\-n+ o) is even and antisymmetrical if {m-\-n-{-o) is odd. We have there-

fore at least these derived symmetry rules, and os wo shall shortly see they

are not only necessary but sullioient.

We shall therefore be able to avoid the diflioulty or rather inologanoy

mentioned above. When we have decided a priori from our knowledge of

the properties of the secondary systems—atoms, molecules or nuclei

—

what systems can be properly regarded os the permanent j>oi)ulation of the

assembly in any particular problem, then wo can ajipeal to the following

Lemma 6*I1, It is sufficient, in enwnerating the complexions, that is the

wave-functions characterizing the accessible states of ths assembly, to construct

formally, and so to enumerate, all those linearly independent wave-functions

which have the correct symmetry properties in the "permanent’' systems

{regarded as wholes) of which the assembly is composed. The wave-function of

any "permanent” system must have the correct symmetry properties in the

electrons, protons and neyirom of which that system is composed, but the direct

analysis of the complete assembly into the electrons, protoiis and neutrons of

which it is ultimately compared may be omitted, fw' the number of complexions ,

is not thereby affected.

This simplifying lemma is easily established but as a formal proof is long

and clumsy wo shall be content with illustrative examples in which the

argument is obviously general. It is a well-known property of Sohrodinger’s

equation for an assembly that the neglect of the interactions between the

constituent systems can never alter the number or the symmetry typo of

tlio various states, though of course it can alter tlio energies and therefore

alloAv neAv degeneracies to enter. We may therefore proceed to enumerate

states neglecting interactions when and where convenient.

Por a first example consider an assembly oftwo electrons and two protons

in a box, for which the conditions are such that the actual permanent

systems may be assumed to be two hydrogen atoms. Let be the

wave-function of the system electron 1 and proton I in the box, which

describes a particular stationary state of 1 + J neglecting the interaction
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with electron 2 and. proton II. Under the conditions of the problem this is

then the wave-function for a freely moving hydrogen atom in a given

electronic state and a given state of translatory motion, and we need not

specify it further. Let iji^{2,II) have tlxe obvious similar meaning. Then the

assembly wave-functions describing the state, one atom in state oc and one

atom in state p, the atoms being “permanent”, are

and the unique wave-function symmetrical in the two hydrogen atoms as

wholes is
^^(l,7)^p(2,7/)-h^„(2,/I),A^(l,7) (430)

This wavo-funotion is not antisymmetrical in the electrons and protons,

but it corresponds to just one such wave-function, as the lemma requires*

This wave-function is

(^,(l,7).^p(2,77) + 0„(2,77)^^(1.7)}

-{^,„(2.7)^^(l,77)-|-,W1.77)V/^(2,7)} (431)

Of course we may not argue that to (431) correspond two functions of type

(430)

, namely the two terms in
{ ) in (431 ), for to admit both tlxese functions

denies the permanency of the hydrogen atoms. We must then regard the

assembly as one of electrons and protons and are driven back to the unique

(431) itself.

For a second example let us suppose that an a-partiole may bo properly

analysed into four protons and two electrons. It is far more likely that the

correct analysis is into txro protons and two neutrons but the proposed

analysis will still serve equally well for illustration. Consider an assembly

of eight electrons and eight protons for which we know that the “per-

manent” systems may be taken to be two « particles and four “free” elec-

trons. The free electrons may of course be sometimes bound in the ordinary

electronic orbits of He"*' or He. Let ^,^(1,2,7,...,7F) and i/(^(3,4,F,...,F777)

represent wave-functions for the two a-oomplexes, each of proxxer internal

antisymmetry in their own electrons and protons. Let ^y(6), ’/'«('?)>

^j(8) be the wave-functions of the extra-nuclear electrons. The only wave-

fmictionY for the complete assembly wliioh is antisymmetrical in the extra-

nuclear electrons, symtnetrioal in the a-j)articles, of the given grouping in

the a-oomplexes, and representative of tlie specified state of the assembly

(a-partioles in states « and jS, free electrons in y, 8, e, 0) is

^y(6) ipy{7) tjfy{8)

ip*_ W^>2,7,..„7F)^a{3,4,F,...,F777) ^4j(6) ^j(6) i/rs(7) i/»8(8)

^^^(1,2.7.....7F)0^(3,4,F,...,F777) ^i,(6) ^;.(6) <^.(7)

'

^j(6) ^{(6) ^5(7) ^/{(S)

(432)
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In (432) j|...|| represents & permanent that is a determinant but with all its

signs positive. It is easy to see that from any such function wo can construct

just one Tq antisymmotrical in all the protons by summation of the terms

i^,'r with the jiropor signs over all permutations of the protons which

make a significant change inT (such as for example an intorohango of I and

F but not of I and II), Wo can then construct just one 'Foo antisymmotrical

in all the j)rotons and all the electrons by a similar summation of the terms

over all significant permutations of the electrons. The order of

these operations is irrelevant. Conversely from the given olomontary i/t’s

of the electrons and protons we can obviously construct only one function

with the groupings and symmetries of (432), which verifies the lemma.

For a third example let us take the same assembly of two a-particlos and

four electrons but analysed into four protons, four neutrons and four

electrons—^jn’obably a more correct analysis—and lotusspecify theneutrons

by the numbers 1, 2, S, d. Then the Avavo-funotions for the two «-partiolo8

are i/t^[IJI,l,2) and ^{111,17^3^1) and for the four electrons t/'y(l),

^e(3), ^iij(4) as before. Then the only Avavo-funotion for the assembly Avith

the right symmetries and groupings is

^y(2) ^y(3) ^/,(4)

UDn,l,2)UIJDIV,3,4) U^) U^) U^) ./;s{4)
^

i.p{I,II,l,2),l>^{lJI,IV,3,4) i,,{l) U^) U^) 0,(4)

0i(l) 0^(2) 0£(3) 0£(4)

(433)

This Avavo-function is ah’oady antisymmetrioal in all the electrons of tlio

assembly and Ave shall take no further notice of the electron factor, .ft

remains to construct from (433) the ixnique Avhioh is autisymmetrioal

in all the protons and all the neutrons. It Avill bo Avorth Avhile to construct

'FjQ explicitly as it is not excessively complicated.

The wave-function To derived from T by the necessary permutations of

the protons (electrons ignored) is

To= UI,II,i,2) 0^(7JI,IF,5,4) + 0^(7,77,7,2) il>„iIII,lV,3,4)

+ 1,111,1,2) 0^(7,7F.3,4)

+

^1,^{11,111,1,2) 0«(7,7F,5,4)

+ i,^{l11,1,1,2) 0^(77,7F,3,4) + tf,^{ni,I,l,2) 0«(77,7F,5,4)

+ 0„(777,7F,7,2) 0^(7,77,5,4)+ il>p{ni,lV,l,2) i>AI,II,3,4)

-P 0„(7,7F,7.2) 0^(77,777,3,4)+ >l>p{I.lV,l^) 0„(77,777,3,4)

+ >}sJ,II,IV,l,2) 0^(777,7,3,4) + 0^(77,77,7,2) U^II,I,3,4).

......(434)

This To is antisymmotrical in all the protons. It is at the same time anti-

symmetrioal in the neutrons 7 ,

2

and 3, 4, and symmetrical for the inter-
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change ofthe neutron i^air 1,

2

with thepair <?, d. If wo writeTp fts

to indicate this dependence, then

'F3„=%(I,2;3,4)+'W52/^)+^W;^.^) (d3R)

is the unique wave-function antisymmetrioal in both protons and noutrons.

These last two examples serve to show that the precise nature of iJio

fundamental particles into which the complex systems should bo annlyHod

makes no difference to the enumeration of complexions, provided of uonrso

that the wave-functions in terms of the complex systems themselves have
the correct symmetry. In conformity with this principle it is possUdo in

most statistical problems to treat atomic nuclei as permanent ooniploxes.
No matter what the correct anal

3rai8 of nuolei into more fiTOidamontiil

particles may be, we may always proceed by satisfying the syminotry
requirements of the assembly merely in all sets of equivalent nuclei and in

the electrons (extra-nuclear). The symmetry rule for nuclei which holds
universally so far as is known at present is that the wave-functions must he

aiitisynwietficdl in all similar nuclei when the nuolei have an odd 'mass iMWnhcr
and symmetrical when the mass number is even> The mass number is of ooiirso
equal to the number of protons and neutrons in the nuolous.
We have so far formulated the lemma for the analysis of “ponnanGnt"

complex systems into electrons, protons and neutrons, but there is no
need so to restrict it. It applies equally to the analysis of ''pormauent”
complex systems X into any “permanent” secondary units I’’ and Z. For
example in an assembly of chlorine atoms Cps the assembly wavo-funotions
must be antisymmetrioal in the CP® nuolei. But the assembly will often
consist entirely of “permanent” molecules Ola®®. Apjdying the lemma,
therefore, we see that the symmetry requirements of the assombJy will ho
satisfied, and that the enumeration of wave-fimotions will he correct if womake the wave-function of each molecule antisymmUrical in its nuclei and

nake the assembly wave-function symmetrical in the molooulos.

a. atoms combinod in ,„d o™.!,,.,,. n' ,xnetiy requu’oments of the nuclei onlv If ih {^ 9 \ a\ a

^

fanotion«ftirna;.n.or r • , .
y/^(3,4 are two wavo-tmmtmnsfor pairs ofnuclei, each antisymmetrioal in theirpair ofareumoii Lhthen the single assembly wave-function corresponding is,\yt3o.

+

in allZ nl^SlgdnVthr^ antisymmetrioal

‘Po- 'F(l,2;3,4) + T’(2,3;1,4)
-I- ;2,4).

The same analysis verifies that, for an assembly of four

(437)

systems X in
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wliich the “peniianent” systeina are two ^’b and one Xg, the assembly

Avave-funotions may be ennmemted by being made antisynnnotiical (or

symmetrical according to requirements) in the two free X’s; more generally

ill a disaooiating assembly the assembly wavo-fimctions may bo correctly

enumerated by fuliilling the synimotry requiremonts separately for each

species of system iiresont in the assembly, i.e. separately for each species

of free atom or molecule which is one ofthe “permanent ” systems. There is

no need to fiilflll tlie symmetry requirements for all atoms X say, wliotlior

they are free or oombinod, provided that ive treat the combined pairs as

“permanent” systems in the sense of this section,

§6*2, The nuinber of complexions and the equilibrium state of a gaseous

tlissociaiing assembly in which the single reaction + occurs. In

the proposed disaooiating assembly the “permanent” systems in the sense

of § 6.11 are tlie atoms or molooxilos A^, A^, and A^A^. l?or simplicity wo

can suppose that no other systems are iiresent and that the total numbers

of the systems A'^ and A^, free or combined, are Xj and Xg respectively.

Since dissociation and recombination is assumed to proceed freely, tlio

number of molecules A^A^ present in an accessible state of tlie assembly

may have any value whatever from zero to Xj or Xj whiclievor is the less,

and all such states have to bo included in the enumeration. It is convenient

to refer to all the states in which tliero are free X^’s, free X*’8 and

N ylVP's with jl/i+JV^=Xi, M^-\-N-X^ as an example of the assembly.

We can sum the complexions for each example and then for all the examples

to obtain the desired total.

To find the number of complexions for a jiartioular example

wo can proceed as in § 2'i and form the g-funotion for each of the systems

A^, A^ and A^A% and xvith them construct the analogue of (107), namely

n, (/a(!B2»‘'*) n,gi^lyzH (‘188)

whore ef, and ry are the sets of energies of the three systems, degenerate

states being counted multiply. The number of complexions of this example

of the assembly can then be obtained by picking out the cooffloionts of

in (<138). In this way the preper symmetry requirements are

satisfied for each sot of systems separately, the systems being treated as

"permanent”, which gives the correct enumeration by Lemma 6'11, In

order however to sum over all examples we must remove the independence

of y and the .r’s, and use instead the expression

n, 0'a(a*a»'i*) H,

The total number of complexions of the assembly is thou given by picking

out the coefficient (439). This cooffloient is clearly tlie sum
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of all tlio coefficients of in (438) for which the equations

of condition ==
, ilfa + = -X^a O’!’® satisfied. Thus

~(27ri)®. . ^
a:i-^i+ia'a'^2+i2®+^

n< Hi fira(.ra2*<“) 11^

(440)

It will be seen at once that the difference between (440) and (108) consists

solely in the introduction of the extra factor whioh allows

for the extra states provided by the combined systems It follows at

once, by the arguments of § 2*4, that

nTT^ ~ ^
f f f

dx^clx^dz

X n< n< giziXiXzZ-nt). (441)

Further if is the average number of molecules in their rth state, then

similarly

X n,fl'2(*'»22*'') (‘-1^2)

Compared with (440) the integrals for Ca/ and CfE^ contain respectively the

extra factors

9 9
•'*1^ ^^sgi{v‘'% log ffniXiXiZVr).

In the same way it is obvious that integrals for OMi, GN, Oi5^» and

can be constructed which contain respectively the exti'a factors

9 9

0 0
2^S,Iog(/i(a!i2*r‘), 2^S,log(7i2(a:i»a2tr).

As is sufficiently obvious from tire notation, means the average energy

of the free systemsA ^ and the average energy of the combined systems

These integrals can all be evaluated by Theorem 2*42. The unique saddle

point Ai, Aa, & of the integrand of the multiple integral is determined by
equations which are most conveniently expressed in the notation

9Ai''aA2~aii~®’

2 == jZ —

X

j log Aj —Xglog Aa— J2r log S',

Z= S^log (^^(AiS'O + S,logga(AaS««’) + S<log
fi'j2(AiA2 S'’?()

;

(443)

(444)

...(446)
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S is thus log (integrand of G) evaluated at the saddle point* With the values

K> ^ determined by those equations

0 0

^
(440)

^
^

(447)

^ = '9-^S,log(/i(AiflV), .®Zi“=l>'^S,logj)rja(AiAaD’?^).

(‘W8)

3?or convenience of reference wo shall rewrite those equations introducing

explicitly weights for degenerate states. The equations (446)-(448) thou

become

^= S,V log C'i(AiD'A) -h S, TOT,2 log g2(A8D «»’’)+ E,/),logfia(Ai Aa D’")

:

(449)

0 0

(460)

ifl = Ai^ 2,. Vlogfiri(Ail)'‘'''),

0N—X^X^ Aj,,/),log{/ja(AxAa'07j'),

^
^

(461)

=’8'^ S,./),.log gia(Ai AaO’^'').

(462)

In the classical limit the equations defining A^, Aj and D- become

Ai/i(9)-l-AiAa/i2('0')='Ari, (463)

Aa/a(8') + Ai A3/i2(11) = Afa > (464)

Ai«|-/i(ll) + Aa*|;/8(«-)+AiAafl|,Aa(l))==J^ (466)

The equations (460)-(462) become in the classical limit, in terms of T,

a/=»Aiw/e”'''*/**', bf=XiX^p^e~Vrli‘^, (466)

]^=A,A(n A7=AiAa/ia(n ,.....(467)

^=Ai*TY|f/i(n :^=AiAa^;T^^Aa(T).......(468)

In these classical equations fi[T), /^{T), are of course the ordinoiy
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partition functions. The complete form of the eqmtion of mass-action

follows at once from (467) by eliminating and A2 . We find

V, fx{T)UT)

w
~

A.(y)
• ^ ^

Thus the equilibrium constant of the law of mass-action is expressible at

once, in the simplest way, in terms of partition functions. Equation (469)

is also known as the reaction isochore.

It is extremely seldom that any equation more accurate than (460) is

required. But when classical statistics is inadequate a similar equation of

mass-action can still be obtained by eliminating Aj^ and Aj from the equations

(461). Only the form of the eliminant need be recorded here. On employing

(206) to evaluate (461) we see that (451) takes in all cases the form

(460)

Equation (460) and the similar equations for Ag and A^ Ag can be solved for

Aj, Ag and AjAg, The eliminant is therefore of the form

4,(]^/7,T)^g(J^/F,T) = ^ig(W/F,T); (461)

which is the generalized law of mass-action. The functions A^, etc. reduce

in the classical limit to MJf-fT), etc., and could be made to play the pai’t

of the activities of classical thermodynamics.

Under special assumptions the functions
,
etc. maydepend in a sjjeoially

simple way on T, with corresponding simplifications in the form of (461).

Integrals can obviously be constructed, which will enable us to evaluate

fluctuations in these assemblies, and to prove all such relations as

(P-P)2-0(P),

which guai’antee the effective possession of normality. We need not stop

over these points further here. Details will be found in Chapter xx.

It is clear that just the same analysis applies to an assembly in which the

single reaction is 2.4^ +£ Equation (460) then becomes

N ’
(462)

where/u(P) is the partition fmiction for the molecule taken over all its

accessible states, but these states must now be enumerated with due regard

to symmetry requirements in the nuclei, which are absent for A^A^.

§6*21. Special forms of the reaction iaochore. Let us consider the conse-

quences of (469) and (462) in rather more detail in certain special cases.

Let us suppose that.4i and .4® are atoms ofmasses% and mg whose states
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of least internal energy are of weight and all other states being

irrelevant » Lot ns define the energy zero for the assembly to bo that state in

which all tlie atoms of both typos are free in their states of lowest translatory

and internal energy. It is no matter wliether such a state is or is not an

accessible state of the assembly. Then

(STnnJc'jfV
Wi. /a{^) = -

{2nm^MfV

while

-1. jav-/- ;^a
TU21

whore b'(T) is the partition function for the internal energy and rotational

energy ofthe niolooulo A^A^. Relative to the assigned energy zero the normal

state oflowest energy ofthe moicoulo will have an energy — x- It is thofoforo

oonveniont to write
b'{T)^€X.i>^'^b{T)

so that b{T) begins with a oousta^^t term, and is the i)artition function for

the internal and rotational energy of tlio molecule referred to its own state

of lowest energy as energy zero. If wo express (459) in terms of average

molecular densities =sMJV, oto., wo find

ra / Wa /A ^ g’S-g-y/fcr

ris“\?»i +Wa/ b(T)
^

It is convenient to collect the commoner approximate forms which (403)

may ho expected to assume, but in so doing wo shall ignore all oomplioations

dne to isotopic mixtures and non-combining sets of states. Such questions

are examined in Chapter vii.

We may assume to this approximation that the rotations are independent

of the vibrations and other internal motions so that 6(2’) laotorizos into

r{T}v{T). When 2’~>0 b{T)'^vii^, the weight of the molecular state of

lowest possible energy. As T increases to a range in whioli

the rotations become classical and

iiT)^SnUhTlah\

The symmetry number a is 1 for the molooulo A^A^ and 3 for A^^ or Aa^

because half the rotational states drop out as in §3-4 owing to symmetry

rectuirements. In the early part of this range wo shall often still have

IcT-^ hvo

,

where rg is the fundamental frequency of the nuclear oscillations.

Then ?/(2’) ~ 1 for a structureless harmonic oscillator. But if wo include in

v(T) weight factors due to electronic or nuclear structure we shall have more

generally ^)( 2’) •

As T increases still further the higher vibrational states become signi-

FSM II
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flcant, and so long &s kT4 x ^*^<1 effective states are nearly those of a

simple harmonio oscillator we shall have sufficiently nearly

In the range (if any) in %vhich this gives approximately

t)(2’) ~ Wi^kTjhvo .

Summing up this discussion we see that the reaction isochore takes

successively the following standard simplified forms:

m
These formulae for the reaction isochore are of very well-known forms, of

recognized validity. It is unnecessary to undertake a direct comparison of

tlie whole of these and similar formulae with experiment, because, as wo
shall see in Chapter vn, these formulae and tlie general equation (469)

really only differ from the formulae ofthermodynamics by fixing the precise

value of the constant factor—or in other words by fixing the “chemical

constants”. The ultimate test of the theory need therefore only be made
by comparing observed and calculated values ofthese constants and to this

we shall retimi in connection with Nernst’s heat theorem in Chapter vii.

§6'3. Gaseous assemblies with any numbers of components and reactions.

In view of the preliminary formulation of the simple case above, it is now
only necessary to specify anotation suitable forthe generalgaseous assembly.

Lot the different types of atoms be denoted by the affix u, molecules by the

affix V. Then the energy, weight and number of free atoms of typo u in theii’

rth state will be denoted by tv/ and a^, For molecules of typo v the

corresponding quantities are nf, wf and af. If .4“ is the atomic symbol for

the atom of type u, the chemical symbol for the molecule of type v will bo

It is assumed that the molecule of t3q;)6 v contains atoms of tyjse u. All

possible reactions may then be regarded as contained in the sot

(u« 1,2,. ..,;),

or constructed out of members of this set. The actual sequence of reactions

by which equilibrium is attained is without effect on that equilibrium, so

long atleast as reactions exist sufficient to preserve unimpaired the enumera-
tion of accessible states.
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Let the iiumborofatoms oftypo u , there being i types of atom in all,

and in any example the nuinbor of free atoms of typo u, Jl/„, and of mole*

cules of type a, iVJ, . Then

(«= 1, 2, ..../) (467)

To preserve the correct atomio and molooular totals wo require

and therefore in general

(«= 1, 2, (408)

To satisfy the energy equation wo require also

S,.
V‘+ S® S, (^1^80)

To eimmerato comiJlexions subject to (407)-(4fl0) we have now merely to

foi-m the analogue of (439) roinomboring that dogenoraoios have been

admitted by the explicitintroduction ofthe ro/, w/. The required oxinossion

is obviously

n„i4[(/j®,.i*^r“)rr»n„n,[(/„(a-i«^^ (470)

The total number of complexions is then given by pioldng out the cooffloiont

of in (470). Wo find therefore

X (471)

with similar integrals for Oa/‘, etc., oontaim'ng extra factors similar to those

in (441), (442) and the following exj)rossion8. The unique saddle point of

these multiple integrals, Aj, Ag, ..., A<, O' is then dofmod by the system of

equations

=_=~ = 0, (472)
aAj, 9Aa 0A( 90-

where 5: = 2i-XilogAi-X2logAa-...-Z,logA,-ZlogO-, (473)

^= S„ 2,, ©/log r/„(A„0‘r“) + 2, 2, ©/logi//A/.\ . .A/.W). (474)

With the values of A^ , Aa , . . ., A^
,
0- so detorinmed we find

a,.«= ro/A„^ log (^76)

V = Via|-log(7>^-'-«), J^=2,^ {/a==A/«‘...A,«<-'). .-(<176)

Analogues of (452) can easily bo supplied, In the classical limit these eq[ua-

tions take the form

^=A„©/e-VVftr m;,=\JAT), (477)

«/= A// . .
. X= Ai«<-‘

. . . Xi<‘o%{T), V =i^w/e-*r'’/*574{T).

......(478)

ir*3
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The laws of mass-action follow from (477) and (478) in the form

^» - (w='l 2 ... j). ..

We can obtain also the energy distribution laws in the form

.
:^=A,«.\..A,V*yi>^,/,(T)==i^/i:7’2^1og/,(2’). ...(481)

Thus all the details of the distribution laws for such an assembly are tlio

same as if it were not dissociating but had the numbers of the various species

fixed at their equilibrium values*

For the reaction of the assembly on external bodies we find at once as in

§2-8 that

On using (476) and (476) we find easily that

logi/iyay” dy'
.(482)

.(483)

where Z is given by (474). In the classical limit this reduces to

7=—

.

logl/^^

In the case of local boundary fields this reduces of course to the ordinaiy

equation of state for a “ perfect ’’ gaseous assembly (in which however the

number of constituents is a function of the temperature),

/w d* /

y

7-7^

.(184)

§
5’31 . *A mixture ofisotopes i A simple example ofthe general dissociating

assembly is a gaseous mixture of isotopes of a single element in which the

relevant species are atoms A and molecules formed from the isotopes

and whose relative abundances are and Dg , Dx+ *^2 ~ 1 ..There are

tliree distinct molecular species A^A^, and whoso relative

abundance must be determined. Equations (479), in ah obvious notation,

give here __ v- :

•^11 _ fii _ /ia ^^22 _ /ga

which combine to give

^
(Mi)2 (A)2’ /i/a’ iU?

_Ai/aa
(iVi2)2 (Aa)**

.(486)
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The intoreafcing case occurs wlioii the atoms are practically all combined in

molecules; Ave may then take with (486) the equations

= 2i^+^,= X>2^Y. (480)

Avhei’6 X is the total number of atoms. Equations (485) and (486) are sniii-

eient to fix the desired ratios.

It AAull shortly appear that in general/^/^^/(/is)® is very nearly equal to J;

AAu'iting it J(1 + S) wo find on eliminating andXgj

S{V+Xi^~ADgXa- 0.

The relevant root is X{( 1 + 48Dii)2)i~ l}/28, since it must clearly reduce to

DyD^X as 8-^0. Thus, to the first order in 8,

'Kx -Ki -Ki = + SA*) : £>22(1 + 8.7J»,a) : ...{m

Sinoo 8 is small those ratios aro very nearly Dj® : : 2AA whioh are the

ratios one Avould find if the pairing of the molecules took place according to

the laws of chance without profei'once for one or other struoturo. And in

fact 8 is generally so small that the departures of (487) from this law aro not

significant.

Lot us noAv examine horv the isotopic difl’eronces can enter into (486).

jD and have different masses and and different nuclear spins with

different orientational Aveights pi and . Those differences affect the mole-

cular partition functions as folloAvsi

(i) The translational factor's {^nmhT)^V[k^ differ in the masses AAdiioh

are
, 2???,2 and -I- respectively. This inti'oduoes a resultant factor

rjs3iiT
U(mi+mj)J

on the right-hand side of (486).

(ii) Electronic states aro identical for all the molecular types and intro-

duce no resultant factor.

(iii) Ignoring nuclear vibration, let us take the rotational states to be,

with sufficient accuracy, those of a rigid rotator without axial spin. The

rotational partition function must alloAv for the symmetry roquiroments of

the nuclei, account being taken of their spins. In a region' of high tempera-

ture, particularly if dissociation and recombination is occurring, there AV^ill

be effective interchange botAvoen the states AA'hioh are antisymmetrical in

the rotations and those AAdiioh are symmetrical, so that we have to deal

with only a single sot of rotational states,

We must next enumerate tlio number of orientational states, for a pair of

nuclei say, Avhioh are respectively symmetrioal and antisymmetrical in

the nuclei . Let the nuclear spin Avave-functions be , . .
. ,

and i/>i,
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for the two nuclei, Siipposewetakeaj)airofspiiifimctions(^g, From these

we can form just one symmetrical combined function, and there are

pi such pairs. Suppose on the other hand we have a pair of sjuii functions

^ry (r^s). Let us combine with these the pair . We can form from

these two pairs, one symmetrical and one aiitisymmetrical,

respectively, and there are ipxipx — ^ such pairs. There are therefore

^piipii' 1) symmetrical spin combinations and aiitisymmetrical

.

We can now construct the complete rotational partition function r{T)t

thus generalizing §3‘f. For a molecule whose wave-functions must be

symmetrical in the nuclei we have

0,2,4,,., n=l,3,5,.,,

where •^11 is the moment of inertia of the molecule A^A^, If the wave-

functions must be antisymmetrical in the nuclei, then

r{T)=yx{pi-l) 2 S (27^ +

(489)

Using the results of §§3‘31, 3'4 we see tliat both (488) and (489) have the

asymptotic form

(T-^cc), (490)

in agreement with the less detailed disoussion of §6 •21. The asymptotic

forms for the molecules and A^A^ are similarly seen to be rosjjeotively

tPs » PlPi (491 )

The latter is immediate, for since there are no symmetry requirements for

r{T)==p^p^ S (2»+l)e-«<«+««-. (492)

If we now combine these results for a region in which the rotations are

effectively classical we find that the rotational factors contribute the factor

H11I22

4.
7" 2

to the right-hand side of (486).

(iv) We have still to examine the vibrational energy and the exact energy
zero. The partition functions we have used have assumed that all the
molecules may be taken to have zero energy when in their state of lowest

translatory rotational and vibrational motion. This may not bo exactly

correct. If we take the usual energy zero as that state in which all the
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molecules are dissociated and all the atoms at rest in the lowest quantum

state, then tlio lowest molecular states will have onorgies

I’espectively, and these exactly equal, lor example

the zorO"])oint energy Ihp in the vibrational motion will difl'or .slightly from

molecule to molecule. Those differences in the onorgies of formation of the

lowest states introduce the resultant factor

into the right-hand side of (485),

Ifthe vibrational quanta hv are fairly largo oomj)ared with hT^ the vibra-

tional partition functions introduce no further factors. But at higher toni-

peraturos for which hv<^kT <^x vibrational partition functions reduce

as ill § 6*21 to kT/hv. They then contribute the extra factor

to the right-hand side of (485),

Collecting these results we see that (486) becomes

- (^1^2
)*

"

eOfii+Xu~*Xit)/*^, ,

,

(493)

J(mrl-Wa)J 7i2^

«a_l r (Wi»»2)* "11^ jll-^22 ..!'.ia.-e(XiH-Xin-ayuVfc^' (494)

Li(Wi-l-»»2)_ ISO

^s

•'ll ’'24

or

according to the tomporaturo range.

It may generally bo assumed that the internuoloar forces and clistanoos

in those isotopic molecules are unaffioctod by the changes of mass. When

this condition is satisfied

(496)
III * *^22 * -^12 ”

^11 * ^^22 * ^12
_

-
I- mg .(400)

ITurther, the ;^^s will then only differ by the different zoro-x^oint energy of

the nuclear vibrations so that

Xii+ Xaa
- 2xi2 = P(2>'i2

-
>^ii
- Hi)>

^ L V2(%H-m2)J
..(497)

Equations (493) and (494) then reduce to

(«s)

(iVia)2 4|(mi+m2)

{N^r
«or
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A compact foriimla for the S of (487) is not available, but S is easily com-

puted in any actual case. For example for the isotopes of hydrogen at

ordinary temperatures (498) applies and (H^,H^)

1 - 0 ^27 .

This is an extreme case. For the isotopes of chlorinoj masses 35 and 37, at

ordinary temperatures either (498) or (499) give

8 - 10-4
,

which is enthely trivial,* An exact comparison of the observed and calcu-

lated equilibrium for light and heavy hydrogen is recorded in Table 14, § 7*4.

§ 6A. A simple assembly with crystalline and gaseous phases. Evaporation .

We shall now show how to incorporate both crystals and gases into the same

assembly. We shall start with a simple example, in which both the crystal

and the gas may be supposed to be built up entirely ofatoms of a single kind,

the same in both phases; these atoms may further be treated as structureless

massive points. In view of the discussions of the preceding chairters the

necessary expressions for the number of complexions and for any average

value can be rapidly constructed and no great detail is necessary.

Suppose that in a particular example of this assembly there are X atoms

in all, N in the gaseous phase and P in the crystalline, and lot us start by
enumerating the mimber of complexions of the gas when its energy is P.

We find as in § 2*4 that the number of complexions is the coefficient of

in This enumeration of accessible states for the gas by itself has

of course been made witli due regard to symmetry requirements,

Let us now consider the crystalline phase by itselfwhen it is composed of

P atoms and has the energy U. We have constructed a partition function

for such a crystal in §4*5, Equation (349) gives the most general form there

found. In this equation Pq is the zero-point energy of the crystal, referred

to a state of complete dispersion as the state of energy zero. P^ is tliereforo

tlao total heat of evaporation at zero temperature, and of the form — P(^q\

wliere <j)Q is independent of P, It follows tliat the partition function K{z) is

of the form
K{z)^[k{z)Y,

(
600

)

where k{z) is independent of P, for large P, to the apiu'oximation used. It

may be assumed that in all cases, the form (600) is a valid approximation
for large P, The number of complexions for the crystal of energy Vf con-

taining P atoms, is the coefficient of in The partition functions

of Chapter iv were constructed without reference to symmetry require-

ments, since the atoms in a crystal are distinct localized systems. By

* A clotailed study of tho hydrogen isotopes has been published by Urey and Teal, Itev. Mod,
Phys, vol, 7, p, 34 (1936); see also Parkas, Liglii anti Heavy Hydrogen^ Cambridge (1036).
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the arguments of §2*20 this yields a correct enumeration of the com-

plexions,*

Now the crystal is merely a sui)er molecule, and therefore by heinma 1 1,

in enumerating the complexions of an assembly containing a crystal (or

crystals) and a gas, it is sufficient to satisfy the symmetry ro([iiirGinents for

the atoms in the gas and for the crystal sGj)aratoIy as if the free atoms and

the crystal wore permanent systems, The number of complexions for this

example of the assembly in wMcli there are N atoms in the gas witli energy

JF and P atoms in the crystal with energy U is thoroforo

[ooefl:. in x in [/^(;2:)]^]»

The total number of complexions for this example when the total energy

of crystal and gas together is ./ir( = P + f7) is therefore the coeffleiont of

or> on applying Oaucliy^s theorem,

Ci
J|5^1,n

(“i)

As before this nunibor lias been enumerated on tho assumption that the

free atoms and tiie bound atoms are distinct systems. If wo allow for

exchanges between the gas and tlie crystal (keepingN constant), then wo

must make tho wave-functions of tho assembly symmetrioal or anti-

symmetrical in all the atoms bound and free together, and tho number of

distinct complexions is still given by (601).

In an assembly in which evaporation and condensation are proceeding

tho value ofN is not fixed, as wo have hitherto regarded it, but all values of

A” from 0 to X are possible. Tho total number of coinjilexions summed for

nil examples is therefore given by

(602)
0

On combining (601) and (602) we find at once

^ 1 rr rr / ,

,

l-avc(«)
‘

Since the expansion of {a‘K(2)}^''''V{I ~ powers of begins with a

term in it can contribute jiothing to tlie integral and we may Avrite

n- ^
ff

(2«)2J J 1 - a!K(2)
*

At first sight one might exj)eot to be able to apply Theorem 2-42 to

the evaluation of one or other form, bxit this cannot oonvoniently be done.

A more clotntlcd vocifiodtion of this oquivalonco is given by S'owldr and Storito, Itcv. Mod,

Vhy«, vol, 4, p, 036 (1032), osp. Appendix I.

(603)

(604)
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If we determine the saddle point of the integrand of (603) or (604) in the

usual way and if, at the saddle j)oint A, -O’, A/c('9') < 1 — S < 1, all the conditions

of this theorem apply and from these and similar integrals we can determine

all the average values for the assembly. But it is easy to see that this

condition also implies that the crystal is a trivial part of the assembly, for

the factor II{1—xk{z)} then plays no part in determining A, or the value of

log G and the assembly is effectively the gas phase alone. For the crystal

to matter it is essential that at the saddle point (determined as usual)

A/c(«‘)-L (606)

But the conditions ofTheorem 2*42 then break downf and the results (which

remain true) are more easily determined by another method as follows.

§
5‘41 . Specialmethodsfor evakiating 0. We can legitimately use Theorem

2'42 to evaluate or any similar integral. We find that

log C'y- log H- (X- N) log /c('9') — log A —^ log S'

<““»

wlieve A, •9- is the unique root, in the real positive domain, of the pair of

equations,
g

• A^S,Iogi/(A9-*r)-i^=0, (007)

9-As,logi/(A9*r) + (Z-iir)^)-^=0 (508)

In these equations A is a function of A, D-, and the ratios only of X, N, E
and F, the volume of the gaseous ijhase, and its variations when N varies

are unimportant compared with those of the other terms in (600) and will

be neglected.

The equilibrium state of the assembly is determined by (502) and similar

equations such as __ y
GN^ZNO^, (609)

0

(610)
0

In the last equation « is the quantity whose equilibrium value is desired

and % is the average value of a talten over all complexions of an example
for given To evaluate these sxiras we start by determining the value N*
of N which makes log (7^ a maximum. This value N* must satisfy the

equation ^
^ ^

dN 9A dN^ dS- dX'^ BN

t The arguments of Theorem 242 wore applied to this case uiijustiftably in tho first edition of
this book. The oorreotod argument here given alters none of the results.
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which redixces on using (fi07) and (608) to

or A=l//c{'8). ..

Coinhining this with (607) we find

(
611

)

(612)

i7* = rA|;5:,log(/(A0-^)l (tS13)

L o*' Ja= !/(((«)

To determine the nature of this stationary value (or values) wo observe

that, sinoo in <7^ A and 0 are really only auxiliary functions ofN satisfying

identically
91ogf;j,_aiogCi,

9A 9S-

it follows that

dHogOjf_ d /dlogOA 1 dX 8//(l>) 1 tW'

dN^ XdN~ '^dN
'

Ifwo show that this is negative, then anystationaryvalue is a maxiininn and

must be unique. The functions dXjdN and d^jdN are determined by equa-

tions obtained by differentiating (607) and (608) which yield

In these equations

XdN ^dN

1^ ni^ M;®)
XdN'^'^dN^ «(0f

/| _ V X%-^rg'{X^-^r)
^^ ^

^(Z(AS'*^) g{X^‘r)

n _ V ^ 9 A{)'«''j7'(A0«>') „ „ 8'd ^^'(O) ^ -

jr/_v AO'rtZ A{)'')'fl''(A-f)'®r)

'^'^^^'•d(Af)-^r) (?p'r)

The inequalities follow from the fact that all the functions g(q) and ^(D ) are

poAvor series with positive ooeffloients. Solving these equations we find

1 £^A fl/c'(f))l^

XdN'^ «(«•) QdN'

a(^X-
\ /c(&) J

211^!^+

B

k{%-)

AB-IP
which is necessarily positive if AB—E^>ti. But this inequality follows at

onoe from the form of the expressions A, B and H, It follows that (612)

determines a unique maximum value of logOj, which of course will only be

effective if the N* so determined is less than X. The general nature of the
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argument shows that it will he possible to extend it to more oomplioated

oases,

Having shown that possesses a unique maximum at iV

=

N* (provided

N* < X) it is easy to show that, in the neighbourhood of 'N —X*, 0^^ can be

cast into the form

^ „ (
liN~N*)Wr

C’v= Qw*expj--!^—

j

,
N-N* AN-N*)\

+ 0

where J., /S are independent of N and depend only on the ratios of the

^'large^^ variables X, F, iV'* and E, We can then show, niuoh as in §2*42,

that the immediate neighbourhood of the maximum contributes the whole

of the dominant part of 0, and thus establish the following

Theorem 5*41, If is of the form (606) and its maximumy determined by

A/r ('0') = 1 ,
lies at lY* < X, then

logC/=log(7^# + O(logX). *..4. .(516)

Iffurther f{N) is any slowly varying function ofN sxicli that

rmm-o{iiN)

and B^^f(N)C^y
0

i))
<"“>

It follows at once from this theorem that the equilibrium value a of any

quantity « satisfies the equation

a = (617)

and is therefore to be determined by the following rule:

Rule 0. Fix the value ofN at its equilibrium value X* and determine the

average value of a for this example of the assembly. This value is equal to the

true average value taken over all complexions of the evaporating assembly

.

then B^f(N*) C?|n-o(

§B42. The vapour pressure of a simple cryaial. The first and most im-

portant application of this rule to (609) provides the relation

N^N*. (618)

Combining this with (613) we have

iV=rA|-S,log(/(A0.*0l . (619)

This is an equation, for the vapour density in equilibrium with the crystal.

Since in general classical statistics is sufficiently accurate, (619) reduces to

(620)
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equation may bo oast into a more familiar form. Lot us dofino the

energy zero of the assembly to be that state in wliich all the atoms are

condensed on the crystal and the crystal is in its own state of least energy.

With this convention and for a simple atomic crystal /c(0) — 1. In its state of

least energy in the gas i^hase an atom jjossesaes an energy y, which is the

heat of evaporation per atom at the absolute zero of temporaturo. [More

strictly what wo have thus assumed is that Px if* l^ho work required to

evaporate comirletoly a crystal ofP atoms, and that y is indopoiidont of P.

This assumption is correct for large P when we can ignore surface olTeotB.

The whole discussion would require modiRoatioii when P gets small enough

for surface oHocts to matter, for then /^(a)’) = /i'(P,D’) 4^ The partition

function for the atom in tho gas is then given by (see equation (172))

(621)

Again from (360) it follows that

On integrating again with /f(0) = i and Pk=>R 00 that (^goi tho spooifio

heat of one grani-moloonlo, it followe that

C''^' dT' r®’'

I • I « • » (622)

[A more elaborate discussion in Chapter viishows that when k{T) is suitably

defined this spooific heat can be taken to bo tho spooifio heat at constant

pressure
((/j,)goi .]

In addition to these formulae wo may apidy to tho vapour

the equation of state for a perfect gas, pV==‘^k'I\ Combining all those

results we find

rv dr

This is the most familiar form for the vapour pressure equation for a

simple atomic vapour. It will be compared with experiment in Chapter vii

when wo shall have at our disposal the correspondmg thermodynamic

formula.

§5*6. General assemblies of crystals and vafours. It is now suffioiontly

clear how the formulae of §
6’4 oan be extended to the general case of an

assembly with a gaseous phase and any number of crystalline phases each

ofwhich consists ofa crystal built up out ofP molecules of one of the species

present in the gaseous jjhase.

We start by considering an example of the assembly in which there are

s different types of crystal eifootivoly present, containing P^, ..., Pg mole-
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cules respectively.* The nth of these crystals may be assumed to be com-

posed of molecules whose formula is . If the total number of atoms

of the nth species in the assembly is X^^, the number free and combined in

thegaseousphasewillthenbeX,,— S Byinodifjdng (471) to include
n==«l

the crystalline partition functions Ave find that the number of complexions

j
Ijelonging to this example is given by

p f dzn„dx.^

"'jz

X n, n, n„ [K„{z)Yn (024)

This can be evaluated in the usual way and the total number of com-

plexions is given by
(625)

It AviU not be necessary to Aviite out the rather laborious algebra of the next

stages. It is clear that wo shall find that the terms of (626) have a iiniq[ue

maximum at the values ofPj, . .., Pg which satisfy the a equations

n„A,ff»\„(ll)= l (n=l,...,5), (626)

provided that the values of P so determined leave the expressions

positive. Otherwise certain of the assumed crystals are not

really present. It can then be shown that average values for the assembly

can be determined by fixing the P’s at the values satisfying (626) and
determining average values for this example. We find at once for example

from (476) and (626) that

^=ra;,>|-logg„(^«f'‘)1
, (627)

^=rS^o|-log(7,^(/.tfi'r'‘)'l . ......(628)

In the olassical limit, always sufficiently accurate,

Nn^fn(^)h<ni^) in=^l, (529)

An equation identical in form with (620) therefore holds for every comimnent
of the gaseous phase which is also eflfeotively presezit in the assembly in a
crystalline phase of its o%vn.

§5*61. Law of mciss-action in th^ ^prese/nce of crystdlline phases, The
general laws of mass-action in a purely gaseous assembly (in which of course
the gas is ** perfect*^) are given by equations (479), These can be rewritten
in a more useful form which does not make explicit reference to free atoms
which may not be effectively present, or may not occur in the simplest

* It ia now more convenient to specify the example by the numbers of molooulos in tlie crystals
tlian by those in the gaseous phase.
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stoiohiometi’io formula for the reaction. Sup2)OHo that a particular reaction

is s^iecifled by tlie stoichiometric formula

S = (530)
n^X

in which stands for any one of the atoms or molecules lU’Csent in the

assemblyand for thenumber ofthese molecules concerned in tlio reaction,

We shall take Q,^ positive for the products resulting from the reaction taken

in a specified direction and negative for the reactants tliat are cousumod.

If has the ohemioal formula n„ then of course

{allu). {C31)

It follows at once from (631) that equations (479) can bo combined to give

n„(i^)«»=nj/„(2’)}«». (532)

The crude form of the law of mass-action of course assorts merely that

n„(iuF)«»-i''’(7').

a function of T only.

If certain of the molecules have a crystalline x)haso present wo aiqily the

corresponding equations (629). TheJ\^t for all such molecules can thereby be

removed from (632) and the/,((2') on the right replaced by which

depends only on 2'. If IT,/ denotes a product over constituents wliioh have

no crystalline phase present and 11,/' over those which have, then (632)

becomes ^ ^
533

^

and the crude form

n,/(iC/m‘=^(2’). (534)

Those are familiar formulae of physical chemistry,

§ B’52. General remarks on the nature of statistical equilibrium, In con-

cluding this discussion of the most general assemblies which we have yet

handled one should include the energy of the radiation in tiro assembly

which we have not yet done explicitly for dissociating assemblies. Wo
observe that it merely needs the inclusion of the factor Ji(z) in every inte-

grand to take complete account of the equilibrium temperature radiation

present. Equations such as (472)~(47'1) in so far as they determine S' as a

function ofB are of course altered, but obviously no distribution law ofthe

assembly exjDressod as a function of T, So far as the laws of dissociative

equilibrium are concerned it makes no difference whether radiation is or is

not exxfficitly included. 'The equilibrium will be the same whether exchanges

of energy take place by radiation or by collisions alone, but of course this

does not imply that the steady state remains unaltered when the assembly

is subjected to radiation of a different temporatm'e from outside. We must
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of course explicitly inolude i2(2j) when the energy E (or the entropy S, seo

§ 6*3) of the assembly is under discussion as a function of T,

A further apj)lication open to these methods is to include explicitly

partition functions for adsorbed films or surface phases in general in the

integrand of (7, but this will only be taken uj) in this monograph shortl}^

in the supplementary Chapter xxi. These omissions will not affect our study

of the equilibrium properties of bulk phases.

“ §6*6. Mixed erysials. We have hitherto in this chapter considered only

simple crystals composed of one of the atoms or molecules in the gaseous

phase, The analysis given for this case is formally correct oven if the atom
or molecule in the crystal has a number of states of internal motion or

nuclear orientation, but if explicit account is to be taken of such motions

and orientations the notation of Chapter iv can sometimes bo departed

from and the notation of this chapter refined with advantage, especially

with a view to extensions to mixed crystals. We must attempt to take

account of such formations constructed out of two or more oomj)ononts of

the gaseous i}hase—^possibly mixable in all proportions and possibly not

—

for important examples commonly occur. One such is a metal in equilibrium

with an atmosphere of evaporated electrons which will be discussed in

Chapter xi, Another example, which we shall examine here, is a crystal

formed of a mixture of isotopes. In this api)lication owing to the great

similarity of isotopic molecules the general formulae can bo considerably

simplified. An interesting extension to metallic alloys is considered in

Chapter xxx.

The formal generalization to mixed crystals is due to Schottky*

and is very simple. It is sufficient for the present to consido].' a crystal oftwo
oomponents evaporating separately without interaction in the gas phase.

Such interaction can obviously . be included when required

.

We may formally suppose that we can construct a par6ition function

for the crystal containing P, P' systems of the two types—this
partition function to take account of every possible state of the crystal

including all relative rearrangements of the two types of system. Actually

of course only large values of P and P' will prove to ho important and then
only in a ratio which deviates only slightly from some fixed value. For an
assembly containing such a crystal and a vapour phase ofA - P, Z' - P'
systems respectively we have

(635)

* Sohpttky, Ann, d Phyaik, vol. 78, p, 43^1: (1926).

dxdx*dz
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Gj. p, oan bo evaluated in the usual way in towns of the usual parameters

Aj A' and •O-. Its maximum can then bo dotewninod by the equations

dGp,P>/dP^dGpj.ldP' = 0,

which give IogA-|-^gp = 0, logA'+^^^= 0. (030)

These equations effectively dotennino P* and P'* in terms of A, A' and
just as in § 6’41 equation (611) determines N* and thereby P*. By obvious

though complicated generalization of that section wo can proceed to shoAv

that P*s=P, etc., and to determine all the details of the equilibrium state

by extending and using Rule C.

These equations though formally sufficient are natvu'ally of no value

unless the actual struoturo of ICp^p’ as a function of P and P' can at least

be approximated to. The evaporating electron problem can bo carried

through because then the second constituent, the metal ions, need not bo

regarded as evaporating at all and the imoblem siniplifios to a study of

the partition of electrons between tlieh states in two different phases,

metal and vacuum. For the crystal of mixed isotopes, the calculations oan

be carried through because tlio similarity of isotopes allows Kp^p> to be

constructed explicitly.

§ 6*61 . A^yyroximale evaluation ofKp p («). Let us first return to a sinqjlo

crystal oomi)osed of P similar systems and suppose that they have all a

unique internal state so that from the point ofview of crystal structure they

may be regarded as massive points. If for such a crystal wo construct a

partition function as in Chapter iv, we shall have only the acoustical modes
of motion to consider and shall obtain a result of the form

1
’k„(«!)]^’ approxi-

mately.f In enumerating the states ofsuch a crystal we can proceed sunply

as in Chapter iv, where we regarded all the constituent atoms as por-

manontly assigned to a fixed location in the lattice, or we can allow for

oomplote rearrangements, but in the latter case wo must make the resulting

wave-function symmetrical (or antisymmetiioal) in all the atoms and the

enumeration of complexions is unaffected.

Suppose, hoATOver, we now attempt to generalize this result to a crystal

ofatomswith internal structure and more than one relevant stateofinternal

motion or nuclear orientation, but assume that the external iJroperties of

the atoms are so insensitive to the internal states in question that to a

sufficient approximation the acoustical normal modes are unaffected. Such

a crystal then has two sets of (practically) independent motions : the acous-

tical modes with partition function [Xrt(«)]^ approximately, and the internal

t It is oonvoniont to (listinguisU it orystallino piu'tition fimotloii /<(*) which rofow only to tho

onorgio9 and states of tho acoustical modes of motion hy tlio sidHx a, K^(z)i

nsM 13
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motions of a group of localized systems with partition function [f{z)Y

(see § 2*26); where /(;?) is the partition function for the internal motions of a

single atom at its lattice point. Since the two sets are independent the

partition function for the complete set of states of the crystal is as in §
2*7

‘ M^)/(^)F‘ (^37)

These arguments are of course only another aspect of those of Chapter iv,

less accurate in form, but giving greater insight into the physical origin of

the terms,

• Now let us suppose that we have a crystal made up ofP massivo points of

mass m and P' others of moss m' arranged in some definite manner among
tlie P + P' lattice points. There is then just one linearly independent wave-

function for the crystal in a state in which the oscillations in eaoli of the

acoustical modes have given quantum numbers—^just one whether we
ignore symmetry properties or whether we make the wave-function have

the proper symmetry by permuting tlie points of mass m over tlieir own P
lattice points and the points of mass m* separately over their own P' other

lattice points. If, however, we interchange any one of j}he masses m vdth a

mass m', we shall obtain a significantly different crystal with slightly

diffei’ent normal modes and energy levels. If mixing of the m, mass-

points can occur indifferently in all fashions, there will be (P + P')I/(PI P'l

)

different crystals possible each with slightly different normal modes and

energies. In general therefore there will ho a different partition function

for each of these crystals, differing in internal arrangement of the masses,

which we shall denote hy K^{z) [j-l, 2, (P + P01/(PIP1)]. It follows

...... (53 8)

When the masses m, m* are nearly equal and the forces exerted on each

other by systems ofthe two types are also the same or nearly the same, then

no matter how the two sets of particles are mixed the normal modes and
energies of the crystal in any arrangement will be very nearly equal and wo
shall have

to a close approximation. It follows then that

(639)

Now suppose finally that the two sets of systems have different sets of
possible states of internal motions and nuclear orientation, giving rise to

the partition functions /(^i), /'(^j) respeotively. If as before these internal

motions may he assumed to be effectively independent of the acoustical

modes, then to every one ofthe states enumerated in (539) there corresponds
a set ofinternal states which are those ofP localized systems with partition
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function /(«) and P' with /'(«). The total internal motions therefore have a

partition function [/(»)]*' [f'{^)Y' complete partition function for

the whole )nixed crystal (perfect mixing) is given by

KrA^)

=

[f(^)nmr (ij-io)

Still more general mixed crystals ai’e considered in § 2.1*2.

§6*62. A simple ilhistration of (640). It may bo desirable before going

further to illustrate the enumeration of comidexions sliramariKed in (640)

by a simple examj}lo. Equation (640) for example assorts that a crystal of

3 molecules at lattice points a, b, c, two of one hind A and one of another

kind P, in a given vibrational state, when the A’b possess a unique internal

state and the P’b one of weight 2, possesses

complexions, symmetrical (or antisymmetrical) hi the systems A, and

sopai'ately in the systems P. Tliis is easily verifled in this simple case by

explicit construction ofthe wave-functionswhich are, in anobviousnotation,

just the six functions

{yl„(l).d,(2) + ^„(2)^4(l))^„i{3),

{ 1̂„( 1)^4(
2)-1

-/1„(2)^( 1 )}5„=*(3
),

{A,(l)A„(2)+A,(2)A,(l)}P/(8),

{Ai,(l)A,(2)+A^(2)A,(l)}P,f(8).

{A,(1)A„(2)+A,(2)AJW(3),

{A,(l)Aj2)+A,(2)A„il)}P,^(8),

In this counting the crystal wave-function is symmetrized separately hi

the .4’s and JJ’s here regarded as chstinot systems. In certain other cases

such as when the .d’s and P’a represent non-combhiing sots of states of the

same molecule—o.g. ortho- and para-hydrogen, the crystal wave-functions

may need to be symmetrized over the whole of the .4’s and P’a, exchanges

being allowed between all the systems. It is easily verified that this makes

no difference to the enumeration of complexions. We still obtain in this

example just six Avave-funotions Avhioh are then the permanents

A„(l) AP) AJ3) ,

.4^(1) Ao(2). A,(8)

P/(l) P/(2) Pf(3)

^a(l) ...
i

, AJl) ...
, l^a(l).. iJ„l(l) ..

, W)...
-4t(l) ... W)... W).. A,{1) .. ^{,(1) ...

-8<.*(1) ... A(l) ... 4o(l) ... ^„(1) ... A,{1) ...

X3-2
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§6*63. Properties of an ideal mixed crystal of two components. We have

now shown that for an ideal mixed crystal we can nse the expression (636)

in which Kj, y(z) is evaluated hy (640), On evaluating Oj, p, we now And

where A, A' and S' are determined by the usual equations and A is a slowlj''

varjdng function as in (606) whose variations with P, P' will bo neglected.

Since P and P' are both large for a significant mixed crystal we may employ

Stirling’s theorem and find with sufficient accuracy

logCi.,p.= (P+P')log[(P+ P')'^„W] +Plog®+ P'Iog^ffi

+ S, log fif(A'&'O + S, log g' (A'D-^r) -X log A-X' logA' - E log 0-+ 0(log X).

(642)

Applying Rule Owe find that equations (636) characterize the equilibrium

state of the assembly and reduce to

(M3)

so that {VW +A7'(S)} «„(«-) = 1. (644)

This last equation is the analogue of (612) and the remaining independent

equation

A7'(«) p"'

gives the equilibrium ratio of the constituents in the mixed crystal.

The density of the mixed vapour phase in equilibrium is given by the

equations

^ ^7 S,loggr'(A''0 '/),

where A, A' and ^ are determined by the three equations which result from

(644), (646) and the three equations fixing the saddle point of (641) when P
and P' have been eliminated. It is found that the vapour oan always bo
regarded as classical. Then the last equations reduce as usual to

X=XM9), ......(646)

where /^(S'),/^'(-9') are the partition functions for the systems in the vapour
phase.
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then il 11 (648)

and ^ fv ('^’)

(640)

The equilibrium ratio ofthe constituents is then the same in both pliasos and

the total vapour density is the same for any mixed crystal as for a simple

crystal of either component. When (647) does not hold, the vapour density

depends essentially on the abundance ratio D\D' (.D+.Z)' = 1). Since in

general the overwhelming majority of the systems will bo in the crystal, wo

shall have „

Y~X' D''

We then find N'+ P-i 7)' .
/fisni

This equation can easily bo generalized to a mixed crystal of any number of

components. It asserts that the equilibrium vapour density of the mixed

crystal is equal to the moan value of the vapour densities in equilibrium

•with the simple crystals, weighted in proportion to the abundance ratios in

the mixed crystal.

§6*64. Crystals loilh imp&fect mixing. Wo have already discussed the

limiting case of j)orfoot mixing. In the other limiting case we must assume

that the components are so antagonistic that all the states ofa mixed crystal

have energies much greater than states in which each component forms a

separate simple crystal. In such a case only the simple crystals Avill form in

the assembly. Between these two extremes every intermediate degree of

mixability is possible, and it is convenient, if only in a rough and ready

way, to bo able to construct partition functions for models which might

imitate such crystals,

The simplest way in which a limitation of mixing can bo specified is to

require that the first type of system must bo grouped together in blocks of

n systems each and the other typo in blocks of n', the blocks being then able-

to mix perfectly. This is a possibility that might well bo realized in real

crystals. The total number of possible arrangements is then

{Pln+P'ln')\

(Pjn)] {P'ln')l

instead of (P + P')\/(P\P'\) for a crystal of P, P' systems respootivoly.

This number of arrangements is the same as the number for a crystal in

which Ijn of the systems of the first type and 1/w' of the others mix in all

fashions' while the remaining systems of both typos remain permanently
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attached to their own lattice points, and take no part in the mixing. It is

therefore Convenient to introduce two mixing coefficients a, a' so defined that

the numher of effectively possible arrangements of the systems over the

lattice points is
(«p + a'P')!/(aP)I(a'P')!. (661)

are the partition functions for the internal motions, etc. of the

systems in the crystal and if the systems are still sufficiently alike for the

approximate form of the partition function for the acoustical modes to be

independent of the mixing and of the form
j
i^hen the partition

function for the whole mixed crystal will be of the form

(aP4-a'P')l,
.(662)

(aP)!(a'P')r

The succeeding arguments determining Cpp. and the equilibrium pro-

perties of the assembly follow the usual course. We find

aP 1

y_/ «-'P’

"l«P+a'Fj /'(

«P-|-a'P7

1

.(663)

.(664)

and therefore, with the classical approximation for the vapour and the

assumption that P/F = Z/X',

7.(^)

{
a'X' Y

\aX + <i'X’) •

/»'(«•)

.(666 )

.(666)

When at least one, a is zero there is no mixing, and equations (566) and

(666) both reduce to an equation of the ordinary type V==/^(i))//('9)K„(3)

for the vapour density of a simple crystal. The total vapour density is then
the sum of the two vapour densities for the separate crystals and has
approximately twice the value of the vapour density when a» a' == 1 ,

when
there is perfect mixing.

§
6'7. Internal stresses. We have so far defined the ju’essni’e only in such

a way that pdSdn is the average work done by the boundary field on the

assemblywhen an elementdS ofthe bouAdai’y ismoved a distancedn normal
to itself. Then the pressure (or other stress) so far refers entirely to the re-

lationship ofthe assembly to the.outside world. The general formula for suck
a stress foran assemblycontaining a vapour and a crystal phase has the form

^~logl/lt /v(^) + k (.^) •

)

(667)
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the claasioal apiu'oximation being nsod as in (4811) for the vapour phase.

Pre.ssurea at points or across areas inside the assembly, or* in general internal

stresses are as yet undefined. Bolinitions of these quantities will often bo

required.

The average stress per unit area across any imaginary siu'faec inside the

assembly is defined to be the resultantforce ])er %inii area exerted by systems on

side A on systems on side B, together with the momentum transferred fer unit

area per second from A to B by systems crossing the surface from A to B and
B to A. The stress exerted by side A on side B is necessarily equal and
oppiosito to the stress exerted by B on A so long as the forces obey Newton's

third law.

The stress so defined is of 00111*86 in general a syminotrical tensor of tlio

second rank of nine components p„, 2hz> 2^v= (~Peu)> Pm (
= P.«).

Pay ( —Pyx)- ^01* any gas (or fluid) in equilibrium it reduces necessarily to the

simploform
—2^vy ~Pez > Pyz^Pzx ’^Pxv= sinudo isotropic strosspor

unit area, always normal to the surface across which it acts, is defined to be

the pressure. The verification of this simplification and the explicit calmda-

tion of the pressureacross anyinternal surface is immediatefor perfect gases.

The forces between the systems are negligible, so that, for example, p^^ is

the rate of transfer of a’-momentum across a unit surface normal to the

K-axis. Moleonlos with the a*-oomj)onont of velocity between u and u-\-du

carry cr-raomontum mu across the surface, and the number ofsuch molooulos

oroBsing unit area in time dt is the number ofsuch molooules in a volume udt.

Both other velocity comj)ou6nts are entirely irrelevant, merely fixing tho

shape of tho volume udt. Thus by Maxwell’s law the number is

7 \2rrhT) "

and Pxi

Nm / m

Nmi m
“TUttM'

.ri:

.)*(

u^e-hrnm'du,

2 ^ y "

Similar values are found for andp*,, . For , whicli is the rate of transfer

of »-momontum across unit area normal to the a:-axis, we find similairly

= 0 .

This calculation is of course merely one version of the classical pressure

calculation of the ICinetio TJieory, '

,

We have so far considered the ease ofa single set ofsystems and calculated
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the ^^partiar’ stress which they cause. Obviously for perfect gases the

stresses are additive, and reduce as above to an isotropic pressure given by

the equation _

In (668) the values of andiVJ, are /ocaZ values in the neighbourhood of

the internal point considered. If there are only boundary fields, then the

pressure is constant throughout the gas and equal to the pressure on the

boundary previously otherwise defined. This result of course continues to

hold generally, e.g. for imperfect gases, in which connection we return to it

in Chapter ix.

The surface across which we calculate the stress may be an interface

between two phases, It follows at once that the pressure on a solid phase is

equal to the pressure in the surrounding gas phase evaluated at its surface.

We are now in a position to examine the form of (667) for boundary fields.

By definition of the external pressurep^Ydy^pdVy and from the geometry

of the assembly where IJ, Vg are the volumes of the solid

and gaseous phases. Hence

Ydy^pdV.-^rpdVg,

But by (667) ^dy^p.dV.’^'PgdVgy

where and Pg are the expressions obtained by applying the general pres-

sure formulae of §§ 2*8, 4»8 to the two phases in their average state as ifthey

were separate assemblies. Such an application will therefore always give

the correct equal pressures in the various phases.

We may notice also that the equilibrium state of statistical mechanics as

calculated on our general hypotheses is a state of mechanical equilibrium of

the matter in the assembly. No element of it has any mass motion relative

to the enclosure containing the assembly, and in the absence of external

fields the pressure is every^vhere constant.

The final result of these paragraphs may be expressed by saying that

the stresses on any volume element or any phase of the assembly
may be calculated by applying the general laws to this element or phase
with its average constitution and energy as if it were itself a separate
assembly.

It is possibly more significant to start hy postulating that the general laws
ofstatistical mechanics apply not merely to the assembly as a whole but also

to its constituent elements and phases as if they were separate assemblies
with their average constitution and energy. We can then work backwards
and deduce the constancy of the pressure and the existence of mechanical
equilibrium.
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§6-8. Dissociative equilibrium in an exlemal field of force. The formulae

of the preceding sections refer to gaseous (and other) assemblies subject to

no external liolds of foroe, except the local boundary fields. This restriction

oan easily be removed for the gaseous pai't of the assembly, for which alone

it is of importance. We will suppose for simplicity that all the gaseous com-

ponents are confined to the same volume V, and that classical statistics

may be used. Then the F-faotor in the partition functions must bo replaced

whero

F„(i^)=JJJ
(860)

is the potential energy of the atom or molecule ofspecies « in the external

field. The equilibrium laws for the ivhole gaseous j)art of the assembly are

then unaltered in form. It is however now necessary to consider also the

equilibrium laws for any physically small element Sl^ of the assembly,

since the distributions are no longer uniform in space.

The function T'^(T) is strictly the partition function for the potential

energy, and has all the properties of a partition function (see Chapter vnr).

If n^^, n^ are the average numbers of the atoms w or molecules v in the

volume element Sl^, then, by general formulae such as (477) and (478),

=Jlf;,c-W'8T/jj/(2-), (600)

•^=]^e->Wr8F^/F^(n .(801)

Besides being obtainable direotlyfrom the properties of 1^(2'), these formulae

can of course be obtained from (477) and (478) by summing or integrating

for all variables except the positional coordinates ffn ?2 > !?8 • 1'^® whole

gaseous part of the assembly the laws of mass-action (479) take the form

yrk'F) F4fr)
(w = l,2, ...,j).

.(802)

in which the J”s are the partition functions without their volume factors.

For the volume element they take the form, after reduction by (662),

F^{T)

n«K«/sFj«.>“ n„{ji;,(3')K

.(663)

111 general, therefore, the equilibrium constant might be ex^ieotod to be

a function of position in the gas, varying from place to place according to tlie

equation (663). In actual fact there is no sucli variation in any known con-

ditions. For there will bo no variation provided

TF,-S„?/TK, = 0, (864)
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that is, provided the potential energy of any system or group of systems in the

field is unaltered by dissociation and recombination. But this proviso is in

general satisfied in actual conditions. Actual fields are usually ooinbinations

of gravitational (including inertial) and electrostatic fields. Lot O bo the

gravitational andT the electrostatic potential. Then

= + + (505)

where and are the masses and charges of the systems u. But

total mass and total charge are conserved by dissociation and recombination

,

Therefore
Ljj gf*' ,

and ~ S„ W„,= {?»„- S„ O + {e« - S„ <?/ e,,} 'F= 0.

Thus in all such cases

n^jW„ F^{T)
(606)

and the equilibrium constants for all volume elements of the gas are the

same, and the same as that for the whole gas, without external fields.* The

total amount of dissociation, however, in the whole gas will in general liavo

been altered by the external field.

This constancy does not necessarily hold for magnetic systems in magnetic

fields, which require further consideration (see § 12»8).

It is interesting to verify that the equilibrium laws of the assembly still

contain the laws of mechanical equilibrium under the influence of external

fields (gravitational, inertial, or electrostatic). Equation (658) still gives the

pressure in the gas if MJV is replaced by n^^jZV^ and W^IV by . As

functions of position n^^ and n/ are given by (660) and (561) and and

by (666). Hence

' ==-pd<S>~ad'¥. (667)

Since p and <t are the density of mass and ohai'ge in the gas, equation (667)

is the usual equation for fluid equilibrium.

* 3?or tlid indopondonco of gravitational forcoa aeo Gibbs, Oolkcteil “ 'rhormodyimniics

pp, 144, 171; for tho extension to oleotrostatio forces, Milno, Proc, Oainb, Phil> Soc. vol, 22, p. 403
(1924).



CHAPTER VI

THE HELATIOHSHIP OF THE EQUILIBRIUM THEOBY
TO CLASSICAL THERMODYNAMICS

§6*1. In tlio procoding o]iai)terfl wo have obtained all tho distribution

laws of tlio oc^niUbrium state of any assembly for which wo can odnstruot

partition functions, Except for tho extension to imperfect gases wliioh is

the subject of Chapter viii, this includes all types of assembly commonly

treated in statistical mechanics.We have obtained all these distribution laws

without any reference to thermodynamical ideas except to specify tho exact

relation between S' and tho absolute tomporatiu'e, where it will be seen that

such an aj)imal is logically essential . It is fair to claim this feature for a

merit in tho present method of exposition, The ideas ofthormodynamios are

entirely foreign to tho foundations of statistical moohanics which are mainly

dynamical. Tlie proj^er course is to iH’Ovo that tho laws of thermodynamics

are true for th o assemblies ofstatistical meohaiiios ifwo use suitable analogies

to intexpret their properties,* Such proofs are given in the succeeding

sections, and it will bo seen that the direct introduction of tho laws of

thermodynamics in this way is satisfactorily simple. Wo deflnitoly discard

Boltzmann^s hypothesis relating entropy to a probability too often ill-

defined, and introduce tho entropy in just tho classical way in which it is

introduced into ordinary thermodynamics,

Wlien the true relationship between tho equilibrium theory of statistical

mechanics and tliorniodyiiamics has thus been made apparent by showing

that our assemblies in equilibrium are thermodynamic systems, it is natural

to enquire into other methods of exposition in which an early introduction

ofentropy plays a loading part. This is the more natural, since many writers

have contributed such expositions, and it cannot bo maintained that logical

clarity has often been achieved. Detailed criticism is out of place, but for

completeness a short survey is included.

§6*2. {temperature, We have already in anticipation idontiflod & with

the temperature on some empirical scale, but we may conveniently re-

capitulate tho argument hero. I’he legitimacy of the identification depends

solely on tlxe possession by fl- of properties strictly analogous to those

assigned to the empirical temperature” in a rational formulation of the

foundations ofthermodynamios.f The basic fact ofthermodjaiamics is that

the parameters specifying the state ofany body can be so chosen that when-

* This is made abundantly clour by Gibbs, ElevicntdTp Pthiciplcs in Sialislical Mcclionicet

oliapfl, IV and xiv,

t Soo, for instance. Max 3iorn, Phy$ikal, Zeii, vol. 22, pp, 218, 240, 282 (1021),
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ever any two bodies are in equilibrium in thermal ooiitaot one of the para-

meters for each body has acommon value for both. This parameter is defined

to be the empirical temperatme, but of course on an arbiti’ary scale, and

any convenient body may be chosen for thermometer. On the statistical

side we have shown in Chapters ii-v that when two assemblies or sots of

systems in an assembly can exchange energy, so that there is one common
energy total for the whole, then their equilibrium states are defined in terms

of a common value of a parameter •9'. The analogy is exact, and we are

therefore logically justified in identifying •0' with the empirical temperature

as defined in thermodynamics.

It was shown further that it was possible to prove that by

postulating the properties of perfect gases, using a perfect gas for thermo-

meter, and assorting that the temperature shall be proportional to the

pressure of the perfect gas at a constant volume; but this appeal to tho

properties of an ideal substance is illogical (though often convenient) and

inessential. In thermodynamical theory the absolute temperaixwe is defined

in connection with the second law, and can only be defined in this way. We
wish to show that the assemblies of statistical mechanics obey tho laws of

thermodynamics (or from our assumptions to prove the laws of thormo-

dynaraios), and so we must not postulate a knowledge of the absolute

temperature but define it in connection with entropy, just as we do in

classical thermodynamics.

§ 6*3. Entropy and absolute iemperatxm. In classical thermodynamics the

^^heat^^ dQ taken in in any small change is defined to bo tlie increase in

internal energy plus the external work done by the assembly.* Thus for our

gen«l»s.6mMy
(008)

The second law ofthermodynamics asserts that th&'e existfunctims T and S
of the stale of the assembly suoJt that 2’=/(^), where 0- is the empirical tem-

perature^and
dQ^^TdS. (609)

Except for a certain arbitrarily assignable constant multiplier and an
additive constant these functions are unique.

Por the assemblies contemplated in § 6*3 It and E are given by (482) and
(472)i These equations, written explicitly, give

•® ......(670)

where Z is given as a function of 9', the A/s and implicitly ofthe by (474).

Consider the funotion S given by (473) in the form

S = ^ -X'^log\^ JSlog 9’.

* Born, loG, ciU

(671)
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TJaen using (670)

d'2, -

^^i^dyrVlogljME,

==log l/0[S<}<dy<+<ijBJ,

= log ll^dQ,

Thus log Ij^dQ is a porfoot differential and our assembly obeys the second

law of tliermodyjmmics. The i)ostulated funotions T and 8 exist and are

dofinod by the equations
i//c2t=logl/&, • (672)

S-S^^^lcZ. (673)

The constant h, Boltzmann’s constant, is of course fixed by fixing the scale

interval between two standard temperatures, and /Sq essentially un-

determined. It is almost always convenient to jjut 8q= 0.

We may note here that 8 is closely oonnootod to 0, the total number of

ooinifioxions which represent aooessiblo states of the assembly. It is easy to

show further that this total number of complexions does not differ signi-

ficantly from the number of oomiffoxions which represent nearly awage
states of the assembly. I'he value of G for the general dissociating assembly

defined by (471) oan be evaluated at once by Theorem 2-42, Corollary 2 and

is thou found to satisfy
log (? = S+ O(logZ). (674)

Terms of order logX are negligible compared with the main terms of order

X in S. Combining (673) and (674) with ;S'q = 0 wo obtain the fundamental

relationship
;Sf=/aogC, (576)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant. We may describe this relation by saying

that the entropy is equal to h times the logarithm of the integrand of G evaluated

at the saddle point (A,-9 ). We may also express it by saying that the entropy is

equal to k times the logarithm of the number of complexions belonging to states

which differ only insignificantlyfrom the equilibrium state.

We have so far considered only a gaseous phase, but the same results hold

true for a crystalline assembly or for one containing both a gaseous and

crystalline j)hase. To begin with a simple crystal of P moloouloSi the equa-

tions (360) and (373) of Chapter iv show that equations (670) for E and TJ

continue to hold for a Z given by

^=PlogK(ff). (676)

It follows that (672) and (673) remam true ifnow

S = PlogK(-3)-Plog«-. ......(677)
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Finally for the most general mixed assemblies considered at the oloso of

Chaj)ter v we oau apj)ly Rule C of §
5*41 and evaluate all their equilibrium

proi^erties (including the enumeration of the complexions belonging to

states insignificantly different from the average state) after first fixing the

number of molecules in each crystal at its equilibrium value P and the

number ofeachtype of atom (free or combined) in the gaseous phase at ,

Though we have not yet given them explicitly, it is easy to verify that for

such an assembly equations (570) hold good in the form

O’*)

where i/= Sn2rOT/log{/„(A„'0'^'''‘) +

+ (679)

In (679) denotes summation over the different species of crystal present

and Z’’(p')(9) the partition function for the rth species oontaining its

equilibrium number of molecules, or if a mixed crystal its equilibrium

number P,, P^', ... of all the molecules it contains. It follows at once that

(672) and (673) are true with

2 = ^- Sif„tlogA„-.Slog3’. (680)

It will be recalled that and are determined by equations of the form

9S/0P,.=s 0 so that they need not be varied in forming

It is evident by inspection of (671), (677) and (680) that the contributions

to S of the gaseous and the crystalline phases are additive. This is further

true of the different components ofthe gaseous phase. Tor

and therefore the free atoms of type m contribute to S

2,.OT,.«logff„(A„ll'r")-JI^,logA„~P^log3' (681)

and free molecules of type v

E,.-£iJr®log|7„(/^<f'’)-jy„log;u.-J!„logO- (/x=Ai®«h.. A^''"') (682)

These forms hold whether or not there ai’e orystaUiae phases present. They

contain redundant variables and either Jf,, or A„ may be eliminated by

means of (47 6) and (476); may also be eliminated by expression in terms

of O' and or A,(.

On account of their importance we now summarize these results in the

form of contributions to the entropy in the following theorem, assembling

therein the various important forms.
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Theorem G'3. The eniropij defined by (673) loilh )S'(, = 0 of an assembly
consisting of {ideal) gaseous and crystalline phases is the sum of the following
contributions made by each component in the gaseousphase and by each crystal-

line phase;

For each gaseous component, ivith partition fwiction /(fl ), present to the

average number M with average energy content E and parameter p

A[S,.OT,logfir()xft«r) - jg^logjit- ^log{>], (683)

which can be expressed, in the classical limit, in eitherform

(684)

4[:[j£log{/(^))W+ ^-^log3;|. (686)

For each pure crystal present with an average number ofinolecules'P, partition

function per molecule /c(8), and average energy E

/<![Plog/<({>)-Flog.O]. (686)

^rmch ideal mixed crystal of two components present to the average numbers
P, P' with paHition functions per molecule /(^^) «„('0'), /'(•0)K(,('0), and
average energy Ts

/c[P logm «„(8.) +F log /'({)) K„{^) - Slog&

+ iP + P')\og{P + P')~2^logP~P'logP'], ..,(687)

For radiation /^[log /i!(6)- S;^log3]==/^[gf
^3 (bg i/^.)»]

Formulao foi* 8 are so important that avo shall record lioro for reforonoG

further forma obtained by elimination of IS and substitution of T for S', Xt
will be observed that (583)-(688) and all the succeeding forms arc homo-
geneous funotiona of degree unity in the extensive variables F, M, P and^,

Alternativeforms for the coniributions to the entropy 8* Oaseo^is component.

/(!|^.Z-;tlog^^-Dlogl>^J (2 = S,ro,logff(jttl^'r)); ...(680)

1c^Z~p\ogp—^T^,^ (2=S,ro,log(7(/tte-'r/W)); ...(600)

or in the classical limit,
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Pure crystal, . (593)

&p[iogK(^r)+ir^M^]. ......(694)

Formulae (693) and (694) hold also for the contribution by any sot of

N localized systems of partition function «(•{)•) ifP is rej)Iaced by N.

It is to be particularly noticed that Theorem 6- 3 detormines explicitly

the dependence on i¥.* This is because, for the assemblies discussed, M can

be made (by dissociation, etc.) to vary reversibly—that is, a secLuence of

natural equilibrium states can be found, in whichM varies. A great part of

the controversies about entropy in statistical mechanics has centred round

the determination of the variation of S with M, ignoring just this point,

that such variations can only bo relevant, and therefore determmable,

whenM can change reversibly. This lias naturally led to great confusion of

thought,’!’ avoidable in some way equivalent to the foregoing.

The forms of (683), (686) and (687) suggest at once that the connection

between partition functions and the functions of thermodynamics can be

Simplified by the use of Planch's characteristic function as the primary

thermodynamic quantity. T is defined in thermodynamics by the equation

Y^8~]SIT; (696)

it is thus merely a modification of the Helmholtz’s free energyJ F. It has

the properties j\vp. ^vp.

+ ..(696)

In terms ofT the foregoing theorem can be rewritten as follows:

Theorem 6’31. Any particular species of free molecule contributes to the

characterislto function
/cJf(Iog[/(P)/J/] + 1}; (697)

any pure crystal kPlog i<{T), (598)

Any one of the equivalentforms (683)“(594) has an analogue here.

Wo inay conveniently recall here the further jDroperty of 'F as a thermo-

dynamic potential, that for any assembly at given temperature and given

volume (or generally given parameters the equilibrium state is deter-

mined by the equation
(699)

for all relevant variations. It is easily verified by differentiation ofT that

* Strictly i¥. But since it nevormn tiers wliothor wo aro dealing with a fixed M or an avorago

M we shall usually omit the bar in future over symbols ropresonting numbers of systems of a

given type unless the context requires it for clarity,

t See Ehronfest and Trkal, loc. ctV,, for a oriticnl exposition of this confusion,

i See Planck» Wdrimslrahlnngj ed, 6, p. 127 (1923), This fimctiou is also called the work function

and eomotimea denoted by .
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the geneml laws of inass-aotion, etc., which wo have detorminod directly in

Chapter v are equivalent to this equation.

§ 6*4. The imreasing properly of entropy. Wo are now in a position to

complete our account of the thermodynamic proiierties of our assemblies

by showing that the function 8 which wo have idontifiod with the entropy

possesses the characteristic increasingproperly. Wo have to show that, Avith

such oonvontioaia for the arbitrary constants that S' + 8” = 8 when an
assembly in equilibrium k separated into two by an itlbal workless process

such as the closing of an ideal door, then on Junction by a similar process

8' + 8" ^ 8 ; (000 )

S' and 8” are the entropies of the kvo assemblies boforo junction or after

separation and 8 the entropy of tho combined assembly. Since the joining

together of two gaseous assemblies is essentially irreversible, only a conven-

tion can settle the values of the various entrojiy constants. A sufficient

convention is to take /S(,«0 in (673)—that is, to take 8 as given com-

pletely by Theorem 0'3.

To establish (600) it will be sufficient to consider a single typo ofassembly,

for example the most general gaseous one. 'i.'ho proof for other typos is

similar. If then wo distinguish all quantities I’eferring to the kvo separate

assemblies by single and double jjrimos, wo have

8'lk^Z{r,^',Xf V) -S^AyiogA/ - E'hg^',

8"Ik « Z(V"A",Xi'r
.

V') ~ ^X/'logX/’ - E" log A",

81k =^Z(V' + V'AXv »X,) -^ (X/ + A/')log Ay- (E' + E") logD.

In formulating the terms in Z in these expressions wo have used tho fact

(see (103) or (221)) that each of tho terms in Z contributed by the states of

each typo of free system depends on tho particular enclosure only through

tho volume V which enters as a multiiilying factor. Thus

Z(F' + F^SA,. . .,A,) = Z(F^A,Al,...,A,) + Z(F'^A,Al..

.

But it was shown in Theorem 2*42 that D', Aj', Ag', . • X/ define the unique

minimum of tho function 8', so that

>S'(y,Ay...,A/)4^'({l,Ai,...,A,),

equality being only possible when
3'^= D', A]^^ = Ay , . .

. , A/ = A^

,

Similarly 8"(&",Xf',...,X,")<8"(d‘,X„...,X,),

equality being only possible when

S." = A,A/'=Ai,..,.A/'= A,.

Wo see therefore at once that 8' + 8" < 8, equality being only possible when

it'= a/= Ay" Ay , , . . , A/ = A/'= Ay

.

13PSM
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Since & and the A’s as determined by (472) are intensive parameters, the

necessary and sufficient conditions are

r= S-", Ai'= Ai"....,V = V', (001)

which are equivalent to asserting that, if there is no change of entropy on
junction, the separate assemblies must have had equal temperatures and
concentrations, or rather temperatures and partial potentials (§ O-S).

§ 6'5 . The,physical meaning of the X's, The parameters A^ , . .
. ,

A,, which wo
have been led to introduce by the nature of the mathematics, play such a

natural part in the preceding disoussions that one is led to expect tlioni to

possess a natural physical interpretation, just as O' may bo interpreted as

the temperature. This is the case, and we can relate them in a simple way
to the partial potentials of the various oonstituents in the assembly, as ia in

fact already obvious from the form (691), Just as S' was identified with tlio

temperature because it is a parameter which has the same value for evoiy
component part of the assembly, so A,, must be equivalent to the partial
potential of the wth constituent because it is a i)aramet6r which has tho
same value for every component part of the assembly in which the ^vth
constituent occurs.

Thermodynamic partial potentials may be defined by tlio equation i'

AM+ HitTidy,= TdS+ p^dM,* ; (002)

in forming this variation we are to suppose that the total masses j: ilf„* of
the various oonstituents in our assembly or in any phase or part of it aro
varied, as well as the temperature and the geometrical parameters

yi . If
we form the variations of (671) in this manner we obtain

- SJoTlogA„dZ„

.

Now Z„ is the total number of atoms of type u and M^* is tho mass of bho
«th independent constituent in gram-molecules. Therefore

M„=-BTlogA„. (603)
This is the desired relation between A,, and the corresponding partial poton-
tial. Ifwe evaluate A,, by means of (166) for a structureless particle in fclio
classical limit we find

pJItT= log - 1 log T H- log -

.(604)
\27rmjc)i’

which is consistent with the usual value of for a perfect ga8.§

t Bryan, Themodynainica, p. 162.

§ Bryan, Joe. cii. p, 120.
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If in a similar manner wo imagine an addition to the assembly not of free

atoms, but of dN^* gram-moleoules of tlio moleoulo v, then

dX,,^Rq^HN/llc,

and the partial potential of the vth molecule is given by

/a„= i?2’S„5f/logA„,

y^JRT^\ogv^~\og[M}V), (606)

which is also consistent with the usual thermodynamic value. Wo can thus

see that the partial jpotontial of the molecule v in the equilibrium state is

equal to the sura of the jiartial potentials of its constituent atoms. This is

the usual relation beWeeii j)artial potentials necessitated by the existence

of a chemical reaction.! It is another aspect of the usual theorem that the

partial potential of any constituent must be the same in all phases in which

it oocurs.

Finally lot us consider the more general case of an assembly containing

a mixed crystal dealt with in § 6'0. The contribution to the entropy by the

mixed crystal is
^<?^= A,[iogi:^,j„(fl.)-.^logD].

It follows at once that

by equations (630) this reduces to

TdS^= dQ^- hT\iogUP+ log X'dP'l

where A and A' are the partial potentials of the constituents in the gaseous

phase in equilibrium with the crystal. The relationship between the A’s and

the thermodynamic p’s is thus repeated.

§6*6. Thermodynamio necessity for the invariance of the weights. The

preceding discussion, establishing the existence of S, has proceeded on the

assumption that

== (606)
log l/a* diJi

This however is only true beoauso the weights ta/ do not depend upon

the and are therefore what are called adiabatic invariants* Since in the

present theory the weights are by definition integers specifying the number

of solutions ofSohrodinger’s eq[uation for a given characteristic energy they

must vary disoontinnously if at all, and in fact can never vary. Equation

(606) is therefore justified, But in earlier presentations of the subject this

t Gibbs, Scieniijlc Papers, “Equilibrium of Hotorogonooua Substances pp, 07-70*

TVS?
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was not yet clear and it was ofsome importance to establish tlie invarianoo

of the weights by showing tliat such invariance was also necessary for the

existence of the entropy.* On account of its histoi’ical importance the

argument is reproduced here for a classical gaseous assembly in dissociative

equilibrium.

When the weights depend on the y’s (606) fails and (classically) must bo

replaced by

1 dZ

.(007)

' log I/O' log I/O
I

Therefore the general form of log Ij^dQ will be

d/S(0)Aj). . .,Aj,j/^,...) —^^(OjAj,. . ..A^jj/]^,. ..) dj/j •

where

/xi(O^...A.^i,...)= S„S,A„^OV‘+S„S,Ai««'...A,<^.‘^0'^r».

We may suppose that the iiiclependent parameters that define the state of

the assembly are jS, yg, Then the conditions that (607) should bo a

perfect differential contain the equations

“ "
^sh,r'

= 0 .(008)

for all values of S (or 0) and the y’s. They must also hold for all X’s and

however many types of atom or moleoule are present in the assembly.

Consider first the simplest case in which only the «th type of atom is

present in number . Then

and (608) reduces to dni/d^-O. Now is of the form and
therefore if it is a function of the y’s only we must have

S {bjiHi- a,i)
O'”= 0 {cill %•)

or {all n,yi,,.,),

That is to say, we must have

djnJ*' d= «^«=g^logwA (609)

where depends only on the y’s. Thus the may have a common factor

<^u{Viy • • )
and the resulting change in 8 would be -Z„ log cu„ . This would not

affect any physical result for such assemblies. Similar arguments hold for

assemblies of a single type of molecule.

* BoJir, Proc. Gamb. Phil, Soc. Suppl. p. 17, and proviously Ehronfeat, Phyaikal. Zeii, vol. 15,

p. (100 (1014), lia'Fo attempted to show that tho weights must bo adiabatic invariants. It will

appeal’ in the course of this sootion that, though thoir results arc offoctivoly corroot, their arguinonts

hardly wont sufEoiontly deep.
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Retumihg now to the geiiei’al gaseous ossoiably wo should have

K )^ log w.„ -I- log w„

,

and the extra terms in log Ij^ dQ reduce to

“ d log w„- Aj.®-'. . . d log co„

or -S,„Z„dloga)„-S„Ai«K\.. A<««>'/„(D)dlog
<o«

CO OoU^U
The <o„, coy being functions of ^at tlioso extra terms can in general

only be a perfect differential if

dlog ii-=0 (allv). (010)

For the extra terms are of the form

and can only bo a perfect differential if for J/u J/a, ...

y — A

’’9{)ayi“

Since 9^^/0ff=t= 0 and tlie have in general no special relations between

them, those relations can only be satisfied if dBJdy^ = 0 . . which are the

equations (010). It follows, therefore, that the weiglita can contain factors

dependent on the yuVz , ... provided that

a)t,= a„n„a),«o'‘,

where the «’s ai’e absolute constants, il'hus the non-invariant factors <o„, if

they exist, must persistmth the atom through every combination into whioli
the atom can enter. They are therefore without signifloanoe in any physical

problem and can be omitted without loss ofgenerality, and apart from these

trivial factors the, adiabatic invariance of the weights is established. The

conclusion holds good for the most general assemblies so far discussed.

§ 6'7 . The inverse relation between specific heats or average energies and the

weights and energies of the states of an individual system. In the foregoing

chapters we have shown how to determine the average energy and specific

heats of any system or sot of systems, when the weigli-ts and energies of the

permitted states ofone system areknown so that the partition function may
be constructed. We liave had in fact the relations (classical statistics)

"where

M=MhT^^MAn

/(T) = S,T0,e-*r/ft^.

(811 )
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It is desirable at some stage to pause and attempt to answer the question

whether giyen B or Oy^ and so the form ofthe function f{T)^ wo can deduce

the and e,., and in particular whether such values, if they can bo derived,

are unique, It appears that the theoretical answer is The tu,. and e,,

can be derived and are unique, with the exception of trivial constant

factors, which arise as the constants ofintegration in determining /(iT) from

(611), The practical importance of this answer is (as will be seen) limited,

but its tiieoretical importance is still considerable,

Tlie most convenient variable to work with here is r where r =« IjlcT. Then

^=-Jlf~log/(r),

/(r) = St37,.0“'^r^

0

A Icnowledge ofOy determines/(T) except for trivial constants ofintegration

;

the problem is to derive from this /(r) the Wj, and €,, . For this purpose we
express /(r) as a Stieitjes* integral in the form

'cZw{e),

where d'm{s) represents the weight corresponding to the energy e or the

range s, e

+

de, and it is indifferent whether we are concerned with quantized

systems or with classical. In all oases w^e), the integrated weight, is an
increasing function in the wider sense, which has simple isolated dis-

continuities if the system is quantized or contains a quantized part.

Now it has been shown that (612) can be inverted so as to express w(e) as

an integral of/(T).* It may be supposed that «a(c) is a monotonio increasing

function of e for all values of € considered, which has only a finite number of

simple discontinuities or steps % in any finite interval. The function ta'(e),

derived from w(e) by the removal of the discontinuities, has a differential

coefficient which exists and is continuous, except perhaps at a finite

number, of points in any finite range, and is hounded in any finite range.

These conditions will he referred to as conditions W, Then wo have the

following

00
I’

CO

Thmein&‘1. Jfw{e) satisfies conditions W, and ifSiWie-^^tmd

convergepr r=ya , and if
(*co

* Por a proof seo B. H, Powlor, Proc» Soc, A, vol. 99, p, 464 (1921). A deopor version of the
same theorem has been given by Burlull, Proc. Camb, Phil Soc. vol. 23, p, 360 (1020); Proo, Lond,
Math. Sac. vol, 26, 613 (1020),
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thenf(r) is a holomorpMcfunction ofr in the luilf-plane JB(t) > yo, and

+ 0) + w(6 - 0)}
- - a) =~ /(t) e"^ . (6 li)

where y>yQi y>0y and the infinite integral in (614) is evaluated as

ny-biV

lit I .

r~5.oo J y-iY

It ia clear that the theorem theoretically muat apply to the phyaioal

problem in hand, and therefore, given /(t), the to, and e, (and any olaasioal

part) are uniquely determinate. But it ia not practically applicable unloaa

our knowledge of/(T) ia so precise that wo know it arot laiorely niamorioally

but formally, as a function of the complex variable t. This difficulty can bo

turned by a laaethod duo to SchwaiViSohild,* but ns it is still doubtful

whether even so the method would give results of jaraotioal interest, wo

shall not pursue it further.

In the case, however, of radiation (or the linear harmonic oscillator) wo

believe that wo do know the exact form of/(T). It is then of interest to see

that the weights must be of the form assigned. Bor if we demand that

hv
QhvlkT„ 1

}

SO that /(t) = C?(l — e~^‘’”')“^ {G constant), .....

n Cy-l-lw aer

th™ j(„(.+0)+M.-0)}. T=7^'T-

Now (1 - e-*")-!= 1 + ... -I-
e-(P-i-i>'‘''’'/(l - 0-'"'^).

Ohoose p so that p < e//tr <p + 1 . Then

^{l0(e + O)H-TO(e-O)}

(016)

G
V 1s—

.

0 2in}y-i

y+ ^ 00 hv\r

^nij y—ioo 1- .fl-aH'T yly-im T 2irij

= G(p -hl+j). (016)

By an application of Cauchy’s theorem it is easily shown that /

=

0 . It

follows that the weights must be G for e—rhv and zero for all other e. No

other scheme of weights caai be admitted.

If alternatively we demand the average energy

then by simple integration

/(t)-
(TfeiAi-T

{G constant). (017)

* Seo Fowlor, loc, ciU p. 470,
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The weight function can be evaluated by the same arguments and we find

that the only admissible weights are weights 0 for e = {r+ liv and zero for

ail other e.

If we accept the general basis from which we have developed the equili-

brium theory of statistical mechanics in this monograjih, then the experi-

mental laws of temperature radiation may be taken as demanding that/(T)

for a simple linear harmonic oscillator shall be given by (6 1 6) . It then follows

that the weight function must be determined by (616), that is, must bo that

assumed by Planck, It is of course possible to call in question the general

basis, but not, accepting this basis, Planck’s assumption,*

A dhect analysis of the Stefan-Boltzmann law by this method is also not

•without interest; the value of/(T) is

/(t)= (7exp(o'F/T®).

Prom this it follows by further applications of Cauchy’s theorem that

w(-0)= 0,
21

{ffF)*6»

31 er'’

The toeighi function therefore must have a discontinuity 0 at e^O. The state

of zero energy must have a non-zero weight. Por other energies the funotion is

too complicated to give us much information, but the non-classical naturef

of the weight funotion is already evident.

§6*8, Entropy and thermodynamic probability. It is not in general our

purpose in this monograph to attempt critical discussions of alternative

presentations of statistical mechanics, but rather to develop the theory on

a single consistent plan in a manner as logical as possible. It is not, however,

possible at this point to pass by entirely in silence other methods of intro-

ducing entropy into statistical mechanics, without giving some indication

of why the very strict analogy to classical thermodynamics has been

preferred here.

Entropy is usually introduced into statistical mechanics by means of

Boltzmann’s hypothesis relating it to probability. We cannot do more than

abstract the various arguments here; for the best systematic account the

reader should refer to Planck. J It will be assumed that ho is familiar with

Planck’s account. Boltzmann’s hypothesis is based in general on the fact

* This disousaion contains the whole substance of Poinear^, J, de Physiqtie, vol, p, 6 (1012),

but much aimplified and rendered more rigorous by the use of the maohinory of the present

niothoda, The hypothesis and coneluaions ai:o essentially the same,

f See the olassioal paper by Ehrenfest, Ann. d, Phyaik, vol, 30, 103 (1011 )» where just this

point is established by reasoning essentially the same. The present methods again allow of groat

simplification

,

t Plan ole, WdmeaMJmff, 3rd Absohnitt, ed. 5 (or later).
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that on the one hand tlio assembly tends to got into its most probable state

(whioh is equivalent to the average state with whioh we work hero), while

on the other hand its entropy tends to inoroase, so that a funotional relation

between the entropy and the jirobability W of a stato

may be postulated by a legitimate analogy. The analogy is of the same typo

as that by whioh we have postulated functional relationships between t' and

T and the A’s and the p,’s. il’ho argument then proooods somewhat as follows.

Suppose we can assign the numorioal value of W for the probability of the

state of any assembly. If thoroforo avo have tAvo suoh assomblios Avhioh are

entirely independent, then by a fundamental principle of probability tho

joint probability is the product of the tAVO separate probabilities or

= (018)

On the other hand, by tho second laAv of thermodynamics tho joint entropy

is the sum of the separate entropies (with suitable adjustments of tiro

additive constants) and so +
Tho funotional relationship must then bo

^=*logF,

h being a universal constant. We liavs still to assign a deflnito Avay of

specifying W for any statistical state of any assembly, For use as W in tills

comieotion the quantity '‘thermodynamic probability" is introduced and

defined to be equal to tho number of complexions corresponding to tho

specified state. This number W is then made a maximum subject to tho

condition of constant energy—tho assembly is then in its most iirobablo

state—and the maximum value of hlog W so obtained is equated to tho

entropy S. Tho entropy S so defined has been shown in §
0-3* to agree with

the entropy of classical thermodynamics, and in gonoi'al possesses tho

fundamental increasing property. It should bo observed that there are tAVO

quite distinct steps in the argument after W has been equated to tho

thermodynamic probability. In the first tho determination oftho maximum

fixes tho most probable state of the assembly by itself. In tho second the

assembly is related to the outside world by determining its entropy by (020).

Finally, tho absolute temiierature scale is introduced by tho relation

Unfortunately, there is much to be critioized in this argument, In the

fii’st place there is some vagueness as to what precisely is happening in the

* A Blight oxtonsion of § 0-3 is roquirod to show that 11'',i,#* and H'loi aro olTootlvoly tho same.

.Tho coiToctness o£ S Is easily voriflod directly in simple oases,

t Tills abstract is intended to do proper justice to tho argument dosoribod, which is in any case

ologant and attraotlvo, Tho reader should siipidomont it by roforonoe to Planck (/ec* o>V,) at least.

(fllO)

(
020

)
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building up of one assembly out of two to yield equations (618) and (619).

The addition of entropies can usually only be realized by some form of

thermal contact, and is then true in general only when the temperatures are

equal. But both these conditions require that the assemblies shall not bo

independent. So it is only possible to give a meaning to (619) by making (618)

invalid or at best not necessarily valid, which destroys tlie a priori nature of

the argument. For example, it is argued that 8^ follows dheotly

from the second law. It is hard to see how this can be derived except from

the equation dQi^^dQ^+dQ 2̂
which is true neglecting surface interactions.

This then leads to dS-y^ = d8y 4-d8^ , and so to (6 1 9), only ifthe temperatures

are equal,* It is not maintained that this criticism could not bo turned, but

it disposes at least of Planck’s example of a composite assembly consisting

ofany body on the Earth’s surface and an enclosure oftemperature radiation

on Sirius.

In the second place, the probability W of any statistical state of an

assembly requires of course precise and careful definition in such a way that

(618) holds a priori. The definition of W actually used, thermodynamic

probability or number of complexions, makes W a large integer and not a

probability at all (which must bo a proper fraction); thus (018) cannot bo

maintained by any appeal to the theory of probability, for, frankly, that

theory is irrelevant, On the other hand, genuine probabilities such as the

ratio of the number of complexions representing any statistical state to the

total number of complexions do not lead (straightforwardly) to the right

result.

It is well known that actually the “thermodynamic probability^’ does

lead to the right value ofthe entropy, and it is perhaps worth while to pause

and enquire how the criticism juat formulated is to be satisfied. If wo take

the genuine probability, in so far as we have to calculate the most probable

state for given energy the total number of complexions 0 is constant, we
are concerned only with the equation

^'^«“^/dog(F71f“), .(021) ,

i.e. with ratios of Wy and so the argument is unafEeoted. But when in the

second step we attemj)t to determine the vahie of the entropy itself from

(620) with BJnax? we find in all cases the trivial result 0, It is a simple

consequence of the arguments leading to (676) that W^^JO or

If(average stato)/(7

is always effectively unity, expressing the fact that the possession of the

average or most probable state is a normal property of the assembly.

* It ia juat at thia stop that an important logical obsourity ontors. Wo havo no right to dorivo

from without an explicit recognition that wo havo raado a apooial

ohoico of tlio additive constants in tlio entropies.
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It is tliua clear that the straightforward process is useless, and if wo are

to retain a relation between entropy and probability wo must find a way of

justifying the omission of the denominator G. As long as wo eonsider the
assembly as a whole this is impossible, for 0 depends on T and cannot bo
ignored when variations of temperature are contemplated. In fact the

usual arguments are attempting an impossibility, for they attempt to

determine the entropy of an assembly, which determines its relation to the

outside world, by oonsidei'ation of the assembly by itself. The difficulty can
be overcome, therefore, only by considering the assembly in question as part
of a much larger assembly. Consider, for example, a group ofM localized

systems immersed in a bath of a very much larger number N of other

localized systems. The statistical state of the whole is specified as usual by
a^, the numbers ofsystems in the permitted states or colls.

The probability of the statistical state specified by «o, cq, ... is

l'F(ao,ai,.,
/M\ . iy[poVi^... \ /

0,

where Sj denotes summation over all b's such that

Comparing G and Sj, wo see at once that

Sinoe N is very largo compared to M, Theorem 2*31 shows that approxi-

whore O- is fixed by

0 (mr
d {gm^= 0 .

Thus W^{«o,«!,...) =
Jf I

(022){/W
Equation (622) shows that the true probability W is proportional to the

thermodynamic probability provided the total energy of theJf systems,

is fixed, but even now not otherwise unless the temperature of the large

assembly is practically infinite, 3 = 1. IfVo wish to maintain the relation

between the entropy and probability, it seems as if wo can only justify the

use of ''thermodynamic ju’obability” by considering a group of systems as

part of a very large assembly at a very groat temperature. If we do

this, then it is easily verified that Wii=‘WiW2 for any two parts of such

an assembly (whether or no the temperatm’o is very great) and the first
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diffloulty is also turned. This treatment would be perhaps artificial but

not illogioal.

We can cast (622) into an alternative, more illuminating form. For the

natural contribution of the M systems to the entropy of tlie assembly in

equilibrium is
jfc(j|flog/(i)-)-^„log^}.

which we may call • Therefore

ffK, (C23)

which shows at once that ^ before, and that, defining entropy via.

probability, we amve at

max = (624)

It is only in some such sense as this that a meaning can be assigned to

Boltzmann’s hypothesis, but then it must be noted that it survives in.

Boltzmann’s own form
ppypp, (626)

The whole development has thus become rather clumsy, for the entropy

itself is a function only of the group and its temperature, but has to bo

derived for the group in relation to an infinite assembly at infinite tempera

-

ture, It would appear to be much bettor, if a direct definition of entro];)y is

required in terms of complexions and not via the classical form dQ — TdSi

to abandon all reference to the theory ofprobability and define the entropy

simply as h times the logarithm of the number of oomploxions, that is by

(676). This definition must then of course be justified by direct comparison

with classical thermodynamics, not by the apriori arguments which wo have

been criticizing here. It is a definition which has much to recommend it,

especially as it enables the definition of entropy to be extended to cover

non-equilibrium states.

As yet no reason has been given against the introduction of entropy by

(626) or in the more generalway justsuggested, ifsuch away is still preferred.

It must be observed, however, that there is no hope of a logical definition of

absolute entropy by such an equation as (026). This is as it should be. Much
has been written of absolute entropy in the belief that in this way a basis

could be found for Nernst^s heat theorem. We shall show in the next chapter

that this theorem takes its natural place in the equilibrium theory of pure

statistical mechanics, and can be formulated without reference to entropy

at all, still less to absolute entropy,* Even if entropy is defined by (576)

* Even in’tho 5th edition (p. 110) of his Wikmastrahlung Planok says: “As opposed to [Uoltz-

manti’s hypothesis (625)] wo assign to the entropy S a quito definite absolute value, Tliis is a stop

of essential import, which can only he justified by tlio verification of its oonsoquonoos. It loads,

as wo shall see later, of necessity to the qxiantum hypothesis, and thereby on tlie one hand, for

radiant heat, to a dofinito law of distribution of energy for black radiation and on tho other for

the heat of solids to Nomst’s heat theorem,” It should be reinembored that Planok is thinking
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there is still nothing really absolute about it. Wo oan never know whether

onr analysis of complexions is really comi)lote. At one stage wo may omit

all reforenoo to nuolear spin and its orientation. Then we gonoralizo the count

to include it. But why should this bo the last stop?

There is, however, yet a further difficulty in the introduction of entropy

in this way, logically founded on its increasing property. I’ho identification

of and h log W is based on an analogy, correct enough so far as it goes, but

insufficiently deep. For it is tacitly assumed tliat the entropy is the only

function of the state of the assembly which has this inorea-silig property.

This, however, is untrue, for 'Z= S-\-bE, where b is any constant, also has

the same increasing property, and wo have no a priori reason for preferring

one Table of b to any other. If wo take the general value S for the entropy

we find for the relation between T and !)•

1 fiy

^v]uoh does not dotonnino a tiniqiio toniperaturo scale. In feet we oan only

see that 6 == 0 by a direct appeal to the second law dQ = TdSf which will only

liold with 6 == 0. The use of functions with the inoroasing property can

apparently never load to precise results witJiout an appeal to dQ. If this

appeal has to bo made in any case, the method of approach by the increasing

property loses any possible advantage over the classical method adopted in

this monograph.

The diffioultios pointed out above occur for the simplest non-dissociating

assemblies, and render unsatisfactory, oven for these, the introduction of

entropy via Boltzmann’s hypothesis. Wlion wo come to general dissociating

assemblies the difficulties become still more pronounced, because the logical

determination of the proper dependence of the ontroi^y on the number of

systems of any typo present is almost impossible by this method. These

difficulties havo been pointed out by EhronfeBfc and Trlcal* and wo need not

stress them hero. They again arise in what is virtually an attempt to deter-

mine tlie doj)endGnco of S on N or M without reference to any reversible

method by which N or M may be sui)posed to bo varied, and as such are

doomed to failure.

§6*9. Poaiiion of BoUzmann^a hypothesis in the present theory. The very

general form of (624) or (625) makes these oqtuatioiis important instruments

of investigation especially in oomplioated assemblies for whioli exi^Uoit

priinfirily of tlio fact tliafc in tho oltissioal theory the entropy of a solid would not remain finite

aa iP—>0, and the rG(][niroment that it should remain fluito demands tho quantum tlioory. 12von

ciHo''ving for this, it is impossible to accept his statoinont fully. It will bo maintained in this

monograph tliat whatovor tho practical convonionco of tlio idea of absoluto entropy (often groat)

it is of no theoretical importanco wJiatovor,

Elironfcst and Trkal, lac. ciU; Fowl or, JPhU. Mag. vol. 46, p. 497 (1023).
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forms for the partition function may be difficult or impossible to construct.

It is important, therefore, to fix theirpositioninthe theory as here developed,

a position of course not that of a fundamental hypothesis but of a general

theorem, when our definition ofthe entropy 8 is suitably extended. We have

shown in equation (676) that for the whole assembly /S^/ijlog 0. We can

extend our definition of 8^ in conformity with the usages of classical thermo-

dynamics, so as to apply to any physically separable part of the assembly

by the convention that the entroj>y of the part may be calculated as in

§ 6*3 as if the part were a separate assembly with specified energy and con-

figuration, This convention is obviously self-consistent. Special adjustments

of /Sq are of course implied to make the entropy additive in equilibrium, Wo
then recover (626) as a general theorem, valid at least for any small part of a

large assembly, if ratio of probabilities means simply ratio of representative

complexions.

In order to provide a priori for a connection between entropy and pro-

bability we were logically compelled to discuss a i)art of a very much largex"

assembly, and have formulated (626) in this connection. The large assembly,

however, is irrelevant to the truth of (626) as a general theorem in statistical

mechanics. It is easy to verify that (026) applies at once to any specified

configurations ofthe whole assembly or ofthe whole ofany parts into which

we choose to divide it.We can calculate the entropy ofeach part as si:)eoified,
*

and it follows at once by (676) that for each part <5-/(3 log ^7^ The total

number of weighted complexions representing tlie specification is therefore

n ((7') taken over each part and therefore the probability is projportional to

exp(S Sjh). When the specified state is the equilibrium state for the,whole

assembly S 8 reduces to the usual 8 and n {G*) effectively to (7. Tor the

ratio of the probabilities of two such specifications we have therefore

6xp{(S5-'S5')/^} which is (626), Wo summarize this oonoliision in the

following

Theorem 6*9 {Boltzmann*s hypoilmis). If the entropy 8 ofmy assembly or

its part is defined as in § 6*3 {with suitable additive constants)
y and if as usual

the probability W of any specification of the assembly is proportional to the

number of representative complexions, then

8^8*^MogWIW\ (626)

The theorem as proved refers only to specifications of the assembly or its

parts in which molar variables alone are concerned. If the specifications

become so detailed as to be molecular, then our 8 ceases to have a meaning,

We shall not be concerned to use 8 in such oases, but ifan extended definition

to cover such oases is required it can obviously be provided by the equation

* Subjoofc to tho conditions speciflod each part will bo in its owji equilibrium state,
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/S^^/cIog Q, whioli wo have already soon to be valid in all oases in which a

therinodynamio S exists.

Problems arising in complioated systems such as liquids or far-from-

perfeot gases, particularly in connection with fluctuations, can sometimes bo

handled Avith the help of (020) and thetheorems ofolassioal thermodynamics,

when a direct treatment would fail for lack ofpower to construct or handle

the oomplioatod partition function, A well-known example is the theory of

density fluctuations and the opalescence ofliquids near their critical point. *

A formula is required for the I’olative frequency of volume fluctuations of

specified range in a given small element of volume. This frequency is given

of course by the W of (020), which can bo used in the form

= {«, constant), (027)

If, hoAvover, the volume flxiotuations may be thought of as isothermal

—

legitimate certainly for a small element of volume out of the largo assembly

—this can be oast in a form Avhioh is easier to use. Por then, since

8={E~l!')lT,

Avhero F is Helmholtz’s free energy (work function), and since for the

volume oleinont and the rest of the fluid S {LM) = 0, Ave have

(028)

where 21 (AP) denotes the maximum Avork that the assembly can bo made

to do in returning isothermally and reversibly to its equilibrium state,

Wo should not close this cliapter without a roforonoo to the ideas

put foi’Avard by Cr. N. Lewis,f Avith the help of which ho propounds a

generalized form of thermodynamics incorporating the laws of fluctuations

which are more usually regarded as a deduction only from statistical

moohanics. It would however take us too far afield to describe his

arguments hero.

* iKiiiafcoin, Ann, il* Physikt voh 33^ p* 1275 (1010)» Soo alao Chapter xx.

t 0* N, Lowia, J* Amer, Ohm» *S'oc. vol. 63, p. 2678 (1031).



CHAPTER VII

NEBNST’S HEAT THEOREM AND THE CHEMICAL CONSTANTS

§7’1. The vapour pressure equation of classical thermodynamics. As an

introduction to the main subject of this chapter we must coniparo the

formulae of classical thermodynamics and statistical mechanics for the

vapom’ pressure equation {§6*42), Later on we mxist do the same for the

reaction isoohore (§ 6-3). Por convenience ofreference wo start by giving the

thermodynamical formula for the vapour pressure and its deduction, which

enables us to make clear the necessary assumptions and approximations.

Consider an assembly containing originally a gram-molecule of a con-

densed substance, at a temperature T^ and pressure p^ which is its natural

vapour pressure. The vapoiu- is assumed to be an ideal gas so that for one

gram-molecule of vapour pV = RT. (i) Allow the condensed phase to

evaporate completely at temperatiu’e 2 2 and pressurep^

.

This is a reversible

process in which the energy absorbed is Aj and tlie gain of entropy

(ii) Now expand tlie vapour isothermally and reversibly, doing work, to

pressure p-^. The heat absorbed is 2?22log{p2/Pi), equal to the work done;

the energy does notchangeand tlie gain ofentropy isM logip^jj-f) .
(iii) Lower

the temperature at constant pressure pi until condensation starts, ‘Super-

cooling not being allowed to occur. The assembly loses energy f dT‘
J'i\

CTt

and entropy Gp^dT'jT', Hero is the specific heat of the vapour at

constant pressure pi , but since tlie vapour is ideal Cp^ is independent of Pi

and may be written simply Qj,. (iv) Compress the vapour isothermally

until it is entirely condensed at temperature Ti and pressure pi. The
assembly loses energy A^ and entropy AJT^, (v) Heat up tlie condensed

phase from 2’^
, to 2^

2 , p^ keeping the pressure at its equilibrium value for

each temperature, so that evaporation is always just unable to occur. The
pn pa't

assembly gains energy
^

(C^)8oid2’' and entropy {Op)sQidT'jT'

.

In

this integral is the specific heat of the condensed phase under the

conditions specified, that is at apressure always equal to the vapour pressure

for the temperature, and the integral must include all the heats oftransition

(melting is one such transition) if any transition points occur in the range.

The cycle is reversible and the entropy change vanishes so that

-^a

+ \jOp-{GpUW'IT'^0,
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Tliia expression obviously reduces to an equality between two expressions

one depending only on the other only on oaoli must thoroforo bo

constant and wo And, di’opj)ing suffixes, that

m
whore i*' is some constant* The energy changes also must vanish so that

(030)
J Ti

dassioal thermodynamics has nothing to say as to whether the integral in

(630) should converge as 2\->0, But in fact it does so converge since

{Op)gt}i~ 0(T^} and <7j,= 0(1). It follows that, letting 2i->-0,

A(7’)=Jjq,-(q,)aoil^W’'-l-Ao (031)

On using this value of A(7') in (029) wo obtain

HP “
“

J - iO.UWf' +j'''^iL^hsLclT' + i'\

On rearranging the integrals by integration by parts this beoomos

logy- f^K-^o,uir'^i"' (032)

It is convenient to break up the specific heat ofthe vapour into two parts

(C^,)o and of which (0^)^ is a constant part (constant over the tem-

perature range which may be in question) and {Gp)i a variable part. It is a

quantum I’osult that this can always be arranged so that the double integral

converges when the outer lower limit is zero, and the iimer integrand is

. The term in (Op)^ integrates and gives

i^log2'

besides ooirtributions to i'”. Wo are therefore finally loft with

(633)

The constant i i.s commonlyknown as the chemical constant^ but for reasons

that will appear would be better known as the vapmir pressure constant of

the vapour in question. In deriving (033) we have assumed, besides the first

and second laws of thermodynamics, merely that the vapour is an ideal gas.

The trivial dillorences between (Gp)goi zero pressure or one atmosphere

or for the sequence of natural vapour pi'essuros can also be ignored so that

throughout our analysis of vapour pressures wo shall use for (l4)goi the

specific heat of the condensed phase at some standard pressure, usually one

FAM 14
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atmosphere. With the.S6 assumptions together with tlie quantum assump-

tions of convergence of the integrals at the lower limit equation (633) is a

classical thermodynamic relation. About the actual values of Ao and i

classical thermodynamics has nothing to say. The value of i will differ

according to the value assigned to the constant part of Gpi this may
be conveniently varied according to the temperature range, and in all

statements about i ((7j,)o must be specified.

§7'11. The vapour p'esmre equation of statistical mechanics. In § 6*42 wo

obtained the corresponding statistical formula (equation (620)) whioh can

be written in the form t

f-VwY
Ih’om this we derived equation (623) which is repeated here for refoi’ence;

V (LT’ f2’'

Iogp= -^+|log7’-J^ {G,UdT‘'+lo^
(2iTm)^ hi

.(623)

This equation is the exjjanded form of (634) when the systems in both gas

and crystal are effectively struotm’eless massive 23oints so that for example

k(0)= 1. We see at once that (623) and (633) are equivalent, since for atoms

representable by such systems

The essentially new contribution made by the statistical treatment is the

evaluation oft:
(
2i7m)lhi

'
h*

’
t=log' .(636)

(structureless monatomic systems in both vapour and gas),

111 establishing this interpretation of (634) we have made use of the

relationship gm, -y,

logK(3’)==J^^,J^ ((7^),„d7’" [«(0) = 1], (636)

an equation whioh requires a more exact study, now to be undertaken. The
volume V of the crystal containing a fixed number of atoms is not itself

fixed, but is a function of the temperature. In order to oonstruot k{T) we
have to suppose that V has been given an assigned value, and the value

chosen must bo specified before (636) has a precise moaning. The necessary

jirecision is provided by the following

Lemma ?• 1 1 . Let the state of zero energy of a crystal (containing one gram-

molecule or P atoms) be defined to be its state at zero temperature andpressure,

Let the exact partition function for the crystal, [K(y,T)Y, be a function of V
and T only. Let the specific heat of the crystal be measured in such a way
that at each temperatwe of measurejneni the pressure p acting on the crystal
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is constant during measurement and has a definite value p[T) subfict to the

realriction that j;(0) = 0» Then

.
'<nnT) r rr

. _L r'(P>)‘F^dr'

(037)

In this equation V{T) is ilia volume which the ci'ystal must have at temqyeralure

T when the pressure acting on it is p{T),

The ijroof is as follows. From the thormodynamio dolinitiou of Gp^f)

J^\ mv{nf)
\

jdV{T)\
dT d'V Ip'

It follows easily by integration and 1180 of (3C0) that

HT^—log ,<iV, T) = E{V{nT)^V^p^r,dT'

Moreover by (376)

Combining those equations and simplifying the p, V terms, we lind

log K{V{T),T) =-^j^ Oj0.)dT' ‘

On integrating this equation we obtain (637).

An immediate oonsoquonoo of this theorem is that

log
«(F(g'),y)

«(F(0),0)
(038)

It is easily veriflod that if Gp ,
measured at some pressure or pressures other

than zero is used in (638) in place of (Cj,)j,.o the error oommitted will bo

trivial so long as the work done in the expansion of the crystal against tliis

pressure is small compared with BT. This error is entirely trivial in vapour

pressure applications, and equation (623) is justifled.

Lemma 7 ' 1 1 is more useful in the following extended form

:

Lemma 7- 11 [extension). Let the partition function for a mixed ci'ystal of

P molecules in all [P is the number ofmolecrdea in one gram-molecule) be

^j>K(K2'){A(y)P‘{/2(5fT»-F (Di+A+...-i)-

In this form Nj, is independent of V and T, K„(Kg’) is the partition function

for the acoustical modes of the ci'ystal, and fi(T), f^i'f), ... arc the partition

functions for the d'ienlationa and intei'nal energies of the various molecules in

the lattice, Letthereferencesiate of zero energy he chosen so that k„(F(0),0) = 1.

Let the molecular states of lowest energy in fi[T), f^[T), ... have weights and
I

14 -il
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energies eoS ••• respectively. Thenif{OjXo\ (hespecific heat

of the crystal measured always at the pressure of its own vapour and the trivial

work term is neglected

CT- ,ipi eT

%5j ^

(C'„)3oi«!7’"-IogK(Ky) iUTW^

+
^ ‘ - i?l logV~ -^2 ^Og ~ • ...(639)

The proof is simple and will be omitted. The extension shows that if tJie

crystalhne partition function in its most general form is [7f(T)]^ then

CT tlP' CP"

J 0» J 0

(^v^BoidT''^logH{T) + (terms in i). ...(640)

It remains to evaluate explicitly the contributions to \ogp arising from

log f{T). In all cases there must be the terms given in (621 ) for a structureless

system, namely
log

f(2'7TwfcT)^F|

/i8

JL
'kT'

To this a term-log /^(T) must be added when there is any structure, where

fJ(T) is the partition function for any rotational, vibrational, orientational

or electronic states of the system thatmay be relevant in the vapour phase.

If we choose to regard only the translational motion as contributing to

(Oj,)„ then, by arguments similar to those ofLemma 7- 1 1,

UT) rdT' f
The definition of % is such that /^{T) always starts with a constant term.

The partition function/^{2') can often be analysed further (at least approxi-

mately) into rotational and vibrational parts. When any one of these factors

is efiectively classical, the contribution to log/^(jP) takes the form

slog T + const., where 2« is the number of square terms in the classical part

of the energy. We can absorb these terms into [(C^)o/-^.l log T’ by a now

choice of (Gj,)q and the extra constant into i. The rest of/^{T), ^^(T) say,

necessarily continues to satisfy

Do ) dT"

The principal results are summarized below. Of course A^fJi and

identical.

Vapour Pressure Pom^ilae: Pure Crystals

logl>--^+!^log3'+J';^J(’t(Op).-(0,UiJ'"+i (63S)

Crystalline partitionfunction, [Ka(T)f{T)Y [k„(0) => 1, /(O) = tuo].
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I. Monatomic vapours and crystals. Atoms with intmml slruciure

arisingfrom nuclear orientations and eleclronia muUiplels

Gaseous partition fimclion,

-B
® ^ 7f* Too

If i^p)x js noglected in (033), tlion i is slightly variable,

Wq

,(041)

i^log- *(042)

JI, Diatomic molecules in vajmirs arid crystals

{a) Non-classical rotations in vaponr—as ahove^ equation (041).

(6) Classical rotations in vaj)onr,

Oaseous partition function^

-

^8
- n^{T) |.w„{0) = v„],

where A is the transverse moment of inertia and a = l for molecules Zr, o-» 2

ah^ Too
*

{Gp\Ms
R =|-; i=iog' (043)

III. Polyatomic molecules in vapours and crystals

{a) Linear molecules—asfor 11 {b).

(6) Non-linear molecules.

Gaseous partitionfunction,

{^irmkTfMBu^ABGi^h^rr v/m' ///t\ r /an i^

—

W~^ gF"~— ^

whereA, B, G are theprincipalmoments ofinertia, and a, the symmetrynumber,

can be evaluated by a study of the symmetry reguirements of the atomic nuclei;

(27m)® 87/^(877*^50')®/*:® Do(q,)o

R
= 4; i-log- W UJn

(844)

Iff vibrational degrees of freedom in the gaseous molecules offrequencies

with 2/ square terms are effectively classical, their contribution may be

extractedfrom {Gj,)i . We must then add

to
{G„)o

R ’

y
.(646)
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§7‘12. The va/pour pressure equations concluded. Mixed crystals. It

remains to discuss mixed crystals but we shall confine attention to ideal

ones in which the components mix perfectly. It has been shown in equation

(560) for two components forming such a crystal in the abundance ratio

Dy : Dj, 1, that

/y.L^)— I j)
fv^T) 1 (646)

Equation (646) is easily generalized to any number of components. We find

p=yI
umr

:]•
.(647)

It follows at once from the definitions of/, and /f„ that

p='S,DgPs.
«=i

.(648)

ivhere p^ is the vapour pressure of a pure crystal consisting of the sth com-

ponent only.

Equation (648) is exact (under the rather stringent assumptions we have

used for ideal mixed crystals). It is however inconvenient to use, and since

in any application made where the components are different isotopes the

differences of the jp*s among themselves are only of the order of one part in

seven, we can replace (648) by the approximation

Iog3)= SDjlogj), (649)

with an error ofnot more than 1 per cent* in jp.* We shall therefore wso (649)

as the statistical result for mixed crystals.

Equation (649) gives us at once

hTf^%T)J^
V J

’

Lemma 7- 11 (extension) evaluates the second term. The first term can be

similarly evaluated, for we can oast log{}cTfy‘{T)/V} into the form

-^+^^^ogT+j,+logn/{T),

where Xa is fh© heat of evaporation of a molecule of the 5th type at the

absolute zero, (0^% the constant part of the speoiflo heat at constant

pressure, a constant and n^^{T) the partition function factor for the rest

* If + S Z),o{^=x0 and^j =:oxp(£ i^^log instead ofp^p, then the error Ap eatieflefl
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of the (non-olassioal) energy—all for the Jtli tyx^o of moleonlc, IMiis can then

be still further reduood to

Now consider tho (ideal) mixed vapour. Wo have afconooS,.79g(tlj,")0 — (C'jJn,

SgZ»a((7j,»)i = (C'p)i, whoro {O^X and i‘Op)i refer to tJio iiiixture at tlio given

(fixed) composition. TJio Xa^ a™ unlikely to cliilor nutoh among thomsolvos,

but if wo write S-Djyj= y, then y is tho moan heat of evaporation for tho

mixture of the assigned composition. Absorbing tho IJT terms from tho

orystallino partition funotiona in y avo thus find ns before

logp^-^, +^^logT
p' dT' p' [K]x-(C,,U]dT"+i,

^yhere now

It is obvious from tho form that
r

® ^ (Wo)J
.(060)

......(061)

Avhero ig would be the vapour pressure oonabant in tho equation for a pure

crystal of tho sth typo of moleoulo, in equilibrium Avith its OAvn iniro vapour.

We can summarize this disoussion in tho folloAving statoinent.

Vaimtr pressureformulae. Ideal mixed crystals

Calculate tJie spmfic heats (<^,*)o, (^/)i) (<^>*)aoi> the vapour presstire

constants ig for each type of system, forminff separately a pure crystal and

vapour. Then fat' the mixed crystal

(<?,,)o
= S«4(0/)o, (t7^)i«S,X>,(C7A* (Ci>)aoi=S,4(C'^%,. i^'I.gDgig,

(062)

where the abundances of the types are givm by the Z^, 23^Zj, « 1.

§7*13. Basis of the comparison beHoeen theory/ ami experiment, (i) Use of

diatomic ctr polyatomicformulae fori, Pornnilao (033) and (0<tl)-(6‘16) alloAV

us considerable latitude in the manner in Avhioh a ooinimrison between

observed and theoretical values of » may be made for other than monatomic

vapours, nPor monatomio vapours tho only choice lies betAveon the exact

(041) and the approximate (642) Avhich can bo used when {Cj,\ is small and

fflT) does not vary much over the temperatxiro range used. For other gases

the monatomio formulae can always be used so long as we retain the whole

rotational, vibrational and oleotronio energy in [Gp)^ and use observed

values for {0^)^

,

Wo can obtain in this way further direct tests of the mon-

atomio formula for i unaffected by speoiflo heat theory,

This procedure is however often impraotioable or inconvenient and we
use one of the other formulae Avith (C?j,)o > JJ?. It must be remembered
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hoTOver in comparing such forms with experiment that they are no longer

independent of specific heat theory, and errors in that theory will reveal

tliemselves as erroi*a in i. Consider for example the rotational term, The
formula (633) for logp strictly contains a term which we may ^vrite

reducible exactly to Pog{r'(if)/r'(0)}]Qtig ,
where r'(T) is the “observed”

partition function exactly reproducing the observed speoiflo heats. But
when for example we take the rotations as classical for T > and use (643)

for i we replace this by a theoretical expression which of course varies with

T in very nearly the correct manner for T>1’q but which may not exactly

reproduce the residual constant in (663). Assuming that the raonatomio

formula for i is correct we are by such a comparison testing speoilio heat

theory rather than tlie theory of vapour pressure constants.

(it) Ohangea ofphase in the condensedfm'm. Changes of phase in the con-

densed form may be regarded as automatically allowed for by equation

(633) when we use proper observed values of Where the term

occurs, the inclusion of any latent heat terms must be understood. In

terms of what are

teqjreted to mean

normally called specific heats, this integral must ho hi'

(^< 2]),

(y>2}).

wliere 2] is a transition temperature and is the latent heat of transition,

which will usually be positive as written above.

Ti’ouble, however, will arise if we have extrapolated back to zero an
apparently well-deterniined curve of specific heats tlirough an unknown
transition point. This can of course only happen at low temperatures at

which, apart from changes of phase, will be given sufficiently

closely by If, however, there was really a transition point (A^) at 2],

then the correct value of the integral for ^ > 2} is not A but

In this A*T^ is the form of the integral for 2^ < 2], We may assume that

A^ > 0 and perhaps that A* <A^ since the transition is lilcely to be to a more
stable and therefore more rigid form. It seems to be the case, however, tliat

and A, or more generally the specific heats on either side of the transition
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point are very nearly equal, and tlioreforo that tlie sign of the error, which

we will call is the same as that of A;. Instead of the correct value of

dT'

dT'

RT'^

'

WG shall thoroforo ho using

Tlio right-hand side of our formula for log^j is thoroforo too large, by

iiiU} 27

The term in 1/2' does not matter. It is absorbed in Aq, which is in practice

an adjustablo constant. The observed value of i will thorofore bo too small

by (i,i(R'l\

,

which may bo expected to bo positive.*

(iii) Jfowa^oww'c vapour pressure constants via dissociation equilibria. To
obtain as many examples of monatomic vapour jiroasure constants as

possible, it is important to recognize that a knowledge of vapour pressures

and dissociation equilibria for diatomic gases such as the halogens provides

us at once with a direct determination of the vapour in’ossuro oonsfcant

of the atom into which theoretical uncertainties as to the struoture of the

free moleoulo do not enter. Expressed in partition functions wo have

irJnm {Ky fm

and therefore

an expression into which no referenoe to the moleoular form enters. Since

V~
{Mjvr

N,,IV

where Kj, is the equilibrium oonstant, and p the diatomic pressure, M^fV
oan be “observed’* and the monatomic vapour pressure oonstant directly

determined. In iiraotioe vapour pressures and equilibrium constants are not

observed for the same temi)oratures and an extrapolation of one or other is

needed by the theoretical formula. This will mvolve a knowledge of the

spieoifio heats of the moleoule over the range of extrapolation, but will

involve the moleoule in no other way. The same I'eault oan easily be obtained

from the tliermodynamioal forms. In praotico the analysis will be oarried

out separately to determine 2i{X)-i{X2) from logK^, see §7*4, and i{X^)

from log 5). These are then added together and halved, to give the entry in

the table.

* .l^or this clisousfllon soo Cox, Proo% Ga7}ib, Phil, Soc, vol* 21, p, 641 (1923),
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§7*2, Oomparison of observed and theoretical monatomic vapour pre88%ire

constants. For numerical comparisons it is usual to rewrite (633) so that^

is measured in atmospheres and the log’s are logi^ , In that case the mon-

atomic (641) becomes

-^1*687 ^-flogipm’^-flogioPoH^ (^S4)

where m* is the chemical atomic weight, defined by taking the value of m*
for the (average) oxygen atom to be 16*000. The following table contains all

the reliable comparisons of which I am aware. TJxe table is followed by

comments explaining and justifying the values of and Wq adopted for

each class of atom; accepting these values the agreement botweon theory

and observation is all that could be desired,

Tabm 11,

Monatomic vapour pressure constants.

Vapom* Atomic
Po/tUo

i i observed Authorities

weight calculated and rmigo for i obs.

Hg 200*6 1 L860 1*83 + 0*03 (1)

Cd 112*4 1 1*488
fl*46±0*l
tP67 (C)

Zn 66*37 1 1-136 1*21 + 0*16 (9)

Pb 207-2 1 1*887 fl-8 ±0-2
1 2-27 ± 0-00

(1)

(7)
Mg 24*32 1 0*49 0*47 ±0*2 (0)
Ne 1 0*37 0*39 ±0*04 (10)
A 1 0*813 0*79 ±0*04 (1)
Ha(ir<40^) 1 -1*132 -1*00 ±0*02 (2)

m r0*63 (3)

(8)0*766 ]0*78±0*1
l0*07 (4)

K 30-1 MO /0‘92
\M3

(3)

W
T1 2 2*37±0*3 (9)

01 a 1*63 + 0*2 (0)
Br WM 2*00 ±0-2 (6)
I WM 2*19 ±0*2 (6)

(1) Egoi'fcon, ProCy Pliys. Soo. London^ vol, 37» p. 76 (1926).

(2) Eiiolten, ZeiUj, Pliyaihf vol, 29, p. 1 (1024).

(3) Edmonson and Egerton, Proc. Moy, Soo. A, vol. 113, p. 633 (1027),

(4) Zeidlor, ^liysihal. GMm. vol, 123, p, 383 (1020),

(6) Theso values have been obtained ns explained in the preceding sootion from the observed
values of 2/(Z) -t(Xa) in Table 14 and of i(Xa) in Table 13.

(6) Lange and Simon, Zeii. /, 'physiJcal. Chcm. vol, 134, p, 374 (1028),

(7) Harfccok, ZeiLf. physilcah Ghm. vol 134, p, 1 (1928),

(8) Ladenburg and Thiele, Zeii. f. j^hjsihal, Ghm. B, vol, 7, p. 161 (1930).

(9) Coleman and Egerton, Phil Trans, A, vol 234, p. 177 (1936).

(10) Cluaiua, Zeit.f. physikal Ghem. B, vol 4, p, 1 (1929).

The errors given in the table must be used ^nth caution in estimating the

reliability of the observed values. For instance for Hg the experimental
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evidence indicates that i jn’obably lies botweon l‘B0 and 1*80 ax>((>Tt from

concealed enora in the extrapolated apeoifio heats 'used. Owing to cliflioulties

of extrapolation the real tinoertaiuty in i may well bo greater than tho

range given.

We proceed now to justify tho values of /)o/^o

For Hg, Cd, Zn, Pb, Mg and A tho lattices of tho crystals are atomic, and

the atoms themselves in their vapour i^haso in states, All other states

lie so high that they do not contribute to tho partition function at tho

relevant temperatures, No weight factors other than unity can then aiiso

except from nuclear spins Nuolear spin will introduco an equalweightfaotoi

into both and Wq and can therefore be ignored. Isotopic mixtures have

strictly to be considered, but since tho foregoing remarks hold tor each pure

species no weight factors enter when equations (662) are applied to the

mixture.

Hg is a si3eoial oaso, Below 40° K, all its moloculoB are in their lowest

possible rotational states, so that in spite of its form it is olleotivoly mon-

atomic both in the vapour and tho solid phase, Its possible rotational states

owing to its higli degree of external symmetry may bo assumed to bo elloo-

tively the same both in the vaj^oiir and tho solid, It possesses however a

mixture of almost non-oomhining ortho- and para-statos, so that it must be

treated hero as usual as a mixture of two gases, parahydrogen in a

oleetronio state, rotation quantum number zovo and weight 1, and ortho

-

hydrogen in a state with rotational quantum number 1 and weight 9.

Since however those weights apply equally to both phases, PqIvjq^I^ It) Ib

important to observe that tho resulting low temperature value for is

iiid0j)eiidont of tho relative oonoontrations of tho ortho- and para-spooies

and is therefore unaffeoted by transitions from one form to the other,

provided that such transitions affect both phases equally*

For Na and K wo must take PqIvjq — 2. Tho free atoms have a normal

state of weight 2 and no other states of importance, so tliat noglooting

nuclear spins pq = 2. To see what value Wq must have we observe that both

Na and IC crystals are metallic conductors, and that we should apply to

them tho electron theory of metals developed in Chapter xi. Wo may think

of the atoms in the metal as dissociated into elooti'ons and positive ions

(Na•^ the ions are in a state of weight unity (nuclear weights being

still neglected), and therefore contribute only a factor unity to t^o, Tho

electrons may be considered to form an electron gas obeying the Permit

Dhao statistics in an enclosure at nearly constant potential. This gas is

almost perfectly degenei'ate at ordinary temperatures. At the absolute

zero there exists only one state for the gas—^that in which the P electrons

occupy the P states of lowest energy, represented by one assembly wave-
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function. Thus 1, po/t37o== 2, The nuclear spin weights cancel if inserted.

In thallium vapour the atoms are in a state for which the lower com-

ponent is ofweight2* The upper state ^Pjofweight 4 lies so high above it

that it contributes nothing to fy{T) at the relevant temjjeratures so that

f^{T) is effectively constant and po
— 2. In the metallic solid we must take

as for the alkalis.

jFor the monatomic halogen vapours f^{T) is not strictly constant. The

only relevant state of a fz’ee halogen is an inverted term, so that the

normal state is of weight 4 while the other term of the doublet, ^P^ of

weight 2, lies slightly higher. If the nuclear spin weight is r, then

A{T) - t(4+ (665 )

where AP is the difference of the energies of the two states of the inverted

doublet. To determine Wq conviiicinglywe needthe analysis ofthemolecular

halogen crystal given in § 7* 3 1 , Anticipating this section we find that a crystal

composed ofP atoms ofa halogen has as one would exjzoot a lowest state re-

presented by independent wave-functions so that Wq == r. It follows that

(656)

for any pure lialogen assembly. For isotopic mixtures the same result

continues to hold, since it holds for each species. The values of the function

(656) and its logarithm are given in Table 12 for the relevant temperatures.

In Table 11 the mean value 0*7 was used for Cl and 0*6 for Br and I.

Tabm 12.

Effective weights offree halogen atoms.

Atom AP volts*
Moan

temp.
AP/kT /.(2’)/Wo logio/v(2')/wo

Cl Oil jm 1*28 4-(30

0*762
1

4-04 0*60

Br 0-45
,

3*88 4-04

I 0'94 9*1 '4 m
* lilootron volts: values from Turner, Phya, Pev, vol. 27, p. 307 (1920).

§ 7
»3 . Comparison of observed and theoretical diatomic vapour pressure

constants. The calculation of diatomic vapour pressure constants allowing

for isotopic mixtures requires us to evaluate i for each molecular species in

the mixture using equation (643); it is the term log{wo/^^o} which requires

delicate study,

For this it is necessary to know how the crystals concerned are con-

structed—^that is whether they should be regaixled as built up of atomic,

molecular (diatomic) or even of multimolecular units. 3?or example the

normal electronic states ofthe free halogen atoms have weight 4 apart from
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nuclear factors, but itdoes not follow and it is not in fact true that the normal

state of a halogen crystal of P molecules (2P atoms) has a woiglit (1=“^,

Primary subgroupings can and do occur which form states ofloss weight and

of aignifleantly lower energy than the other states derived from the same

atoinio states. Por oxamiile two halogen atoms form a halogen molecule in

a electronic state of weight 1, the other 16 states oorrespondihg to the 10

states of the dissociated atoms lie higher and make no oontribution at least

at low temperatures to the enumeration of the states of the crystal, which

may bo regarded as built up out of molooulos. Again the normal state of

the free NO molecules is a eleotronio state of weight 2. If all the wave-

functions corresponding to these states could bo used indiscriminately to

form crystal wave-functions, the weight of the lowest state of the crystal of

P molecules would bo 2^‘. This however appoara to bo incorrect (see §7-31

(vi)). There is evidence of prior formation ofN2O2 complexes of weight 2

not 4, whoso wave-functions can bo used indillorontly to form tho crystal

wavo-funotions. Tho lowest state of a crystal of F NO molooulos thoroforo

has a weight 2^^.

It is further necessary to know whether or not tho molooulos can still

rotate freely in the crystal at the lowest tomijoraturos at which its speoiflo

heats are measured.

It is not yet possible to choose between those and similar alternatives

a priori, and in fact tho correct choice depends on tho lowest temperatures

to wliich accurate measurements of speoiflo heats have been carried, from

which temperatures they have to bo extrapolated to zero. None of the sets

of states that we treat as degenerate need bo absolutely so, but so long as

tlieir energy differences are small compared with hT it is correct to ignore

these differences and treat tho sot aa a simple degenerate state with the

corresponding extra weight factor. Iftho observations stop at temporaturos

sufficientlyhigh, noeffect ofthe ignored separationswiU boseen inthe speoiflo

heats and we must include the weight factors in tlie theory. If however

observations aroimshed lower {kTciAe),yve irnch temperatures at wliich

the upper states of the set are gradually emiJtiod and finally may reach still

lower temperatures (kT 4 Ae) whore tlie upper states can be ignored and tlie

effective states are no longer degenerate or at least not so highly degenerate.

During tho change over the specific heat will show temiiorarily exceptionally

large values (see §§ 3-7, 21*4) and tho extra weight factors removed from

are replaced by an equivalent oontribution from the double integral.

These questions must bo discussed more deeply in oomioction with

Nernst’s Heat Theorem in §7.6, Por the present it is sufficient to have

pointed out that the proper speoifleation of tuq is not absolute but requires

us to specify from what temperature tho observations of specific heat have
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been extrapolated to zero, and then to estimate what dogonoraoy Rvu'vives

in the crystalline wave-functions there. It is not yet always iiossiblo to

make these specifications a priori.

The following table contains all the reliable comparisons of theory and
observations for diatomic molecules of which I am mvaro, followed ns

before by comments explaining and justifying the adopted valuoa of

numerical work, with p in atmospliox-es and logarithnis
logjj, the diatomic (643) becomes

i= 36'8I6+ 1 Jogiom* + login^ (f'fi'J'

)

The general agreement is excellent, but the chosen values of for Og
and NO cannot be unambiguously laid down.

§7‘31. Notes on Table 13, (i) Hydrogen. We have ali’Oady liad occasion
to point out that hydrogen as ordinarily exiDerimented on must bo rogardod
as a 3 : 1 mixture ofeffectively distinct gases ortho- and imra-liydvogtm, Tho
ratio 3 : 1 arises from tho ratio of the weights of the imcloar states for tho
two types. In the vapour wg= 3, 1 forthe ortho- and para-forms i'eapQotiA'’oly

,

and cr= 2. In the solid down to 11° IC. there are no anomalies in tho spooilio
heat and we must assunxe that the molecules can rotate freely. Anomalioa
occur at lower temperatures’^ which correspond to tho freezing oni; of these
rotations.t The double integral has been calculated by oxtrapolating the
normal specific heat curve to zero from above IPK. Tho weights w„ aro
therefore the weights of the lowest states of rotation including tlio nuoloar
weig ts, so t at ttJo=9, 1 for tlie ortho- and imra-molooulos rcajiootivoly.We .te leftmenM abnormal tom }l„g3 in the vaporu- mwiro ermelni

(11) X, in >2 atoto. All moleouta oUmr than H,We coMod rotating at oomparatively high tonporaturoe am] tim extra-polations proceed fi-om tomperatiji'es at which X, is Smn only to onoilhltoabout a direotion of egmlibilura, whiohmay be euppoaod to bo miiqiio. S loh

LTz: tallrr
reaped ell end Tb •>««««>»' « it !»
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according as the nuclei require symmetry or antisymmetry in the spin

wave-functions. These same factors occur in , 3?or both ortho- and para-

molecules therefore

and it now makes no difference whether we consider that the ortho- and

para-moleoules are distinct or not, or whether the complete wave-functions

for each molecule have to be symmetrical or antisymmetricaJ in the nuclei.

(iii) MoUcuUs of Uj'peX^XHn^ll states. Besides the molecules (ortho

-

or para-) there are also molecules in the isotopic mixture whose nuclei

are distinct so that they have no symmetry requirements, For these there

must be two oscillatory wave-functions for the lowest state, for they can

still be reversed end for end, so that Wq — ^Pip^ • For the vapoiu' molecules

of this type Vq = pip2 but o*j= L Hence as before

vJgWq is therefore | for every type of molecule in the mixture. The only

factors which vary for the different types are the masses and moments of

inertia for which mean values have to be taken according to (662),

(iv) Molecules of type XY in states. In general we must expect these

molecules to have a dipole moment so that they can only have one unique

direction of stable equilibrium—in the direction of the resultant electro-

static field—and cannot be reversed end for end. Hence for every one of

these isotopic species v^^pip^y '^o—PiP2 > ^ Vq/ouiq — I.

(v) Oxygen. Oxygen in the vapour is in a state which can bo regarded

normally as degenerate and of weight 3; also a ^2. The entry in the table

shows Wq^I. This means that we assume tliat at very low temperatures in

the solid supermolecules are formed so that 0^ loses its extra weight 3 due

to electronic spins. This might be expected from the analogy of sulphur

which forms freely molecules such as S4 . It agrees also with direct measure-

ments of entropy,*

(vi) Nitric oxide. We have already seen in § 3*71 that this gas must be

considered to have the extra factor 2(1 + in the partition function

for its vapour. If the resulting variable specific heat of the vapour is not

corrected for, as it usually is not, then this factor survives in place of
,
and

* Giftuqtio and Johnston, J. Amer, Ghem, 8oc. vol, 61, p, 2300 (1029), It should bo romomhorod

that this comparison of entropies is not an inclopondent check, but merely an cquivalont form of

the comparison of vapour pressure constants. Solid oxygon at higher tomporaturos and liquid

oxygon are strongly paramagnetic, so that the spins do not lose their woiglit factor by coupling

up between neighbouring molecules until liquid hydrogen temperatures are reached, It is perhaps

therefore bettor to consider this coupling as due to the orystalline field rather than to tlio

formation of O4 as in the text.
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O' = 1, Tli6factor^2 intlioclenomiiiatori9insert6clbeoauseithasbe6nassumed
tba,t the crystal can bo regarded as effectively constructed ofsuperiuoleoules

NgOa each of -weight 2 , This assumption is reasonable but cannot be held to

be demanded aprim'i by independent evidence. However it fits the facts.*

§ 7*32. Vapourpressmes ofpolyatomic gases. Similarstudies ofpolyatomic

gases (COa, NH3 ,
CH4 ) are perfectly possible and have been started by

Sterne,! but wo shall not include his discussions here. No new questions of

principle are involved, merely questions of complication. It is ofinterest to

record the results for the vapour pressure constants. The tlieoretioal formula

in (644) and the whole of the elaboration nooessaiy is concerned with the

proper evaluation of the factor vJowq or rather its mean value for different

types of non-combming states. Sterne finds

»(NH3)=-1*66, i(CH4)=-l-94.

The observed values given by EuckenJ are

i(NHg)=-l-e0±0-04, i(CH4
)=: -l«97±0-06

ill excellent agreement.

§7-4. The reaction isobar in thermodynamics and statistical mechanics.

Lot us consider the homogeneous gas reaction HiqiAf—O. If Kj, is the equi-

librium constant ofthis reaction, then it is easy to show by classical thermo-

dyiiainio arguments similar to those used in §
?• 1 that

logK^ = log{n,p<«»},

_ •"
{Qi>)o

I

RT R
CT fipi rs"

,.....(668
)

In this equation
qi is again the number of gram-molecules of the rth species

reacting, with a negative sign for those that disappear when the reaction

takes place in a specified direction, andp< is the partial pressure of the ith

spooies. (Qp)o is the heat evolvedwhen the reaction goes to completion atthe

absolute zero and {Op%, {Op% are the constant and variable parts of the

specific heat at constant pressure for the <th species. / is a constant of

integration, about which blassioal thermodynamics has nothing to say; it

nuiat not be confused with moments of inertia.

The essential part of the corresponding formula of statistical mechanics

is given in equation (632). Converting this to partial pressures we find

ihT.
log = log{ntpfi}= S<ff(l0gjy /((T) (669)

Johnston and Qiauquo, J, Atner. Ghem. Soe, vol. 61, p. 3104 (1920).

t Sfcorno, NHj, Phya. Bea. vol. 30, p. 003 (1032); OHi, Phys. Bev. vol. 42, p. 666 (1932).

i Euokon, PhyaiM. Zeil. vol. 31, p, 301 (1930).

15F3M
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Ifwe now eximncl log /,(T) in terms of the specific heats as in the preceding

sections, we reproduce (668) but also evaluate I in terms of finding

1 =S,?<{*,+log(OTo)i}=S,5fj,. (060)

It is evident on reference to the vapour pressure formulae that i;+log(tuo)<

depends (as it should) only on the properties of the vapour and maltes no

reference to the solid states, as the term log(wQ){ removes the corresjJonding

term from i(.

The discussion so far does not apply to mixtures ofisotopes; this restric-

tion is removed below. Homonuclear molecules do not however separate

into ortho- and para-varieties, since ortho-para transitions can always take

place via the reaction that is occurring. If we take the high temperature

asymptotic form for aU rotational partition functions, then it follows from

(490) and (491) that v^—p^, a=2 for all homonuclear, and vg—p^p^, (t= 1

for all heteronuclear, molecules.

To include the effect of isotopic mixtures it will be sufficient to consider

asimple example as illustration—e.g. the eq^uilibrium*XX+7Y^ 2XT= 0

in which T is simple butX consists of the two isotopes X^, the relative

abmidanoe of these atoms being D^, Dg, Di-|-Z)2= l. With an obvious

notation the total partial pressme p^x of molecules XX of all isotopic

typ* i. 8i™ by
(681)

Similarly (ii^2)

We requh'6 to evaluate the general equilibrium constant Kp
,
where

Tc - PxxPrr

Now the equilibrium constants for tire similar reactions, in which specified

isotopes are concerned, can be immediately written down. We have

PXX^II—K 11 - -/x‘j>/yr

(Px^r)^~
^ "(Air)®’

Px’x^Pry ^jr aa . . fx^x^fry

{Px^yf
^

^ {fx>y)^
’

Px^x>Pyy

Px'yPx^y
^

/x>r/x>r’

where the /’s are the partition fimotions for the species specified by the

suffix. On evaluating and we find at once that they differ

only by small factors arising from differences of mass and moments of

inertia.. If therefore we write

Kp®®=^(l-Hau), V*-2^(l-t-«i2), V“=^(l + «aa).

* It avoids a confusing notation temporarily to drop hero the usual molcoular notation X%
for XX.
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the «'s are small and wo find

TC ~ A -I' '^ii) (Px^y)^+ 2(1 + «-i2)Px^yPx*Y ~l' ( 1 + *^28) (jPA^r)^
...(063)

Since tlie «’s are small oorreoting terms avo may use approximate values of

the ^j’s ill their ooeflicients and as in § 6*3 1 a sufficient apiiroximation in these

coeffloients is
ihv'r (004)

Using this ratio we find after a simple reduction that

ICj, («65)

an equation that may equally well be taken in tlio form

logKj,=i)i21ogK/H2AAlog(PV«) + A21ogK/3. ...(000)

The important part of equation (600) concerns only the constant terms in

the K’s. Taking the relevant examine of (060) in tlio foi'ins

•^ix=°ixt’t*+.?Vy“%x'r'> (007)

^22".?A'»x»+irr“^ixiir> ......(008)

hi~3x^x^ -Urr—ix‘r ~3x*Yt (009)

M'o find that

/ = A'‘iii+2I>iA(-fi2~loe2)+D2%2. (070)

— \Pi3x^x'^+ 2l^ii^2(jA'ix9~ log 2) + A^ix»x»] +irr~ %^i3xn'

+

(071)

These equations shoiv at once how I is to be calculated for a mixture of

isotopes, owing to the term —log or {cr=2) in and Jja the term log(uo/a)

is the same for all the isotopic typos oxcojit for the nuclear spin factors p\

but the p’s oanoel completely from (071) because

A^logpi^^-h 2i)jJDalogpiPa-l-^a*log/’2®“ W^logp^-^D^logp^sO.

(072)

Thus nuclear spins and isotopic mixtures have no effect on the value of I

except that the mass and moment of inertia terms must have a moan value

taken for the different isotopic species concerned according to (671).

The extension to more complicated oases ofisotojiic mixtures isimmediate

and oonforms of course to the lule just stated.

Table 14 gives a comparison of theory and observation for those simple

gaseous reactions involving only diatomic moleoules for wliioh all the

relevant data are known.

The agreement is thoroughly satisfactory.

Similar calculations can be made ofcourse for heterogeneous gas reactions

in which solids take part in the chemical equation, but as these involve a

knowledge of tUg for the solid phases concerned they are not capable ofsuch

unambiguous treatment and we shall not attempt to discuss examples.

15-2
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TA13M 14*

Gomparison of observed and calculated values of 7,

equation (668) homogeneous gas reactions,

I calculated by (660) [or (671)] and (667)

Keaction I ealciilatecl 1 observed Authority

H. + Cla-2HCl = 0 -M7 -M2±0*2 (1)

H, + Br,-2HBr = 0 -1*29 -L26±0*46 (1)
= 0 -1*66 -1-61 ±0-12 (1)
= 0 1*31 0*95 + 0*3 (1). (2)

201-012 = 0 1-63 1*40 + 0*16 (1)
2Bi'— Br. = 0 L26 1*41 ±0*06 (1)
21- 1, = 0 1*31 1*30 (3)

-0*63 -0*68 ±0*06 ('!)

(1) Euokon, Physihal* ZexL vol. 30, p, 818 (1920)/

(2) These values refer to high temperatures at wliioh

(3) Cox, Proc, Camb, PUh Soc, vol, 21, p, 641 (1023).

(4) ParJias, Light and Heavy Hydrogmt p. 178, Cambridgo (1036). Data from Bittouherg,

Bloakney and Urey, J, Chm, Physics, vol, 2, p. 48 (1934),

§7' 5. Nernsfs Heat Theorem, or the third law of thermodynamics,^ The

relationship (660) between 7 and thei’s is ofvery great importance, It was

first formulated by Nernst in the form

(Nernst), (673)

which if it were generally valid would justify the name chemical constant

wliioh he gave to i, but which belongs as (660) shows more properly to j,

Nernst^s formula (673) is true if and only if

S<(2',Iog(ti7,)<=0. (674)

Nernst derived tliis relationship from his celebrated Heat Theorem or

third law of thermodynamics which can. be enunciated in various ways.

The commonest are:

{a) Fot any condensed system and any reversible isothermal process

^^0 (T^O),

where A4 is the maximum worh that the reaction can be made to do,

{b) For any condensed system and any reversible isothermal ]^roce8a

AS^O (T^O).

(c) {Less precisely,) At T^O all reactions in condensed systems take place

without change of entropy,

* For an accoimt of this theorem see Nornat, Die ihcofeiischcn nnd expcrimcfiielUn Qrundlagcn

des neuen Wdrmcsatzea (1918). For a more recent analysis, Lewis and Bandall, ThcrmodxjnamicSf

esp, chap, xxxi (1924).
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The theorem as thtis enimoiated is a generalization from experimental

data on speoifio heats, heats of oombination, and the elootromotivo force of

reversible cells. The body of evidence in its favour is great, but the general-

izations as given above were too hastily made. A very careful rodisoussion

of the law has boon given by Lewis and EandalL* They conclude that its

original enunciation, as applying to oondonsod systems other than solids

or even rather other than pure crystals, is probably fallacious and that the

theorem may bo more properly enunciated thus:

(d) " The entropy of each element in some crystalline stale can be taken to

be zero at the absolute zero of tem2yerature, Every substance then has a finite

positive entropy, but at the absolute zero of temperature the entropy may
become zero and does so become zero in the case ofjyerfect crystalline substances,

including compounds,'*

By this enunciation the behaviour of the entropy of supercooled liquids

and solutions is properly left open. It will bo observed that Lewis and
Randall have been careful so to formulate the theorem that the idea of

absolute entropy is not introduced. Wo can really (if the theorem is true)

leave arbitrary the constant 8,, which denotes the ontroiy ofany element in

a specified crystalline form at IP= 0 and then tire constant Sf for any com-
pound will be the sum of the i^o’s for the elements implicated. The content

of the theorem is rendered more striking and practical convenience is

furthered by putting 8q<=0 for all elements; so long as this is not taken

to imply the existence of an absolute entropy no harm but only good
is done.

Equation (673) was derived by Nemst from his theorem by considering

the following reversible cycle

:

(i) Condense a unit set of reactants to solid form isothermally. The Avork

done and the change of entropy are known in terms of the vapour-pressure

equation and involve the i’s, [For initial temperatm'os above a certain

limit, a preliminary cooling of the gaseous reactants will be requhed in-

volvhig[thoh’ specific heats. Preliminary expansions will in general also be

necessary to adjust pressures to equality with the vapour pressures of the

solids.]

(ii) Cool the condensed form to the absolute zero. The entropy change is

again known in terms of the speoifio heats of the solids.

(iii) Allow the reaction to proceed completely at the absolute zero. This

may be supposed ideally possiblej and by the theorem there is no change of

entropy,

(iv) Heat up the condensed resultants again as in (ii).

Lewis and Randall, ioo. ciii
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(v) Evaporate tlie resultants to gases again as in (i) and adjust pressures

and temperatures,

(vi) Let the reaction go hack again iaotliermally in the gas phase >
so tliat

the assembly returns to its initial state. The entropy change here will

depend on J.

The change of entropy for the cycle must vanish, and it is easily proved

that the condition for this is (C73),

Nernst^s Heat Theorem thus formulated rested on a purely empirical

basis which became in fact none too secure as the facts became better

known, especially for reactions involving hydrogen.* Its theoretical basis

however has now become completely clear when it is regarded as a theorem

in statistical mechanics, The precise formulation (d) presented as such a

theorem can be made to run as follows:

Tor any reversible isothermal reaction between perfect crystalline sub-

stances
(!r->0), (675)

Ifand only 0, Nemst^s Heat Theorem holds for this reaction.

We return later to verify the identification (675). Aooepting it we see that

Nernst’s Heat Theorem is a general law of nature (as Nernst believed), if

and only if (674) is true without exception.

It is now necessary to proceed with extreme caution. If by [(tUoW^

mean the weight of the absolutely lowest state of the it\\ pure crystal of P
molecules when aU separations no matter how small are regarded as signi^

ficant, then it is almost certain though not rigorously proved that 1.

With this interpretation Nernst^s Heat Theorem is probably true generally.

But in order to make this interpretation significant it is necessary to be

able to observe the specific heat curve for the crystal down to temperatures

for which IcT is small compared with the smallest energy separations among
the states of the crystal—even those arising from different arrangements

of isotopic molecules or different orientations of nuclear spins. Some of

these separations are doubtless excessively small and the necessary tem-

peratui’es probably far less than 0*001® K. This interpretation therefore of

Nernst’s Heat Theorem though probably true is of little practical import-

ance. As a practical theorem we wish to apply it with quite another inter-

pretation of the (wq);, namely when our observations stop at temperatures

of the order of a few degrees Kelvin and we ignore all energy separations

smallcompared with say 64, or 104, in particular allthose arisingfrom nuclear

spins and isotopic rearrangements. Applied in this practical way Nernst

Heat Theorem is definitely untrue in certain oases, notably for any reaction

in which hydi’Ogen is a constituent, but it is then untrue only for rather

* Euoken, ZeU.f, Physih^ vol. 29, j>. 12 (1924),
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special reasons. For example, as wo shall see in greater detail later, it is

untrue for hydrogen only because of the surviving rolatioiial weight of the

ortho-hydrogen molecules. Ifthe specific heat observations could be carried

to a temperature small compared with that at which molecular rotations

cease in the solid, or if they could bo made on hydrogen properly catalysed

to its true equilibrium state instead ofon a metastahlo mixture, this failure

of Nornst^s theorem would not ocoiir. It fails for reactions containing NO
because apparently survives in the crystal with an olootronio weight 2

down to very low temperatures. Ajiart from such si)ocial reasons which

appear to bo rather exceptional Nernst’s Heat Theorem is true in this

practical sense. But the mere fact that it does fail sometimes in its natural

interpretation moans that it must be applied with caution to any reaction

not yet studied. It is no disimragemont to Nernst^s groat idea to recognize

now its limited or idealized generality. Tlie part that it has played in

stimulating a deeper understanding of all these constants and its reaction

on the development of the quantum theory itself cannot bo overrated,

§ 7*61. AbsohUe entropy. Another aspect of the same failure is that it is

no longer possible to assert that the entropies oven of perfect crystals ofpure

substances can all be assumed to be zero in the idealized state for zero

temperature which wo reach by extrapolation from accessible temperatures.

We may of course assign if we please tlio value zero to the entropy of any

perfect crystal of a pure isotope of a single olemont in its idealized state at

tlio absolute zero of temperature, But oven this will seldom be convenient

theoretically on account of nuclear spin, For the purpose of tabulating

experimental results some oonvoiitional zero must be chosen and the above

ohoico is then often oonvoniont, But its oonvontional oharaotor will no

longer bo so likely to be overlooked that any importance in the future will

bo attached to absolute entropy
y
an idea which has caused much confusion

and been of very little assistance in the development of the subject,

§7‘B3. ISniropy limits for idealized slates at zero temperatures. We now

return to the detailed verification of the limiting values of S and hence of

A/S* specified by (676), It is to bo remembered that the whole discussion

ooncerns primarily idealized states at zero temperature, by wliich we mean

states reached by extrapolationfrom say 10° K. which would bo actual states

if all. energy separations, small compared with lO/tJ, were really identically

zero,

From the general formula N=fclog(7 or from the limits of (686) or

(687) as the entropy of one gram-moleoxde of a crystal of a pure

speoies has the limit R\ogw^ and of a mixed crystal of several species

in proportions the limit It wiU he con-
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venient to analyse Wg into the factors prf, where p is due to nuclear spins

and t} to any other surviving weight factor (e.g. rotations of Hg
,
electronic

weight of 2(N0)).

Consider first a pure species with oi'tho- and j)ara-se23arations (such ns

Hg), for which the nuclear spin weight is p. For such molecules

= to^^ip(p~l)ri„ w,^ip(p+l)v,>
P P

so that

;So(Xg)= J?[2log/>+i^^^log7,i+M^log,,g]. ...(676)

If7^1 = 7^3
= 1 (as for au oscillating inolecnle suoli as Cl2^®) this result is the

same as that obtained directly by treating the lattice as atomic, with nuclear

spin weights alone surviving. If the ortho-para separation is

iirelevant but we retain the extra entropy for the oleotronic factor,

besides the entropy calculated for an atomic lattice as above.

Consider now the more general case of a mixed crystal with ortho- and

para-separations (such as Olg), for which the atoms are present in proportions

a^y (^1 + ^2” t) “^dth nuclear spin weights and pg. There are then five

species of molecule in the crystal, ortho and para and ortho

and para X^^. These species are present (see §6*31) in the proportions

~ ^)lpxl

^

[4(pi+ 1 )lpil a^xi ,

^4.^ [i(Pa f)/P2] ~ [i(P2 + 1)/P2] ^2^*

Their nuclear spin weights are

^Piipi i)> (^0)2 “ ipiipi d“ 1)> (^0)3 ^ ^PiPn >

{'^o)i^^P2iPz-'^)> K)6 = W/>ad-l)-

The factor 2 in (u;Q)g arises of course from the possibility of turning the

unsymmetrioal X^X^ end for end and not from nuclear spin, but it is part

of the symmetry effect and must be included here. Besides these spin and
symmetry weights there may be other factors 7^1 , .

?^5 . After some reduc-

tion we find that

6

^0(^2)=== logPiMid- 2a2logp3/a2] -fSiJglogT^g , ...(677)

The first set of terms is again exactly the entropy we should derive for an
atomic lattice of two gram-atoms in which the atoms have only their nuclear

spin weights as before. The other terms if they exist are extra. They are

zero for all molecules such as CIg which start to solidify in ^2 states, and are

oscillating in the crystal.
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The case of a crystal of nioleoulos such as XT is very simple. Assuming

that only Z is a mixture % , Oj («i + aj= 1)

jSoiXY) = Z[ailog/?iPr/«i + «2l«g/>2py/«2 + iog^] (678)

In the absence of symmetry restrictions the t} factors will be the same for

all molecules in the crystal.

§7‘63. Entropy changes in reactions bekveen idealized states at zero tem-

perature, The formulae of § 7*62 can bo at once employed to calculate A^S^o

.

We find that/or any reaction 0 between diatomic molecules Z,

A^o= 2^/!7/log7<- (670)

If mo}'e than one value of rj is concerned for a single constituent, the proper

mean value rji must be taken acewding to the equalio7i

]og‘^==:£J5,Iog(ij,),. (680)

Thus neither nuclear spins, isotopic mixtures nor ortho-para soj)aration8

contribute in themselves anything to AA'q
,
which can only bo dilforont from

zero ifsome ofthe are greater than unity. In particular/or any reactions

between diatomic molecules all in states in which all the molecules are oscil-

lating aboid directions of equilibrium in the lattice near the absolute zero

A/So^O.

On the contrary whenever the rotational or electronic -q factors do occur

they are unlikely to cancel and wo must expect non-zero values of ASq,

Some typical ones arc given in Table 16.

Tabm 16.

Some non-zero entropy changesfor reactions between

idealized crystalline phases at zero temperature.

lloaotioii ASJE

HaH-ClQ^2HCl -0
Ha-hBra^2HBr«0

2N0^1Sra-Oij «0

j

HogS
logs

flog 3
log 2

Similar calculations can be made for polyatomic molecules but they are

oonaidorably more complicated when the symmetry properties of systems

containing more than two similar nuclei must be taken into account, and

we shall not discuss them here. It I'omains .generally true however that

nuclear spins and isotopic mixtiires never give rise to non-zero values of

ASq, which arise only from the somewhat accidental survival of •ij-faotors

simh as we have already discussed.
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§7*64. Direct com^anaons of observed and theoretical entropies* We liavo

followed ill this chapter the conventional method of comparing observed

and theoretical vapour pressure and reaction constants i and I* It has

become increasingly common of recent years, following the examj)lo of

G. N. Lewis and his school, to record and to compare the entropies them-

selves, or rather entropy differences, instead of those constants. There is

much to be said for this procedure as entropies are then directly available

for the construction of free energies and the application to other thermo-

dynamic problems. We shall therefore close this chapter by recording a few

specimen comparisons of this type, The method adopted is to assign by

convention the entropy zero to the entropy of the stable orystalUne form

of the substance ideally extrapolated to the absolute zero, and with this

zero to compute from calorimetric observations the entropy of the gas

phase at some standard temperature and pressure (reducing this value if

Table 16.

Observed and theoretical entropies in calories per mole per degree for various

gases {reduced to perfect gases) at one atmosphere pressure and varwis

temperatures. [The probable enor in the observed values is ± 0'1 unit,]

All nuclear s^nn and mixing contributions are omitted.

AS
observed

So
(ij-correotion)

.

So+AN s
calculated

Authority

Ha 208-I 29-7 JiJlogS 31-34 31-23 (1)

NO 121*36 43-0 ii?log2 43-69 43-76 (2)

0. 90* 13 40-7 0 40-7 40-68 (3)
HCl 188*07 41-3 0 41-3 41-46 (4)
HBr 208-38 46-0 0 46-0 44-92 (C)

HI 237'70 47-9 0 47-9 47-8 (6)
CO 81-fll 37-2 — — 38-3

,

(7)

(1) Giauque, J, Amer. Ghm, Soc. vol. 62, p. 4816 (1030). Seo also Giauqiio and Johnston,

J. Amer, Ghem, Soc, vol, 50, p. 3221 (1028) and MaoGillavry, Phys. 2lev, vol. 30, p. 1398 (1030).

(2) Johnston and Giauqiio, J. Amer, Ghm, Soc, vol, 61, p. 3194 (1920).

(3) Giauque and Johnston, J, Amer, Ghem. Soc, vol, 61, p, 2300 (1029),

(4) Qiauquo and Wiobe, J, Amer, Ghem, Soc, vol, 60, p. 101 (1928).

(6) Gianquo and Wiobo, J. Amer, Gfmi, Soc, vol, 60, p. 2103 (1928).

(6) Giauquo and Wiebo, J, Ajner, Ghem, Soc, vol, 61, p. 1441 (1929).

(7) Clayton and Giauquo, J, Amer, Ghem, Soc, vol, 64, p, 2610 (1032).

necessary to the corresponding perfect gas value at the same pressure by a

suitable equation of state) . This entropy difference is perfectly nnambiguous
once the idealized extrapolation to zero has been properly specified. We
then calculate theoretically by equation (692) the entropy of the gas phase.

In order to be comparable all contributions of nuclear spin and isotopio

mixtures must be omitted in this calculation and a correction made if
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necessary for any contribution by ij-factors omitted in the idealized extra-

polation. Table 10 shows a selection of such results based on the work of

Qiauqne and his collaborators. The only discrepancy outstanding is for CO.

It should be recorded that the elimination of the spin and mixing terms and

the residual '^y-faotors, particularly for Hg
,
can be done in several ways and

tlie combined terms grouped together in different ways so that the diherent

groups have apparently entirely diiforent meanings. None the loss those

different groupings are all completely equivalent.



CHAPTER VIII

THE THEORY OR IMPEREECT GASES

§
8*1 0antral gaseous assemblies with molecules not fully independent

,

W

o

have so far only considered assemblies of ^^isolatod’’ or effectively isolated

systems, which almost never interfere with each other. It is only in such

assemblies that the energy can be assigned to individual systems rather than

to the assembly as a whole, and it is on this partition ofthe energy among the

systems that the foregoing analysis is based* When this independence

breaks down between the sepai’ate atoms as in a moleonie or a orystai, wo
take the whole complex (molecule or orystai) to be the systein. In the worst

case the whole assembly must be one system in this sense—the analysis will

tlien aj^ply, but progress is difficult (except by special devices in specially

simple cases), unless the wave equation for the whole complex (assembly)

can be approximately solved. The essential step is, as always, to evaluate

the partition function.

.

The assemblies which we are now coutomidating differ essentially from

perfect gases only because there is in the energy of the assembly as a wliole

a general term W which is a function at least of the positional coordinates of

all the constituent systems. The justification for regarding the extra energy

W as biopotential energy depending only on positional coordinates merits close

scrutiny. Let us suppose that two simple systems (atoms or molecules) of

types a and j3 have energies JSp when they are very far apart. These

energies will then be functions only of the Hamiltonian coordinates of the

systems a and ^ respectively mid each will be independfent of the co-

ordinates of theother. The internal energies willbe speoifledbyquantum con-

ditions. When however they approach each other this independence must

sooner or later cease. The energy of the pair will no longer be + Ep but

> say, where is a correcting term, at first small, depending

on the coordinates, and perhaps velocities, of both systems. We assume as

a first approximation that the effect ofa on any can be expressed by saying

that « is siuTOunded by a constant field of force. This must of course be

derived from the mean fields ofthe moving electric charges in (X, The electric

charges in p will then have amean potential energy in the field ofa depending

on the relative positions of a and This, however, is not the whole of the

effect, for the field of a may alter the internal energy of ^ and ^ that of cc.

A simple example is polarization in the field ofthe other body. Such changes
of energy are a proper part of . If a and ^ approach each other slowly

then all the effects must be adiabatic in Ehrenfest^s sense, and will depend
only on relative coordinates, being independent of velocities. In this case
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the complete
,
derived from all the sources speciiied, may legitimately

bo expected to behave like a potential energy depending only on the relative

coordinates, whoso derivates give the forces. Moreover in actual applica-

tions nearly all molecular eucountera are slow compared with tho velocities

of oleotrons in atoms and molecules, and wiU therefore bo adiabatic in tho

required sense. TJiis is the assumption as to tho nature of tacitly made

in all discussions of molecular interactions.

Idle function so spooiflod must in general deiiend on tho quantum

states of the systems a and jS. It is obvious that for atoms and inolooulos

changes of electronic orbits must affect F„p

,

It is usual, however, and not

unroasonable to assume (at least as an approximation) that F^^ will be

independent of molecular states of rotation and xiorliaps vibration.* As it

is almost universal in gas problems for only one elootronio state of atom or

molecule to be relevant, tho usual aj)proxiraation should apiily. If it does

not then, as wo shall see, it is only necessary to treat diHerent olectronio or

vibrational states of atom or moleoulo as different systems,

We shall proceed throughout on the assumption that okssioal statistics

can bo used for the gas. The errors so committed are m general entirely

negligible. To tho same approximation the onth'e ti'ansktory and potential

energy of the gas molecules can be handled classioally.

§8*3. PariitionfunoLions for the potential energy of the whole gas. Wo can

at onoe proceed to oonstruot a partition function for the potential energy of

the whole gas, which in oonjunotion with previous results will determine all

the equilibrium properties.

Let us start by considering aperfect gas mixture and examine how to con-

struct a partition function for the whole okssioal energy of translation ofits

molecules. The internal energies of the molecules are independent of their

translations and will be accounted for as usual by separate partition

funotions. LetthereboW„, A^, ... free atoms and molecules oftypes «, /S,

internal partition funotions ..., and masses m^, ..., sup-

posed for tbe moment not to dissociate or combine. If!c„,y„,Za,Ug^,Va,

are the position and velocity components of a system of type a, then a

standard element of phase space for the whole gas has the extension

iV. N0
n {dx„.,.dWa)rU {dxa.,.dw^]g...,

and the weight

t (081 )

* If tliie la not true, thoii of courao ia d moan valuo taken in a way not yot spooiflod,
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The classical partition function H{T} for the translatory motion is therofore

given by

/jaw«+iVp+

Nc m
X n {dx^...dwfj^ n (dxp...dw^)^

It is assumed that there are no external fields offorce except local boundary

fields. All the space and velocity integrations in (682) are independent and

can be carried out one by one, and we find

H(T) *
^2irmphT)^V

j?

=[WF“WF^-- M
In equation (683) hp{T), ... are the ordinary partition functions for

the translatory motion ofsingle molecules of types a, jS, and wo recover,

as we mirst, the ordinary result. For the complete partition function we

have of course to add to H{T) the factor

(68<l)

The extension to a classical imperfect gaa is immediate. Under the

specified conditions ... are still separable factors. The function

E{T) is altered only by the addition of a term W to the energy, where W,
the potential ener’gy ofthe whole assembly, is a function of all the positional

coordinates ..., built up to a first approximation out

of the functions which we have aheady specified. The addition of Jf

will not affect the velocity integi'ations, which can be carried out as before.

We therefore find in general

'

X Btn ...m

where ..(980)

The integrals in M({P) are extended oyer the ^yhole positional phase space

accessible to the gas. It is therefore assumed that in no case can

but that ultimately there must be repulsive fields between any two parfcioles

so that IF -h 00 when they approach sufficiently closely. No other assump-

tion would be physically consistent with the continued existence ofordinary

matter. When IFsO, and jEf(y) reduces to (683).

Fi’om the form of (685) it is clear that classical potential and kinetic

energies in a gas can always be handled with separate partition functions.

The Idnetio energy can be dealt with in the ordinary way, as ifthe gas were

perfect, by ordinary partition functions without the F-factor, The potential
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energy is accounted for by B{T), It should bo obsorvod also that (68S) and

(080) are perfectly general, so long as all the particles are free to move
individually, and ai)ply to classical assemblies in which the imperfections are
of any degree and the intermolecular forces ofany range, and whether or no
there are external fields of force. It is not, of course, true for higher degrees

of imperfection that W can bo regarded as built up entirely of terras such as

that is, terms arising from binary encounters. Ternary encounters

must next be considered in which three molecules are concerned \vith a total

energy {JS^+ + ]Sy+

+

whore E^^y depends essen-

tially on the coordinates of all three systems. At higher concentrations

encounters of all orders must bo successively taken into account. .But,

assuming W can be constructed, equation (080) continues to give 3{T).
If there are no external fields of force, W will bo a function only of the

relative coordinates of the molecules. If there are local boundary fields

representing walls of the enclosure, this will still be true in the limit when the

whole volume is very large compared with the volume afleoted by the local

fields.

The partition function B{T) refers to what is strictly a single system, the

whole gas. It therefore appears by itself, not raised to a high power, in the

complex integrals which give the properties of the equilibrium state, resem-

bling in this the partition functions for radiation and for crystals. Some
average values derived in the usual way from B{T} )nay be small; they will

none the less be true averages, but will merely be subject to relatively largo

fluctuations. But any derived average number of molecules which is itself

large, like the average values of the theory of the perfect gas, will have its

usnal validity and its usual insignificant fluctuation which guarantees

normality.

In specifying, for example, a statistical state of the assembly in order to

derive average values from B{T) it is necessary strictly to specify the posi-

tions of all 2n,olooules. There is also only one system, the whole gas. In
Chapter ii, for example, we proved with the heliJ of a partition function /( 2')

that the average number a of systems satisfying certain conditions repre-

sented by part of/(2'), 8f{T) say, was given by

a=NBf{T)lf{T). (687)

Here, however, i^=l; the meaning of (687) is unaltered, but is better

appreciated if we say that S/(2’)//(2’) is the fraction of time during which

the gas is in the specified state, or ifwe hire thefrequency ratio or pi'obability

of that state. Equation (087) still describes a genuine equilibrium property

ofthe assembly, but only those mean values derived from (687), which have

insignificant fluctuations, are physically significant.
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The potential energy W will contain terms which depend on the values

of the parametez'8 which fix the position of bodies producing external

fields. The generalized reaction Yw of the whole gas arising from W in any
configuration is therefore —dWjdy, and

(688)

= hT~\ogB{T). (689)

The average value of the potential energy is

W^hT^~\ogB{T), '

(690)

The former result is, ofooui’se, the exact analogue of § 2*8. 3?rom it, it follows

at once, as in Chapter vi, that the more general assemblies here contem-

plated obey the laws of thermodynamics, and that B{T) contributes

h\ogB{T)

to the characteristic function T, and

h\QgB{T)+WlT
to the entropy.

It is, of course, necessai’ily true, and becomes particularly obvious in this

section, that the partition functions of our theory are identical with the

separable factors in the phase integrals of Gibbs. The further develojiments

will therefore hardly differ at all, whether one starts from the canonical

ensemble of Gibbs or the conservative dynamical system of Boltzmann.
We shall continue for consistency and practical convenience to use the

terminology of partition functions.

In applications it is convenient to use an abbreviated notation. We write

for {dx^dy^dif^r and contract

n n doio
«•«=!

^
8= 1

''^

into n„(da>J^».

Thus
5(T)=J...j

We shall similarly write .

(691)

§ 8-3. A first approximation for imperfect gases. Short range forces. Wo
shall now suppose that the field of an « or

fi,
in which is sensible, is of

strictly limited range, so that there is a certain small volume round a in

which (or round
fi
in which «) must lie so that =i= 0. Otherwise B^^-Q.
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Fox the present we neglect external fields of force. Wo suppose also that

ternary and luglier complexes may be neglected, so that W consists only of
terms such as * It can be shown that in so doing wo neglect torins in

log^(y) of order at most We therefore suppose that

is small and that terms of higher order than the first in this ratio

ai'G to be neglected ooinpared with unity. The terms to be noglooted in any
step require, however, the most careful scrutiny.*

To evaluate B(T) retaining only binary comj)lexes wo consider first an
assembly with only one type of molecule. The argument extends at once to

any number of types, but the algebra is complicated enough to postpone for

the moment. If one a,a pair lies in (shortly v), thou W^Faa (more

shortly F) and is otherwise zero. Let us first take W — 0 ovorywhoro. We
obtain the contribution F^. The rest of B{T) comes from integrating
e-ir/A;2 ’ _ I whole phase space. This is zero unless at least one v is

ooGiipied. Let us put W^F and integrate for the relative coordinates of
one pair over v and for the other ooorclinatos over F. We obtain

sf ...

Jv J(v) j

where S is the sum over all pairs, which reduces to

F^~^ .WiN- 1) f
l)d(o.

J V

This contribution is exact so long as only one v is occupied. If two are

occupied simultaneously the proper contrib\ition to B{!r) ~ comes from

integrating _ i over v, v' for two sets of relative coordinates, and

the others over F. The integrand we have actually used above is, however,

1 jj; i-omains, therefore, to integrate in this manner

Q-iE-mucT _ 1 _ ^e-mT_ i) _ (g-wr_ i) = (g-w_ i) (e-mr„ j j
_

Using this integrand the next contribution is

yy-g
. (.1)8

IJ
(g--^/*i'-i)da> \

The numorioal coefficient is. the number of sets of two pairs. This con-

tribution is again exact so long as there are no sets ofthree pairs. The correct

integrand is then g“(‘®+^'+r")/**’ ~ l taken over v, v', v” for three sets of relative

coordinates and the others over F. The complete integi'and we have used

so far is
2 (g-WJ'_. i) (e-W_ i)+S 1),

* Tlio following prosontation is dno to Ursoll, Ptoc^ Oamb* Phih Soc* vol, 23, p. 085 (1937).

Many ourront atialysos of this typo aro completely fallaoiowB, o,g» Joans, Dynainicul Theory of

Qaseat ocl. 2, § 218; Fowler, Proo. Gamb^ PUL Soo, vol, 22, p, 861 (1926), .

i6rs M
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and there remains

(gHB+s'+B'wr_ 1)„s (e-Js/ftT„ 1)
(g-B'fti-_ 1) _ s (e“^VAi!f -

1 )
= IT -

1 ).

Using this integrand the contribvition is

The generality ofthe method may be established by a simple induction, and

the fiiU form of B{T) is therefore

(692)

where (693)

and is therefore small.

It is obvious that the form of B{T), at least for the earlier terms, is

approximately given by

and one is led to 6xj)ect (as is m fact true) that

5(2’) = F^{H-jr+0(ie2)f, (694)

which is an approximation of the desired accuracy. It is not sufficient, in

order to derive (694), to retain only the first two terms in (602), as is com-

monly done, and assume that thesecond is small compared with the first and ,

so on. Por the ratio of the first two terms is {N— 1) x, and it is only x which

we are entitled to assume small I We proceed, therefore, as follows, using

an argument adapted to the generalizations req^uired hi § 8‘31.

Consider the function F{x,y) defined by the equation

(096)

By partial differentiation this function obviously satisfies the equation

Put

IK-iLLW
Bdx \Ndy)

(696)

Then this equation reduces to

\dyj
(697)

and g is uniquely defined as that solution of (697) which: is equal to logy for
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x-O. Sinoo N is very largo the last term can be neglected. Since also

-f-ffW!/*). 3j’ af

or y^=l-2x
3.^•'

Substituting this in (697) we find the approximate equation for g

The actual value of g required is whioh is that solution of

.(008)

whioli is 0 for x= 0, terms of order IjN being neglected. This is easily verified

directly without the introduotion of the auxiliary variable y.

Equation (098) can be solved in finite terms, but of course no 2}hysioal

iinxjortaiice attaches to any terms other than the lowest in x since we have

only hitherto included binary complexes. Wo find formally

dg 1 + to -aJ{1 + 8x
)

dx'~ 80!^
’

, l-fil + 8x) l + 4x-^lil + 8x)
g^iog ^ ^ ,

and the significant terms „ a; + 0(.i:^).

Thus log.B(2’)=i^{log7+aJ+C>(a;“)}, (690)

whioh is equivalent to (084) and oontains aU the relevant information.

Our result therefore is for a simple gas

log5(T)=i^log|F+iitf'J (e-«w~l)dw|, (700)

and for the general mixture, to whioh we devote part of § 8'31,

log jB(2')= S„iV<,log|F+ l)rfa>^|

,

...(701)

= S„iV-„logF+2;,^^£^(e-^»^/^’'-l)d!a.^^ ...(702)

In this equation a„jj= l («+j8), and means summation over

every pair of types « and jS. In every case the terms omitted are of order

smaller by the factor '£N^v^g(V than those retained.

The other partition functions for our assembly are normal, those for the

translatory motion being without their F-footors. When therefore we add
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logB{T) to 'F/A we restore the F-factors to the translatory i^artition fmio-

tiona and add to ^YfJc the new term

(703)

JVafi

The integral in (703) is more commonly expressed in polar coordinates,

for by ignowng coordinates defining the orientation of moleoules we have

tacitly assumed tliat is a function of r alone, or may bo rej)Iaced by a

mean value for all orientations* Expressed thus (703) becomes

(704)
Jvc,p

The method can eaaily be extended to syetema for which orientations are

relevant, and the potential a general function of relative position, but wo
shall not take up such extensions here.

We have hitherto assumed that is due to forces of finite range, It is

more usual and convenient in pi'aotice to represent molecular forces by

forces which fall off like some inversesth power of the distance. If s > 4, the

integral in (704) will converge when extended over all space. Any such

integral, if sufiioiently rapidly convergent, can be substituted for the finite

integral in (704) and elsewhere, without modification of the argument, for

the integral over aU space differs negligibly fii’om the integral over a of

atomic dimensions. We thus find for the extra terms

-y hrj
^

-
1) r^dr. (706)

By (690) the average potential energy of the assembly is

W= 4,7

J
"

(706)

IfF^is the complete partition function for the system of type « without its

F-factor, then the complete Yjk is given by

( ) N No r ^

Sincep = J'0'F/9F, we find at once
(707)

4
,r

J" (e-^«s/*=r_
. . . .(708)

This is the well-known formula of van der Waals, oorreot to terms in 1/F®,

for a mixture of imperfect gases.

In concluding this section let us include an external field offorce in which

the potential energy of the moleciile of type a is This must not be so
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largo that tho approximations wo have mado become invalid in any part of

tlio assembly. At the densest point ternary onconnters must still bo negli-

gible. The condition for this is, of coui'so, that if tho densest element of the

gas in its average state is treated as a separate assembly, then 'LpN^VapjV

must still bo small there.

Tire extended form of log B{T) is easily written down. Wherever before

we obtained a factor V by integrating dco„ over the whole volume, wo now

obtain instead the factor

,4J!Z’) =J
e-^-l>‘^d(o. (709)

WJierever before we had to deal with an a,j9 pair* wo integrated their

relative coordinates over and tho coordinates oftheir oenti’o ofmass over

V, obtaining tho factors V Now, however, we have

instead

In place of tho old V in this connection we obtain now tho factor

J V J Vc(P

(n«+n^V*2'da>. (710)

There are no other alterations and the argument is unaffooted. Therefore

(711)

(712)

§8*31. Tluigeneral theory of B{T),* In attempting a moi-e general theory

than that expounded in § 8*3, it is best to make a fresh start with assemblies

of N molecules represented by rigid elastic spheres of one typo, For such

assemblies B{T) is independent of T and is the volume of 3N-dimensional

space, contained in for which no one of a set of conditions in number

JjV(W —1), of tho form

+ (713)

is violated. Suppose we choose a sot of these conditions in number h and

caloulate the volume of that part of in which they are all violated, and

then let 15* denote the sum of these volumes for all possible sets of k con-

ditions. Then B{T)^B,-B^+B^~,.. + {~fBu^.... (7M)

Uraen»7cMJ*
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This identity follows from the fact that an element of SiV-space in which s

conditions are violated is counted times in 15;,, if 0 < < s and otherwise

not counted; and

S(-)*',Cifc= (l-l)*= 0 (a>0).
ft=.0

= 1 (.5= 0 ).

Thus the sum on the right of (714) is precisely that part of S.ft^'-space in

which no conditions are violated, that is, B{T). The approximation of §
8*3

follows immediately.

To evaluate B{T) in general we must expand each B,^ . Consider a group

of i molecules whose positions can be represented in Si-space. At any
particular point of this space a certain set of conditions (713) are violated,

and there is a surrounding region in which the same conditions are all

broken. We can enumerate all the sets of broken conditions (713) in such a

way that each sot binds the molecules it involves into a single connected

group, the connecting links being the broken conditions (713). For anysuch
group there is a symmetry number a which is defined as the number of

permutations of the molecules among themselves which leave the set of

defining conditions unaltered. In 3<-space there is a definite region in which
these conditions (and possibly other’s as well) are violated; by permuting
the molecules among themselves we get ti/cr such regions, whioh may of

course overlap. We now enumerate the types of such seta of conditions in

any convenient order, and specify the rth type as follows: the number of

molecules involved is t, with a symmetry number o-,., and the number of

conditions violated is p/, the extension of Si^-space corresponding to these

conditions is ij,.. We find it convenient later on to i:se a symbol defined by
tteequation

following the definition of B,^ we now choose any conditions (713) and
calculate the volume of 3W-space in which they at least are violated. Any
such set resolves into a number of sets of the types defined above, the
corresponding groups of molecules being disconnected and mutually
exclusive. Let there be sets of the rth type so that

= (716)

The number of sets of conditions for which the have assigned values is

m
{N

—

S,. tf vf) ! n,. (v,.! cr/f) *

= n,(v>/r)
Hence
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tho aumination being over all positive integral values of the Vf satisfying

(716). Thus on introducing tho

iVin ^ •’riV-Vr<t~l)
(716)

the summation being over all positive integral v,.. It is obvious that if b is

four times tho volume of all the molecules (van der Waals’ b),

We have now to find a moans of summing (716). Write

I iU) -S '

Then
Nd^rUdyj ’

and F is defined oompletoly by these equations togetlier with the condition

that it is regular in tho at the origin and takes the value there. Further,

if that is, if tho number of molecules concerned in the rth and sth

typo of coimootod group is the same, then

and F is therefore a function of the sums

“ (^r

only. Wo therefore have

i(^=S
n, (x„NY<‘N\

N-^'

together with

Lot us now write

(F~s,sv,)i n,v,i

lE.
Ndx,
EJIIXf,
dxAWdy)

o V,
3

2/=e», 8 = SsS.r;s^.

(l+syj=w,

(717)

(718)

Then from (717)

and from (718)

N^r [N^z''^)’"[Ndz NjNdz

On subs|)ituting from (710) we find

.(719)

1.E
NdXs,

Let us now write, as before, F=
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and put y—1 or 2— 0. Then after reduction

in which the free 8’s are to operate on everything to the right of them. Ihis

is exact. Making 00 we get

|^= (1-S#. (720)
OX^

If we write h for 1 Sgr, then in virtue of the definition of S

(721)

The summation begins for 5 = 2, It is easily verified that subjoot to (721 )
tho

partial differential equations

9a;.

.(722)

are integrable. The method of evaluating g in series is now clear. We solvo

(721) for Ih in series and so form g from (722), putting {7=5 0 for 0;^== 0. Wo
then have B{T) =

The method extends at once to a gas of any number ofkinds of molecules;

it is sufficient to discuss a mixture of two kinds only, in number and

We must now define the so that tho volume of 3(<,4 + f,.^)-spaoo corre-

sponding to the rth type of group, composed of% moleoulos of the first kind

and of the second, is
^

Herei^o is supposed to be a number of the order of magnitude ofiV^jt

it may with advantage be taken to be an absolute constant such aa

Avogadro^s number, or else proportional to F. We now find

= (723)

where

From this it follows that

NoK \No^) \W .(724)

We therefore put a;,,*= (S, 4),

so that F is a function of the only, and F

—

e^»». Wo find ovontually, by

the same reduction and approximation as before,

(726)

/(./}=v^-Sj3flf= Vj9-S,^3sa:,_,VV* (^^7)

where
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We have written and vp hero tovNJNg mdNpjNf,y and have to solve these

equations for
{]
with the boundary condition jf= 0 for a!,

j
= 0. It should be

noted that the suniraations lack the terms r = 1, s= 0 and r= 0, «= 1. These

terms are precisely the and hp on the left of the equations, which take a

fully symmetrical form if transposed. But they must be used in the form

in which they are written.

Wo shall now calculate the terms of the first three orders in h and g,

romeinboring that x, is 0(b/V)’'~K Bor a pure gas we obtain successively

from (721) and (722)

/i=l,

= l-2x„

= 1 — 2a?2( 1 ~ ~ Saij

,

giving I

= a!j-2a!3a+.'«3,
j-

(728)

= + (.'Bj 2a!a^) + (.r^ “ 6®a!Bj

+

For a mixture

= roj( 1 - 2a;2.o»'«
- =vp{l~ 2Xo^iVp

~
!Bi,iVa),

li'a -Va~ 2a)2.o>^«®(l
“

‘ia’a.oi'oj- 2a:i,iVj5)

— 1 - 2.'Ba,oVa
-

a-’i.iEi'a -I-
“ 2iBo,2i^^) - ^a-a.oJ'a*

~ 2a;2,iVa“ vp - Xi^^v^vp^

with a corresponding last formula for lip . The terms in g ofthe first two orders

are therefore

g= {va“a'a,o + + >^(x*{®s,o~ 2®2.o®} + >'j3®{®o,3
“

2«o,2^}

-I- I'a®
- 2.r2,o !ti,i- ^*1,1®}+ ”

2a!o,a!»i,i
-

For the terms of the next higher order the coefficients of and vp^ can be

written down from tlioso for a pure gas. The coefficient of ra® vp is

The ooeffloiont of can bo written down from this by symmetry. The

coelWoiont of Vcfvp^ is

‘'2,2' • 2a’2,i(a!o,2 -I- »i,i)
- 2a:i,a(.'K2,o + ®i.i)+ +®u+ ^*0,2 )

+ 4a:2,o®i,i!®o,2’
.(731)

We shallnow calculate thoir^ij required for theterms ofthe first two orders,

for hard spherical molecules. For a'a or ®2,o we have a single f audp = 1,ir= 2.

-iM’iv m
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D being the diameter of the raoleoule. Similarly,

.'«U= (733)

D^f being the respective diameters, and the sum of the radii.

Again, is the sum of two different ^’s. For one ^ one moleonlo overlaps

two others, but these do not necessarily overlap. Hence p = 2, c == 2, and

=V[inD^]^ ^= 2.V.

For the other $ each pair of molecules must overlap andp=: 3, o-= 6, When
the first two have their centres at a distance r loss than D, the volume in

which the centre of the third molecule must lie is

Hence

K{r)=‘2 f .'r*)d®=27r(|X)®- J-D^r+ 'aV*)'
Jir

pV+y^-'')dr,
-N\
6V^

!Lr 2
lO’^S

Thus

and for a mixture

.(734)

.(736)

®3= (2-A)V.

®3.0~ (2 ~T^)

The next x, x^^i ,
is the sum ofthree terras. For the first one the /8-molecule

overlajDs each of the a-molecules which do not themselves necessarily

overlap. We have p= 2, a= 2, and therefore

For the second, one of the a-molecules overlaps each of the others and

p= 2, a==l.
2*2,0

*
1,1 •

For the third each pah’ of molecules must overlap and p = 3, a= 2. When
the a-centres are at a distance r, less than D„, the centre of the /S-moleoule

must lie in a volume

Kir) - dx.

Hence i=
-Ao^
27*

1 477r*A’(r) dr,

-47rW«*D »
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On substituting in cj the second orclor terms simplify very greatly andwe find

- 8 ” ..

The value of log B{T)\& then, with this g,

,{73C)

(lSr„+Jff/,)logF-l-iVo(/.

In terms of and we therefore have

log B{T) = {N, +i^^) log F- i

-fa

+

The method of calculating B(T) for a gas of rigid spheres extends at once

to any gas, B{T) being given formally by (691). In the integrand

W is of course the complete potential energy of the gaseous assembly, which

will, speaking roughly, bo a sum of terms corresponding to the various

groups of molecules engaged in the various elements of ^.N'-space in a close

encounter. Wo can make successive a]>proximations to W in any element

of 3i'/'“spao6 by making the groups of molooulos which wo regard as in-

dependent more and more all-inclusive. Wo shall still obtain for a pure gas

in the absence of an oxtornai Hold of force

J5{2')= FV'', (738)

whore g is the same function of the a;,, as before, but the are now defined

so that aipT^rl/W’*-^ is the integral taken over 8r-spaco of a certain quantity

which wo shall denote by Uf, These quantities «r must bo such that %= 1

and that u,,, together with all the contributions from preceding u^' {r' <r),

builds up the correct integrand or ll,. for short, for the groui) of r

molecules considered by thoinselvos, This w, is then to be integrated over

3r-space. It is obvious that

8 rj= -I-
= 8^— 1

,

83 = -t S«a%

I

in which S is the sum over all pairs selected from the three molecules, Thus

W3=8'3--S8'2-|-2.

In general wo must have 8„ =S 11 ,
(730)
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where the suffixes (i,,) denote any partition of the group of moleoxiles into

(say) ,9 subgroups containing ^ molecules respectively, and the

summation is taken over all possible distinct partitions into any nuinbor 8

of subgroups^ If we fix attention on a particular molecule, the nth, we can

sum first in (739) all the terms in which the group containing this molecule

is the same, This leads to

where the refer to the various possible subgroups which include the ^th

molecule and the ll^s to the complementary subgroups, with -Ox 1* If> then,

we denote by . . , . ^

tlie coefficient of hy equating coefficients in (740),

when the ?^th molecule is in the 5th group,

0 == , .
.
,i^) ^ (i2,i3, . , , + , , , + (i^, , . , . .

In the special case of one group this fails and is replaced by

By varying the group

for example,

in which the nth molecule lies we show at once that,

(Hfhi** • == {H>Hy •

SO that all the (5—1) group coefficients must be equal, Thence by induction

Therefore, finally, ^4^:^S(-)«”i(5- (741)

the summation being taken over every distinct partition of the n molecules

into subgroups* Bor example,

% ^ ®'4 (^ '^‘3 *“ 2
‘9’2‘9'a') + 22 S’g — 6, ••«»»» (742)

in which 2 ^ q-b^hIIct^

2 4- e-<^n-rE^t)lkT ^

2] 'D'2 = 4“ 4^ 4" 4- 4*

When the gas is in afield of force, (741) remains true, but is no longer 1,

and the first term of the series is no longer but [^(7)]^, where

Am.jjle-

Q being the potential energy of a single molecule in the external field, It is

necessary to redefine using A(T) in place of V. For a mixture we have a

Va and Vp in general different and
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where, in g, is such that

ju(r+„)dwr,B*

The formal connection of the w’s with the S ’s is unchanged by distinctions

between molecules of different types, hiat the ft’s themselves are changed.

In this extended theory we no longer can say positively a jjrion what the

relative orders of x^ and must be; we can only say that a, varies as the

^'th power of the moleeular density and that in the general case a’,,, occurs in

g with a coefficient {NpjVpy.

§8*4. Molecular dialnbulion laws. The ordinary uniform space distri-

bution law may bo derived at once for a gas of any degree of imperfection

when there are no external fields, and no long range forces. The frequency

ratio for the presence of a seleoted « moleonle in a given element SF is

where

85{T)=f dwj ...

J Sr J (r)

just one <Zw„ integration over V being omitted. If there are no long range

forces or external fields, then W depends only on the relative coordinates of

the molecules, and

J (V) J

must be a constant Q independent of the coordinates of the selected a.

Therefore SJ5{.'r) = <3^7, and obvioxisly B{T)==QV, Hence the frequency

ratio is S7/F, and since there such «’a

a«=i\r„8F/F, (744)

which is the usual formula. If there are long range forces these may, as we
shall see, build up the equivalent of external fields from the point ofview of

any specified element of the assembly. If there are any external fields fli,

then of course (744) is no longer true of the whole assembly but only of an

elementary part of it over which the variation ofQ is negligible. In accord-

ance with Gibbs’ analysis showing that the laws of thermodynamics mclude

the laws of ineohanioal equilibrium it is possible to deduce from (701) the

distribution law in the field of force and the existence of meohanioal equili-

brium—^the equation dp—— vdJD, being satisfied to the accuracy cf the

formulae. The investigation, however, is not elegant, and it is better m
handling imperfect gases in external fields to apply the laws of statistical

mechanics only to elements of the gas, and supplement these by the laws of

meohanioal equilibrium, or general thermodynamio theorems. Since these

mechanical laws can be derived from the oharaotoriatio fmrotion for the
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whole oBsembly and lead by themselves to a unique equilibrium state for an

assembly at uniform temperature, they must, together with the character-

istic functions for the volume elements, be equivalent to the characteristic

function for the complete assembly.

By a similar argument we see that the average number of a,^ pairs

simultaneously present in selected dcop must be given by the formula

B(T)
(746)

When no effective long range* or external forces are present, the integral in

(746) must be a function only of the relative coordinates of the seleotod dco^i

and duip

.

We may then write it in the form

(746)

where is defined so that at infinite separation and is a con-

stant. So defined, may be called the average potential energy of /S in the

specified position in the field of a. It may depend on the average positions

of a large number of other molecules and may therefore itself be a function

of T. Again,

BiT)^

provided only that W^p-^Q rapidly for large separations, as in practice it

always does. Thus the average number of pairs is

(747)

After integration with respeot to dcc^ the average number of in a selected

region near any a anywhere in the assembly is

Npe-'f-sl>‘^dcopjV. (748)

The factor is not required in the formulae until we integrate deep over

the whole ofv^ round «. It is not until we do this tliat we count twice over

each «,a pair.

Formulae (747) and (748) are forms of Boltzmann’s theorem. It is im-

portant to realize, however, the precise meaning of W^p for which the

theorem is true. In aocordanoe with the discussion in §6- 9 may bo

loosely called the free energy of a )3 in the field of an a, and it may bo that

Wap=¥hl„p’ In the cose of short range forces with ternary and higher

complexes neglected it is, however, true that W^^p^E^p to the first apiu’oxi-

mation. For

Wo shall SGO that this allows of tho consideration of clootrostatio forces in ionic media of zero

space charge.

JJ
Qe~^«fit’‘^'d(o,,^dcop = QV^,
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aud it is obvious that tho first approximation to the cooffioient of is

unity. Thus for short range forces in assemblies ofnot too liigh oonoontration

(747) and (748) take the more familiar forms

(749)

and (760)

It is clear, however, that even for short,range forces at higher

concentrations as in a liquid, and that the distribution may then be more

uniform than is indicated by Boltzmann’s law (760),

§ 8>6. OemraUties on diasocialive equilibria in imperfecl gases, and the use

of the thermodynamio function 'F. We can oonstruot a general theory of

dissociating imperfect gases as a direct extension oftho theory of Chapter

We will consider for simplicity tho theory of § C’2 which wo will hero extend

to imperfect gases. Wo there started (for perfect gases) by constructing the

generating function (439) which for classical jr-functious (j/sexp) is equi-

valent to

«'i'^)<»i* . . , . .
.
(piaqa;aS:’J0*‘ • •

This can bo partially summed when S,.a,.“ = a2 , 'Zf.bf-b, whore

«2 ) are fixed to the form

VI

70^
61

When tho gases are perfect, (761) sums again, of course, to the familiar form

oxp[«i7i’i(»)4-a;2FFa(»)-l-av‘»a1'^-^ia(»)]< (162)

When, however, tho gases are imperfect tho summation to (761) can still

be carried out, but the factor in tho terms of (761) must be replaced

by B{z), assumed to depend only on a^, a^ and 6, which can be put in tho

approximate form

j/«t-i«a+6{i + «i{aj,aa,6)}«i (1 + «2(aj,,aa,6)}“» {1 -h ^{ay^,az,b)f (763)

The correcting terms a^, a^, j3 are also functions of z and are, of course, the

extra terms of (701). They are supposed small, and only their first powers

retained. Wo therefore replace tho generating function (762) by Q say,

whose approximate form is

V {^iFJi(g) ( 1 F %)}"* (aia V ( 1 + <^2)}*** {%^2^-^ia(^) (

^

rj

......(764)

and operate with Q throughout. Thus, nearly enough,

^ 1 fff dx^dx^dz ^ (766)
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The critical point of the integrand is determined as usual by the equations

X^= x^dlog QJdx^, X2,=X2dlogQldx2 ,
JEJ =zdlog Qjdz, (756)

which will have a unique root A^, Ag, 9-. The equilibrium state is specified

by like 2y.-Kaiog O/a.P.kw, (’57)

and similar equations. The proof that the assembly obeys the laws of

thermodynamics remains valid.

By comparison with the case of a perfect gas the root A^
,
Ag ,

•& is such that
the arguments, AiFJ’i(9), etc., of Q are all large. We therefore study the

asymptotic forms of the function

{.4,(1 + ai)}«a {A,{1 + ag)fr {Bj 1 + ^)}»

a,! Ug! 6!

for large A, B, the a, ^ being functions of the a, h which are small compared
with unity. To this end we pick out the maximum term ofthe multiple series

by making the first order partial differential coefficients of

lag4!(l±S)+i
“i

-{a.

with respect to a,, (i^,b vanish. It can easily be shown by the usual argu-
mentsthatthe value ofthe complete multiple series is practically determined
by the maximum term, and that the summations may be formally replaced
by integrations from — oo to -f oo on either side of the maximum term. We
find after simple reductions that, to the first order in oc,

\ogQ~Af\.-\-a.fAi,A2,B)\^-A^ + a.2{A-^,A^,B)] + J5{1 + ^(Ai,A^,B)}.

(768)

We find also that this asymptotic relation can be diSerentiated. The equi-

librium conditions such as (767) are therefore

W,= ^,31ogG/0^„

etc., in which A^, ... are to be replaced by A^Fi^i, ... after diflferentiation.

Thus

+ (759)

= A,7Ji[l + a,(^,^,#)]rH-:^||-hl^^+j^M1 ...(760)
L SJv, 3W, 0JV,J

to the approximation to which we are working. The law of mass-action is

obtained, by eliminating A,, Ag, in the form

,
X,Na . B.Fo r 3 3 3 ~| — —

(
781

)
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A similar formula can be given correcting the vapour-pressure equation

for imperfection of the vapour phase. We obtain obviously in place of (761)

logf=log^ + ^{j7a(A)}, (762)

where k or k(T) is the partition function for the crystal. At the same time

p A 0

dV ’

so that the equilibrium vapour pressure is given by

logp=log^+ |^_-K=_J{iV«(A)} (763)

In the usual first approximation

Nx{N) = 2v
J“

Ijr^dr,

hTF W
so that logp= log 1*^17 27t (764)

f< y Jo

The foregoing arguments could easily be generalized, but the general

method for imperfect gases in problems of dissociation or of external fields

is not particularly convenient. It is of interest to have sho-vm that the com-

plete laws are given as they should be by the properties of C. In practice a

more convenient working method can be developed based on the fact that

our assemblies are thermodynamic systems, so that thermodynamic

theorems may be applied.

Consider an assembly in which the dissociation is fixed, so that it contains

Wi, Ag and M free atoms and molecules. For such an assembly we can at

once construct T. By (707) it has the form

T/h=JV,(log +
1)

-hAg^log l)q- Jf(log^-f l)

(765)

the a, jS being the same functions of the JV, M as in the foregoing argument.

This must hold for any fixed values ofN^ whether or not they happen

to agree with the true equilibrium, values when dissociation is able to occur.

Now suppose that the issooiation, temporarily fixed, is again allowed to

proceed in either direction. It is a general thermodynamical principle* that

in the final equilibrium state A^F= 0 for any variation of the dissociation

(or any other variation consistent with the given temperature and volume).

FS M

* See, for example, Plaack, Thermodyncmik, ed. 6, § 151.

17
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Thus the condition of dissociative equilibrium can be at once obtained

from the equation — -I--? ^l'F =

ajfj
^0, .(766)

or

>1
^log^+ log

VF,

N,
log-# +

which, is equation (761) as ohtained before.

The foregoing paragraph shows clearly the advantage to be gained in

brevity by using thermodynamic arguments at suitable places for these

more complicated assemblies. There is the same advantage in discussing

imperfect gases in a field of force in this way, as compared with the general

statistical method. We apply the general statistical arguments only to

construct SY for each volume element SF and determine the complete

equilibrmm by making ^^2 ST) = 0

for all relevant variations of numbers of particles between the different

volume elements.

T/l: =S„JvJlog^+l -is .(767)

§
8*6. Dissociative equilibriafor molecules offinite extension. The formulae

of this chapter take a specially simple form when the constituent"systems

are ofa definite size, without further fields offorce. In such a case ->- + 00

inside v^^^ and is zero elsewhere, and

Equation (767) forms the best starting point for discussing the eq'uilibrium

state of an assembly in which one of the systems has a sequence of possible

states of definite sizes which differ from state to state.

Suppose there are present in the assembly systems of a certain type in a

number of different stationary states of different sizes; these will be initially

regarded as distinct systems, specified by different a’s. Systems not belong-

ing to this set will be specified by yet other oc’s. To determine the complete

equilibrium state, we construct T as above and vary the among the

states of the special systems until dT = 0 for aU such possible variations.

A typical variation is to increase AJ, and decrease Ny by equal amounts.

q/*_0
dNyJ

We must therefore have

[awo"

or, in equilibrium,
Ny Eye-2)3'»'/3»y/3/V

N,
.(768)

The necessary and sufficient conditions fordT= 0 for all possible variations
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of this kind is that (768) should hold for all y’s which specify the different

states of the special systems. Now if we were to ignore the differences in

size of the various states of the special systems, we should treat them all

together and construct a partition function

to take account of the distribution of their internal energy. Here we tem-

porarily treat each state separately and their separate partition functions

are connected by the equations

= (769)

Inserting this ratio in (768) and putting N='ZyNy for the total number of

special systems, we have*

Ny= Nvjy ‘Oypirju(^T), (770)

where u{T) = 'ZyVjye-^vi^e~^^^fi^v^^. (771)

The y-summation is of course only over all states of the special systems.

In all calculations we have therefore only to replace b(T) and its terms by

u{T) and its terms in order to take full accoimt of the excluded volumes.

If we use u{T) thus, we may group all the separate states of the special

systems together as before. To reconstruct T’/A in terms of u{T) we have

Vu{T)h{T) _VF(T)

W N N ’

where VF{T) is the complete modified partition function. The terms under

in (767) which belong to the special systems become

jy|iog^§3 + 1)
+i s,

When every system has been treated in this way we find

i — ^oc '^
06)3VF(T)

+—

S

^ocB

.(772)

where is a summation over the separate systems and as before a

summation over every pair of states of all the separate systems. It can be

verified at once that in the eqLuihbrium state

^=0 (ally). (773)

dNy

Thus the of the separate states are only apparent variables in

They do not affect the determination of dissociative equilibrium, which is

to be carried out by varying the N, in (772), without explicit notice of the

* Special oases of (770) and (771) were first given in discussions of higli tem:^rature atmo-

spheres by Urey, Astrophya. J. vol. 59, p. 1 (1924). and independently by Permi, ZeU. f. Phyaik,

voL 26, p. 54 (1924).
17-2
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Ny. The usual equilibrium laws will be at once obtained in terms of F^(T)

ov{u{T)h{T)},.

It must be remembered that all the foregoing formxilae are necessarily

only correct to the first power of 1/F, so that the exponential correcting

factors are largely illusory. At the same time the use of the formulae seems

to be justifiable for rough quantitative work, right outside the range in

which the corrections are small, in fact for all orders. It will be remembered

that states for which the correcting factors are large will ipso facto be scarce

and therefore affect but little the equilibrium state. A closer examination

of this point will, moreover, explain a numerical discrepancy from Urey’s

work.f Equation (7 67) may equally well be written in the form

T/* = S,^,log
(F-

+ 1 .(774)

•wMch has exactly the same vahdity so far as terms to the order 1/F are

conceraed. Equation (774), however, is the exact form of T//c for a mixture

of gases which obeys exactly van der Waals’ equation in the formj

^ = (775)

Ifnowwework out the eq'uihhrium state by varying the Y/i: of ( 7 74) we find

(Z=6.) .0 jV-W
.(776)

'0 -y

which to the first order in bjV reduces to (768). If the differences between.

F— 6o and the V— by are ignored, we can cast (776) into Urey’s form

•^0
.

No" Ny
.(777)

where and Vy* are mean excluded volumes for the states 0 and y, and
p is the total pressure. This form, as we have seen, is incorrect (by the
factor J in the exponential) for small values of b/V. This difference is of no
importance as the formulae cannot anyhow be .exact. What is important is

that the approximate agreement of (777) and (768) justifies to some extent
the use of the latter for all values of bjV in rough numerical calculations.

It may be noted in conclusion that formulae of exactly the same validity
can be obtained for the general assembly in which is given by (707), so
that the excluded volumes are functions of the temperature and may in
fact be negative.

§8*7. Inverse square law forces. Large scale effects. The only important
long range forces (s < 4) which appear to act between actual atoms and mole-
cules are gravitational and electrostatic forces, following the inverse square

t Urey, loc. oiU J See equation (848) ofChapter ix, ofwhich this is an obvious generalization.
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law (s = 2) . When such forces or external fields are acting, the analysis of

§ 8-4 must be revised. In equation (743) W must be held to include the long

range forces and external fields, and is no longer a function only of the

relative coordinates of the systems. Thus

is no longer necessarily a constant Q independent of the coordinates of the

selected a. Instead, we must define a function w by the equation

Q^-wikT^ r
..

Jiv) J

where Q is a constant adjusted so that w takes any convenient value at an

assigned point. We then have

where ® '’^1^‘^dV =B{T).

Thus (779) reduces at once to

(780)

where'vJ'^'J^'i are the average concentrations of the a-molecules in different

volume elements and 8Fo. The average potential energy defined by

(778) is the potential energy for which alone Boltzmann’s theorem (780) is

strictly true. The boundary field of an imperfect gas, which is investigated

by a special method in § 9- 8, is an example of a field such as is considered here

—effectively equivalent to an external field though built up from short

range forces.

It is desirable to investigate more closely the average potential energy w

of this section and the of §8-4, for it does not follow without further

investigation that they agree with their values calculated when the rest of

the assembly is in its average state. Tor most purposes of calculation it is

almost essential to make this identification owing to the extreme complica-

tion of (778). It can easily be seen that the method of §9-8 for boundary

fields is based on this identification. -

Ifwe differentiate (778) with respect to the coordinates a:, y,zofSFwefand

y J
...(781)

andtwo similar equations. In (781) W is of course the total potentialene^y

of the gas phase in any configuration, and therefore -dW/dx, etc. are the
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force components acting on the selected a-molecule in SF. The function w
has therefore Tbeen so defined that its partial derivatives are the average

values, with a fixed, of the partial derivatives of IF, or

dx dx
' (782)

and two similar equations. Thus if w is derived by calculating dwjdx as the

average value of the forces acting on the a-molecule—that is, as the force

acting on the a-molecule when the rest of the assembly is in its average

distribution—such a is identical with the w of (778). This is the method to

be used in § 9-8, which is hereby justified.

In (781) or (782) it is sometimes convenient to distinguish between the

parts of dW/dx which arise from forces of long and short range. If these are

distinguished by suffixes I and s so that 1F= it may happen that

dw^^dWg

dx dx
(783)

This will always hold except near a boundary when 0, and will continue

to hold with the same exception when 'Pl^=|=0 so long as the alterations in

introduced by Wi are insufficient to affect the perfection of the gas laws.

When these inaperfections begin to matter, must make just such a

contribution as to account for the difference between (780), which may be

written x- ^^OW

and the laws of hydrostatic equilibrium,

dp —dw,
(786)

It is an interesting and easy exercise to cheek the equivalence of (784) and

(785) for first order deviations from the perfect gas laws.

Returning to conditions in which (783) is true, we find that

dw

dx
...(786)’L-h"

If we differentiate (786) we find

"L-JP-s?©1
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and two similar expressions.* By addition

(788)

In (788) we shall take to be a potential energy due to inverse square law

forces, and obeying Poisson’s equation

(789)

where v is the smoothed local concentration of systems in 8F in any con-

figuration. The value of fi will depend on the precise mixture ofgravitational

and electrostatic forces concerned. We find therefore that w satisfies the

equation

kT' \dx) \3a: j

.(790)

The right-hand side is the mean square fluctuation of th^esultant force on

the system in SF, divided by ( — kT). The mean density is an average of

V for all configurations in which the oc-molecule is fixed at the point con-

cerned (but not counted in v). The suffix is inserted to distinguish Vq, from

jTofequation (780), which is an average for aUposMons of the a-molecule as

well as of the others. In practice, we replace Vqby v and omit the fluctuation

terms, so that (790) reduces to

V^w-tIF=0. (791)

The equilibrium state of the assembly may then be calculated by the com-

bined use of Boltzmann’s and Poisson’s equations, (780) and (791), a fertile

procedure in frequent use.

There are, however, three points which require critical examination: the

smoothing employed in (789), the replacement of by v, and the neglect of

the fluctuation terms on the right-hand side of (790).

In dealing with point charges^ smoothing of some sort is essential to

mathematical simplicity; if the charges are spread over finite volumes, each

defined in position by the coordinates of its centre, the “smoothing” is

automatic and inevitable. Thus for point charges we define the smoothed

density at any point by some such formula as

v{x)= -L^eJ{x-x^), (792)

* It is ewssTimed that not only is dWJdsc^O but also dWJdx.dWi/dx^O.

f It is convoniont to writ© in th© languago of ©lootrostatics, but other fields of force are not

excluded.
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where x is short for y, z, is the charge on an a-moleoulo,/(ri;) diminishes

rapidly with increasing distance from the origin, and

f fix)dco^h (793)
J(F)

In the case of charges spread over finite volumes, (702) necessarily holds

good, and e^f{x) is the actual density in a single particle Avith its contro at

the origin. The possibility of interpenetration is not excluded. The oorro-

spending smoothed function derived from any function of position

F(x), is .

i^*(a;):=i F{x*)f{x — x^)do}\ (794)
Jiv)

If F{xi,X2,,>,) is a function of many points, the smoothing is to bo carried

out for all of them, so that

(790)

In the case of charged f^articles of finite size, this smoothing is again axito-

matic, provided that F is linear in each of the charges concorned—o.g. a

potential, or a mutual potential energy.

Equation (789) requires that Wj shall be equal to IF*, the smoothed
electrostatic potential energy. It appears to bo simplest to replace W by
IF* throughout the argument. Thus w would bo defined by

(compare (778)); and in (780)

(700)

(797)

Tliis is not our ordinary equation for the average density; nor is it pi'ooisely
the smoothed average density, nor even the average smoothed density. In
all probability, however, it does not differ considerably from any of those.
The ^culties introduced by sraoothmg are mostly of this kind, and are
not likely to be important.

On the other hand, thorough smoothing, when it can be employed, gives
^e greatest assistance in answemg the other two points of oritioism.
Consider first the relation between and v. Their difference depends on the
difference between the value of v at the position of tho a-moleoulo and its
more normal values. Now the «-moleoule induces a considerable excess or
deficiency of charge in its immediate neighbourhood; hut its effect at some
little distance is negligible. If the smoothing function f(x) is aiijireoiablo
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only at verysmall distances, the effect ofthe a-moleculo’s fioldis animportant
featuro in v. If, however, /(ri:) is appreciable also in a pousiderable volume
in which the field ofthe a-molecule is negligible, the local excess or deficiency

has comparatively little effect upon v. In other words, slight smoothing
retains a large part of the diffeinnce between and v, but a more thorough
smoothing decreases the divergence.

So long, then, as we are concerned only with smoothed space charges (as

in the problem, mentioned below, of a gravitating gas and in the theory of

an electron atmosphere, developed in Chapter xi), it is permissible and
advantageous to smooth thoroughly, with a function which is effective over
a volume Ifmge compared with molecular dimensions; ^ may then be
replaced by v. When, however, our whole concern is with concentrations on
a molecular scale, as in formula (740) and the Debyo-Hiiokeltheory described
below, any but the slightest smoothing is impossible, and and7 may be
widely different.

For the validity of the neglect of the fluctuation terms no general con-

ditions have yet been obtained. At present it seems possible to proceed only

by verification a poslerion.

As an example, consider the equilibrium state ofan isothermal gravitating
gas of which each small element is effectively perfect.* This is of course a

special case of the equilibria of such gaseous masses handled by Emden.f
There is no explicit solution for w or for p, the mass density at any point,

but it is found that ifr is the distance from the centre ofthe gravitating mass

2 (M'\ 1

where G is the constant of gravitation. It follows that to the same approxi-

mation
^^ 2/sI' log }• + const.

If we then compare one of the ignored terms {dwjdi')^lkT with a term re-

tained such as dhvjdr^, we find that the numei'ioal ratio is ,2. If therefore

the fluctuation in the resultant force at any point is small compared with

the force itself, the neglect of all the terms on the right in (790) is at once

justified.

A similar example is the electron atmosphere in equilibrium with a metal

at high temperature. Ifthe form of tlie atmosphere is offeotively that of the

* In ordor to dioouAS Auoli nn iiAAombly complotoly from tlio point of view ofAtatlstical moohanlcs
it ia iiocosaaiy to idoaliKO tlio problem so that the mass of gaa is oontainocl in a roilooting onoloauro

80 largo that inolotmlar Impaots on the walk do not oWocfcivoIy alter tho position of tlio contro of

gravity of tho mass of gag or Us total momontum wliioli must bo lixocl by the oonclitlons of the

problem. This ia not strictly roalizablo. Such oonclitioiiB can bo formally accounted for by addi-

tional solootor variables both for momenta and positional coordinates,

t Emdoii, Oashugclni boo also for tliiB, Mlino, Trans, Camb, PMl, Soc, vol, 22, p, 483 (1023),
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gap between tlie parallel plates of an infinite condenser,

of the exact solution, (see (1069))

glOlikT_^ QQg
Bx

V(2*2')’

the problem admits

where A and B are constants of which B depends on the electi'on density at

a standard potential. Here again the mxmerical ratio of the ignored term

{jdv}ldx)^jJcT to the term retained dhujdx^ is less than 2, and the same con-

elusions can be drawn ifthe same hypothesis is admitted.

The problem of the ignorability ofthe fluctuation term can be formulated

as follows: Let - dQ,ldx be the a;-component of the force at x due to a single

molecule in the rth cell of the assembly. Then

dw, ^ ao- dw m

(t)
/m2_
law

“

(i’) -(S)

2 __ 30-

— —^
00. 9n„

4- 2S,. g {ct^cis ^
A complete Bolution requires a knowledge of and a^ag — a^a^ for

these complicated assemblies. On general grounds, however, it is quite

certain that these quantities will be all positive and very small compared

with (a^)^ and provided that the cells need not be taken too smalls that is,

provided that smoothing is sufficiently macroscopic, It must be renionibored

that we are dealing with smoothed functions. The appropriate cell is that

volume in which the smoothing function is effective. A thorough smoothing

is again what we require, in order to make the cells conveniently large. In

evaluating long range large scale effects this is possible, and the above

condition can be satisfied. It is not possible to conclude at once that

(dWiY (dwY^/dmY
la^•) la*) "^lax-)

’

for the terms dSl^jdx are not all positive. Their signs depend on the sign of

x — can, however, conclude that

where dto'jZx is the force component at x, y, z due to all the matter in the

assembly on that side of the plane ^=a! which gives the greater value of

dw'jdx. It is therefore sufficient to verify a posiermi that d^wjdx^ and
similar terms are of the same order as iflw'jdxYjltT and similar terms, The
neglect of the fluctuation terms is then in general justified.
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§ 8*8. Gontnbutiojis by intermolecularforces to thefree energy of Helmholtz,

or the charactmslicfunction. A similarinvestigation to that ofthe last section

can be atteinjited for the local field of formula (746). The real purpose

of such investigations in equilibrium theory is merely to find a roundabout

way of calculating B{T) when a direct attack seems hopeless; for a know-
ledge of B{T) determines all the equilibrium properties of the assembly.

It therefore seems desirable to start with a general study of the relationship

of quantities such as to J5(T) and in particular of how to calculate the

corresponding part of the free energy or charaoteristio function.

The energy is defined by the equation

J <r) J J(r) J

.(798)

On differentiating this equation with respect to Xp we find that

^J(K)
“
I

•*’

Thus just as for to, equation (782),

dxp dxp
' (799)

This equation states that the average value oflhefo^xe acting on the ^-molecule

at the specified distance from the a-molecule may be derived by differentiating

Tl(^j5 defined by (798),

Let us noAV suppose that the fields of force which give rise to w or Pl^p are

gradually built up from zero by differential additions to the various force

centres, the assembly being at a constant temperature {but not necessarily

constant volume) during each successive stage and in the equilibrium state

appi'opi'iate to the force centres already pi'eseni. The only external work done

in the rearrangement of the assembly into its equilibrium state at the given

temperature in between the "stages” is the work done by the pressure if

there is any oliango of volume. This is of course an ideal process requiring

the treatment of individual molecules, but it is a conceivable isothermal

reversible thermodynamio process, and the work done on the assembly in

the process, including both work of “charging up” and work done by the

external pressure, must on general principles be the increase in Helmholtz’s

free energy due to the establishment of the intermolecular fields, It is

analogous to the familiar method of calculating the contribution of such

forces to the potential energy, when we suppose that the fields of force are

gradually built up from zero, the various systems ofthe assembly beingfixed in

their averagefinal positions. This is the origin of the familiar iJpFdV of the

theory of attractions. It is sometimes oonvenient to keep the volume fixed
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during the charging process; in that case the work of charging up is the total

work and equal to the change of Helmholtz’s free energy. If on the other

hand the pressure is kept fixed and the work done by the external pressure

omitted, the work of charging up is equal to the increase in Gibbs’ free

energy Q. A direct statistical proof may be given as follows when the

volume is kept constant.

Suppose that every intermoleoular energy term is at a fraction a of its

final value. Then the partition function is £a{T), say, given by

and the energy of this force system in its equilibrium state

rf ...

J (lO J

I [•iir) J

Keeping the distribution laws unaltered and increasing each energy torni
from <T to or+ (icr requires an increase in the energy ofthe force system equal to

^L-J

1 -1
J (r) J

1

This increase of energy must be the work necessary to streiigthon the force
centres from a fraction c to c+ da of their final values, the assembly being
in the equilibrium state corresponding to tlip fraction cr already prosont.
The total work required to build up the final force system by a reversible
isothermal process is therefore

J(r) J

==~kT

= -hThg{B{T)iy^'^«x}. ...{800)

But this expression is just ~hT times the increase in 'F//c due to the estab-
lishment of the mtermoleoular fields, and -
The theorem can obviously be extended to cover the case in wliioh now

forces of a given type are established, e.g. eleofrostatic. We then introduoo

(800 ' 1 )

and ~IcTlog{B^{T)jB^{T)}=AF==F^ is the work necessary to charge up
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tlio ions in a reversible isothermal process, the sizes and other internioleeiilar

forces of the ions retaining their standard values.

The rostriotion to constant volume can bo removed by allowing the com-

plete volume ohango to take place when the charging process has been com-

pletod. The work done by the pressure on the assembly is then - pdV
J y\

whioh is equal to ‘-hT log{B^{TiV2)j On adding this to the former

work term wo see that ^/iJriog{i?i(T,l^)/J5Q(T,Pi)} is the total work done on

tho assembly, so that TAT - AjP,

This result can bo api)lied to an electrolyte in the following form. Supj»ose

tho olectrolyto (volume V) contains ions of type k whose

final charge is and charge at any stage of the charging process 7/^. Let

he the average potential at the centre of an ion of type k duo to

tho charges on all the ions including its own charge. This definition requires

us to regard an ion as an electrified sphere of diameter a. This is suffloiently

general for our purposes, Then by the preceding theorem

(801 )

and (802)
J 0

This oliarging process oan presumably, since mustbe a definite function

of tlio final charges, bo carried out in any manner, subject to tho condition,

K=>1

that iiho total charge in tho electrolyte is zero. Subject to this condition

dFf must bo a perfect differential, from which it follows, the restriotive

condition making no difference, that*

Any proposed method of calculating by means of approximate calcula-

tions of must conform to (803).

§8*81. The iheonj of Debye and HileJeel for strong eleetrolytes^General

foundations. Wo have seen in §8>8 that if wo can calculate the ip^ we can

oalonlate F, and thereby obtain the necessary thermodynamic potential to

give us all the equilibrium properties of a strong electrolyte. A method of

carrying through this calculation has been proposed by Debye and Huokel. f

Oliaptor xin. Soo also l^’alkonhagGji, EleclrohjleSf Oxford (1034),
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It is empirically very successful and lias been developed and applied in

great detail. We sball therefore study here its position as a deduction from

general statistical theory.

In equations (746)-{748) we have shown how to define an energy such

that the average number of ^-systems in a selected volume oleinont near

any a-system is

so that the average density of the ^-systems is

is a function of r. It necessarily satisfies the equation

(804)

The first step in the ^thod of Debye and Iliickel is to define a function

for short the average electrostatic potential due to all

the other charges, at a distance r fi'oin any ion of typo i<. The functions Iji^

used above are now replaced by 0). The definition is

Ur) f r ... k(r) e-»»' li; {du,,)«^ (806)
J (r) J J(v) J

Since r is not the coordinate ofa system, W is independent of r and thoroforo

V2?:(r)f f ... rV«./;,(r)c-W' lI/
J{r) J J(v)J

=

whereD is the dielectric constant ofthe medium and /o(r) is tlio space ohargo

density at r in the given configuration. The precise moaning ofI) in equation

(806) raises difficulties which we shall not examine hero, li’or tlio moment
we may assumeD to be the dielectric constant ofsome medium indopondont
of the disti'ibution laws of the assembly. A deeper discussion is given in

§13-61 and saturation effects are considered in §12*0. The funotion^(r)
therefore satisfies Poisson’s equation

{800* 1)
where

Thus is^e average charge density at a distance r from an ion of type k.

Therefore
p,^ can be calculated in terms of the by means of the equation

_ « Afl

(807 )
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I’oisson’s equation (SOO-l) therefore reduces to

V2|/»„+-^ S (807-1)
x* (3=1 r

The essential approximation in Debye and Huokel’s theory is now to put

_ (808)

which yields for <//„ the differential equation

S^€pe-*#;/*=3'=0, (808-1)
jjaal r

an equation which has the same form for all k’s. The approximation (808)

requires it to be true that

.
(800 )

It) asserts also that the elootrostatio forces are the only forces controlling

the clistrihiition of j9-systems near /c-systeins or rather that up to absolute

contact the distribution is uniform when the charges are zero. This is of

course untrue as the short range forces are thus neglected, but (808) should

bo a good aioproximation at moderate or largo distances,_so far os the

ncgloot of short range forces is concerned, Besides (809) the must satisfy

the conditions (803),

By this method of ai^proaoh it is diflicult to see what range ofvalidity may

bo expected for the formulae resulting from (808*1). Certain upper limits

for their validity have been laid down in (803) and (809). So soon as these

conditions are infringed, the results are illusory if used to such an order of

accuracy that the infringing terms are significant. But these conditions are

only noGossary and the failure might occur earlier, due to the failure of the

approximation (808).

One may now attempt to fill this gap by an investigation similar to that

of § 8*7. TMie analysis will not bo given in detail since the discussion cannot

bo made sufiioieutly rigorous. One may oonolude that like Wy satisfies

Poisson’s equation, at least on the average for the neighbourhoods of a

number ofions if not near a single ion, provided that we may ignore fiuotua-

tions and short range forces. The volume elements near any one ion to which

this process must be ai3pliod are, however, now small on the molecular scale

and it is impossible to conclude with certainty by the smoothing arguments

used above that the fluctuations are negligible when {dW^pld(c)^lkT is of the

same order as the terms retained. The utmost it is safe to oonolude is that

W^p satisfies Poisson’s equation so long as

1
2
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is itself sviall compared with terms retained in the equation and so long as the

effect of short rangeforces on the electrostatic terms is negligible. This conoliisioii

is made slightly less restrictive by remembering that any non-fluctuating

part of may be removed before applying this test.

§8*82. The theory ofDebye and HilcheL Explicitformulae. In illustration

of the foregoing argument we shall now derive Debye and Hilckers explicit

results for solutions so dilute that the size and shapes of the ions are irrele-

vant. This investigation and others similar will bo essential to us in Chapters

XI, xiu and xiv.

Equation (808*1) is soluble in principle as it stands, but requires elaborate

treatment, and an explicit recognition of the fact that ions have sizes.

The approximation made by Debye and Hiickel which renders (808' 1)

soluble in finite terms is assume that for all the important values of r

epijjJkT is small. Since is spherically symmetrical, the equation then

becomes
^

rHry dr) DkT ^ V '

We have here replaced ep by Zp e where Zp is the valency, i^ositivo or negative,

of the ion. The loading term in the expansion ofthe exponentials in (808' 1),

vanishes when the average space charge is zero, a condition which may
usually be assumed to be satisfied in applications. If it is not fulfilled, the

proper solution of (V^—K^)^^= coit8t. must be added to i//„ so as to satisfy

the boundary conditions. The solution of (810) which satisfies the obvious

conditions at r -> 0 and r ->• oo is

{k>0). (811)

Dr •
(Sll'l)

Ipoc £)

The corresponding value of W^p is

Kr
In considering the legitimacy of ignoring a fluctuation term wo romoinbor

that the portion z^zpc^jDr of is non-fluctuating, being due to the a-ion

itself. We may therefore be content to consider

and to examine whether {dW^^p ldr)^IIcT is or is not small compared with a

* Por a moro oxact troatmont, seo Chapter xiit,
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term retained such as 2{dW^j} jdr)lr or or The comparison

with the first of those is simple. Wo find a ratio

ZaZfjehc ri - (1 + icr) e-'"'"]

2DkT L «r J’

Since for all positive ,v c® < 1 + a;+ a‘e-“,

it follows that the term in [ ] never exceeds nnity, and the omission of the

fluctuations may be expected to bo legitimate if

2DlcT
<h (8n'2)

This condition is equivalent to WapjlcT being small.

Wo now consider the other necessary tests ofthe legitimacy of the theory.

The value of i//„ obtained does not depend on molecular sizes. To tlie extent

therefore to which it may bo used, molecular sizes are unimportant and the

identification of and W„p should be legitimate. The values of ipci

moreover satisfy the condition (809) that ~
.

Before we apply the test (803) we must extract from the field of the

a-ion itself. The self-energy or energy of charging the ion against its own

charge can only bo introduced when the ion has a definite non-zero size,

It is moreover unimportant to so long as the dielectric constant of the

solvent is not altered at constant temperature. The potential at the centre

of an «-ion duo to the charges of all the other ions is therefore to be derived

from

and is therefore — ....,.(811'3)

Since dK^jde^ is proportional to it is easily verified that the condition

(803) is satisfiodjOiid therefore that the proposed sq)ution provides a soif-

oonsistent set of for which the essential values at the centres of the a-ions

are given by (Sll'S).

We can now calculate the electrostatic free energy by integrating (801)

or (802) in any convenient manner. If all the charges are reduced to the

fraction A of their final values, then the potentials (811*3) are reduced to the

fraction A* since k varies as e. Wo find therefore that

The prime to Ff denotes that the self-energy of the various ions has been

omitted from the calculation. Therefore
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which is the standard result. It satisfies all the tests of consistency and
should be valid at least over suoh a range of concentration that

F'
<JcT.

The standard result
(
812

)
can hardly be reached by any argument less

deep than the foregoing. At this stage any variation ofD is excluded, but it

will be observed that all qxrestions of temixerature variation of D are irre-

levant in forming the contribution to Ff. But in deducing the extra

internal energy, from Ff the temperatui'e variation of D when admitted

would be relevant and important, and the value of was wrongly given

in the earlier work on this theory.

The first attack on the theory of electrostatic effects in gases or solutions

was due to Milner.* The various difficulties in the way of a successful

calculation were clearly presented by him, but as he did not use Poisson’s

equation these were not the difficulties which wo have encountered here.

Another method has been proposed by Kiumera.i' Both these methods
for evaluating B{T) are correct in principle, with difficulties of their own.

Both methods confirm the limiting form ofDebye’s result at great dilutions.

But the interest of Debye’s result lies in regions where theoretical basis is

lacking, and we shall develop the theory further and tentatively use it in

later chapters on account of its empirical imj)ortanco.

* Milnor, Phil. Mag, vol. 23, p. 051 (1012), vol. 20, p. 743 (1013).

t Kramora, Proe, Sect. Sci, Amsterdam, vol. 30, p. 140 (1027).



CHAPTER IX

THK THEORY OF IMPERFECT GASES (cont.)

§9’1. Applications of the theory to simple imperfect gases and binaiy

mixtures. The number of empiuioal or aemi-empirioal equations of state in

oonimon.iise as interpolation formulae or as working digests of tabulated

data is very large.* It is only possible here to discuss three of the simplest in

relation to the thooretioal results of the preooding chapter. For the purposes

of this chapter readers who do not wish to follow the theory of Chapter vin

in detail can bo content with any one of the three elementary discussions

given in §§ 9'6, 0'7, O-S. Any one of these methods gives for a simple gas,

correct to terms in 1/F,

pV= NkT-f(T)lV, f{T)=^2'umkT f l)£ir (813)
i Jo

The best known pi-actioal equation of state is that of van der Waals,

namely, , v

[p+ ^j{V-b)=NkT, (814)

whore aocN^ and bccN, and are otherwise constants. To the first power of

1/F this is equivalent to Nh'rh «
pV^NkT+^!!^^. (816)

It is therefore equivalent, os a first order equation, to the approximation

f(T) =2nNW -l)dr^~ NkTb + a (810)

Though obviously incomplete this is useful from its simplicity and a sulfi-

oient analogy to the true form. For if the molecules are almost rigid spheres

without external fields, then +oo (r < a), and = 0 (r > cr), so that

/(5r)= -ymcTo^.

Thus for such a model b= (four times the volume of all the molecules)

and ft= 0. Historically, van der Waals' formula was derived by suj)erposing

on this volume elfoot b the independent effect of weak attractive fields in

creating a boundary field (see § 9'8) and thereby diminishing the pressure.

In asserting that the effect of this boundary field could bo represented by a

constant a added as in (816) to the unaltered volume effect, two mistakes

are made. One is that the boundary field is calculated ignoring the effects

of the intermoleoular attractions on the distribution of molecular pairs,

* Soo, for oxtimplo, Partington and Shilling, The, specific heals of ga^es (1024); Kamorliagli-

Onnoa and Kooeoin, "Bio iSusfcaiidsgloiohungon”, Bncyh Math, Ihw, Bd. v, No, 10; Jeans,

loc, o\L chaps, vr, vii,
, . •
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which is eq[uivalent to replacing — 1) hy — EjkT in (8 1 (i) . 'rho other is

that the effect of the attractions on the vohinio effect itself is forgotten.

Wlien these mistakes are corrected, formulae (813) and (810) aro recovered.*

The value of (814) as a substitute for (816) rests entirely on its simplicity in

applications, but its success is strictly limited.

The equation of state of D. Berthelot has an appreciably greater range of

validity smee it gives a closer representation of the thooretioal first order

terms. It is used emph’ically in either of the forms

pV^NkT
N}eT\NhT^

[p +-^^{V~b)^NkT,

(817)

(818)

where a'ccN’^ and bccN and are otherwise constants,

equivalent to the first order form

pV=N!cT+
NhTb-a'jT

V

Eitlior of these is

(810)

so that they are based on the approximation

f{T)=~NkTb + a'jT. (820)*

Ifwe contemplate a molecular model of an elastic sifiioro surrounded by an
attractive field of force, of potential energy — P, we have

/(P) = 2vi72*T|^- JcthJ (g21)

Thus as before b ~ and

ct'= 27rJV2*yaij l)dr. .(822)

The assumption that a' is independent of T may bo expected to bo fairly
near the truth in suitable regions of temperature. Per the extra ^'-factor
makes it possible for da,'JUT= 0 for some T, Avhereas for* a wo have always
dajdT < 0. It would perhaps be better still to use a'/J'* instead of a'jT in
(817) with the corresponding changes elsewhere, and adjust s to bring the
zero of da'jdT into the most important temperature range.
Another equation of state of considerable importance is that of Dietorioi.

It is used emph'icallym the forms

p{V~b)-NkTe-<‘l^’‘'‘‘y,
,.,,.,(823

)

p(V-b)=NkTe-<^’l«k’J^r^
...,..(824)

m which a, a'cc JV'*, toe and « is a constant. The value of s (other than 1)

Fowler, Phil. Mag, vol. 43, p, 786 (1022).
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most often used is f . To tlie flrat order in IjV these equations have still the

same form OT7V)

—

a'IT^-^
+ -

.
(826)

and the same first order validity. They are, however, empirically very much

more successful at reproducing observed facts, and this is undoubtedly due

to the exponential instead of the additive form of the a-oorrection. Though

Ave have really only studied first order corrections hero, it is not difficult

to see that Dieterici’s form ought theoretically to be successful over a wider

range than van der Waals’ or Berthelot’s. For Ave shall show in § 9*8, by a

discussion of the boundary field, that approximately

pF=i^/cTexp .(826)

The discussion on Avhich this is based is admittedly inadequate, since only

first order accuracy Avas aimed at in the intermoleoular distribution laAV,

and there are other approximations. But avomay expect qualitative accuracy

in the form of these approximations, and the rest ofthe argument inevitably

leads to an equation of the form (826); Dieterioi’s form is derived by

apih’oxiniating to

Avitli the usual — 6/F+ afNhT^V, and roi)]aoing Fe“*^'’' by F— 6.

For practical use the a, a' and b ofthose and similar equations are adjusted

to give the best fit with the facts over some particular temperature and

pressure rairgo, or to reproduce exactly some partioirlar phenomenon such

as the critical conditions (see beloAv). It must be remembered that the

constants so determined have no direct connection Avith the interatomic

fields offorce and cannot bo used for anything more than a rough qualitative

estimate of those fields or of the sizes ofmolecules. The mistake ofusing data

from the critical point, for example, for quantitative estmiatos of molecular

diameters has frequently been made. The only correct course is to reduce the

observed equation of state to the form*

pF =NkT ~f{T)jV + 0(1/F*), (827)

and thus determine the observational value of/(2’), often called the second

virial coefficient. Thus determined, f{T) can be directly equated to its

theoretical vahie. We give an account in the next chapter of work of this

nature which has succeeded in coordinating into one fairly consistent scheme

the requirements of interatomic fields both in gases and in crystals.

* This is tlio mothod followed by KaniorJIngli^Omios and Kcoaoni and thoir collaborators at

Loidon, and first corroofcly applied to the study of atomic fiolds by Keosom*
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§9»3, Oriiical points and reduced equations of slate, Tlio somi-ompirical

equations of this section agree in predicting the existence of two types of

isothermal separated by a critical isothermal iov which When
T>T^, dpjdV <() for all V, When T <T^^ dpjdV vanishes twice and is

positive between these roots. This behaviour can bo regarded as a satis-

factory description of the observed facts that for any substance there exists

a critical temperature above which the substance can exist only in a Binglo

phase—^the gaseous state, while below there are two possible phases, the

gaseous or vapour state and the liquid state, which can co-oxist in equili-

brium together. Mathematically, the critical isothermal must bo determined

by the condition that on it the two roots of — 0 which are real for

T<Tq coalesce to form a single double root. This condition is obviously that

the critical isothermal is that on which there exists a point, called the

critical point, at which
02^^31/2^ 0. (828)

Combined with the equation of state these equations suflico in general to

fix the values of jp, F and T for the critical i^oint. These values are usual ly

denoted by PJ and At this point the properties of the liquid and
vapour phase finally become identical and tlie two phases fuse into ono. Tho
position of the critical pointpredictedbysome of tho equations is as follows:

vanderWaah— 1^= 3&, Pg=al27b% Tf-Sa/ZINkb (820)

Dieterici— lo=26, p^^ajie’^b^ To— aliNIcb. (830)

Dieterioi’s equation reproduces the position of tho critical point with
considerable success for many gases. The predicted relation

is particularly successful. The reader should refer to Joans* for a further
discussion. Some typical isotliermals for carbon dioxide aro shown in
Fig. 13, reproduced from Partington and Siiilling.f

The equations of state discussed here are alike in possessing only two
adjustable constants. In each case, and in all similar oases, these two
constants and Nk can be eliminated by introducing instead

2>o >

The equation of state then takes the form

(831)

wheie/is a function which is the same for all a and 6, that is, to this approxi-
mation the same for all gases. This can easily be verified directly, or alter-
natively deduced by a dimensional argument. It is usual to introduce now
variables tt, u, 3-, called reduced variables, defined by the relations

P-irPc, V~vVg, !r==3-!ZJ.

t Partington and Sliiliing, loe, oil. p. 37,
* Jeans, loc, ciU
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The equation of state then takes an absolute form called the reduced equation

of state. As examples:

mnder Waals—
(
tt^ 3/u®)(3u— 1)=:S9'. (832)

BeHheloir- (tt+ Sjv^d^) (3v ^ 1) - 8{)’, (B33)

Pig* 13. iBofchormala of COa* The critical point is at 0, Tho slmdcd x>orfcion roproBOiita liquid

states and the part within the dotted onwo liq\iid*vaponr mixture a.

Berlhelot modified—An ompirical equation used in the roduoed forms
00

(834)

These of course do not give the oritioal point 1, 1, 1 as a rednood equation

should, but are more successful in the region of moderate deviations

from the perfect gas laws.*

Dkierici— 7r(2y- ,..,..(830)

* Soo also Ilonning, Tcmimalvmnusmg, Brannsoliwoig (1016); Euokon, Zeit.f. Phyaik, vo), 20,

p. 1 (1024),
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Equal values of the reduced variables ai^e said to bo corresponding values of

the ordinary variables for different gases. The suggestion of these equations

that for corresponding temperatures and volumes the pressures have oorro-

sponding values for all substances is oalled ilia law of corresponding states*

This law is approximately true over wide ranges of the variables for not too

dissimilar molecules, but is by no means true in general.

§9*3. Inversion pomts in the Thomson-Joide effect, The thermodynamic

theory of the Thomson'-Joiile effect is well known and need not be repeated

here. Gas is allowed to stream through a valve, imrous ]:)lug or other

throttling device under a steady pressure difference which maintains tho

flow against frictional resistances. In the steady state there is a tempera-

ture difference on the two sides of the iflug or valve for an imperfect gas.

For a differential pressure dropAp this temperature difforoncoAT is given by

.(837)

Since necessarily AjxO, AT has the sign of V~T{dV/dT)j,. The elToot

may therefore be either a heating or cooling of the gas. The heating and
cooling regions in the p, V or p, T j)lanes ai-e divided from ono anotlier by
the. curve of inversion points, whose equation is obtained by eliminating ono
variable &om the equation of state by means of the equation

T(^^)-r~0. (838)

In reduced variables the curve of inversion points has the following forms:

van Her Waals— (12D +ir-81)H216(4fl-i-7r-27) = 0 (839)

ga+a 1

Dieterici— + i
^

A diagrammatic jiresentation of these curves and observed inversion points
is shown in Pig. 14 taken from Lewis.* It will be seen at once that Dioterioi’s
equation with «=! gives a very faithful representation of the properties of
these gases in the neighbourhood of tho curve of inversion jioints. This is a
somewhat severe test of any practicable equation of state.

It will be seen on inspection of Pig. 14 that tho cooling region is limited in
area, the main portion of the p, T plane being the heating region. At the
same time for the commoner gases the cooling region practically covers tho
range of ordinary temperatures and px'ossures. Hydrogen, helium and neon
are exceptions. The limitation of the cooling region is of great importance
in liquefaction practice by Linde’s process, whioh is based on the Thomson-

PKn!!!'
Olmnulry, vol. 2, nemodynamica, ocl. 2, p. 07;

t VV. 0. MoQ. Lewis, loc, ext. p. 71,
> i
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Joulo oUect to obtain the rediiotion oftemperature in each oyole. Unless the

temperature is low enough for the greater part of the designed pressure drop

to lie in the oooling region, the gas will not cool but heat and the liquefaction

prooGss cannot be carried out, In the manufacture of liquid hydrogen and

helium by Lindens process efficient oooling will not occur unless the hydrogen

used lias been already cooled with liquid air, and the helium used with

liquid hydrogen.

All tlioso aspects of tlie theory of simple gases have long been fully

aiipreoiated, except the precise determination of intermolecular forces to

whioli wo devote the following chapter. It therefore seems unnecessary to

give further space to them here,

Pig, 14. Tho oiu'vca of invorsloii points in i>ho Thomson-Joulo offoot,

§ 94. Binai'y mixtures. Except for the variation of their iiroperties with

composition, binary (and higher) mixtures of gases which do not react

chomioally behave like simple gases and no further discussion is required.

It does, however, appear desirable to examine the theory of the variation

with composition, as curiously erroneous statements have been current.

For a binary mixture equation (708) gives us

. + (841)

where — (842)

If we write Ni=xN, N^={l~x)N,

so that X is the fraction of the first constituent in numbei-s of molecules, and

so approximately the volume fraction atstandardtemperature and pressure,

we have

p = hT^jj-^^ipnX'^ + ipiiX{}
- .r) +/)2a(l -x)^}j ..... ..(843)

It is at once obvious that a linear dependence on x must bo the exception

ratlior than the rule. The second virial coefficient must in general be a
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quadratic function of and it is obvious without explicit calculation that

the nth vmal coefi&cient must in general be a polynomial of the ?^th degree

in X* The condition for linearity of the second virial ooelliGiout in x is

Pn H“ P22 — ^Piz » '!•)

There is obviously no reason why this should be satisfied in gonorah but it is

clear that it is likely to be true or nearly true when the molecular fields aro

very closely similar, for the condition states in a sense that the inter-

molecular forces between molecules 1 and 2 are the mean of those between
1 and I and between 2 and 2. This appears to hold for oxygon-nitrogen

mixtures with very considerable accuracy,* and was once assumed to hold

for helium-neon mixtures for the pimpose of deducing the isotherms ofpure

neon, an assumption shown to be invalid by later work on pure noon.

In an interesting paper, Verschoylof has established a case of marked
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failiu’o of (844) by the study of hydrogeri'-nitrogen mixtures, which has been

disoussod theorotically by Lennard-Jones and Cook.* Pig, 16 is taken from

their paper and shows the variation with composition of the second virial

coGfTiciont, proimrtional to their JŜ . The observed points can be fitted

reasonably well by a parabola of the theoretical form, though the fit is

hardly as good as might have been exj>ected. These mixture curves may be

taken as determining when pn and p22
already known, and therefore

os determining between unlike moleotiles.

A detailed experimental study of inert gas mixtures in various proportions

would in'ovido information of groat value in the further development of the

theories of Chapter x.

§ 9*5, The construction of ^Yjk, For the logical completion of the elemen-

tary methods of §
0*7 and §

9*8 for the study ofimperfect gases it is necessary

to have a inoans of deriving the correction to corresponding to the

directly calculated ooiTootion to the pressure. Such a method is also applic-

able to the somi-empirioal pressure corrections of the preceding sections.

Wo start from the thermodynamic relation

p=:TdV]dV,

In general a knowledge of the eciuation of state, pj does not suffice to deter-

mine by integration, for the integration constant, which is unfixed, is an

unknown function ofN and T, But ifwo already know completely the exact

form of 'F in the limit F->co, then (846) is sufficient; and in fact is

known, for the assembly becomes a perfect gas. Owing to the linear form of

(846) the ooiTOsponding corrootions to p and W must be additive. If we

denote the imperfect gas correction to p by and to Y by we obtain

from (845) poa

J V

Pw
T

clV. .(846)

By (813) the gouoral oorrootion is

T

Tlieroforo

2 F*

T“2T""Jo
(8^7)

which agrees with (707).

In connoobion with any semi-erapirioal equation of state we use tins

method to determino and so T, ami to deduce from 'F by the usual

thermodynamic equations the corrootions to Gy and 0^, In this way

observed values of^J, Oy and Oj, can be corrected for deviations from the

LonimrcWonoa and Cook, Proe, Roy, Soc. A, vol. 116, p. 334 (1027).
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perfect gas laws, and the corresponding pm, and (t?,,)® determined.

For the foregoing empirical equations we have

vanderWaala— T = iffcjlog
^
+

1 1

+ . {848)

Berthelot (V-fmn)— T = ifi:|log (849)

Berthdot {p-form)— T=if/i!|log +
1|

(SCO)

Dieterici— T= -Nk f
“

( - -'| dx
J Nkvria'\^~<^ ay

{b'=-NkTd)la').

The last forrhula cannot bo given in finite terms. Equation (SCO) is of

greater value when we form the other characteristic function (I> in terms of

p and T* based on Gibbs’ free energy instead of on Holmholte’s. I’lio

relation is'
iJ> = ^F~pV/T, (862)

and we find

Berthelot (p-form)- (D=ifi;|]og^ + (868)

From T we ean at once deduce Cy and so the correction to (6V)<» by the

equation o ,

and, similarly, from 4) ^ ‘

§9*6. Alternative methods of calculation. Method (i). .4s a jyroblem in
dissociation. The results of this chapter can bo reached in a variety of otlior

ways, some of which will be considered in the following sections , Since wo
need no longer attempt maximum generality we shall bo content to oonsidor
the case of a simple imperfect gas ofN molecules!

The results for a perfect gas can be extended at once to an imporfoot gas
(short range forces) by the devicej" ofregarding any pair of molooulos within
each other’s field of force as a system to be discussed as a whole. Any single
molecule outside the fields of force remains a system as before. Tlie equili-
brium state of the assembly can then at once bo studied as a problem in tlio

dissociation of perfect gases. We consider only interactions in pairs. Lot
* Planok, Thcrmodynamikt ed. 0, § 283 (1922),

t Joans, loc. cit. p. 91. The disoussion of dissociation and aggregation thoio given on a olassioal
basis 18 inadmissible in general. The phonomonn are essentially plienoinona of the (iiiantura theory.
The device is, however, admirably adapted to the disoussion of olassioal systonis required hero. It
18 essentially equivalent to Boltzinaiin’s disoussion of disaooiation, Vorleamigm ilber Oaitlheorie, ri,
Abschiiitt VI. ,
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fi{T)^ equal to lii(T) as before bo the partition function for tho free

systems of average number Lot

/

2(r) be tho partition funotion for

systems whioh are pairs of molooiiles in interaction, of average nuinbor ,

The function /^(r) will oontaiii the factor dealing with tho internal

energies. It remains to construct the classioal part. The element of phase

space for tho pail- is
,nHx,„.dw,Ax,...clw,

in rectangular Cartesian coordinates and volooitios. This can bo trans-

formed to coordinates and volooitios of tho centre of gravity of tho pair

.r*, .... v)* and coordinates and volooitios of 1 relative to 2, w, '.Dio

Jacobian of tho transformation is 1 and the elemont of pliase space is

. . . dw,

aIx* ... dw
ofpifoctivo weight

2ho
.(Hfifl)

the symmetry number being 2. The oorrospouding energy is

km (lmh<2)+km («c7)

Thus in tho classical limit tins footer of tho partition funotion is

^j..,je-^i>'‘^‘dx*.,,dw*d^,..dto, (8(38)

where is given by (867). This reduces at once to

^

{2nlmkT)^
H'^y ¥ A{T), (HCO)

where h^{T) is the ordinary partition funotionfor the motion of tho aggregate

as a whole, of mass 2m, and

A{T)«\\ (800)

A ( J’) is obviously tho partition funotion for the potential energy of tho pair,

and V is the volume in which E is sensible.

nie gas here considered of “free” molecules and aggregates obeys the

dissociation theory and in particular equation (462), Wo therefore find

2^ 3\T) l^[T) {2-!r\mkTfA {T)

To the first approximation the y-factors are just V in both and h^{T),

.o«»pp..oxlmatoly
(801)

In oalonlat^ first order corrections v/7 and therefore ^(ff)/F will be small,

so thatiVa/(i\i^i)s will bo small and (801) is correct to the order required. 5^ will

differ from N only by first order terms. If we ask for («a),, the average
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number of aggregates with given ranges of relative positional coordinates,

we find on adapting (466) that

{d^dr,dO,IA{T),

and therefore to a sufficient approximation&iW {didrfdChIV. (802)

The velocity distribution laws can similarly bo shown to be unaltered by

the forces.

We can derive at once any of the laws previously established, but it Avill

suffice as an example to calculate the form of V//r. By Thoorem 0*31

T//<!=:^(log'^ +
1)
+i^ilog'^ -I-

1
j

. . (803)

We require here a more exact evaluation of the F-factor in /i(2'). It is no

longer V exactly, because if any one molecule is in the field of another the

pair rank as a system and not as free raoleoiiles. Thus in/i(2’) the F-faotor

is approximately apparently f-Nv. (864)

This, however, would not be correct, os it would lead to counting the whole

of each excluded volume twice over, once for each member of the pair.

Thus in fi{T) the F-factor should be taken to be F- j^Nv, and to a sufficient

approximation

Afi,.„a-woA(2>)T/A=Wi{log
\ w,

-1-1 -fWa log

This is most satisfactorily expressed as perfect gas terms i^lus oorreotions.

Remembering that =W- 2N^ we find after an easy reduotion that -

^lk=N(log^-^ + +T ~

which agrees exactly with (707).

This method is really much simpler to handle than the general method
and easily extended to mixtures. It might extend convoniontly to tlio

calculation of higher order corrections, though hardly so elToobively as the
general method of §8*31.

§9’7. Method (ii). The use of the virial of Olatisius, The general method
and the method of aggregations evaluate the complete equilibrium laws
without the aid of additional theorems. Two other methods ofsome import-
ance can be used to obtain the equation of state Avith the aid of the distribu-
tion law (760). The first of these to be considered is the uso of the virial of
Clausius. We give the underlying theorem in a general form due to Milne.*

Milne, Eha. Mag. vol. 60, p. 400 (1026).
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Tho equations of motion of a particle of mass in at o), y, moving under a
force whoso eompononta are X, y, Z and subject to frictional resistances of

fcho form are
(866)

and two similar equations. When this is multiplied by it may be written

= (807)

Heneo, on adding tho two similar equations,

5^M («»'«)= imu2+i(Za!+ Yy + Zz) (868)

Now smn this expression over all the systems in an asaembl}'', and integrate

over a long time t. We find

^ ^ (Sw®) -I-p /n-a + iYXx+Yy-\-Zz (860)

The bars denote time averages from 0 to t. Now if the state ofthe assembly
is steady, the values of tho expression in [ ] must ho of the same order at

0 and T, and will at least display no seoular change with t. Hence tho left-

hand side of (869) is olfectivoly zero, and we have

= -pXm+Yy-]- Zz. (870)

This is the theorem of Clausius, who named tho Gxj)rossion on tho right ilie

virial. Provided frictional forces permit of an elfootively steady state they

do not alter tlie form of the theorem. Wo may note also that, jirovided tho

forces in the virial inoludo all stresses duo to bodies other than the systems

to which S refers, tho theorem is true for any colleotion of systems not

necGssarily tlie whole assembly,

Let us now apj)ly (870) to an assembly consisting ofan imperfeot gas or to

any portion of such assembly onolo.sod by an imaginary goomotrioal boun-

dary, In oithor case tho virial is made up ofthe forces between the moleoulos

and tho stresses across tho physical or geometrical boundary. This stress

per unit area is of oourso the pressure, and wo may insist once again that tho

pressures on any boundary or across any internal surface are always equal

in tho absence of surface tension and external fields of force. If dS is a

surface element of the boundary and I, m, % tho direction cosines of its

outward normal, tho stress oompononts are —lpd8, —mpdS, —npdS,
which oontributG to tho virial

By Green’s theorem this is equal to

WIJiM+s)'"'-*’'’’-
.(871 )
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W6 have supposed above that the force between two molecules is radial

and equal to — 9JJ/0J'. Continuing on this basis, if the centres of a pair of

molecules are at y, z, x'
,
y'

,
%' and the force components are A, y,

X', Y', Z', then
dEx—x' dEx' — x^ —

,
— 7;^ J

Sr r 9}‘ r

xX+x'X' =
dE ix-x')"^

dr r

Thus the contribution of the force between this ijair of molecules to the

virial is
gjg

and the total contributions of all intermoleoular forces

.(872)

summed over aU pairs of molecules. Combining (871) and (872) with (870)

we obtain finally
SE

.(873)

This is the general form of tire equation of state derived from the virial. To
interpret it further we need to use distribution laws, yor the moan kinotio

energy of translation we have

\'Zmv^=NhT. (87‘1)

Tor the average number of pairs of molecules at a distance apart between
r and r +d!r we find by (760)

X^2Q~J3lkT
2 -^’'

y
- (876)

The factor J must be introduced when (760) is integrated over all relative

directions. Using (874) and (876) we find

» V Jo or

On integrating this by parts in such away that the conditions ofconvergenoo
at infinity are satisfied, we find

pF=w[l-|^4,rJ"r*(e-^/*='’~l)drJ, (876)

which agrees with (708),

The argument must be completed by an appeal to (84G) to doriv© T*

§9*8, Method (hi), A direct calculation of the stress per unit area. It is

easily seen that the main conclusions of the calculation of stress in § 5*7 aro
unaffected by intermolecular forgoes. The internal stress is necessarily an.
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isotropic pressure, ovorywhero equal in the absence of external fields to the

boundary pressure. It consists of a term arising from the rate of transfer of

momentum, which is absolutely unaltered by the forces, together with a

new term the average stress j)er unit area due to the intornioleoular forces

themselves To calculate this extra term we have

merely to calculate the average force per unit area

exerted by all the molecules on one side of a

geometrical interface on those on the other This

requires a use of the distribution law (760),

Let us oonsider an infinite plane slab of thick" q
ness df and calculate the average force dF exerted

by all the molecules in this slab on a molooulo at P,

distant z from the slab. Our molooulos are of course

regarded hero as point centres of force. The cal-

culation is a generalization of the classical cal-

culation in jjaplaco*s theory of surface tension, generalized so as to apply

directly to a molecular structure,* The average number of molecules in

the slab per unit area at a distance r from P isf

It is safer in this section to show explicitly the argument of E, The average

number in the annulus at distances between r and r+dr from P is

rfr AT
2irt’sin(?.-^.^d/e-»

sm<? V

and thoir resultant repulsion along P(? is

e-WtZ,.. ......(877)

To obtain tho avorago roinilsion of the whole slab wo must integrate (877)

for all values of r from z to injinity. This gives

dlP^ (878)

The avorago repulsion per unit area on tho molecules in a slab of thickness

dz is therefore, since there are NdzjV such molecules,

9.‘TrNVi<'I^
~ b i^dzdf{e-^»'^'~ I}. (870)

We now replace zhyz -i-/, tho distance apart of any two slabs, and integrate

* Soo Bayloigli, Sciantifle l^apera, vol. 3, pp, 307, 613 (1800, 1802),

t More gouorally E{r) must of oourso bo replaced by tlio moan ll«|g(r) of formula (740).

FS M 10
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8

with respect to both z and/from zero to infinity. Wo thns obtain tho total

stress per unit area due to the molecular forces, that is,

27rNm'

or

or

J/2

27tN%T

p f" (2+/) l}(hdl («H0)

Jo Jo

l}dxjyy,

j:

7/2

2vN%T
.(881)

whioh agrees with (876).

The differential formulae (878) and (879) can also bo used in a numbor

of other ways. To obtain the work dw{f) done by tho rcjmlsions wHoJi a

molecule is removed from a distance / from the slab to infinity wo liavo

to integrate (878) with respect to z. Thus

dw{f) « - .(882)

The work w(/) done when the molecule is removed from a distance / from

the plane boundary of a large mass of gas to infinity is

iirNur f” r*

V-jr Jr

or

(883)

The average work done when one molecule is taken from the plane boundary
to infinity is w(0).

Again, it is obvious that dtv{ —f) - dw{f), for the work done in taking tho

molecule from a distance/ on one side ofthe slab to a distance/ on tho other

is zero. Hence the work w(-f) done by the repulsions when a moleoulo is

removed to mfinity from a depth / inside the plane boundary is eriiia.1 to

w(0) together with the work done by the repulsions when tho molooulo

leaves the surface of a finite slab of tliickness /. This latter part is of oourso

»(0)-»(/). Thw
„(-/).2»(0)-»(/), (881)

w(~co)~2w(0). (886)

The work done when the molecule comes from right inside to the surface is

therefore equal to w(-co) -w(0) or w(0), wliioh is also the work done when
the molecule goes from the surface to infinity. These calculations of work
terms are of course all xm'Je done in reversible isothermal processes in which
equilibrium conditions are maintained throughout,

The foregoing formulae take no account ofchanges of the average density
of the molecules near the boundary of the gas. There must in fact bo such
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cliftiigos, as a oonse(iuoiico ofBoltzmann’s theorem. The reversible isothermal

work clone by the forces on a molecule wlion it is brought from deej) in the

gas to a cloptli / is by the j)roooding argument — or w{f) as

given in (883). Hence by (745) and the following paragraplis -wif) is just

exactly the energy term to be inserted in Boltzmann’s theorem, and

v{f)=ye^»(/ykT^ (886 )

where v(f) is the oqxnlibrium density at a depth / inside the boundary.

A more accurate investigation must proceed by ooiistruoting an integral

oq[uation for w(/) instead of using (883).*

This calculation of the boundary density and the boundary field can be

made to give nt once the value of the boundary pressure, and is in fact the

ooireot form of the classical calculations by Avhich van derWaals derived his

famous equation. For by (880) the density at the boundary itself is

= ^exp|^-^J%8{e-J'W*5’-l}(i!2:J, (887)

and by the usual bombardment argument the pressure is A)'rr(O). Therefore

pF=i\^/(!T6xp[^~^J%a{e-WW-- (888)

which to the order of accuracy agrees with (876),

Furtlior developments of these ideas belong more iJroperly to the theory

of surface tension.

* Ifowlor, Phil. Mag. vol. 43, p. 786 (1022).



CHAPTER X

INTERATOMIC PORCES*

§
10*1 . Classification ofinteratomic energies. The work ofthe two previous

chapters proceeds on the assumption that the forces between molecules and

therefore the energy terms such as are knownj but even now little is

known exactly a priori about the magnitude of the energies except in the

simplest cases of hydrogen (Hj) and helium. It will some day be possible,

thanks to the work initiated by Heitler and London,t to derive the inter-

atomic energy and so the forces for any atoms or molecules from their

electronic structure. But though no diffioultios of principle remain, the day

is far distant when such calculations will be a praotical possibility. At
present we must still rely mainly on indirect methods for siioh knowledge

as we have of intermolecular fields.

Thetendency ofall molecules to aggregate atlow temperatures is sufficient

indication of the existence of forces ofcohesion between molecules, and the

very existence of matter leads of necessity to the conclusion that the forces

between molecules become repulsive at short distances. Any adequate

representations of an intermolecular energy must therefore satisfy those

elementary requheraents that its gradient should be positive at great

distances and negative at small. Such a prkni oaloulationsj as have yet

been completed naturally confirm this general oonolusion. The simplest

picture of this kind is that molecules consist of hard impenetrable surfaces

surrounded by an attractive field. This picture we owe to van der Waals.

It leads to the equation of state discussed in Chapter ix and has also had
other successes. It is however inadequate to explain the observed com-
pressibility of matter and for tliis and other reasons must he discarded

(apart altogether from requirements of quantum theory). It is convenient,

ifsomewhat artificial, to represent interatomic energies by the superposition

oftwo terms, one yielding an attraction and the other a repulsion, such that

the former dominates at large distances. The former we shall refer to as the

m.n der Waals energy, and the latter as the overlap energy. It is oonvenientto

label the energies in some suchway as this, so that they may bo more easily

differentiated from the energy ofthe electrostatic repulsions and attractions,

* This chapter was contributed to the first edition by J. E. Loiinard-Jonos. It lins boon frcoly

revised for this edition and the calculations repeated with the lielp of R. A. Buokingliain to wiiom
I am greatly indebted

.

f Heitler and Lonclon, 2cii,f, PhifBik, vol, 44, p, 4156 (1927).

J Slater and Kirkwood, Phys. Rev. vol. 37, p. 682 (1931)i Slator, Phya. Rev, vol, 32, p. 349
(1928); Kirkwood and Keyes, Phy$. Rev* vol. 37, p, 832 (1931),
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of Coulomb typo, between ions with not charges. All interatomic energies

are of course ultimately of oleotrostatio or electromagnetic origin, but it is

best to reserve the name oleotrostatio for the familiar terms ee'jr composing

the potential energy of small ohargocl bodies.

These names may he regarded hero merely as convenient empirical labels.

As wo nOAv know from quantum theory the van dor Wnals energy is due to

the polarization of each atom or molecule by the cliargos of the other. The

other energy term which gives dominating repulsions at short distances is

non-classical. The overlap energy in general can load either to strong attrac-

tions or strong repulsions at short distances, but inmany oases the attractive

state is inaccessible owing to Pauli’s exclusion jn'inciple. When it is not so

excluded wo have the extra possibility of a state of strong binding—the

quantum explanation of ohomioal combination. In studying intormoleoular

energies in this chapter we are usually concerned with systems in which all

possible ohomioal bonds have already been formed, systems for which the

overlap energy gives uniquely tlie necessary repulsions.

Whore atoms in matter exist permanently in an ionized state, and the

work of Arrhenius, of Kossol and others has sliown that they often do, the

oleotrostatio energy plays an iin]>ortant part in determining tlie physical

properties of matter in bulk. This energy may be regarded as superimposed

on the other energy terras already clisoussod, though not without raodifioa-

tion. Owing to the deformation of the olootronio systems of the atoms and

ions by the presonoo of cliargod ions, or in any other elootrio field, another

energy term oomos in which may bo called the m&rgy ofpimmypolarization.

We use this dosoripbion to distinguish it from the polarization energy of van

der Waals’ tyj)o whioh might bo oalled tho energy of secondary polarization

since it is duo to the polarization of one neutral system by anotlior neutral

system. Finally, sorao molooules are known to possess a permanent electric

moment, even in tlie absence of an olootiio field. Tlio magnitudes of tliese

moments can often bo deduced from a study of the diolootrio properties of

gases and perhaps liquids (Chapters xir, xxi), and the oorros2)oncling inter-

inolooular energy {the dipole emergy) is then known.

We may tluis summarize our classification of intoratomio energies under

the following lioadings, arranged in order of simplioity and probably of

range:

(1) Eleotrostatio energy between atoms (or ions) with net ohargos.

(2) Eleotrostatio energy hotweon permanent dipolos,

(3) Energy of primary polarization.

(4) van dor Waals energy (duo to secondary polarization).

(6) Overlap energy.
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We shall not, however, disotiss the energies in this (the natural) order, as it is

more oonvenient to deal first with the terms of more complex origin hut

shorter range.

§10*2. Dejymdmce of the intermolecular forces on orientation. In general,

the forces between molecules depend on their relative orientation as well as

on their distance apart, but the mathematical difficulties of dealing with

such laws of force in theories of the properties of matter are considerable.

Keesom has given a method of deriving the equation of state of a. gas of

unsymmetrical molecules, though he has only applied it to solid ellipsoids

of revolution,* and the expression obtained is not in very good agroemont

with observation. He has made no attempt to deduce any information of

a quantitative character from a comparison of theoretical and observed

results. The general method given by Ursellf (see Chapter viii) is ap])licablo,

but has never yet been applied to an unsymmetrical model. RankineJ lias

tried to represent the fields of polyatomic gases by aggregates of over-

lapping spheres, the sizes of which were fixed by observations of the vis-

cosity of simple gases, but it is difficult to verify these proposed structures

from the viscosity of the actual polyatomic gas, as Rankino has tried to do,

seeing that no theoretical formula has yet been produced for the viscosity

of a gas of unsymmetrical molecules.

We shall therefore confine our attention to those structures which may
with reason bo regarded as spherically symmetrical; this group naturally

includes the inert gases and ions of similar structure. It also includes

hydrogen (H^) which is approximately spherical, and the same analysis can

be legitimately applied as a rough approximation to less spherical moleoulGS

such as nitrogen (Na). It is natural that such structures of spherical sym-

metry should at first have been represented by rigid spheres, for tlie field,

apart from the attractive field, is then completely determined by one

parameter—^the diameter. This simplicity accounts for its popularity as a

molecular model,§ hut a conglomeration of such rigid spheres in close

packing would be incompressible and fail to possess the observed properties

of ordinary solids, and, as wo now know a piori from quantum theory,

rigid spheres (with attractive fields outside them) aro not a very good

approximation to the actual forces.

* Kcefiom, Proo, 8ecU ScL Amslmlamt vol. 16 (1), p, 240 (1912).

t Ursoll, loc. ciL

t Ranldne, Phil, Mag, vol. 40, p. 616 (1020); Proc. Boy, Soo, A, vol. 08, pp. 360, 369 (1021);

Proc. Phys, Soc, London^ vol. 33, p, 362 (1021); Phil, Mag. vol, 42, pp. 601, 016 (1021); Tmn9 , Fur.
Soo. vol. 17, p. 1 (1022).

§ Por a discussion oftho diamotors ofsuch model molecules, dotormined by a variety ofmothoda,
800 Joans, loc, cU,; Herzfeld, KinetMie Theorie der TFarwie, Braunaohwoig (1026); QrOaso und Bau
dor Molekiile, Ilandbxich der Phyaih, vol. 22, ed, 2, Berlin (1934).
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§10’21. Foinn oflhe overlap energy. We now know from quantum theory

that tho overlap energy ai great distances can be represented aoouratoly by
a formula ofthe typo P(r) where P{r) is apolynomial oontaiuing positive

and negative powers ofr. This form oan be derived by a perturbation method
in the usual way. It would be natural therefore to use some such form to

represent the potential energy of the repulsions ifsuoli a form were amenable

to calculation both for gases and solids. It is however known that this

asymptotic form is not necessarily a particularly good approximation to the

true form at tho smaller distances at which the repulsions matter, and that

at the distances at which it is a good approximation the overlap terms are

unimportant compared with the van der Waals energy. Such calculations

as have been made for closer distances give forms of great complication. In

spite therefore of those recent developments of quantum theory there is no

compelling theoretical reason to prefer any simple form for tho overlap

energy to tho familiar ompirioal A)-" which is amenable to calculation for

both gases and crystals. As we shall see lator tho form Ac-'Ip has been shovvn

by Born and Mayor* to bo ompirioally rather more successful than A?’"® in

coordinating tho properties of crystals. Since, however, it is our main pur-

pose in this chapter to coordinate tho properties of both gases and crystals

using a single representation of tho interatomic energy and since tho form

of Born and Mayor has not yet been applied and is not easily applicable to

tho analysis of tho second virial oooffioient, wo have been content here to

obtain tho best analysis of both gases and crystals that seems possible

using tho most recent data and tho ompirioal form Ar“* for tlie overlap

energy. Such an analysis can aohiovo ns wo shall see a considerable

modioum of siiocoss. The model ohoson includes tho simple model of the

rigid sphere as a special case when s~>co with a suitable variation of A.

It must of course bo remembered that tho form A?‘“« for tho overlap

energy obtained by analysis of tho data in tho manner to be shown here is

only a valid roprosontation of this energy term over a restricted range of

values of r,

§10’22. Form of the van der Waals energy. It is equally oonvenient to

represent tho van der Waals energy yielding tlie attraotions at greater

distances by a similar function — as Koesom was tho first to do empirio-

ally, though ho superimposed those attractions on tho rigid sphere model,

Hero convoniencG and tlioorotical aoouraoy inaroli hand-in-hand. The

leading term in tho van der Waals energy must thooretioaliy he of tlie form

This result is general,t and for a pair of ideal atoms consisting of
*

* Bom and Mayor, Phyaik^ voJ. p. 1 (1032),

t X^onnarcl-JonoB, Prcc, Phya* Soc, Londoii, vol. USI, p, dOl (1031), where roforoncoB to other

work will ho found.
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electrons free to execute linear simple harmonio oscillations about a fixed

positive charge it can be easily established as below.*

Let the two atoms be at a distance r apart along the ;2:-axis and free to

oscillate in this same line, the displacements of their electrons being ZxiZ^*

At any instant they form dipoles ofmoment z^ej with mutual potential

energy (when z^^z^^ r) given by

2€^ZxZ^

The complete wave equation for the i)air is

«
where k is the constant of the elastic restoring forces. By the substitution

^l==i{Zli•Zz)|^J2y ^2
=

(889) is reduced to the equation

0Y 3V STT^m

where Kx-k — 26^/r^, /C2— AT -f

.(890)

The oharaoteristic values of the energy are therefore

JS= (%+ J) hv-i+ {n^+ hu^)

where /— . >'z=^ /—

-

2iT/slin ^ 2'rrf^m

For the state of lowest energy we find

2c2\i

where is the frequency and the lowest energy of the oscillations when
unperturbed. Expanding the square roots we see that the dominant term

in the interaction energy is
7, d i

-^r.-
If the oscillators are isotropic three-dimensional, situated as before, the

perturbing potential is and the final term in the

interaction energy
1

.(892)

A rough theoretical method of extending (892) to actual atoms is quoted

later.

In view^of the foregoing discussion we shall represent the complete inter-

moleoular potential energy (electrostatic terms omitted) by two inverse

* London, Zeitf, phijaikah Ghem. vol, 11, p. 222 (1930).
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power toms, (<= 0), and the oompleto spooifleation of the field

requires a determination of three more parameters. In order that the field

may be ofEectivoly attractive at large distances and r'epulsivo at small it is

nocoasary that s > 6. Though such a simple function of the distance cannot

adequately represent actual interinolocular flelda over all distances, it is

the most general that has yet yielded to mathematical treatment and as we
shall see far from inadequate in applications, The raothocls of determining

the constants which have proved moat successful are based on the physical

properties of gases and those wo now proceed to analyse, taking first the

equation of state and then the viscosity. In general where jjossible wo shall

complete the mathematical analysis before substituting < = d,

§'10'3. The equation of stale of (jases. The empirical represenUrtion of

observed isolhemnals. In Chapter ix it has boon shown that for gases at

moderately largo dilution

(893)

whore B is a function of the tomporaturo and of tho intoratoinio energy,

Kamerlingh-Onnes* has shown that tho observations require in general a

similar expansion, and ho lias expressed the results in tho form of an

empirioal equation of sOato of the typo

PV — Ay+ y- -I- -y2h y4 *'70 78 *

Avhoro tho cooflloionts A, B, ,,, are funotions of tho temporaturo, usually

called second, ... virial coefficients.

There is some divergence in the units used in the observational equation

(804). Kaniorlingh-Onnos and other ivorkore at Leiden have adopted tho

international atraosplioro as tho unit ofpressure, the volume being regarded

as unity under tliis unit pressure at 0® C, When this system of units is om-

jiloyocl, we shall distinguish tho ooefficionts of (894) by writing them

Ay, By , .... Workers at Berlin,f on the other hand, have taken tho unit of

pressure to bo equivalent to a column of moroury 1 metre long (under

standard oonditions) with a oorrospoiiding change in tho unit of volume. lu

this ease wo shall write ?l,o

Again, it has proved oonvoniont both at Loidon and at Berlin to express

the value otpV, not in jiowors of 1/F, bubiniioAVors ofp, so that then we have

pV-Aj,+ BpP+ Oj,p^+ . . (896)

and 59F=?Tp + 5B„,P + M®+..., (899)

* Kivntorliiigh'Onnfls, OohiM. Phffs. Lab, Leiden, No, 71, or l^roa. Seel. Set. AMslei'daw, vol. 4,

j). 12c (1902).

t Hollwru ftnd Otto, HeU.f. Phyeik, vol. 23, p. 77 (1024), vol. 30, p. 320 (1024), vol. 33, p. 1

(1025), vol. 38, p. 360 (1020).
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respectively. Tlie various ooefficients are easily related to each other. Thus
we have

- .(897)

B A V (3yo+(S3^)o^+{eA^‘“’
.(898)

where I is the pi’essure of one atmosphere in the Berlin units, and tho suffix

0 refers to the isothermal 0° 0. It is thus possible without diffloulty to pass

from one system of units to another.

For comparison with the theoretioal work, the Leiden method of pre-

senting the results is preferable, as the units refer to the normal conditions

under which Avogadro’s number for the molecular concentration is applic-

able. We shall regard the Leiden equations, therefore, as tho standard,

experimental equations to which all others are to be converted.

§ 10*31 . Theoretical expressionsfor the second virial coefficient, .Tf wo write

equation (893) in terms of molecular concentration, thus
,

p^vhT(l + B'v), (899)

we have* VffkT=Ay, B'vf^= ByfAy^ (900)

where, by (813) for a spherically symmetrical flelcT,

B' = 2»r|V{l - e-mm^ar, (901)

" «
The condition that B* shall remain finite places a restriction on tho inoloonlai;

models which are possible. For instance, if

E{r) =
the conation requires that 5 > 3, ^ > 3. Equation (000) provides a criterion

for any assumed form for -B(r).

Although equation (901) gives a formal solution for JS' for any field of a
spherically symmetrical type, the actual evaluation of tho integral has been
effected in only three cases, viz, (1) for molecules with a positive interaction
energy which thus repel according to an inverse (sH- l)th power law;

(2) for molecules behaving lilte rigid spheres of diameter o* with a negativo
interaction energy for r > o- which thus attract each other according
to an inverse (i^-f l)th power law at greater distances; (3) for molecules with
an interaction energy The first of these was given by Jeans,f tho

* On. the Loidon conventions fq is a standard concontration CQnal to Avoifadro’s nutnbor,
2-,70xlOi8.

t Jeans, he, ciU p. 1341
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second by Keosom,* and the third by Lonnard-Joues.f For ^{r) = Ar“*~

/AXWs-O
•

it is found that

whore F{y) - y3H«-D
|r ( ^ ~ S c„ y"
I \ « / n>=.l

and y is a finiction of temperature given by

.(904)

The ooeflioionts c.^ are given by

(I (kT\<i»
.(90C)

3rHnt+s~S

\

n\{nl~Z) wis
(906)

The formulae for the first two models can bo deduced as special oases. Thus

for (r) = A?""* and no negative energy term

.(907)

For the rigid sifiioro with a negative energy JS{r) = ~~nr~‘ (r > a),

li'

CO O

1~ S
^

-3)UW J’

(908)

Avhero w=ja/o', (900)

which is the negative potential energy of two molecules in oontaot.f

§ 10-32. Goniparimi of theory and observation. Equations (903), (907) and

(908) express JJ' in various Avays as a function of the temperature, ready for

comparison according to equation (900) Avith the observed value of BylAy,

The comparison may bo carried out as fo]10AV8,§ Introduce the noAv variables

X and r defined by

X = (A/^)‘'«'-'), Y= (/4»/A0’*-o,

* Kco«oin, Comnu Phya, X«6, LckhUf >Suppl, S-Im, p, 32 (1012),

t Lcjnnard-Jonofl, Proc. Poy. A, vol, 100, p. d03 (102'1), .For tlio caso soo ^^wioky,

PhyaikaU Zeik vol, 22, p, 440 (1021), but lio ovaluatos tlko intogralfl only by (juatlmturo,

{ Kooaoin, Pmu Peel, Sci. Ajualmlanit vol. 16 (1), p, 26(1 (1012)j Conwi, Phya, Zub, Lcuhnt

Suppl. 24]! j
PJiysikal Zcil, vol, 22, pp. 120, 043 (1021) baa ovalimtocl B' for rigid aplioroa carrying

a pornianoiit olootrlo clipolo or a pormanont olootrlo quadripole, and liae also allo'wod for

polarliiatiou of oaoli molooulo by tho ofclior, q» siiggostod by Dobyo, PhyaikaL Zeiii voL 21,

p. 178 (1020).

§ Tbo inotliod given Iioro is a jnodlftoation of that used by Lonnard*Jones, Proc* Boy* Sod* A,

vol. 100, p, 403 (1024), and hfw tbo slight advantage that tbo resulting values of A and fi vary very

smoothly as a Is given dKToronb values, thus permitting acoiirato intorpolation. Equal weight can

also bo given to values of BylAy over tbo wholo iomporatuvo range. Wo only oonsidor equation

(003) but tbo motiiod oan easily bo adapted to tbo simplor oases.
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and roAvrite equations (903) and (904) in the form

log;C=log^.B'-log J’(2/), (910)

log 7= log 2/+ log *2'. (Oil)
s — t

By definition logX and log 7 are also related to log A and log jx by the

equations
logA=JslogX-l-log 7, (912)

log/x=^UogX-hlog Y. (013)

For a given value of the temperature ByjAy and therefore jB' is taken

from the observations, and inserted in (910), Equations (910) and (911)

then determine a relation between logX and log Y in parametrio forjii

(parameter y), since F ?s a known function, s and t being given* This relation

can be shown as a curve in the (logX, log Y) plane, The intersection of two
such curves for observed values of B' at two tomperaturos deterininos logX
and log Y and therefore A and fx uniquely. In practice one takes nine or ton

values of J5' at regular temperature intervals over the widest possible range

oftemperature and plots (log Z, log Y) curves for each, Ifthe form Ar^®—
for the chosen values of a and i were an adequate representation of ]S{r)

and if the observed values of jB' contained no experimental errors, all tho

curves would pass through a i)oint; actually most of the intorsootions can

Pig. 17, Tlicorotioal curves from which can bo clorivod fclio sooond vh'lal
cooffioieut as a function q£2\ for
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be made to lie within a fairly well-doflned area. By taking the median
values of the ordinates and abscissae of all the intei'sections suitable final

values for logZ and log Y are found, and A, /x are then derived from (912)

and (913),

Pig* 17'1. Tlio second virlal cooillolont as a funoUoa of with observed

values for Ifo, for 7i/(r) :=:

In order to illustrate the differences in the theoretical curves for B' for

various values of s and t four curves are given for log F(y) as a function

of logy in ITig. 17* for the same t and different values of s, and three in Fig.

18 for the same a and different values of t. The curves have been superim-

posed (with their axes i^arallol) so that ai^proximately the “Boyle points
”

In tills and other (Igiiros tlio left-hand portion of Uio oiirvos corresponds to negative vnhios of

J(y)t log [I<’(y)| is plotted,
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coincide, that is, the points for which = — 0» Fig. 17*1 shows a

si^eoimen curve for itself as a function of

It is to he noted that all the curves show a maxiniuin except that for s = cjo,

which corresponds to the rigid sphere, and this curve tends to an asymptote

for infinite y. The physical interj)retation of this is that for hard impeno*'

trable molecules there is always an ‘‘excluded volume^* however high tho

temperatui'e, whereas for “compressible” molecules (Ar~^) there is an

ever-growing interpenetration of the molecular fields as tho tem])oratui'o

increases, and since the interatomic energies at any given coniprossion aro

Pig. 18. Tlieoretioal ourvos from which can bo dorivod tho second virial coofTloiont

aa a function of 2’, for (^=4, 6, 0).

finite, the gas tends to become more and more like an ideal gas. Again, all tho

curves shown cross tho logy axis and thus have a Boyle point. This is hot
true, however, of the curve corresponding to equation (907) (for a ropulsivo

field alone), For this reason, the latter curve need not be further considered,

as all gases show a reversal in sign of By/Ay at low temperatures. ^?he ourvo

for the rigid sphere plus permanent eleotrio dipole, like the ourvos for all

models which comprise hard impenetrable shells, does not possess a maxi-
mum. As will be shown presently

, tho observations of By/Ay fov helium and
neon do exhibit a maximum and thus discount any rigid molecular model.

It may be regarded as certain that all other gases would show the same
maximum property if the observations could be carried to a high enough
temperature.

§ 10*33. The observed values of the second virial coefficient: intermolecular

energies* Although observations on the isothermals of gases have been
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acoiimulating sinoe the classical exporimonts ofAndrews on carbon dioxide,*

a strict comparison of theory and experiment has only been j)Ossiblo sinoe

the olaborato analysis of the observational material made by Kanierlingh-

Onnos.t His metliod, or slight inodifioations of it, has since then been

adopted by many subsequent workers, and especially by Holborn and

OttD4‘ who have carried out a series of accurate observations on tlie inert

gases and liave presented their results in a form comj)arablo with theory,

Their exporimonts cover a wide range of temperature, as is shown in the

following table whore their results for several gases are summarized, The

Tabm 17.

The observed values of logiQ{BylAy).

Tomp,
0 p

Holiiun Noon Argon
Ilyclvogon

(H,)

Nitrogen
(N.)

L/,

(1) (2) (3) (2) (2) (2) (2)

-208-0 -1-7823 («)
-262'8 — 1-0001 in) — — —
-^210'00 <I-ooo<t — — — —
-208*0 — -1-0210 — — — —
-207*0 — — — -1-0707 (n) — 1-0129 («) —
-183-0 — 1-0750 — 1-3020 (w) ^ -

-182-70 -1-7201 — —
-182*6 — -1-0018 (») — — —
-160*0 .

— 5-0440 — -I-1I87 —
-130*0 — ' — — < 3-0018 (n)

-103*67 -1-7300 mmi — -

-100 — — -1-4088 3-408 (n)
- 60 — 3-227 (rt) 4-7310 rffivrByl

0 -1-7004 -1-7231 4-7233

20 -I-0070 —

—

— — •— —M iBira 1-0020 (M) -1-8800 wmm
4*7067 -1-7232 -1-2820 (n) ‘1-8410 4*4374

100*36 immm ^ • ^ —
,— — — 5-7150 'I'7112

IIEmI — -1-003-1 1-0031 1-7048 1-3101 1-8402 -1-8363

300 IIQSSH mm 1-0042
400 — hB!hSI 4*8344 — 3-0200

Por on tries Jnarltod (?d V' or i'(y) la iiogativo.

(1) KatnorJIngli-Onncs, Oomnu Phya» Lab, LeUhn^ No, 102a (1008),

(2) and (0) Holborn and Otto {loc, ciL).

* r’or a full account of tlio oarlior litoraturo on equations of state, soo Kainorlingli-Onnos and

Kooaom, “Dio JSiistandsgloiolmng", JSncyk, dermaik, Wm, vol, p, Olfi (1012),

t Kaniorlingli-Onnos, Goimn* Phya, Lab, LcidcUt No, 71, or Proc, Sect, Sci, A7naterda7n, vol, 4,

p, 12^5 (1002),

i Holborji and Otto, ZcU.f, Pkyaikt vol. 23, p. 77 (1024), vol, 30, p, 330 (1024), vol. 33, p. 1

(1026), vol, 38, p, 360 (1020),
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values of ByjAy^ or rather of log(.By^/^yr), are given after the oonverflion of

the results to the standard form (894) in the usual units. Three sots of rosiiltH

for helium are given in adjacent columns, one set duo to Kamorlingh-OiinoH

and the other two to Holborn and Otto, deduced from their observations by

different methods. The results of Kamerlingh-Ojmes are inconsistent with

those of Holborn and Otto at low temperatures. The latter are, however,

consistent among themselves and, being the more recent observations, have

been chosen for comparison with theory.

I^ig. 19 , Showing tho dotorminafcion of tho oiiorgy conatantft from tho Hooumt
virial cooAloionfc of Ho.

Even when by reference to quantum theory we have fixed I at 0 it dooH
not seem possible to determine s, A and jx uniquely from the equation of
state. A good fit can be obtained over a range of values of a {or I for that
matter), but when a and t are fixed the equation of state determines A and /a

with some precision. Thus theoretical curves for (a,l) equal to (8,4), (10,4),

(10,6), (13^,4), (9,6), (10,6) and (12,6) oan all be made to lit the observations
adequately though some are better than others. This is illustrated in Eig. 1

0

which shows the fit obtainable forhelium with (s,t) equal to ( 1 3|,4) and (1 2, 0)

,

which is nearly as perfect as can be expected. To limit this indoterminaoy
it is necessary to adduce other considerations, either results of quantum
theory or properties of crystals.

A rough theoretical formula for tho van der Waals energy c/r® of two like
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atoms taking into account only the dipole-dipole term in the interaction has

been pro23osed by Slater and Kirkwood,! namely

c == - - 1-24 X (914)

where « is the observed atomic i)olarizability derived from the refractive

index of the gas, Z* the nunrber of exti'ainicloar electrons, a# the radius and

TSq tlio negative energy of the first Bohr orbit in hydrogen. The experi-

mental values of a for the inert gases and the corresponding values of c are

given in 'fable 18 for the inert gases. If wo compare these values of c with

Tabm 18 .

Polarizability and van dcr Waals energy constant (after

Slater and Kirkwood) for the inert gases.

Atom Polarizability

«xl0«

van dor Waals
onoi’gy constant

-ox 10“®

Ho 0*204 1-02

No 0*392

A 1*03

ICr

Xo
,

Obsorvctl vatuos of cc from 0, ami M, Outhbortson, Proc, J^oy, Soe, A, vol. 84, p, 13 (1010)»

the values of /a obtained below from the equation of state, and remember

that more accurate calculation is likely still further to increase the polar-

izability by including for examjdo dipole-quadripole interactions, it is

clear that s lies between 8 and 10. If wo bring still further evidence

into count, and consider the roquiromonts of the oomj)rossibility of the

alkali halides discussed below, wo can still further limit s to values between

8-6 and O-C. Since, liowevor, our form for Kir) is admittedly not exact, wo

cannot hope that all apixlioations will agree in indicating a single value of s.

Tlie diroot results of the analysis of the equation of state are given in

Table It), This table shows the best values of the energy constants A and p.

for the forms ./4’(r) » Xr~'’- /ar”" for integral values ofs from 8 to 14. All these

values give fair rojirosontations of the second virial ooolficiont.

'The intormolooular energy so dotorminod is shown as a function of r for

the five gases in Fig. 20. The actual curves are there draWn for {s,i) « (12,0).

It is interesting to oomparo the curve for Ho with the a primi calculations

of Slater and Kirkwoodf which are shown by the dotted curve. The derived

energies are in excellent agroement with the calculated ones.

f Slfvtor and Kii'Uwootl, Plij/s. llev. vol. 87, p. 082 (1031),' Kli'kwoofl, Phyaikul. Zeit, vol. 33,

p. 67 (1032). ll.'lioli' formula Is certainly a IwUor approximation than that of London, but it has

boon ori01oii5od by Hollman, Acln Phyaicochhn., V,S,8.li. vol. 2, p. 273 (1036), who suggests that

Z* should clonoto only tho tiuiubor of olootrons in tho outermost shell.

j; Slator and Kirkwood, loo. oil,

aoFSM
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Taum 10.

Potential energy constants for gases, calculatedfrom (he egualion of stale.

The intermolGonliw onorgy Ih .Zi?(r) = Ar-''-/i»- ".

ji (nltmtiLivo

xlU «

22 -

«

I7'0
11 -7

UvU)

2U‘7 X
I4-I7
11-1
H-n2

(rvHfi

2tl'7 X
I7'a
15J-7

l()*ili

8‘(i7

l‘7Hx 10' ®

1*42

I'On

22*7 xlO-
lH-f5

144)

Values for Ho, No, A wore obtained by tho inotliod doHoribod in tlio Uixti

Valuofi for Hg, N^ taken from Lonnard-Jonos, Froc* Fhya, *S'oo. London, vol, <IIi, j>, 401 { Ill'll ).

§10'34. Gaseous mixtures. Tho energy constaute jimt given doflno the

field between two atoms or moleoulos of tho same kind. Tt) extend tlio work

to atoms of difierent kinds it is nooossary to analyse the equation of Htuto

for gaseous mixtures. For a binary mixture instead of {800) wo have

p= kT{{vi+ va) + Vii'ii -h 2iqi'aii'ia -I- ( 01 B)

where B'^p~2nj r^{l~e~’^«i^''(l’^^'}dr, ......(l)l(J)

The observed isothermals are to bo expressed as boibro by

pV^^^Ay+ BylV^^Ap+Bj,^), (017)

and then by oomparison we have

Ay—Vohtr, (OIW)

BylAy= Bj, = vo(B\ixf^ -I- 2il'ia»i»2+ (910}

or B^iXj^ -{• 2B^^X‘^Xf^-]- ByjAy, (020 )

In (919) vq denotes the ooncentration of tho mixture under standard oon-
ditionsand

Xi^-vjv, ii'a^va/v, aq-|-.ra=l (021)



Binary Mixtures
3Q7

Thai. %ma shows two ootvos, ,a„,b,ti„ i„ V(a.+ a.), which aia= djit so

Na Al-

in 1 10 )nofl,n square distancos of the obsorvod points from them is n
niimmuin. ,Tt is clear tliat a quadrafcio fnnotion of this hind satisfactorily
ncoonnts for the facts, and iionoo wo may deduce from the observations the
numorical values of oaoli of tiro ooofficionts B,, and B,, in equation

Tins process, if continued for a number oftomperaturos, would detorraino
* VowoIioyJoi iVoo. Hoy, 800 , A, vol. Ill, p, 652 (1020).

\

30-2
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the variation of ^22 with temperature. Each of these functions

could then' be dealt with separately, just as the ByjAy for a single gas,

leading to the evaluation of the four constants of the fields between like and

unlilce atoms. Unfortunately, there does not ax)pear to be any experimental

data so extensive as this for any pah of gases. The work of Verschoyle refers

only to two temperatures O'" and 20^ C. and is thus scarcely adociuate,

Tentative calculations have been carried out on the basis of this ^vork, but

the results cannot be regarded as final,*

A series of experiments has been carried out by Holborn and Ottof on a

mixture ofhelium and neon of fixed concentration (72'39 per cent, neon and

27*61 per cent, helium) as well as on the single gases, over a temperature

range 0^ to 400° 0. This provides just the minimum information necessary

for the determination of B^^^ O'^d JSga functions of temperature and

so ofthe interatomic fields .
* An extension ofthis work to lower temperatures

and to mixtures of other concentrations is desirable. The numerical results

suggest a simple relation between the energy constants ofthe fields between

lilie and unlike atoms, It appears that

+« (922)

approximately. This means physically that the closest distance of approach

oftwo unlilco atoms in a direct encounter with a given relative kinetic energy

is equal to the mean of the corresponding distances in the encounter of two

pairs of like atoms with the same energy,

§ 104. The viscosity ofa gas. Another method of determining interatomic

energies is to compare the observed and calculated viscosity of the gas at

pressures low enough for the gas to be practically perfect. The theory of

transport phenomena lies outside the range of this monograph, and we shall

only mention in passing such results as have been or might be used to provide

mformation on interatomic energies. The classical theory of transport

phenomena is itself so complicated that accurate formulae have only been

obtained for certain special spherically symmetrical fields, The quantum
theory seriously modifies these results for atoms or molecules so light as

helium or hydrogen. At present the conclusionmust bo drawn that viscosities

have scarcely yet been used effectively in accurate determinations of inter-

atomic fields. New investigations are feasible which would enable viscosities

to be used again for this purpose and it is much to be hoped that they will

be undertaken,

The original investigation by Maxwellf applied only to classical atoms

* Lennard-Jonos and Cook, Proc. Hoy. Soc. A, vol. 116, p. 334 (1G27).

t Holborn and Otto, ZeiU f. Physih^ Tol, 23, p. 77 (1924).

X Maxwell, Scienlijic Payers, vol, 2, p. 20.
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repelling as the inverse fifth power of the clistanoo [^(r)==Ar~*]. This was

later generali7.Gcl by Chapman* and Enskogf to tiny inverse i^ower law.

These authors have also given rigorous caloulations for classical atoms

behaving ou collision like rigid elastic spheres with a weak attractive held

surrounding thorn. Their oaloiilations oonfirnied the general form of the

formula first given by Sutherland for this niodol.

Another law of interaction for which oxaot classical oaloiilations can be

made is reiiresented by|:

(923)

Tills special form has little physical signifioance and oannot continue to

represent the intoraotion at great distances, Tlie corresponding coeliioient

of viscosity r] varies wibli the toinporaturo aooording to the form

\^o/
2

(924)

f »CI 1

The Sf are funotiona of /a/A*/* only. Wlion /u, = 0 the all vaniah and the

formula reduces to that given by Chapman and Enskog for the model

Jll{r) = A?’"", of which tlio full form is

^= (026)

whore m is the innas of the molecules, a. uumhor difforiug only trivially

from unity and Jig a ooeilioiont depending only on 5 given by

^ U^{s --
1) r(4- 2^y2(*-w«

•

In this expression h is BoItznu|.nn*s constant and 7g{a — 1) a function of s

which lias boon tabulatod.§

If the attractive flold is weak .so that is small, the first torm only of

tho summation in (024) need bo retained. 'J.’he full form of ( 024) then reduces,

in tho notation of (926), to

'I’i-

.(027)

phapmftj}, Phil. Trans, A> vol. 211, p, '133 (1012)3 vol. 210, p. 270 (1016),* Menu Mandmier
Lit, and Phil, Soc, vol, 03, {), 7 (1922).

t lilnfikog, Kinedsche Theork der Vorgdnffe in masaig vmlil)mt67i Oaaeti, Inaug, Biss., Uppsala
(l917)j also Arkiv f, Mai, Aako, och Fys* vot 10, No. 10 (1021); Kungl, Svenska Yotenskafs-

akacUinima JhmUhigar, vol. 03, No. d (11)22),

X LonoaretJonos, Proe, Pay, Soc. A, vol, 100, p, ddl {102d).

§ Chapman, loc, cil, (1022); LoniiarctJoiiOfl, loo* cU,
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The well-known formula ofSutherland is obtained from this by lotting s -> oo

while the molecular diameter. We then find

where Bco —

I T+ S^’
.{«28)

.(029)
'48/2(00)’

formulae (927) and (928) apply only to weak attraotivo fields. The

restriction to weak fields has been removed by I'Ias86 and CJook,* for tlio

rigid sphere model siuTOunded by the field E(r) = but their re.sult8

cannot be expressed by an explicit formula for 17.

The above survey shows that even these classical results arc somewhat

incomplete though they have been used with oonsiclorable success to analyse

observed viscosities and to show that the interatomic fields so derived are

in general agreement with those derived from the equation of state. Owing

to their incompleteness they can at present only bo used for such confirma-

tory calculations. Moreover, the work ofMassey and Mohrf lias sliown that

all classical calculations of transport phenomena are inadequate for liolium

and hydrogen, because for such systems moving at volooities of tlio order

{hTjm)^ the de Broglie wave length is comparable with tlie molecular dia-

meter and the quantum theory of collisions must bo used.

One may sum up the present situation as follows. ITor fairly heavy atoms

a classical analysis of the viscosity would be adequate, but it can only bo

carried out accurately for the model used by Hassd and Cook, a model

which is known to be inadequate, or for still less adequate models. If

neverthelesswemake the best analysis possible ofthe second virial ooelficient

using this model, the resulting interatomic energios should bo in fair agree-

ment. Table 20 shows that this expectation is confirmed.

Table 20.

Diameters a and energy constants p., E{r) = — ixr~‘^,for certain gases (rigid sphere

model), from comparable analyses of the viscosity and the equation of state.

Gas

Viscosity
(Sutherland)*
formula (028)

Viscosity
(Hass6 and uoolc)

Equation of
Htabo

ax 108 4/^ X 1048 <7Xl0« 4// X 10‘« ox 10® 4^x lO'"’

Argon 2‘90 2'94 2»98 1*29 3*13 0-704
Nitrogen 3-16 2*96 3*28 1*27 3*38 0-774
Carbon dioxide 3'36 8'!? 8-40
Air 3'10 2'88 3 '22 1-27 — —
* Hasae and Cook, Phil. Mag, vol. 3, p. 977 (1027).

t Massey and Mohr, Proa, Pay, Soo. A, vol. 141, p. 434 (1038), vol. 144, p. 188 (1084).
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The use of the accurate formula of Hass6 and Cook in place of the weak

hold approximation (928) considerably improves the agreement with the

equation of state, and one might expect agreement if aoourato calculations

could he made for a more suitable model.

We now turn to hydrogen and helinm. I’m’ helium the experiments of

Kamorlingh'Onnes and Weber* sliow that an excellent representation of

the viscosity over the whole range from 16“K, to <157° K, is given by the

.Fig, 21, Tho observed and tlicorotioal viflcoBiby of A iioliumj B hydrogen;

rigid Bplioro model in ffuanfcnnt theory,

classical formula (92S) if s= 13-0, i/cc An almost equally good roine-

soutation of the viscosity ofhydrogen (Hj) determined by the same workers

is given by (926) if5 = 10, •>/«: jjag jjeon shown, however, by Massey

and Mohrf that, when the viscosity for the rigid sphere model (s = co) with

no attractive hold is calculated according to the quantum theory of

TABIiB 21.

U'he viscosity of helium at various lemperaHrea

{numerical values in mw'ojmae).

Tomp, K. Obeorvod
(Oiiiioa and Wobor)

Caloulatod
Qnaiifcnm theory,

Sla(;or‘8 IS{r)

IHHSREaHi 1904 213
m-A 105
01*8 98
35’03 43

Ki'O 204(5 86

scattering, a temperaturevariation is obtainedverysimilar to that observed,

instead of tho classical variation rjoc for this model. In this calculation

the proper boundary conditions and tho symmetry of the colliding systems

must bo allowed for, Tho agreement is shown in Fig 21. The radius of the

model has ofcourse boon chosen to give tho best lit; the actual values chosen

* Kamorllngli-Onncs And Wobor, Oomm. Phys, Lab, Leitlm, No. 131 a, d, o (1013).

f Moflaoy and Hohi’i loo. cil, (1038),
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wore a (He)= 2- 10A.
;
a (Hj) = 2'76A. This result at once shows that for these

gases no information about interatomic forces can be derived from the

viscosity by classical methods. No calculations have boon made for any of

the fields derived, as in this chapter^ from the equation of state, but Massey

and Mohr* have calculated the viscosity using Slater’s interaotion energy

J^{r) = [7-7c-2-*‘3'<'— 0-C8(ao/r)»]xlO-i« (1)30)

The derived values are somewhat too large especially at low tomporaturos,

but the agreement is quite fair as is shown in Table 21, The agreement could

bo improved by decreasing the attractive part of Slater’s field.

§10'6, Gryslalline salts and similar solids. The physioal properties of

certain solids indicate that the main attractions between the constituents

are of an entirely different order from those derived from van dor Waals

energies. The difference in the melting points of rock-salt and solid argon

may be quoted as an example. It is necessary to account for this change

before the intermolecular forces in gases and solids can bo successfully

correlated. It may be regarded as established that a solid such as rook-salt

consists ofan array of closed electronic systems ofthe inert gas typo formed

by the transfer of the valency electron from the alkali to the halogen, ’rivo

structural units differ therefore from the corresponding inert gas atoms first

of all by possessing a resultant charge. The electrostatic energy of this

charge distribution gives rise to the main part ofthe cohesion of the crystal

and maltes it altogether stronger,f X-ray analysis reveals to us the pattern

on which the crystals are built, For many substances this information,

together with the assumption ofthe electrostatic energy of the ionic charges

and the other energies derived from gas data suitably modified, sulTicos for

a theoretical calculation of their physioal properties. The comparison of

these calculations with observation provides a stringent tost of the assumed

interatomic energies.

Long before the nature of the overlap energy loading to the main repulsive

terms was properly understood. Born proposed to represent this part of the

interionio energy in a salt crystal by the function Ar”* and to discuss the

equilibrium structure of the crystal using this term and the olootrostatic

energy, but neglecting in the firat instance the heat motion, the van dor

Waals energy and the zero-point vibrational energy. For such a discussion

as we saw in § 4- 9 the important quantity is the potential energy of the crystal,

here most conveniently used in the form of the potential energy per unit

* Massoy and Mohr, ci7. (lt>34),

•f
JTor a full account of tlio older oloctron theory of valonoy ono may I'ofor to KobhoI, Valcnz-

Jcrafle md Jimge7i8peUnm, ed, 3, Berlin (1914); G, K* Lewis, Valmce (1010); Siclgwiolc, 27(e

electron ilieory of vahneiji Ox(qt({{1Q21),
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cell.* This potential energy may be regarded as made up of two parts (or

three if the van dor Waals energy is included)

(031)

and f/iW are rospeotivoly the energies i)or unit coll i*esulting from the

electrostatic, Ar"* and terms.

Per a crystal like rock-salt which consists of two interpenetrating faco-

centred cubic lattices only one parameter r (the closest distance between the

ions) can appear in f/>, and the equilibrium value r=a is determined by

(032)

This gives strictly the value ofa for zero temperature, zero-point vibrational

energy neglected. Assuming that a is known and negligible, this equation

was used by 'Born to dotormino A for given s. Pinally s was determined from

the measured ooinpressibility k, which by equations (384) and (386) satisfies

the equation
1 ^

3̂A2’
(933)

whore A is the volume of tho unit cell. For the rock-salt typo the unit coll

may bo taken to be a cube of edge 2a so that A= Sa** and thenf

K 72a

Equation (034) detorniines a, but strictly it sliould be used only with the

compressibility at zero temperature. Using values of k for room temperature

Eoi’jiJ obtained tiro values of « given in Table 22.

TABLli! 22,

Index a of the repiilaive energy te^rm {Bom),

* Great confuHioii can arinu iinloHH caro ib taken to dlsOint^uish bolwoon tho potenUal onorgy of an

ion or of a coll In tlio lattico and the potential energy por Ion or por unit coll, >Sinoo hi oalonlating

tho potential energy 6f tho whole Byetom (which in tiion reduced to ion or ooll) every term is

rookonod twice over, tho potoiitial energy per unit coll is Ard/tho potential energy of tho unit ooll in

tho crystal. In giving nuinoHoal formulae it is also osBontlal to spool fy oxaotly tho unit coll, Wo shall

attempt to bo consiHtout and uso only 'potaniial tner^m of the per atom or ion or mil cell,

t .formula (0114) is froquontly givon in tho form ^
p

potential

energy of a pair of ions in tho lattice j thus whoro is rookonod per pair of ipna, and

fj> slnco thoro aro four pairs of ions for tho unit coll ohoson iiV tho toxt,

J Born, jhm, d, vol, 01, p. 87 (1010); Verh, d, JMiUchc Phyaihah Qea, vol. 21, pp, lOO,

033(1010). ,
.
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Assuinmg an avorago value s^l) fox’ all orystala of thiH typo, Born thou
derived other proixertiea sxxcli an the elaatic oonatnutH, tlio total energy, eio.

Later more acourate calculations* wore nxade with the values ofw in 'I'ahlo 22.

Our object in this chapter however is to correlate the intormoloeular (uuugies

for oryatals and gases and we shall proceed difloreiitly.

In the earlier work it xvas assumed tlmt nil the ions in one orystal, whether
like or unlike, repel according to the same Itiw so tliat for instaiuse tlie 01

ions in NaCl were assigned a very diffoi'cnt ovorlaj) energy from those in

KOI. Itaeoms more reasonable to assume that two K'- or two 01 • ions, of the

same electronic structure as argon, possess overlap enoigy (and van tU»r

Waals energy) following a law with the same r-variation as for two argon
atoms, that is with the same s but diHeroixt A (and g). 1’he change in A (and /x)

is a secondary result of the ionic charge which changes the soalo of tlie elco-

tronio orbits. It will be necossaiy in later sootions to pixiposo I’ules Ibr relating

A and /x for an ion to A and g for the corresponding inert gas. Here it is

sufficient to obsoive that intorionic enorgios in salt eiystals may bo assumed
to bo of the form «. s

The next step is to devise methods for oaloulating the resulting value (d’f^.

§ 10'6. Calculation of the electrostatic j)otential eneryij ofan ionic crystal.

In the notation of §§‘J:’9, 4'9I the olootrostatio potential at ivny point in
space r not oboupiod by a charge is

(»:ifi)

where is the charge on the /rth ion in the basic r unit coll. It fidlows that
the electrostatic potential energy of all the charges in a unit coll is given by

(030)

whore denotes as usual that those terms are omitted for wliioh k ~
1= 0. T\iq potential energy p<n' unit cell is therefore given by

(M7)

The evaluation of with special reference to a crystal was first made by
Madelung.t though, unknown to him, a method of evaluation had already
been given by Riemann j: and by Appell.§ Madolung first considered a one-

* l3orii and Brody, ZeiLf, Phyaih, vol. 11, p, 327 (1022),

t Madolung, Phyaikal, ZeiL voL 10, p, 524 (1918).

t Bioinann, Schwerc^ Mectriziidt und Magneimnua, oditod hy Hattondorj’, od. 2, nara, 23,
Hanover (1880).

^

§ Appoll, Acta Math, vol. i, p. 318 (1884), vol. 8, p, 20C (I880)j J. (h Math. (4), vol. 3, p. C ( 1887),
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dimensional crystal of lattice constant S. His method consists in replacing

the electric density by a Fourier expansion, and deducing a corresponding

Fourier expansion for the potential at a point outside it, (The potential

must have the same periodicity as the electric density,) This potential

expansion must satisfy Laplaoe^s equation at any point and Gauss* theorem

near the lino charge, Tliese conditions, together with tlie fact that the

potential must vanish at infinity, determine all the constants in the expres-

sion for the potential. For a series of discrete charges = 2, ..,,5) on

the unit strip at points which on the whole are electrically neutral, the

potential at a point in space distant vj from the line proves to bo

= ~
^

e2>^in(a=-:.*WS^ (038)

whoro Kgiz) ia the function tabulated by Jahnkc and Emdo* as

Prom tlio potential of a lino charge, that of a piano array of charges and

finally that of a space lattice can bo deduced.

Improved methods have, however, been given by Ewaldf for dealing with

three-dimensional lattices. In this case the oleotrio density has a threefold

periodicity with respect to the vectors
,
Sg and 83 . l£pi, Pa and 2h O'!'® like

lengths of tliG perpendiculars between oonsooutive planes containing the

pairs of vootors (82,83), (83,8^) and (8^,83), then the density can bo expressed

in terms of a threefold Pourior expansion

p= (930)

where r, ns usual, is tho vector {x,y,z), p/ia a coofiioient depending on liJsJa)

q'=27r(?ibi + /3b3-|-;3b3). (040)

In this oxproHsioir b^
,
bg and bj are vector's in tho directions of

, pa and ,

with magnitiTdo.s Ijpi, l/p^ and l/pj.

Tho potential t/}(v) must have tlie same periodicity and must bo expressible

in a series similar to p, that is,

(^(r)==SjC,e««**f). (041)

Poisson’s equation determines c^in terms of /»,, giving

iirpi

Cc- .(942)

If tho system is olootrioally neutral and consists of discrete charges

(A= 1 , 2, . . , , s) at positions
,
then

J
(043)

* Jalinko ftnd Hnulo, Funklwmtk{feln, p. 180, Loiiwig (1000). Soo also Watson, Bessel's Fmc.

lions^ P* 78i ftncl I’ablo II, p. 008.

t Ewalcl, Ann, d, Pliysiht vol. 0*1, j). 2C3 (1021); floo also Born, Alomilicoric (hafcslm ZxtslmidaBt

0(1. 2, p. 728 (1023).
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tho other towuH in S,. vauiehing when the integrn! m tnkeii over Mio luiittM'tl

of voltuno A. Wo thou got

""A

Tlio tovni for whioli — vaniHlioH. Wo thim liiid

.(lUI)

‘I'lr

0(r)-"8/‘

(tllfi)

.(II'IO)where -

The S{)lution of tlio prohlom (lopoiidH on the evaluation of thm Nunnnalion

and bheroforo of its traiiHibrination into a inor(» mindly (tonviuging form.

Sinoo
I I

« a Jo
0M7)

A /»W*r) /'ll
, ,

wo oan write •— 0(r)=a8/ ’* (IllH)

The second intograi oan ho transforinod in tcM'ina of t lauHa’ emir fuiud ion

2
(?(a;) « 1 ~ F{x) *=1 e-^Va, (HiiO

Avhioli is a known tabulated fiinotioni in faot, it <inii lie hIuiwii that

,, S
47re,e««'-rt'W^^ 2r/* / 4m/

By a suitaido ohoioo of »/ the ftmobion t/i is thua divided into two parts, eaeh

of which is readily oalovilablo. In praotioo one or two diirerent valuea of
»/
are

chosen, and Irom the resulting values of iji the aotual value can be inferreti

to a high dogroo of aoouraoy.

In oaloulating tlio iiotontial at a lattice point Ar, the term ej{r - r*,) nnmt

bo omitted from tlio aunimation, and so wo have

•/i*(0)» Ltl0(r)~-H.
r-ol

whoro

It can bo shoAvn that

Alt
Q\

"M
7 I 'iTfr/

V(m/) A
(onn)

In this way .'Ewald calculated the potential energy of oubio oryatnlH of the

NaCl and Oal'’a types.
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The calc\ilations can ho extended to other cubic tyi)es, thoxigh the work

may be shortened by improved methods duo to Born* and Emerslebent

which need not concern us here. It will bo sufficient to record the results.

It is clear that the olootrostatio energy per unit cell or per molecule or unit

sot of ions can be expressed in the form

where e is the electronic charge, d any convenient linear scale parameter

and S a numerical coefficient. This energy term for the complete crystal is

then merely obtained from (964) by multiplying by N, the number of such

iinits in the crystal. The numorioai values for 5 given in Table 23 are based

on the following spooifications. The three tetragonal axes are chosen as

axes of reference and d is taken to be the shortest distance between ions of

opposite sign resolved along any one of the tetragonal axes. It is better

denoted by a<. The unit group is one molecule.

Table 23.

Values of ^ for various types of cubic crystal. The electrostatic energy of the

crystal per molecule is
^

if Ui is the component along the tetragonal axes of the slimiest distance

between ions of opposite sign.

moi MgO 7aiS mi
3-19C,llS 13‘080,4g!|

I

7-566,8I SiB 2'036,3H fil29

J Cou’cctcd by Hiiiul, Phjsiht vol. O-i, p, U Tho ronialniag values from Emors-

loboui loc^

§10*61. The piOtenlial energies and per unit cell or per molecule,

.
The potential energy per unit ooll, derived from intorionio terms of the

form Ar“» can bo calculated coinparativoly easily. If an ion situated at r/

and an ion at r;,,. in the basio unit coll contribute tlio term

the intoraotion of the soleotod ion at and all other ions at r,/ oontributos

say, whore

and Si oonvorgos ifs > 3. If = h' the term 1= 0 is oinjittod. With our definition

of we have at onco
......(966)

;Uoni, Zeil. f, Physik, vol. 7, p. m (1021).

f Jfimorelobon, PhysikaL Yjdi, vol. 24, pp. 78, 07 (1023).
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where the second summation is taken over all pairs. For large values of 5

these summations can be evaluated well enough hy direct summation. A
better method is to use a formula given by Lennard-Jones and Ingham,*
which is analogous in principle to the use of the Euler-Maclaurin sum
formula for the Eiemann zeta-function. This method has been used to
evaluate the expressions (955) appropriate to the three cubic structures
simple, body-centred, &ndface-centred.

(i) Simple cubic. We take a unit cell ofedge S containing one atom so that
iS: = 1. If o is the shortest distance between atoms, then a=ai= S. We have

(957)

^l^ere 4*= S/(Zi2h-?2^ + Z32)-K (968)

-^s conveniently be called a potential energy constant.

(^) Body-centred cubic. We take a unit cell ofedge S containing two atoms
(ib= 1, 2) at the cube corners and centres, so that a the shortest distance

between atoms is V3S/2, and a,=|S. Then

+ (959)

where has the same meaning as before and

-®s' = S/{(Zi+ i)^ + (Z2 4- J)^+ (Z3+ i)^}"^®. ( 960)

For a body-centred cubic crystal consisting of atoms of only one kind so
that Aji = A;l

2= ^22 %= ^12= ^22 j have

"w^liere

^(5)

(961)

(962)

(iii) Face-centred cubic. For a face-centred cubic lattice of one sort of
atom we take a unit cell of edge 8 containing four atoms in all, so that a the
shortest distance between the atoms is hjp, and a,= ^8. In this case all the
sets of summations can be reduced to a single one and we may write for the
potential energy per unit cell of four atoms

94<»)=2AC4/a»,

where <^.=2J>S/{(Z2-H3)2+ (Z3 + Z^)2 + +
For two interpenetrating face-centred cubic lattices as in NaCl the

complete array ofatoms is simple cubic and ifa is the short distance between
neighbours, a — ai= -JS, and the potential energy per molecule is

+
* Lemnard-Jones and Ingham, Proc. Moy. 8oc. A, vol. 107, p. 636 (1926).

(
965

)
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A;= S + + (966)
Z1+ Za^' la

odd

A;'= S' +V+ ' (967)
ZjlH- Za~f- Z3

even

a;+a;’=a,. (968)
Exactly similar contributions are made by the van der Waals energies.
The functions A^

,
A^

,
A^

,
and have been evaluated for integral

values of s from 4 to 30, and a selection of values is given in Table 24.

Table 24.

Potential energy constants for cubic crystals.

s A, A/ A," B. G,

4
6

6

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

16-5323¥J
10*3775:^
8-401925

7-4670J‘J
6*94580?
6*6288;.; J

6*4261fi>
6*29229?:

6*2021J§
6*140X8^
6*09818,?
6*068767

10-1977®ii
7-3780);j

6-696182
6-28624]:

6-14668‘i
6-0767ji;'i

6-04139.2

6-0226Jjf
6-0126««

6-0070n
6-00397?,

6-00226fi

6-33467g
2-99946?
1-806740
l- 1808irj

0-800121
0-66209?
0-384722
0-26960?
0-1 8966

J

0-13366?

0-0942JI
0-06661-?

22-63872iJ
14-7586i»

12-26332ij
11-06424?
10-366fi;tt

9-8946«g

9-6642i;«

9-31326f
9-114185
8-9618011

8-81672i)
8-70298);

26-33830<i

16-9676?i
14-4639fg
13-35938“
12-801938
12-49264?

12-31124J
12-2009?“'

12-1318?“
12-08772?
12-06899*
12-04002!!

With the help of this table it has been shown that atoms, whose inter-
atomic potential energy can be represented by Xr-“-ixr-\ will take up the
form of a face-centred cubic lattice in preference to a body-centred, and a
body-centred in preference to a simple cubic.*

§ 10-7, Applications ofgas data to crystals of the inert gases. The apparatus
for study of the properties of crystals just prepared can be used quite simply
for the inert gases; when these equations of state have been analysed their
crystalline forms can be derived at once for any selected form of E{r). The
results are given in Table 25 for neon and argon. Corresponding comparisons
cannot safely be made for hydrogen and hehum for which, especially helium,
zero-point vibrational enei'gy is all-important, nor for krypton or xenon for
which the equations of state are lacking. The observed crystalline form is

face-centred cubic, in agreement with theory for the central forces assumed.
Erom equation (963) for a face-centred cubic lattice it follows that, when

...(969)

* Lennard-Jonee and Ingham, he, cit. When electrostatic energies are also present, the stable
form can change from NaCl type to the CsCl type according to the relative importance of the
van der Waals energy. Born and Mayer, Zeit.f. Physih, vol 75, p. 1 (1932).
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The values for 5 = 9 for neon and for 5 = 10 + for argon are in fair agreement

with, the observations, but for the correct lattice constant the calculated

energies are undoubtedly somewhat too small.

Table 25.

Crystal spacing and energies of neon and argon derived from

the E(r) of Table 19. {Cubic close packing,)

Ne

s Closest Heat of evapor-
distance ation at 0° K.
of atoms obs.

cal./mole (Jo

<2oA, calc. Uq calc.

8 3-23 3*20 476 Oba.<u
9 3-155 — 512 447

10 3-09 — 547 Corrected for
12 2-99 — 609 zero-point

vibrations
14 2-915 — 661 590

A

8 3-96 3-81 1610 Obs.<2)
9 3-88 — 1734 1840

10 3-82 1848 Corrected for
12 3-715 — 2068 zero-point

vibrations
14 3-64 2238 2030

The calculated values of the potential energy must be compared with observed heats of (wapora-
tion plus the zero-point vibrational energy calculated from equation (NelsdlX
©^(A) = 85.]

(1) Clusius, Zeit.f. physikal, Chem, B, vol. 4, p. 1 (1929).

(2) F. Bom, Ann. d. Physih, vol. 69, p. 473 (1922).

§10*71. Overlap and van der Waals energy constants for atomic ions in
crystals. Before we can proceed further it is necessary to obtain values for

A and /z suitable for the atomic ions in crystals by proper modilications of
the values for inert gas atoms. Ifatoms and ions could really bo adecj uately
represented by spherical shells the method of passing from an inert gtis atom
to the neighbouring ions would be simple. From the refractive indices of
CTystals or solutions it is possible, as was first shown by WaHastjerna,* to
deduce the refractivities oftheir ions and therefrom (see §l()-72) the relative
sizes of atoms and ions of similar structure. The ratios so oirtained depend
on the average extension of the outer electronic orbits from the nucleus,
which depends on the nuclear charge. Now the overlap energy (causing the
repulsion) between these closed electronic systems equally depends on the

* Wasastjerna, 8oc, Scimt. Fennicae, Comm. Phys. Math. vol. 1, No. 38 (1923).
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extension of the outer orbits, since it is controlled by the degree of over-
lapping of their wave-functions. Thus when the repulsions are represented
by hard impenetrable shells the diameter of the shell may be taken to be
directly proportional to the scale of the outer orbits. When the overlap
energy is expressed in the form \r-^ the quantity

( 970)

replaces the rigid diameter a® or o- ofthe elementary kinetic theory, JV being
any convenient energy value. This o-^ is then the classical closest distance of
approach when two such molecules collide with a kinetic energy of their
relative motion equal to W. It therefore seems reasonable to assume that
cr^ is proportional to the extension of the outer orbits. We therefore write

=
( 971 )

where p^jp is the ratio of the orbital extension of the ion and atom deduced
from the refractivity. It follows at once from this that

a result independent of W . Similar formulae are used for negative ions and
for ions of higher valency

:

° ^

Combined with (922) these formulae determine all the A’s required in terms
of Xg for the inert gases and ratios of the p’s derived from the refraotivities.

Very similar considerations apply to the p’s, but these may be treated less

superficially and we return to them in § 10- 73.

§10-72. Use of ionic refractivities. The ratios of the p’s can be derived
from the refractivities as follows, the method given here being somewhat
more refined than that used by Wasastjerna^Kirkwood* has shown that the
atomic polarizability is proportional to (Sj, r/)^, wherej^ jg square
distance from the nucleus of the pth electron in the atom and the sum-
mation extends over all electrons. The greater part of the sum, usually more
than 90 per cent, in an atom of rare gas structure, is contributed by the
electrorrs of the outer shell and we may infer that the polarizability of atoms
of the same electronic structure varies approximately as the fourth power
of the extension of the outer electronic orbits from the nucleus. Since the

refractivity Jt is related to the atomic polarizability by the equation
Jt— ITma (see § 1 2-2), we have

* Kirkwood, PhysihaL Zeit. yoL 33, p. 57 (1932).

21
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if and E are the mole refraotivities for the univalent positive ion and the

rare gas atom of the same structure. Similar formulae hold for other ions.

Now the measurement of the refractive index of a crystal does not give

directly the refractivities of the ions that compose it, but only their combined

refractivity. Moreover, the experiments of Spangenberg'j' show that the

refractivity, especially of negative ions, is not a constant property of the ion

bub depends on the positive ions with which it is associated. It appears

therefore safest to assume that the compact positive ion has a structure not

greatly deformed by inclusion in a crystal and therefore to assume for the

ratios p^/p or pj^Jp the values calculated by SlaterJ for free atoms and

positive ions from wave-functions of the type In this

expression W/* is an effective q[uantum number, s a screening constant and

Z the nuclear charge. The value of R for the inert gas is known accurately

and given in Table 18. The values of jB^ and then follow at once from

(974). These values are given in Table 26, with values derived in other ways

for comparison.

Table 26.

Values of pjp and p^^lpfrom Slater's wave~functions, and

mole refractivities for positive ions derived from them.

[The mole refractivity B is iTriVa, where N is Avogadro’s number.]

Ion
PionlP

•^ion
-^ion ^ion

(Slater) (Heydweiller) (Pauling)

Na+ 0*850 0-62 0*65 0*46
K+ 0*877 2*45 2*71 2*12
Rb-t- 0*891 3-95 4*10 3*57
Cs+ 0*894 6*50 6*71 6*15

Mg-H+ 0*74 0*30 0*24
Ca++ 0*77 1*45 1*60 1*19
Sr-''+ 0*80 2*57 2*56 2*18
Ba++ O-SOg 4*28 5*00 3*94

The Yalues ofpioa/p and Eion those adopted in the following calculations. The values given by
Heydweiller [Bhysihal, Zeit. vol. 26, p. 526 (1925)] are obtained from ions in dilute solution; those
by Pauling [Proc. Roy, Soc. A, vol. 114, p. 181 (1927)] from calculations

; these values are inserted
for comparison.

The refractivity R of the negative ion in a given crystal may now be
obtained by subtractiog from the observed total lefraotivity the contribu-

tion R+ ofthe positive ion computed above, and p_/p then follows from (974)

.

The values of p_/p derived in this way vary from crystal to crystal and in

general the smaller the positive ion the greater the deformation of the

negative ion and the smaller pJp. The values given in Table 27 were derived

t Spangenterg, Zeit.f. Kriatal. vol. 67, p. 494 (1923).
{ Slater, Phys. Rev. vol. 36, p. 67 (1930).
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in this way from Spangenherg’s measurements. At the end of the table

values are also given for R and p /p. Measurements of the refractivities

of bivalent ions are scarce and no attempt to estimate the variation of

p Ip from crystal to crystal is yet possible. The values given for 0— and

S— are those originally given by Wasastjerna* and the values for Se— and

Tq— extrapolated from them.

We are now in a position to complete the determination of the energy

constants A and pu for all the pairs of ions covered by these tables.

Table 27.

Values of pjp and R^for negative ions derivedfrom Spangenberg^s

measurements. Values ofp jp and R from Wasastjerna,

Salt
ER

(Spangenberg) adopted p-ip

NaF 297 2-4:5 2-45 1253
KF 5-00 2-55 2-66 1-265

BbF 6-58 2-63 2-60 1-272

CsF 9vl4: 2-64 2-60 1-272

NaCl 7-78 7*78 1-171

KOI 8-05 8-05 1-181

BbCl 8-05 8-05 1-181

CsCl 1 8-00 8*05 1-181

NaBr IM 10-58 10*60 1-141

KBr 13-5 11*05 1M5 1-155

BbBr 151 11-15 11*15 1-155

CsBr 17-8 11-30 11*15 1-155

Nal 16 I 5
15-0 15*60 1-113

KI 18*8 16-3b 16*35 1-126

Bbl 20*7 10-7j 16*75 1-133

Csl 23*2 16-7 16-75 1-133

The values of S are derived as described in the text and smoothed values are entered

as li^ and used in the calonlations.

Ion. p—ip (Pauling)

1I0 1-45 4*38 9-88

s— 1-38 16*4 26*0

Se— 1*30 17*9 26*8

Te— 1-29 28-6 35*6

§
10-73. The, van Ae,r Waala energy. In OTaluating constants such as

for the van der Waals energy of a pair of like positive ions we can make

direct appeal to Kirk-wood’s formula (914). According to (914) /iij; will be

related to ju for the corresponding pair of atoms by the equation

WaBastjema, he. cit.

(975)
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It follows from (974) that (p+Ip)^> (976)

which is the same as the semi-empirical (972) for the A’s. In the same way

l^t+/H'= ip++lpy> f^~IP' = iP-lp)^- (977 )

When the values of ju, have not been directly determined, as for Kr and Xe,

the theoretical values of c given by Kirkwood’s formula are used instead,

increased by 20 per cent, to allow for the dipole-quadripole term. The

values adopted are shown in Table 29 below.

We require also the van der Waals energy of two unlike atoms or ions.

Kirkwood has given the formula

^12
* : 3£7a Cif^

ai a1 ^2
(978)

as a companion to (914), namely

We can then express in terms of and C22 in the form

(979)

or if = .Z2*, ^12
“

^(^ii^^22^)^/{^ii^"h ^22^}* (980)

On the basis ofthese formulae and the values of {x summarized in Table 29

and ofPiaJp in Tables 26 and 27 values of |a|, /xl, ... for various pairs of

ions have been prepared; they are set out in Table 31.

§ 10’74. The correlation of theproperties of salt crystals and overlap energies.

The cTioice ofs. We have seen that the gas data do not suffice to fix s precisely

and it is hardly worth while to carry out sets of calculations such as those of

§10-7 for various salts and various values of s with the values of A and /r of

Table 19 appropriately modified according to the rules just laid down. It is

sufficient to adopt some crystal property which can be used to fix s sharply

before elaborate calculations need be undertaken, and then to complete the

study with the selected value of s. The method chosen should be as far as

possible independent of the various semi-empirical methods we have had to

introduce for fixing AJ..., jalj:.... The method we shall adopt is due to

Hildebrand.f

We start with the thermodynamic formula

-p.

If K is tlie compressibility and a the coefficient of (linear) thermal expansion,

[dVj,

T
KV\dT)^
m - p--

ZolT
--p. .(981)

We may no-w assume that the change ofthe vibrational energy with volume

t HUdetraiid, Zeit.f, Physih, vol. 67, p. 127 (1931).
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at any temperature not too high is only a small fraction of the total change
^ ^vith volumej so that we may substitute E<j> for E, "We may further

consider only small pressures of the order of an atmosphere and put « = 0.

We thus have
3ay

-N
dcf>

dV' 'aA’

or 9aAaTjK— a^d<(>lda. (982)

For a crystal ofthe NaCl type the potential energy ^ per molecule is given by

^=-i,3.495)5^%^- (983)

0= |(A+ + Az) + A+^;, w= J(^+ + t^z) A," + p:;Af (984)

The valency ofthe ions is z and for simplicity it is assumed that s is the same
for all ions. For a=aQ, its value at zero temperature, d<f>JdaQ= 0. If we
combine equations (982) and (983), we obtain

~V~ = (986)

With this ^ the volume per molecule is A. If we eliminate 0 by means of
d<j>ld%= Q, we find

The van der Waals energyterm, W, is of the nature of a correcting term, and
the values of the /x’s from Table 3 1 may be safely used in it as s will not differ

much from 9. All the other quantities are observed quantities except s, so
that s is thereby determined. The method requires that reliable values of
Oq shall have been obtained by extrapolation to the absolute zero. The
results for six alkali halides for which has been determined by Henglein*
are given in Table 28. On the evidence of this table it is clear that ^~9 and
we shall be content for the rest of our calculations of interatomic energies
to assume that s= 9. Similar calculations could be made for body-centred
structures.

Table 28 .

Values of s for alkali halide crystals derived by Hildebrand’a method.

[The values ofa differ from those given by Hildebrand
because the van der Waals energy haa been included here,]

Substance
I

8 Substance 8

NaCl 8*8 KOI 9*1

NaBr 8*7 KBr 8-6
Hal 8*6 KI 8-6

* Henglein, &»«./. BkMrooUm. vol. 31, p. 424 (1925).
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Table 29.

Adopted values of van der Waals energy constants y for inert gm
atoms with the interaction energy E{r) =Af“®—

IL X 108“

Table 30.

Adopted vcdvAS of the overlap energy constants A for inert gas atoms with the

interaction energy E{r)=hr-^—pr-^. Values of X from gas data are in-

cluded for comparison.

Table 31.

Adopted values of van der Waals energy constants p for ion pairs in crystals.

p, X 10«“

(ii) PaArs of unlike ions of opposite sign
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Table 32.

Adopted values of overlap energy constants Xfor ion pairs in crystals.

A X 1082

§
10-75. The determination of the Xs. If all the equations of state of the

inert gases had been analysed we could now proceed to derive crystal data
from the analysed gas data and compare the results with observation. But
since gas data are missing for Kr and Xe, this cannot be done for the corre-

sponding crystals. For the sake of a uniform procedure in all cases we shall

therefore not adopt any of the A’s of Table 19 but use instead the crystal

spacings of NaF, KCl, libBr and Csl to determine all the A’s, which can then

be used for other crystals, and compared with gas data for No and A. Only
these four spacings need be assumed a priori. For NaF, KCl and RbBr it

is only necessary to substitute observed values of a, A, a and k for any one

temperature into (985), to put s=9 and to calculate W from the p’s of

Table 31. The equation then determines 0. But for these crystals, in which

both ions have the same inert gas structure, we can apply equations (972)

and (922) and find

(987 )
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so that 0 fixes A for the corresponding inert gas and therefore the derived

AJ, Al, .... Por the body-centred structure of Csl we must use instead of

(985) the eq[uation

where

QSAaT
2-OB5z^€^

sO' 6F'
SS-1+ §5 > (988)

0'=m+^-)As+KB/, W'^i(^t + iMZ)A, + f^^B,'. ...(989)

The rest ofthe work is unaltered. Values ofA derived in this way are given in

Table 30, and a complete set of values of A^;, Az, ... derived from them by

means of (972), (922) and the tables of p^jp, pjp, ... are given in Table 32.

§10-8. Theoretical calculation of crystal properties, (i) Lattice constants.

For any alkali halide crystal or similar crystal with bivalent ions which is

of the rock-salt t3rpe the lattice constant a at any temperature can be

calculated at once from (985) and (984) using the tabulated A’s and yJB and

s = 9. The term 9aAoLT

I

k is a correcting term in which experimental values

may be used for any selected temperature. Similar calculations for the CsCl

type of crystal use equations (988) and (989) instead. The equations can be

solved for a (or 8) by any convenient method of successive approximation

in which the term in W {W') is regarded as a small correction. The con-

vergence of the approximations is rapid.

The observed and calculated values of a and S are given in Tables 33, 34.

For the alkali halides all values refer to 15® C. For the bivalent salts the

calculations are much rougher, the thermal expansion term has been

neglected and the calculations refer to 0® K.

(ii) Crystal energies. We can also calculate the work Uq required (neglect-

ing zero-point vibrational energy) to disperse completely at zero temperature

aU the ions contained in (say) one mole of any one of these salts. If is

defined by (970) or (976), Dq is given in terms of
(f>
by

—iV^ergs^ —W^/J calories.

For the NaCl type we have therefore, when N is Avogadro’s number,

For the CsOl type

U -— 3-495z2€2 0
2a

2-035z2e2 O’ W’
S 8* S«

^+^}cal./mole.

cal./mole.

(990)

(991)

The values of the crystal energies so calculated are given in Tables 33, 34.

They are uniformly slightly larger than those calculated by Born and
Mayer* using an exponential repulsive field; the difference may arise

because the greater extension of the r-® law field demands too great a

* Bom and Mayer, loo. oit.
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van der Waals term to compensate it. The “observed” energies derived in

§10-9 agree well with. Born and Mayer’s calculations. Allowing for the out-

standing excess for which an origin has just been suggested, the general

agreement between gas and crystal data here exhibited is most satisfactory.

Table 33.

Properties of alhali halide crystals (s = 9).

a X 10® (cm.) U (kilocaL/mole) kX 10^2 (bar.)

Calc. Obs.^i) Calc.
B. and
M.(2)

0bs.(3)
Calc.

(1)

Calc.

(2)
Obs.w

NaF [2-31.0] 2-310 228*2 213-4 1-54 1-82 2-11

ISTaCl 2-810 2-814 190-1 183-1 181 3-19 3-86 4:-26,

NaBr 2-974 2-981 181-4 174-6 176 3-88 4-73 5-08

Nal 3-204 3-2.31 170-8 163-9 166 5-16 6-36 (7'0)

KF 2-696 2-665 198-4 189-7 2-67 3-22 3-31

KCl [3-138,] 3-1385 173-1 165-4 163 4-59 5-62 5-63

KBr 3-291 3-293 166-3 159-3 160 5-41 6-68 6-70

KI 3-499 3-626 158-8 150-8 151 6-59 8-25 8-54

RbF 2-872 2-815 187-1 181-6 3-34 4-05 (4-3)

EbCl 3-287 3-27 165-7 160-7 159 5-37 6-61 (6-9)

RbBr [3-427] 3-427 160-6 163-6 157 6-13 7-60 7-94

Bbl 3-642 3-663 153-5 146-3 148 7-49 9-42 9-68

CsF 3-072 3*004 176-9 173-7 4-22 5-17 (4-6)

CsCl’^ 4-157 4-110 157-3 152-2 — 5-58 7-06 5-9

CsBr* 4-313 4-287 153-5 146-3 — 6-11 7-81 7-0

Csl* [4-561] 4-561 147-7 139-1 141 7-06 9-12 9-3

* Body-oeatrod crystals.

(1) Observed values of a taken, from Ewald and Hermann, BtmhtwhencM (1931). The values

given for CsOl, Cs.Br, Cal are of 8, not of a, The values in [ ] are assumed.

(2) Born and Mayer, ZeiLf. Physik, vol 75, p. 1 (1932).

(3) See Table 37, except for Osl for which seo Mayer, Zeit, /. PhyBih, vol. 01, p. 798 (1930);

Mayor and Helmholtz, Zeit f. Physih, vol. 75, p. 19 (1932).

(4) Huggins and Mayer, J, (Mem, Phyaiky vol. 1, p. 543 (1933), whore full referenooB are given.

Values in brackets are estiinatod.

(iii) Crystal compressibilities. We can also derive values for crystal

compressibilities which can at once be compared with observation. Starting

from the same thermodynamic formula

we obtain

using the same approximation as before. It is easily shown that

dV^~9NA^fw-^
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On using (982) we thus find that

«
I'he terms in [ ] are of the order of small correcting terms and vanish at 0° K.

Using experimental values for the teiuns in [ ]
equation (092) enables k to

be calculated, using the calculated values of a or S. The values for ic for room

temperature are given in Table 33. They are uniformly smaller than the

observed values. The reason for this is certainly the too rapidly increasing

slope of the Ar“‘' term as r diminishes.

Tabi/D 34.

Properties of bivalent salt crystals (s»= 0).

[Crystals are assumed to be all of NaCl typo,]

a X 10®
Uq kilo-

caL/molo)
(calc,)

K X 10l«

Calc, Obs.f Calc, (1) Calc. (2)

MgO 2*12 2-104 976 0-27 0*31

MgS 2-724 2-694 766 0-70 0*82

MfiSe 2‘82 2-724 743 0'78 0*02

MgTo* (3-094) — ’

—

—
CaO 2^38 2*40i 870 0*41 0*48

CaS 2-93 2-844 714 0*92 1-08

CaSe 3‘01 2-964 700 0*90 1*17

CaTe 3«27b 3-17s 048 1-33 1*69

SrO 2*62 2-67, 829 0*61 0*00

SrS 3»06 3-004 688 1*00 1*26

SrSe 3*126 3-II5 076 1*14 1*36

SrTo 3*39 3-324 626 1*63 1*83

BaO 2-685 2-764 780
i

0-64 0-70

BaS 3-18 3-185 062
i

1-23 1*40

BaSe 3-26 3-204 062 1-30 1*66

BaTo 3-604 3-49, 009 1-70 2*04

MgTo actually orystallizes in ZiiS typo with lattice constant 2^76 A,

f Obaorved vahies of a from Ewald and Hormann^ Blruktnrhmchi (I031)*

Tlie following approximato argument shows the effect of this distortion,

by comparing these results with those one would expect to get with the

exponential form be'-^^P replacing Omitting all reflnoinents wo shall use

merely the approximate equations

90

da
-0 020 9A

,(903 )

If we equate ber^lp and and also their gradients {bjp) and 5Aa*~®~h

we see that we must have a/pc^s. But the second derivatives then differ by
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containing the extra factors !//>( = s/a) and (s+ 1 )/a ofwhichthe second is too
large. 3?or a crystal of rock-salt type we should then have (roughly) by (093),

oliminattag 0, oa. (« -1)(3.405)A« (.-OjOff
K 2 a a®

’

but if wo had replaced s(s-f 1) in 3®^/9a® by s® to conform better to the ex-

ponential form we should have had

9A_(s-2)(3-406)zV
,

(s-7)0PF_ ^ + (994)

There is a similar change for the CsCl type. Values of k corrected in this way
but using tlie more accurate formulae (092) and (986) are shown in Table 33

and are in very fair agreement with the observed values. Similar calcula-

tions for bivalent salts are recorded in Table 34.

§10‘81. Other properties of crystals. Besides those properties which we
have already discussed, many other crystalline properties can be investigated

on the basis of the inoposed model and their calculated values compared
with observation. It would be beyond the scope of this monograjoh to

undertake further detailed studios of this sort, and we shall therefore be

content merely to mention in passing some of the other properties wliioh

have been thus investigated.

The elastic properties of an isotroino solid cannot be completely specified

by loss than two constants of which the compressibility k may be taken to

bo one, nor those of the crystals of highest symmetry by loss than three.

Crystals of lower symmetry may require up to 21 constants. Elastic con-

stants have beeir studied in general for this model by Born.*

Besides the energy per unit coll, the surface energy and the edge energy

can also be calculated,f thus providing fairly reliable quantitative informa-

tion of crystal properties which are difficult if not impossible to observe

directly. The surface energy a may bo defined as the mutual potential

energy of the iiarta of a crystal seiiaratod by a plane, divided by twice

the area F of this separating j)lano, so that

a== ~(L\J2F. (996)

A few rosulta:|; for alkali halide crystals ar*6 given in Table 36. The values

of for (110) interfaces have also been calculated and it has been shown

that o'j,io/°’ioo > Erom this it follows that the 100 planes do not form

natural faces of the crystal. This is in accordance with observation,

* J3orii| Afomlhcork dcsfcdtcn Zii$ta7idc8 (1023).

t Lonnartl*Jono8 mul Taylor, Proc, Itoy, Soc. A, vol. 100, p. 406 (1026),

t TUo caloiilations aro for old valuca of tho energy oonatants, and are tlioroforo not Btriofcly

coniparablo 'vvitli tho procoding caloiilatione. Tho ohaiigoa of value liouwor are small

,
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(MculatioHH Imva ut»li Ixsoii (iinWiiuMi to t^cyHliilM or NaCl or r.s(’l |yjK«.

(JryHfciilH Huch hh (liior ((laFg) liav(» uIho Ihmmj Hlialiod luitl it hiia hi'i'ii aliowti

that trnorgy oouHtaiifca litr tlioao iona which giv(( correct rcaiilla lor the cimplc

uiiivalonb and Iiivnlcnb hiiUm will alao j^ive tlic (loiTC'ct liitlicc coiiHiunt lor

lluor.* Similar caloidatioiiH liavo hccii cxtciidcd (o non ciihic cryatalH of the

oaluito typo.t 'I'hoao oalmilatiftiiH cun Im carrital out nniiig the energy e(tn-

'I’Altr.M Dfi,

Surface, merfim of ccrlain erifalulliur /tall/).

(100 pliincM, ciicrgicH in

"('"’i”’

Ill)

70(1

HtantH OHtablialied by otudy of aiinplo cryatalK, iirovidial that in addition a

suitablo aizo and oun/lgiiration ia (VHHUinud for tlio <'n.r))onat«» or nitrato ion,

that is for blvo Ibrco oontros tliat aro to ro[)rt'Kt)nt it in tin* innilel. .Some of
tlioHo oaloiiUitions aroHuunnarizod in 3’ablo ,'Kl; the energy eonMtti>ntH therein
used have not boon TOvisod.

J.lioso and snnilai* investigations aro all founded on the a] i|)ro):i (nation
that the total oonilgurational energy of the erysl^il «an lii» I milt up of Inter*
ionio or iutoratoinio terms of the form ./(/(r) depending on the diatnneo only

^U\0 F

Na noi
K IHO

TAnr.15 30,

Calmlaled and obaerved valuea ofcryalal parantelera for crynlnh of calriltt type,

[AesumocldistanaoatO to 0 iuCOjwl-OSA.i N to 0 ia NO»»n n«A.l

MgCO, Uu( NaNO,

Cttlo. 01 j«, OiUo, 1 )lw. Cnits
j

Blioinbohcirlral anprio
T>mt 0-vOorN-”N

102“ 2-1' 103“ 2M5' mr iH' UlP’fifi"' 102“ !»•

UUOlGi
Crystal Guorgy kilo^

4*00 4-«l 4'Ofl >ldl(l

cal/molG 771 701 17M
1

botvvoon each pair of ionio or atomio oentros. It is of eourat^ well I'ocogidzed
tliat this roprosontation cannot always bo aoourato and that in piirtloular it
must fail for that largo and important class, the metals. For these it is
necessary to roburn to first prineiplos and to attempt to build up expresBions

* lonimvd.Jono# (md Taylor, Proo. Roy. Roe. A, vol. 10», p, .10« (11(20).

MoUlwirjli^JTrA
A- “>“• !'• 3'»> (ti'Z'hl Olmpmwi. Topping snd

voT 1 8 ,, 7 • K;
I*‘«<«<‘rd.Jo.icm .u.d Kontl Pro,. Rof. Zc. A,

. 118, p. 078 (1027), .l.opi)liig and Cliopitmn, Proc. Roy. Roe. A, vol, 118, p. 088 (1007),
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for the enorg}'' in any configuration by approximate solutions of tlie appro-

priate equations of quantum mochanics. The work of Wigner and Seitz on

eodiuni and Seitz on lithium forms the first stop in this new study,*

§ lO’O, The Born cycle. There is no direct method of measuring the crystal

energies calculated in § 10*8, but Borut has shown how they can bo related

to observablo thorrao-chemioal quantities. The relations between these

quantities are best expressed by a diagram such as that of Tig. 22, first

given by Habor.:!:

(m)-i-(x)

Pig, 22. Tlio Born oyolo.

In tins figure [If] denotes onegram atom of solid metal, (Xj) one mole of

gaseous halogen. Jloginning with the state I, [Jf] -I- KXj), we pass suooes-

gively to states 2, 3 and d, in which there is 1 mole of the salt, .1 gram atom

each of the ionized metallic vapour and tlio ionio halogen X~, and then

1 gram atom each of motallio vapour and atoniio halogen respectively,

From this state we pass back to the original state, so that on the whole the

ohango of energy is zero. To this simple oyolo (tho .Born cycle) two other

subsidiary oyolos have been added, that indioatod by 6 by Hab6i'§ and that

indioatod by 6 by Fajans.|| Heat is given out in tho prooessos indicated by

tho dirootion oftho arrow in the figure and is then regarded (conventionally)

as positive. In tho first transformation Q denotes tho heat of formation of

tho salt, in tho second U denotes the crystal energy as already considered

above. i,,f is tho work of ionization of 1 gram atom of metal, and JDx is the

heat of formation of an halogen ion from the atom and electron {otherwise,

tho oleo troll affinity). is tho heat ofevaporation of 1 gram atom of metal

* Wlgiior and Sollv:, ;%«. Jlcv. vol. 48, p. 804 (1038), vol, 40, p. 500 (1034); Solte,

vol. 47, p. 400 (1036). Soo also Slater, flew. Jfod, P%«. voi. 0, p. 200 {1034),

t horn, I'cr/*. d, PAj/mW. Ge#. vol. 21, pi>. 13, 070 (1010).

t Hftbor, Verk <1. Deulack Phyaikal. Qei. vol. 21, p. 750 (1010); of. also Fajans, ibtd. pp. 530,

640, 700,714(1010).
v,

§ Habor, loc.c«. ||
Fnjans, Iw. cU.
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and the heat of dissociation of the diatomic halogen. We then have the

relation U=Q + {I^ + 8,,) + (D^-E^), (906)

and all the quantities on the right have been measiu'ed. The.se nro sum-

marized in the annexed table. The values of Q are given by Landolt-

Bornstein, those of I are known from the atomic .spectra. Sjf is determhied

by direct measurement or by observing the vapour-pressure as a function

oftemperature and using (033) or (623). The heats of dissociation are deter-

mined by the use of (658) or (632) and observed equilibria.f Finally,

Angerer and Mullor,{ following an idea of Franck’s,§ have observed in the

halogen gases at high temperature a continuous spectrum with a sharp

limit on the long-wave side, which they attribute to X~, and have tlnrs

determined . The values of U determined by this indirect prooese have

been compared with the calculated values in Table 33 above. The agreement

is surprisingly good.

Table 37.

Crystal energies in kilocals. per mole (observed),\\

RbCl BbBr RblISTaBr Nal KCI

90 77 104
117H-26 117-420 09-421
28-80 17-71 27-88

176 160 163 167 148

Before the values of E^ were determined directly, it was usual to elim-

inate them from equation (996) above, by considering the halogen acids,

for which , E^x > -^h -^u were known. The values ofE so determined

differ by 2 or 3 per cent, from those given above.^j

From the subsidiary cycle 2, 3, 6 in the figure we deduce U—l7* + 8,

where U* is the heat of formation of the salt vapour from the ions of the

metal and the halogen, and 8 is the heat of evaporation from salt crystal to

crystal salt vapour. No measurements of either U* or 8 have so far been

given, so that the relation cannot yet be used to find O'.

Fajansff has used the cycle 2, 6, 3, yielding ?7= -1- — L, to investi-

gate the magnitude of the heats of hydration and of metallic and

t See Table 11 for sources for this information,

i Angoror and Mliller, Phyaihal, ZeiL vol. 20, p, C‘18 (1926).

§ 3?i'aiiok, ZeU. /. Physikt vol. 6, p. 428 (1921),

j|
More recent evaluations have been given by Mayer and Holmholtii, ZciLj. Phyaih, vol. 76,

p. 19 (1932)j Helmholtz and Mayor, J. GUm. Physics, vol, 2, p, 246 (1034). Tlioir viuhios didor
only by 2 or 3 in tlio last figure from the values given here,

][ Born, AlomilmHc desfeslm Zuslandes, p. 761 (1923).

ft l^ajans, Yerh, d, Veuisch, PhysHcah Qes» vol. 21, p. 649 (1G19).
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halogen ions, taking U as known and adding the observed value of L, the

heat of solution of the salt in water. He has not been able to determine

llJij or Wx uniquely by this oyole alone, but has obtained a series of differ-

ences by several methods, the results being con-

sistent among themselves. Thus IfSia-Wk is found to bo 21,000 calories

l>or mole. The absolute values must be determined by other methods.

§10*91. Surface forces. In earlier jjaragraphs applications of inter-

atomic forces have been made to the calculation of the internal properties

of solids. It is equally important that the conditions at a surface should be

considered, especially as the action of surfaces is now known to be of great

importance in many chemical phenomena. Giro point of interest is the

order of magnitude and extent of the forces outside a orystal, as this has a

bearing on theories of adsorption and adhesion. For this purpose tlio forces

outside the (100) piano of a orystal of the rock-salt typo have been con-

sidered* with the hope that the results might indicate the surface forces in

other more complicated oases. This problem is interesting in that it provides

an illustration of the forces due to primary polarization os well as of the

other forces already considered.

The olootrostatio potential of the somi-inflnito array of the not positive

and negative charges of tlie ions of valency v in a orystal at a point outside

a (100) plane and at a distance of z from it may bo shown to bo

tb=>-
2ve

S -Wt—sr 008
/lx

,
my

^ 2 /

e

1 q. g-iriP’i-iH®)!
’

summed over all odd values of I andm i)ositivo and nogativo; a is tho distanco

between conaooutivo i)lanos. Tho axes of x and y are taken to ooincklo with

the oubic axo.s. The olebtroatatio force on a unit charge in a dirootion normal

to tho surface is easily doducod to bo

n_ 9f/>_ 27T«;e (_l)l«-i-m)
& n oos-rri

lx l+m
a ' a 2

....(007)

For a fixed value of z, this is a maximum above tlio lattice points of tho

orystal (being altornatoly positive and negative) and is zero at all points

midway between them.

Numerical calculations of tho voluo of this force outside KOI are given in

Table 38 below. It will bo observed that the force is reduced by 1/100 by

increasing z/a from 1 to 2, that is, increasing z Irom 3*14 to 0*28 A.

* Loiinar(l**Joiios and Douli, Trans, *Sfoc. vol. 24, p, 02 (1028}« Tlio plootrofltaUo forces }ifivo

also boon ooiiBldored iiulopondontly by and Stark {Zeil./, Phifsiht vol, 43, p, 675 (1027JJ,

tliongh not In tho saino dotafl.
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These foroos aiiply, of course, only to a chargod ion in tiio noiglibourliond

of the crystal surface. In tiio case of a neutral atom, foroos of attraotion

arise from primary and secondary polarization. 'I'ho former may ho oal-

culated in terms of the oooffloient of polarizability a. 'I’lio potential onoi'gy

of the induced dipole at the oontro of tho atom in an olootrio held F is

or, usmg the potential funotlon
<f>
already given above.

The force on the dipole perpendicular to tho crystal face is then given by

r _ 8(I>_ (9^ 0^) def)

da™ ^ ^dxdxdaoydyda' dzdz^]'

e“av'a«/«
^

(very nearly), where f{x,y) represents tho variation witli impoct to x arnl y.

The function /(.r,j/) is equal to unity over tho lattice points and is oqinvl to

Tabm 38.

Adsorptive forces outside KOI,

(«koi»*8‘1<,iA.)

zja 1*0 .1*4

Foro0 on charge e 0*80 X 10-® M4xl0-fi
Primary polarization (Argon) d-7<ix 10"“ 1*88x10-?
Secondary polarization

(van dor waals attraotion)

(Ai'gon) (d = 4)

Ml X lO'* 4*28x10-^

zero at such points as a!= ^a, y^\a. Tho variation above a lattice point is

seen from Table 38, where the example of argon near tho surfaco of KCi is

considered.

Tho van der Waals attraotion between tho olootronio systems of tho ions

in the crystal and an atom outside it can be oaloulatod by a simplo extonalon
of the apparatus of § 10'62. It is however suffloiontly accurate for this

approximate caloulation to neglect for example the dilToroncos botwoen
K+ and Cl" and assume that they both attract argon like argon. For argon
outside KOI we then have a force normal to tho suriaco which can be put in

rr,, = (008 )

when -^r "is the van der Waals energy between tho argon atom and any
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ion in the crystal. In this expression, A(®+M{2
)
is a certain summation over all

the ions of the crystal, viz.

S (~+n

the summation extending over all values of I and m, and all positive values

of n. These functions have been evaluated for 5 == 4, s = 6 and a series of

values of z. The numerical values of H{z) for argon and KCl are given in

Table 38.

It will be observed that H{z) falls olf very slowly with distance, so much

so, in fact, that it becomes the important term at values of» > 2*6a. It is not

difficult to show that U^\z) tends asymptotically to z~\ so that at largo

distances E{z) falls off as the inverse square of the distance. TJio van der

Waals field, usually regarded as a short range force, hero becomes one of

long range. The reason for this difference in behaviour is that the van dor

Waals attractions are additive for all ions in the crystal, whereas the forces

arising from the charges on the ions ofthe lattice are alternately of opposite

signs and so rapidly neutralize each other.

The results oan bo applied to estimate the oonoontration of argon in the

neighbourhood of KCl by Boltzmann’s formula. Wo find that, at a distance

of 10 A., the concentration is about two to three times the normal at room

temporatixro.

\ f Iz
|i;2+TO*-h^-+w) , (999)



CHAPTER XI

THE ELECTRON THEORY OE METALS, THERMIONICS
AND METALLIC CONDUCTION. SEMI-CONDUCTORS

§11*1. The field of this monograph is a study of the properties of the

equilibrium state. In discussmg the electron theory of metals and soini-

conductors we should strictly therefore exclude such processes as the

thermionic emission of electrons and the passage of an elootrio current,

which are processes involving essential departures (even if small ones) from
equihbrium conditions. A study of these processes however is our most
important means of obtaining information about the oleotronio nature of

the metallic state, and the distribution laws of the equilibrium state can bo

applied in a direct and significant way to the study of these fundamental
phenomena—to exclude them would introduoe a lack of balance into our
subject matter. Without, therefore, any attempt at a profound discussion

of the quantum theory ofthe free path of an electron in a metal, or of other
similar processes, we shall give such an account of the theory of thermionic
emission and metaUio conduction as can be achieved by simple formal
applications and extensions of equilibrium theory. After a short aooount of
the elementary theory ofthe genuine equilibrium state ofa metal wo prooood
to discuss the phenomena of the emission of electrons by hot bodies and of
the associated electron atmosphei’es in equilibrium under sj)aoe charge
effects. This is followed by a short account of the theory of oleotronio oon-
duction in metals and semi-conductors. One of the most striking minor
triumphs of quantum mechanics has been the interpretation of the disfcino-

tive properties of these two types ofelectronic conductor (and of insulators)
in terms of natural characteristics of then.’ equilibrium states.*

§11 *2. Ml&in&dtcti'y eleclvon tJicory of ct woktl. The elementary theory of a
metal is dxie to Sommerfeldf who inserted the necessary quantum oorreo-
tions into the classical theory ofDrude.f To a fii'st approximation one may
assume that the long I’ange effects of the electronic charges in the metaZ are
neutralized by the charges of the heavy atomic ions. Thus at first we shall
entirely neglect the internal struotme of the melilal and regard it merely as

There is now a peat ohoioe of literature to whioh the reader may refer for o moro dotoilorlppral aoreimt of these phraomenaj in partioular Brillouin, Die QiianleiiataHaUk (19Sl)i Nord-
heim, mid hnelmhe Theone des metalUsoUn. Zuatandeas Miillor-Pouillots, Uhrhuoh def
hyaih, vol. 4 part 4 (1034)j Sommerfeld and Bethe, SleklronentJioorie der Metalle, Handb. d.

vol. 24 (ed. 2), p. 333 (1933); Bloch, Ilandbuch der Dxperimenlcd Phjaik, vol. 11, part 2

t Sommerfeld, Zeit.f. Physik, vol. 47, p. 1 (1928).

t Drude, Am. d. Physik, vol, 1, p, 6Cfl, vol. 3, p. 369 (1900).
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a home for eleotrons, whore thoyoan move freely in a field ofnniforni poten-

tial energy — xq ,
the potential energy they would have in free space outside

the metal being taken as zero- We must now specify how many of the

oleotrona in the motal are to be regarded as “free ” to move in this region of

uniform potential energy— yg* The only strictly logical ohoioe is to take all

the atomic eleotrons, but in fact by so doing wo gain nothing and do not

make a good apimoxiination, as the more tightly an olootron is bound the

worse is the apju’oximation of motion in a uniform fiokl. It is clear however

that since all the atoms are on the same footing we should take at least one

elootron per atom. We shall therefore proceed by assuming that either one

electron per atom or all the noi'inal valency declrons are effectively free in the

metal. In any event the choice is not important as difforont choices are

largely self oomponsating. We return to a deeper disoussion of the proper

sj)ooifloation of a free electron in § ll’C.

To study the equilibrium state of such an assembly of eleotrons {M in

number in a volume 7, antisyminetrioal statistics, any state of motion of

an electron with a weight factor 2 duo to spin) wo can at once apply the

results of §§ 2*d, 2-41, in i)arfcioular oqrxation (120), wliioh gives*

if A~ 2Srlog(l -l-AD’»/),

and by equation (222)

Z= 22, log(l + AS%)= 2
7
JJlog(H- Ae<x.-rjVM') ^4^^.

If we are to apply to this assembly the approximations of § 2- 73 wo must
verify that, in the notation of that section, logja>l, whore /a=iAe>'^'>'*'*', and
p. is evaluated in terms of the olootron density% {—MjV) in the nrotal by
means of (227) and (229). Using these formulae wo obtain

° 2 7)~^| (/*=AeXo«2’).

......(1000)

Wo can solve this equation for log fi in terms of % , still assuming that

log/i^l, and obtain

1
h^ /3»o\^ 1 f,

varsm kU' "12)

^"
‘Sm i j r " 12 L (3»^o/^)*-l

)

'

The first apiwoximation to log y, is

( 1001 )

8w' kT
or 4-2 X .

* Owing to tlio nocosBlI/y for fcho froquonfc H80 of - c for tho oloofci'oiiio charge in tins oimptor, t)io

symbol c le nob lioro used for an onorgy, and ^ Is gonorally used iimbond*
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I'or copper whose density is 8-9 and atomic weight 63 the nnmbor of atoms

per c.c., and therefore Wq, is about 8'6 x 10®®. Thus

logju,= 8x

We see therefore that log ju, is still 80 at 1000” K. and dO at 2000° K., amply
large enough for the use of the foregoing ajDjJi'oximations. For oaesiuin, in

which the atomic density has the lowest valne known for a metal, Hq is leas

by a factor of 10 and log /t by a factor of 6, but log ju. is still large enough for

the application of these formulae at any temperature below tlio molting

point of caesium. For any metal therefore we may normally use (1001).

We shall see in § 11 that, in special circumstances, for examijlo m Ni, %
may have to be taken less than one per atom and m to bo an ofCeotivo

mass much greater than the mass of a free electron. The aijproximation

of almost complete degeneracy then no longer holds for all temperatures
of importance.

These equations give /a in the form

,
7)* TT® hT

12^* (1002 )

where
^

(lOOS)

It is easily verified that tj* is the maximum Idnetio energy of an electron in
the metal at 0° K. when all the lowest states are filled. For the oharaotoi*'
istio energies in a rectangular box of edges «, 6, c are

h? (s^ i® a®\

8m P ^j
positive integers)

and the number of these which are less than tj * is

Each of these states accommodates a pah- of electrons of opposite spins and
the total number of pairs is ia6c«„. Equating these numbers we recover
(1003).

For «.o= 8-6 X 10®® the magnitude of ij* in electron volts is 7-06. The value
of k IS 8-60 X 10-5 electron volts per degree. The electron distribution law
n{7i) given in (231) may be written here

The Fe.jnl-Dtao facte 1/(1 +*<«•»») fa shown plotted for yarlons valnos
of T in I?ig* 23.

besides equation (1004) we shall have much need for similar distributionws inw 1C 6 dependence ofthe three velocity components is separately
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shown, and also of a fonunla for the number of electrons incident on the

boundary ofthe metal 2)or unit area in unit time. Such a fonnula is provided

by equation (217) in which space variations can here he neglected. This

formula shows that if n[u,v,w)dudvdio is the number of electrons per o.o.

in the given velocity range, then

n{ii,v,w) =
1 ^

* (1006)

The factor 2 comes from the electron’s spin. In terms of the components of

momentum 23, q, r etc,)

n{j),q>r)=‘
2/Aa

(1000)

In these equations u, v, w or p, q, r range from — oo to +co.

The number of electrons N{p)dp incident on unit area in unit time with

momentum normal to the area in the range P)P-\-dp is given by

M r+to r-Hoo

"V — 00 J 00

Tho double integral gives tlio number of suitable eleotrons per o,o. and^/m

their velooity of approach to tho siirfaoG, On using (1000) and putting

^2 ^ ^’2 beoomos

p^p
(1007)
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(
tI*S

TIxg intogml oau bo oviihiatod iinil liiul

Ifig. 24. Tlio iminbop li(l) oloolron# por unit, nwigo ofonerdy iiwblpw, i,ii Uw
boimclary pop oi>\.* por »oo. lui a fiinotiou of { ait<t 7',

If ^ is tho enejw in fcliis nonnal motion, and N{1) dt tho mtmbor of iimlfknfc
eiootrons in this given normal energy range, then U»tXmp\ pdp^ mdi and

™ log(n.^tc'"t/**'). ......(lOOn)

On inserting the first approximation to ii from (1002) wo flnti

log{ 1

+

(JOlO)
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There are important approximate forms of (1010), as shown in the
following equations:

mo-

‘LtrinkT

7l3

47T‘mkT

r ^ 2 kT

{q*>C> 'i}*-t>kT) ( 1011 )

{\v*-^\<kT). ......( 1012
)

^^3
-

(^H. kT), . . .(1013)

The function N{t) is shown for various tomporatures in Mg. 24.

§11*21. Speaific heats of metals. In Chapter iv wo wore able to give a
generally satisfying account of the spooiflo heats of metals (and other

solids), in which we entirely neglected any oontribiition that might bo made
by the qimsi-gas of free eleotrcms whioli wo now oxjjlioitly assume a metal

to contain. This contribution .1?^ to the energy per unit volume is, by (220)-

(228), _
E,^ytTZ^MkT^\^-^Pj^^^kTZ-Mx,. ......(1014)

The value of Z when log /a> 1 is given by

'(“^’)V|^|^(log,.)4 + ^'(log/.)4| (1016)Z^2^- ¥
Combining this with (1002) and (1003) wo find

.(1016)

and therefore - Xo +!>?’'' +
,2yr

-n* X .(1017)

For the present we regard Wq and therefore ij* as a constant independent

of T, This is a priori a reasonable first assumption for metals of simple

univalent and bivalent atoms, for which there is a large energy stop between

the first (or first two) and the following ionization potentials of the free

atom, so that variations in the number of lightly bound electrons per atom

seem likely to bo of seeondary importanoo. Variations of Uq, and also of xo)

can be produced by variations of F, but we shall not consider such elTeots

hero. This being so the only terra in (1017) depending on the temperatoe

is the last and
#1/ f/!’ I

'

.,...(1018)G/:
'dT 2^]*'

This is to bo compared with the classical value IjB.

The ratio of these quantities is only 4*1 x 10”®;r for copper and therefore

quite insensible. The fact of primary importanoo is that the old difficulties
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of Drude^s eleotronio theory of metals have now been outiroly overcome.

Properly treated the electron gas is found in general not to contribute

sensibly to the specific heat of the inetaL We are free to apply the idea of

this gas to thermionic, photoelectric, thermoeleotrio and conduotivity prob-

lems without upsetting earlier conclusions based ort the theory of crystals.

On comparing (1018) with the ordinary lattice speoifio heat at low tem-

peratures given by Debye’s approximation (369), wo seo that, small as it is,

the eleotronio specific heat should give the domina/Ut term for a metal at

sufficiently low temperatures. For a metal, but not for an insulator, the

final approach of the specific heat to zero should strictly vary like T not T^,

If we put (1018) in the form

Oy^lR^lir^TjT, (1018-01)

the ratio of the eleotronio to the lattice specific heat of a metal at low tem-

peratures is n ^ w 1^
^ (1018d)91

For ©-^2x10® this ratio reaches unity between and 2°K,
Below this temperature the eleotronio term is dominant. A dominant term
ofthis very small order ofmagnitude has actually boon measured by ICoosom
and Koksf for silver. They findthat below 3® K. Oy has the value 0-000 16(6)T
cal,/deg./mole, which agrees exactlywith the value oaloulatodfrom (1018*01)

for one free electron per silver atom.

The circumstances in wluoh the electrons can make much bigger con-
tributions can be more conveniently discussed lator* and wo return to this

subject in §11*65,

The electron pressui-e may be noted here for roforenoo. According to

(237) it is given by

P. =%[i#>?*+
6 n* J'

(1019)

§ll‘23i The elementary theory of electron, atmo8p7icres. Lot iis next con-
sider an aasembly of two such enclosures, one of wliich is in free space and
the other inside a metal. This will represent a metal in eq^uilibriuin with an
atmosphere of evaporated electrons, and since tho evaporated electron
density rif will prove to be very small its space charge can initially be
neglected, and the number of electrons still hi the metal can always bo
assumed to be normal. [In actual applications any dofioienoy in the metal
would always he replaced by conduction.] We can apply the results of
§ 2-72 and find for the evaporated electrons

(1020)

t Keesom and KoJcs, Pliysicat vol. 1, p. 770 (1034).
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where A must have the same value

and (1002)

logA= ~ Xo-y*
kT

as for the metal. Using equations (1000)

12 7j*~ kT (
1021

)

X i® positive and of the order of a few oleotron volts then A 1 in spite of

the fact that log 1, and the evai)oratod electrons are effectively classical.

That being so, equation (1020) reduces at once to

„
_M' _J2n7nkT)i

’v y /j3
(
1022

)

whioh on using (1021) becomes

n,=2 e-xlkT-^^k'iwv* (1023)

The second term in the exponent can usually bo negleotod.f

§11'23. The electron vapour density as a problem in evaporation. It is

worth while to pause for a inoinont to show that (1023) can also be derived

at least formally by the methods of Chapter v. If the motallio electrons are

regarded as a quosi-orystal, then by equation (620)

M‘'^f{T)l,<{T).

In this equation /(2')=a2(2irt«/<:2')S e“X/*i!y/(,!i if the energy zero is taken to

refer to the state in whioh all the electrons are condensed into the crystal

filling their M lowest states. If k(2’)c=!k(0) = 1, Ave at once recover the first

approximation to (1023), In that case (623) becomes

logp= - + flog -I- log (1024)

BO that the vapour pressure constant of the electron, is given by

i,=log 2
{2Trm)^0

’ (1026)

Avhioh is the normal value for a massive particle ofmassm Avith tAVO orienta-

tions.

In the preceding section avo have made an explicit (if approximate)

evaluation of this i(iT). On the analogy of (622), the remaining term in the

exponent in (1023) gives this approximation in the form

K{T)^n^hT
k(0) 12 r)*

' (1026)

t IJofoio UlO ilovobpmonli of tho quantum theory of mofcala forimtlno siibBtantinlly oqulvalonfc

to (1023) wore Riven by 0. W. lliohai'clflon, Pht/t, Eev, vol. 23, p. 163 (1024); Dualmmn, Pht/a, Eev,

vol. 21, p. 023 (1023)j H. A, Wilson, PAi/a, Iie», vol. 24, p. 38 (1024); Sohottlcy, Zeil. f, Phjaih,

voi, 34, p, 04B (1026), whore other roforonoea will bo found.
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Following lip the same analogy we can also express K(if') in the form

log
x(0)

rTfirp* rT'

.(1027)

where is a specific heat per metallic electron^ properly doflnod. On

combining (1026) and (1027) and differentiating twice v^o see that

(1028)a~-
r

It win be observed that ajlc so defined does not agree with Gy^jli, nor need

itdoao, for they are different quantities. C?/ is the oontrihution to the total

specific heat at constantvolume ofone gram-inoleoule of themetal . In sotting

up the equilibrium atmosphere of electrons howeverwo nro not evaporating

a fraction of the whole metal, only a fraction of the eleohnons without ohango

of volume of the metal. It follows from the laws of tliormodynamics that

the specific heat a of (1027) is related to Gy^ by the equa-tion

(1029)

Since by (1018) G/ozM^, dGy^fdM^^Gy^jM, so that (1018) and (1028)

are consistent with (1029).

Relationships such as (1029) are apt to be overlooked since it is com-
paratively rarely in statistical mechanics that a quantity such as (7,/ is not

proportional to M, the condition that dGy^jdM^ Gy^jM. '[t'hero are a variety

of other “specific heats” besides this u which require to bo oarofully dis-

tinguished. The <j defined by (1028) is the increase of the equilibrium specific

heat of the metal for the addition of one electron. As we shall see later this is

not the same thing as Kelvin’s specific heat of eleotrioity.

• §11*3. Thermionic phenomena. The phenomena of the omission of
electricity from hot hodies are well known.’l* We oaiinot here describe
experimental details. It is sufficient to record that a groat range of pheno-
mena lend practical certainty to the view that an. Inoandosoent metal
emits electrons and to a less extent positive ions at a rate which is extronioly
sensitive to the temperature. The phenomena actually observed depend in
general on these rates of emission, for the system studiod experimentally is
not (usually) in an equilibrium state. But since there must be an equilibrium
state for the corresponding isolated system we are led by these phenomena
to believe that when equihbrium is set up between a metal and its sur-
roundings (gas or vacuum), the metal is in equilibrium with a vaporir of

Langmuir, HevktM of Med. Phyaica, vol. 2, p. 128
P930). The most recent account is Roimonn, Themionio Phenomena, Olmpmnn and HaU (1034),from which we have taken the greater part of the numerical (lata.
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electrons and i:)orliaps of positive ions os well. If we have chosen a suitable

model this equilibrium so far as it concerns electrons should be adequately

described by the formulae of the preceding sections.

It has not proved possible to observe the electron density given by (1023)

or the corresponding electron vapour pressure The quantity

observed is always a current—the maximum oiirront that can bo drawn

from an incandoscoiit wire per square contimotro per second, by an external

voltage largo enough to sweep away the electrons as fast as they are omitted,

hut not large enough to produce a sensible potential gradient near the emit-

ting surface. Such a saktraiion cunent measures the rate of omission of

electrons by the hot solid. About such rates of omission neither thermo-

dynamics nor the equilibrium theory of statistical moohanios have anything

to say. Wo must appeal to some mechanism, which, however, and here the

equilibrium theory comes in, must bo consistent with the equilibidum state

when allowed to act in a normal manner. It must bo true, for example, that

tlio rates of emission and return of olootrons are equal in the equilibrium

state, Wo now assume that, when the external voltage is applied and the

saturation ciiiTont moasured, the rate of omission of electrons is unaltered,

Since this rate is determined by the intornal state of a oondiiotor, and

the voltages in question are not largo, this assumption may be accepted.***

§ 11*31 • The saturation current^ or rale of emission of cUcirons* Now that

wo possess an adequate picture of the olootronio state inside a metal it is

possible to oaloulato directly the rate of emission of oleotrons under equi-

librium conditions. It is possible however to arrive formally at the same

result indirectly oven more simply by oaloulating the rate of return of

electrons to tho metal, and wo give this oaloulation first on account of its

historical importanco.

Tho olootrons in tho vapour have tho usual Maxwellian distribution in

velocity and position, and therefore by (174) tho number of olootrons m a

Yolumo clV with a velocity between c and whoso direotion lies within

a solid angle Au) is

The number of olootrons N which strike unit area of tho metal in unit time

is therefore obtained by taking dt^^miOdOd^i eiF*=ooosl?. 1, and in-

tegrating over all c and over a hemisphere. We find

,
2(2fc2*)i

.JW/O, (1030)

* Tho rate i» affootocl by krgoi- appllod voltogos. Soc §§ 11-8-1, 11*30. It should bo recorded

that tho intorpvotation of tho faota horo given is etlU open to doubt (Nottingham, Rtv.

vol. 40, p. 78 (1030)).
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If in. the equilibrium state a fraction r ofthese is reflected again, the niimbor

of electrons which return to the metal jDer unit area in unit time is

(1-r) (1031)

on using (1030) and (1023), neglecting a. It follows that the saturation

current — I flowing from unit area ofthe hot body to the collecting oleotrodo

is given in electrostatic units by the formula

/=(l-r)
4:tr>nh\

¥ (1032)

This is Richardson’s emission formula. The energy x is called the thermionic

woi'k function. The numerical value of the absolute constant ‘i^mhhjh^ is

3'60 X 10^1 E.s.tr., or 120 amperes per square centimetre.

Earlier formulae for I had the constant 60 amp./cm.*, sineo the weight 2

for the spin of the free electrons was neglected. The reflection ooeffloiont was
also neglected. If it may be assumed thatr is small, an assumption whiolx is

probably correct, for clean metals, then (1032) gives all the information that
theory can provide. The investigation however is not sti'iotly complete
without a calculation ofr, which can be given xvhen a precise form is assumod
for the effective potential variations near the surface of the motal.
We shall now give the corresponding direct calculation of the omission,

for which purpose we must use (1010), Only those electrons otvn got out for
which ? > Xo • It is assumed that the motion normal to the surface is un-
affected by the other velocity components, which is correct when the atomio
variations of the potential are neglected. If 2)($) is the ohanoo that such an
electron will emerge, then the number of electrons emerging from unit area
in unit time is

momdi
•fXo

If d is the mean transmission coefficient, this may be written

d rV(0d^

and approximated to, with the help of (1013), by the expression

,
4^7rmkT

d ¥ ’
Jx.

= Th-xIkT,
(1033 )

It is « OTll-knora quantum theorem that transmission Dooffloionts over anyWrier are necessarfly the same in both clirectionst for electrons of any

t Por example see R. H. Powler, Proe. Oamb. Phil. Soc. rol. 26, p, 108 (1020).
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§11'311. Theoretical transmission coefficients. The aotual theoretical

values of D(^) and d can now he given. For the abrupt boundary fleklf

shown in Fig. 26, „

^ Ki+(e-Xo)¥
= 0 (S<Xo)J

From this it follows that, provided x=

(S > Xo)
.(1034)

d: .(1036)

this has actually a mild temperature dependence, and, for T?i 1600®K.

and Xo— volts, is of the order 0*0,

~7
<

<

—

—>•

1

H
Xo

J’ig. 20. All abrupt boundary -with

a i)otonl)lal onorgy liill,

For the abrupt boundary field shown in Fig. 26 with a potential onorgy

hill of heightH ( > xo) J^'^d width I between the inside of the metal and the

space outsido:|;

m)=o a<xo)>
mi-xMtm)

ffc?— -(S3)7
(/^>S>Xo). (1030)

where K®= 87r®m//i!.®. Provided that

e-<r/-r,VW.^0-2K«H“Xo)*

wo And from (1036) that, approximately,

d =
,

(1037)

This value can bo quite small compared with unity, when there is an appreei-

able barrier of an excess height of the order of 1 or 2 volts and a width of

the order of 1-3 Angstroms.

It Adll be observed that the important part of D{Q in (1036) when

1 is

*{• Nox'dhcim, Zcii, f.
vol. 10, p. 833 (1028).

J 3?owlor, Proo, i?oy, Soc, A, vol, 122, p. 30 (1029),
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where (...) is a factor of order unity. It can bo shown that, for any shnpo of
hanier through which the penetration is slight, D{t) always is of this form
with an exponential factor

e

The meaning of the symbols is explained

in Kg. 27.

An even better approximation is

^(0 ~ r= pijjj =j3

,

- |cosh/fJ (0~l)Ux\

(1039)

which when Z)($) 1 reduces to

X>(0'~4e JO
. (1040)

Neither of the abrupt bai*riers of Figs. 26, 26 is a good roprosontatioii of
the surface field. When a slowly moving electron is at a distance a; from tho
surface, it will be attracted to the metal by the image force which
corresponds to an effective potential energy -e*/4a?. 'J^his form of tho
potential energy must break down very close to the lii’st layer of motal
atoms, but if it holds at distances of 10 Angstroms or more from tlio surface
it means that the top corner of the potential energy curve in Fig. 25 Is

Fig, 27. A gi’achial bomulavy Avitih

ft XJoliontial onorgy liill,

electron reflection at tlio

I 7 *

or the image force boundary shown in Fig. 28 a DU) has boonca ® y Nordhmm* hut cannot be given in a short form. From his
result It follows that il(0 tends to a limit not far removed from unity wh^

the temperatml Cprobable form of the potential energy for a combination If image field

Kg Sr * *» Aown lu

Norclheiin, Proc. P03,. Poo. A, toI. 121. p. 020 (1028).
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We may suminarizo this discussion by saying that for the simple model
chosen for the metal the saturated thermionic current should be of the form

(1041)

where A and x ^^^y be treated as constants and A < 120 amp./cm. ^ deg.^

For olean metals ^ 120, but for metals covered with surface films A may
bo very much less.

§ 11*32. Gom2)anson of theory and experimentfor clean metals^ and metals

loiih monomoleculav films. If Richardson’s formula for the current, (1041), is

compared with the best experiments on carefully cleaned tungsten, regard-

Table 39.

Emission data for tungsten.

The ontrios I in the second column are the observed saturation

ouiTonts from 0*1826 om.® hot surface.

I o
^0

61,890
1D80'6 61,880

61,860

2077-C 61,880

61,840

2131'B 1'302 1*2166 61,840
2134*6 1*410 1*2321 61,870
2168*0 1*002 1*3600 61,820

2182-0 2*638 61,810
2204'0 3*200 61,820

61,8202231*0 4*406

2236*0 61,870

2271'6 61,880

7*394 61,020

2300*0 9*792 2*0041

* This valuo Is jiot tlio host aocoptod valuo for oloan tungstou (4-64),

ing A and x adjustable constants, an excellent fit is obtained with a value

of A about 60. Owing however to the dominance of the exponential term

the observations are not capable of fixingA with high accuracy, In fact it is

hardly possible by observation to distinguish between (1041) and a formula

..,,..(1042)

used by Richardson in his earlier work. It is therefore impossible to be

confident as yet that there is here a discrepancy between the simple theory
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and experiment), whioh demands an elaboration of the theory for its ex-

planation. Similar successes are obtained for comparable values of A on

comparing theory and observation for other metals, when they have been

p'operly cleaned.

The excellence of the fit obtainable between (1041) and good data is

illustrated by the foregoing observations for tungsten given by Dushman.

In the analysis it was assumed that4 = 60- 2, whioh was originally supposed

to be the theoretically correct value ofA, the spin of the electron being then

unrecognized, and y/fc was then calculated from the observed ourrenti The

values so obtained should be identical and the actual extreme variation in

Table 39 is 11 parts in 6000. A fit almost os good could bo obtained with

A = 120.

X
T

Wlien W0 study tlie values of A and x for a variety of niotals both

supposedly clean and with knowi mononiolecular surface films deposited

on them we find the values opposite. The values given are those regarded

as most reliable by Reunanii.*

It will be seen at once that these values are in excellent general agreement

with the theory if we may account for

the low values of x ^ found for

electropositive films in terms of an

electrical double layer about one atom

thick. Such a layer gives an idealized

potential energy curve near the boundary "7^

(iinage force neglected) of the form shown ^
ill rig 29

. 2 abrupt boundary ^v\ bb an ideal

When such a film is present D(l) will double layer (eleotropositivo outwards).

Xo

P/-

I

-2k f
by (1040) contain the factor e ^ and d the factor

We shall therefore find a relationship between the value of A
and the depression Ax of the work function below its value for the under-

lying clean metal of the form

log^ -f/ci[(Ax)^. (1043)

This relationship is in excellent general agreement as to form and order of

magnitude with the relationship

.
log4 = - TjAx 'Tj consL)

observedbyRichardsonandDu Bridge to hold during an outgassing process .f

All the abnormally small values ofA associated with films in Table 40 can

be so interpreted, though the correctness of this is still open to doubt.

* Koimann, Zoc. ctY. See also Dushman, Hev, Mod* Phys, voJ, 2, p, 381 (1030). ITull reforonces to

original sources are given in Bcimann’s book,

t J’owler, Proc, Moy* Soc, A, vol. 122, p. 36 (1029).
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Outstanding disorepanoies remain in which A is apparently abnormally

largo, exceeding 120 by factors which cannot be due to any error in the

analysis or the estimate of the available surface. It is probable that these

disorepanoies are all associated with films, and that in fact we have a tem-

perature-dependent effective work function, For such a film as 0 on W

Table 40,

Thermionic emission constants.

Bata as critically solootod by Reimann {loo, cit,).

Elomoni) X volts A amp./om,® dog,®

(i) Clean metala

Cs 1*81 162
Ba 2'11 60
Zr 4-12 330
Hf 3*63 14-6

Th 3‘38 70
Ta i-12 60
Mo 4’lfi 66
W 4*64 00-100
Ro 6*1 200m C-03 1380
Pd 4*99 60
Pb* 6*40 170*

(ii) Monomolecular films

Th on W 2*03 3*0

Xh on Mo 2'(38 1*6

ZronW 3*14 6*0

La, Co on W 2-71 8*0

Cs on W 1*86 3*2

0 on Wt 9*2t 6 X lO^H
Cs on 0 onW 0*72 0*003

Ba on W 1*66 1*6

Ba oil 0 on W 1*34 0'18

Wlioro a value of 00 ia given it usually implies that the best observational value is not very

difioront from 00, differing from it perhaps by a factor loss than 2, but that the old thoorotioal value

QO has Ijoon assumed in the analysis,

* The values given for Pt oven more than for other olemoiits depend on the heat treatment, and

it was rooently believed that Du Bridgets values A “17,000 {Phy3,]ie.v, voh 31, p, 230

(1028)) roprosontod the best value for the oloan metal It has now been shown by Van Volzor

{Phys, Jhv, vol. d.4, p, 831 (1033)) that liis wires wore probably still oontaminatod by an oxygon

film,

t The signifioanco of the values for 0 onW is disowssod in detail in the text,

there is every reason to believe that the theory does not apply and that x is

not a true work function norA a transmission coefficient. This interpretation

of the X A derived from observation can only apply when tiie whole

temperature variation in IjT^ can be thrown upon the factor ^^nd

none upon A, For such oxygen films we are not dealing with the emission

of the same film at different (very high) temperatures; the true x is much

VSM 33
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smaller and we have a temperature variable A and x to the changing

structure of the film. The derived x (9’22 volts) is also not eonlirnied ns ti

work function by contact potential measurements (see § 11 • 38) in agreomoiit

with this interpretation.t

It may happen however that the work function, though temperature
dependent, is fairly closely of the form x= X*~ over the Avholo toinpora-

tui-e range. Such an effect lies outside the range of the prosont model. If

modifications can be made to include it, it would satisfactorily account for

abnormal values of by adding an extra factor e“ to A without modifying
the agreement between the x* derived from the thermionic analysis aiul

the photoelectric threshold hvo= x(0) = determined at low tomporatureH.
Du Bridge’s supposedly clean Pt, which was, however, probably Pt with an
oxygen film, can probably be regarded as an example of this type of x- The
agreement between and ht'g falls at once for any other typo oftomporatu re
dependence of y.

§ 11*33. Magnitude of thepotential energy step at a metal surface. Wo have
seen that this elementary theory demands a fairly definite average negative
potential energy xo for an electron mside a metal when its potential energy
outside is taken as zero. Direct evidence for such an energy stop is most
deshable and is provided by the experiments of Davison and Gormor.t and
later by Rupp§ on the reflection of electrons by metal crystals. If it Is
Msumed that the velocity and therefore the do Broglio wave length of the
beamsm the metal are the same as those of the beam in free space, no exact
agreement can be obtained between the observed diffracted peaks and those
ca c ated from the crystal spacing. If, however, it is assumed that thebeam is accelerated on entry by xo volts, avo can obtain excellent agreement
for a smtable value of xo. The effect of the acceleration appears of course asa refractive mdex /a ( > 1) given by the formula

^ ^ j

whereX is the energy of the incident electrons before entry. Table 41 showsthe analysis of a set of measurements on nickel by Davison and GermerLater experiments by Rupp similarly analysed are shown in mio 42

«.n‘rrsr„“ * ’>««« -'a™-

§ Bupp, Yorirag^ (1930).
^
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Table il.

The refraction coefficient for electron waves incident on Ni crystals, chosen to

make observed reflections fit the lattice structure and thefree wave length of
the incident electrons. Experiments of Davison and Germer analysed by

liarlree.

X volts
onorgy of
inoidont
olootrons

Observed
refraction

cooinoient

'

= Xo

Calculated
refraction

coeiiloiGnt

with Xo- 18

U hU 1*30 19*2 1*132
130 1‘07 1*146 18*8 1*007
210 1*04 1*08 17 1*041
328 1*02 1*04 13 •027
440 1*01 1*02 9 1*020
1586 1*01 1-02 IH 1*016

For Ni p=8'0, j¥*=57, )j*=11'8 volts for 8 olootrons por atoms ;(~6'0 volts so that

volts.

Table 42.

Observed values of xo [Rupp, electron diffraction) and %> and derived values of

rj*foi' various metals. Values of x from thermionic oi' photoelectric effects,

those marked ~ doubtful.

Motal K Cu Ag An Zv Mo W Ni

Xo obs. 7*3 13*6 14*0 14*0 10*2 13*6 12*6 16

xobs. -2*2 —4*4 4*7 4*9 4*1 4*1 4*6 6'0

’l’* = Xo“X 6*1 9*1 9*3 0*1 6*1 9*4 8*0 11*0

§11 <34. Effects of stronger fields, (1) The Schotthj effect. The foregoing

formulae for the thormionio omission have been obtained and applied on

the assumption tliat the field aijplied to oolleot the oleotrons has a negligible

ofleot on the emission. As stronger and stronger field strengths are employed

this Avill cease to be true. The current drawn from tlie emitter ceases to be

constant and finally increases with the field strength. This phenomenon was

first correctly intorprotod in terms of the present model by Sohottky.f

When a field strength E is apjilied to the emitter, whose offeotivo potential

energy near its surface is given by the image term — e^jix in the absence of

a field, the total potential energy for an electron near tlie boundary will be

of the form U = xo~

illustrated in Mg. 30, The maximum value of U is then depressed by an

Ax=e*J^*. (1046)

t Sohottky, ZeiL /. Physik, vol, 18, p. 03 (1023).
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For moderately strong fields the slopes of tlie potential energy curve near

tile maximum will be so slow that practically no penetration of the electrons

tlmough the bai^rier will occur; those

only will escape whose energies exceed

the reduced x transmission

coefficient will be unaffected. Thus the

first effect of the field is to alter the

emission according to the formula

...(1046)

where /q the current at zero field Kg* 30* ChangG of boiiiiclary in fclio

Soliottky offcob.
strength for the same temperature.

An accui-ate test of this equation is provided by the work of de Bruyne.*

According to (1040)

y loglp-logJo

should be constant for all temperatures and field strengths and equal to

€^lh. de Bruyne’s results confirm this with remarkable accuracy up to fields

of the order of 10“ volts/om. for a wide range of temperatures. Using the

mean ofhis data to evaluate c, oneobtains the value 4*84 x 10~^“in admu’ahle

agreement with the accepted value.

§
11*36. Effect of m-y strong fields. (2) OoU emission. When the field

strength at the electrode becomes appreciably greater than 10® volts/om.,

the slope of the potential energy curve is so great that electrons begin to

penetrate through the barrier and a field strength is ultimately reached at

which the emerging fraction of the very great number of electrons near the

top of the levels normally full swamps the emission from the nearly empty
levels near the top of the barrier. The emission becomes nearly independent

of the temperatm-e, possibly large even for a cold electrode. A sufficiently

accurate formula for the analysis of ordinary observations is obtained by
taking 7=0. We are then concerned with the transmission ooeffloient for

electrons incident on the barrier shown in 3?ig, Sl.f A small correction is

made by including the image effect (dotted curve), hut this is not important

and win be ignored here.

For such a barrier
,

D{i) = ^^^*
exp(-|K(xo-

(
1047

) .

* do Bniyne, Proc. Itoy, Soc, A, vol, 120, p* 423 (1928).

t Fowler and Nordhoiiu, Proo. Moy, Soc,. A, vol, 119, p. 173 (1928); Nordheim, Proc, Moij, Soo,

A, vol. 121, p. 620 (1928).
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Using (1011) with T = 0, wo lincl afc onoo

and after aiinplo approximations

( 1048)

in which x usual work lunction. A sufficiently accurate munorical

version of this formula, ignoring the difforenoos between y, xo

/= 0-2 X io-«
X

when X measured in volts, F in volts/om. and I in amp./cm,® This

formula is in good agreement with the exi)erimental faetsf in the nature of

its dopondonco on F, 'J’lio observed

cold omission however actually sots in
jj

at field strengths of the order of 10*

volts/om. as computed for the cathode

surface from the geometry of the ap-

j)aratus. Equation (1049) however pre-

dicts that the omission sliould sot in

at 10’’ volts/om. 'J.'Jio observed omission

however is never general, but oomos i'lg. 3i. The boundary oitootivo in tUo (cold)

from looal spots on tlio oathodo. It is

clear that those facts are to bo explained ns duo to the roughness of the

oathodo surface^ which can make tlio local field strength at siiooial points

greater by just such a factor than the general field strength computed from

the geometry, I’lio agreement between theory and experiment is therefore

satisfactory.

§11*36. The cooling effect of the evaporatiem of dectrona has also been

investigated experimentally and examined theoretically by Eiohardson§

and others. If wo ovairorato N average electrons, then their extra energy in

the vapour phase will be

This, however, is not exactly the cooling efCeot on the metal, for the electrons

evaporated are not an average equilibrium group distributed according to

t Millikan and Hyrlng, Phys. Itw. vol. 27. p. 01 (I026)j Millikan ami LaiU'ltson, Pm, Plat.

Acad. Sci. vol. 14, p. 40 (1028); ft. H. I’owlor, QoBsling ami Storiio, iVoc. Hoy. Soo, A, vol. 124,

p. 000 (1020).
, s, .,: ;

t B. il. Powlor, Qoflallng and Storno, loo. cit,

§ 0. VV* Bioharcifloii, loo. cU. ospcolally oliap. v.
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Maxwell’s law, This can be seen at once if Ave consider the rates of emission

and retui'n/or electrons of given velocity. The number of electrons of normal

velocity between u and U'\'du Avhich strike unit area per second in the

equilibrium state is

2TthTj

If a fraction »'(«) of these is reflected, the number which are re-absorbed per

unit area per second is

r(i»)}»,|—

y

^'irhTj

which is therefore also the rate of emission. Owing to the extra factor n the

rates of emission and return are, as it were, higher for the higher velocities

compared with the equilibrium numbers ofsuch electrons present in the gas.

The average kinetic energy, in the motion normal to the surface, of the

electrons emitted is

Imj* (1 - f(ii)} d/nj^ {1

—

r{u)}

If we may, to a &st approximation, ignore the variation of t{u) with we
have a mean energy

or kT.

The energy in the motion parallel to the surface has its equilibrium value kT,

Thus on these assumptions the cooling effect for the evaporation of N
electrons is

/ rr \

+ = x+ 2kT-^\<TdTl (1060)

This is in good agreement with direct experiment. Experiments, liowevor,

'

could hardly fix the coefficient of kT,

§ 11*37. The photoelectric effect When light falls on a cold inetal surface

electrons are emitted as soon as the frequency v of the incident light exceeds
a certain threshold frequency Vq , This is known as the photoelectric effect,

The model of a metal here in use accounts at once for the main features of

this emission. For when ^->0 there are no electrons in the metal with a
kinetic energy greater than and plenty with any energy less than tj*.

In order that an electron whose initial energy is 7
}
may emerge after absorb-

ing a quantum of energy hv, it is necessary at the least that

hv'^r)>Xo*
.

The least possible value of v satisfying this inequality is

(
1061

)
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Thus there must bo a photoeleotrio threshold which is equal to the work

function, liable 43 compares the observed values of the tliresliold and the

work function where both have been satisfactorily determined. The agree-

ment is oxcollent.

Experiments on the photoeleotrio effect are not habitually made at zero

temperature, and it is necessary to consider the effect of temperature on the

number of available electrons for light of given frequency v. It is at once

evident that there can be no absolutely sharp threshold at temperatures

Tablu 43,

Observed values of the photoelectric threshold hv^for clean metals,

[Compared with observed values of xO
Values given in electron volts.

Motal Ca Ta Mo w Ke m Pel

hvQ -1*9 4*11 4- 16 4*64 4*08 6.*01 4-07

X 1*81 4*12 4‘lf) 4*64 6*1 5*03 4*09

Metal Pfc Ag An Snliq.

IM 4'7'1

^

4*00 B 4*17

Data from Roinmnn, loc< cii,t whoro autlioritios arc quoted. The values in [ ] for i’fc ai'O from

Bu Bridge.

otlior than zero and this is homo out by recent observations now to be

discussed.*

In order that an electron may bo omitted it is necessary that the energy

of its motion normal to the omitting surface should exceed xo • -Its other

velocity components are to a first approximation irrelevant. The rate of

emission of such olootrons must therefore bo expected to ho iiroportional to

the intensity of the light, tho number of suitable electrons striking unib

area of tho surface in unit time, the chance that they will pick up tho quan-

tum hv in the proper velocity component, and the chance that they will then

be transmitted through the boundary fiold.f With tho model here in use

in which the electrons are free inside the metal the whole excitation takes

place in tho surface field of the metal. When tho boundary field is well

* 'fhia wftH first establishoci boyoucl reasonable doubt by tlio work of Mondenlmirs laboratory

f

SCO Morris, Phys. Pcv. vol. 37, p. 1203 (1031)} Winoh, Phys, Pev, vol, 37, p. 1200 (ID31)} Oardwoll,

Phya, Jhv, voh 38, p, 20dl (1031).

t Tho exact theory whioh has boon given by Mifcoholl {Proc, Pay, Sac, A, vol. 140, p, 442 (1034);

Proc. Gamh, Phil Poc, vol. 31, p. 410 (103C)) aorreoting earlier work by Wentzel, Soimncr/cU

Fcslschrifl, Prohteme der modernen Phyaiki p, 70 (1028); Tamm and Solmbin, ZeilJ, Physikf vol,

08, p, 07 (1931)} Mhlioh, Ann. d. Phyaik, vol. 7, p, 103 (1030), and others, does not allow atrictly

of such an analysis of tho dilToront factors, .But this analysis is nearly correot, and allowable for

tho present discussion. It would take us too far nfteld to discuss the exact theory further hero,
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represented by an image field, as for a clean metal, this last chance hardly

varies and may be taken to be unity. The chance of absorbing the quantum

will vary with v as in other absoi-ption phenomena, but this variation is not

important near v-g . Thus a good appr-oximation to the photoelectric yield

per unit light intensity near the tlu-esliold fi-equency is to take it simply

proportional to the number of electrons incident i^er unit time for which

where j; is the initial inoinentum of the eleotron normal to the surface.

Ec[uation (1008) gives the number of such electrons as a function of j;,

The photoelectric yield per unit light intensity is therefore proportional to

S, where

8 -^

iimkT p
log(l dp* ,,(1052)

On replacing /x by and simplifying the integral, we obtain

dy (1063)

This function jS should give the photoelectric yield from a clean metal as a

function of v and T for values of v near the threshold x/h-

The integral in (1063) cannot be evaluated in finite terms but can be
rut

reduced to log(l +u)Aulv> which has been tabulated, or computed from

simple expansions. When (/^r— x)/^jr=8<0, we find by term by term

integration that

S
-J

(8<0)- .(1064)

When (hv— x)lkT = 8 > 0, we find after a short reduotion that

(S>0) (1066)

We may therefore expect that the photoelectric om-rent I for values of v

near the threshold is given by an equation of the form

(1066)

where A is a constant independent of v and T and «^(8) is a tabulated

function given by the terms in [ ] in (1064) and (1066).

Observations may be analysed by taking logarithms of (1066) and using

it in the form » /; _ \

log5?2=-B+<5(^], (1067)

t Pierce’s Tables,
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whore (P is a known function and J5 is a constant. iPor each temperaturo we
can then plot the observations of log against livjkT, and can also plot

d){S) on the same scales. Observations for all temperatures should then be

brought to lie upon d)(5) by suitable shifts of the origin. The shift in the

origin of v determines accurately the true threshold y (= /iv,,) . An alternative

method of analysis has been used by Du Bridge* employing sets of obser-

vations for various tomiDoratures and a single froquency. In this method
<I>(8) is plotted against logS and the observations are similarly treated. The

•Wg. 82. AimlyBlB of obsorvotl photoolootrlo yields for Pd,

results are in excellent agreement, llhe function 0(8) and the analysis of

the observations of Du Bridge and Roehrf for Pd are shown in Pig. 32.

Some such method as these must ahmys be used in determining the true

photoelootrio tlu'oshold, as empirical extrapolations of the photoelectric

yield curve to zero are quite unreliable.}: In addition to this analysis of the

total photoelectric yield Du Bridge § has shown that the same methods may
be used to analyse with almost equal success the normal velocity distribu-

tion and the total energy distribution of the photoeleotrons emitted by a

* Du Bridgo, Phys, vol, 43, p, 727 (1033),

t Dll Bridge and Uoohr, Phya, Mm vol, 30, p. 00 (1032),

t For a gonornl aooouni) soo Du Bridge, AcluaUtda Sdenliftq^m cl IndmlrielleSf No, 208^ Nm
Thcoriaa of the Photoelectric effect (1085).

§ Du Bridge, loc, cii.
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clean metal as a function of v and T. These results provide a beautiful

verification of the substantial accuracy of the Fermi-Dirac distribution

law for the free electrons of a inetab

§11*38* Space variations of the electrostatic potential. Contact potentials.

We proceed next to include the effects of electrostatic fields due to the

charges or the evaporated electrons themselves. The inclusion of these

effects does not alter the form of (1023) but only the physical interpretation

of , This formula must remain true in the general case if means the

average electron density in thefree electron gas immediately outside the effective

boundary field of the metal, ^

The unaffected validity of (1023) is almost obvious. From the point of

view of large scale phenomena, the metal is a conductor at constant poten-

tial, and the potential of the electron gas in contaot with it will be equal to

the potential of the metal, since the potential is a continuous function.

Whether electrostatic fields are included or not, there will be no question of

potential differences between the metal (just clear of its boundary field)

and a thin sheet-lil^e volume element of electron gas in contact with it.

The foregoing arguments then apply, with an unaltered interpretation of x
and the interpretation of n^ stated above,

In addition to this result, we find, of course, that the electron densities

of different parts of the gas are connected by Boltzmann^s equation

-^= 6*(F-FoVfcI', (1068)
{«/)o

Tliis is the simplest example of the theorems of § 8'7, The details of the

distribution of electrons must be studied by the help of the combined use of

(1068) and Poisson’s equation, as there examined. To this we return in § 1 1'4.

We can draw at once some interesting conclusions. Suppose wo have an

assembly in equilibrium containing two different metals. Then the density

of the electron gas in equilibrium with them will not be equal and therefore

the immediate neighboiuhoods of the two metals cannot be at the same
potential. The metals themselves must therefore differ in potential—this is

their contact potential difference, for it is obviously immaterial to the fore-

going argument whether the metals in question are in so-called metallic

contact or not. The contact potential difference pjj between metals 1 and 2

can now be related at once to quantities already defined. By considering

elements of electron gas near the two metals we have by (1023) and (1027)

and by (1068)

log -2(1
hT

Xt_ r
(1069)

.(1060)
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[Here is the excess of the potential of metal 1 over that of metal 2 in

isothermal eqnilibrinm,] We find, therefore,

+ (1061)

This equation is exact. It shows that as the contact potential

difference must tend to the difference ofthe (reokoned in volts), and over

a wide range of temperature and Xz'^Xi 1^® very nearly equal. An
equation almost equivalent to (1061) can be derived thermodynamically,

and is commonly given in the form

= ( 1062 )

TJlis can be obtained by differentiating (1061). The quantity on the right is

also called difference of the average work required at tem-

perature T to evaporate an electron from the two metals, If we furtlier

differentiate (1062), we obtain

= (1063)

This equation refers only to the equilibrium state with ct’s defined by (1029),

It must bo carefully distinguished from the familiar equation of the same

form involving Thomson’s spociflo heats of oleotrioity. The latter refers to a

oun’ont'oarrying state and neither the a's nor Fjj have exactly the same

meaning. Wo return to such problems m § 11*74.

Observed contact potentials should satisfy closely the theoretical

reMomhip
(10C4)

the a-terms being trivial. Contaot potentials are difficult to measure satis-

factorily imdor conditions which ensure that the metal surfaces are in the

state for which the work function or photoeleotrio thresholds have been

measured. Some recent measurements which more or less satisfy these

requirements are oollootedin Table d-S-l.

The experiments on Ni-Fe wore complete, and completely substantiate

(1064). In the other experiments the and Xz recorded were not both

measured for the actual specimens for which was measured and the

values are taken from Table 40. From Langmuir and Kingdoir experiments

too small a value of would bo derived if there is any reflection of elec-

trons from the surface of the contaminated metal. It is therefore reasonable

to hold that these results substantiate (1084) so far as they can bo trusted,

except for 0/W. It is clear that the recorded value ofx for this surface is not

in airy sense a true work fimotion.

The relationship (1004) can of course he derived for two metals in equi-
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librium in contact with each other, without appeal to any third vapour

phase for the electrons. Provided they can exchange electrons the equi-

librium distributions in the two metals must have the same value of A. Bj'’

equation (1000)

This equation refers all energies to a potential energy zero for an electron

in free space just outside the metal. It is at once evident that equilibrium is

impossible for two metals iii contact if both use this same energy zero. The

second metal must charge up relative to the first thereby adjusting
(;\;o)a

until which is (1064).

Yet another method of proving (1064) is provided by the theory of

contacts in § ll- 9.

Table 43*1.

Measurements of contact potentials, compared with x%~X\'

Xu Xi

—
Xi-Xi eFia obs. Authority

Ni, 6‘01±0‘02
W, 4*64

W, 4‘64

W, 4<64

W, 4*64
1

W, 4' 64

Fe, 4-77 ± 0-02

Ba, 211
Th/W, 2-63

Cs/W, 1'36
1

Cs/O/W, 0-72
1

0/W, 9-2

0'24

2-

43
1-91

1

3-

18
1

3-82
1

-4-7

0-21 ±0-01

2-

13 ±0-06

1-

46

2-

8

3-

1

^0-8

(1)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3), (4)

(1) Glaaoe, vol. 38, p. 1490 (1031).

(2) Anderson, Phys, Rev, vol, 47, p, 968 (1036)*

(3) Langmuir and Kingdon, Phya. i?ci?* vol, 34, p, 120 (1920),

(4) A satisfactory redisoussion of this anomaly has boon given by Boimann, PhiU May, vol, 20,

p* 694 (1936).

§11 '4. Space charge effects. Special electron atmospheres. It will now be

of some interest to examine in detail the equilibrium state ofsome electron

atmospheres in which the space charge effects due to the electrons them-

selves are important and are included in the calculations. As we have shown
in §

8-7 the laws governing the equilibrium distribution are

V%<= 4vei;, ......(1066)

Not many problems of electron distribution are soluble expHoitly in

finite terms. The simplest distribution imaginable is a stratification in

parallel planes. Snob a distribution will be set up between the plates of a

parallel plate condenser, and the equations are then soluble exactly. They

dholdx^:=^^y, v^v^e^rikT, (lOgg)

if we define v) to be zero in the plane where v^v^. Hence

{Idv]€ dv) \dv _ hT d

V dx
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It will bo convenient to introduce a new variable y such that

vdoi-dy.

Then

y^-^by^Gy

whore 6 and c are constants of integration, At the symmotrioal plane half-

way between tho two plates (of the same material at the same j)otential)

we shall havo by symmetry dwjdx^O, dpjdy^O, If this plane is = 0 and

we choose y so that ^ju

then dvjdy = 0 for y= 0 and 6 = 0, Since > 0, o> 0, and we write

so that
dy _ 2n€^ j

kT

^
27r€^A

. 27r€W

kT
soo*

2iT62A

kT

Wo oan now dotormino A, in toms of tho electron density I'o in tho central

plane, by tho equation a

[277^1*
which gives 1'= Vo secilW)-

.( 1007 )

.( 1068 )

For tho potential w we have

eta
. ...

kT (
1069

)

With those equations any desired details may bo investigated, Wo may
observe in the first place that if an ideal non-oloctrioal material may bo

imagined which neither omits, absorbs nor attracts electrons, then, since

dwjdx = 0 for a; = 0 and tlie electric intensity vanishes, the plane a*= 0 may
bo replaced by an ideal non*elootrical wall on which the electrons will act

merely in virtue of their moohanioal momenta. Tho distribution laws in v

and w will be unaltered by this replacement. The plane of symmetry, or

ideal wall, is a locus of equilibrium points which no lines of force cross. The

stress per unit area at the surface of tho emitter duo to electrostatic forces

is a negative pressure equal in amount to 2na^, where o- is tho surface density

of the charge on tho emitter, or the total atmospheric charge per unit area
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oontaiiied between the emitter and the central plane if the assembly is

self-contained and on the whole uncharged. If this distance is a, then

The electrical negative pressure is

or

At the same time the positive pressure due to the transport ofmomentum is

hTva^

The net pressure on the surface of the conductor is therefore
,
which is

also of course the pressure at the plane ofsymmetry or ideal wall, as it must

be for mechanical equilibriumv

The distribution of electrons will be unaltered if wo suppose the parallel

emitters are finite, equal and similarly situated plates connected by non-

electrical walls which are normal to them, In that case the pressure at any

point on these side walls will be entirely due to the mechanical transport of

momentum—there is no electrical stress acting across an element ofthe wall

surface, The pressure at any point will therefore be simply kTv^ and in

particular close to the emitter It is of some importance for thermo-

dynamic arguments to observe that this simple mechanical pressure hTv^^

acts on a realizable wall surface. It is therefore possible to give a simple

derivation of the differential form of (1023) by a thermodynamic oyolo

without ignoring electrostatic effects and without explicit calculation of

them.

§11*41. Further details of electron atmospheres, If further details of the

distribution are required it is natural to follow a classical exposition by

von Laue,* We begin by studying the form of the distribution (1068) and

(1069) near 03= a, particularly for large T, Using (1023) without its c-terni

for the density at the surface of the metal, we have

v„=i:oSQo*|(^^^*a
j

(1070)

where normally A' = 4*86 x 10^®. It follows that so long as T is large enough

for not to swamp A* the right-hand side of (1070) is a large number^

—

* von Lauo, Jahrl, der Bad, n, Mektronik, vol. 16, pp, 206, 267 (1028), or lator, liandhuch dcr

Badiohgie, vol 6, p. 462 (1026), This paper is aunimarized by Riohardflon, loo, cU,y Avho gives

much additional information. The reader aliould also refer to Schottky, Jahrh, der Bad, u, Eleh
tronih (1916), p. 199.
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there are plenty of electrons per unit volume. In order to evaluate Vq for

given T we have therefore to solve (1070) for vq when the right-hand side is

(usually) numerically large. The nature of the root will depend on Avhethor

or not, as vq increases, 27T€%a^llcT approaches before approaches the

constant on the right of (1070). Since the former condition is

l-04x 10-2*^- vr"

2' 4 ’

it is obvious that this happens first unless T is quite small. The first approxi-

mation to the root of (1070) is therefore

7r‘ kT

and the second

whore

. TT^ hT
-a,

(1071)

(1072)

(1073)

4a2 27re2

vq oosoo®

n / k \i kT cx/afesr

“~2aU7reM7 2aM 2’i
’

Inserting numerical values for the atomic constants,

V = 96^ ~ '!• 22 X 10-®^ CX/2W

.

“ ‘la* 2a'‘

For our immediate purpose the form of lo near a; = a is more important. By

(1009) Avo have apin’oximately after reduction

Wf'

whore a'=a-

Inserting numerical values

a' = a-

2 log
,

a - a:

iir ,

r « )

/ )

\27r6M'J
1 •^j

....(1074)

....(1076)

1 -h 1‘4:0 X lO"’
1 eX/**:*’'

«~2^j
’

Thus for normal values of T and for all practical purposes except for regions

in the immediate neighbourhood of the metal surface avo may identify a'

and a and assert that w behaves as if it had a logarithmic infinity

«,.^_!M!iog(a-a;) (1070)

as The strict behaviour is that tv behaves as if it had a similar log-

arithmic infinity as x approaches a surface just inside the actual metal by

an extremely small distance Avhich tends to zero as 2'->co.
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The behavioi^r of w can be exhibited in its most general aspect by intro-

ducing the transformation

Then ^ satisfies the differential equation

V^ih=efl‘, (1078)

and the approximate boundary condition

^~-2log(a'-a!)+log2. (1079)

To the accuracy with which a' can be identified with a both the differential

equation and the boundary conditions for ijs are absolute—independent of

the temperature, of atomic constants and potentials and of the dimensions

of the apparatus. We have only established this by a study of the detailed

solution for a parallel plate condenser, but it is clear from the form of the

result, which concerns only the immediate neighbourhood of the metal

surface, that this boundary condition will continue to hold for all metal

surfaces plane or curved, so that aU electron atmospheres in enclosures

entirely surrounded by metal emitters at a suffioiently high temj^erature can

be studied by solving (1078) for the enclosure subject to the boundary

condition — 2 log 8], (1080)

where 8 is the normal distance from the boundary.

It does not appear to have been rigorously established that equations

(1078) and (1079) suffice to determine ^ uniquely. For physical reasons one

may guess that they must do so, and we shall assume it in the rest of the

discussion. Some interesting general theorems then follow at once.

Theorem (11*41). In any enclosure entirely surrounded by hot electrodes all

at the same temperature, the electron density at any point not too near the walls

is independent of the material of the walls and proportional to the absolute

temperature provided this temperature is sufficiently high.

The electron density depends of course on the size and shape of the

enclosure. Equation (1071) provides an example.

Theoi'em (11*42). For two similar enclosures at the same temperature, for

which Theorem (11*41) holds, the electron density at corresponding points is

inversely proportional to the square of the linea/r dimensions.

Tlieoi'em (11*43). The equilibrium state of the electron atmosphere is

characterized by a minimum value of the ratio of the electrostatic energy to the

kinetic energy of translation of the electrons.

The proofs of these theorems are simple and are left to the reader.*

* The reader may refer to von Lane, loo. cU., for further information.
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At fairly high temi^oratnres and for not too small a will he very large

compared with . In that case near the emitter there is a large normal
eleotrical stress (tension) and a large meohanioal pressure which practically

balance since Vq is trivial. Across a plane, however, normal to the emitting

surface there is an electrostatic pressure numerically equal to the tension

along the lines of force which therefore Just doubles the usual pressure*

These considerations will of course continue to hold for surfaces of reason-

able curvature, not merely for the plane surfaces of a condenser.

The electron repulsions cause the electron atmosphere to behave near

the surface like a surface film of negative surface tension* To examine this

more exactly it is necessary to cast (1078) into curvilinear coordinates

suitable for the discussion of the immediate neighbourhood of the metaL
If the curvature is small it is not difficult to show that equation (1078) takes

the form
02^^,w .(1081 )

which is valid in the immediate neighbourhood of the sxirface if S is tire

normal distance from the boundary reckoned positive into the enclosure

and 111 fi'i'id are the principal radii of curvature ofthe boundary, reckoned

positive when tire centres of curvature lie outside the enclosure. Correct to

terms of order
j

eq^uation has a first integral

of the correct form. On writing |i/t=log« tliis equation is easily integrated

completely and tho required solution is

(
1082

)

With tho help of (1077) equation (1082) dotorminos w and so v in tho neigh-

bourhood of any surface of moderate oiirvaturo. Equation (1082) reclucos

1 1
to (1070) when 0. Eor tho further development of tho properties

itjL ic^

of tho quasi surface film of olootrons we refer tho reader to von Lane.

In all tho foregoing discussion we have ignored the effects of tho so-oallod

image forces which will alter the distribution laws near the metal surface, so

that our conclusions are only valid under conditions and in regions in which

these imago forces oan ho neglected. We return to a fuller oonsideratiou of

this effect in § 1 l-dd.

FSM 24
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§1142, The emission of positive ions. In certain oases incandescent

solids have been observed to emit positive ions as well as electrons. It is

therefore necessary to study the equilibrium theory of an atmosphere of a

mixture ofpositive and negative ions and neutral atoms in equilibrium with

the hot solid, which is a simj)!© extension of the work of this chapter.*

Theoretically, we must expect to have, for exami^le, an atmosphere of

electrons, tungsten ions and neutral tungsten atoms in equilibrium with tlm

solid tungsten, and so on in all similar cases. Actually, the atmosphere in

equilibrium with a pure metal wlU never contain a significant number of

ions of that metal at any temperatoe (below the melting point ofthe metal)

at which experiments can be carried out. The effects actually observed are

due to the emission of ions of impurities contained in the metal. When
spurious effects due to surface adsorption of gaseous layers have been

eliminated the remaining effects are generally due to the eznission of singly

charged positive ions of tlie alkali metals. We will present the analysis in

such a way that the positive ions are explicitly shown as due to an impurity,

A similar analysis can be given when tlxere are no impurities and the positive

ions are those of the metal itself. It will be sufficient here to contemplate

an atmosphere of electrons, one type of singly charged positive ion, and the

corresponding neutral atom together with the impure solid. Metal atoms

and ions will be assumed to be absent from the atmosphere. They can ho

added if required. In considering an atmosphere of ions, electrons and

atoms in equilibrium we anticipate in a simple case the general discussion

of Chapter xiv. We require here nothing beyond simple reintoxpretations of

Chapter v.

The formal exj>ression for the number of complexions of this assembly,

using classical statistics as a valid approximation for the vapour phase, will

be, after (536) generalized,

(1083)

In (1083) Ay,p(^) is the partition function for the crystal containing Q
permanently non^evaporating metal atoms, N electrons and P (impurity)

positive ions. The partition functions /^(^i), /^(z) and f{z) refer to electrons,

positive ions and neutral (impurity) atoms in the vapour phase. Then wo
have the usual formulae

(1084)

* XTor a general aooounfc of tlie plieuomena, see Uicliardfloii, loc, ciL The general tliormodyjmmio
theory of such atmospheres has been given by von Lauo, Boi. Bita, p, 334 {X023).
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and from the fact that the electrons and the iiositive ions are effectively

present in the solid
A = 1/ki(7'), (1086)

We shall expect no alteration in form* for /Cj(2’) duo to the impurity and

only slight alterations in the magnitude of a. We shall therefore still have

(1023) for the density of free electrons in the atmosphere in the immediate

neighbourhood of the metal. For K^iT) Ave shall have the samo/om as for

but the magnitude of a may be entirely different. In fact, at the

temperatures concerned it is reasonable to suppose that the speoiiio heat

of the solid is “normal” and has the value 311: per atom whether metal or

impurity. We may go further in fact and assume Avith sufflioiont accuracy

that a^iT) = 311: over the whole temperature range for 2' > . In that case

and

oxp| -
J ^ ^

oclT'YconsL x T~\

,7^ =y
= cmtsl, X I’A .(1086)

The constant is only determinable if more explicit assumptions can bo made

about /<:2(2’)< If avo may assume, for example, that adding an atom or ion of

the impurity to the solid is equivalent to adding a single three-dimensional

harmonic oscillator of freqAienoy of vq, the Aveight of all its states being

/fa(0),thon
,(2(7') = «a(0)/(l“e~'"'»'*’*T.

p = (1 - (1087)
/Cjj(O) A®

!

There is little point in expanding those formulae further in the absence

of exact measurements to compare them Avith. Wo note only that if avo

measure the ourrent carried by the positive ions, avo should expect to find

= (1088)

Avhere i? is a constant. Wo may note that the indices ofT in ( 1088)and (1032)

add up to 1 and the indices ofT in ( 1086) and (1023) add up to zoi’o. This will

always bo the case so long as wo assume that the neutral atom or positive

ion in the metal has 3 practically classical degrees of freedom yielding 6

square terms and the ion and electron in the gas also 3 square terms each or

6 in all. Owing to the fact that avo must assume that ionization and recom-

bination are possible in the solid, the product Ajit or ki(2') k^{T) must bo the

same as k(T), the corresponding function for the neutral atom in the solid.

This secures the relation just mentioned.

* Tho surface oondlUons may of oourso bo suoh tbnti wo have an onUroIy dllloronfi numorioal

value of x*
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By eliminatmg A and
fj.
between the three equations (1084) we obtain

.(1089)

This is a particular case of the formulae for the ionization equilibrium of a

gas at high teiniaerature and is of course independent ofthe iwoperties ofthe

solid phase. It is mentioned here because some beautiful thermionio

measurements by Langmuir* have established the oorreotness of the theory

as applied to the equilibrium between caesium atoms, ions, and electrons,

The simple form of (1089), valid in the case to be discussed, is

v.v
jti+=

j’o

,

(27rmhT)^ {2TTm.f.hT)^
g-Xo/*?

tuo h^{27r(m^+m)/eS'}^
’

...(1090)

where W+ and ©o are the weights of the normal states of free electrons,

positive caesium ions and neutral caesium atoms respectively and is the

ionization potential. Since cJj=uT(, = 2, electron volts and

m is negligible compared with m^, this reduces to

-^)-e-X'i/*=^=/C, (1091)
'n>

SO that log,oir^-15*386 + flogioy^
19530
m ^ .(1092)

Langmiiir^s test of tliis equation proceeds ais follows. He considers an

enclosure in equilibrium with pure tungsten at 1200° K,, containing caesium

vapour at a measured pressvne (ions plus atoms) of (say) 0*001 bar. The

number of free electrons in equilibrium with tungsten at this temperature

is deduced from (1023) using the Imown emission constants for pure tung-

sten. The actual value is 9*25 per om,^ At this temperature = 5340,

so that = 577 according to theory, This means that practically all tiie

caesium must be present as ions, which is what is observed, for it is found

that above about 1200° K. the positive saturation current flowing to a

collecting electrode in given caesium vapour is independent of the tem-

perature of the tungsten, so that presumably above tliis temperature the

tmagsten converts every caesium atom that strikes it into an ion and emits

only caesium ions at a rate naturally depending only on the caesium vapour

density. On the other hand, with thoriated tungsten the equilibrium elec-

tron density is 6*0 x 10’ and v^/vq= 8*9x 10~®. This means that only an

insignificant fraction (1 in 11,000) of caesium atoms leaving the thoriated

surface is an ion and no positive current should flow. None is observed.

By somewhat different arguments a rough quantitative test of (1092) can

be achieved, A pure tungsten filament was raised to 1177°IC. in a bulb of

* Langmuir and Kiogdon, Proc, Hoy. Soc, A, voh 107, p. Ql (1926).
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oaesiinn vapour at 70“ C. at tho vapour pressure of pure caesium for that

temperature. The positive and negative ion currents were measured. The
electron emission from the tungsten at 1177°K. was 2-22 x 10-® amjjere

per om.® and tho positive ion omission 2*00 x 10~®. The electron emission is

some 10® times greater than from pure tungsten at this temperature, so that

wo are really dealing with a caesiated tungsten surface. This, however, does

not alter tho arguments. On raising tho filament temper’ature to 1300“ K.

or more the positive ion current increased to 2*43 x 10“® and then remained

independent of tho filament temiJoratuTo, This saturation current is there-

fore a measure of the rate at which oaesium atoms and ions strilce (and are

omitted as ions fron) tho surface and corresponds to 1'62 x 10^® atoms or

ions per sec. imr cm.® At tho lower filament temperature (1177“K.) the atoms

still strike tho filament at tho same rate for the oonditions in the vapour are

unaltered, but tho positive ion current is only l/1180ofitssaturationvalue.
^

This moans that of the oaesium evaporating 1 in 1180 is an ion. The condi-

tions at the surface of the filament are essentially the same as if it were

surrounded by caesium vapour at 1177“K. and at such a concentration as

to provide 1*52 x 10^® impacts per sec. per om.®This concentration would be

i/o = l-40xlOW

If, then, tho filament were in an onolosuro at 1177“K. in equilibrium with

this concentration of caesium, it would omit electrons and caesium ions at

tho rates measured 2*22 x 10-“ and 2*06 x 10-“ rospootivoly. From these

observed currents tho corresponding equilibrium coiioontrations are

v,=2*OOxlO®, 1*19x10®.

From those three values the observed value of tho equilibrium constant is

if„= 2210,

while the value oaloulatod from (1092) is

iir„=2500.

This is excellent agreement. If we 0xpi*es8 it by examining what tempera-

tiu’O makes K,^ equal to its observed value wo find 2'= 1174“K. instead of

1177“K., a difiorenoo witliin tho imcortaintios of tho toraporaturo scale.

§ 1 1*43. Space charge effects mlh positive and negative ions. Tho equations

so far given for positive ions refer to assemblies of negligible space ohor’ge

or to tho immediate neighbourhood of the emitting surfaces. The general

laws for the atmosphere can bo studied by an extension of § 11*4, By §
8*7

tho average elootrostatio density and potential in the atmosphere p and w
will satisfy the equations

V®M)= -4mp, p= €{-(v,)oe»+(v+)oe-«'’/*®} (1093)
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This is the average potential. In addition, there will he polarization fields

round each positive and negative ion like those considered in §8*8, which

will give rise to small additional effects. These, however, are negligiblo

unless the space charge is zero or very small, when they give rise to the only

surviving terms in the electrostatic energy. They are probably never of

importance here.

We observe first that = {vg)^ (v.^)q
,

and that vq is unaffected by the electrostatic field. This is an example of tho

general theorem that if the condition of dissociative equilibrium is satisfied

at any point of an atmosphere in equilibrium under long-range potentials,

then it is in dissociative equilibrium everywhere. The equilibrium constant

is independent of position. If we write

1 (r^_)o ^ o // \

the equation for to becomes

V<hi)=~ sinhj^y,sinn .

(1094)

(1096)

We naturally only expect to be able to solve this explicitly (if at all) for

plane parallel condensers or their equivalent. If then to depends only on a;,

d^W^€K . , €(W— «)

,

^-j^sinh .

This can be integrated once giving

where -4 is a constant ofintegration^ We may notice that t< has a very simple

form. It satMoo
(1097 )

where is the equilibrium constant and the partial pressure of the

neutral atoms.

Equation (1096) can be integrated completely in terms of Weierstrasses

^-function. It can be integrated in finite terms with elementary functions

when 4. = 1. This case will serve for the general study of the behaviour of

V in the neighbourhood of the emitting surfaces, since there the argument
of the cosh will hi general be large, We then have

+ 2^KBinh

which integrates in the form

E(to— a)

.

2kT '

if a* is measured from the emitting surface.
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§ 11*44, Image forces,^ Our troatmoiit hitherto has been based on. mean

potentials and mean densities according to the analysis of §8*7. But our

averaging has been based only on averaging the electrons and ions in the gas

pliaso of the assembly and not on averaging all the movable charges in the

assembly. This latter of course would be the correct jn’oceduro and lead to

an iinexcoptionablo result for lo. But such a procedure seems to be far be-

yond our resources at present, and a correction is necessary for the polaririug

effect of the individual ion on the neighbouring metal surface. Ifwo assume,

as seems reasonable, that the metal surface remains in the moan a surface of

constant potential, then the polarizing effect is equivalent to the formation

of the usual oleotrical imago, and the ion will be attracted to the (plane)

surface at a distanoo S with a force €®/48^, which is in addition to tlio force

arising from tho average potential v). Also, unlike the image force affects

ions of either sign equally, Both are attracted to the metal.

The imago force can be derived from a potential energy function -

We must suppose, therefore, that the correct atmospheric density law for

oloofcrons is ^ ^
(1098)

and for positive ions ~ (14)0 , ( 1099)

"J?ho corresponding equation that to must satisfy is

iirei- {P,)q (p^)^ ( 1 lOQ)

Wo have not given a rigorous proof of these equations. As wo have indicated,

this could only como from a proper averaging treatment of all the movable

cliargos, not only of those in tho atmosi)horo. It seems clear, however, that

the equations must ho of this form, and that the true correction for tho

inadequate averaging will not bo widely different from that proposed,

Equation (1100) of oourso follows logically from (1008) and (1099). The

oorroofcion cannot hold good indefinitely as S“->0, As soon as the specified

oloofcron gets within distances of the walls comparable with their departure

Irom an ideal piano oonduoting surface the polarizing ofleot will depend on

tho nature of tho surface, tho roughness of its miorostruoturo and so on, and

finally will reduce to an olToot on individual atoms. Tluis tho apparent

infinity in tho oorrooting factor i,s spurious and tho formula suggested cannot

hold for values of S < 6 x 10”® cm,, or perhaps 10”"^ cm, Obviously at these

distances the discussion fails altogetlior and we need only pay attention to

greater values of 8.

Eor values of 8 of the order of 10”® om, the oorrootioii has become

quite insensible and our preceding results will hold uiialtored, Eor on insert-

ing numerical values wo see that tho extra term is

4*lfixlO“V8!r.

* Baaod on von Lauo, loc, ciL (fcwloo), ami Langimiir and ICingdon, lo6* cU*
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At room temperatui'es {T^ 300® K.) this is entirely negligible for S > 3 x 10-^®

and at the more usual thermionic temperatures of the order of 1000® K.

when S>10*~®. These are outside limits. Closer investigation shows that

marked effects do not even extend so far, Consider for simplicity the oaso

of atmospheres TOthout positive ions. Ignoring the image effect wo found in

(1076) that 2^0’
w.< logS»

€

This was derived from an equation

instead of from the equation

or, in other words, by neglecting G^j4SkT compared with ~21ogS. At

300® K. and 8=10*“® these quantities are 1*4 and 27*6 respectively; for

8 = 10”’^, 14 and 30. At higher temperatures the main term is unaffected and

the image effect proportionally less. Wo see, therefore, that it Is only in the

region less than cm. from the wall that the image force will really alter

the solutions already given and at the higher temperatures marlced alter-

ations are only caused near 8=: 10'“'^ cm. It must be remembered of course

that these neglected terms occur in an exponent and are not simi^ly additive.

When there are positive ions present the imago forces can make much

more marked qualitative differences, for they lead to the formation of a

sheath of positive ions round the emitting surfaces whiolx would bo entirely

absent were it not for this image effect. The image effect only alters the ratio

of the concentrations of electrons and positive ions indirectly through its

effect on w. The sign of any space charge will be unaltered.

Since all the image effects are confined to thin layers in the immediate

neighbourhood of the emitting surfaces, this layer may realty be included in

the ‘^surface phase ” from the pomt of view ofthermodynamic or statistical

treatment of volume effects. All our previous arguments are therefore

unaffected, if by the surface of the metal” we mean not so much the

actual last fixed metallic atoms as the immediate outside of the surface film

at about 10^^, 10^® cm. or so from the last metal atoms. The potential at

some such point must then be taken to be the potential of the metal, and the

differences of these potentials is the contact potential difference of two

different emitters. The question then arises whether the work apparently

done against the image forces in the sui'faoe layer ofthe atmosphere is to be

included in X' The answer of course is yes, but caution is required. If wo
consider two perfectly pure pieces ofthe same metal, one with a smooth and
the other with a rough surface, the work done in the atmosphere against the

image force would on the average be different for the two pieces. If there
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were no compensating effect such pieces of metal should have a contact

potential difloronoo which there is no evidence for and no reason to expect,

There must therefore bo some compensation in the surface layer in the metal,

and it seems necessary to suppose, to avoid spurious contact potential

difforoncos, that the compensation is exact or at least that there is exact

oomi^onsation for all variations due to the mechanical state of the surface,*

7^110 same argument for compensation of mechanical states holds for any

surface ofgiven composition, whatever imx^urities are j)resontin or adsorbed

on the surface of the pure metal.

Let us summarize this discussion by recalling the complete laws for the

equilibrium of the atmosphere which wo have obtained.

Let jf'g, I'lj, be partition functions for the electron and positive ion without

their F-faotor, Immediately outside the surface layer

(
1101

)

<"“>

Tho forms of and Kj are discussed in § 11*23 and of and in §
11*42.

Elsowhoro, outside the siu’faco layers

,-.i.
= (1104)

whore w is an olootrostatio potential satisfying

V%=4rr€{v,-i?.|.). (1106)

Inside the surface layer at 8 from the metal surface (1106) oontmues to hold,

hut (1103) and (1104) are replaced by

“ (j^Js (1106)

j’.i.®
(1107)

It will bo well to call attention to one last point. Inside the surface layer

i"j i".,, is no longer constant, but

(1108)

At tho same time jJfl ,
tho concentration of the neutral atoms, is unaffected

by the imago forces so that

ctyaS/ty =,

X

......(1109)

i'o >'0
”

It might therefore be thought at first sight that the neutral atoms, ions and

electrons are no longer in dissociative equilibrium inside the layer. It seems

I'hoso (lonoluBlons may liavo to bo inodiflctl if wo slkould Inoludo hoto tho notivo centres of

ofttolytio thooi'ios. Soo for oxamplo Constable, Proo. Soy, Soo, A, vol. 108, p. 366 (1026), vol. 110,

p. 283 (1020).
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probable,* however, that this is not the ease and that the equilibrium is still

complete, the effect of the image forces being merely to decrease tlio work

of dissociation x ^7 Consider a quasi-Born cycle in which a neutral

atom is taken from S inside the layer to outside the layer (no work required),

dissociated there (work x requhed), brought back to the layer at S as two

ions (work done) and there allowed to recombine (work y' done). This

is a reversible isothermal oyole, and we must therefore have

X-X' + ^V2S (1110)

in agreement with (1109) and the preceding argument.

§ 11‘6. The electrons ofa metal. Hitherto we have ignored entirely

any periodic structure inside the metal; except for limitations imposed by

the surface the electrons have been entirely free. This model must now be

generalized before we have an acceptable electronic tlieory of matter, for

the model znust at least provide naturally a means ofdisoriminathig between

conductors and insulators—^that is to say we must be able to specify what

electron;^ are more or less '‘free” and therefore able to conduct and what

electrons are ‘‘bound” and cannot. This discrimination becomes possible

as soon as the periodic variations of potential inside the crystal (metal or

insulator) are taken into account.

The motion of an electron in a triply periodic field of force can be studied

by either of two methods of approximation, but except in the simplest one-

dimensional case the wave equation cannot be solved exactly. We may start

with the atoms of the crystal in correct array but at large separations, use

atomic wave-functions for the first approximation to the eleotronio states

and enquire how the atomic states are perturbed when the separation is

decreased to the separation of the actual crystal. Alternatively we may
start with the wave-fimctions

eMA)to*+«f»+w) (1211)

representing completely free electrons with components of momentum

p, r, and examine how the possible values ofp, g, r, and the dependence of

the energy E thereon, are modified by small periodic variations in the

potential. Both methods naturally lead to the same general results, and

one or othermay give the better detailed picture according to ohoumstanoes

—the atomic starting point for the most tightly hound states and the free

wave starting point for those least tightly bound.

For our immediate purpose of describing the general nature and distribu-

tion of electronic states in a crystal the atomic starting point will prove

satisfactory. Consider first a set ofN similar nuclei in a regular crystalline

* Langmuir and Klngdon, loc, ciU
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array expanded to largo separations. The nuclei provide for one electron

2i\^ similar states for which the three atomic quantum numbers (spin

excluded) are specified, one for each direction of spin attached to each

nucleus. At large separations these have all the same energy and form in

fact one 2i\^-ply degenerate state. If now the scale of the nuclear array is

reduced this 2A’-pIy degenerate state is split by the interactions of the other

nuclei into a grouji of states distributed in energy over a band of energies,

whose width increases as the scale of the array diminishes, but remains

independent ofN at least when N is large. In general the band will contain

N distinct energy levels in each of which the electron can have either spin.

Such a band can accommodate just iN electrons and no more. The energies

of its states will of course be modified by the electronic charges ns the later

electrons are added, but as always these charges cannot modify the number

and general properties ofthe states. Since the breadth ofthe band is B say,

independent ofN, the order ofthe separation between states ofneighbouring

energy will be BfN ;
and this is very small when N is large and for a sub-

stantial crystal the sot of states in the band forms practically a continuum.

The wave-functions describing the states in the band can bo arranged in

one or other of two ways. Ifwo consider a finite block of crystal containing

N atoans, the wave-fuirotions obeying the appropriate boundary conditions

represent stationary electron waves without momentum like the stationary

waves on a stretched string with fixed ends. Ifwe wish to arrange the wave-

functions so that they ropreseirt electrons Avith a definite momentum

—

progressive waves like travelling vibrations on a stretched string of great

length—we must use boundary conditions which assert that the wave-

functions are periodic with period Oa say, where (7 is a large number and

= N. Ifwo use progressive waves we obtain a set ofelectronic states with

the energies

m m r. n/ SttH ilTm
,

2lTn\ , , /v . , , i n\
oos-gj- -l-ooB-^H-oos-^

j

(-I0^l,m,n<i0)

ranging over the band jS?u-«± 0^. These states and their wave-functions

are exaanined in detail in § 11'62. If on the other haaid wo use stationary

waves wo obtain a slightly dilteront sot of states with the energies

71 Ti n n/ '"'i' VOT ‘Tm\ ,,, , , n\
®(,wi,a'=''®o~«~2/8loos^-i-oos-^-|-cos-^l

The energy range is the same, but owing to the degeneracy of the travelling

waves in the forward and backward direction the spacing of the energies

must be different,

As further electrons are added they will begin to fill up a new band of

states derived from another atomic wave-function. It is in fact easy to see
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that eaoh atomio wave-function corresponding to a definite electron energy

is converted by the interaction in the crystal into a band ofN states each

capable ofaccommodatingtwo electrons ofopposite spin . Thoseenergybands

belonging to different atomio wave-functions may or may not overlap;

whether they do or not may make an essential difference in the electronic

properties of the lattice. The lowest energy band is derived from the wave-

function (type IaS) of the atomic /iT-electrons. Owitig tn the very tight

^binding of the if-electrons the atomic states are scarcely jxiodifled even in

the actual lattice—^the band is narrow and well separated in energy from

all other possible electronic states. At any temperature at which the lattice

can exist these states are always occupied by %N electrons. The next lowest

band will be derived from the wave-functions (types 2S, 2P) of the £-

electrons. The 2ASf-band may or may not ,overlap with the 2P"bands, but the

2P-bands themselves will in general overlap and in cubic crystals the three

distinct atomio 2P wave-functions must from the symiiiotry give rise

to identical crystalline states, so that there is then one 2P"‘band containing

N states each ofwhich is represented by six wave-functions (allowing for the

two spins) and can accommodate six electrons. The whole set of states may

be called the i/-haiids and oontams SN states in all, which will normally bo

fully occupied. The width of all these bands is at most of the order of a few

volts, so that unless the i-electrons are valency electrons the i-bands are

well separated in energyfrom all otlaer possible electronic states. Proceeding

in this way we see that the complete set of crystalline eleotronio states is

composed of a series ofbands or groups ofbands widely separated in energy

from the neighbouring bands on either side of them until we come to the

bands derived from the atomic wave-functions of the valency electrons

themselves. Since band widths here are of the order of a few volts and the

separations of the states of atomio valency electrons are of the same order,

different valency bands may or may not overlap according to particular

properties of the atoms and the lattice. We have spoken throughout of

atomic states and an atomio lattice, but all we have said remains equally

true of molecular states and a moleciilar lattice when this is the better

representation.

At the absolute zero ofteraperature the electrons of the lattice will occupy

the necessary number of states oflowest energy available, The K-, Z/-, etc.

bands will all be completely full and so on until we come to the highest

valency band. This may be a pure band, as in the case of the alkali metals

for example, where it is derived from atomio wave-fiinotions. It then

contains 2N states (allowmg for sj)in) and only N electrons oooupying the

lower half of them. In more complicated oases it may be composed of a

mixture of states derived from several overlapping bands. It may be
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completely full of eleotrona, the next possible oleotronio stote being

separated from its highest state by a definite energy gap, or it may be only

partly full.

The electrical properties of the crystal will now bo entirely diftorent

according as the highest band containing electrons at the absolute zero is

partly or completely full. Ifthis band is only partly full the highest electrons

in the band are free to make ti’ansitions under the influence of a small

applied electrical field to states ofneighbouring energy which are originally

unoccupied. By this means a current is sot up, and the substance has the

electrical properties of a metal. In the absence of an electrical field the

symmetry properties of the wave-function and the lattice require that no

current can flow at any temperature, as is of course obvious a priori. .If,

however, the highest band is fully occupied, then there are no electrons in

the lattice which are in states possessing empty states of neighbouring

energy. It can be shown that under the influence of an applied field of

ordinary strengths transactions can only bo made with extreme rarity* to

states separated by even quite a narroAV step in energy. The substance in

question in this case therefore has the properties of an insulator.

We thus see that “free ” electrons—^i.e. oloctrons which are free to convey

a current through the lattice under the influence of an applied field no

matter how weak—are those and only those which possess empty states of

neighbouring energy to which they can make transitions. Those states must

differ in energy only by nogligiblo amounts and must therefore belong to the

same band or group of overlapping bands. Whether or not a given substance

possesses free electrons and if so how many is in principle calculable when

the arrangements of atoms m the lattice is known. In practice the com-

putations can usually not be carried through with the present mathematical

equipment of the quantum theory. Wo shall pass on to study in greater

detail the temperature variation of the number of free electrons in the

following sections, and shall then be able to correlate in a satisfactory way

the electrical properties of metals and insulators and the intermediate

substances called semi-conduotors.

§
11>61 . EurOuir remarks about the system of energy bands for the electrons

in a crystal. Though we cannot here study the quantum mechanics of

an electron in a periodic field, wo must bo familiar with some of the

results of this theory in rather more detail than has boon given in the pro-

ceeding section.

In the one-dimensional case the electron moves in a potential energy field

17=
17o +/(<«).

* Zonor, PraOi Moy* Soc, A, vo], 146, p, 628 (1034)<
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where /(aj) is a periodic funotion of period a satisfying /(«+ ») “/(fB). Schrd-

dinger’s equation is

dx^
+ K\E-Vo-m]^=0

It can be shown generally that the possible values of IS no matter how largo

are never continuous but are always

broken into hands by values of E
^vhich are impossible for an electron.

For small values of E the width of

the bands of possible -®’s may be

small and of impossible E's large in

comparison. For large values of E
the width of the bands ofimpossible

E*s tends to zero, but the impossible

values never drop out. The centres

of these bands are determined by

3?ig. 33. Tho shnclod Bfcrips show tlio bands of

pormibtod energy lovols for an oleotron in a

one-dimonsional poriodio poiiontial onorgy Hold

U{x},

Bragg’s reflection law for the de Broglie wave length of the electron,

nXj, = a, (H12)

where n is an integer. The arrangement of bands is shown diagraramatioaJIy

in Fig. 33.

A special model which can be solved exactly has been studied by Kronig

and Penney.’**

In the actual three-dimensional lattice the arrangement of possible

energies is far more complicated. It i*emains true that there are bands of

disallowed energies for electrons moving in any specified direction but it

may no longer be true that there are bands of disallowed energies ignoring

directions of motion, and in fact for sufficiently great enei’gies the dis-

allowed ranges must always disappear. The possible energies as functions of

the momenta in various dh'eotions have been studied in great detail by

Brillouin.t The bands of disallowed energies are still closely related to tlie

Bragg reflections for the corresponding de Broglie wave lengths, and must
be taken account of in any theoretical calculation of the absolute value of

the electrical oonduotivity.f They play moreover a great part in the struc-

ture of metallic alloys. It has been shown recently by Jones § that

Hume-Rothery’s rule, that alloys of the strwture of y-brass always contain

very nearly 21 valency electronsfor every 13 aUms in the lattice (the structure

* Kronig and Penney, Proo, Boy, Sac* A, vol, 130, p. 490 (1031),

t Prillonin, J, de Physique^ vol, 1, p, 377 (1930); Die Quaniemiaiiaiik (1931); «/, de Phyaiqxie,

vol. 4, p. 333 (1033), where other referencea are given,

J H, Jones and Zener, Proe, Boy, Soe, A, vol, 144, p, 101 (1934).

§ H. Jones, Pfoo, Boy, Soc. A, vol. 144, p, 226 (1034).
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being more or less incliflerent to what the atoms are so long as the 21/13

ratio is obeyed), can be simply explained in terms of Jlrillonin’s energy

discontinuities. It is unfortunately impossiblo to do justice in a short space

to Brillouin’s theory and to its very beautiful applications which are just

beginning to appear, and we must be content thus to call attention to it.

§ 11-62. The structure ofa simple band. Wo shall require some knowledge

as to how the energy and momenta depend at least approximately upon

quantum numbers for the states of a single band. We shall bo content to

examine those details for the simplest case and quote more general results

when required.

Consider a simple cubic lattice of sj>acing a, and lot the integers i/i , {/a, 173

charaotorizo the lattice points; and let the potential energy of an electron

duo to the ion at one lattice point be

'U{x-g^a,y-g^a,z-g^a), (1113)

whore 17(«,^,y) is a function of + only. The potential energy of an

electron in the crystal is then given by

F(a:,jr,2)= S \a^,4x,y,zy, (1114)

it is assumed that the TJ'e are such that this series converges. SohrSdingor’s

equation for an electron in the crystal is

V2
.//+ k®(-0 ~F)<//= O, (1116)

and in the isolated atom l/s

"b “*
^Oi,(!%<«)

The simplest case, which alone wo shall treat hero, is that in which

'A/i.ffj.ffj
spherically symmotrioal representing an atomic ^l-stato, of energy

JSq', is then real. Wo then solve (1116) approximately by putting

and imposing the periodicity conditions on that

>l/ix,y,z) = i//(a;+ Oa,y,z) = il>{x,y+ Oa,z)= >Kx,y,z+ Ga),

where C? is a largo integer. Jiy the Avoll-known method ofperturbation theory

the first order equations determining ij and the are easily shown to be

21 = 0 ...( 1110 )

J J J ~»oo

for all integral ,
with

77 ' 77
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If the electrons are fairly tightly bound, the atomic wave-funotions do not

overlap much and we may assume that

aooordiug as and {hiyh^Jh) do or do not represent the same atom.

Since ^ and U are both spherically symmetrical, we may also put

^///^ — a, 0

according as (giyg^iffs) and (Axyh^j^Q) represent the same atom, next neigh-

bours, or more distant paii’S respectively. Since U* is negative a must bo

positive, and for fairly tightly bound electrons ^ will be positive too.

Equations (1116) thus reduce to

(
t
)

a) d-

•f VI + (lli'7)

Since ^ is periodic in the coordinates with period Oa, the a's solving (1117)

must be periodic in the h*s with period (?, The possible solutions are

easily sho'wn to be ^ ^^nmi^^mn^-hnhaVa^ (1118)

Distinct solutions are obtained when and only when I, m, n are a set of

integers satisfying the conditions or any equivalent in-

equalities. It is most convenient to assume that Q is even (a trivial restric-

tion) and to take -^G<hm,n<lQ.
There are just the correct number, of such distinct solutions. The

resulting are co

S (1H9)

and the corresponding energies are (a,)3 > 0)

•®/,.n.«=-^o-“«-2^|cos-^H-cos-^ + cos-^ I. ...(1120)

The range of energies covered by the hand stretches from
.2?o
— « ~ 6^8 to

— a+ 6)3. For small I, m, n we have approximately

%.,n= -®o
- «' 6^+^ (?"+ (1121)

Near the other extreme we can put Z= —
I', etc. and find for V, m', n' small

=
^?o
- «+ 6/3-^ (?'2+ m'2

+

n'^) (1 122)

The nature of the wave-function (1119) can best he seen by trying to

connect it uj) with the wave-function (1111) for a free electron. The effect of
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tho triple summation is to repeat the atomic wave-function with a different

phase at each lattice point. Thus (1119) is very closely equivalent to a

function

where u{x,y,z) is a real function with tho periodicity of the lattice. But this

is of the same form as (1111) except that the free electron waves are modu-

lated by the high frequency factor u{x,y,z).

These formulae at once recall the physical meaning of the quantum
numbers I, m, n as momenta. Tlioy are from (1123) palpably also wave

nimbers, I being the number of times tho electron wave repeats itselfin the

interval Oa taken along the direction of the .u-axis, with similar meanings

for m and n. By comparison of (1123) and (1111) we see that

Qap

T’ (
112(1

)

p, q, r being the components of momentum. We can verify this relationship

by using tho well-known vector formula for the flux J,

Equation (1110) gives us normalized so that

eeraa

J J J 9

<?“•

.(1126)

In order to represent a single electron the expression for tji must therefore

bo divided by Normalizing thus and applying (1126) to tho form (1123)

we at once recover (1124).t

t HMioao oompariHons arc only valid when It n or V, n' ai*o Bmall compavod with Q* In
tho gonoral caso tho fclmo-dopondont wavo.funotion oan bo put in tho form

MMfh) (iii/

whoro is porioclio with tho period of tho lattioo, and only mildly doiioiulont on /, m, n—
any dopoiuloiico on h m, n only ontors from tho rosidual difToronoca hotwoon (lUO) and (1120),

If now wo build a wavo-paokot out of such funotiona using relatively small ranges of It m, n, tho

wave •function of siioh a wavo-paokot can bo put in tho form

(Udm (hit

which is sufhoiontly nearly

jIli-M,...
Identifying tlio partiolo volooity with tho group velocity of this wavo-paokot one finda at onco

by tho principle of stationary phaeo tlmt

°T~W~‘ *'~ir dm ’ A dn
,(1126 ft.)

PSM 25
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The interpretation of I, m, n just given enables us to write (1121) and

(1122) in the form

(
1126 )

/jS

The electrons in these states near the edges of the band behave as free

electrons with an effective mass m* depending on the tightness of their

rig. 3i. The energy and momentum of

an electron as a funofcion of I for a

ono-dimonsional lattice,

-iG

JTig, 36. Tlio dopondoncD of tho energy of an

oleotron on Ij 7n for a two-dimonsional

square lattice.

binding.^ Those near the lower edge ofthe band are noxraal in that theyhave

an eSeotiyepositivemass, Thosenear the upperedge oftho band are abnormal

and have an effectively negative mass. This means ofcourse thatwhen a field

is applied to them in such a direction as to do work on tlxem and increase

their energy, this mustshow itselfby retarding instead of accelerating them.

They behave in fact as has been shown in detail by Heisenberg and Dirac

just as if they were positive electrons of normal positive mass m*.

The dependence of the energy on the wave number can be illustrated

usefullybythe accompanying diagrams. I?ig. 34shows the dependence of tho

energy and the flux
(
5 ) on the wave number for the one-dimensional lattice

in which the energy depends on one wave number I only and there is only

one cosine term in (1120). !Pig. 36 shows curves of constant energy for the

two-dimensional lattice as functions of the wave number oomponentb J, w.

Ifigs, 36 a, 6 show two surfaces of constant energy in three dimensions os

ftmctions of the wave number components ly rriy n. The first surface is an

octahedron with bulging faces, whose vertices lie on the faces ofthe standard

cube whose faces lie at ±\Q, The second surface is one ofgreater energy and

t smaller j8 the tighter the binding.
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ropresonts the energy of the highest occupied levels at the absolute zero

when electrons are accommodated on the IG® lowest levels, irurther

details will bo found in the authorities already quoted.

Wo can now summarize what we require here of the properties of the

states of a simple band, using both the results here given and similar results

for more eomidioated oases. The distinct states ofa band for a sot of (7® {

=

N)
atoms in the lattice are in general (7® in number, each of weight ro, [The

weight always contains the factor 2 for electron spin and may contain other

Pig, 30 a, h, Siivfftooa of oonBfcaiifc energy for an olootrou aa a funotion of m, n for a, aiinplo

oubio lattice, Tlio momenta ooiTosponding to 1^ w, n lie along tho a’, z dirootlona rcBpootlvoly,

factors as well, at least in cribio lattices.] Tho energy of tho states depends in

general on tho quantum (wave) numbers of tho states in a complicated way
except near the limits of the band. Near the lower limit of the band the

states are arranged like those of an ordinary free electron of elTootive mass

m* different from that of a free electron. Near the upper limit of the band
the states are arranged as ifthey were those of a free electron with negative

mass w*.t

When a band is nearly emiJty so that tho electrons in it are all in the lowest

levels, they may bo treated as a classical atmosijhero of free electrons of

mass m*, ignoring Pauli’s exclusion principle when the electrons are too few

to got in each other’s way. When a band is nearly full and contains only a few

vacant states of negative mass, tho vacancies or holes behave precisely as

if they were positive electrons of positive mass m*. This however holds only

I Bftthor inoro generally tho oqulvolont “inoBs” of tho olootrou need not bo o scalar, but can

•bo ft symmotrloftl tensor ofrank two [Bronstoin, Physikal, Zeil, d, Sowjeltmion, vol. 2, p, 28 (1082)],

but wo shall not employ this roflnoiuont horo.
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ifthe vacancies are fewso thatthere is always an electron in any neighbouring

state to allow the hole to move to it. Though electrons in such states must

always move as if they were positive electrons, it is of course only holes in

a complete band which have also effectively a positive charge and can

therefore be completely described as free i^ositive electrons of positive mass

m*. But when even the iipper states of a band are nearly full, the band can

be treated as completely full (it is then without importance excei^t for a

constant contribution to the total energy), together with a classical atmo-

sphere of positive electrons which are an exact analogue of the few holes,

§11 *63. Metals, insulators and semi-conductors. We are now in a position

to give a qualitative theoretical explanation of how some crystal lattices

come to conduct electricity freely and are classed as metals, and others not

at all or only with difficulty or at high temperatures and so are classed as

insulators or if slightly conducting as semi-conductors, We may start by
describing rather more precisely the very different iDroperties of good and

bad solid conductors of electricity, which show that a classification into

good and bad Is no mere trivial one, Good conductors (metals)f have an

electrical resistance which always rises with the temiDorature and witli the

presence of increasing amounts of impurities. Bad conductors have a

resistance which falls very rapidly as the temperature rises (until the

temperature passes a definite limit) and generally falls as the impurity

content rises. Bad conductors with these properties are called semi-

conductors or insulators when very bad. There is no such sharp line of

demarcation between semi-conductors and insulators as there is in general

between these substances and metals. Semi-conductors can be further

subdivided into semi-conductors which carry a current without material

change and semi-conductors in which the current is wholly or partly

electrolytic. It is only the former, electronic semi-conductors, with wliioh

we are concerned in this chapter.

The quantum theory of electrons in a periodic field, of which wo have just

given an outline, provides at once a theoretical basis for this classification.

If the highest band of allowed states, containing any electrons at low
temperatures, is only partly full of electrons either because a number of

consecutive bands overlap or because there are only enough valency elec-

trons to fill up half the states in a single band, then at all temperatures there

are electrons available at the top of the full levels, in number nearly in-

dependent of the temperature, wliioh are free to make transitions to neigh-

f Metals oa a class of substances have of course many other distinctive properties (such as

their ductility when pure) besides their electrical conductivity, Tlieory has not yet advanced to

such a point that these other properties can be correlated with the nature of the electronic bands,

iPor our purposes here a ‘*metal*’ does not strictly mean more than a metallio conductor.
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boiiriiig empty states, and the substance is a good conductor, a metaL If

on the other hand the highest band containing any electrons at low temper-

atures is exactly full of eleotrons and separated from the next higher band

by a distinct gap of disallowed energies, there are no eleotrons at low tom-

poratures free to make any transitions and the substance is an insulator*

It has been shown in fact—^most explicitly by Zener*—that under the

influence of an ,applied field transitions to the free states of the upper band

will only occur with an appreciable frequency when 10^®, where

AE is the energy gaf) in volts and F is the applied field in volts/om. At

higher temperatures the electrons will not be all in the highest normally

ocouiDied band, but some will be thermally excited to the lugher empty band.

Tlie details of this excitation we shall study in the following sootions. The

general result must be that there will athigher temperatures be an increasing

number of free electrons in the almost empty band and therefore also of

free holes which function as free positive eleotrons in the almost full band,

both of whioli can make transitions to neighbouring states and so the

substanoG will conduct more and more freely as the temperature rises* The

part played by impurities we shall disouss later* It is already clear that we

have the necessary basis for the olassiftoation.

It is at present hardly possible to carry through the actual calculations

necessary to decide in all cases whether a set of JV' atoms (or molecules) of a

given tyi)o when tliey oonibino to form a crystal lattice will form a metal or

an insulator* Alkali atoms form an atomic lattice and liavo each a single

valency electron in an ns state well separated in energy from tlio states of

the other oore eleotrons. Those ns states ofN atoms will by thomselvos form

a band capable of accommodating 2,N electrons and only N eleotrons are

present to go into it* The solid alkalis must therefore bo metals. Wo might

go further and try to argue that any atom of odd valency {or molecule of

odd residual valency such as NO or TiN) must also form a metal in the solid

state. This however is not always oorreot, as can bo aeon most clearly by

considering the halogens. A halogen atom has an inGom2)loto outer shell

containing 7 valency electrons instead of 8, If the atoms could form an

atomic lattice the four atomic wave-functions of the outer shell would form

a band or bands ofstates capable of holding SN electrons; only IN would bo

present and a metal would result. But in fact this is not what occurs: the

halogen atoms from energy considerations prefer first to form molecules of

two atoms rather than crystal lattices, and the lattices are built up from

tlieso molecules, not from atoms, The molooular olootronio states are all

fully occupied by two eleotrons each and oan form bands of crystal states

which are all oompletely full (or completely empty) so that tlio solid is an

* Zouor, Pm* Soo» A, vol, 140, p, 023 (1084),
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insulator. In the same way, while TiN forms a typical metal, NO does not.

The molecules first polymerize to NgOg in which all the molecular elcctronio

states are fuUy ocoupiecl, and give rise to fully occupied lattice bands,

The converse of this is also true. Atoms such as the alkaline earths with

electronic states all full in the free state need not necessarily give rise to

insulators, for if there are other atomic states not far removed in energy

from the ground state, as there are for the alkaline earths, the corresponding

bands may overlap and the lattice have the properties of a metal. It is at

present therefore still necessary to discuss the elootrical and other pro-

perties of solids on the basis of explicit assumptions as to the nature and

arrangement ofthe electronic bands, having shown that the theory provides

a natural place for all the types that it is necessary to use.

§ 11*54. Thefunction ofimpurities in supplying ^^free ” electrons. Wo have

seen in § 11*52 that the periodic field of a perfectly regular lattice offers no

obstacle whatever to the movement through it of an electron of suitable

velocity components. The whole resistance of a metal to the passage of an

electric current must arise from irregularities in the lattice which will give

an electron in any state ofmotion a finite mean free jDath. Such irregularities

will always arise from the thermal agitation of the lattice, and are provided

also by any foreign atoms (imj)urities) that may be present, This is the only

part of any importance played by the impmlties present in a metal—they

shorten the mean free path, and therebyincrease the resistance in agreement

with observation,

In an insulator or semi-conductor they play an additional part which is

far more vital. Suitable impurity atoms embedded in the lattice will provide

electronic states which do not fuse with the band states of tlie lattice, but

remain isolated and to a first approximation without effect on the usual

bands. If the impurity is a suitable one it may then function in one or other

of two ways. It may provide an isolated electron level higher than the top

of the normally occupied band, and therefore more ready to supply an elec-

tron to the empty band above where it can conduct. If the impurity level

lies below the bottom of this band, thermal excitation is required to ionize it

and we shall obtain a strongly temperature-dependent number of electrons

available to conduct. This is the typical case of an impitrity semi-conductor*

If the impurity level lies above the bottom of the same band, then it will

be always ionized at all temperatures and we shall have a number of eon-

ducting electrons independent of the temperature and proportional to the

impurity content, Such a rather surprising substance might he called an

impurity metal and it is probable that such substances actually exist.

The second type ofimpurity might provide a possible localized home for
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an electron above the top of the normally occupied band. Such a home,

normally empty, could accommodate an electron from the lower band.

Electrons from the lower band could bo more easily transferred by tliormal

excitation to these low lying localized levels than to the states of the empty

\ipper band. As a result wo shall have a number of effeotivo free positive

electrons in the lower band, which will again give a strongly tomporaturo-

dependent conductivity, this time by positive electrons. Both types of

impurity might well bo present together.

§11‘541. Wo have now in our possession a sufflciont description of the

elootronio levels in a crystal lattice to apply them to explain many of its

eciuilibrium proi)ertiG8. We start in the next section hy applying the prob-

able structure of the oloctronio bands in nickel to explain in detail its

excess speoific heat over and above the contribution of the lattice vibrations

(Chapter iv) and the feiTomagnotic contribution (§ 12*9), This explanation

extends no doubt to other metals. Wofollow this in §§ 1 !• 6 sqq, by developing

the quantitative theory of the distribution of free electrons, negative and

positive, in semi-conductors of various types, and apply the results to

explain their electrical iu’0i)erties. In §§11*7 sqq. wo give the formal

theory of oleotrioal and thermal ooncluotivities for both metals and somi-

oonduotors but only formally where a knowledge of the free path is required^

making no attempt to caIc\ilato the free path a priori. Such applications

of quantum moohanics lie beyond the scope of this monograph.* Wo oon-

oludo (§§
11*0 sqq.) with a disoiission of oleotrioal contacts, and a theory of

rectification.

§ 1 1 *66 . The elecifonio specific heal ofnickel and other melala, The observed

value of Gy for nickel differs in several ways from any value which could he

assooiatod with lattice vibrations distributed according to any reasonahle

distribution law g{v)dv. At very low tomporatures, 0-20® K., for which the

important frequoiioies lie in the region in which g{v)^c^v'^ and

ICeosom and Clarkf have found the values of Gy shown in Pig. 37*1. These

values correspond to a normal lattice contribution

equation (359), with 0^ — 413®, a value derived from the olastio constants

ofnickel, together with an extra term which as Pig. 37*2 shows is accurately

roprosontod over the whole range of its importance hy tlio expression

0»0017443’ cab/deg. /mole.

At considerably higher temperatures, but below the Curio point, there is

* li'or tlio theory of tlio froo path ami tlio resulting comploto theory of inotalHo (and other)

Donduotlon soo Sonimorfokl and ]3otiio, he, otY., where full roforonco will ho found to other writers,

wlio have devolopod the theory, notably Blooh, Poiorls, Botho and Nordholm.

f Kccsom and Olarlc, Phjaicai vol, 2, p. 513 (1035).
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a large excess speoifio heat associated with the disappearance of the ferro-

magnetism as the temperature rises, which we need not consider further

here. Above the Curie point (631° K.) contributions from this source should

entirely disappear, but for nickel the value of Gy does not fall above the

Curie point to a value comparable with 6 cal./dog./mole which is the value

for the lattice vibrations in this region of temperature. *l?he minimum value

for observed above the Curio point ranges from 7*3 to 7*9 according to

various investigators.^ Taking even the lowest value and reducing it to Gy

by equation (390) wo obtain the value 7*0, compared with a similar corrected

value for copper of 6* 1 at this temperature. [Some excess about the value 0

may bo expected to arise from the anharmonio terms in the strain energy

Taulk 43*2,

Observed vahtes of Gy at high iemiieralures for various metals.

o p Pel Pt Cu Ag All

600 0-60 0-38 0*2

900 74)7 —
1000 7*16 0'66 {3a2
1300 7«26

1600 7-23 —

,

1000 — 0‘8 biih —

of the lattice.] Considering all the values it is clear that Gy exceeds

above the Curio point by O^O-^bS cal./dog./molo and this excess appears to

increase with the tomporaturo.

Similar contributions appear at high temperatures for other transition

metals as is shown by Table 43*2.

Both these excesses in Gy for Ni and their absence for tiro noble metals

can bo simply explained as an electronic spooiflo heat if the probable struc-

ture of the oleotronio bands in those metals is taken into acooimt. It has
been shown by M.ott/|; that in the nickel lattice there are two hands of

energy levels of comparable energy derived from the M and 45 oleotronio

states of the free atom. TJie states in those bands are arranged as shown in

ITig, 38, In Ni neither band is completely full, but in Cu and the otlior noble

metals only the 45-baud is partially full. InNi there ai:)pcar8 to bo 0*6 elec-

tron per atom in the 45-b'and and 0*6 oleotron per atom too few in the

3(Z-band to All it. The actual number 0*6 is that nuhiber which gives t)io

metal its correct saturated magnetisation, at low temperatures, since the

* Mott, ^^DIsoiiBsIoii on fiupraoonduotivity and low tomporatuvoB”, Proc. Itoj/.Soc, A, vol. 152,

p, 42 (1036),

t Mott, Froc. Soc, lojidon, vol, 47, p. 671 (1086).
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magnetization is clue to the inoomplete rf-band only. The states of the ^9**ban(l

appear to correspond to electrons which are almost perfectly free and avo

therefore spaced as ifthe electron had its natural rest mass
,
while in tho

states of tho d^band the electrons

are rather tightly bound, the over-

laj) of the atomic wave-functions

is small, and the states are distri-

buted as if the electron had a large

effective mass The nearly free

electrons of the ^-band will, we
Icnowj niol^e a negligible contri-

bution to the specific heat and it

remains to examine the contribu-

tion by the holes in the ^^-band.

Since there are many less than

one per atom and the states in the

iZ-band have probably an extra

weight factor, it is certainly safe

to use the approximation (1126)

for the energies of all the states

that matter.

The complete formulation of the

theory for two such overlapping

bands is as follows. By equation

(124) the average number of

electrons in any group of levels 38. Tim higher ocoupiod olootronio states

whatever is given by

j
(1128)

where denotes summation over all values of r belonging to tho

group; A may have to be fixed either so that the total number of electrons

is correct, or by equality with its value for some other groitp of electrons

in common equilibrium, according to the conditions of tho problem.
In the present problem there are two groups, the (Z-band containing

ION states, and (10— a?) electrons, where iV" is the number of atoms in

volume F, and the ^-band containing 2N states and xN electrons. In
the^-band

liF—

y

It is convenient to take the energy zero at the bottom of the s-band and
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sufficient to use the aijproximatiou (1126) for Then, by following the
derivation of (222), we see at once that

^_^2n{2m)iVr^ 7,idrf

p—Jo TTPFSW
Wo sec fui’tlior that tlio avox*ago energy of these oleotrons is

^_„2,r(2«)5Fr“ 7,Ur,

¥ Jo 1 + ein-mr-

(1128*1)

(1128*2)

It is convenient to express the distribution in the d-hand in terms of positive

electrons or holes. The average number of these is

I'ho holes are all near the top of the band and we can therefore apply ( 1 120)

which takes tiro form
2

’Ir
= - 2^^

(pa + g«+ r2),

whore AJS is the energy by which the top of the <Z-band exceeds the bottom
of the 5-band. Then

^ 2^(2m*)n^ f°^

TO,ji

i¥p
r r<o

Jo 1
.(1128*3)

The average energy of the electrons in this band is

IF V ——iSl— — — y ,
^rVy

This can easily be reduced to

grgggj*
^

(1128-4)

Finally i is fixed as a function of T by the condition

At Koro temperature and both bands are oompletely degenerate.

Wo may assume also that a* ->-
a*o ~ 0* 0. Wo then find that

^2 ^ ^1.; |( - Cof
,

by the usual evaluation of the integrals in (1128*1) and (1128*3) as iT-^-O.

Tlioso oq nations dotormino J„ and AjE
;

is large and of the order of 6 volts

but A.0 ™ may be niuoh smaller owing to -ro* and m*.

At higher temperatures £ must vary biit tlio s-band will remain almost

completely degenerate so that wo continue to have
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The variations of I necessary to preserve the equality .Mg= will be on

the scale of — and therefore quite small compai’ed with We may
therefore neglect them in a fli*st approximation; it follows that a; ~!Eo at all

relevant temperatures and the d-band may be discussed as if it Avero a

separate set of electrons of constant number, AE—^ varying so that this

constancy is maintained,

Uiuler these conditions Cy^ is to be obtained by differentiating (1128*4).

At loAV temperatures the usual approximations for degenerate assemblies

will hold, and we have by ( 1018), in the present notation,

where
AE~(q

_
¥ / 3.x’on \^

h ~2w*A:\4in*7r/

(1128*6)

(1138*6)

This Avill lit Keesom and Clark’s measiu'ements if J'j= 3340. At highor

temperatures Gy^ must be

evaluated from (1128-3) and

(1128*4) by numerical inte-

gration. This has been done

by Mottf Avhose results are

slioAvn in Fig. 39. It is easily

seen that Cy® must be a

function of only, where 4 ®

Tf is given by (1128*6). We ^
may now compare the oal-

culatedcontributionAviththe

observed values above the
^ * ^ °

Curie point, remembering Kg- 39, Tlio spoolfto hoftfc of a dogeueroto olcotron

that for the ferromagnetic
gnsasafimotlonofaf.

£Z-band at low temperatures va* may be 2 or 3, only states of one spin

being allowed, but that above the Curie point all spin states may be used

indifferently so that w* increases by a factor 2. We must therefore use

a value 3340/2^=2110 for At 630°IC., T/T^ has the value 0*30 and the

specific heat per electron is about l*0fc, or (0*6) JR =1*2 cal./deg./mole. At
1300°K, this will rise to 1*6 cal./deg./mole. These values correspond to

those observed within the error of the experiments.

It remains to examine what value of j9 is required for the d-band to give

this value of On combining (1128*6) and (1127), talcing in*= 3 and

remembering that na^ == 1, we see that

^~Uo/ 47r2~6*2’

t Mott, Proc, Moy» Soc, A, Tol, 152, p, 42 (1935).
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When 7Jj
= 3340, /3~6'6x 10”^ electron volt and the Avidth of the d-band

Avonld bo ~0'3 electron volt, which is an accej)tablo value. It seems likely

that further studies of this type will prove extremely fruitful.f

Before leaving this subject it may be convenient to derive a more general

formula given by Bethoj; which can be applied to calculate the specific heat

contributed by any assembly of a constant numberM of nearly degenerate

electrons in which the number of states in the energy range ij, ij-l-drj is

N{ri)dri, It folloAvs at once from the foregoing formulae that

N{r])dr]

l + e(’)-WW»
TF- r

These integrals may be evaluated asymptotically by the methods described

in § 11*71, by converting them to the form (1171*1) by integration by parts.

It follows at once that, if Sii) (h ==
J
V(’j)

M=S{t)+
0

N'a), (1128*71

.(1128*8)

On diilerentiating (1128*7) and (1128*8) and eliminating dljdT, we find

CV‘=^=“/OT(0. (1128*9)

In this aioproximation S may be replaced by ij*, its limit when T ->• 0. It is

easily verified that this formula reduces to (1018) for an assembly of degen-

erate free electrons . It folloAvs also from ( 1 1 28* 9) thatin the nearly dogonorato

region the contribution of two overlapping bands is always equal to the

sum of the contributions of the two bands calculated independontly.

§11*8. Electron distributions in semi-conductors. Wo shall consider a

standard case in wliich wo are ooncornod with two bands of levels 1, 2, of

Avhioh tlio former is empty and the latter full at the absolute zero. Band 2

whoii full Avill bo supposed to contain N* electrons for a volumo V of the

lattice. The states of the bands have weights w^, each respectively, so

that N*Iw2— N, the number of atoms in volumo V contributing states to

the band. The olTeotivo masses of electrons in states near the limits of the

bands are and respectively, and the free paths of ordinary electrons

in the upper band or positive elooti'ons in the loAver band and . The energy

t Sco a forthoomlng book by Mott and JonoB, Oxford Prosa. A more exact study by Slater

(in coui'Bo of publication) lias fully confirmed those olomontory calculations.

J Soipmorfeld and Bothq, loc, eil, p. *130.
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zero will be taken for oonvenienoe at the top of band 2; tlic ojiorg^'^ in tnrt’nl

from there to the bottom of band 1 is AJSi

.

The equilibriuin concentration offree electrons and froo liolos (funo tioni

as positive electrons) for such a seini-condiictor whioli wo Hlitiil call intrinsic

can be simply determined as an ordinary dissooiativo oy uilibriinn;

Free Electron + Free Hole Bound Electron.

Suppose there are free electrons and therefore in this ease also froo

holes, in a volume F. Then by (469)

fx(T)MT)

N*-Ni g(T)
’

where/j(T) is the partition function for the free olootwm, a classioal jiartiolo

ofmassmi with states ofweightcji in a volume V,MT) the same for a innaM

mj with states of weight w^, and g{T) tlio partition fuuotion for a hound
electron in band 2 which is ijraotically full. We can thoroforo asHimihi to tlio

exact problem to the classioal one by treating all the N* states of tho Inuul i!

as equivalent and taking g{T}=:N*. Since Ni<^N* wo have thoroforo

Nx^=fi{T)A(n
With the specified band structure and energy zer'O

SO that
....(UJU)

It may happen however that the free electrons in band 1 are supijliod
primarily bylocalized impurities, when band 2 can bo ignored. The dissooia-
tive equilibrium is then

Free Electron + Bound Hole Bound Electron.

If Wo is the number of impurity levels in a volume F and if tho energy zero

hJ^U W impurity levels at a.dopth AE' below the bottom of
band. 1

, the equation of dissociative equilibrium is

_ Wo-Wi Wo
’

f
or

t 4. H. Wita., P,„. IM, p, «8 (108„, ,84, p.„ (1032),
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§ 11*61. Generalformulae for aemi-conduclors, Foi* a general diaonssioii it

is best to start with (1128). We can at onoo distinguish various oases.

(i) Intrinsic semi-contluclors. Energy zero al the lof ofband 2. Ifthe band 1

is nearly oiniity A throughout the band 1. Thus

or Fe-^^VW. (U33)

Band 2 i« jn’aotically full so that e'*irl^^'<^Xt\ivov(g\\ont tho band. Thus, on

exiianding (1128),

or

^ ^ e^rm'IX) - -A(y)/A,

072 (
27rm2fc3^)®‘

">1
/i»

F. (1134)

Combining (1133) and (1134)

\v}J \mj
ei^«r/w. (1136)

Our previous result (1131) follows at opco on combining (1134) a.nd (1136).

(ii) Normal impurity semi-conductors. impunly levels in volume F,

Energy zero at the lo}) of band 2. Electrons in band 1 from both band 2 and the

impurities. Denote tho average numbora of electrons in band 1 and holes in

band 2 by N^ and N^ resi>eotiv6ly. Then 2^ is still given by (1133) and N^ by

(1134). Tho number ofolootrons in tho impurity levels is - Ni -|- N^

,

so that

iA+i^a--^0i'.|.'^4AVfc3y^

if it is assumed that tho impurity levels lie at a hoiglit A/^ ( < AE^) above

tho top of band 2. Thus
N,-N,^.-- (1130)

on oombining (1133), (1134) for N^ and (1136) the equation for A is soon to be

NJV
,

w,(2.m^T)l
^ /r Xe-A;W+T+ A ¥

- (1137)

For any given values of tho lattice and impurity constants A7A> AE.^,

Nq, mi, m^, v3i and tho values of A as a function of T can easily bo com-

puted from this formula. For small values of T tho lower band states are

unimportant, N^ c; 0, *^ A^o Ae“^“«'*“> 1. Then

(NM
,

hi

Hvh
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Equations (1138) and (1133) reproduce (1132), Eor larger values of T tho

impurity contribution is swamped by the electrons from band 2 and wo
recover the formulae for the intrinsic semi-conductor.

(iii) Abnmmal impurity semi-conductors, Nf impurity levels irt, volume V.

Energy zero at the top ofband 2, Holes in band 2 due to supply of electrons to

the impurities and to band 1. This case diffei*s from (ii) only in that thenumber

of electrons on the impurities so that

N,'

The equation for A is now

(2nmikT)^ Nf/V w^(27mfcTf

(1130)

..(lUO)¥ " ‘
‘ l + eA^*V*r/A~ A ¥

Por small values ofT the upper band states are unimportant, ci; 0, Nf
and e*®a'/*^>A. Then

W, ,4
gidSj'ffcr

_

* ¥ ,(1141)

Equations (1141) and (1134) for give

N, = (U42)

Eor larger values of T the states of the upper band take charge and wo
recover the formulae for an intrinsic semi-conductor,

(iv) Semi-conductor with impurities of both types. and Nf impwiiy
levels in volumeV , Energy zero at the top of band 2. Impurity electron donoi's,

NQ,at a height APj, Impurity electron acceptws, Nf, at a heighi It is

necessary to suppose that

APg < AP/ < hEy

or else the electi'on acceptors will talce up electx'ons from the donors at low

temperatures and we shall fall back on one or other of cases (ii) or (iii)

according as donors or acceptors are the more abundant. The levels are

shown in Fig. 40, The equations for and remain unaltered. The
equation for A is now

mv
7^3

® ^l + ^aWr/A'
N^IV w^{2nmJcT)^

.(1143)

Great variety of behaviour is now possible. For example, for small T tho

second and third terms must dominate the equation and therefore in that

range

(
1144

)
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On comparing the mimbor of free electrons and free holes for such X’s, wo

sec that if AEf > and the irroporties will be those of a

normal impurity sorai-oonductor. If,

however, Nf > by a considerable

factor, it can bo shown that avo pass

as tlio temperature rises to a range in

which there are many more free holes

than free oleotrons when the semi-

conductor will bo abnormal. Mnally,

as ahvays, for higher temperatures

Avo must reach a stage Avhen the

numbers of free electrons and free

holes ai'o largo and approximately ifig. <io. Elooiron lovola in on impurity somi-

eq ual. The interest of this example <K»«i«otor with both oiootron Jonora ( - ) and

, ,, 1 oiootron aoooptora (+).
IS that it reproduces the oomphoated

observed behaviour of cuprite* Avhich is normal at Ioav temperatures and

abnormal at moderate ones.

§11*62. Work functions and contact potentieds for semi-conductors, In

order to study contact equilibria for metals and semi-conductors Ave have

only to equate values of A, taking care that a consistent energy zero is used.

It is best for this piu’iiose to change the definition and take as zero the energy

of an eleotron at rest outside one ofthe substances. The energy outside any

other then differs by the contact potential energy. To study the thermionic

Avork function for a semi-conductor aa'o can combine (1022) and (1030),

neglecting the transmission coefficient, into the emission formula

.?=^lA3'a, (11(16)

and insert the proper value of A, If is the onorgy interval from the top of

band 2 to the energy of an oiootron at rest outside the semi-conductor, this

onorgy being assumed to lie in band 1, at a level to Avhioh oxai* various

approximations apply, then the formulae of the preceding section are

altered only by the addition of the factor to every formula for A.

We consider a number of special eases.

(i) Intrinsic semi-co^iductor. The thermionic omission formula is

Avhere ....^(1147)

* Sohotfcky and Waibol, Phydhah ZcU. voh 84, p, 808 (1033)»

aOrsM
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(ii) Normal impurity semi-conductoi\ {a) Low T, Ni^N^- Equation

(1138) corrected by gives A. Then

(1148 ,

where — ,(114:0)

(6) Medium 7, N^c:lNq, Equation (1137) corrected by gives for A

in this range at i 7.3

^ , (11/50) ,

FzzJi (27r?%*^r)J
’ ^ '

SO that

where

I ==A V/cr^I
Vw,(2nmjcr

.(1161)

This is actually the classical emission formula for a conductor containing a

fixed number Nq of classical electrons of mass in a volume F. At liighor

temperatures we pass over in the forms of case (i).

Similar formulae can be given for abnormal semi-conductors whioli

shall not stay to detail.

It should be remembered that all these formulae are only valid so long as

the rate of emission of electrons is very slow compared with the rate of

readjustment of the internal equilibrium. The process creating the free

electrons and free holes must be able to maintain the normal equilibrium

supply. This is an essential assumption and there is no simple moans of

investigating its validity—^nor any a jpriori reason why it should be true.

Volta contact potentials, determined by equating A^s for two substances,

are best studied by taking some standard comparison substance—the most

suitable is an ideal metal with a simple Eermi-Dkac distribution of electrons,

and we shall neglect for tliis ideal standard all terms but those ofthe liighest

order. We therefore take the standard to be an enclosure in which the

potential energy of an electron is — WJ relative to our chosen zero, that is

zero for an electron at rest oxitside the standard substance, Then for such

a metal
(1162)

the suffix 0 refers to the standard, ttiq is the ordinary rest mass ofthe electron

and xo Vi^oik function.

We define theVolta contact potential of any substance x relative to our

standard metal to be the amount by which the potential of x must exceed

the standard when they are in equilibrium together. To avoid confusion of

signs let (e| denote the numerical charge on the electron, the actual charge

on an ordinary electron being —\€\» Then all the energy levels of electrons
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and lioles alike in substance a; have been raised by — |€| Fq® relative to those

of the metal. Expressions for A for the substance x must therefore be

multiplied by

Using the values of A already given, wo obtain the following results

:

(i) Intrmaic semi-conductor—standard metal.

-|.|V=x,-*.-M'lo8{(|)*(;^f} (1103)

(ii) Normal impurity semi-conductor—standard metal.

l«lT^''*==Xt8-Xo-
{^urnJcTf

(Ilfi4)

(iii) Abnormal impurity semi-conductor—standard metal.

(11»,

Tho first approximations in all cases show that as usual the oontaot

potential clilTerence ofa semi-conductor and a metal is equal to the difieronce

of tho Avork functions. On referring to the formulae for* A wo see that this

moans that tho toj) of the full levels of the It’ormi-distribution of electrons

in tho metal must lie at a level just half way between the hvo sets of levels,

one full and one empty, which control tho electron distribution—^foi’ an

intrinsic somi-conduotor halfway between the two bands and so on.

Tho second apiu-oxiraations show that tho oontaot potential may be

more highly temporaturo-dopondont for impurity somi-oonduotors than for

a metal, and one can have still more imi)ortant variations of oontaot poten-

tial as A for these semi-oonduotors changes over from ono typo offormula to

another. It is perhaps worth recording that for two oxamifies of the same

impurity somi-oonduotor with different amounts of imj)urity wo have

- |eIT^«= -H(T7-Fo»)- ~\hTH§ (1160)

Tliis is of olassioal form and strictly non-motallio. It might amount to as

much as O'l volt.

For a somi-oonduotor tho offootive ifiiotoolectrio threshold obtained by

extrapolating to zero a curve of ourront against exciting frequency can

differ at low temperatures from tho thermionic work function. The few

excited olootrons in band 1 will give a tail to tho photoolootrio yield curve

which is too faint to bo detected, and the ourve will appear to stop at a

frequonoy which is just sufficienit to ojoot olootrons from band 2 out of the

metal—^this frequency is given by hv —
.

i

a6-a
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§
11’7. Formal theoiy of electrical and thermal conduction by the electrons

in a metal. In order to proceed any further with the theory of the olootrical

properties of metals or semi-conductors, it is necessary to develop at least

formally the theory ofstates ofsteady flow which are not equilibrium states,

Just such a development has been given by Soinmerfeldf by generalizing

to Fermi-Dh’ao statistics the classical theories of Lorentzl and Bohr,§ but

making no attempt to calculate the quantum mean free path I which occurs

in the formulae. We shall also confine attention to bands or sets of states in

which the khietic energy is sufficiently ocoimately given by -f O'® -f

where p, 2, r are the components of the momentum. We shall hov'ovor

finally have to extend the calculations to include two sets of such states, one

of them electrons and the other holes, both of which may contribute to the

conductivity.

The number dn of electrons per unit volume in the metal, or in an isolated

band of states, with (group) velocity components in the range

n, u^-du] V, v.\-dv) w, w+dw

satisfies, by (1006) slightly generalized,

dn=
j

/(((IJ) dudvdw ^fadu),

where w is the (effective) mass ofthe electron and

1 1

/o= l+^imumTjx

(1167)

(1168)

In (1168) we have taken the energy zero at the bottom of the Fermi dis-

tribution offree electrons or at the lower edge of the isolated band.|[ When
we have an ideal metal with nearly free electrons m~m^ and A = where

t the energy of the highest occupied level at zero temperature. When
the group is effectively classical dn reduces to

dn=
j

(1169)

where n is the total electron density in the group. Tor generality we shall

work throughout with (H58). Similar formulae apply to a group of olassioal

holes (free positiv6 electrons)^ which we shall discuss later.

Suppose now that these effectively free electrons of charge ”-|e[ are

f Sommerfold, ZeU.f. Physih yol. 47, p. 1 (1928); Sommorfeld and Betho, loc. ciL

j liOrentz, The, Theory of MecironSi Toutner (lOOff),

§ Bolir, Studier over Mefallernes Mektroyitheori (1911).

II
In collating theae formulae with § 11'6 wo must allow for tho different ohoioo of energy ze^o,
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subjected to electric fields and Fy and a magnetic Hold 11^ (for short E)

referred to right-handed axes. Then the electrons (classical or quantal) move

as if subject to forces

The distribution function no longer remains /j ,
for the accelerating forces

above cause transitions to now states of motion thereby altering /o to a

v&lwQf{u,v,w,x,ytZ) until collisions with the lattice, which must tend always

to restore /q ,
can balance the effect of the accelerating forces. It is clear

from the symmetry that wo can Avrito

/=/o-|-w^(U)+4(U),

Avhere ti^> and vijj are quantities of the first order small compared with /
and/o.

When such a distribution has been established avo have a state of steady

floAv. The electrical currents «4, per cm.® parallel to the ai- and ?/-axo8 are

clearly giveir by
J,= -|e

Iji’roin tho syinmotry thoso rodiioo at onco to

,4= -.||«|Ju*^(U)da,, -A|c|JuV(U)d«>. (1100)

The thermal currents l^., TI^ in ergs per cm.^ per second are

W^^imJuUydw, Wy=imjvUycl<o

which reduce to

%= U)dco, Wy= •Jmju<‘i//(U
)
dm (1101)

Inspection of (1100) and (1101) shoAvs that the crux of the matter is the

calculation of f/>(U
)
and i/i(U ). On appealing to Boltsimann’s integro-difforen-

tial equation, discussed in detail in Ohapter xvir, avo see that in a steady

state, in Avhicli dfjdl

—

0, Ave must have

—
• It

9/ .9/ , 9/ 9/ 9/
Uif- +v~ -1- tb-- -I-u V™ -I- to „
0w ov ow ox ay az

9/U[K
Jooll

Since the electrons are effectively free

~\e\{F„+vE)lin, ~\e\{Fy~uE)lm

and Boltzmann’s equation reduces to

0 .

.m
m (““)
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Now the collision towns themselves must be terras of the first order pro-

portional to the deviation of/from

/

q. Moreovei'j if I is the mean free path,

Ujl is the number ofeffective collisions per second made by the electron with

the lattice irregularities. The contribution to the collision term for a single U
must stz-ictly of course depend on the deviations of/from/„ for all values of

u, t), tv, but if I is properly interpreted a formally correct expression must

be obtained by putting*

ril =-tW(U) + 4(U)} (1163)
Li, -J c oil

The minus sign must be taken because the collisions must always tend to

reduce the abnormality in/. Combining (1162) and (1163), we find

(1164)

We can now replace / by /o in all terms except those which have li as a

factor, since they are all first order terms. Eoplaoing/by/o in the //-terms

eliminates H entirely so that/ must be retained here. Wo thus find

= -H{tt^(U)-Hv^(U)}, (1106)

terms in tiv, u^v and uv^ cancelling automatically. The coefiioients of u and
V must vanish separately so that

I ^ m ^
I

' *

*9z} ^dx
.(1166)

14?..
m (iiov)

On solving these equations we find

MU) = r/ - Id S’ -IH? / _ Id/’ ^0 4- %'l1

(1168)

m- -1/U

' (1169)

* Tho form (1163) is only strictly correct if the collisions of the electrons with the lattice are

elastic and merely acatler the electrons. None the less the conclusions we shall draw are truo

independently of this restriction. It would take us too far afield to attempt to remove it, See

Sommerfeld and Bethe, loc, ciu, sect. B.
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On substituting those equations in (1160) and (1161) wo obtain expressions

for the electrical and thermal curroiits, which can bo evaluated as soon as

the special conditions of the particular problem have been fixed. It must bo

remembered that I may be a function of rj.

In the evaluations which are to follow it is clear that integrals of the type

^23(0) (dfjdrj)dio will play an important part, They can all be simply ex-

pressed in terms of the functions

t”™)

which we proceed to evaluate (i) for a simple Pormi-Dirao distribution

almost completely degenerate and (ii) for a classical group of electrons

(or holes).

§11*71, The free path inlegraU. (i) Degenerate case. Equation (1168)

shows us that in this case

‘
,U„)

Si;
' '

Thus - 0/o/0ij is only sensible when It is therefore possible to evaluate

asymptotioally any integi'a! of the form

(1171-1)

by putting 7j = £ + a3 and = + The typical

term is therefore |.a,

i\kT J -{ (1 + (1 +
’

which is only trivially altered if the range of integration is changed to

—CO, 00, Those integrals can bo oonvortod by integration by parts to the

same form as the integral in § 2-73 and oan bo evaluated by those or similar

methods. The integrals all vanish for i odd, and wo shall require only those

for t= 0, 2 of which the first is elementary. The values are

J_oo(l + e-^») (1

J_ r
/(!!/'J-co(l-l-e»'*»’)(l + c--®/*’»’) 3

’ ^

so that K{q) =q{t)-k^~ 2"(0. (1174)

It follows from this that

(1176)
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§11*72» The free path integrals, (ii) Classical group of electrons. In tho

classical case
9/(o__
dr) hT

and the imj)ortant energies are all fairly small. We may therefore usually

neglect variations of I with r). Then it follows at once that

Ks-^lX{hTrs\. .(117(3)

This can be more usefully expressed in terms of n, the number of free

electrons per unit volume in the group. On comparing (1169) and tho

preceding equation, we find that reduces to

4 hi

3 (27r?n)J

Since
. . _ . (2ir7nkT)^w
logA=log?i-log> —

.

......(1177)

....(1177a)

§ 11*73. Thermal and deeirical currents for zero magnetic field. In this

important special case wo can init ^==0, = 0 and ifj{U)~0 in (1108),

(1100) and (1101). We may then put

Zx dr]\ A Tdx)'
.(1178)

Prom these equations and the value of day in (1167) it follows at once that

hTZX\

In terms of the free path integrals (1170) these eciuations reduce to

4-ir.(|<|»i’.+ |.|“^)+K.j.|i^, (1179)

(U80)

(i) The electrical conductivity. In a ixniform block of metal at constant

temperature the terms in dfdx vanish and
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Tho specific conductivity k is defined by the eqviation J= kjP, J being the

curi’ent per square centiniotro flowing under potential gradient F. Thus

K=|€p/fi. (1181)

h’or tho simple degenerate electron gas it follows by (1176) that

K~ Hi) I (P-D) (1182)

On using C and tho formula for ij* Avhioh in the preseiit notation is

WO can reduce (1182) to the form

?kU*
• (F-D) (1183)

For a classical group of electrons it follows by (1177) that

3
(C).

or with U = 2
hhT

N iftn
'

(1181)

l |eP^nU ^ 8

3 h'F S-TT ^)jU

(C) (1186)

Tho formula (1183) will reproduce tho observed conductivities oftho best

metallic conductors if I is of tho order of 100 times the lattice constant at

ordinary tomporatnros and iffurther tho whole of tho temperature variation

in tho conductivity is given by tho variation in 1. Tho studios of Blooh,

Poiorls, Betho and othoi.’S have in fact shown that I must be ofthis order and

that I and thoroforo ic vary liho T~^ at high temijeratin’cs and probably like

J'“® at low as in fact they are observed to do.f A comparison oftho observed

and calculated tomporatui‘0 variation of tho conductivity is shown in

Table 44 for two noble metals.

(if) The, ihmnal conduciivily is naturally measured in a uniform metal

with a tomporaburo gradient carrying no electrical current. Tho electron

distribution must thoroforo adjust itself so that </a,==0, w'hile

Eliminating i'Jj from (1180) by moans of this condition wo find

K^JTdx'

If tho thermal oonduotivity 6 is defined by —OdTjdx, wo see that

TK^
(1180)

t Tho low tompofftturo form ie still doubtful. Sco Somraorfold. (ind Botho, Joe . «»'(. §§ 87, 40, 41.
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Table 44,

Comparison of the observed and calculated variations of the

conductivity with temperature for pure copper and gold.

[The theory is only completely evaluated for high and low fcomperatnros

and has been semi-empirically interpolated between.]

From Sommerfeld and Betho, loo, cit. p. 532,

Au [00=173''] Cu[02, = 316°]

Temp. (xo//f) oalc. (/fo/«) obs. Temp. (/fo/x) oalc. (wo//f) oba.

273*2
87*43
78*86
67*8

20*4
18*9

14*3

12*1

U*L
4-2

1

0-2646
0-2276
0-1366
0-00604
0-00346
0-00117

1

0-00061
0-00033

3 X

1

0*2561
0*2187
0*1314
0-0068
0-0036
0-00137
0*00048
0-00030
3 X 10-«

273-2
196-2
90-2

81-2
20-4
4-2

1

i

1

0-662
0-1847
0*1461
0-0069
<10-®

1

1

1

0-668
0-1804
0-141

0-0061

<io-'

[In the observed values tho residual resistance duo to strains and iinpuritios has boon eliminatedJ

Table 44*1,

Com'pariaon of observed values of 6(kT with the value given 62/(1188),

This theoretical value is

2’72 X 10“^® E.S.U., = 2*46 x 10® E.M.tT., — 2*45 X 10~® watt-ohm/(dog)‘^.

[Observed values of WOIkT in watt-ohm/(dGg,)^]

From International Critical Tables^ vol, 6, p, 218.

Metal
Tomporature ® K.

103 173 273 301 373

A1 1*60 1-81 2-09 2-19 2-27
2*04 2*29 2-33 2-30 2-37
2-39 2-43 2-40 2-43 2-44

Cu 1-86 2-17 2-30 2*29 2-32
Fe 3-10 2-98 2-97 2-76

1
2-86m 2*92 2-69 2-69 2-40

1
2-44

Vh 2-65
i

2-64 2-63 2-46
i

2-61
Sn 2-48 2-61 2-49

1
2-63

i

2-49
Zn 2-20 2-39 2*45 2*31

,

2-33

On substituting for the from (1175), retaining only the terms of liighest

.urvivtog order, ws and
^

On comparing
(
1182

) and

in the form
(1187 ) we obtain the Law of Wiedermann-iVanz

6

kT''

rr^ P
(F-L)

(
1188

)
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Using classical values for the ICs from (1177) we find

^
8 Inh'^T

^~3(27rmM’)i’
(C)... ...(1189)

SO that
0 _
kT UP'

(C)... ...(1190)

It has of course long been recognized that OIkT is very nearly an absolute

constant for all metals. A selection of experimental values is shown in

Table 44*1 which are in excellent agreement with (1188), particularly at

temperatures which are not too low.

§11*74. The reversible thermal effects, associated with the passage of a

cunent, When a current flows the rate ofevolution ofheat in a given element

of the conductor is no longer given solely by the difference of the values of

W for the inflow and outflow. Other terms arise from the work done on the

current carrying electrons by the field F, work which is continually con-

verted into heat by inelastic collisions with the lattice. These have hitherto

been ignored, but they must be brought in here or the energy account

cannot be balanced. If therefore we introduce the quantity Q defined as the

rate of evolution of heat energy in unit volume of the conductor, it follows

from general considerations of energy that

Q=JF~dW/dx. (1191)

'J?rom (1170) it follows, on droi)ping the suffix x and rearranging, that

r_ IC2 1ST
HAar \€\K^TSx‘

On substituting for F in (1191) and (1180) and thence for W in (1191) wo

find after reduction that

„ J .,-d

The first term is the Joule heat, the last is the heat contributed by thermal

conduction. The middle term contains all tire reversible effects that change

sign with J which wo wish to study. The form of the coefficient of J—
namely Tdjdx{,,.)—is vital, since this form gives the reversible effects their

thermodynamic relationships. The necessary and sufficient condition for

the appearance of this form in (1192) is the equality of the two coefficients

in (1179) and (1180). This equality holds good for the most general

possible formulation of the problem of metallic conduction, as has been

shown by Uehling.* The equality of these ooofficionts is a direct conse-

quence of the general quantal theorem that the probability ofa process and

TJohItng, vol. 30, p. 821 (1031).
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its reverse are equal, which is itself merely a direct interpretation of tlio

Hennitian character of all matrices representing physical quantities.

Before giving the statistical theory ofthe reversible thermoelectric effects

we shall define them in the manner usual to large scale physics and quote

their thermodynamic relationships. These tliennodynamio relationships

are deduced on the assumption that the reversible effects can bo separated

from the irreversible first and last terms in (1 1 02). This postulate has rightly

often been questioned, since it is not irossible by any idealization to make

both the first and third terms depending on J'^ and small ooraimrod with

the reversible term proiJortional to J, None the less it is now certain that

the thermodynamic results must be true for any quantal model of a metal.

The effects are as follows: (i) Wlien a current of density J flows in a

uniform conductor with a temperature gradient dTfdx in the direction of J ,

there is an absorption of heat by the conductor from the surroundings at

a rate am
(IIOS)

per unit volume of the oonejuotor. The ooeffloient a® is Thomson's specific

heat of elecincity.

(ii) When a currentpassesfrom a conductor 1 ofone material to conductor

2 of another material, all at constant temperature, there is an absorption of

heat at a rate

per unit area of the junction. This is called the Peltier effect.

.(1194)

(iii) When a circuit of two different metals 1 and 2 has the two junctions

maintained at different temperatiu'es
,
T an electromotive fox’oe acts in it.

This is called the Seebeck effect and we shall denote the thermal electromotive

force in such a circuit, in the limit ofvanishing current, by © . Ifthe direction

of © is taken positive when it drives a current from metal 1 to metal 2 over

the junction at temperature T, then it foUoAvs from the first law of thermo-

dynamics that

0 = [T) - (To) + r (<71®- <7a®) dT (1195)
J n

On applying the second law one finds also

nl->2(^)

T
IWT„) f*’ affa-

ir. T (1196)

n

By differentiation equivalent relationships can be obtained in' the forms

,
d0
dT’

d ni_».a(^)

dT . T
aA(i-aJti= -T— -
“1 Cf2 — J.

.(1197)

T
dT^’

(1198)
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Sincetheaigns ofthese efl’eots are apttobeconfusingwo displaythedefinitions

diagraininatioally below. All those formulae and definitions are well known,

Cold Hot I )nmniii him
j *- y- >-

dT
Heat absorbed at rate ^ per oc. Heat absorbed at rate

^
' per unit cross section at junction

(ii)

1

n
Thermal

(Hi)

Pig* 4rl, Oonvontioiis for tho thormoolootrio offoots,

§11*76. Thermoelectric effects. Statistical theory. {\) Thomson's specific

heat of electricity. On roforriiig to (1102) it is at onco evident that iioat is

reversibly absorbed i)er unit volume at tho rate

On comparing this with (1193) wo see that

„(0^_„_(_^_logA). (1100)

By the definition 0 moans that heat is absorbed when J and dTl'dx

ai’e bpth jicsitive in the same direotion. Since J and tho ordinary electron

current are of opposite signs, > 0 moans that hont is evolved when the

electrons go to places of higher temperature and < 0 moans that heat is

then absorbed. Thus for a metal whose electron levels are reasonably well

represented by those of a degenerate gas wo should expect to find a<0< o.

Both signs are found in common metals, but for tho alkalis, which wo must

expect to ho the metals best typified by the simple model, the observed

values of O' are actually negative.

(ii) The Peltier effect. If wo assume that the transition from tho olootron

states ofmetal 1 to those of metal 2 is made continuously so that (1102) can

apply, it follows that the rate of absorption of heat per unit oross-sootion in

the transition region is
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It follows from (H94) that

nj_^2—
'1^1

--logAj ( Jk

,

\kTK^'
logA)l. .,.{1200)

[\hTKi 73 \tvj.jx^ /ij

Sinoe tlie result does not depend in any way on the nature of the assumed

transition region we may assume that it will continue to hold for an abrupt

junction, On comparing (1200) and (1199) we see that

d

dT

JO- JO

T ,( 1201 )

in agreement with the thermodynamic (1198).

(hi) The thermal electromotive force is to be calculated on open oirciiitj

that is to say it must be calculated by putting (1179) and inte-

grating the effective field gradient right round the circuit back to its

starting point. Suppose we start at the poizit 8 in Pig, 41 (iii), where the

temperature may be supposed uniform and equal to T, Prom (1179)

lk/^91ogA.F /p
^log^

I

dx '^hTIC 9.J-

We require 0 which is — ^F^dx. In the first place

I
= [iPlog A]-

1
log A^

The integrated part is a one valued function and its oontribution therefore

vanishes. Thus

(1202)

that

V -A Q

It follows at once that

On referring to (1200) we see that

(1204)

in agreement with the thermodynamic (1197),

§11>76. Explicit formviae for a<<>, ni_,.2 and 0, (i) The degenerate Fermi-

Dirac gas of electrons. The phenomena all depend on the function

kT\Ki 7
'

kTK^
logA-^j,,

On using (1176) we see that the highest order terms cancel and that the

highest order surviving terms are
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lu this expression 5 can ho replaced by ij*. To the first approximation all

the therinoolectric efifeots vanish and their actual values should be very

small, in complete agreement with the facts. The resulting formulae are

(F-D).

ni_.a=

.‘hvn'm n
8N W) -iV

.{1206)

.(1207)

If I'll depends on the temporatui'o as in fact it may well do, then we can got

nothing simpler for 0 than the integi*al resulting from substituting (1207)

for ni_».ain (1204). Ifr/ns independent of T, as for example theory requires

at high temperatures, then this integral can be evaluated and gives

(F-D) (1208)

(ii) A classical group of ekclrons. In this case it follows from (1177) and

(1177-1) thol
, , , ,

(2™JJ')*»

Tho resulting formulae are

kT

R'

r, 2 7'Olognn

R 3 dT ]•
(0)....,..(1200)

'.(0)... ...(1210)

For quasi-olassical groups of electrons in semi-oonduotors we do not have

(??i*ro)2 = (w^t!j)i. But in the special case in which this condition is satisfied,

e.g. for two difforont samples of the same impurity somi-conduotor,

(0) (
1211

)

With the same simplification

0=:.Ariog-“dT, (C) (1212)

§ 11'77 . General discussion ofthermoelectric effects. Owing to their thermo-

dynamic relationships it is in general suffioiont to discuss the values of otf>,

When the theory agrees satisfactorily with observed values of cM>, agreement

over ni->2 and 0 may bo presumed.

On comparing (1206) and (1200) we see that
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All the effeote therefore are very small compared with tlio values tlia1

classical theory would lead one to expect. This is in agreement witli

observation.

Again all the effects tend to zero as T-^0, since

In fact all the effects tend to zero as T -> 0 in such a way that all tho

entropy terms in (1196) tend to zero as T and 7o->0. This may be hold to

be a manifestation of NemsVs third law of thermodynamics. It is ivot

conformed to by the classical values. The general tyxDe of variation witli T
appears to be in good agreement with experiment for fairly high tem-

peratures.

In order to compare precisely the values of derived from the theory

with observed values one must evaluate This is not yet possible

with certainty except in the simplest case. It then appears however tliat

for fairly high tcmj)eratures and not too tightly bound eleotronsf

riH'11^2, (1213)

hi which case (12M)
lei 7?*

If the electrostatic value of jc) is inserted in (1214), then c/^/T is given

in absolute electroatatic units. On multiplying by 300 it is convcited to

volts/(deg.)2.

This approximation should hold best for the alkalis other than litlniini

owing to their tightly bound cores and very loosely bound valency electrons

which will be as nearly as possible free in the metal. 3?or other metals, oven

the noble metals and lithium, the binding of the valency electrons is far

greater, and the electrons of the cores are better able to interfere with

the valency electron.. The foregoing approximations are thus of dubious

applicability.

It has recently been pointed out by Sommorfoldj by analysis of measure-

ments by Bidwell§ that these expectations are in fact realized. The Thomson
coefficient forlead isknown to be extremely small at ordinary temperatures ,

We may therefore measure 0 or ^ chouit in which metal 1 is lead

and 2 is the alkali and neglect Proceeding thus we obtain tho values of

Table 45.

Considering the refinement and smallness of the effect this is excellent

agi’eement. The positive values of for the noble metals and Li for example

can be ascribed to a breakdown of the theory, perhaps to the failure of

(1213) for more tightly bound electrons, Such a breakdown is to be

expected.

t Soinmerfeld and Befchej locs ciL § 30.

{ Sommorfeld, Pev. vol. 45, p. 66 (1034), or Nuiumm. (1034), p. 49.

§ BidweJI, Phys. Pev. vol. 23, p. 367 (1024), ,
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Table 40.

Observed and calculated values of d^jT in microvolts/{deg. for the alkali

metals. Observed valuesfrom the thermoelectricpoweragainstPb assuming

ffp, W= 0, Qalttulated valuesfrom (1214),

Mofcfil Li Na K Rb Cs

JlxlO-s®
_* loia oi.g3

calc.

obs.

4‘00

7-1

-0*010
4-0*40

2*07

61
-0*023
-0*0282

1*30

3*2

-0*036
-0*0276

.1*08

2-8

-0*041
-0*000

0‘80
2*4

-0*048
-0*062

.Tf wo to-ko 7'q= 0 in (1196) it may bo combined with (1197) into the form

® ^
=
J%i«- <Ta®) 47’'. (1216)

It is iinijortant to coraparo this with (1003), namely

= .( 1216)

It is at onco apparent that tlioro is a ooinploto analogy between the tem-

IJoraturo-variablo part of ~ lelPia and 0 ,
between a and All the other

thorinodynainio relationships am siiniloidy congruent. None the less on

comparing the vahios of a and in (1028) and (1200) we see that these

quantities are lundaniontally distinct. They do not refer to thesame regime,.

Vi2 and ff refer to the strict equilibrium state when no current can flow.

0 and cr<') refer to a state of xoro current, it is true, but to such a state defined

as the limit of current carrying steady states when the current tends to zero,

Those states need not ho and in fact are not the same, a possibility pointed

out long ago by 0. W. lliohardson.t It is however only for the quantum

model used hero that this distinotion becomes obvious. None the loss 0 can

bo properlyregarded as the temperature-variable part of a contaot potential

dilTorenco and the value of 0 for a oirouit as made up of contributions from

all the junctions that it contains. In the simido case of a two metal circuit

with junctions at and T we have hero

This however oan bo genomli^jed to junotions of all sorts not merely to

motallio ones.

Tho distinotion botweoii a and suggests that in all those problems

oaroful definition is .required of the quantity measured before oaloulation is

•f
0, W. lUolmrtlBon, The mindon of cUclriciiy by hot hodi^f od, 2 (1021), Soo also Scliottky,

M, /. Physik, vol. U, ih m (1020).

F9M 27
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attempted. Equations (1179) and (1180) are always correctbut give difforont

results according to the conditions imposed by the problem. The varioua

possible ct’s have been carefully defined by Ei’ank and Sommerfeld.f

It remains to mention one further effect found by Bridgman, $ that there

may be a Peltier effect between differently orientated crystals of the same
material at the same temperature. This cannot arise from a difference in tj*

which must be independent of direction, but can be due to a directional

dependence of the mean free ijath. It is thus in princi2>le ^rossible for such

an effect to occur, but in view of (1213) it is likely to be very small for tho

simjrle model here discussed and it is likely that it should bo referred rather

to the effective mass ofthe electron which can also be a function ofdireotion

in a more elaborate theory.

§11-78. The electrical properties of a simple semi-conductor, (i) An in-

trinsic semi-conductor with only a small number of electrons in the upper

band 1, for which the contribution by the free holes in the lower band 2 may
bo neglected, has a conductivity given by the classical foianula (1184) in

which n(=NJV) is given by (1130). We see at once that for such a substance

The actual value ofthe constant ofjn-oportionality is ofno imi)ortanoe here,

Since at ordinary temperatures I oc T'l, we find for such a .sixbstance

«= (1217)

The Thomson coefficient is given by (1209) for the same value of n. Thus

U\ hT
.(1218)

This is very large compared with, even the classical value of for a fixed

number of eleotrons, and a fortiori com-
^

^ ^ 2

pared with the ordinary values for metals. ^ ^ .. C*

The Peltier coefficient for such a substance
a moM-

against a normal metal can be oaloulated aomi-oonduotor junotion*

from (1200) if we insert the classical value of — log for the semi-

conductor andnegloot the contribution of the metal. We thus find

(mo,

or on using (1130)

,mo,

t I'ranlt and SomioerfeM, jl/od, vol. 3, p. 1 (1031).

t Bridgman, Proc. ^cad. /Sot vol. 14, p, 943 (1028).
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The thermoeleotric loowor of the circuit in Fig. 43 is given to the same
approximation by

0=- 1^ + 'o8(5)‘
(5)V- +T '«|] (1*21)

in wliioli the log TjT^ term is ovorwholmiiigly the more imi^ortaiit* It will

bo observod that, if iT > 0 < 0 so that the normal

direction of j>08itive current in iliis circuit is from the

semi-cond'uctor to the metal at the hotter junction. The
magnitude of0 may bo largo* For example if -JA7^i/|e| ^ 2

(

is 0*8 volt the olootromotive force for ro~273'^K.

is api)roximately 0*8 hTjT^ or nearly 3 millivolts per

degree. The oleotromotivo force in such a oireiiit
43,

whose junctions are at 273°K. and 373°K. re- iwwov of a motalsomi-

speotivoly would be so largo as 0-20 volt.
oonduotor olroiiit.

(ii) A normal imimrUy aemi-conductor has a oonduotiviby for which by

Wo may therefore write
„= ......(1222)

The power of T is imimj)ortant. The temperature variation is similar to

(1217) and the olfoot of impurity content (Wq) is explicitly shown. At higher

temperatures the conducting electrons will j)rmiarily bo supplied by the

more numerous electrons of the lower band and the conductivity will tend

to the value corresponding to (1217). A beautiful example ofsuch bohavioiu-

in cuprite (CuaO) of varying oxygon impurity oontont has boon given by
Joff6* whose j.’osult8 aro shoAvn in Fig. 44.

Formula (1219) continues to hold for the Peltier eftoct against a normal

metal. On inserting the value of% from (1131), wo find

n IAEA
lV.3--^^2.Hlog ^3

in which of course Wg is the impurity concentration. There is a corresponding

formula for © in which the dominant term is again

h l\AEA T\
(1224)

The dominant term in (1220) or (1223), namely -^Ayi’i/|«j, has a simple

physical interpretation. This term implies that (to this approximation):the

heat absorbed at the junction is -\-\AE^ for every electron that passes Irem

the metal 1 to the semi-conductor 2, On referring to § 11-01 we see jthat the

electron levels of a metal and an intrinsic semi-oonductor in contact in

.

* JoiT6, AcluaUl6a iScu el Indua,, No, 202, “Soiiii-oonduolioura 6lootvpiUquoV>vp.f;96.-(l:P96)*
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equilibrium with each other must be arranged as shown in 3?ig. 45. AVlion
an electron passes from 1 to 2 it is in general an elootz’on from the lovol *1/ ss
Jowez' electrons cannot get through. To replace it from the general supply of
electrons aizd so maintain the equilibrium distribution in 1, an electron

2

35g. 45. Explanation of tho

conductor Poltior olToot.

must be taken from the top of the nearly full levels at/ since electrons are
normally supplied by eonduotion to the boundary at this level. This requires
an absorption of energy .

Some general comment on these results is perhaps called for at this stage

»

ilany impurity semhoonduotors do not conform to the equation

K X
at all accurately even when allowanoo is made for the proper factor •
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This fact has been taken to imply that the theory is entirely wrong; all that

it implies however is that AE has not the same value for all the contributing

impurities, finally it is well to boar in mind that for a metal the number of

electrons in the conducting band is (practically) an absolute constant and

independent of T and it is meaningless to invoke largo changes of n to

explain inotallic anomalies^ changes which necessarily occur for a semi-

conductor. The effect of temperature must mimic a change of n in a more

subtle v^ayby slightly shifting the emphasis among the conducting electrons

from one region of the band of states to another in which the density of

possible states and their distribution with respect to Brillouin’s zones and

discontinuities varies in an important manner. Such effects cannot bo

incorporated in the olomontary theory discussed Ixere, nor is there any need

to attempt to do so.

(iii) All abnormal imimriiy semi-condneiov conducts by holes (or positive

electrons) at the top of the lower band 2. Its conductivity thoroforo still

obeys the formula (1222) since only |e|^ is concerned in the exact formula,

But all the foimulaa for and 0 contain the factor - for electrons

and -f \e\ for holes and therefore are repeated with altered sign,

A simple verification that the signs of all these effects do in fact change

can bo obtained by approximate calcula-

tion of the Peltier heat as above. The
state of affairs is now that shown in

Pig, 40, and when electrons flow from

metal 1 to somi-oonduotor 2 they must go

through at level a;, thereby oroating now
holes in the metal distribution at that

level , Those are fllled hy the conduction

electrons supplied at level / and there is

electrons

IHg. d.0, ])iagrain showing tlio origin of tho

Uolbior lioat at a motal-Boini-oonchiotor

therefore an evolution of energy per

eleotron passing,

contact for an abnormal linpurifcysoini-

conduotor.

Substances are known, o,g. cuprite, molybdenite, with the properties of

those semi-conductors—^in particular with a thoiMiiooIeotrio power of this

largo oixlor against a normal metal, and of either sign, Wo have however
in those calculations considered only conduction by free electrons or by
free holes, In general somi-conduotors Avill possess both and it is necessary

to extend the theory as in §11*8 to give an adequate treatment of the

effects.
I

§11*79. Transverse effects. The isothermal Ball effect. Wo have so far

oonsidorod only the effects that occur in linear circuits when from the

symmetry the electrons tend only to move along the direotion of flow of the
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current. We have assumed in short that there is no inagnetio field of any

importance acting. When, however, there is a transverse magnetic field wo
must consider two electric oun’ents given by (1160) and two thermal our-

rents (1161), one of each along and one across the conductor, and iise the

complete expressions (1168) and (1169) for ^(U) and i/f(U). The new effects

that now come in may be grouped together as the transverse effects. There

are of course also modifications of the old effects which depend on which

we have not space to discuss.

These transverse effects are rather numerous. We shall enumerate them

but shall only complete the calculations for the Hall effect. The coefficients

of the other effects can easity be constructed from the given formulae,*

The transverse effects are the following:

(1)

The isothermal Hall effect is the production of a transverse potential

gradient Fy normal to and // when no transverse electrio ourrent is

allowed to flow and the temperature is maintained uniform. The conditions

are

(Ti^^O, Tl^^O),
. dT

dy'

.(1226)F =V

is the isothermal Hall coefficient.

(2)

The isothermal Nernst effect is the prodnotioii ofPy normal to and

Hhy the thermal flow when no electrio current flows and the temperature

of the conductor does not vary transveraely. The conditions' are

......(1226)

is the isothermal Nernst coefficient,

(3)

The (adiabatic) EUinghausen effect is the production of a transverse

temperature gradient normal to and i?when no transverse thermal

or electrical flow is allowed in an otherwise isothermal conductor, The
conditions are

^ oT ^

dx

dT
.(1227)

P^is the (adiabatic) Ettinghausen coefficient.

* They are given in detail hy 5^*ank and Somnaerfold, Mcv, Mod^ Phya, vol. 8, p. 1 (1081)#
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(df) The adiabatic Hall effect is the procluotion, ixnclor the same conditions

as (3), of a transvorso potential gradient. The conditions are

dT
(dTjdy^si^O),

.(1228)

li^^ is the adiabatic Hall ooeflioiont.

(5) The [adiabatic) Righi-Leduc effect is the production of a transverse

tomperaturo gradient dTjdy normal to 11^ and H by the thermal flow 11^

when no oloctrio current flows and there is no transverse flow of heat. The

conditions are — — Wy— 0
,

?>y~^^*dx
‘ .(1229)

is the (adiabatic) Righi-Leduc coefficient.

(6) The adiabatic Nernst effect is the production of a transverse potential

gradient under the same conditions ns in (6). The conditions are

J<„= Jy= Wy^0,

(1230)

is the adiabatic Nernst oooffloiont.

The description adiabatic is applied to those effects for which a condition

is isothermal to those for which dTjdy= 0, The Ettinghausen and

Righi-Leduc effects are essentially adiabatic and the adjective is usually

omitted from their descriptions.

Between the various coefficients there exists one equation based on energy

considerations, which should be of general validity—the relation of Bridg-

man and Lorontz that Qf==0PJT. (1231)

Returning to complete the calculations for the isothermal Hall effect in

a uniform conductor wo find that the conditions require that/o should be

independent of .a- and that, by (1100), we should make

Jua.//(U)fj!aj = 0,

where, by (1109) simplified to the conditions of this problem, •

It follows on ch'opping constant factors, since dw—w{mlh)^dudvdw, that
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We find at once that for the Permi-Dii'ao case

[11^79

(1232)

F m

Since

H]P„ m

K='!.h

F-*• It

(P-,D) (1233)

3F

37j»

^ HJ^ 477ro|e|(2m^)^

Since ^ ~'rf* and 7)*= {h^j8m) (Gn/irw)^,

E,
\e\n

(P-D)t (1234)

For a classical groiii? of elootrons, stai’ting again from (1232), we find

A.=._Mi li^\
HF^ 2m if \ikT]'

(C)

Since

we find

\e\Hn

Z{2TTmhTf'

1

8 \e\n’
(0) (1236)

If the current is carried by a group of holes, then the sign of the effect is

reversed, the iiumerioal value in (1235) being unaltered,

Eq^uation (1234) shows that the Hall coeffioiont for a metal (so far as it

can be represented by this aj^proximatioii) should be independent of the

temperature, of negative sign, and of order of magnitude 2x10"^^ in

absolute electrostatic units, or Ox 10“® in electromagnetic . This is of the

correct order for most ordinary metals, but for some metals it is of tlie

wrong sign. It must be supposed that such metals conduct mainly in a band

of states nearly full ofelectrons, J but we shall not attempt to elaborate such

a theory, Equation (1236) applied to semi-conductors shows that

(1236)

where «?=|, The temperature dependence is very large and is controlled

t This formula oontaina n directly, and therefore it matters essentially how many of tlio atomio

electrons in a metal we should really regard as ‘‘free*’, The exact formula for a metal ofatoms with

one valency electron and lattice constant a is "^vlueh is of course tlio same as (1234).

jSut in this form the effect of the inner electrons is seen at onco to bo zero, and tlie ociuatious

(P-D) (1234) and (0) (1235), though superficially alike, are in origin quite distinct,

I Peierls, ZeiL f. Physik, voh 53, p. 256 (1929).
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by the exponential factor, Variations of of this typo are well known for

senii-'conductors and Bq may be of either sign, li^ may further change

sign, an elTeot which wo shall exaniino in the next section. A knowledge

of for a semi-oondiictor is of great importanoo since by (1235) deter-

mines n.

§11*8. Gom2)Osite semi’'C07i(luctors, General ilieory. In the foregoing

electronic theory of metallic conduction we have oonsidorod only a single

group of carriers which may bo a rormi-Dirao gas of electrons or a sparse

group of electrons effectively classical or a similar sparse group of holes.

The first case represents a first approximation to a metal and the otlier

oases represent somi-conduotors under special limiting conditions, In

general however it is not possible to discuss semi-oonduotors so simply for

they must be held to contain a group of free electrons and a group of free

holes, both of which collaborate in carrying the ourront, Wo can start by

treating the free electrons and the free holes as iiidoi)endont, Wo shall see

later tlmt this independence cannot bo complete and that excitation and

reoombination must bo allowed for.

The necessary formal generalizations are easily made. Wo shall study in

particular the thorinooleotrlc power and the Hall effect as the signs of those

quantities provide inn)ortant information about the nature of the semi-

conductor.

Lot us distinguish the two sots of carriers by suffices 1,2. Tlie equations

of the j>receding sections apply to each sot separately ifwo attach tlio proper

suffix to <j)\ 0, Z, \c\, and dw, except that the equations for the total

current must Include both groups thus;

4 =» ieiJU'‘<WU)(K -I- ic,
J

d<o,

,

(1237)

(1238)

In thoBO equations the sufflxocl e is the algebraic ohargo on the olootron, and

wo sliall nitimatoly put ei= - |c|, lej. Tho only points requiring spooial

attention aro to dooiclo on tho proper subsidiary conditions in any given

problem, and on what corrootion if any to ftpply for the interaction of tho

groups.

§ 11‘81 . The Ihermoeleclne poiver of a aemi-condmtor againsi a melal. On

referring to § I1’76 (iii) we see that 0 is to bo calculated by putting .^=0

in ( 1 237 ) or tho oquivalont equation for tho rest oftho oirouit and oalo^ilating

— with the value of F,, so obtained, Tho tomporature gradient in tho

a!-dirootion is assumed to bo so small that tho equilibrium values of% and
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are everywhere established. The primary equation in tho Houii-coaduotoi'

obtained by extending (1179) is therefore

/w ^ ( "iw
... \dT

+ (^^1)8 ^= f> am
In deriving (1179) we took the energy zero at tho bottom of the ohnstvou

levels in their own band. Hence in forming this extension wo must redoliiio

A in this way for each group, when it will be given by (1177<1). I’vitting in

also the classical values for the ICa from (1177), wo line!

(hat
\injf

^2

dx niff dx<x/
^.AF^~kT(hl

^ (hlifl kllfA « 0.
dx \ mf inf }

Now since the electrons in each group are efiootivoly olnssioal

.1 W..1 U cliTm.
8

1 1 dT
’’2Tdx'

The last equation can therefore be rewi’itten in tho classical form

^ («jU;) + (naU’a)
j < 124(1)

If we ignore the smaller contributions from the rest of tho circuit wo shall
get a formula which should give tho correct leading terms, but wJiioJi imod
not, and in fact does not, reduce to (1221) when ^2= 0, since wo cannot Ijore

evaluate using the integration by parts that leads to (1202).
This wm only be possible when the correct intoraotions botwooii tho groups
are included. With these approximations and the sign oonvontions of .l.i’ig, 48,

Confining attention to a small temperature range

eoml-coiuluotor

WQ can wrlto

9T ®9T’

so that ^ um *' M'
.(1241 )

X^uation^/ii'i^fT
semi-oonduotor, and « - hf,qmtion (1242) then .gree. with

(1221 ,
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This omission is a measure of the inaccuracy in the present discussion; it

will usually be unimportant,

(i) Inlrinsic mni-conducior. given by (1130); |cl, The

approximate extended formula (1241) now gives us

cm ii;u^~i,xr,)(2k+h^is,iT)

]?rora the nature of the electronic states in the lattice it seems that wo must

conclude that ZiUj > Z^Uj . It follows that for an intrinsic semi-conductor we
shall always have cl&jdT < 0, so that 0 < 0 with the sign conventions of

Pig. 43. This moans that t\iQ 2'>03iHve current flows from the semi-conductor

to the metal at the hotter junction, which may he regarded ns the normal

sign of the effect. The value of 0 may he quite large. If for example

lAEJ\e\ =0*8 volt, the olootromotivo power of the semi-oonduotor against

a normal metal is of the order of 3 millivolts per degree. Such large values

appear actually to occur.

(ii) For impurity semi-conductors we have merely to use (1241) Avith the

values of and as functions of T determined in §
11’ 01. Wo can write

(1241) in the form

|€[ Zi%U^-|-Z2«aD7

Wo must suppose as before that U^>U 2 , Por a normal impurity

semi-conductor we have necessarily and dnJdT > dn^jctT, The latter

equation follows because is supplied both from the impurities and from

the lower band and therefore must inoroaso faster than n^, Por such a

substance clQId'!' < 0 and the sign of the offeot must bo normal.

Por an abnormal impurity semi-conductor wo have at low temperatures

Wics 0, dnJdT "^dn^ldTHO that the sign of tZ0/<Z2' must startby being positive

and the effect is abnormal at low temperatures. At higlier temperatures we

continue to have dnJdT > 0%/93' tending to an equality as the temperature

rises. On the other hand but Z^Ui > ZjUg and the sign of the effect is

no longer definite. In fact since as 2’' increases, th.o thermoelectric

power must vanish and change sign at higher temperatures.

It will bo observed that equation (1237) does not in general make both

partial currents vanish. In the steady state of zero total current there is

therefore actually a flow of electrons in one direction in the semi-oonduotor

and an equal floAv of holes in the same direction. At any particular place

therefore, and n^ will be increasing at equal rates. H’hey will increase or

diminish until the increased or diminished rate of recombination exactly
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balances the contribution made by the flow. The aaauiuption of a normal

tlx and (with a modified velocity distribution Iuav) is thoroforo nob oxuetly

correct as we have already pointed out from another nspoct.

§
11'82, The isothermal Hall coefficient fo)' a semi-conductor, On roforring

to the definition of the Hall coefficient wo see that we liavo bn mako J„ 0
in (1 238)when the conditions are uniform in the .a’-dirootion and in partion lii r

the temperature is uniform everywhere. Wo may thoi'oforo intorpz'ob bho

condition ST(dx—0 in the more general sense tlxat it requires us to impost)

the conditions dfJdx=df^jdx==Q on both groups of carriers, ifho conduebor
could Avell be a closed circuit when a value of dffdx^ 0 is impossiblo. With
these conditions, neglecting H, Ave obtain from (1237) the addibivo relation

I<==K^-{-K2
ikT ")

Avhicli is a, prion obvious. The conditions aoros.s the flow are lunvovor less

simple. The condition of no space ohargo requires

9%_3?i8
(1.243)

assuming that no change with y ooours in the niiinhor of bound oiootronH;
one more condition however is required, for avo cannot assort by a unilbrn liby
argument that 9%/%=

=

0. This condition obviously is that the equal
rates of increase of electrons and holes by transport to any noigliboiirJioocl
must be exactly balanced by the increased rate of recombination duo to tlio
presence of a, slight excess of electrons and holes. Those olTeots must bo
proportional in a first approximation to dn^jZy sinoo the deviation from fclio
equihbnum value of at any point Avill vary in this Avay. Honoe the partial

proportional to Zn.jdy and avo oan
svriw (xzda; in tile lorm

OntoserU„gftep,op„.v»lu«of0ft.om(UO8)theoq„atiom6a«llyK,d,,cc>to

mJcT
'

9»1 )

3y>

*8
I

,
dn^

.(1244)

kT

,j rr Zn,A + ‘2Ua-^+~
9y m^JcT dy'
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lm,Uj ?»2uJ/ (I2i5)

ItfK^ ~
wliioJi reduces to

{b) A^lU. Then

Jiit(=. _ UlfhS^^X] /,, ry-
,
—

I % ma // +^2Ua7ia),

mil To ± 1.

.(12'tO)

m, '‘'"'1 '"'2//
* ^ (1247)

Th„ 1
VUjS-VLP#,

« uz ‘'‘° ”«'*
oonduotor will both have a ..er,„a| f‘ ? •“ s<»Di-
terape™tu.«. The „b„„„„a| “T rt all
oo6«o.e„, of abnormal oig„ at CtomZ! *"' ''“™ “M
ohangosignae

Uiotonujoratiire ria™ t "‘? ?' ™n(«h and
MCI the Hall elleot l>o4 Mr<, rthe

“
at the same tonperatnro. Over a IhniLtI
Myeomhmaaonof,lgii,.n,„,.|, °^“‘™»ngeon„„ighthave
atanoo proimrly repioBentet, by th«o mS^ ‘fT™- “'l>-
boeomos abnormal .o will the ,i.„ „f

^
‘i” »»cir o/Toot

teraiMratare,. I,, f„„t .Iom SJZ aitffldontly low
power of. will »„ becomeSZZfZlZ 'T » «“«>»”

‘™- 7' “"fnal at enfflolontly hlgl o^r^o^a ‘“'"I’”™'
not conform . etill m„« co,„,i^ m™“o

transferred frojn one conduotor to
^

o^n bo
contact. We shall discuss this probte
at a rofmod theory, for wliioh the time is hardlvA oontaofc betiveen Uvo ideal meZ.1 ^
separating two regions of constant Potential hill
deteirmnod roughly as fo]lowt«: Whw So 1and equilibrium is sot „p y cauilibrmm together
established between thoin. cletermibTtW
for both metals

(§ 11-38). U jg
^ parameter A

condition by saying that in oquilibrimn this

atW tempera.:^: is
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The hill ^voiild tlierefore have the form shown in Fig, 47 b if itwore not modi-

fied by the image effect. The actual form as modified will be more like that

shown in Fig. 47c.

Frpm the point of view of electron exchanges this equilibrium condition

must he such that equal numbers of electrons pass izi each direction through

the barrier in any given time. By equation (1010) the number of electrons

incident on the barrier in metal 1 i^er unit area per unit time in a

given range ? -f of energy in their motion normal to the surface is

+ e(Vi*-f)/W'}a!C (1248)

In this formula the energy zero ^= 0 is at the bottom of the free electron

levels in metal 1. There is a similarformula for inetal 2, -with a similar energy

Pig, 47, Barriers ab motal oontaotss (a) separated ideal metals; (ii) ditto adjusted to

cq^uilibrium; (o) barrier modified by imago oiBoot*

zero. Reduced to the same energy zero as for metal 1 the formula for

dt becomes

Now there is a general theoremf that for any hill

a>o),

where and are the fractions of the incident electrons of

energy ( that penetrate the barrier in the directions 1 2 and 2-^1 respec-

tively. Further it is obvious that 0 (^ < 0). There is therefore the

exact balance required in the electrons passing in the two directions. J
When a current floAVS from one metal to the other the distribution laws

are altered and the balance can be upset sufficiently to carry any reasonable

cun’ent without an appreciable potential jump across the contact. But if

the contact is a bad one an appreciable jDOtential difference may be necessary
across it before a significant current aviU pass. A potential difference across

t Powlor, Proo, Gamh, Phil, Soc. vol, 26, p. 193 (1929),

J Strictly speaking in oaloiiiating the number of electrons which pass from metal 1 to metal 2
and from 2 to 1 it is necessary to take account of the number of empty levels in tho receiving metal
into which the entering electron can go. This introduces correcting factors 1 ^91* i'ho flow
1-^2 and 1 for the fiow 2 1, Since tho flows are themselves proportional to Wi(^) and

the extra terms exactly balance and it is not necessary to include them.
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the cautoct imposes a lack of balance in the electron exchange which can he

of a higher order than the small terms due to the disturbance ofthe distribu-

tion functions in each metal.

It is evident that the current flowing across the contact due to change of

distribution functions without an extra contaot potential difEorenco will bo

symmetrical in the cuiTont so that

there will then bo no rootifyingoAeot.

It might however be thought at

Arst sight that reotilioation could

occur at a bad contaot between two

different metals, since the shape of

the i)otential barrier will no longer

remain the same, and its trans-

parency can therefore differ for the

two signs ofthe potential difference

imposed; this is illustrated inFig. 48.

It is found however on numerical

investigation that though a contact

Avith a rather Ioav transparency

factor {abad contact) can give anun-

symmetrioal ourront-voltago curve

and therefore can rectify an alter-

nating current to some extent, such

a contaot has only a slight reoti-

Aoation which varies Avith the voltage in a manner entii’oly different to the

largo and important rectifying effects which arc actually observed for

suitable contacts.

It is noAV realized that all contacts Avhich rectify strongly are contacts

between a semi-oonductor and a metal. More than this, a good rectifying

contact cannot bo made by just iirossing together a metal and a good somi-

conduo tor. It is essential that the surface layer of the somi-conduotor should

bo a very bad conductor, almost an insulator. This has boon established by

showing that if- the surface layer is etchod aAvay roctiAoation consos. A
typical rectifying contact thoroforo consists of a metal separated by a very

thin, almost insulating, layer from a good semi-conductor. The best knoAvn

and best understood example is the copper oxide rootiAor. This is made by

oxidizing one face of a block of metallic copper to an appreciable depth.

The oxidation converts the copper to Cu^O Avhich is almost pure next to the

mother ooi)por but oxygon rich elsewhere. The pure CujjO forms the almost

insulating layer and the GugO -I- 0 a good impurity semi-oonduotor to back

it up. The depth of the essential almost insulating layer is estimated at

Shading'
1 1 1 1

normal barrier

cssnsintf — barrier for electron
Shading ~ 2->“l

Shading\^bavrler for electron
flOAV 1 -> 2

.Pig. 48.
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7^10”® cm, by capacity measurements, tj being the dielectric constant, or at

10”^ cm, by the depth of etching necessary to remove the offoot. It is prob-

able that 77 is about 10. Such plates are used joressed togetlier in a pile, and

possess another contact between CugO -f 0 and motallic coi)por, whore the

back of the next plate is pressed against the oxidized surface. This is a

contact between a metal and a good semi-ooiidiiotor, and docs not rectify

appreciably. The direction of easy flow of the curront is for olootrons to pass

from the metal to the semi-conductor at the intimate contact whore the

insulating layer is present. It remains to examine whether these offeotH can

be accounted for by the theory.

§ 11 *91 • The ewrent-voUage relationshipforan idealizedmeial’Semi-conduclor

contact. We shall confine attention to the exchange of free electrons between

the metal and semi-conductor ignoring

the contribution of the free Iioles if

any. The equilibrium state is given

sufficiently nearly by adjusting the top

of the levels occupied in the metal at

low temperatures midway between the

bottom of the empty band and the toj)

of the full band in the semi-conductor

as shown in Pig. 40. There may also be Fig. 49. a inotnl-somi.ooiuluotor ooiitaot

a potential hill between these levels !•> oquilibrimn.

which belong to the interiors of the two substanooa.

The electrons that can penetrate the barrier in either dirootiou Ho above

/ and are distributed classically. The number in the metal inoidont on the

barrier per unit area per unit time in the range C, C + ill foi' tho ouergy of their

motion normal to the harrier is by (1248), in this high energy region,

Aim
Since exactly the same number
have for the semi-conductor

inmkT=—

,

Ir

pass in the reverse direotion, wo must also

A®

It is easily verified directly from the properties of tho semi-conductor that
this result holds to the present order of aiiiu’oximation. The total oiirronli

passing 1 -> 2 per unit area is therefore

4^m\e\kT

J 1}*+iAEi

where D{1) is the transparency factor of tho barrier. It is oonvoniont to

change the energy zero to the level/ in tho somi-oonduotor, so that £ thou
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becomes the kinetic energy of the electrons in the soini-conductor* The

current density 1 2 is then

_ e-J A/vV*y

J
”
I>(1) e-tikVd{. .....

.
(1249)

The same ourront flows in the reverse direction.

Now suppose that a potential differonco V is applied across tlio contact

in such a manner that the electron levels in the niotal aro raised relative to

those of the Bomi-conductor by the amount |e|K. The tmnsimroncy factor

for given $ will now bo altered to some extent by oliango of simile of the

baiTier. Lot us therefore denote it by D{lyV). Then the current density

floAving l->2 booomes

_ ^-wijkT

J
e-c«-ieinhT

and tho rovorso oiarront 2 -> 1

_ eH AAV/Cl'

TJao oxtrn factor in tho former arisoa booauso for given C wo now eoleob

the oleotron in tiio metal from a difforont lovol in tho Maxwell distribution,

so that tho supplj'’ at all levels is multiplied by this oonstnnt factor. Tho not

ourront density flowing 1 -> 2 is therefore

_ (eieitv*r_ i ) Jj(V) (1250)

where Z>(F) =J“7;(a;M',F) e~^dx. .(1261)

r.
F«9 0 F>0

a.
F<0

i?’jg. CO, IlluatiaUiig (^lio olmngo of

tmnspavonoy feiotor.

By considering a simple sq^uaro humi) it

is at once oloar that 'J){V) dooroaaofi when
F inoroasos and if tho luunp has a low

transparenoy this inoreaso will bo very

marked. The formulae (1260) and (1261)

hold for values of V of either sign, and
for a range of the order of JAfi’ji

.

§11‘92. A barrier of high transparemy, ff the bnx'i'ior botwooii tho metal

and somi-conduotor is unimportant so that D(^)~l, then ilci l and the

ourront-voltttgo relationship for tho oontaot is

y(F)=

=./^(eWma'-.i). (1262)

This has exactly tho right general form to rejiroseiit a rectifying oontaot.

When F> 0 tho ourront iuoroases rapidly with V. When F< 0 tho ourront

«8F3M
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tends to saturate at the fixed value Jg no mattor how largo V may bo. .Iho

formulae are however only valid if V is of

the order or leas. For larger values

of F there is still strong reotifloation, but

not given by (1262).

The formulae can only apply to actually

observed rectifications if the value of

is of the correct oixler. If the Jg of these

formulae were very much larger than the t'lg. nj. I'lio (innoiit-vultiiHo loliitldii.

actual current densities rectified, then the "•‘'d nsiiilyinx (uminot.

voltage required to carry the actual curroutet would bo small
( |

c| 1’ hT) and

there would be no rectification. On o.xainining (1262) wo soo that Jg is

the thermionic emissionfrom a metal of work function lA /i^ at tomporaturo

2'. Therefore
,^= 1202'®e“^'^^VW amp,/om.®. (126JJ)

At room temperature (300® K.) this gives a value 107-H’'IA«i an ip./om.*®. 'I'hiis

a value ofAF^ equal to 1 or slightly greater will givoa valiio ofi/^in reason-

able accord with the facts. The rectifying power rapidly weakons as the

temperature is raised in agreement Avith observation.

If we may interpret observed rectifications (at loast a])pj'oxiinatoly) in

this verysimple Avay.the essential nature of tho very highly insulating layer

betAveen the metal and tho good sorai-conduotor is at onoo acoountod for.

A value of AFj=: 1 represents an almost perfect insulator at ordinary tem-

peratures. Direct contact betAveon a metal and a good somi-oonduotor

(ASi~ O-d) Avould not rectify at all. Tho rootifying contact is botAvcon tho

metal and the very bad semiTConduotor Avhioh presumably si uulos gradually

off into the good semi-oonduotor at porhaxw 10”'“ cm. away, When current

densities of this magnitude are required to iloAV in a somi-conduotor, that is,

current densities requiring all tho .electrons to move in one direction A\dth

velocities comparable to then' velocities of thermal ogitation, tho ordinary

conductivity theory no longer applies. None the less one can use tlio usual

classical formula for k and (1130) for n- to estimate tlio iiotontial gradient in

the semi-conductor required to carry the current. One finds th at, ifa voltage

F is applied between the metal and the good semi-conductor Avitli 10““ cm.

of bad semi-conductor between, then somoAvhat tho larger part of V must
be used up in tho semi-conduotor. This is consistent with tho good rectifica-

tion observed over a range of about 6 volts, only about I-l volt being

requu’ed across the actual contact according to this voinion of tho theory.

In putting foiward this explanation howeverwo have ignored the “ contact
”

betAveen the bad and the good semi-conductor Avhioh might rectify in tho

reverse dii'eotion. Wo shall discuss this point more closely in § 1 1 • O'l.
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§ 11*93. A barrier of low transparency. IfD is small for small values of I,

there aretwo cases to ooiisider. In equation (1261) Z)(0) may be so small that

the main contribution to D does not come from values of x nearly zero, but

from values of x much higher, corresponding perhaps to values of C near the

top of tliG barrier. In this case all rectification is at once lost. Eectification.

ooours only because the effective electron distributions are unsymmetrieally

limited on the two sides (by the forbidden band of the semi-conductor).

Ifthe limit is imposed by the barrier it is necessarily imposed symmetrically.

We shall therefore assume that jD(0) though small is still largo enough for the

dominant contributions to 3 to come from the poighbourhood of ^= 0.

For a hump of the shape shown in Fig. 49 the important factor in jD(^,0) is

oxp[- 2,d(B~ C)^] («®

=

Mnlh%
Avhero I is the breadth andH the height of the hump. This is the appropriate

value of the more general transparency factor

oxpj^—
2/cJ

(17—

The transisarenoy factor in 3{i, V) is therefore

oxp|^- {R -h \e\Vxll- $)* dx

This oonbains apiiroximatoly the extra factor

and tho dominant fcorins in i) are of the form

Tho ourront-voltage rolationship is now

j^j^{e\^\vihT^l)Q^ccv^ {m^)

Provided cf.4\€\lhT this is still a strongly reotiiiod current, though less

oomi3lotoly reotifiod tiian (1252), since tho reverse ourront does not really

saturate but evontually increases without limit* A formula such as (1254)

gives an oven better roprosontation of observed currents than (1252),

using rather small values of a*

§ 11*94, General discimion of reclification. In tho experimental study of

reotificatioii the current-voltage relationship observed is the current as a

fiinotion of tho voltage applied between two conductors, one the metal

and tho other tho good semi-conductor. Wo have seen that the theory

demands that there should bo at most a trivial reotifioation at any contact

between metals, or at a good contact between a metal and a good semi-

2S-2
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conductor, or at any really bad contact, where the usual current carrying

electrons in the semi-conductor can no longer penetrate through the

potential barrier; There is a strong rectification of just the type observed

at a contact between a metal and a very bad somi-conduotor, provided that

the contact is a good or fairly good one. All this is in excellent apparent

agreement with the observations, but the difficulty remains that this

explanation really requires us to consider two contacts; (1) motal/bad

semi-conduotor, and (2) bad semi-conductor/good somi-conduotor. It is

easy to see that if we use the same simple models that wo have used so far

there will be a rectifying effect at the second contact exactly similar and in

a reverse dueotion to the rectifying effect at the second contact, and it is

not immediately possible to assert that the whole rectification will not bo

thereby wiped out. Many solutions have been proposed to deal with this

difficulty none of them really convincing, and a much more elaborate dis-

cussion may be required of the current oarrymg mechanism in a semi-

conductor when the current is nearly satui'ated. It remains jjerhaps safe to

believe that the general explanation of rectification hero offered by tho

theory of a single good or fairly good contact is essentially correct and

provides the required explanation of observed contact rectification, but

that the precise manner in which this simple theory is to bo applied to tho

observations is as yet undetermined.*

* In thus concluding this chapter it la pi’opor to call tho attention of tho rondor to tlio fact that

many of tho viowB adopted hero both on Boini-conduotors and thorniionicj oinisBlon arc etill matloM

of oontrovoray, Roforenco ahonld bo mado to AclmliidH i^ci, ct No. 202, “Somi*

oonduotours 61ootroniqiio*‘ (1036) and Sohottky, Ilandbuck th caipcr. Vhyaiht vol. 13, part 2.



CHAPTER XII

ELEOTBIC AND MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITIES.
FEBBOMAGNETISM

§12*1. The aleclromagnelio theory of stisceptibililies. The theory of the

dielectric oonstant of a gaa (or other material body) or of its (dia-) para-

magnetic suscoptibility falls necessarily into two parts. In the first, which

belongs to electromagnetic theory, we trace the connection between the

external field applied to the medium, and its eleotrio or magnetic polariza-

tion, dotei'mining incidentally how the i)olarization of the surrounding

matter affects the field acting on any particular element. In the second,

which alone is statistical, wo derive the connection between the eleotrio

(magnetic) force and the polarization when the mateiial medium is built up

of molecules of given type or types, distributed in equilibrium in the field

of force acting on them.

It is, strictly, beyond the scope of this monograph to oonside'r the details

of tlio electromagnetic part ofthe theory, nor should it bo necessary to do so.

None the loss this classical part of the theory* is not so easily freed from

misconceptions and fallacies, as is evident from recent disoussions.f An
analysis by Darwin:|: has made the confliot particularly clear. It seems worth

while thoreforo to start here with a short account of the eleotromagnetio

part of the theory, largely based on Darwin’s Avork.§

The primary definitions of electric (magnetic) force E (H) refer to a

vacuum ; they are vectors which in vacuo satisfy the relations

f E.d0 = (), f H.ds = 0, ......(1266)

Jo Jo

f E.d(j= 4wf pdw, f H.dcf= 0; (1260)
Js Jv JS

0 is any closed oirouit, S is any closed surface enclosing the volume F, and p

is the eleotrio charge density. The last integral vanishes since wo experience

no accumulations of magnetism.

It is well recognized to be convenient to extend those equations to circuits

0 and surfaces S which are not necessarily in vactio.

To extend (1266) to the interior of matter wo surround the path O' by a

narrow pipe and remove the matter entirely from this pipe. In this slightly

* For an oxposlliion sco Lorontas, The theorf/ of electrons, oliftp. iv, or Livonsi, The theory of dec-

Irioity, § 287, ocl. 1. : :

f For oxamplo, llartroo, Proe. Oamh, Phil, Soe, vol. 2B, p. 97 (1920), vol. 27, p. 143 (1932) i

Nature, vol. 132, p, 029 (1933)) Kionig, Proc. Sect. Sei. Amsterdam, vol. 3B, p, 7 (1983)) -

% Darwin, (I) Proe. Noy. Soe. A, vol. 140, p. 17 (1934); (II) vol. 161, p. 672 (1986).

f Soo also Dobyo, Mane's Ilandbueh der Padiologic, vol. 0, p 697 (1026).
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modified world equations (1266) remain true, j)rovided wo uao the forces

E', H' measured in this world. It is only the components of the fcn'cos along

the pipe that are relevant to (1266). It is easy to show that for a Biiffioiontly

small pipe these components are independent of the size and shape of Oho

pipe, and are themselves the components of vectors E' and H' wliich juay

he determined by measurement in a pipe in a suitably chosen direction.

These vectors may be conveniently referred to as the elcctrio (inagiiotic)

pipe-force respectively. In virtue of (1266) they are the gradients of poten-

tials and are frequently referred to simply as electric (magnetic) force as if

they were such forces in vacuo.

To extend ( 1266) to the interior ofmatterwe make a difierent modification

by enclosing S between two parallel surfaces and removing all the matter

between them, so tliat S lies in a thin crack-shaped cavity. !Eqnations (1260)

remain true for forces H'' measured in this modified world. Only the

components of these forces normal to the crack-cavity are relevant to

(1266), and it is again easy to show that for a suffloiently thin crack these

normal components are the components of vectors E^', H", whioli can bo

measured in suitably orientated cracks. These vectors may ho called the

electric (magnetic) crack-forces. Since they are the vectors tliat conserve

equations (1266), they are more commonly called the oloctrio (niagnotio)

induction, and denoted by the symbols D(B).

The need to distinguish so carefully between the pipo-forco and tlio oraok-

forceisdue of course to the polarization of the material, and tho differonco

between the two forces to the different portions of polax'ized material i:o-

moved in the two cases. In on isotropic medium, which is all wo need
consider at present, the vectors E', D and P (olectrio) are all j)arallGl as

also are H', B and P (magnetic), this last being usually denoted by I and
called the (intensity of) magnetization.

By filling up the distant parts of the pipe until only a oraok-shapod
cavity is left, mxioh thinner than the width of tho pipe, about the jioint at
which I>(B) is to be determined, it is easy to establish tho fundamental
relation between E', D and P or between H', B and I, The material put back
is polarized to a dipole strength P(I) per xmit volume and tho foroo exerted
by these dipoles in the remaining cavity must bo the difforoiicG between tho
pipe- and crack-forces. It follows at once that

D==E'-f47rP, B = H^4-47rI, ......(1267)

These equations are usually summarizedby tho introduction ofooeflicients
called the snscepiibility and the dielectric constant {permeability). The suscep-
tibilities K are defined by

P=^/c,E', (1268)
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tlie dielectric constant (permeability) by

D = 8„E', B = (8=H-47r/c) (1260)

The susceptibility thus defined is the volume susceptibility—^the dipole

strengtii per unit volume induced by unit pipe-force strength. It must bo
noted that it is the pipe-force in (1268) and (1269) and never or

though sometimes their difforohce is insignificant. The difference is duo of
course to surface charges on the dielectric, and in changing from fo B'
for example we have already made a great allowance for the effect of the

polarization of the medium on the force acting at any point of it. This

important difference is illustrated in detail by the calculations of § 12'12,

Those definitions arc quite general for isotropic media and easily general-

ized for crystalline ones. Experiments determine directly 8 and therefore a.

Wo have still to examine hoAv /< is to be correlated with quantities that can
bo deduced from atomic theory.

The polarizing fmxe F, If our medium is composed of atoms of

known properties, we can at once caloulato its polarization if wo know the

average polarizing force P, electric or magnetic, acting on each atom. This

force hoAvovor is not necessarily either the oraok-forco or the pipe-force, for

the force required is the force acting on the atoms in the actual material

when no matter has boon removed. Before avo can determine P in terms of

the pipe-force—that is to say, calculate k—^avo must determine the polarizing
force in terms of the pipe-force and the polarization. T’his can be done by
starting Avith a pipe-shaped cavity parallel to the vectors E' and P, in Avhich

therefore E' is the total force acting, and restoring the polai’ized matter

A\^hich has boon removed from this pipe. The offeots Avill be proportional to

P so that wo shall have p= E'-|-vP (1200)

The contribution of the restored matter can be considered in tAvo parts

:

(i) the contribution from the matter lying inside a small sphere round the

point in question and (ii) the contribution of the rest, so that u — iq-h v^.

The factor is easily calculated. The irolarized matter in tho distant

parts of the pipe exerts outside itself tho same forces as a charge density P,i

over its surface, wlroro is the normal comj)onont of P. This is zero on the

walls of the pipe, P over tho distant ends Avhose effect at the origin is negli-

gible and P cos 0 over the surlaco of tho small sphere. It is easily shoAvn that

this surface charge loads to a force •|•7rP inside tho sphere in tho same dii’oo-

tion as P. Thus 7''2 — fw.

The essential difficulty of tho problem lies in tho evaluation of iq, the

contribution of tho matter in the immediate neighbourhood of the point or

atom at which F is required. There is in fact no geaioral solution, tho correct
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Talue of Vi depending on the nature of the polarized niattox* itBelf. The

difficulty is of the nature of a change in the order of two liniitiiig |)rocesseB.

Different results are thus obtained which properly correspond to different

physical properties of the material. The principal results are as follows:

Lorentz's^ Lemma. If the material consists of isolated polarizable atoms,

in disordered array as in a gas, or in a regular array with cubic or tetrahedral

symmetry about the selected atom, then

=

The potential Q. at x, y, z due to a dipole at {l,m.,n)a of strength a

pointing in the direction A, fx, v is given by

+ [xima -y) + vjna- g)]

{(la— + (ma — -f- (na —

By a theorem due to Gauss the average value of the potential arising from

any distribution of poles taken over any sphere which contains none of the

poles within or on itself is equal to the value of the potential at the centre of

the sphere. The same theorem is true for the average value over the sphere

of the derivatives of Q, the electric (magnetic) force, w^hich can always be

regarded as the potential of a more elaborate set of poles. I'lnis if wo are

concerned with the average value of the potential or electric (inagnetic)

force due to a set of dipoles taken over an atom with s|)horical sy mnietry, so

that any weighting factors are functions of r only, then the average value

required is the value at the centre x — y^z — O. If the atoms are small

compared with the average distance of the other dipoles, this central value

is of course the correct value without any other restriction. But even when
the atom is not small, this central value will generally be good enough so

that we have only to consider the average value of

Dq= -“a(AZ + /Ltm + (1262)

or of its derivatives such as

0Qo_ aA(3;^-l
)

dx ~ (
1263

)

Since for completely irregular distributi^s or for lattices with totrahedral
or cubic symmetry about the origin Z =m = ?i=5(), 1^ for any given
values of a, a, A, g, v, the average values of dQJdz, ... all vanish. The
lemma is therefore established.

Lorentz’s lemma depends on the possibility of drawing a sphere outside
which the matter may be treated as a continuous medium, and inside which
it consists of effectively discrete atoms. If the polarizable elements of the
matter are not really discrete atoms hut effectively free electrons among

TMs is a convenient title for the lemma, but it is far from oorreot to aay that Lorentas ©iiua-
ciated it in a form so complete. See his Theory of Electrons (1916), p. IBS, and Notes 154, 66.
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positive ions as in a metal or the Kennelly-Heaviside layer we might still

hope to apply the lemma fov periodic electric force, but the proof breaks

down and the result in fact is wrong. An argument, which is however q^nite

unreliable, can be constructed suggesting this failure: we can equally

legitimately regard the polarizable material as smoothed out into positive

and negative continna before the sphere is drawn. The polarization P inside

the sphere then produces the effect of a charge — P cos d over the surface of

the sphere which exactly neutralizes the Pcos 6 above. It will be seen that

we have now inverted the order of the two limit operations of excluding the

small sphere and smoothing out the actual matter into a continuum. Thus
in such a case, so one argues, = — vq and 0. It appears therefore that

we may have one or other of the two formulae

F=E' 4-177?, (1264)

F = E' (1265)

in extreme cases, and therefore, presumably, intermediate forms as well.

The last remarks make no claim to rigour—they suffice merely to show
that a much deeper discussion is required, and that the result must be

expected to depend on the exact nature of the atoms or ions of the material.

The second part of the problem will be concerned with evaluating P as a

function of F from atomic and statistical theory. Without anticipating

details we may record here that the approximation

P^yP, (1266)

where y is a constant, is usually sufficiently good. In that case when F is

given by (1264) ,

y= -
g
— (Lorentz’s formula), (1267)

and when F is given by (1265)

A (§ ^ 1) (SellmeyePs formula). (1268)
4:77

Both formulae may be either electric or magnetic.

§12d2. An idealized dielectric. We shall gain further insight into the

problem by considering a dielectric com-

posed of n atoms ” per unit volume each of

which is a rigid sphere of radius a uniformly

.

polarized to such a degree that each atom

has a dipole moment p. All these dipoles are

parallel to each other and to the pipe-force

E\ We shall consider an infinite slab of such

a dielectric bounded by plane faces normal ^ dieleotno.

to the z-axis at =5 0 and z— b;E'm parallel to the 25-axis. The smoothed out

j Qxyz
.xoyoZo
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polarization of the dielectric is of course given by P = np» Tiic (li(d(H^tric is

subject to an external force parallel to the 2:-axis to which its polariza-

tion is due. The actual electric force at any point among these atoms

fluctuates wildly and we require certain average values for F which will

naturally depend on the way the average is taken.

Let us start by calculating the 2:-component of the f()r(*,e nesting at

a point 0^0, y^, Zq due to the slab of dipole atoms. If this [)oint is inside an

atom, then the force due to this atom itself is to be excluded. I n a-ny evemt

therefore the point Xq, Zq may be regarded as surrounded by a. small

sphere containing no atoms.

An '‘atom’’ whose centre is at x, y, z exerts a force at 2:0 whose

2;-component is __

^6 P

Hence

This summation must be turned into an integration. For the more distant

parts of the slab this presents no difficulty. The region of integration is

bounded by the plane faces of the slab and a small sphere round
of radius A. The smoothing implied by integration is illegitimate near the

sphere A, but Lorentz’s lemma applies here and tells us that no contribution

arises from the atoms between the sphere A and a larger 8|)her0 B at least

when we take the average value of over all points
,

Thus

(
1269

)

over the specified range of integration. Evaluation presents no difficulty,

and we find that if Zq is inside the slab

.( 1270 )~ Q .X - ,

while outside the slab Gg,(xQ,^g,Z0) = 0. Other components must by syninuitiy
average to zero. To this we must add the externally applied li(dd (duo to
distant bodies) so that the average force at any point

2,, inside the
slab is

IttP.

But since by their definitions and ordinary properties

P' + 4,rP=A„t = ^e.t,
the average internal field is 77/ x

+§TrI^,

agreeing with our previous result. It is to he remembered that i I" .r^
, //(,

,

happens to lie inside any atom, the internal field of that atom luw'beon
deliberately omitted. This omission is correct ifwe require the average field
tending to polarize a particular discrete atom.
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Suppose however we do a similar calculation for the potential at Zg

due to the dipoles in the slab. Then
'

(1271).

There is now no convergence difficulty near r = 0 but we still have to use

Lorentz’s lemma to justify the smoothing for small values of r. Thus the

value we find is again an average value. Evaluation of the integral is easy

and we obtain

^^(%2/o=2o) = 47mp(Zo-P) (0<Zo<i>)

= 27rnpb

= — 27rnpb {Zq < 0
)

Thus, calculating in this way, we find that there is on the average a

force — iiTp inside the slab due to its own dipoles, so that the average force

inside the slab which can be derived from the potential is just the pipe-

force E\
This relationship between the potential and the pipe-force is of course

essential to satisfy (1255) and it is important to examine the difference

between these two averages. We have shown in fact that the average force

along any path doing work for example on a test electron moving along that

path is while the average force at any point (if within an atom omitting

the internal field ofthat atom) is on the other hand E' + ^irP. The necessary

reconciliation is brought about by recalling that on the average any path of

length I will contain a length ^rra^nl inside atoms since the atoms occupy the

fraction ^iraH of all space. Inside any one of the atoms there is a constant

force —pja^ along the s-axis due to its own polarization, so that an average

force — IttP due to the insides of the atoms has been omitted if we xise the

point average force along a path. Ifthe atoms are very small a straight path

may be drawn to miss them nearly all; but ifthe average path is fairly taken

it will cut a few and their effects will just be large enough to counterbalance

their rarity. Moreover the average force along a path specially selected to

avoid all the atoms will still be P' because such a path ex hypothesi must

spend too much of its length in the equatorial planes and too little near the

axes of the dipoles for the point average force to apply. There is no reason

to expect equality between a space average and the average along a specially

selected path in that space.

We conclude therefore that in such a dielectric the average polarizing

force F acting on an atom of the dielectric is E' +^7tP, but that the average

force acting on an electron moving freely along any path is E\ Whether this

average strictly applies to the actual path of an electron requires still

further investigation.
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§
12*13. The magnetic case, A similar model. The results of § 12*12 apply

equally to the magnetic case so long as the atoms may be represented liy

magnetic dipoles. The average polarizing force acting on any atom of thii

medium is H' + and the average magnetic force along a path is the pipe *

force Magnetic dipoles however are very far from an adequate represen-

tation of actual magnetized atoms in which the magnetic elements are

almost certainly to be regarded rather as small electric currents due ti*

circulating electrons or, if it is preferred, to atomic states with angulai

momentum. We shall therefore consider an alternative model in which tin*

uniformly polarized spheres are replaced by spherical current sheets

arranged that they give precisely the same external fields.* This is acHeveil

if the spheres carry currents in planes normal to the sj-axis of strength

(pl^TTa^)dh

in any element of surface of height dh. With any such model the result k
unaltered that the average polarizing force acting on a single atom is H' + fw I
so long as Lorentz’s lemma applies; but for the average force along a path

the result is entirely different. There is now no reversed force inside eacli

atom, but instead a force in the same direction as P. This is possible becausi?

the magnetic potential of a current is not one-valued. Now if a test pol© ii

taken from a great distance away near the axis of a small current circuit to

a great distance away in the other direction of the axis without threading

the circuit no work is done, but if it threads the circuit the work done is 4wi

per unit pole strength, where i is the current. Since the average length ofany
path which lies inside the atomic spheres is ^na^l as before, the total current

strength threaded on the average on such a path in the direction of the field

is pnl, and the extra work done 4:7Tpnl. Thus on a path which penetrates th#

atoms to an average amount there is an average extra force 47rP actin|i

over and above the average force on a similar path which just goes round ai
the atoms. The same extra force will act to deflect a moving electron so long

as it freely penetrates the atoms. On a path which just goes round all th#

atoms the forces are exactly the same as those for atoms with rigid dipoIeSi

and on such a path for such atoms the average force is the same as for ii

straight path which penetrates the atoms where necessary to do so, since now
the magnetic potential of each atom is one-valued. We have already proved
that in this case the average force along the path is the pipe-force, iF*

Hence for magnetic atoms with current circuits freely penetrable by mag-
netic poles or moving electrons the average force along the path is tho

crack-force B=H' + 4TrP. This result presumably applies to the deflection

of the very fast electrons of the cosmic rays penetrating magnetized iron.

* Darwin, he. cit. (II), has given a much more eleganjb and general discussion leading to ill®

same result which is independent of the distribution of currents in the model atom. The curreali
need only be assumed to vanish outside some definite atomic radius-
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§12*14. An alternative treatment. In. view of the subtlety of the problem

it is perhaps worth while to give an independent discussion, by considering

a sphere of the material in question small compared with the wave length of

the electromagnetic field (if this field is time variable) but large enough to

contain many atoms, and calculating the electric dipole moment excited in

it by an external electric field of strength F sin vt This field penetrates right

through the atoms of the sphere without modification being due to distant

bodies. When a sphere of dielectric constant 8^ is placed in the presence ofan

electrostatic field of strength F, the dipole moment induced is

Vzl
8
.
4-2

a^F,

and the field of this dipole represents the sole external effect of the sphere.

A similar result holds for a small sphere (C)f permeability unity) in a time

variable field so long as retardation effects can be neglected. The external

field of the sphere is that of the dipole

Llftspsinvi. (1273)

We can however also calculate the effective dipole moment directly. By
equating this to (1273) we evaluate the dielectric constant in terms of

atomic properties and thereby can decide between the formulae (1264) and

( 1265), though that analysis of the internal field is irrelevant to this method

of attack.

Let us consider first in this manner material composed of discrete atoms,

each of which may be thought of as containing a number of virtual oscil-

lating electrons . In this way quantum requirements can be taken account of,

and the reactions ofthe atoms to the field treated classically . Let us start by

assuming that the virtual electrons of any one type oscillate with the same

amplitude and phase in each atom . It is necessary to show that each electron

is then unaffected by the displacements of all the others
;
that being so it is

affected only by the external field and the initial assumption is correct. But

this independence follows at once from the theorem that in a spherical

hollow in a sphere of uniformly polarized material the polarization exerts

no force. The smoothing and averaging necessary to apply this theorem to

the actual material under discussion have been shown to be legitimate by

the arguments of the preceding sections.

Let %r, V,, Cr be the displacement, frequency and effective charge of the

virtual electron of type r. Then

m%r - — -p e,P sin vi,

CyFsinvf
and therefore

..(1274)

(1274'1)
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If the sphere contains n atoms per unit volume and we sum (127‘l
) over il

various types of virtual electron and over all atoms, we see tliat the fiptiw

has a dipole moment .

e/Psinrt

On comparing this with (1273) we see that

4ffS, + 2 '•m(v,2^v2)’
' ’

agreeing with Lorentz’s formula (1267).

Now consider material consisting of N free electrons in

mersed in a medium with a uniform continuous positive chiirgct, jne

neutralizing the charges of the electrons. The total charge of tli<' itiwnlii*

medium is iV(e| so that the potential at an internal point is

(.««.

Electrons may emerge temporarily from the sphere into a region whom 111

potentialisstrictlynotgivenby (1270), but for convenience (1276) iiiaysili

be used without affecting our discussion. The equations of motioji i if lliv/t

electron are nr a a
ive‘‘ 0 „« XI C V

-ac/t
+ 6F8invi,

so that m'ZfXf= ^'SfXf+NeFamvt.
Cf/

.(1277)

The interactions of the electrons have now disappeared, as they hIujuW

because a collision between a pair of electrons does not alter their nwultnn

acceleration, nor therefore the radiation they scatter. From (1277) wi* flitw

at once that the dipole moment of the sphere, ehfXf, is given by

_ JVe^Fsinrl

-mv^ + Ne^p'

to be equated to (1273), Therefore

From this it follows at once that

47r 47rmv%^^
(127»|

This result agrees with Sellmeyer^s formula (1268), The term on tho righi

agrees of course with the corresponding term in (1276) when wo put

We have still not solved the really important problem which is that of i

material consisting of free electrons and positive ions, which can l.)0 kesf
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to bo protons M^thoiit afteoting the illustrative value of the discussion. The
only convincing treatment is that of Darwin,f but this is too long to give

here, esi^eoially since wo shall not be concerned with such media in the rest

of this chai)ter, Darwin shows that it is sufficient to discuss the i:)roblem with

fixed protons taking averages over all the electrons with special cafe of the

contributions made by electrons when in close collision with one of the

protons . It turns out that ifthe energy of the electron in the collision is 2)ositive

so that the electron is really free of the proton, the average contribution made

by the colliding electron when it is in a small sphere round the proton is to

a siiffloiont approximation the same as if the central proton were absent.

Thus only distant protons matter and these may be thought of as smootlied

out into a continuum, The whole effect of close collisions being negligible

wo fall back on the olootron-continuum case just discussed and find a result

in accord with Sellmeyor’s formula. The imx^ortance of Darwin^s discussion

is that it shows that the distinction between free and bound electrons is a

vital one, and that it is only when the colliding electron is really free that the

effect of the adjacent proton outs out,

Darwin has extended his discussion to a material which contains both

discrete atoms and free electrons, and proved the following theorem:

Darwin^s Iheorein. Form the exjyressionfor 3(8^' - + 2) by summation

over (ill lyi)es of atom or other system to which Lorenlz^sformula (
1267

)
applies

when they are j)Tesent by themselves. Form the ex])re88ion for — \ by sum-

mation over the free electrons as if they were inesent by themselves. Then the

dielectric constant ^ofor the material as a whole is given by

(1279)

A somewhat similar theorem can be proved for the magnetic case in

which the magnetism is duo i^arbly to free and partly to bound electrons.^

§12»2. The classical theory of Ihe dielectric co7islant of a gas or liquid of

discrete atoms or molec^des,^ We now take ixp in earnest the statistical part

of our problem. According to the foregoing discussion Lorentz’s formula

will apply to any assembly of disoroto molecules. The formula P = yF may

bo put in the form p ^ nO'^F, ( 280)

where 6^ is the average dipolo moment induced in each of the molecules

{n per unit volume) of the substance by the polarizing force F . The para-

motor 0* is in goiieral a function of F, Eq^uation (1207) may then be re-

written in the form 8-1
8 -I-

2

(1281)

t Dftnviu, loc, cit, (I). t toe, cil, (II)»

§ Ji^or tlio rest of thift oliaptei* rofovonco should bo inado for moro dofcailod information to Van

Vlcoh, Mcciric and Magnaiio Suacej}(it}ilUic8y Oxford (1932).
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This may be extended at once to molecular mixtures in tho form

m
Tlie quantity (S — l)/(8'l-2) which is thus seen to bo additive is called tho

refmetivity. We have already used (1282) in Chapter X. This formula applies

also to polarization by electromagnetic radiation fields; 8 is then usually

replaced by the square of the refractive index, and tho 0^.^ depend on

the frequency v. An example of this for a particular type of moloculo was

given in (1276), We shall be mainly concerned with static fiolds hero.

Ill calculating the static 0* the results will depend on the particular

assumptions made as to the structure of the moleoules. It was first shown

by Debyef that the dielectric properties of many gases and liquids are

satisfactorily accounted for, if wo assinno that the molecules are rigid

dipoles of approximately constant electric momout and in addition have

ordinary polarizable isotroiiie electronic structures, On this assumption

the classical theory of 0* proceeds as follows.

Consider as tho model molecule a rigid solid of revolution without axial

spin, of moment of inertia A free to turn about its centre of mass, with an

electric doublet of strength a directed along its axis of symmotry . Let tho

body be subject to a polarizing force Then the Hamiltonian fimotion for

the motion of tho rigid body is

The angle 9 is so measured that 0 — 0 when the positive dirootioii of tho

dipole points along the field of force F. Tho partition function for tho
rotations and orientations of such molecules will tlioroforo bo

2TrAhT f’f (<x.Foob6\
.p— 2,rJ^exp|^-^_j8,n0d(?, (1283)

_ 8iT^AkT sinh(aJ'/feg')

a¥jhT~ ' (1284)

The fraction of molecules with their coordinate 0 between 0 and O+dO will
therefore be / •r> -

(a.Fooae\
.

jBinOdO

t Dobyo, Phys, ZeU, vol, 13, ix 07 (1012).
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Tho average polarization 0*F ia the resolved part of a along the direction of

the Held averaged over all nioleciiles distributed according to (1286), and is

therefore given by a f

.Z'\

a.F 008 d\

kT
]

)cos0sin0d6

*7r

exp
t 0

/a.Fooae\ .

V V \ !

h'lTt^F aJi’ n
.(1286)t

Thin formula can of course bo obtained by differentiating (1284) as we show
in detail in § 12' In all or nearly all i)raotical oases c^FjhT is very small, so

that this reduces to . a

= (1287)

The oooffxoiont arises as tho average value of cos^ Q over a sphere,

Tavo restrictions in tho forogoing account are easily removed. We have

first to introduoo a term for the polarizability of the electronic structure of

tho molecule, 'I?hi8 obviously might depend on the orientation 0, (/>, and we
should then liavo tlio Hamiltonian function

p= 2^
-I- cos B- F^,

and tho polarization aooafl-|-^(fl,r/;).f’ instead of «cos0. We therefore find

for tho average polarization

1

nf oj
p27r

l«

(aFoonO+^^F^]

1 IcT 1
1

(a cos B+ ^F) sin 0dBdcj>

\

'^TT ('«.Z'^cos0-l-ij8Ji"®\
. rt 70 7/

i'
kT

jsindtZfitZc/.

Tho leading terms reduce to

Q* (1288)

whore ^=t" BeinOdOdtj),w J oj 0

Secondly it is obviously unnecessary to restriot ourselves to a rigid body

with an axis ofsymmetry without axial sifin. Any rigid body with moments

of inertia A, B, 0, spinning in any manner, may be considered, which con-

tains an oloctrio doublet fixed in it and is also of polarizable structure. Wo
shall equally obtain (1288).J As an example of such more general calcula-

tions consider a non-polarizablo general rigid body, with a dipole ofstrength

t Tltis formulu le Jtioi'o familiar in tlio blioory of pammagnotiBin and is tlioi’o duo to Langovin,

J. dc Pkijaiqua, Bor. d, vol. 4, p. 078 (IflOO). Soo also § 12-C.

t Van VIoolt, iVii/s. llev, vol. 80, p. 31 (1027) ospooially 5 8; Meclric atul Magnetto SimepUbiKtiea,

p. 37 (1032).

I'SM *9
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« fixed in any direction relative to the principal dyiiainioiil axoH, Huhjoot to

a polarizing force F along the 2-axis. For such a system tho partition func-

tion is

1 (•(«) f r 1
dpoclp^d2),l,dOd(jHhji,

where e is given as a function of the variables of integration by tho expres-

sion (194*1), The ^-integrations are unaffected and can bo carried exit as

before, giving

(87T*^J3C'Py3)if"r«’^r2w faFoo3(«2)
mnOdOdrfidtfi,

Now take new axes and angles d', <j)\ so that (««) — <!'. Then

Bm.Qdddj>dijs^em6'dO'd(j>'d\ji'

and we obtain, apart from a constant factor, exactly tho same integrals as

before, and the same value foi" 0*.

The general classical I’esult is therefore

(1285))

so long as a.FjkT is small. The contributions of dilToront molecular spooioH
on the right are additive.

§12-21. Comparison with expmment. The formulae of § ].2'2 wore ooin-
pared with experiment with marked success by Debye, '[ and more recoil tJy
excellent new comparisons have been rendered possible by tho observations
of Zahn.ij! It is obvious that the classical theory cannot bo correct at very
low temperatm-es, but the quantum theory agrees, as wo shall see, witli
(1289) at temperatures covering all observations.

In observations on gases 8^ is very nearly unity and therefore very
accurate observations of are required to establish tho value of S„ - 1 with
satisfactory precision. The necessary accuracy can bo obtained by the iiso
of the modern technique of oscillating circuits. Tho variation of capacity of
a condenser containing tho gas under observation as diolootrie is dotootod
and measured by its effect on the elootrical boats of two high frequency
ciromts slightly out of tune. In analysis of the observations S.-|- 2 can bo
taken to be equal to 3. Referring to (1289) wo see that

f Bebyo, loc, cit,

t Zalm, Phys. Itev. vol. 24, p. 400 (1024)i ihuL vol 27 « / 1 n i r, . r <

Ch&m Snr vnl An r. ORm /iook\ t/-' . r.
^ femytll aud ZullU,
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or ill terms of gas pi'essure

+ (1290)

Wo therefore plot (
8^— 1 ) or better

(
8^— 1

)
tiT, where v is the volume per

mole, against the temperature ^

whose slope determines p and

wliose intercept on the axis of ^'
3

]

(S^~*l)t;T the value of a. The

princii)al interest centres in a.

Pig. 63, taken from K. Comp-

ton,"** shows typical examples of

srioli plots, whicii are excellent

straight lines, and Table 4S shows

the values of dipole moments

so determined for a variety of

gases.

The large value for water

!j UB BiBP BBiBBBiB
i iM

BB1BB L.

1SBBmm BaB
IEiBmBBgBBB
BmmBBBBBB1 IBBBIBIB IBB

T°K

3?]g, 63. Tho analyBis of cliolootrio constants ty

Dobyo’s equation.

vapour confirms and in fact demands the triangular model for this molecule

which wo have already accepted in Chapter nr. Tlie zero value for carbon

dioxide oonfirms the straight model adopted in that chapter.

Table 46.

Dipole moments of gaseous moleculesfrom Debye's equation.

Gas « X 10« Gas OCX 10^8 Gas ax 10^® Gas axioms

HOI 1'03 H^O 1*84 OHi 0*00 0*00

TTBr 0'79 H.3S MO Cl-IqCI 1*80 CoHjFt 1*4

HI 0*38 C.Hj 0-00 OH'aCla 1*69 U.kljClf

C.HsBrtNHa 1'48 C,H4 0*00 CHClo 0*96 1*6

ph' 0*65 C'X 0*00 COI,i 0*00 0.11,It
^

1*3

AsHa 0*16 N.
'

‘ 0*00 NO >0 C,H,NO,t 3*9

SOj I'Ol CO a
0*00 CO 0-12 CHaOH 1*7

A svimmai'y of tho best work to 1031 is given by Van Vlook» loc. ct7.» from whom most of the

nbovo values have been solootod, An olaborafco oollcotioii to 1920 was given by BlOh, Physikal,

vob 27, p. 220 (1020) Hupploinoiitiug Uobyo, Uandhuch dcf lladiologict vol. 0 (1026), Values for

PH3 and ABlfg from H. E. Watson, Proc. JRoy. *Sfoc, A, vol, 117, p, 43 (1927).

f Values moasui’od in solution in non-poJar aolvonta.

§ 12’22. AppUcatims to liqtUds. formula (1289) oan also be applied with

•oonsiderablo success to many liquids, but in tliis case in its complete form,

for Sj is no longer nearly unity. If wo solve (1289) for Sj for a polar liquid

\ve find 0 /7, / 'ui.mflN

(1291)II 1+5^),

* K, Ooniptoh, lo6* cii*
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where ^c
47Tna®

Qk{l-^7Tn^y

If the liquid is non-polar (a= 0), this reduces to

(1202)

8^=l + 47m^/{l-^7mP). (1203)

We shall have occasion to study equations of the typo of (1201) muoli more
thoroughly later in this chapter in the sections on ferroniagnotism . Hero it is

sulSoient to note that there should exist for polar liquids a critical tem-

perature and that, as T^ JJ, , 8^ co, while for higher temperatures falls to

normal values. This critical temperature is ofreal physical importance, for

it is quite high for strongly polar liquids. For example if water could be
treated as a collection of freely rotating dipoles—steam moloculos—^:for

which o^l'84x 10“^®, »= 6-06 x 10®®/18, we should find iZJ,= 1200. (Tho
term in ^ can be neglected in this rough analysis.) At ordinary temperatures
therefore for which T <T^ such a liquid would be in the eloetrioal analogue
of a ferromagnetic state of permanent natural polarization. It is probable
that in substances such as Rochelle salt the water of crystallization should
be regarded as Just such a liquid, but no ordinary j)olar liquid has such ])ro-

perties. Liquids polar and non-polarmay be divided fairly sharply into two
classes . Class ( 1 ) contains the non-polar liquids for all of which I - f > 0
and those polar liquids whose dipoles are rather weak so that 2' calculated
from (1292) is small compared with tlie temperatures of tho liquid range.
For these liquids equation (1293) or (1291) fits the observed dielootrio
constants fairly well, with values of« and^in reasonable agreement with tho
values found from the corresponding vapour phase. Wo may oonoliulo that
such liquids are mainly unassociated, and that tho dipoles (when present)
rotate freely and play no very important part in the liquid structure.
Class (2) contains the liquids with strong dipoles for which % is comparable
with or larger than the temperatures of tho liquid range. From tho fact
that they are not permanently polarized it follows that tho dipolos do not
rotate freely and the molecules must in tho main bo linked more or loss
rigidly to neighbouring molecules by their dipoles. Wo may conclude that
the liquids are strongly associated and that the dipoles play a dominant partm determining, the liquid structure. These conclusions fit in with other
evidence and have been used recently in an attempt to elucidate tho struc-
ture of water itself.*

It IS perhaps of some interest to show by a general argument why polar
liquids must become associated and so less strongly polar until T <T\ they
are then no longer “ferromagnetic ’’-their normal state is unpolarizod but
with a very large dielectric constant. Ifwe start with the approximation of
freely rotating dipoles for which T,>T, then we have the forromagnotio

* Bernnl and Eowlor, J, Olmn. Physics^ yol, 1, p, 51Q (1033).
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case and (seo §§ 12'9 sqq.) almost all tho dipoles will normally be aligned in

the same direction. This moans that the state of minimum free energy is to

this extent an organized one, in spite of the loss of entropy due to the

elimination of orientational disarrangement. But now in general in a

Uqtdd a further diminution of free energy may be possible by a process of

association, in which neighboming dipoles, instead of being all aligned

parallel, tie up to each other in blocks and chains, perhaps closed, forming

in fact definito dipole bonds. In the water of crystallization of a Rochelle

salt on the other hand such bonds cannot form for the water molecules are

in iixed positions. Such a process Avill introduce little or no entropy change

by change of orientational disorder since the orientations remain ordered,

and it must tlierofore occur so long as the total energy is diminished more

by the formation of the dipole bonds than it is increased by a loss of the

negative energy of polarization. In genei'al one must expect that such bonds

can form in strongly ])olar liquids but not in Rochelle salt, and that when

tlioy form they will greatly diminish tho number and the strength of the

dipoles available for orientation. Thus \yill fall until the normal state of

tho liquid caloulated by (1291) and (1292) for the remaining available

dqwlos is no longer a permanently polarized one, but merely one oflargo 8^

—how large those general arguments naturally do not permit one to say.

A Rochelle salt on the other hand which at temperature T contains sufficient

orientatable water to make 3), > T cannot escape in this way and should

show real “lerromagnetio” polarization.

§
12*3. Thermodynamic relations and the appj'oach to the quantum theo'y of

dielectric polarizalion.'f Wo have so far presented the theory of dielectrics

in tho most familiar way, but there is much to be gained by a more general

thermodynamic treatment. We recall that R{T) is a partition function and

as such equivalent to a thermodynamic potential, and all relevant molai

equilibrium properties, for example P, should be derivable from It{T) by

differentiation. Comparing (1284) and (1286) we see at once that for mole-

cules carrying permanent dipoles

P^nQ*F=nhT~logR{T). (1293-1)

This equation is not merely true in this particular case, but is perfectly

general. It is simple to give a general proof of ( 1293- 1 )
similar to the proof of

(233) for X. For if the n localized systems in unit volume are distributed

among a sot ofpossible states whoso unperturbed energies are and average

dipole momenta, in tho direction ofP, a,. + then the perturbation energy

is -(XnP-JjSijP^^and

P = S„i;:(«„+

M

) « AS„ (a,. -I-M) -

I This floofciou is based on Dobyo, Zett* vol» 27| p. 67 (1026),
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Since X^nlfiT), =

P^nkT^logfin ......(12iW)

which is the desired relation, since only the orientational part of /{'/’) ih

relevant*

It is next necessary to examine in detail tlio form of (1204) in the most

general case required, namely with

f{T) = (1205)

We may suppose that the terms in F have liad the eiTeot of broaldng up

a set of degenerate states of the same energy into less dogonorato sots ol

dijfiferent energies, and mite

f{T) = (1200)

We may suppose further that small that only the lowewt

order terms need be retained so that

/(y) =S^e-‘#^’(S,a;.+ (Jf/ZciT) )
•

In this equation we may replace S, vu^ by tOj tiro weight of tho^'th dogonorato

state, and 5y/o{^) fho partition function for zoro oxtornal field

,

We may also suppose that Sanj=0 (12t>7)

If (1297) were not true, there would be a polarization oftbot iudopondont of
field strength—^no suoh effect is known, or prodiotod oithor by the classic al

or quantum theory of the effect. Then

(1208)

( 1200)

It is easy to recover the classical formula from (1209), for olassioally

ttg == oc cos ^ and S,j cos^ ^ so tJmt

as before, a and ^ being assumed independent of

In the quantum theory the classical states^* that have appeared in tlio
foregoing calculations are of course regrouped into the true quantum states.
We must not exj)ect all the details ofthe classical calculation to bo ropoatod

,

and in fact we shall find that in the quantum theory it Jiiay bo tliat 0
and the whole effect comes from All wo can demand is that for largo T tho
quantum theory shall agree with (1289), Being a second and not a flrat
order effect the older quantum theory never succeeded in giving a oorreot
account satisfying the limiting condition.
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§
12*31 » Applications of quanimi mechanics

.

(i) The rigid rotator without

axial spin,^ It is never possible in this monograph to give detailed quantum
solutions of problems whoso results we require for statistical applications.

It would bo necessary to develop the solutions at far too great a length and
we must ooutont ourselves with quoting results.

The unperturbed energies of the rigid rotator without axial spin are

(§ 2 ‘ 22
)

^(i "b ^ )
0* = (1300)

and tlie weights of these states are 2j -h 1 , We have now to find the values of

Gy when i^erturbod by an external field P, in which the rigid dipole a has a

potential energy — ocF/ix. The first order energy changes are linear com-

binations of tlio integrals

J Jo
where tlie are tlio spherical harmonics of order j. These all vanish when
6 ^4= 5' owing to the f/> integration and, when s = s*.

always vanishes because is an even fimoMon of /x, All the integrals

therefore vanish and there are no first order changes in the energy. This is in

agreement with observation on the infra-red bands of HCl. Those show no

linear Stark effoct.f

The quadratic terms have also boon ovaluatod.J It is found that for the

possible values 0 < s <j

A®

/3o
=

SirMa^ 3fl® -I- 1 j

“P” i0’-l-l)(2j-l)(2j+ 3)

87rM«*
(i=«=o).

O'+o), (1301)

(1302)

[In the limit of large quantum numbers this goes over into the form

P» ....(1303)

which is the olassioal result for a dipole rotating with total angular

momentum fiij^Tr and a resolved momentum shl2n about the direction of

thofiold.]

* Corrcol) voi'flloiis Imvo bcoii given by Mousing and Pauli, Phya, ZeiL yoL 27, p. 500 (1020);

Kronig, Proc. NaL Aca<l, Sci, vol, 12, pp, 488, 008 (1020), in abstmot by Van Vlodk,

Aug, 14, 1020, and Mannobaok, Phya. ZeiL vol 28, p. 72 (1027), i

f Bavkor, J"* vol 58, p, 201 (1023),
^

t Kronig or Mousing and Pauli, loc, ciL Poth authors oaloulato tho avoriige elobtno moment

parallel to P ratlioT tlian tlio energy term, bub tlio analysis is of course equivalent.
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The degeneracy has not been completely resolved. There are two Htatos

of equal energy when s+ 0 and only one when a == 0. Therefore = 2, .s 4= 0,

and ^9 = 1, from which it follows that

0>0),
(130'i)

«in™ ''2^W-lf7+ 1)1= 0. (15h>n)
since

''2
'V-jO-+1)}= 0. (1300)

It follows at once that

(13W1)
4»s,+2» m UT)

In this account we have of course treated rigid dipoles. I’lioro 'Will still bo

an extra approximately constant term arising from the distortion ol tlie

electronic structures, and we therefore write the oonijilete formula for rii/id

polarizable dipoles ivithout axial spin

.. 3S,^11 SttW 1

The value offoiT) or

has aheady been given in § 3' 3. For sufliciontly largo T
l^SnUkTp—

.

with a numerical error about Jcr of this. Thus on substituting for /o(2') in

(1307) we recover the classical value. The error in the classical vnlno for tho

temperatures of Zalm’s and similar experiments is at most of tho order of

0-5 23er cent, and so insensible.

The quantum theory of gaseous dielectric polarization contains tho

remarkable featm’e that only molecules in their quantum statos j <=== 0

contribute to the jjolarization, This has a strict classical analogy ns has boon
pointed out by Pauli.f If we group together all orbits of equal classical

moment of momentum and average classically by integration ovoj,’ all

orientations, the average value of s^lj^ is ^ and the average value of /9g is still

zero. Thus classically all rotating molecules make no contribution. ‘[I.’ho solo
contribution comes from those few molecules which execute small vibrations
about a position of rest.

§13'32. The isotropic character of the dielectric constant. Wo havo so far
considered that the direction of the electric field itself servos to dofino a
definite origin ofspherical polar coordinates for the moleoules. Tho elootrieal
effects are howeverofthesecond order and sihall at that,anda magneticfield
mayhave an overriding orientational effect. Whatever the relative directions

t PftuH, vol. 0, p. 810 (1021),
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of tho elootric and magnetic fields the first order electric effect vanishes

(®s
~ before. To see this it is only necessary to verify that

r-i-i pir

J -1 J 0

whore cos y — cos 0 cos x + sin d sin y cos ^
and X is the angle between the electric and magnetic fields. The quadratic

effect will continue to be given by (1301) when the dhections of the

clootrio and magnetic fields coincide. When they do not a different value

might perhaps bo expected, but if they are at right angles the same values

of j8j and Pq are fouird as before. Thus the response to tho electric field is

exactly the same whether tho molecules are orientated along or across the

field, and thorofore, as easily follows, in whalev&r direction they are orientated

or even if their preceasional axes are not orientated at all but distributed

uniformly in all directions. This result of course only holds neglecting terms

depending on I.l the strength of the orientating magnetic field. It implies

inaccordance witl i observation thatthere is no magnetic double refractionfor

long waves independent of the strength of the magnetic field. Similar argu-

ments show that such double refraction must be absent for allAvave lengths.

Tho model treated in § 12'31 represents adequately diatomic molecules

with normal states, for example tho halogen hydrides and N2 ,
and the

conclusions of the theory apply directly to these gases. The results are

however far more general as wo shall see in § 124.

§12’33. Apiilieations of quantum mechanics, (ii) The symmetrical top

modd,* For other molecules a more ooraidicated model is essential and the

necessary analysis can bo earned through for the symmetrical rigid top.

Wo may assume, in accordance with tho symmetry, that tho dipole moment

lies along tho axis of symmetry, and shall indicate tho calculations for the

case in which the olootrio field itself removes the degeneracy. The system is

then oharaoteriKod by throe quantum numbers j, r, s, of whioh a defines tho

(trivial) precession of tho resultant angular momentum about the field.

The unperturbed energies (neglecting this procession) are

*,,-f^{3iO+i)+(5-2)''*+coM(.| (1308)

the subsidiary quantum numbers r and s are subject to the restrictions

|r[ |a| It is then found that

_ rs
«.

f {p - r^) {p - s*)

l?'(2j-r)T2i+ l)

{{j+ l)^-r^}{U+ir-s^} )

(/-l-l)*(2j-M)(2j-t-3) J

t ICronig, he, cil, (2).

....(1309)

...(1310 )
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The degeneracy is fully resolved and 10^= 1. Substituting in (1291))j roimnn-

bering that and are now and we verify that Wgag = 0, and lind

\hT3j(j+i)^ W+m .(1311)

We notice that the polarization is contributed quite differentlyfor tbiH mode]

and the former forwhich r= 0. There are linear terms as weil as qna<]rali(!—

•

there should be a linear Stark effect in all states exccjit those for wliid i r~ d.

We notice also thatwhen r = 0(1311) reduces to (1300), the only con tribu ti<m

arising when j = 0 also, and then only from the quadratic terms.

To find tire limiting form of 6* for large T we rei^laco the sums by intograla

in the usual manner. With the abbreviations

the sum in the numerator is

..n

r — 8M'\G A
li-l)

1

SkTj, UU+ 1
) <rf{j + J

’

and in the denominator

j\-oM+i)(^2j+
l)(i:j

These can be simplified by integration by parts to the forms

and

1 2r«

3kP o J 0

2 f"

e-<'/c/+W-Tf

Siiice cr and t aie small, the important parts of the former of these integrals
arises for large ji and j7(j+ l)~l. Their ratio is therefore l/3k'J’ and wo find
again the classical re.sult

0*^
3kT'

to which a constant deformation term may be added,

1
}^^' complex rmUcuU carrying a permanent dipola.f

f
° which lead to the same Langevin-Debyo Ibrmnla

Zs resXis^of
routes, it is natural to suppoBO that

classical theorv^TV^
generality for ordinary temperatures, as it is in tlm

8«e ofr' r 1

Van Vleck to be a siinplo eon.sequence of the summation rules, and the spectroscopio stability rules of

upertuibed have orientational degeneracy. We can hardly
t This Motion dosorlbes the results of V»n Vloolt, too, cit.
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digress here sufficiently far to give an adequate account of Van Vleck’s

proof, though it is in fact quite simple, and must be content with a precise

statement of his result and a discussion of its consequences.

In order that the Langevin-Debye formula should hold for sufficiently

large T it is only nocossary to assume that the dipole carrier (atom or mole-

cule) has a “permanent” electric (or magnetic) dipole moment which is the

same for the whole grouj) ofnormal states, and that these normal states have

energy stops from one to the next among themselves small compared with

hTy or in other words that the preoessional frequencies of all the moments of

momenta in the normal state are small compared with hTjlh At the same

time this group of normal states must bo separated from all other (excited)

states by energy stops largo compared with hT, These conditions are usually

strictly complied Avith by all simple atoms and molecules i When they are

complied with it does not matter whether the normal atom is originally

strictly degonorato or already i}orturbed by a field of any strength Aveak

enough for second order perturbations to be neglected, It is unnecessary to

siDcoify precisely the degree of complication of the normal group of states.

The group may be built up by the oomj)osition of any number of moments

of momenta “with sloio rates of precession, so that the px'oof applies equally

to rigid molecules, and to molecules in which the orbital and eleotronio

moments of monionta play an important part. Under these conditions

formula (1288) for 0* will still be true, ot and being independent of the

direction of the field oven Avhen another field in some other direction is

already orientating tlxe molooules, In short a and ^ are independent of the

degenoraoy and of the manner in Avhioh it is removed. Wo obtain the same

value for 0^ for any typo of spatial quantization or if there is no spatial

quantization at all. All the moleoulos in Table 40 are covered by Van Vleok s

theorem, and tlie dipole moments may bo legitimately deduced in the

manner of §12*21.

The general proof includes a jiroof that both terms in the dielectric

oonstant of a gas are indopondont of the effect of a magnetic field H so far as

first order terms in E are concerned* This is in agreement Avith observation.

It has been shown that 0^ for He, 0^ and air changes by less than 10, 04,

0*4 per cent, respectively in fields up to 8000 gauss, and for NO and HCl by

less than 8 per cent, and 1 per cent, up to 4800 gauss.f t>e an

effect depending on IP observable only in very largo fields, but tliis lias not

been investigated either theoretically or experimentally. -

These generalities also hold in general for the refractive index just as for

the dielectric constant. „

t Weathorby and Wolf; Mcv. yoI 27, p. 700 and^I^

vol. 28, p. 970 (1020), To roach ovon thoBO aooiirnoy limits requires of ootirso oxtrome aoo a y

incasuromont of 3^ J 1 in 500,000 for Ho, 0^1 1 in 100,000 for NO, HGl,
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111 Vtm Vleok’H pfoorand fclui J‘»n'K'*uiw if in

lolafcion oquivalonb to (12117) IuiIiIh in r*vi<ii w In'ii ia sun

oxiafciug luaguotLo (iold. It in I’niii'civalilo l lial; ciiHt'.n 'd « kind id

inngnotoolootdo diroativo rlTvot in wliicli tin* l•^|lliv4ll’n^ h1 linU

TJioi’o would fclioii 111) a atati) orolrctrii! iiolari/aliiin |iri*iln<’inl liy a loagrM’ia’

/bid and vice, vurnu 'I’lui oiioigy loiiii (<onaona*d in atill mally ijn»i»lrrtli< in

tho portuvbatioim. Itia oft,V) k» ///•', Itui, linoar llnn'o/tan in //and K Thu

inrogohig theory would ooiitinun to hold in mudi Inii only l*.r Ilin

additional polarJ/.ation protlnw'd Ity tht'oltHdriu Hold iiwdl, ’i'lioidjin i rinild

only ho louud with luoboubH whiah poi<HO»iM (tarinaiioMt mni fdmdfii’

and inagnotit) nioiiioiita wjiiah am lutat! or 1o«m rigidly hound l**gidlwn and
nob at right anglcw to uaah othor, ao that llio orbniallon id •an* j<r>«lur»»j. a

nob onontatiou ol tho olhi'r.* *l'hom ia no hrnnvn i«x<iu<i»!r* »d mn h n

though tho olToot might Itn I'xia't'Unl for NO.f
A Hunioionb lorinal oxainiilo ol tho nutiiro of tho ollma iin jtrviv idr'il hy iho

olaasiwil rigid rotator oflj 12'2 with liolh an olooti io doidilol »d «lrougtl» a ^nd
a luaguotiu douhlut ol atrongth /t along ita iixIn of »»ynnnolrv. iu itaralhd

IioIiIh jf' and //, ,lhon tho rotational partition fnnolioH la an nhvioin*
Hion of (128‘1), nainoly

A’’ (« /' tp//)/r/'
(I dial

Ufiing (12fld) and rotaining only Uio hirgtwf torniNi, tho ladarbniiiin /’ t»

^ • ir.»va»

A simple oxtonalon of tliia reanlt to a, ntodol in xvld»>h the idootrio and
magnotio dipolos aro lixod in any dimollonH in ( ho rolalor nnihinM ntt angJo
X H'lth eaoh other bads to

p w«,rooHy

U'T

tho explanation of tho nlwoium of fchia olbot In Ntl b inlorwiinst. An oX ’

p anation by asHumhig that (joHysaU h Impoadibio, f..r tho dijwdo liunnont
imiat ho along tho Hgnro axia, and it ia oortain from th»!‘ ovidonoo of tho Hand
Hpootruin that tho orbital inonumt ofmomontnm anil ( tlm magnotio
momont luis an axud oomponont. Tho alaaahml oxpln,mtjo« would Im (hatW moboHlos uro of two kinda, right- and loft-handod. of o.p.«( nnorgim and
bhoroloro ol cpial oonconbrationB. so that for half of thorn tho axinl omm

n Jti'ji Uin iiin/ftiiillit niofiHMiti h t>ii((r<<|y t(H<» ni ihr ddIko nriim i i> !• « ii
<.ri,,.,l.ninK 11... n.i^ia i.4.mrn.iirv f*®r

' ^
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ponent of is parallol to a and for the other half auti-j)arallel. The quantum
version of this is that the states of any NO molecule are in fact all double
forming a A-type doublet) but that each of these states is formed by super-
position of equal amounts of right- and left-handed wave-functions, The

oomponont of eleotronio angular momentum in theNO direction is therefore
constant in magnitude but indeterminate in sign and cos

§12'6, Pam- and dia-magnetism of gases and ions in solution. The fore-

going theory can be ti'ansferred bodily from electric to magnetic effects, and
becomes the statistical theory ofpara- and dia-magnetism.The relationships

between the polarisation of the medium, here the magnetization J, the

jnagnetio pipe-force IP

^

the induction (crack-force) P, the magnetizing
force P, tlio magnetic dipole strength per molecule the volume sus-

ceptibility and the permeability 8,,^ are exactly the same as those between
P, E\ P, P, 0*, and 8^ respectively. Wo have in fact the standard

relationships j = <%(//'

+

B = ini -h H' — (S„,= 1 + 47r/<,„).

These lead at once to

r»i

8„.+
2-^”'' »

1

We shall drop the magnetic suffix m whenever no confusion can arise.

In magnotio problems it is usual to work in terms of susceptibilities, and

it is almost always true except in ferromagnetics that We shall

make this assumption oxoei^t where it is explicitly stated otherwise. It is

then allowable to ignore the diiieroncos between B, li' and F and to identify

them all with the magnotio force li in vacuo outside the medium.

TJio calculation of i<* is identical in form with tlis calculation of 0*. We
can for example oonstruot a j^artition funotion for the rotations and orienta-

tions of any moleoulo including magnotio eiloots in the form

/(2') = Sro„6-(«K“/‘'<«-W«W)/fcr (1316)

and And at onoo .(1316)

Any rigid body model with fixed magnetic moment /a treated classically

loads at onoo to an extra factor

aiiMiiHlkT)

IxlijkT

ill the partition function /(^T) and therefore to Langovin’s formula

t l^or furlilior dotails and roforonoes aoo Van Vlook, Meclric aitd Magnctio StiecepUbilitmt p. 280,

.(1317)

.(1318)
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preserved by quantum mechanics, For a system containing electronic

moment of momentum M, jjurely orbital in origin, we have

C-i^eOC+l))*. (1321)

whore j is the angular momentum quantum mimbor. The value of ehl^rrinc^

which was equal to ju, for tlio normal ono-quantum orbit of hydrogen in the

olclor quantum theory, is known as Bohr*s magneton* Its numerical value is

0‘23 X electrostatic units. The empirical unit, Weiss’s magneton, is

siuallor by the factor 4-967. It is easily seen that exact multiples of Bohr’s

magneton are not to be expected in observations.

^J'he ratio ofmagnetic to mechanicalmomentum for the spin ofan electron

lias on the other liand the double value e/mc. If tbo resultant electronic

inoniontiim is contributed i)artly by orbital momentum and partly by spin,

wo have ..

The factor g is known as Land6’s splitUng factor. In a molooulo there is in

addition the angular momentum of the rotation of the molecule as a whole

whioli does not contribute to /x.

§ 12*51 . Paramagnetism of gases. There are only two known gases which

are norjnally paramagnetic, Oj and NO. For those theory and experiment

are hi exact agreement. The normal state of 0^ is a term so that its

residual elootronio moment of momentum is due purely to eleotronio spin

and its magnetic moment should bo given by (1322) with {/
= 2, ^= 1. The

conditions ofVan Yleok’s general theorem {§ 12*4) are well satisfied, and we

obtain an atomic susceptibility given by (1319) or (1320) with n equal to

2 a/2 Bohr magnetons, irrespective of the precise nature of the coupling of

this momentum vector to tho molecular frame. The observed value is 2*84

Bohr magnotons.

Tho theory ofNO is not so simple, Tho normal eleotronio state is of type

. The other state of tho doublet is *11
j
with a separation of 122 wave

numbers. At room tomperatnros this separation is oomj)arable with kTjhc

( = 200), Wo have therefore to take account of the equilibrium distribution

between the two states of the doublet and also to make special oaloulatioiis

sinoe the usual condition that all preoossional frequencies are small oompared

with kPlh is not fulflllod. Van Vleok’s rosultf is that k* = where

/^o«=
1 —
a;(H-e““)~J

t Van Vlook, Meclrio and Magnelio Snecepltliililw, p, 270,
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The excellent agreement between theory and experiment is shown in

Fig. 64.

§12*52. Puramagnctism of citomiG ions. Similar considerations* apply to
the para- and dia-magnetism of atoms or atomic ions. Generally spoakiTig
these must be studied in liquid solutions, or even in solids, rather than in
gases, but the theory ofthe effect is the same, as it does not matter whether
or not there is spatial quantization so long as the Ion is rotationally free
to respond to the orientating field. The theory of paramagnetism for o-n
atomic ion is simpler than for a molecule, since the magnetic moment ift

always directly proportional to the total mechanical momentum and tho
independence of spatial quantization can be established very simjfiy. .Iftho
magnetic field lies along the z-axis the atomic paramagnetic susceptibility
is easily shown by the argument yielding (1299) to be proportional to tlto
average value of MJ^jkT, where is the z-oomponent of the total angular*
momentum M, When there is spatial quantization

M^=8hj2-n ( —ji < a ^j),

Thus the average value of is

1 s=+^ 527*2

(1323)

for the square of the total angular momentum 1). This result holds
whether has mtegral or half-integral values. The result that ill® = with
spatial quantization means of coui-se that has the same value as with
random orientations, which is Van Vleck*s theorem in this special case. In
comparing the theory rvith experiments and determining atomic magnetlo

* Van Vleok, ?oc. oil.
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moments it must bo reinombored that M is given by (1321) and that the

magnetic moiuent associated with M is gM notM Bohr magnetons.

It is now possible to make a fairly satisfactory comparison between

observed and theoretical values of ja for atomic ions in solution or in solids

for the rare earth and iron groups of elements. Data for the x)alladiiim and

platinum groups are still somewhat fragmentary and will not be discussed.

Table 47 gives the data for the rare earth grouj). The values of /z. in Bohr

magnetons given in column 6 are calculated from (1322) with the values of

TABLn 47.

Observed and caleulated magneton numbers for ike atomic

ions of the rare earth gi^oup in solutions *

Ion.

No. of
oloo-

irons

in fa
orbits

Thoo^
rotical

normal
torm

J 0

Magiiotoiis

oalo. by
(1322)

Magnetons
oalo. cor-

reotod by
Van Vlook

Magnetons (observed)

Cabrera St Meyer

0 16' — 0*00 0*00 0 0
1 H 2-64 2*60 2*30 2*77t
2 HI 4 3*68 3*02 3*00 3*47
3 V 3-02 3*08 3*02 3'61

BIEEDH 4 V 1 2‘68 2*83 —

^

6 HI ¥ 0*84 l'66-].-06 1*64? 1*32

EBBI 0 "fF 0 —- 0*00 3'40-3'61
1

3*01 3'12

Gd+++ 7
s-

2 7*0 7*0 ! 8*2 8*1
Tb+++ 8 0 5

0*7 0*7 9*0 0*0
D3++H* 0 HI ¥ 10*0 10*0 10*6 lO'O
Ho+i + 10 \J 8 10*0 10*0 10*6 10*4
Er++H 11 KT ¥ : 0*0 0*0 0*6 9*4
Tu+++ 12 HI 0 7*0 7*0 7*2 7*6

13 2JP i 1 4*6 4*6 4*4 4*0
14 0 - 0*00 0*00 0 0

t For

Tlio altonialivo vahiea In Van VIooVa ooluinti for and i aro obtained by iiaing two
clilToront cstiuiatcH of tho sorooiiing oonatant for 4^ orbits in oaloulating tho miiltiplot intervals

—

tlio smaller value to a screening constant 33 and tho larger to 34.

j and for the normal term of tho corresponding ions spooifiod in columns
1-6, Tho normal terms are those derived from general spootrosoopic laws for

tho speoified numbers of electrons and have not been ohookod by spootro-

soopio evidence. They are not however open to doubt,* It will bo seen that

there is excellent agreement except for and lSu‘^‘ ‘“f'. Tho cause of the

discrepancy hero has beeii established by Van Vleokf who has shown that

for these ions tho term in p makes an imjDortant contribution, and the lowest

state of the normal multiplet is not well separated from tho next higher one*

* Hundf Lmienspektren U7td periodische System der Mcmente

t Van Vlook, loc, ciL jy, 246.

FSM 30
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Van Vlook’H ooitooUmI vuIui'h tiw nivt'ii in ftilmnn 7 mol tin’ in

agmum'uti Avitli tho nlmta vitlioiiH. Wn niiit'liiilt' Ihul. Iln' ntn’ I’inlli in

MiilutumliimifclunriimKnolu’ i’U’iihuiIn {(l»’ iin’inii|ili'li’Kit'''P"i

Hd tUsoitly Inuiotl in llu'ii- Hli’iii’Jiiri’ lliiii. limy Iti'liuvo iuji>?ni'lii*rtlly in ,h<<ln

tuniH {and Mnniotiiiuw avi'ii at unliiuny l«’in|n‘nilniv)< in t jjtnn «« if

tlioy woio imdiHtorltid I'm' iuiiH, in fihintHl Kwii'i'int'Ml, witli

liliooi'y.

tSliuto tho HnHii«|)til»ilil.y nriSin' *
' and Kii* * nriHi’M IVxin nmn’ llnin mum

Hbato nf tlio mnitiplot and Iiugniy IVnm t lin /i tiTin, I hn iii(i«n!'r*iM inimlit>r»i

I'oi’ UnsMO ioiiN avo inni kiully |t‘MijH'ra(,m'i' dt’iicndiMil .
iltlliiiiw

lU’o hIuiwii hh I'linotimiH of Hia knnimralnro in "iri u , h , 'I’jio iiunnat

toinpomfcnro vanation would liogivoii liy a l•t‘olmlgMl^u' i»y|H’rholn, m iU» tlio

axcis for aHymptotoa.

KicMn* Hm<" NwMn* Kti""

1% fin II. Klfl.fi.ifi.

Tilo obworvoil mill ilumrc'Uoul HiinrtJjilihiHtlfMt j»pf fur Hm^ - ^ *

ill VaHuUK lifllUi j « i« till* ncrnifiilhK In lhi»

Similar ualmilalioiiH i;aii lio nuulo for flia iron tmnalli*jn gronji. It in at

onco Hooii liliat for thn inna of thl« gronp tliern la no ngroninant Irntw uston iIoj

olmoi'vod tnagnotuiiM and klioau caKnilatod nitliar fur Uui ltivva««t l^rin or fiir

tlio oonniloto inultijdob, nxcojil, fiir Mit ' + and Fe* ’ * wlmns tJjo nmiyplut j«

tm iV-toi'jn. Tliia auggoala that tlio orlentatablo olumant In Unwaj how la «»nly

tho oiautron n])in and that bho orbital angular momontnin (a “i|)toiu’.hiMl"

by tilts intoniotion with tho Hold of tho Miirnninding atoina wldoh Jjaa not

Hislioritml aymniotry. Tho inooniploto grouis of Jig orhita is lions tins ouksrninat

grou]) in tho atom and ia not woll aorconotl fmin noiglduniring Ions is tho

'.la grouj) in bho raro oartha by tlio (Hnnplotod fiq and iij, gruupw. This intor’

Xn’obation in ooidirniod by ootnpiiriiig the olssorved values with tins |a«t
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oaloulatecl column headed *^spin only with which the agreement is on the

whole very good/j' It can bo shown that the orbital magnetic moment will

actually be quenched in this way, leaving the spin moment unaffected,

provided tliat the asymmetrical external fields are sufficiently strong.!

Table 48.

Observed and calculated magneton numbers for atomic

ions of the iron transition grov/p.

T
1
No. of

Thoo-
rotioal

normal
toriTis

Magnetons calonlatod for Magnetons observed in

Atomic
ion

oloo*

trons
in 3a
orbits

i Q Lowest
term
only

Actual
multi-
plot

Spin
only Solutions Salts

0 0 — O'OO 0‘00 0*00 0*00 0-00

So+-*'
% 2*67

1 1*73

— —
1 f 1'66 . 2*18 — —

1*78 J
1*76 1-70

Ti+h
Y+H*

. 2 ni' 2 s 1*03 -

r

3*36
2*73 1

2'83
2*76--2'86 —

V+'»- 3*60
1

3*81-3*86 —
Oi'HHH- • 3 ^F

1 3 0‘77 1 2*97 \ 3*87 3*68-3'80 3-82

1 2*47 J 4-00 —
Or+<*

Miri-H*
0 — 0‘00

1

4*25

3*80
\ 4*90

4-80
6'06

! Mn+^’
S 2 6*92 i

6*02

6*92 ] 6*92
6'2-6-00

6'94

6'86
5'4-0-0

Fg++ ' 0 4 ii
0*70

'
’ 6*64 ^ 4*90 S-33 6’0-6'6

. Co++ 7

!
1 0*04 0*60 3*87 4-0-6'0 4’4-5'2

NiH- 8 njp
? 6-60 6*60 2*83 3'23 2'9-34

OuH-i* i) J 3*66 3*63 1*73 l'8-2'0 1. 8-2-2

Cu+jZnH'-f' 10 hS 0 — O'OO 0*00 0*00 0-00 0-00

§
12*6* Saturation effects

,

Throughout botli the elcctrioal and the magnetic

discussion wo have so far assumed that the approximation of replacing

(1280) by (1287), or the equivalent, can be made—that is that t^lPflcT or

pF^kT is sufficiently siiialh So long as this is true or /c* is indoi^ondont of

F and the relation between P {!) and F a linear one. For strong fields and

low toiiipcraturos this approximation cannot bo made. Higher order terms

in the distortion ofToct of the field become significant, but, what is more

hnportant, a saturation effect sots in when the dipoles still available for

orientation are beginning to become apjireciably scarcer. The electrical

saturation effect must be taken into aoooimt in any proper tlieory of the

nature of a polar liquid in the immediate neighbourhood of a dissolved ion.

If the induced j)oIarization of the atoms can be neglected, the Langevin

I Soitiinorfolcl, PhyaikaL ZeiL vol, 2d, p. 300 (1023); Boso, ZeiLf Phyaih, vol. 43, p. 864 (1927) j

Stonoi, im J¥a(/. vol 8, p. 260 (1020).

X Van Vlook, loc, ciL p. 287,

$0*2
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I2'0

formula {12Htt) rcmniiiH corrccl. I'or (IiIh cawt*, Iml wo «lmll nxi Im

(Hhouhh tlio phonomoium Itirthor lioro, iih il. in Imnlly .Vi"i »»»)»( r| oil <ii< jm

(liroofc oxitorimont.

Th« plumomonou of |)iu’uninj<iit'H)' HiiMiiaiion at l«i\v tMiijM iatutow .uii)

groat Hold HtrongkliK m uua'o imiaalaiit ami liaa In fo o^lrm-iurlv j..>

ioiiH of tlio raro oartii aial iron gron|w. 'I'lio lu*('i<fit*aiA Oi*’<<ry i« now vi ry

aimplo. An atoiiiio l<ai haa no varialilo rolational I'lioigy liiil mi’ioly r-o many
(UiTorunt |)OHHililo oriontatiouH in Iho magnotic Hold. In aiiiiililii atiiat o(

§12-51 wo Hoo tlioroidro (hat it lorn an oriontntiiaial iiariilion inm lion, ni

tho Hold //, ,

()(T)^^ il

I

w'horo /t„ la ono Hohr magnolon. 'I’Iiiih

.It thou followu at oiioo thal>

I M MK*// *« vkT log 0{T),

«
-I j ) <!oth

When lI~>co, I tonda ttt lt« aaturatiun valno

|oii(h
lumin

J

Xt'ar Himdl valuoa of Jl wo havo tho roault

/ ®a nil
“•c/VjiW ( ir

J
which wo havo alwjady provod tind imod in § 12-52. 'rim andirwtod valno nf
I oorrospoitda chtHaioally to a dipolo ynj pwr "hilo Uns inilial vahio
of I oorreapondH to 1)1* }mh- atom, 'riiia c|nanUl dbUmdion «.rW«
Iroin tho noii'Cioiniunthig proportioa of tho oompoiionliii of nogniar miatirn-
turn, '.riro fiuiotion doltnod hy ia ollon oiillod ItrdhminB
Ainetion.t

A particularly important apocial caao ariHoa w'heny«» | ({/ in tlmn 2). V\'o

Jiavo thou

i « ««•// m nn„ tanh

,

..... 4 1 327)

l/wWM/tj,; / ^»,i„a///A-7'j. ..,,,41328)

Wlion (/ii,r>(Kj'>(x:> in aiich a way thatyp/x„~>(x, wo rooovor tho phiwionl
Langovhi fimotion of orpiation (1318).

t Ui illuiiiii, J, lie I'hyiique, vot. M, g. Tt (0(37),
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Mg. 50 shows a iimnbor of tlioso functions drawn for the same value of

the initial slope, that is of /ion= + 1)]^ different values ofj ;
they

are shown as functions of Ii[XostjkT. The curve for ^'=1 should fit the

observations for the Gd++ '' ion. The crosses in the figure show Woltjer and

Onnes’* observations on hydrated gadolinium sulphate Gda(SO,j) 3 . SH^O

and are in perfect agroomont with the theory.

Fig. CO. CiivvoB showing inagiiDtissatloii ns a fiinotion of TliiottIk'I' (Brilloulii's functions). Tlio

approAoli to satiU'fttlon Is oloAvly shown. Tiio x nro obsoi'vations foi' gadolinium snlphato,

for ivhloli tho thoory gives tho onvvo marked .j=> 5 in oxcollont agroomont.

§12*61. Entropy of magnetization. We consider tho thermodynamics of

polarizable media in greater detail in §12' 91 as an introduction to ferro-

magnetism, and to some extent also in § 12‘ 3. In this section we shall merely

supiDloinent these results by giving such formulae as are required to under-

stand the thoory of oooling by demagnetization, a process which has been

It is simplest to start by considei'ing tho entropy contribution made to an

assembly by tho orientations only ofN atoms or ions such as those of the

preceding section. By (694) this entropy contribution for N {
— nV) atoms

in a given field /I is

+ (1320)

0{T} being given by (1325)'* Tho explicit formula is

* WoUJor and OimoH, Oomnu Phya, Zah* Leidmt No. 167a (1028).
i ii

’

t Ctlauciiio, </. AvieVi Ohem. Soe, vol. 40i p« 1804(1027); Dobyo, An^i. d* vol. 81i p* 1164

(1020 ). -
,

'

•
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where J is the intensity of magnetization as given by (1320). Wiion T~> 0

for fixed H, we have S(H, T) 8{H, 0) = 0. WhenH 0 for fixed T, wo havo

S{H,T)~^8{{},T)=^Nhlog{2j+l)-, results which are otherwise evident, -i bo

energy contribution of the magnetization is given by

E=mT^^iogO{T)==^inv, (ia«i)

It is finally easy to show that

dH~ T

so that 8{0, T) ~ 8(3,7) is always positive, the orientational entropy being

always diminished by magnetization.

§12‘63. Cooling by adiabatic demagnetization. Let us now 8U2)poso that

such an assembly, magnetized at temperature T, is thermally insulated (as

perfectly as possible) and the magnetic field removed. It is to bo remiii'kod

that this is a process in wliioh the entrojiy ofthe assembly remains constant*

but the energy does not. As the magnetization changes with chango of II

currents will be induced in the magnetizing coils tending to kooi) tho Ilux

through the coils constant. The energy for these currents is imovided at tho

expense of the internal energy of the assembly. Formula (1331) oannot
therefore be used, but we can proceed as follows. Let »S,,(7') bo the entropy
of the assembly apart from the orientational term here considered. Then
since during demagnetization the total entropy is constant and ainoo

*5(0, T) is independent of T,

Sa{T)~Sa(T')= ^(0, T)- 8{IIT). (1332)

The right-hand side of (1332) can reach values as high as 3*2 oal./dog. for

^1= 20,000 gauss, and an assembly containing one gram-ioir of

gadolinium . Since at these low temperatures specific heats noi'inally booomo
small, comparedwith 6 cal./deg./gram-atom the cooling on demagnotiKatlou
can reach values of the order of the total initial temperature. Such cooling
experiments have been successfully carried out by Giauq^ue,* Simon,f and
de Haas.f

The formulae here used would allow the cooling on demagnetization to bo
greater than the initial temperature, so that negative tomjjeraturoswoxtlcl bo
reached contrary to the laws of thermodynamics. This cannot actually
happen even for the ideal assembly here discussed because at sufiioiently Ioav

temperatures it would necessarily become ferromagnetic and theroforo fail

to demagnetize when the field is removed. Actual assemblies fail to follow

Giaiiqua and MaoDongall, Pliys. liev. vol. 43, p. 768 (1033); vol. U, p. 286 (1083).

t Kiirti and Simon, Proc. Poy, 8oc. A, vol. 140, p. 162 (1036).

t de Haas, Wiorsma and Kramors, Phyaka, vol, 13, p. 176 (1033).
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these formulae even earlier for another reason, namely because the field to

which the magnetic elements of the ions are sribjected must contain some

fraction which has the symmetry of the crystal and therefore less than

spherical symmetry. Such a field will split the states ofthe ions so that they

ai'G no longer degenerate when H~ 0. This splitting will make itself felt as

soon as kT becomes ofthe same order of magnitude as the energy differences

of the splitting and result in a largo increase in the specific heat. These

aspects of the effect are discussed further in Chapter xxi.

§12*7. The para- and dia-magnetism of a degenerate gaa of free electrons.

The paramagnetism of the alkalis.* Since electrons carry a magnetic dipole,

being systems withj = |, g= 2, a gas offree electrons must be paramagnetic.

When the density of the electrons is so Ioav that classical statistics may be

used, the results of the preceding sections may be applied at once as if the

electrons wore localized systems. When however the gas is degenerate and

the Fermi-Dirno statistics must be used, a new investigation is necessary.

Lot us considerN electrons in a volume V{N}V—n) and fieldH and adapt

(224) to this more general problem by grouping separately the electrons

orientated down the field and against the field. For such an assembly, the

factor 2 in (224) drops out and

Z^Z.. + Z.,

=3 ij?— 2l f a;ilog{l-|-p,i.e~®)d'B (ja± = Ae=‘=f‘a“'^'^).

ilr V^JO

The magnetization is determined by the usual equation

IV^hTZZjZH.

(1333)

(1334)

The interest of the calculation lies in the form of I for a nearly degenerate

assembly. In this case equation (229) maybo used for Z^ from which we find

z = ^ |:^E{log /x+)^+ (log ja_)t] +~ [(log ^.,.)i+ (log p_)i}|

,

(1336)

or, coiTGot to terms in

By (1334), the volume susceptibility k is given by

-2 ^ lloa A)i
A*

(1336)

(1337)

PauU, Zeit. f. Phyaih, vol. 41, p. 81 (1027)} Proiikol, ZcU. /. Physih, vol. 40, p. 81 (1028).
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where A is given by (1001). It is easily verified from (1311(1) that A is un-

affected byH to the desirad order. Thus

_ 47rm/rj,* {3n\i
f

,

P U/ I 3 A4(3«/7r)3;

The temperature-dependent term is negligible at all ordinary tomporaturoa.

The remaining small constant paramagnetic snscoptibility is of the order

of the small susceptibilities observed for the alkalis which are para-

magnetic, but temperature-independent. It is however also of the order of

the usual diamagnetic susceptibilities, and it is necessary before comparing

(1338) with experiment to ex'amine whether a gas of free olootrons has also

any diamagnetic susceptibility due to modification of the orbits in tho

magnetic field.

§12'71. Absence of diamagnelism for a gas of free electrons in classical

theory. In classical theory the energy of an electron is not affected by a
magnetic field (apart from its energy of orientation if it is tliought to carry

a magnetic dipole) and therefore Max-
well’s and Boltzmann’s distribution

laws continue to apply to its trans-

latory motion unaltered. If therefore

one considers the current carried by
the electrons in any direction past any
fixed point in the gas, this current is

always exactly zero Whether or not a
magnetic field is acting. The gas of

classical free electrons can therefore

have no diamagnetic susceptibility,

since no current is generated by the
magnetic field. It is however easy to

cast doubt on this argument by con-
sidering the paths of the actual eleo-

Mg, 67. Illnstmtiiig tho absoiioo of’ (lltt-

magnotlsm for olnsaioal olootrons.

trons, which (in the plane normal to H) are all circles in tho same sense
about the field, each one making a diamagnetic contribution (see Pig. 57).
The contradiction is removed when it is remembered that tho electron gas
must have a boundary and that near the boundary the average movement
of the electrons must by repeated reflection be a creep round tho boundarym the opposite sense. These few large orbits exactly balance the effect

Section
electrons circulate in tho ordinary

* Bohr, UMicr over MeMlernee McMromheori, Dissortation, Copoulmgoa (lOH).
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§12*72. Diamagnetism of a gas offree electrons in the quantum theory. In

fclie quantum theory however this halanco is no longer exact and diamag-

netism results, The reason for this is that in the quantmn theory the wave-

fixnotioiis are modified by the boundary, for example they must tend to zero

a,fc a rigid wall, and further that oven apart from this boundary ofieot the

jsossiblo momenta normal to the field Avhich can vary oontinuously in the

fubsenco of a magnetic field are quantized in the presence of the field, facts

which destroy the perfect classical balance. This was first pointed out by

Xjandau.* Wo shall follow Darwin’st exposition based on a simple soluble

model in which the walls of the enclosure ai-o ropresouted by a special field

of force. The result for a free electron gas is obtained by malting this field

tend to zero.

Consider an enclosure bounded by rigid plane walls a distance a apart

normal to the axis of z along which the magnetic field H acts, and by the

potential energy at right angles to H. Wo shall ultimately

represent free electrons by letting B->0, Sohrddingor’s equation for the

©leotrona in such an onolosuro may be shoAvn to be

. /9Y ,

ihcjdtjj
, 0/ Jill

wliero to ( = [€|7f/2mc) is the Larmor precession. The equation separates in

those variables and the oharaotoristio values, which are all we require, are

easily shown to be

1 + :

(
— 00<Z<00, 0<»<OO, 1<S<Q0). .(liMO)

To determine the equilibrium imoporties of this assembly wo have to

oonstruct and evaluate

Z^2 S S S log(l + Ae-«W*»') (1341)
1 0 CO

or if A is small then merely the partition function

CO 05 CO

= 2 S H E
— CO

(1342)

When A is small the 5-summation merely gives a factor independent ofH
a-iid may be omitted. Wo have then to evalimto

which sums at once to

0 — 05

* Landau, ZciLf, Phyaih, vol. 04, p, 620 (1030),

t Davwin, Proc, Oanib, Phil Soc* vol 27, p, 80 (1031)»
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NhT 3]og F{T) nfijt 3 log F{T)
Ka~

[
12*72

Vli dH ~ H 3«

•we find on letting £ 0, 6 1

To this diamagnetic k must be added the paramagnotio olToot of the spinB

to obtain the complete result. By (1327) this is

Thus the complete result for classical statistics is

n/Mj, r JcT 2
/J ./Tj,// sinh (2/ij,/i/i(!r/’)

(1345)

When the saturation can be neglected, this reduces to

which is t\yo-thirds ofthe value unoorreoted for orbital diamagnotisni. It is

clear that the (paramagnetic) orientational energy could bo incorporated

from the start by replacing (1341) by

S i S log{l+A6xp[-a(^+ l + 6[2w + jlI + l])-/iW8wzrt*j(!.7'J}
5«»ln=s0 — CO

+ log{l + A exp[- a(i!- 1 + b[2n+ jl( + 1]) - h^s'^j^ma^kT]} (1347)

For a degenerate gas it is necessary to evaluate (1341)or (1347) for Alargo.
Greater accuracy is required than replaoing the sums by integrals, and wo
shall therefore use the formula

S ^(3?)= F{K)dx—^
\

F'{x) (1348)

Since a comparison of (1344) and (1346) shows that there is no univorsal
relationship between the diamagnetic and paramagnetic parts of bho
susceptibility, we shall be content to evaluate (1341) and (1347) for almost
complete degeneracy. In that case if A= e^, ^ large, the summand may bo
taken to be

^~{d+b(2n+ \l\ + l)}-ys2.

to be Slimmed over all those values of 1, n, s for which it is positive. It is
convenient to sum in the order s, I, The s-summation is independent ofH and merely provides a weighting factor. It is therefore suflioiont to use
the ordinary integral approximation. For the I and n summations (1348),
or its equivalent, is necessary. We then find without difficulty that

106yi«2(62-l)'^yiL 968-1 qV ' (1340)
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The first term is independent of II. The second contains in 1/(6® - 1) a term
proportional to

The interpretation ofthe absolute meaning ofthis result would be slightly

tedious. Tins can be avoided by comparing it with the similar deduction

from (1347) which contains the paramagnetic teim. On summing this in

tho same way we see that the only dillorence is the loss of a factor 2 and the

substitution of two partial sums in which the )3 of (1349) is replaced by
and a respectively. Thus

106yi a2(62-l) 2y^L
‘

(1360)

106 yt a2(62-l) 2y'

The terms in (1349) and (1360) are reapeotively

0yi(62~l)’ ’^yi(6a_l)'

Thus the diamagnotio term is again of the paramognetio term as in the

olassioal limit. The true value of tho paramagnetic susceptibility of a

degenerate electron gas is therefore

/3w\^

3/fc® \ w /

(1361)

Snoh comparison with observation as is trossiblo for tire alkalis is shown in

Table 49. The order of magnitude of the variation with atomic number is

roughly correct. It must be remembered that tho largo positive ions of

Rb and Cs will make a considerable diamagnetic contribution which has

been ignored in these oaloulations.

Tablh 49.

Observed and cahnlaled molar susceplibilities for the alkali melals.

Na K Bb
.

Cs

Wk calc* 4'4 3*3 3*0

lO’^/f oba, 6»8 0^0 -0*5

§ 12
’8 , Dissociative equilibria in magnetic fields. Wo take up again a

question loft over from § 5'8, as to possible effects of magnetio forces on

dissociative equilibria, when some or all of the systems oonoerned possess

permanent magnetio moments. A typical example is tho dissociation of

the halogens, for halogen atoms must be paramagnetio with a normal state

®P|
(17
= 7 ), while tho halogen moleoules are known to be diamagnotio. We

shall be content to discuss only tho simple typical case of the reaotioii

where X is an atom. We shall retain only terms linear in II in the

energies used in tho partition functions for the atoms, which give the whole

paramagnetic effect in this case, and ignore all magnetic effects on tho
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inolfJouloH. 'I’ho akniUH may Ita fmHunu'il In In* Miit‘nlnl<''l l*\ il»'* l!<’M (mkI in

bo iiitonuilly in thoir IowchI, <|i)aiitiiiii hIiiIo. ‘I'Iip umwiinfi*’ uill )«<

aHHiimod to lio iioH'tlogoitonilo, ttrwi’iylil unity (§ l i't!),

Tlu) iiartitinu funolion (I2111I) iiiiihI. In* jmciu'iali/i'*! i*» nu |ii<b’ j*|*f»»*i*

viU’iablo miiguotici liolds. Lot im alni l, by t’tiiu*i*ioi iiin Hu' > uri*<u» iinv),|tit'iii<

Hl;aliOHHO])ai'alioly. 'I’lion (Iioatnin in (,lu*.'»l li aluh’ a ill lutvo a laUnnhal «>n«na.v

— li/l in fcho Hold and thoi'id’un* a pariiiinii (inii'linn

/.('/') -AV/'MICV*). UdAiti

whofo i;(7'). (irir.'ii

'I'lio partition rmudion for (Ito atoniM na ti wlmlo will ihon'fnrt* la*

/(7')«i:j,(r)« irn vrn i
«"(7') - 'ni i, ih-vi)

'l.’ho partition i'nnotion 17/(7') fnr Urn innloonluN w apaliatly *'nn»tt»nl and

miod not l>o furtiior aptMiiliod, 'I'lio niinibooK nf alnin« nf any loaiinnlio tv|«*

in aHolootod volnmo clomonfc will In* givoii by tho imnni fnnunla nf i yiw* (Mn).

in tlio aliHonoo of tlio inagnotin Hold (In* ilisuMoirtUvt* cMiuilibriuto iis Hsoal

by tlm oiiuatiou .

(l/r)«"m7')’
wlioro^'iH tho nuiubor nf niagnotiu Wlioii tin* ntuguotio Hold i#Mf?tjng

^9 I-
.

(f)i l’«{ 7*) ( l"( 7') I*

' ^ ^

In any aolootod volniuo oloniont 81'', lot bo Mu* nvoragt* Mninl»r*i' ofaUuna in

tlio 5th inagnotlo atato and tlio mimlior of nioloonloa. 'Dton

and if

di‘W)

.l.lioro is nothing to tho dlserodlfc of this oqnntlon, but iiiillho ibo i*om*«
sponding equation (Bd'J) it yields a Hpaeo-variable oqiiilibriuiu iwwtrfint . 1

M

forni liowover suggests that tho fundamental ronotlon alumld 1 m* mgaitlod a*

Ajj*l: A,*hA
for the various values of a and not crudely na A’8**2A'. If thia l» right, then
magnetic and inoolianical iiiomenla pamlld to Um Held are eouaervwl in
rooornbination or dissooiatioii, and for each fmidainontiil canatituimtorthe
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reactionwe have a aimoo-oonstaut equilibrium constant as before . Equation

(1367) is of course unaltered by these considerations as to mechanisms of

interaction, but the fundamental equations ofthe dissociative equilibria are

Xa/SF Q{T)
.(1368)

It seems likely that the reaction must be of this form. It is difficult to see

how all processes of dissociation can generate angular momentum parallel to

the field, but this is necessary if the dissociation (and recombination) are

to be of the more general type.

§12*9. Ferromagnetism. In bodies of the typo hitherto discussed the

magnetic polarization (intensity of magnetization 1) is always a very small

fraction of the applied magnetic field, so that differences between B, H, IF

and the effective field F can

be entirely neglected. In

sharp distinction the es-

sential property of a ferro-

magnetic at low tempera-

tures is that a very largo

magnetization can bo pro-

duced by a small field H,

and that moreover this

magnetization can continue

to exist when li is removed,

provided the temperature

is loss than a critical value.

The relationship betweenH
and 1 at constant T starting

from an apparently un- hyBtovesiB-loop of an ordinary

magnetized state is some- apooimon of a forromngnotio.

what as shown in Fig. 68.

The persistence ofthe magnetizationwhen IIis removed is oalledremanence

and the whole I~II cinwo the hysteresis-loop. It indicates a non-conservative

system; there is an irreversible conversion of magnetic energy into heat in

each oyolo spooifled by tho area of the hysteresis-loop, dll.

The shape and size of the hysteresis-loop is however not a primary jjro-

perty of a ferromagnetic. It is highly structure-sensitive in ZAvicky’s sense;

the property of acquiring rapidly, in small fields H, a large magnetization

Avhioh then is unaffected by further inorease of tho field is within wide limits

structure-insensitive, and must bo regarded as fundamentah Ifwe examine
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a single crystal of iron or nickel, the better the crystal and the puror the

metal the smaller the area of the hystei’osis-loo}}. Prom such experiments

one concludes that the ideal I-H curve -vvliich the theory of ferroinnguetics

must begin by explaining is a discontinuous but reversible curve of the typo

shown in Pig. 69, The discontinuity 21^ ( + — Jq) at //==() iniist bo a

function of T which vanishes when 2' > . 2J, is a critical tomporaturo

called the temperature of the Curie point. As H increases at cojistant tem-

perature I increases, but slowly, so that very strong Holds are required to

increase I appreciably beyond If, except near the Curio point. I never

exceeds la, which represents complete saturation of the magnetization. As

Por ferromagnetics H, B and F must bo carefully distinguished. The
quantity which must be used however depends on the nature of the problem
in hand. In constructing a proper theory of a ferromagnetic one must
consider not individual atoms but the whole magnetic material or at least a
substantial part of it. If one considers the whole substance, thou the inter-
actions of the elementary magnets it contains must bo included in con-
structing its energy values and it is only the field H duo to external bodies
which may be thought of as acting on the magnetic substance as a whole.
It IS also true when we discuss the thermodynamics of magnetization that
It is the external field // which must be considered to act on the body. The
mternal interactions affect only the energy of the body as a function of the
magnetization. If one considers a substantial block of the magnetic sub-
stanee for which the rest ofthe magnetic substance is an external body, then
It IS P that must be used. In certain casesF may, as we shall see, bo simplified
fo // . PinaUy when one starts to construct a theory of ferromagnetism os

eiss did, by generalizing the theory of the susceptibility of a gas, the
effective field acting on the individual magnetic elements is of ooiuw F
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A aatisfaotory formal theory of ferromagnetism was first given by Weiss

using the theory of Laiigovin for i)araniagnetics expounded in the previous

sections. In the exact theory of § 12‘fi we have

I^7ifxL{x) (x=fj,lPllcT),

F being as usual the effeotive magnetizing force acting on the molecular

inagnetio dipoles, Thus strictly if the magnetism arises from

bound atomic electrons. If wo take these formulae as exact, we can get

nothing like ferromagnetism at ordinary tGmi)eratures. But if we suppose

that WG have somehow overlooked some important term in the energy,

which in fact (see § 12*91) need not bo magnetic, we may write in place of

/A(7:/"+frrJ') ^(H+ vl). (1369)

Thoro is hero no sonso in a distinction betweenH and li', I is then given by

(1360)

Wo have now to dotormine / ns a funotion ofH from (1360). To do so we
write y = Ijny, and plot on the same diagram the two functions

y==L{x),
hT
nfj?v nfj,v

’ (1361)

The intersGotions dotormine possible values of J. The form of L{x) is shown

in Fig. 00. It is monotonio, of steadily dooroasing slope as a;->-co, the

maximum slope being at a; =a 0,

(i) If the slope of the straight line is greater than that of Jj{x) at a;= 0, i.e. if

(1362)

thoro can only bo one intersootion for any value of 77. I is a monotone

function of 77, vanishing with 77 and tending to satm-ation ( + ) as 77-> co( ± ).

This is ordinary paramagnetism corrected for what are effectively extra
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terms in F. A more exact

large values of //,

calculation shows that in

1 nix^
//.

this ease, for not too

(1303)

This is the modified law of Curie, well known to be obeyed by forroniagnotics

when T > To, li applies also, as a better approxiibation than (1319), to many

paramagnetios not known to be ferromagnotio, with H’g, that is v, of either

sign. The excellent agreement of (1363) with the observations for nickel is

shown in Table 50.

Table 50.

Po/i'amagnetic susceptibility o/Ni, T > %

,

Theory: «=
I 0*00666

Temp, °K. obs.* 10® ic oalo.

099 1034 ^ 103.1

734 03*0 02*4

782 40*7 40*4

829 29*8 30*2

888 22*8 22*0

989 10*2 10*2

1006 12*4 12*3

* Weiss and TPoox, Archives d, 8cu pliys* et nai,t Oe7ihe (4), vol, 31, pp. 4, 80 (1011) iifling

polyorystalline material.

This agreement is obtained by regarding the number n of oontributing

electron spins as an adjustable constant. According to (1303) tho number

must be 0*3 per atom in disagreement with the value 0»0 derived from

saturation and from the specific heat,

(ii) If T<T^ as defined above, then the curves out in three ];)oint8 for

small values ofH or one point for sufficiently largo values of //. iPor small

values ofH we have three possible values of the magnetization, but of these

only the numerically greatest root, which has the same sign as will bo

found to represent a thermodynamically stable state. [The middle root is

unstable and physically meaningless, Tlie smaller extreme root is meta-

stable and might be expected to represent a state of remanent magnotiza-

tioii. But the ideal theory cannot be pushed so far and no suoli identification

can be made,] .

One can see at once from the figure that, except when T is nearly equal to

Jis very insensitive to Ii. This accords with the facts, By approximate

solutions we easily find (I<o is the same as Hfjb)

......(1364)

"-4-50 (1366)
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Equation (1361) aoooi’cla with the facts, but equation (1386) does not. The
fall of I from Ja> as T increases is more gradual. This failure is corrected

in Heisenberg’s version which substitutes the function tanh.-cfor L{x), or

better still in IBlooh’s (§ 12'942).

Wo thus see that Weiss’s theory with L(x) or better tanh a; for its polariza-

tion function gives an excellent general account of primary ferromagnetic

phenomena, provided that wo may use a suitable value of v. The necessary

values of u are Ni 14,000; Fe 12,000; Co 8,600,

whereas the theoretical value is ifwe calculate r purely from the magnetic

forces. But what Weiss’s theory really assorts is that the equilibrium must

be oaloulatod as i/ therewore a largo energyterm per xmitvolurae,—7(7/-j-v7),

of no matter what origin, depending on the magnetization in this way. This

will bo made clearer in the next section, on considering the thermodynamics

of magnotio phenomena, wlxioh we include hero because there is no con-

venient treatment in the usual textbooks.

§ 12*91 . The tharmodymmics of magnetic plmioniena.* For any system we

have bho relation ^ Sd,

whore dE and dS are the increases of internal energy and entropy and 8.4

the work done on the body during any specified small change of state. The

Bijeoial problems of tlie thermodynamios of polarizable media are con-

cerned entirely with the calculation of 84,

'riio correct form of 84 can only bo specified when the nature of the

external arrangements for producing the magnetic field have been laid

down, owing to the different reactions of the field producing agenoios to a

change of magnetization in the spooiraon under discussion.

It is desirable for us to discuss the energy as a function of the magnetiza-

tion 1 in a constant inagnebio field. To do so it is necessary to suppose that

the magnetic field is produced by external elcotrio currents maintained by

batteries or dynamos. These conditions are also those in which experiments

are cai'ried out.

We will suppose to start with thatH is uniform over the specimen, which

is isotropic so thatH is always parallel to I, and the spooinion itselfofvolume

V is represented outaklo itself by a magnet of total magnetization VI.

Suppose that in time 8/- the total magnetization increases by VSI, This will

induce an electromotive force in the circuit aF87/8i, whore a is a geometrical

constant, in such a direction as to keep the flux through the circuit constant,

that is in the oijposite direction to the ourrent i wdiioh iiroducos the field 77,

To keep 77 constant the batteries or dynamos must do more work and this

* A jHoro profound study has rocontly boon given by Guggonholm, iVou. Hoy, Soc, A, vol. 16fi,

pp. 48, 70 (1030).
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woi’k in (ilcmriy tlu' wurk dtiiio on ( lu' n|iiM'iiiit‘ii. 'I'lu' miiinmt ol l

I

iin umk is

(<nimnit)x(K.M,i''.)x8/. Hut. (he <mhii'ii( is iinijituiiointl !•» ll»‘

liold, iHUiim'iiiiiil to ///«. Ilt'itcc* Mil* work diuit* mi Ilii< s|tt’i'iiiit'n is Vllhl

.

('liiniKO III' 'J'l so Imi^ ns I is roiiHtiiiil, rim iiivolvo no vu<ik, ««

there is no elmiim' ol exlenml liolil of (hi’ lioiiy. no cliiiii^n ol linx thrmi^h

the oirouit and thtnororo no liut-k n.M.i'.

',1’horo may also he a work (I’rin i(«Moi’in{i‘d with a volniin* clnintji’. 1

in this sinijilo naso
jj.-l /iHI’ i 17/8/. ( irtH't)

It is easy to see that this nan Im ^enorali/.inl In

8/1 » -/»»K |. f(H .SI)i/l'. Jhirrt

when H and I aro not neitessarily miiroriii or jiarallcl. 1 1 is (<• Im nmm’inlH’rml

that in tlame f'orinniaa // is thii Hold |irodni'i'd liy oxluntal hndhis and i nii

tains no toriii arisini^ IVoiu /.

As an o.\am|ilo ora dilToront work toriu tor dilferi'nl condilimiN, »<t<n«iilr-r

a small body in a Hold // duo to rigidly llxt'd iiorimtnmd magni’llo

'I’horo is a loi’oo on tlio liody V in the dirootion nl x imTouniiiu if t

and II aro hoth diruotud along tlionxis mI'x. 'riiis foroo will do work t'/i8/y

on tho body il’ tho body is nllowod to move through a dwtnufn ’rids w «»rk

miglit naturally ap]:ioar as kinotio onorgy, luil if it is turuod into inU*ninl

onorgy wo havn a state of alTidis in whioh

«/l«. -./>8K + 178//. ia«H)

l^ho work torm { l!i(l(l) <.iurroH|a:indH to tho conditions wo wish l4» oxnndno.

It Is oftoii iiormlHsihlo to igimro voluino oluuigos. and it in tlioii moro oon*

vonlonb to uso tlio total luagnoli/allon 17 io« n alitglo vaHaldo, whicb in thim

sootion only will bo donotod by il. 'I'luni

(//!/ w 7'(/»S' ( //f/ii, ......(land)

I’hls function is a tljormodynaiuio |icj(onfchd, wldcli will give via iili

that wo require. But it Is not always So oonvoniont a funotfon nn

/(7://)« /tl- //r //21 (ty* SdT- ^dlJ) ( 1 370)

or I'lanok's oharaotorlstio fuiiotion V- -//7', whioh la tlm fuimtlon tsiirt’’

struotod by tho statistical method, with tho [n'opcrtlcs

9'F 0'K dI W mtk * M »•» fit-T m' S,
0'K

ZH, 6’,,.

f/7'V 077 (1371)

•Strictly 'P^’F(l'i7'//). and wo have also p *• 7
’

0'l70I'unh5«a wo »r« igiwring
,volume changes. This Hpocific) heat is strictly dolhiing the heat rotpdwl
to raise tho tomiioratuwj nt constant volume and constant mngtiofcie HeM.
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Wo have tacitly assumed, in asserting that (1309) defines athermodynamio

potential, that there is a one-one relationship betweenH and S for given

This precludes hysteresis, but is oorrect for our idealized system.

By writing (1369) in the form dS—cLEjT—EdZjT and assorting that

S{TX) exists, wo find at once that

<‘™)

If Weiss’s theory is correct, even if only in the very general sense that

S ^f/a(J^-FvS/F))

t
I’kT i’

.(1373)

whore L{x) may be Langevin’s function itself, or any other reasonable

function of the same general form, then (1373) can be inverted and written

in the form
//I' / ' / J . \ 7

.

.(1374)
rr A//=— A

(I) y .

This equationmay bo taken to bo the complete formal expression ofWeiss’s

theory and represents the facts with considerable accuracy for constant v,*

This being so, it follows from (1372) that

9S F’

and therefore (1376)

Conversely, ifAve merely have this dependence ofE on S for no matter what

reason, then, by reversing the argument,

//H-vS/F_ ,/S\

"~M' lU’
and we shall certainly have ferromagnetism so long as wo have a suitable

form for A'. The form of A' is of course not determined by thermodynamics.

It will be useful to record hero one more formula. Since by definition

GydT^T(dS)y,u,

(1376)

When = 0 this may ofcourse bo obtained by operating with djdT on (1378).

Prom the thermodynamio theory interesting raagnetooaloric ofloots (and

similar elootrooalorio ones) can bo deduced. Wo have not space to di^ouss

these, for which reference can be made to Debye’s articlef or the original

papers.]:
'

Woiss, J, tie Phyiim, vol. 2, p. 170 (1021). t ^oo* «“*, p. 487.

t WoiBS, AtcUvcb d. Sei. phya. cl »«!., toiiw, vol. 46, p. 820 (1018)| J, do Phyaigue, vol. 6,

p. 1(11 (1021).

3I-*
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§ 18‘08. Hemnhera'^ «/fnniin>i>f»>d.‘niK* Wp lui vp ii<t« l*» 1 1 v «iui

liiitla tiUKlolwIiifli willKivpHHtm M willi (
• 17),

Hucili u muilol, HM wo havo h<m(u in Iho [tit’iHMliiiji? MptHiiMi m ill imtli.tlO \ irdd hk

t<Jlvll W^'hIiuII Mrt'lilllfiPtH’ltif'Vl'all ii«Jr I Ihm titit

<lyiiamuu’(!KtiltHliy<tonMlnii!(;iii)(iin'lHiiiiuninKllit'iniii|prnit(ii liliitM luiuittni.

Sinoo mngiuiti/.iitidii in a |irn|HMt.y nl' )lit« \vIii»Ip HVf*i**in, ii iw ii»»rl<w in

(jonaidor an uMaonilily fil iimuy luaolii’iilly iinU’|tt'inlt‘<il luirr

iiotianH aro kluj ohhoiuio ol' tho oITt'dL. Wo latnMiilor a hin)?lp wymIpih «

of a largo numltor of "(airriorH” (iiioiiia) urningod in » rrgiiliti i nw in «

oryatal. I'laoli oiirrior oiiriioH u Mingin nrioidnling Hnlwywli'in \vl»n h iw ilm

tnagiiotio oloinonk, \V'i! Iiavo to didorinim^ iif lonwk nnigldy I In* nml

woigUts of Ihn atHtOHailtlo hIhUw nfani'li it HyKU'iii int'Inding Iho i(it«'ra»'|iiin«

of bho HidiHyatenm, luul ho fni'in Uio [mrUl inn rniudioii. 'rin* Kywlrin i« j»nltjt'i’l,

hIko ()<i tlio oxtornid llolii If.

'l.‘lio /Irab qu<mtitin that luimtH WIint ia llio iniignolip I'li’tnonl f

tuiuitoly tJin ooiTOOt cilinioo ia tlio aiiniiloat iinnHildo I hr* ajtin nf ( l»« tdoi’l ron

itaolf. Orbital angular inutuoiiliiin of an i*liH>lTon in itn rdoni, niddool li«

intoraotionH witl^ noitlior ajiliorUml nor axial wynnnotry, (‘rinni'r roiindn

qinmti'/.od at all, and lina a moan vnluo Koni wlioii t lio intoraolinnw nroafontg

aa tlioy innat bo horn. But tlio onu|iliiig of (la* apinM to (In* unwyininolripal

fiolrla of fchoir noighboura ia woivk, ati that tin* roanlUiiit a|tin (and oi on |«inrnl

apin (tHi'ullol to fl) of tlio olootroiia roniidiiK violl t|nan(im] ovi?ii m tlio

lattioo, lb will cdoarly only ho iuH!C»«ary to I’niiHiilor o|(‘t>tritn« tii tin* In-

ooniploto ahoIlK of tbo atoniH in tlio lattloo. A oiiiniilolod uliidl Iimw nuitlwr

roMulkiuib orbital angular lunmontuin nor olortrnn apin niid h m.* liglitly

oDUpled up in gtmortd tlint Uio nolglilimitti will linnlly dtaliirli it.

This nooeHHiiry ohoitio of tho iiiiigiiotio oloiiioiit miilnintt in |iifi*»lng tlio

aO’oallotl gyi'oinagnotio luioinaly in tlio Hioliardaoii'l’liinitidiodp I ffiAaidba’li

[f a dGlioakolyHiiHiicmdotl forronnignot in Miiddoniy magnotlwd, it i*» fVniiid to

iioquiro a dotlnito ainoimt of angular iiioinoiitiini, and tlio tiKsorv of tin*

oiToot ubvioviHly roquinm tlial,

tilnuigo of iniignotiy.alloii
^ niHgnollo niniiiriii, of oniTior

Hoquirtid angnliir moiiioiituin angular innniiiiitiiin of •iirrior

J tia rogiilarly obHorvoil Unit I'liia ratio in tioira Uni t to lienxjincUal fnoi ti orbita l

cicmtrilnitionM, imli ngrttCH exactly ndth an cloetroii a|iiii origin [br tin* wlmb
magimtixa tion, aineo the (/-factor of oloctron H|iiii i» i.\

I (oiHonlicru. Xrit. f. vitl. 411. mil ( lliaa).

t ltnMmMli.xiH)riiia>iil<( hyJInniPU |//m.-. vi»l,7. |t. I5!!l|im)|,,t» -
jmwIlHttUiil Ilf ninaili’llMlItoll liy ii|)lMtllliM UlP •lim’ilnnii titilj«iil<< n riilix it)>»t»alwil ls«5 8
tiint a amiill]ioriwittaHitiil llminiiKiit^l imlitiit niny |ir(i|Wrly IwlMauni i>rti>iilAlAl»tii>i>«ri)iaial KMintsttium.

Hxi«jilnitiiUa liy Miii'ltBiiiilh li'rtK-. //<«#. .Viw, A. v.il, liW, |,, g7ij jlBteq !»**>»> tn
doluoUiiK nil* Htiilwnlmiii ttfffcUii iwro parlli r#IH). \aluBsi (tiher stow S h^tw
&u bo oxiiuntocl mid nro rumah
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Since orbital angular momentum is in general totally queiiohed, it can
play no essential primary role in ferromagnetism. Wo can therefore simplify
oiir model by taking ns carriers atoms in instates with orientatable electron
spin.

Ihe calculation of the states of such a system of interacting carriers

differs only in complication from the calculation by Heitler and London
of the stato.s of two interacting hydrogen atoms. No now principles enter,

It is the large non-classical exchange energies which provide the energy
term depending on tlio magnetization required for Weiss’s theory, whoso
molecular field thus receives a rational explanation.

Wo consider therefore a system of 2N atoms regularly arranged in a si^ace

lattice of volume V

,

simplilying the problem by assuming that only inter-

actions botu'cen nearest neighbour’s in the lattice need be taken into account,
and that the oxchango integral for each pair of nearest neighbours is the

same. Each atom has z nearest neighbours and contains y electrons whose
spins are parallel and orientate as a Avholo.

§ 12-93. The formulation of Heisenberg’s imriUion function. Wo can first

classify the states of the system by the total component of electron spin

parallel to the magnetic field if,

m
27r

{~Ny4,m<:Ny),

remembering that all such accessible states must bo antisymmetrical in the

electrons. '1,'he total number of such states,/,,,, is the number of ways in

which the spins of the individual atoms can bo arranged to give a resultant

Wo divide up the 2N atoms into y -i- 1 groups according to their contribution

to m (I2/, Jy -

1

, . .
. , — ly -I- 1

, — \y), the groups containing a, b,c, I atoms

respectively, and the possible arrangements are all those satisfying

a-\-b + .,.-\-l=2N, (Jy)a+(^j/-l)6-l-...-l-(-|y)i=m.

The total number of such arrangements is the coefficient of I’” in

+ ... + ^-l!/pw, (1377)

We can leave/,,, in this general form. When y ~ 1 it obviously reduces to

Before proceeding it is necessary to assure ourselves that to every one of

the arrangements enumerated in (1377) or (1378) based on speoified atomic

states of the given multiplicity thoi-e corresponds just one wave-function

for the assembly antisymmetrical in all the electrons. This is a special case

of the general theorems proposed in § 6- 1 1 . It is therefore only necessary to

assure ourselves that to each of the /„, ways of arranging the spins there
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tuH'i'OHiiondiH oxafttly <hh' wiivi'dmititioii fnr Uii* wlmli* HvianK’lrit al

or antiHymmofci'itml, awirtliiiK uh y Im oven nr mltl, in llte i!.Y uhnnw ‘riiiK

lu)\vovoi'fnll<J\VH iniMUuliiiloly, (or wln>n we eeltM-l tmy one nrninye

nil?vil« wo Hpaeify llio Hitin eoin|iimeiil (nr eneli nltitn itiel lliejviitte tijn'i ily

oompltitojy oaelintotniewavt' I'lnieliun. 'I'lieHe ine'iill tlit^liiieiniol (rnju (item

Clin ho fnrinod jiml; one wiive i’imeliun (hr llie :J,V iitnnm willi (he fr«|ihre4

ayininolry.

Wo eiui now liogin InetHiMtrnet Iho itnrfilion I'inielion, «illi

roHultaiil; Hpin mhlirt liave «n energy in (he es(eiiml (lelil /! r‘»jnt»l (*•

whom aw e7il{Annv) i« Unhr’M iniignolon. I .pI> llieir t'liergles rt|«iir| (Vnin lie*

nmgiiotlo Ibid he 'I'hen llie |Hir(illi>n fnneiiitn for (he

HVHtoin in
^

,v„ r2,„ ~i f„ r -

....dh'lHO)

VariiniH melliodH oi'a|ipi'oxiniaUon have (,o lie ndintlwl Im ertleidnle (he

Ej find tho Hunt involving thoin. At very low leiniternl nrvM only dm »initlb«(;

Mj am rolovMiifc. 'i'hoy eim ho ho«t inveatigided liy the nmlliiMlM nf Uhwli and

Hlal^or of wiiieh hmiiio ueconid ia given in § I2diia, Kneh invmiigefitiiHs hmv*

over liOll iiH iiolJnng nlionb the Cliirlo iioini, which i« (he nn*^! inlertwdliig

I'ogioii. Mom tho cinly Hiioeowi hiiH tmon neliievetl hy HeUenlmrgV gtnwifl that,

it in logitiimito to fi|»in'oxiiniilo to tho energies fi*r given m liy regarding

tliotn iifl a Claufmliin di«trilmtif iji ofenorgioH ahout a ine«ii value . or even

inovo roughly a bill to ii|)|iroxittiiil^ hy writing

tvx l.|

j

**/„ 0S|l| - > j

,

whom in tho aritlunetle moan of tlu!i Kj

.

We will diatnias Hrat thia nnighwi
approximation

,
fliiieo for g« 1 wo tmri give an eloniontary jirratfofthe farimila

for

If wo I'ofor to Holtlor and Londoii'M theory of Uio iiileraetion of two

liydrogon atonia - fi cfllcutation wliioli la tyjiiloni of any two atoma, t*aeh

witli a Hingb mipivired olootnm in an .^ atatc - w’o And llml for m ^ I llmro

la oiio Htato and tlio enorgy "" d while for ra » 0 thert* are two atalea

and ia ocpial to is an intognil ropreaenting the elnfWiitJttl t«lef?(ni«

a tatio in toraotion onorgy oftho two ayatoma
,
and J la an hdegrn i n?pr**ent ing

tho oxoliango energy, Tluia for pamllol apina wo get an oxchange energy - J
in tlio moan onoi-gy whloh wo do nob get when the aplna are anti paralkl. it k
roaaoiiablo to auppoao that, n« w© are only eoiiaidorlng Inleroetbna of imiglv>

boui’fl, wo may gonoralixo thi« roaiilt to our aysiem of Si¥ atoma. We almll

thoroforo lliul a torin —t/ In the moan energy for given m whenever a

noighbouririg pair of apina are parallel.
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llio total nuinbor ofways in whichwo can arrango two sihna as neighbours

both parallel to II is the number ofways ofchoosing two neighbouring atoms

{2Nzl2\) times the number of ways of putting the other 2AT — 2 spins

N-i-m —

2

parallel to H andN— in antiparallel in the other atoms, that is, in

(2A^-2)l

(i^-m)!(JV+m-2)r^'

The total niimbor of ways of arranging two sjjins as neighbours both anti-

parnllol to H is similarly

(2^ -2)1 ,r

2)1 (2^+TO)r*‘

The total energy contribution by the exchange effects is therefore

-J (2i\r-2)!
(
2i\r- 2 )!

(¥~w~2)!(iV+m)l ' (2^-m)l(i^ + m-2)l
Nz,

and the number of states in the set is (2^)l/{(i'^— m)! {N + to)!}. Thus we get

a contribv;tion to of

zJ-
2N

.(1381)

neglecting the difloronoe between N and To this must bo added a

classical term Jjj independent of w. When y > 1 the result is only altered*

by having zy for z and Ny for N, so that

E„^^J^~zyJ
ivy +TO^

2Ny ’

(1382)

though (1382) eannot be proved in this simple way.

As a result of these elementary calculations we find the approximate

partition fimotion

K-.

where
~kT ’

for shortness. This olomontary account is due to Heisenberg.We see at once

from (1381) that if J is large and positive we have the oorreot type of

dopendonoe of 7?,,, on m demanded by (1376) and can proceed hopefully with

the evaluation of K.

Heisenberg’s original deeper discussion ofK is as follows. For the pro-

posed quantum model not only is to a “ good ” quantum number, but also a,

the resultant spin of the state. Wo can therefore still further subdivide tire

states into states of given a and to,
|

w| <3. Every state of given « (> |TOj)

* Hoiaonborg, I^rohlmc der modemen Physih, p. 114 (1028).
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belongs to the set of/„, states of given m. Thus if ff>g
is the immbor of states

of given s, then
^ + . . . + 1 38 1)

(1386)

We can therefore write down a more detailed form of K, niunoly, in the

absence of a magnetic field H,

jS:= (1380)
a=*0 ^=1

The factor {2s+ 1) occurs because each state ofspins has (2s H- 1) oriontations

and is to that degree degenerate in the absence of E. When E =|= 0 the

orientational degeneracy is removed and we have

As wo cannot evaluate the this exact form is still oflittlo use. For tho
study of the regior^f tho Curie point Heisenberg* has approximated to it

by writing + and assumin^liat the are densely dis-

tributed in a Gaussian error curve, The and (Aii/yj^ can be computod
from the secular perturbation equations; we can only quote tho results lioro:

(1388 )

(^= ja (y-1).. (1380)

For y>l the exact value ofAg® is unknown. We shall use the general symbol
Ag as far as possible. It is now possible without trouble to rodueo the par-
tition function to the form

/f= f e-f ^gexpr/3?!±«-Z--,-i VI
From here a rather tedious argument loads ns to tho result

^=0(1) S /^expfaOT+ (3
^ + 1 A>L..~] (1391)m=-»v ‘L /cT 2 ’

where 0(1) is a factor leading to a negligible term in log/f. This is tho
standard form of K in Heisenberg’s theory. It is however unnecessary to
re er to s at all to arrive at (1391), We can obtain it directly from (1380) in
place of(1383) by takinginto accounta Gaussianspread in the/,„values of IS..

4.

^ independent of w, should con-
tain all the mam terms which give cohesion, rigidity and elastic properties
in general to the crystal. This they palpably fail to do, for the model and tho
calculations are far too restricted. We can properly replace them by semi-

* Hoisonberg, loc, cU,* Van Vlook, loc, ciU p. 322.
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6mj)ii’ioal torins later on, and for the present omit them altogether, We are

thus left with a magnetic factor of the complete partition function

given by

+ „3»2,

I’o proceed further wo need an asymptotic form for/„,, which we can

obtain from (1377) and Cauchy’s theorem by the usual method of steepest

descents . For

whore y is any contour going once counterclockwise round ^=0. If is

fixed as the positive real root of

d [PiOr LP'iU m

then offootivoly

and we can write

P(U 2N>
(1393)

LMP(i,n)r%>r>

being dotorinined as a function ofm by (1303).

(139i)

§12*931. The final evaluation of if,,,. Existence of feiromagnetism. We
have lastly to ovaluato if,,, by searching for the maximum term and' there-

fore for the maximum exponent in (1394). In differentiating with respect to

m, must bo allowed to vary, but from the definition of the coefficient

of d^jjdm vanishes. 'I’lius mj, the value ofm for any stationary term, is a

root of the simultaneous equations

L fl J.
Snio

- « + P
U,P'(L)_‘>no

PiQ
We can write those equations more simply with the notation

, mp
P — ftS*.

^ is the fraction of absolute saturation achieved at the root ?)io* Then

stationary values are given by

(1395)

„_l?/c*!'-(-(y-2)e®(»-2>-|-

-he-w
(1396)

The right-hand side of (1390) is Brillouin’s function. When ?/= 1, ^=tanha!.

Equations (1896) and (1396) on comparison with (1861) can already bo
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1

Howi to boabovib to yioltl iih Imt loMOrtUy Ioi'ki siUI lo

coinjiloto tiio ovaluatioii of A',„ by iiiidiii^' i»-m maiiioiiun l•'^lo

'I’o bo oxjilitiib Avo jiou- tnko fbt' bnni iiii lr<<in «bi< b ii jM}!>*vv#ii

12(jiuilii<m (It) 05) iJion l)n(*uriM*rt

Tlio hIojio of tho Ib'illouiti fiiiu^tioii at tbo «*rij4iii ia

{-M '// .«/ I I

If thoHlopo of tlioourvo (IJMI7) at £ »®tU Im bwa tliao |(?/ j «,j, " '0««vr iom) jiipro

rootH for «»() aiiil roittH largo (!tiiit]tnroil Avilb « wboii a o H iIjo j^Imj*** i»

gimtor, thou wo Imvo ojily a v.oro orKiiiall rora . TbiM orllloal ti»

A/n
Vh'h

.Uaw*!

Tlio oquatloM

\ ml U « -

'I F/ V • a

[laoaj

dotorminoH a oritioal loniporaturo 7J. in (<>rio« of J. whloh aaUI of

ropj'OHont tlio Giivlo point.

To prove tluvt wlion It exiaUi tlio largo root tif the aaiiio smigo m * the

abaoluto nmxiunim of tho tonna of wo nan pnwpotl »« fiilbm <s. i(?i*nfinjw|

ourflolvos to yB»l and omitting tho torina in to nv<fld MnofilbutSon# of

little oignlfloanae. To thla opproximntion

VAT

oxp[2jV log 2N - (N + «t) log(iV f wi) - (.V - iH) bigl A' - mi

+ «l» ‘f t*V],

fll** «*|/4V

and Btationaiy torma ooour whore

«+^5««log
[
t|,

i t

d*
at Avhioh poluta iloxponont]* |

.

When P<2,Q< 0 {all m), «o that the aingle atatinniirv value i» w tnaiiiiinim.

Whon p>Z,Q>() for m^o and Q<0 when »«« - A**; Q eitn vani#b for |twt
one value ofm* botvveen 0 and N*. For valuea of s for whleh tljorw am three
statiojiary valuoa. roota of (1400), th© mote of for f valuM ofiw ransi t«eur
between tho midd lo and both extroino roota. For the es treme roote tlierefore

Q < 0, and tho atationary valiioa are inaxiina. For greater viUiwi of * for
wliioh tlioro la only ono root of (1400), Hinee dC/d«> o y» wwijajiKling
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value of m haa inoreased, Q < 0, and the single stationary value is still a

maximum.
It remains to consider which of the extreme roots, when they exist, gives

the absolute maximum. ITor a — 0 the maxima are identical by symmetry.

\Ye examine therefore the variation of the exponent at the maximum as a

varies. Thus
iZ(exponent)

-^0 +
9(exponent) dm^

o>
fZa ® 9mQ dx

and the exponent increases with a at the root for which ^Hq > 0, The absolute

maximum occurs at that root which has the same sign as a.

Returning to the general case, wo can now ajDj^ly the familiar argument,

easily rendered rigorous, that sinceN is very large is effectively eq^ual to

its maximum term, Therefore

iog/f;,-iogiUKW

= 4- . . . + e-**'}- -I- ^ ~ ^ *

whore x and f are determined by the proper root of

.(1401)

2a;~a+^li-l) S+— C®
»] (1402)

+ L 3a! “
J

^

We recall that cloponcls on T through the donominators of « and jS, on

J1 through a and on V through J and therefore through )3.

This is the magnetic factor in the jJartition function. Since in general

we And, in virtue of (1402) and (1403), that

kTdlogK,,,^
(

2,,„H\

•'“F 9a dll \^~ kT )’

»2/.„mo/F. (1404)

The intensity of magnetization is therefore mJV dovible-magnetons, whore

Wq corresponds to the proper root of (1402) and (1403). Saturated intensity

1(0 is Ny/V double-magnetons so that

.(H06)

§12*94. Phenomena of the Gurie point, lie exiatence^ and the beliaviow of

the specific heat. We have already seen that the condition for the forro-

magnetic state is
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This condition requires that should lie between and ,
where

these /8’s are real only if ?/(y+2)2>24 ......(1*107}

We shall see that probable values of y and z are

Ni: i/~l, «=12; Co: 2, 2= 12; Ifo: »~8;

for these actual values (1407) is always amply satisfied, Boiighly spoahing

^ must lie between yx and 6/(jf + 2). The upper limit yz to ji, a lower liinit

to 2^, corresponds to no physical feature and is an inadequacy of the Ihotiry.

What really happens is that as T decreases the Gaussian aqvproximation

becomes inadequate and the states of low energy, not the states of nveiin

energy, take charge. The essential condition, equivalent to neglecting tlio

Gaussian spread altogether, is

^>,-7^. (nii»)

ITrom this equation, an assumed y and an observed 2|, J can be caloulatod

.

J must be positive for ferromagnetism and, for 2^3 lO®, ./3l0~i — lO-*
electron volt. The ortho-para separations in heliinii and other atoms are
of the order of lO-i volt, which admits the jMoposed explanation.
The extra part of the internal energy that depends on the nnvgnotiKatiou

must, by general theory, be given by

K.
ZT

.
9 log /sT,,, djS

a« S2>^ MO'
(HOO,

Let US consider one mole (2W/tf==^) hr zero field {«=0). Then above the
Curie point C-0 and therefore Below the Curie point the extra
part of the specific heat, Oy”\ is given by

a«o,

y“" «» Mro as tom Wow and 0,,»' is

AO/‘=GM- 0) - a«22l+ 0)=. f-11/ 1
2^'

...(1411 )
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Sixxco Tg it is sufficiently accurate for our puriiosea to take

1?o determine d^^jdT we return to equations (1402) and (1403) for small

C £nacl a;, from which wo can derive that

2 (jt/+ 2) A
dT~ ZT, Ay-BI{y^2)

With ^=i/+(2/-2)a+... + (-y)2,
JJ=,/+ (2/_2)4h-... + (- 2/)^.

"Wo thus find ACV’'*= . (1413)

1-
'y{H+'2)A

'I'ilis formula overeatimales AGy^, since we have everywhere made the

4i'I>jp3.’'oxiination (1412) in the numei'ator.

It is at once clear that the theory gives results of the right order, hut the

Tadlis (51 .

GTJte discontinuity AGy”* cal.jdcg.lmoh in the specific heat at the Gurie point.

Subsfcftnco
ACp’"
theory

ACv’"'
Honda*

AOp™
Woiast

y from
satiimtion

Fo -i<4 (y= 3) 0'8 2

Co 4'0 (j/= 2) 2-8 — 1-5

m 3 0 (y=l) 2a 1‘7 0*0

FoqOj^ 4<4 (2/= 8) oa —
(inagnotito)

6<0 (i/=co) — — —
* l-Ioiula, PftyaiX-, vol. 63, p. 147(10a0).

•f 'Woiss, Archives d. 8ei. phys. el mat., Oenive, vol. <12, p. 378 (1017), vol. 43, pp. 22, 118, 100

<X017 ).

iSomo magnotio inlnorale appear to havo ovoti larger dieaontinuitloa.

a-greomont is not close and in fact no exact agreement at all is possible for

IFo , since on the present version of the theory the observed values are greater

tlia-Ti the greatest possible theoretical value. The values of y in the last

oolviiian are derived from measurements of the saturated magnetization at

low temperatures. They do not agree with the most natural integral values

givoia in the second column, or with the values which would bo derived from

tlxo paramagnetic susceptibility above the Curie point. Wo have soon in

§§ 1 1‘641, 11<66 how such fractional values may be expected to arise, and

tlxo present version of the theory is not supple enough to cater for them.H "we bear in mind these refinements which must bo incorporated in the

coixstruotion and evaluation of a more acourato /C,„, wo may rest Avell

0a.-fcij3fied with the result of the tost of tlie rough theory shown in Table 61.

Olio obvious improvement of the theory is to remove the restriction that

a,ll y electrons supj)lied by one atom orientate as a whole; this restriction
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IE IH

in alinoHt automatiually roinovial ultr^u ur< i

clintrihutiMl ovor linnilH, \n\\ in (Iim if r ^si ly

roniovod an ftillmsH* whm un ran ftuii rla^ u usH ! r

valuoH of I‘\u* rniiMidrr (iMMwhf’inr t n iai»j t iJitY

7/-oloatronK in a ningla atnin mv idrnfirjd uidi Jli* n hhU 1^34

7/-ol(K4nniH in am*ighlaiuvin^^al*»in, Tlii^ iIm* *4 ^ ani^iiif^,]

but wil;ll - i If I, u lnlo mia iM^it^ ^4 b isi sh ?tuoi»Uj(T^

2jV?/(u‘iontatingHiiliHVHto*nHanil (laurliar* rliarlbv, air f/ f Uiif
.

It ft)ll<t\VH tliat i'lM' ( llirt llltll|)*| .\t “ Hi/ ••/*!, ilrj;, IM««Jr'

W« iioto ill jiaHHi’ii^ I hilt it in ('ntiii>l tlinl llu< iH'linvintir t«( t)ir> «)«r^'ii 9 ji< Imiti

iiwar tlio <!urii* pniiit ia prui’lically intli’jH'jnli’iil nfiuiy >4 Uw
HyNtoin in luilk. 'riii« iiiimt lti« awnplinl in* dHiiiiiln prtHif f iml lm)(«ai<r»j|iM4k*
ovon wJum iippitvciitly niimaxiioUwiI •'uiiwini .<r ii»i. rm4ninrhi« MDsijjurHwd

td thoir uiitumlHal iiml itiii iiir Uin lt‘ii)|H'r«liiii* iii }*iii ii« jlM«-rMniw

HO oriontatorl that tiio liiilk im»j(ni'liziiliMH i=» inatintlizi-^i If i« «mjVi’iiM’m

to inti'oiluoo a wntd Iti tliwrilio tliiw i4iiir<n4i’iiHl!«> .,1 nfl-air® Wn ®h«ill

Hay that a fon'oiiia|/iu4io Ik’Imw tht* f ‘min pMtiif, MiMiiMj/iir'lig**!!! m lutilk. ixi

microimii/iidki’tl, ami that wimii inaMimlizn it in hulk it

mu(indiz<d\ thlw prmuaw (!(iiiHiaf« |iriiiinrily in rmm.viiijj l Im rai»*|»mj.r»i» «4
tho (lii-GOtioiiH of niagnoli/atioii uf llm miini-nlnmPiitw, VVn U»
foatuTOH in detail in later tteclkinn,

§12-041. G/umge, ofam al ihv Vmh imim. •IVi st ud y Um idiaw^**. <4 siw.

at tlio CJiirio point wo tnuMtusoainoro ouinpltilo parWUmi fumiikm HiTXH}.
wliioli wo take In tho form

log K{T,yjr ) ® log Kjr.vji) » vykt,
whoio i'(F) la tho ouorgy of tlio oryaial at low tioinfiioraturt^ aa m ftin«?ttrm
of V. It la logitlmato to neglect tho offeet of tlio theruml viliraUou of il»o
lattioo In the Hmt approximation.

Since p « iiJ'Slog MIBV, and to a Hiinicieiit approsliiiiiyan p « «». and «in«e
A„, dopoiida on V only throngli J mid thowIVw w« fliul

Wlion T > T, tho size ia given by (c1,F/ai%« o. 'niomforo

where kq Ih the volume coinpre«ilbillty. We thu« find

fNM}
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This ohangG of volinne as T passes through is of course to be super-

posed on the ordinary thorJnal expansion here negleoted. It appears there-
fore as an anomalous variation in the coefficient a of thermal expansion,
in tho region just below the Curie point. ITigs, 61, 62 show the eCEeot on a
for nickel and the integrated effect on 81jl for iron. The anomaly must bo
estimated by extrapolating tho curves in a normal manner from above the
Curio i)oint and taking the differonoe between these extrapolated and the
ohsorved values. Tho data aro as follows:

»'==10dl°K., /Co = 0*6x 10-12^ 2^/Fo- 8*6 >< 1022, ^^^3^ ^^8^

At OOriC. ^=.0*4, 8F/Fo-3SJ//-3'3x 10-^.

Fig, Ql. Tho clifforontial liiioar expansion

ofl^’o aiul All shoM'ing fclio anomaly in

3?o near tlio Ourio point.

li*jg, 62. The linear thormnl oxpanalon co-

oJtlolont for Nl, sliowing ita variation near

tlio Curio point.

li’fom (1414) noglooting tlie terms in /3 wo thus obtain

zVqw == 1‘7 X 10“^^ Z 77
- = 2*1 X 10“^

'’91^ da

whei'o a is the cliatanoe between nearest noighboura. From % we find also

zJ =6<7 X 10“^^ and therefore

Jda
0-9.

Nif. 2;,«647“K., Wo = 0‘6 x IO-12
, 2jy/Fn=9‘4x 10a»,

y= l, »=12.

At403®K. £=0'7, 9F/Fo==38i/«=--2'7xlO-‘.

From these data
dJ

da
.4'7xl0-«, 1-8 X 10-13,

a dJ

Jda
= -0'0.

Bonodioke, J. Iron mul Sled InoUlttU, vol. 88, p. 407 (1014)i

t Colby, Phya. Sev. vol. 30, p. 608 (1010),
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i\MHUiniiig lilio (lomMiliuw nl tin* (ln'<nt'(ii’(il ltii>4»);tniui<l, r !»<•»<' \m

oallod otiHoi'Votl vnliK'H {){'?,Ijin. \V»< nui inoki’ mmIv u imijudii !ltr«<frti( a)

OHfcimato IIiuh; Tho I'onii til' </ litr 111*' inti'iai-tiiMi I’m.

alitmiH* all a diataiau' a ia

wluu’O l)lio /(,,’h ai'oall til' (.lit* aaiiu* uidi’r and »/,, (« ihi* i/mIIum ..I H.diir 's (ir«si

orliil/in hydnigon. If \vn iiiny iiai* an t'xjiirwtii.n •>( ilir'^jtinr* (•.inii Jirirr, willt

a/rtfl bobwoon 1 anil 2, llicn {njJ){ihlj>!ii) will bnid t.rdn iindv but nuisy

oifchor aign. Tliim Uin tiu’iiry i« pt'i fni’lly ifnnai«(i<nl avH Ii t In* Mbwr v»»»l vnluw.

§'iS'fi4S< Jit'Uvv ctdculnUtiM nj A (1,71//) rttjni'uiliif Jm /on'
|

It ia 2)imHiblo tn iiii|irnvti nii lli'iHi’iibarga j^ntm ».! and (!»*» rinaoUing

valuo (tf K{V/l\ll), imitimilarly fnr I‘<m ii<in|M')rt|nm». b> dlw i»»jng

Hyatoinatioally tlio tmargii'M anti wave runf(ir.n« uf lla* dri lrouf* l»fd.»ni!ing

to an atoinin !a(.ti(!<*, ra(lit*r in l lio inniini*i- td'| I ] /il, Hnn' liMHtnor ««r> mv
OolHfomod M'itll ///a nj' tin' t'rtf/itiii tt.’9 tt iv/itdf' jranatj-faj njj

nip.nl t)J till Ihv, ali’Ch'iin apiaa, iiti( nJ' ii rlrt lnm im n »»» /.*.«'»( itj i/^

moimnla,

A notation Honanvhab ililTonnit fJini nm.d |irt*vi«iiieiy nwy -on
voniontly bo oniiiloyotl. Wo tmnaittor a Inlliot* id .V atomn «*ar)« id whUli
oontrlbutOH ono oIooLi-on wltli a. givon uiiir|iii* i.rldial wnvo and
Irooly oi’iontatablo a(iin. Lot tho nniiilioi* nf H|iiiM« ]aibi(.iitg jagniiniii l)«r» ffeltl

ll (nogatlvo Hjiiim) lio doiioUn! by r. 'I’lio tnlfll apin maidvraj along the' (Ibid

ia a« usual donotorl by wi///2ff, an iliul, aw » .V ar

TJig atoms aro labollod wiiJi numboitt 1, 8 A*. «,itl Unw hiUi iM*g 3,(,ive

spins ocotiv ab/i,/«, /,. whom I <f^K ... * /, ,; \\ ‘phu b .« sblinibj
state of tho assombly as a wliolts mjmwnbil liy ono wavo fiimdinin Aiui
symmotmal in all tho olootmiw, whioh wo ahairi’all /,) \VV«li«ll
aastimo that bhoHOi//'H am all ni'thogonal aiiil noniiMlktal, thorn iim^* «d thoHi
in all fof all r and

Al

r!(A- - I'j!

for a givon valuo of r. If wi, nogloofc all tho «|,ln and oxohaiiKo iiiltir»r.Mrin«
bobwoontho olflotnins ortliffcwnitatonia. all ihti^o m
samo onorgy, hn- fclioy am all Hohitlons, to this aiqirosiinfflUotn *d Htdmb
dingor’a oq nation

{// ( I ) d- //(8) |. . . . //(A?
) I

*1 ti.

* IMLlor mul UiMili/ii, ltH\ rit,

t Jllotih, vol. (II, )», *i(KI I
helm, loc, cM.t ICjwteiii, 77/y/r. Urv, vmI. 41 . ii. Ill
ovorttIghtH jhiIiiUhI uni hy Jlntlm.

HuniiM^rlWhl
i
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This oq[uation. has next to be completedbythe interactionterms and becomes
{//(I) + 1/(2) + ... + E(N) + S T= 0, ...... (14 16)

8<i

to bo solved approximately by E and of the form

JS= Ih + >}, 'F= s a(/i,. . .,/,) T(A,. (1417)

The «’s and ij are determined by the usual first order equations

“
’J«(/i /r) + ^(/n. • *./..) (2 T^,) [Sa(A',. . .,//) Hfx»-,fr')](lo> = 0.

^
(1418)

Tliese equations simplify greatly. If r+r', the terms of the interaction

matrix vanish, so that we may confine attention at any time to a constant
vah;6 of r. Since each term depends on the coordinates of only two elec-

trons, the only terms in the mati'ix which give a non-zero result are those for

which
(/i',...,/r') = (A>***./r) “nd those for which (A',...,//) differs from

(A>**'*/)) by the interchange ofa single pair of opposite spins. [Interchanges

of lilco spins do not give a now value of i//.] The secular equations (1418)

therefore reduce to sots of equations of constant r ofthe form

{^-1,)a(A....,A)^-S(a(A,...J,)-a(A^...J/)]V (1^10)

in which JJy- is the exchange integral for that pair of atoms for which a

negative and positive spin have boon interchanged between the sets (/) and

(/'). A represents an interaction energy (partly Coulombian) whioh is

independent of the number and arrangement of negative spins, and can

therefore be absorbed in and disregarded for the rest of the present

investigation. Since the exchange integral decreases rapidly with the dis-

tance apart of the pair of atoms, it is sufficient to retain exchanges between

nearest neighbours, and to assume tlvat has the same value for every

pair of nearest neighbours. Equations (1419) then reduce to

“’?a(A.***.A) + <^2 [a(A A) “a(A'.-./r')L (1^20)
(«W

the svimmationbeing for all (/') over the nearestneighbours of {/). Particular

examples of those equations can easily bo written down exifiioitly. For a

linear chain and r= 1, for examifio, we have

-’?«(A) + WA)-«(A+l)-a(A-l)]-0 (1421)

For a linear cliain and r« 2, and provided that /a >/i + 1 >

- ’ja(A.A) + ‘^[4a(A.’/a) “ «{A+ l.A) -«(A- l.A)
.

'

~
'*)®(A>A+ 1) + ‘^[2«'(A<A + 1)

~ ®^(A
” ^jA

+

1) ” ®(AiAh ®)]“ '

:,;.:<.' 4 ..(1423 )

Suitable boundary or periodicity conditions must also be irappsed.i

'

fSM
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Equations (1421) admit the solution

a(/j) = e»>iA (M24)

for any value of% ,
the corresponding value of being given by

= 4Jsin^ .
.....,(1420)

Equations (1422) admit the solution

= •

(
1420

)

for any k^, k^, the corresponding value of >; being given by

r) — iJ(sin® + sin® { 1427

)

Eor r negative spins the main equations analogous to (1422) again admit tins

solution
a(/i,...,/,) = eWii-...i«a/.) (1428)

for any values of /q ,
. . ., with

,?
= 4j'^:S^sin2K)- (1420)

If we now imjjose a periodicity condition on that it shall ropoat

itself when any/ is increased by N, then

K,= 2iThJN (/q= 0,l,..,,i^-l). (1430)

In order to complete the .solution it is necessary to make the

satisfy also the conditions (1423). This can bo done for r» 2 by taking suit*

able linear combinations of the four possible solutions

all of which correspond to the same value of r), and similarly for general

values of r. When this is done it is found that tlio periodicity oonditions aro

no longer exactly (1430). We can now say that the exact energy is given by
the equation

^

7,
= 4/ Ssm®~^ (1431)

in which the are not strictly integers, but determined by certain com-
plicated phase relations. It can be shown however that the smaller ky aro

very close to the simple integral values given by (1430),

The number of distinct states apparently given by (1428) and (1480) for

given r is {N +}•- l)l/rl (JV- 1)!. The correct number is smaller, being of
course N\/r\ (W-r)!. It has been shown however by Botho that (1431) may
be used to give the correct numbers and energies of tlio states for small
spin wave numbers /q and values of r which are not too largo,

The generalization to lattices in two and three dimensions is easy. Wo
shall consider only a simple cubical array [N= (?=>) in which the atoms aro
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labelled -with the numbei’a (J,g,h). The nearest neighbours to {f,ff,h) are

(/± (f,g± 1»A) and 1). In place of (1424) wo now have

with a corresponding energy

ij = ‘iJ(sin* + sin* + sin* (1432)

The periodicity conditions are now

,<,^2nkJQ, (1433)

where the /(!,,, may bo assumed to bo nearly integers when small. The

general energy value replaoing (1431) is

•>j=! 4J
2!
^sin*™ + sin*“4-sin*^^''j (1434)

For small values of for which alone (1432) is reliable wo may write

i (kf-l-lf+mf) =B i V (143C)
pra i 1

This approximation will be valid for the least spin energies when /> 0.

Striotly si)oaking our approximations can hold only for small r. When

r>^i\Zand especially Avhon r is nearly equal to N wo obtain an exactly

similar sot of states in terms of the few positive spiina, but those can bo

omitted.*

We can now form the partition function for the orientational energy in a

field H to the approximation which uses (1436) for ij, the total .energy of a

state being 'rj — 2mn„H, and all possible distinct sets of integers k,,, 1^,

(0 < , Zy ,
Wy < G - 1 ) lor the number ofstates . This enumeration is therefore

the same as if the spin waves wore particles with momentum components

(kyf„in^} obeying the Finstein-Boso statistics, Wo have at once

0-1
I,

If wo assume that B > 0 the terms for largo r will bo unimportant at low

tomporatiu’GS
;
it is then easy to show by ro-oxjiansion that is offootivoly

given by
(1436)

log/f,,=M- s' log{l-c--<WWVA.r|.
0

* Epstoin, loc, cU, has cliaouBsecl in doiaii fcho cfTool of iiiolucling tkoso ooinploiaonfcary topiiia for

n s=0, wlion Uioy inako a oonsklorablo clifTcronco to tho apparent form of Uio rosiilfca. Sinao Jiow*

oVor tlio pliyeically importaiit rosrtlfc is for small iion-Koro i/ oi* Lt , those rofliiompnts will not bo

ooasklorod lioi'o,
H —> 0
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This summation oaii be replaced aii integral and itJIhT^ 1 tlio npiioi'

limit of this integral can be taken to be infinity. Thus

log K ,,,

-

f
”log{l - fM ( 14 37)

tCX j ()

This integralj of a type already familiar to ns, oaii be ovalnatod as ix Boxim

in a convenient form* If we substitute BL^jkT^x and use (ld*35), wo iind

Ifwe expand the logarithm and integrate term by term, wo find

It follows at oiioe that

y hTdlogK^

,(1438 )

V dH
A
r

Similar results can be obtained for other threo-dimonsional lattiooa,

When^r^O
(1440)

or S^1^0-1326(*2Vt/)i

This represents the ferromagnotio state sinoo wo liavo already assumed ttiat

JpkT» Tims a simple three-dimensional oxTbio array (and similarly any
other cubic arrays) give ferromagnetism at suffloiently low tempera fcliros

provided J > 0 » Ifwe attempt to do the same oaloulations for linear or Bqiiaro
arrays, the only essential difforonoo is that wo have tlxo factors Jb® and L
respectively in the integrand of (1437) in place of LK This loads to taotom
ti and i in place of in the denominators of the series terms in (1439).
The series then does not converge for « 0 and I does not remain ooxnpar"
able with when This moans tliat there are a largo numbor of
negative spins in the eq^uilibriinn state in this limit and oiir approximations
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do not apply. This breakdown must obviously be interpreted as meaning

that such arrays, while strongly paramagnetic, are not ferromagnetic.

Tliey are however only of theoretical interest.

3?igs. 63 compare observations of the magnetization as a funotion of T

with the various approximate forms of the theory here clevelopecl, Figs.

03 a, i compare the jP^-law for very low temperatures with the observations*

for Fe and Ni. It will be seen that
^ ^ ^

the observations conform accurately

to the theory. By comparing them ^

also withtheform ^ = ( 1 - aT^)Weiss
' ®

has shown that the 2'5^-law gives
*

an appreciably bettor fit. Big. 03 c • 6 -
,

compares the general trend of the - nickel- bloch*

'

oV
observed values of ? with the theo- . 4 - "A
retioal values given by equations ..

tnow -curie \
(1402) and (1403) for y — 1 which pyrrhotite-zieoler

reduce, omitting /37^, ^ \
^ = tanh x*

_
,

1 1 i i > 1 >

'^1

rni 1 . . o 0 *1 *2 "3 M *5 *6 *7 *8 *9 UO
The theoi^etioal curve for y-2 lies

^ ^

slightly lower. Wo Icnow that no

funotion of this typo oan give the .Vig. 03c,Tho obsorvod variation of ^ as a funotion

2 c ^ . m r\ of WJ-'a a-nci tlio tlioorotioal variation for tho
oorroot form near 2’== 0 ,

but for

medium values and values near tho

Curie point the general lit with the observations is oxoelleut using

or 2 .

« - NICKEL- WEISB &, FORPER
0- NICKEL- BLOCH
/i- CO BALT- BLOCH
X- ISON - HEGG
4,- IRON - CURIE

P- MAGNETITE- WEISS
«- pyrrhotite-zieoler

§12*95* Phenomena of liolomagnetization, The ^[bloch^^ struckire of a

ferromagneiio dpecimen* As we saw in §
12‘94 the phenomena of the Ourie

point load us to tho view that forromagnetios, even single crystals of a ferro-

magnetic, are always naturally micromagiietized to an intensity depending

on tho teinjierature, but praotically indojiendonfc of magnetio fields or of

liolomagnotization. Tliis magnetization would bo adequately clesoribed by

the Weiss-Hoisonberg theory already given if tho oalculations of could

be completed. In tho following sections wo shall suppose that we are in

possession of such an idealized ooinploted theory, which howovor ignores aU

the magnetio energy terms themselves except HIV^ There are howeyer

such energy terms arising from the interactions of the magnetio .^poles

{s-s interactions) and from the interactions of tho spins and tli^y own

atomic orbits {l-s intoraotions), These are all of the nature of aepon^ order

oorreotions and only their form oan be prediotod accurately;

^ Woies, Oomplcs Bcnduap vot .108, (40^4)v J;
?'
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help of terms of the proper form and the expected order of magnitude tho

oomplicated plienomena associated with the passage from the micro- to the

holo-magnetized state in single crysiala can be satisfactorily explained,

together with liner details of the holomagnetized state itself. It is essential

to discuss observational material on single crystals. The eflEects in poly-

crystalline specimens can easily be understood in terms of the properties of

single crystals.

Much important information has been obtained by comparing the curves

of magnetization against effective magnetic field for the (100), (110) and

(111) directions in the cubic crystals of Fe and Ni and along and across the

hexagonal axis in Co. These curves are shown, and their form accounted

for in detail in §§ 12’963-12‘966. For the present it is sufficient to note that

they show that there is a direction of easy magnetization in each crystal,

(100) in Fe, (111) in Ni or the hexagonal* axis in Co. Magnetization is of

course equally easy along any of the directions crystallographically equi-

valent to these. We shall therefore assume that in the mioromagnotized

state the elementary magnetized elements or blocks are magnetized in one

or other of the easy directions, but with random arrangements among the

different easy directions so that tho resultant magnetization is zero. This

model probably involves small closed circuits ofmagnetic flux in the crystal.

Holomagnetization in the easy direction will then only involve changes of

magnetization ofthe blocks from one easy direction to another, which might

ideally be supposed to be able to take place reversibly in vanishingly small

applied magnetic fields, requiring in the ideal limit, reached perhaps in tho

ideal perfect crystal, no expenditure of energy and involving no hysteresis

loss. This idealized model, which we shall adoj)t, would not be permissiblo

if it had to bo striotl}^ interpreted. For directions of easy magnetization aro

necessarily separated by harder directions on any path and weak fields

could not be sufficient to pull the magnetization round. A truer version of

the theory has been given by Blochf who points out that the individual

blocks are not permanent units whose magnetism must be turned as a whole

but that the holomagnetization really grows by the blocks magnetized in

the required direction eating up their wrongly orientated neighbours.

Though these autophagous blocks give the more correct picture, the model

of distinct permanent blocks, with magnetization freely switchable from

one easy direction to another, is a sufficiently good approximation to use in

the analysis at the present stage. We shall use this model neglecting the

effects of the fields of the surrounding blocks on each individual block,

* Below 260® 0. Between this temperature and the transition point, the basal piano is an easy

plano^ of magnetization.

t Bloch, ZeiL /. Physih, vol. 74, p. 296 (1932).
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except in so far as this is taken care of in the mean by classical theory in

speoifying the effeotive magnetic force F\ as we consider here only a part

of the magnetic substance F is no longer equal to H. As shown in § 12*11

wo have F= IF + firI, or more accurately F= H' + ^Trl, when H' and I are

not necessarily parallel, I being hero the natural magnetization of a

mioroelemont depending only on the temperature. .But we can ignore the

term since it leads only to energy terms independent to the present

approximation of all the variables, such as degree or direction of holo-

magnotization, in which wo shall ho interested. We shall assume further

that H' is constant in spite of the block structure, when the sjoeoimen is so

out that H' would bo constant in gemiiuely uniform isotropic raateriaL In

that case wo have
(1441)

wliero y is the demagnetizing cooffleiont depending on the geometry of the

specimen and I/, is the holomagnetization.

§12*951, The “d^iole” and "qtuidrijwle'* energy of magnelization. Lot

us consider next how the energy ofa mioroelemont or a largo scale spooimen

holomagnotized to saturation will dopoird on the dirootion cosines I, m, n,

of magnetization in a oubio crystal. Ifor simplicity we oan consider only

absolute saturation oorreaponding strictly to zero temperature. Since this

extra energy must have the symmetry of the cube and bo of oven order, it

can only bo of the form

A '(I® -t-m®

+

n^) -I- B'lT -I- + n*) -h G'iPni^ +mV -I' nH^)

plus higher order terms. Siiico + 1, this reduces to irrelevant

constants and a term
(1442)

To make sure of the origin of this term is a quantum problem, which wo
cannot discuss hero. It was first proposed as a quadripole ofloot by Maha-

jani* and is generally referred to as the gwulnpole energy. It is now hold to

arise from the (Z-s) interaotiona.t

In the absonoo of an external field tho only energy terms depending on

direotion are just (1442), wliioh must he a minimum subjoot to Z® -1- m®

+

to®= 1

for the dirootions of natural (i.o. easy) magnetization. By tho usualmethods

wo find therefore that if il>0 tho miuimuiu value of (1442) ooours in the

direction (111) and the maximum in (100) (and oquivalont dirootions in

each case), while if i?<0 tho minimum is along (100) and tho maximum
along (111). Those dirootions will agree with tho facts if

Ni, B>0; Fo, .B<0.

* Maliajanl, Phil Trans, A, vol. 228, p, 03 (1020).

f Powoll, Proc. Poi/, Soc, A, vol. 130, p. S12 (1030)| Blooli and Oontllo, Zcii,/, Physiki vol. 70,

p. 305(1031).
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In the close packed hexagonal lattice of Co the quadratic terms niust ho

of the form
(1443)

the (jiiadripole terms must also from the symmetry depend only on V* and

They therefore reduce effectively to The terms of imporbaucoi

may therefore be taken to be of the form

(MM)
where I is the cosine ofthe angle between the direction of magnetization and

the hexagonal axis. If as turns out to be the case and JV have tho Bumo
sign, this is a minimum for Z == 1 when ^ < 0, which agrees witli tho facte,

since the easy directions are along the hexagonal axis for Co. Since the

magnetic energy of a set of magnetic dipoles with this syniniotry must be

of the form (U43), these terms are commonly known as the dipole ener{/}/,

§lS*95a. Co)T6C^edI partition fimclions for microelemeni^, md holo-

magnetized syeieme^ or for collections of 7mcroele7nent8, To a miorooloinent
naturally magnetized to saturation, or to a large scale spooimon holo-

inagnetized by a suitable external field, wo may apply Heisenberg's theory,
equations (140 1)-(1404). For a microelement the effective field F must bo
used. This will differ from the pipe-force by terms duo to tho local

magnetization, So far as these terms are duo to the magnetization of tlio

microelement in question they do not affect tho offoctivo external field

acting on the element. We shall therefore in tho following sections ^\diioh
aie largely concerned with microelements use H* as the best availablo first

approximation to the true F,
The magnetization ^ determined by (1401)-(1404) is effectively inclopoii-

dent ofj?' and therefore of a. For present purposes we can nogloofc the termsm ^fz. We then have the simplified equations

(1445)
where a; and I are determined by dKJdx= dKJdt= 0, or

.ip
VL

. 4- ( 2/) ^
J*%(2a!) (1440)

This^(Ky,0)is an approximate evaluation of a partition function, witli
all the properties of these functions

,

Thus evaluated all magnetic energy terms have been systematioally
omitted, and they oan now be inserted. If A, p, v are tho direotion cosines
of the magnetic pipe-force H\ then there is a directional energy term

-H'IV(Xl+/j,m+m) (1447)
due to the orientation of the “magnet” ofstrength/per unit volume ia tho
magnetic field. There is also an energy term

[VA(I)l^^YA'{I)l^} ..,...{1448)
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depending on the direction of magnetization relative to the axes of the

crystal^ taken to ooinoido with the axes of coordinates.

These terms should be added to the energy terms in the original partition

function before the approximate summation^ but since the whole oUeotive

contribution comes from states indistinguishable from the equilibrium

state, and since the extra energy terms are small compared with the main

(exchange) energies, wo can insert (the equilibrium valuo) for 1 in (1447)

and (1448) and treat those terms as extra constant factors during the

evaluation. Wo thus got the corrected (partial) partition function

log = log1(^0)

+ {XI+ + vn) --EM {li+ TO^-l- »*) {H49)

This is sbill not a true partition function, for while F, 2' and H' can be speci-

fied by tlio external conditions I, in, n should be deduciblo from them.

Strictly (1449) multiplied by dw specifies tho contribution to the true par-

tition function made by those states for which lies in dot with a mean

direction The complete partition function is

/s:,/(T^2;H')=j2f,„(K2’,H',(,m,n)dw (1460)

and tho equilibrium values of {l,m,n) should bo determined in tho usual way

by equations of the typo

lK„*^jlK„,(V,T,n\l.m,n)dw. (1461)

But since Gvon a mioroolomonfc is a system very largo on tho atomic scale

iri^VIkT (//' + 0) and VB{I^)lkT will both bo very largo indeed, so that

the whole contribution to tho integrals in (1460) and (1461) comes from

values of (l^nijn) which make

iri,V(XU^Ixm+vn)-VB{I,){lU^m (1462)

a maximum, subject to
, .(1463)

It is thoroforo only necessary to maximize (1449) as it stands for (i!,m,^i)

subject to + Tho porinissible values of (l^rntn) are therefore

roots of tho equations (1464)

,.....{1466):

iri,v-4,Bn^^^A7i^0, ,.. 0 .(1466)

whore A is the undotorminod multij)lier. We thus obtain all tho properties

that we require for mioroeloments or oompletoly holomagnetizcd eiystal^

Inoompletoly holomagnetized crystals are oolleotions of

elements each of which can be regarded as a fiupdrih;blebhl<^ wh^^^
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function for its internal states is approximately K„^(V,T,'R' fliTtiin), when tho

direction of its magnetization is specified. Let the various permissible roots

or groups of roots of equations (1464)-(1466) be labelled with a suffix i, and

let Nf bo the number of elements whose direction of magnetization is given

by the Mi root. Then 'S^N^= N, tlie total number of mici'oelements. It

will be convenient not to enumerate all the roots singly, but to group to-

gether all the roots, in number, which yield equal values of which

we shall denote by Then the partition function for the N micro-

elements is jy,

This can bo used exactly as an ordinary partition function if the are

fixed, But if, as is generally the case, theJV/s may have anyvalues subject to

and their average values are the quantities to be determined, then

th6 complete partition function is

S /4:= + .0^ (1458)
iNi)

The average values ai^e determined exactly as in § 2*3. We find at once

(1469)

Now for moderate values ofH' the magnetic terms that differentiate the

are all large oompared with kT even for a microelement. It follows

therefore from equation (1469) that all the N/s arc effectively zero except

those corresponding to the greatest value of the magnetic terms. If there

^ several values of (Z<,m^,%) corresponding to this greatest value, then the

Mi for each such set taken separately will be equal. This conclusion holds

a fortiori for larger values ofH'.

For H' = 0 on the other hand the magnetic terms correspond to theva^us
easy directions of magnetization and are all equal Equal numbers Nf of

microelements will therefore according to (1469) bo found orientated in

each easy direction with zei'o resultant holomagnetization. This is in full

agreement with the requirements already laid down for our model in

§ 12-96. But the equations we have so far setup do not enable us in practice

to trace the transition from IT = 0 to moderate values ofIT. For very small

values ofH' neglected magnetio energies arising from interblock interactions

are comparable with the differences between the magnetic energies in the

various and the whole argument breaks down. We shall see that this

transition corresponds to the early part of the magnetization curve below

the “knee ”, a part which is ideaUy almost vertical. From the point ofview

here adopted we may fairly regard the holomagnetization in this region as

indeterminate. But the properties of such states can be discussed by
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specifying the holomagnetization and determining the Ni subject to this

extra condition; all the magnetic energy terms can be neglected.

To formulate this now condition, let y^ be the cosine of the angle between

and the direction of holomagnetization . Then

It is assumed for simplicity that the inioroelements are all of the same size V.

In place of (1468) we now have

(JVi)

subject to 'EiNi=N,

By the usual processes wo therefore find

(lx

‘ 27riJ x^
{v}iXViK„m + (o^xV^K,f^^+..,r, (1460)

(1461)and

where ^ is determined as the root of the equation

TOiyia’ViIf„ 6>+ vj^y^xy^KJ^+ • <

»

_ -4 n4 62i'

7/
^ ^

Since to our approximation the 7I„ W’s are all equal, these equations simplify

JV)to

where ^ is the root of

WiyiXV'^ + TOay2^^*'h‘' * _h

.(1463)

(1464)
WiXVi + TOj.'rVa q- , . . 7g

Similar simple considerations apply to non-cubio crystals such as Co, in

which there are only two directions of easy piagnotization, 1=^ ± I, In i3laoo

of (1462) and (1463) wo have to make

77'7,F(A?+iam-|- m) - VA{1,] P— F^'(7,) P (1466)

a maximum subject to P-VirP-VrP— 1. This gives the equations

77'/,A- (24 + A) ^~ 4.<47» = 0, ( 1466)

=0, (1467)

77'4v~A« =0. (1468)

We emiihasize once again that the 77' of all those formulae should strictly

be the effective magnetic force 7', but that the difference is hero unimportant

and that H' is related to 77 the external field applied to the specimen by

(1441).

§1E’96. The deviation effect in non-cubio cryslalSf in pa^iicular Co,

When a single crystal of a ferromagnetic is holomagnetized to saturation by

a sufficient field it is found that except for particular directions of the field
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the direction of magnetization and the direction of the field do not coincide,

This phenomenon is called (he deviation effect and is simj)ly explained by the

existence ofthe dipole and qiiadrij)ole energyterms ofthe preceding section.

The more complicated effect in cubic crystals is similarly treated in the

next section.

To the required aj)proximation eyerything is symmetrical about the

hexagonal axis. We can therefore suppose that v^n— 0^ and confine tho

vectors H' and to the (x,y) plane. Eliminating A from (1466) and (14G7)

we find
/I 0-/1 „ ,

jr" 1nr ijr m V (1469)

an angle i/f, theIf H' makes an angle ^ Avitli the hexagonal axis and Ij

deviation A = ^ - i/i is given by

. . A+A' . 1 A' , .

SJ»A = - -pp- sin 24) +
2
^sin ‘kj).

If J. < 0 then A > 0 when if> is in the first quadrant, so that H' deviates more

than I, from the hexagonal ^ ^6 r ro^^-n

.(1470)

Jn
000

250

pool] [ooolj

Co.

ZIIJ 1 < - > 1 1 ! 1—L-

4

axis, which is, for .d<0, the

direction of easy magnetiza-

tion; H as it were drags Ig re-

luctantly away from the easy

direction. Formula (1470) gives o<i ‘̂- ' -i-i—j— -j- i - i ' '

an excellent representation of
* ^ * A \

the observations* if

' -^«4*14xl0'>,

— = I'Ol X 10®.
ITig, 64 Tho normal oompononfc of magnetization for a ehiglo

Tho theoretical curve for A ory^tal of Co in a hold ir of OOIO gauss, as a fiinoUon of

is compared with Kaya’sf oh-
Inolination (^) of //' to t)io hexagonal axis of tho oryaUvI.

servations in Eig. 64. The curve shows or the component of

Ig normal to for a field H' of 9016 gauss.

-Q60

-600

§ 12^961. The deviation effect in the cubic cryataU of Fe and Ni. In cubic

crystals tliere isno significantdipoleterm, butasignificantquadripoleenergy

.

In moderate fields sufficient to holomagiietize the crystals, the directions of

H' and again do not in general opinoide. According to the discussion of

§ 12*962 the directions of natural magnetization in zero field (easy direc-

tions) are those that make a maximum, that is the 6

directions (±100), (0±10), (00 ±1) when .B<0 (as for Ee), or the 8

directions ( ± 1 ± 1 ± 1) when 5 > 0 (as for Ni).

* Gang and Czorlinaky, Ann, d, Physiht vol. 10, p, 626 (1933).

t Kaya, Scu Meporla Tdhohu, voJ. 17, p, 1106 (1928).
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Wohaveto solve the equations (1464), (1466) and (1466) fortho root which

makes (1462) a maximum, for siiffloiently large values of IT. The general

solution would bo complicated and we coniine attention to special oases,

supposing that the observations are made on sj)eciinen8 so cut that the

demagnetizing terms have the proiJor symmetry.

Qase (i). H' lies in a cubic face so that r= 0, the specimen being cut so that

this plane is a plane of symmetry,

If v=0 there are a priori tlu’ee possible values of w, but the non-zero

values are irrelevant to our problem, since the j)lano v = 0 is a plane of

symmetry. Fi*om the remaining equations

iBP-ITI^ iBm^-H'I,p

I m ^ ’

whicli loads to sin A = sin(^ — ^) = — sin 4^. ,(1471)

The values ofB required for different specimens are somewhat variable, but

for any one specimen excellent agreement is found between (1471) and the

of tho clivootion ift of tlio multaiit magnoWzation,

[100] [no] [010]

//'= 12600

7\
.1 ! 1,1

X /

Ot

m ,

Fig. 06 &. Tho coinponont ofinagnotim-

tlou normal io //' in tho (001) piano

of a alnglo oryBfcal of Nl as a fiinotian

of tlio (llrootion 0 of tho loBiiltanb

magneti/iatlou*

observations. Figs. G5 a, show the agreement for for speoi-

mens of Fe and Ni with (Fe) jB — 2*39 x 10®, (Ni) JB — ?‘9 x 10*. The vooto;r

H' is again always farther than from the nearest easy dirootion of jpagnOr

tization (cube edge, Fe, J5 < 0; cube diagonal, Ni, B > 0).

* Gans and Czorlinslcy, loc, ciL} ohsorvation of Honda and Kaya, Sci* Mcfforts ^MhUf yol, 16>

p. 721 (1020), Similar results aro giyon for Fo by tho obftorvatlon$,of WoV^^o:?, Proc* Hoif* SoCt A>

vol. 107, p, 604(1926). ' • r:
''

'
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Gase (ii). ^= j/, H' being noimal to aface diagonal. The specimen is so cal

that the plane (01 - 1) w o plane of symmetry. This plane contains the (100),

(111) and (Oil) directions.

Since /u. = v, m=w is a possible root and the only relevant one from the

symmetry. Thus
^

l,w,ra«cos^, ^sini/r, -^sin^,

X,lj,,v=ooa(l>, JgSin^, ^sin<^,

where ^ and <j) are again the angles between H' and Ig and the (100) axis.

Equations (1464)-(1466) then lead to

sin A=sin(()i— ^)= sin2^{3 oos^t/t— 1} (1472)

Ij’ig, 06, Tho obBorvcd and fchooi'otioal vahios of sin A for tho (1-10)
piano of a single crystal of Ni,

Here again H' isalwaysfarther than Igfrom the nearesteasy direction. Eig. 60

shows* tho observed and theoretical values of sin A for Ni for //' = 296 gauss

,

The agreement is good except between the (111) and (110) directions

where it is only fair. By including the next possible term in the magnetiza-

tion energy of the form B'PmH^ Gans and Czerlinskyf have obtained good

agreement over the whole range. The extra term leaves the (001) plane

deviations unaffected.

Gase (iii). There is a plane ofsymmetry noiinal to the trigonal (111) axis;

ifH' lies in this plane, A+ ja+ v= 0. In a specimen cut so that this j)lane is a

plane of symmetry one would expect Ig to obey the same symmetry con-

dition which requires Z-l-m+n— 0, but this does not satisfy the equations

(1464)-(1466) since in general S Z® does not vanish with S Z. Tho observations

Powell, Proc,, May. Soo. A, vol. 130, p. 167 (1031).

I Gans and Czerlinsky, loo, ciL
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appeal- to show that tlie symmetry condition keeps control; subject to this

extra condition we should obtain the equilibrium state by maximizing

ITIJfJt + fx.7n+ vn) — w*

+

n^) {A+ p + v == 0)

subject to Z2+mHn2=l, i+m+?i= 0.

The conditions are - 4jBZ*+ Ul^X + AZ+ ilf=

0

and two similar equations. Eliminating A andM from these, we find

4.B +11% Apr
1 m n Z m n
1 1 1 1 1 1

The coefficient of B has (Z as a factor and so vanishes. Therefore

A ju, V =0, Z+ m+?i= 0, A+/i+ r= 0,

Z m n

1 1 1

so that Z/A

=

mjiM= njv or Ig is parallel to H'. This agrees with the facts except

for very small fields and even then the observed deviations are small

compared with those of cases (i) and (ii).

§ 1 2*962. The two stages of magnetization. As we have already mentioned,

magnetization ourves of single crystals show clearly two distinct stages.

IHg. 07. Obsoi-vcd magnotiiiation ourvoB for ffig. 08. Obsorvotl inagiiobivifttion oui'\ros for n

a Biiiglo orystal of I’d. sitiglo crystal of Ni.

These stages are hero shown in Pigs. 07, 08 and 09 for Ee, Ni and Co respec-

tively.* Stage one is a rapid {ideally infinitely rapid) increase of magnetiza-

* li-o, Ifi, Wobstor, Proe. Phys, Soc, Lmulon, vol. <12, p, 431 (1030); Co, Gann and Ozorlinsky,

Ann, d, Physik, vol. 10, p, 0215 (1033), 'J'lio obaoi-vod points for cobalt aro from Kaya, Set, Pep.

2Wiote, vol. 17, p. 1105 (1028).
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tion in veryweak fields, rip to a certain maximum value. If the direction of

holomagnetization is one of the easy directions for a microelement} then this

maximum value is complete saturation. It should correspond according to

our theory to a state in which all the micro- „

elements are orientated in groups along the ^400
^

0—-o—e—i.

directions of easy magnetization nearest to the 1 200 «-

direction of holomagnetization, the groups being ’
n

so arranged that the resultant holomagnetization goo =>
— —-

—

is in the desired direction. The maximum values ^

attainable in this way in the important special
[ r < > ‘

cases are as detailed belmv, in excellent agreement
°

with the observations. At the proper point a

oonspioiious bend orknee occurs in the magnetiza- valuos of tho maguotiaatlon

tion curve.
^ crystal of Co,

Co* Eddy directions: Hexagonal axis ( ± ). For holomagnetization normal

to the hexagonal axis the knee occurs at 0.

Fe, Easy directions (100), etc. For holomagnetization along (111) tho

nearest easy directions are (100), (010) and (001) and tho knee occurs at

— along (110) the nearest easy directions are (100) and (010) and

the knee occurs at — ZJ,^2,

Ni* Easy directions (111). For holomagnetization along (100) tho

nearest easy directions are (1±1±1) and the knee occurs at Z^^ — 4/^/3 5

along (110) the nearest easy directions are (11 + 1) and the knee occurs at

These results are all immediate consequences of the second part of the

theory expounded in §
12*952,

After this loiee the second stage of holomagnetization sots in; a stage in

which a gradually increasing field pulls the direction of magnetization

of each microelement away from an easy direotion to the direction of the

resultant holomagnetization. In the foregoing sections in discussing the

deviation effect we have not troubled to consider whether the stationary

values used correspond to true maxima. This is not necessary for tho

strongish fields ooncerned, for it is obvious that the correct roots must make
the deviation tend to zero as ZZ'“>oo, But this investigation no longer

applies in weaker fields when the direotion of is deviating gradually from

an easy direction. The formulae giving A as a function of ijj are unique, but

the root of ^ as a function of
<f>
must be chosen differently. In the following

sections the complicated phenomena that can occur will be sufficiently

illustrated by the discussion of important special oases. It will be assumed

throughout that all the microelements are subject only to the effective

magnetic force E which need not be distinguished from the pipe-force H\
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§12‘963. Magnetization of Go normal to the hexagonal axis. There is no

stage one magnetization. Stage two starts from 1/^= 0 with equal numbers of

jniorobloolcs orientated ± along the hexagonal axis. Subject to the inagnotio

force H' normal to this axis, the magnetization of each will deviate tlu’ough

an angle i/f, sxioh that .4//g=sin Apidying equation (1470) with ^ — ^n,

we find A . I, , I

/

I
A “h A. . c. t 1 A , ,

cos !/«= - sin 2^ + -
Jip

sm 4i/q

and since •/; must vanish with H, the cosi/r factor is irrelevant and the

required root is given by

^=sin^/, JgH' = ~‘l-A' ain^ij) ..(1473)

The good general agreement between (1473) and the observations is shown

in Mg. 69. Complete satiu'ation should bo achieved when

H' = - (2A + 4A')/4~ 8000 g.

§12'964. The magnetization ctirves of Fe, (B<0.)

Case (i). Magnetization along the (110) direction in the (001) pi!a?ie. At the

end of stage one, half the microelements are magnetized along (100) and

the other half along (010), in a negligible external field. The mioi’oelomonts

are now all subjected to a force IT along (110) which will affect them all

similarly. Their magnetizations will all be dofloctod towards H' through the

angle ifj, whore tjt is the proper root of the equation (1471), which hero takes

the form _ „

8in(

J

tt - 1//)
=™ sin 4.// (.// = 0, /f' = 0), (1474)

and at the same time oo8(j7r— <//) = 4/4. (1476)

The (/;„//') relationship is simplified by writing —
«// = e. Then

I — B
y= cose, Bin6=y^8in4e,

from which the proper root is given by

fh

I
(Jk^ A Ul'

(1470)

The factor sine= Ogives only a minimum of (1462). Complete saturation is

reached for li' = ~ 4iJ/ig
,
and the magnetization curve joins the line

/ft— Ig at an acute angle, (94/9//),= J/,///, . This curve ism excellent agree-

ment with the measurements of Honda, Masumoto and Kaya, shown in

Fig. 69-1.*

* BiUor, Phys, Sev, vol. 30, p, 337 (1033); Honda, oto., Set. Seports U'Shoktt, vd. 17, p. Ill (1028),

FSM 33
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Case (ix)* Magnetization along the (111) direction. At the end of stage one

magnetization one third of the microelements are magnetized along (100),

one third along (010) and one third along (001). The microelements are now

all subjected to a force li* along (HI), which again affects them all alike;

their magnetization is deflected towards through the angle iff in the

relevant plane of type (Oil). Equation (1472) applies and here becomes

sin(a - ^) =
-^

5
^ sin 2^ {3 cos^ ^ - 1}

^ cos a=~j

,

with oos(oc— 0)

=

IjJJq ,

]?jg. Q9‘l, Thoorotioal inagnotization ourvoa and obsorrod inagnotizationa for fcho

(110) and (111) direotions in a einglo crystal of ITo aa a function of

Writing a - ^ = e, these equations become

sin € j^cos £- cos(4a - 3e) - =
0 |^cos ^= (1477)

Eor values of li' < - SBjSig the factor in [ ] has one root which is tlie

required maximum of (1462), and sin€ = 0 gives a minimum. Eor values of

S such that- 85/3/^ < Zf' <,- (2-96) Bjl^ the factor in
[ ] gives two roots of

which the lesser value of cos € gives a maximum and the other a minimum,

while sin e = 0 gives amaximum . For H'>— (2‘ 96) B/Î , sin e = 0 is the only

root. The complete curveisshownin Fig. 69*1. Ifwe assume that equilibrium

corresponds always to the greater maximum of (1462), the magnetization

curve is as shown by the continuously drawn curve in the figure, the final

step being discontinuous at about
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This curve is also in excellent agreement with the measurements, though

naturally these do not reproduce the discontinuity of the idealized theory.

This part of the curve is much altered by including the term

§12*966. The magnetizalim curves for Ni. (B>0.)

. Case (i). Magnetization along the (100) direction. At the end of stage one

one quarter of the microelements will be orientated along each of the four

easy directions (1 ± 1 + 1) in a negligible external field. The microelements

are now all subjected to IT along (100), wliioh alfects them all similarly by

deflecting their magnetizations towards IT in the (110) or similar plane

through an angle e. Equation (1472) applies with <^= 0 in the form

sin( — ijt) = sin 2^/(3 cos® • • . • • .{147 8)

The factor sinfi is irrelevant and oos^/=l/i/3 when ITs^o, Moreover

cos i/f = IjJIg . Therefore

m,
B

The deviation vanishes and

saturation is reached when

H'^IIf^iBlI,,

and at this point (0

J

Idll)^ 4= 0.

=2|ij3|^-ll....(1470)
-‘a I

*«

0*8

tion curve is in fair agree-

ment with the observations

as shown in Eig. 69*2.

Oase (ii). Magnetization

along the (HO) direction. At

the end of stage one mag-

netization one half of th6

microoloinents will bo orien-

tated along each of the two

easy directions (11 ±1) in a

negligible external field. The

microelements are now all

subjected to IT along (110)

and equation (1472) again

applies but now with — and

and ( 1 1 0), so that cos e = IJig . Thus

-B

A A

A

—
X

Nt

X ^00]

-f-fi

^ 1

A

*1

fc
'

2 II'hfu

1%. 00 '2. Thoorotioal wmgnofcizatlon oiU'voa and obsoTvccl

inagnotlzntionfl for tUo (111), (110) and (100) dirootlons inn

singlo oi’yotal of Ni aa a function of }l\

: Jtt- e, whore € is the angle between

sin e ==jpj
sin 2e{3 sin^ e - 1} {IV ^ 0, cos e «yi), 7

’
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»

and the sine factor is irrelevant. Therefore

H'L
B *^8

.(1480)

Saturation is reached when H' — HJ ~ 2BjIg and at that i^oint (37/9/i ),-)= 0.

There is again fair agreement with the observations ns shown in I^ig. 09'2.

§12'97. Magnetostriction in cubic crystals as a function of magnetization.

Dm'ing stage one magnetization the microelements are merely turning

round. This could cause no change of shape of the body in bulk if a inioro-

element (or other body magnetized to saturation) were of true cubic struc-

ture. But if the unmagnetized state is a pex'feot oitbe the magnetized state

need not be, and in fact is not, and the change of shape will depend on how
the microelements are arranged for given 4 . These arrangoments can bo
derived at once from the formulae of § 12-fl62, During stage two xnagnebiza-
tion other changes of shape can occur duo to the distortion accompanying
the diversion of the duections of magnetization from easy directions. Such
changes of shape are called magnetostriction. Wo shall show in the following
sections that the magnetostriction at all stages of holoniagnotizatioii in Fo
or Ni can be completely accounted for in terms of our general theory and
two empirical constants which may be taken to bo the projjortional olianges
oflength parallel to the magnetizationwhen the specimen is liolomaguotizod
to saturation along (100) and (111). To complete the theory we shovikl bo
able to compute these constants in terms ofthe elastic constants oftho metal
and the magnetic dipole energy ofa slightly distorted cubic lattice. Though
there have been several attempts* and though tho principles on which tho
calculation must proceed are agreed upon, no satisfactory calculation has
yet been made.

Suppose that a microelement or other saturated crystal is magnotizod
with direction cosines 0(2 ,

ocj and measured along a line with dirootion
cosines ^1 , ^a. These direction cosines i-ofer to axes coinciding with tho
crystallographic axes of the cubic crystal. Thonf

In (1481) and k, are constants and the additive term c. which may bo a
function ofthe occurs because a^o do not know what to call the standard
length of the specimen. This standard must be fixed later by a suitable
convention, and we need not consider it further for the moment. Wo can
on y measure oflength in a given directionfor clmnges of the direction
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ofmagnetization. The formula (1481) is dictated entirelyby the requirements

of cubic symmetry. In the first place the formula (apart from c) must be

even in the a’s and the /3’s separately, for reversal ofeither ofthese directions

is irrelevant. It must be unaltered by interchange of any pair of suffixes in

the «’s and j3’s simultaneously and by simultaneous change of sign of any

pair (if, Pi. The terms in and are then the only possible ones of less than

fourth order in the a’s.

It is important to see exactly how this formula may be used during stage

one magnetization. The direction of measurement (y3) then remains un-

altered for the microelements or the whole body while the direction of

magnetization (a) changes, so that c is constant. But owing to the symmetry

of the K-tei'ins in «’s and /3’s we can equally well use the formula for a micro-

element with the a’s fixed and the j8’s changed if we still keep c constant.

For oonvenionce therefore we may proceed thus as if c were an absolute

constant. The total result for the whole body will be obtained by Slimming

over the contributions of each microelement.

§12*971. Magnelostriciion cwms/o?* Fe cryalala.

Case (i). Magnetization along (100), Since (100) is an easy direction, the

whole holomagnetization is stage one and the magnetostriction throughout

can bo expressed in terras of the shape of the natural inioroolements.

For a mioroolement

j] =c (Longitudinal ofPeot), (1482)
^ /(lOOtdOB)

=
I

= c H- /Cl (Transverse ofioot),

(1«3)

If Nfi are the numbers of miorooleinents in the conglomerate body

orientated along, normal to and agamst H', acting along (100), then for the

Avhole specimen measured parallel to H'

U N, K, . Nf, Nz /^AaA\+ (1484)

Wo can now lay down our standard shaiie for the specimen by making

Sljl- 0 for the state of no holomagnetization when by § 1 2* 96 NJN= } , Thus

o-i-f;ci= 0. (1486)

For complete holomagnetization Wj = 0

(?) (oj5s/53),(ioo)
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This numericalvalue fits Webster’s observations. Kaya’s require 1*68 x 10"*,

For partial holomagnetization

By (1463) and (1464)

where

N,_ 4

N ^+.4 + l/r

'

-s
^+4+i/ri.

A simple reduction leads to

f.|{2-V(38>+l)},

.othat f.c(-l+yjl + 3|*)).

This formula is compared,with the observations iu Fig. 70,

(1487)

(1488)

(1489)

Case (ii). Magnetization along (HI). In stage one magnotizabion it foJlow's

from §
12'692 that the microelements merely turn end for end wliioli does

not change their shape. Thus we have Ujls 0 uj) to

In stage two magnetization the direction of the magnetization, and

therewith the shape of any microelement, changes. But all are similarly

situated with respect to (111) so that the change of hljl in bulk is the same
as for any microelement.

If e is the angle between the direction ofmagnetization and ( 1 1 1 ), eo tli at

cose= then

= Vi ^+ V§ “2= «3= Vi (

1

and

rfy] 1 “(t) = -|'f2{V2ai(l“«i*)^ + i(l-'«i*)}.
L\ f /(llD.ttlDjBulk \l/(a,«,«,),(Ul)

^

(1490)
This reduces to

[(T)a.„,jB.,.’-‘V4‘-’)
For saturation we have «i= l/.^3, 8lfl= -^K^~~h1x lO"* to fit Webster’s
observations, or -l‘29x 10"* to fit Kaya’s. These I’esxilts are again ooni'
pared with observation in Fig, 70.

Case (iii). Magnetization along (110). In stage one magnetization Wj
microelements have their magnetization directed along (100) and (010),
2^2 along (00 ± 1) and N3 along (-100) and (0-10). Formula (1481) (with
«i= -f^>) gives
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Thus

Magneiostriction Curves foi' Fe Crystals

The formula of § 12'962 gives us at once

Ni+N^-2N^ ^Wa+ ^-Wa_2

N ^i/Va^^-i/Va+l’

where

We find easilym
L\ I /(no),

^Wa+^-W2+l -j=^= 8.

619

.(U93)

Pig, 70. Tlioorofcioal iimgnotostriotion curves ami observed magnotofltrloUouB (longitucllnal)

for single crystals of Po as a funotlon of the liolomagnotization.

In stage two magnetization the magnetization of all the mioroolemonts is

being deviated equally from (100) or (010) towards (110). If cos £=
then

ai= (cose + sin€)/.v/2, «2 = (cos e~ sin 6)//y2, «3 = 0,

and

(110), (llOU Bulk
= (y] =o(l-f{ai®4-aa“))-/<:2aiaa,

= ic-K{2j\'-l|. (1406)

All these results are in excellent agreement Avith Webster’s or Kaya’s

measurements for suitable empirical values of c and Kj, as the curves of

Pig, 70 show,
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§ 12'972. Magnetostriction curves for Ni crystals, Vory siiiulur cou-

siderations apjJly to Ni crystals and it will bo sufficiout to summarizo tho

results.

Case (i). Magnetization along (111). Stage ono niagnoti/.ation proceeds

to saturation. There are four classes of miorooleinont, along (111)) Ng

along (11 — 1), (1 — 11) or (
— 111), Nj, along (—1 — 1 — 1) and along

( - 1 — 11), ( - 11 - 1) and (1 — 1 — 1). Wo And at once

[(?).,

(?)

(?)(ti-iUiii)

1

\ ^ /(-i-i-i),'

= (f) =c+Kh-

Nf
i

=c + |/(:i-|/<-2r
(iU),ttii)jBulk [

For the uninagnetized state i\^ = and by convention c+ = 0.

Applying eqxration (1463) and (1464), we find

~
... t — O*where

Thus after reduction

^+3|i+3r^+^i Is

Ff-) 1 =
L\ ^ /ailWliiUBulk

a«2 /a’ .(1400)

To fit the observations ofKaya for saturated magnetization 2*7 x 10~®.

Case (ii). Magnetization along (100). During stage one magnetization,
Ih<IsN^. there is obviously no inagnetostriotion. During stage two all the
microelements are similarly situated with respect to ( 1 00)and ifoos c«

'ooac, a2= a8= sin €/../£,
/c^iv «-

aud
LV ^ /(100),(100)-

The observations indicate that c 2= 6*1 x

r
(llO)- Boring stage one magnetization,

microelement to consider: m along

we have^'""^*^”®

±(I-1± l)andW8aIong-(H± 1). For these mloroelomonts

(U\

[(?)<».«L,"(f)^^.,,„-'(||‘-5) (M"’)

(?)

[(?)(Ho),(110).

(?) d:(l-lrfcl),(llO)
— i«a>

N ']•
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Using again tho methods of § 12*962, we find

= — |/Cjj

aioXdiouBttik
M¥s)^

During stage two magnetization, if as usual oos e= 7,,/i^, then

and

(1408)

(1499)

Fig. 71. Thoorotiodl nmgnotoati'iotion oiu'vos and observed magnoiioslirioWonB for

slnglo oryslalB ofM as a fanoUon of tho holomaguotr/atlon.

The general agreement between these formulae andKaya’s moasuromonts

is fair, and is shown in Mg. 7 1 . Tho observed values given are very uncertain

for tho smaller magnetizations, since the magnetostriction and tho mag-

netization were not simultaneously observed.



CHAPTER Xlllf

APPLICATIONS TO LIQUIDS AND SOLtfTIONS

§13*1* Introduction. It is at present far beyond tlie power of statistical

mechanios to dednoe rigorously the properties of a liquid from a given

molecular model. Most liquids of our common experience ore composed of

very complex molecules. Even if we possessed detailed experimental kno'W-

ledgo of the liquid states of the inert gases we could hardly yet hope to give

a satisfactory theoretical interpretation. It is not that the method is not

sufficiently clear. It ought to be possible for such simple liquids to. give a

satisfactory account of their properties as follows. For liquids with heavy

molecules (i.e. all liquids except helium and perhaps hydrogenj) a classical

approximation to the partition function should be sufficient, We may then

formulate the problem in one or other of two ways. We may adopt as a first

rough approximation to the liquid a model which regards it as a quasi-solid

in which each molecule has a natural position ofequilibrium differing merely

from a molecule in a solid in that its position of equilibrium wanders about»

If we adopt this model, then wo may take

(
1600

)

(
1601 )

in which W is the complete potential energy of the liquid in any configura-

tion, § and J(T) is the ordinary partition function for the translational

kinetic energy and internal and rotational energies of the molecules—

frequently much the same as in a gas, In calculating S^(T) after this model

the molecules must not be allowed to change places, so that if we allowed

W->0 the limit of jS*(!r) would have to be V^jNl. This model of course

cannot validly he used in this limit.

Ifwe adopt the mqdel of an extremely imperfect gas, then we can proceed

f Tills ohaptor has been completely recast by Mr E. A. Guggenheim.

j The hydrogen rich liquids such as water, ammonia and methane in which each molooulo

contains only one atom other than hydrogen probably form a partial exception and require a
quantum treatment of their rotational energy content. Uernal and Tamm, NaiurCi vol, 135,

p. 229 (1035).

§ More atriotly W is only that part of the potential energy of the liquid which depends on the

configuration of the centres of mass of eveiy molecule since (1601) refers only to such coordinates.

Potential energy arising from internal vibrations and rotations of the molecules (if any) must bo

regarded as absorbed in J{T).
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exactly as in Chapter viii and use Theoreni 6*31 for systems occupying a

common region of space. We may then take

+ (1602)

(1603)

where the integi’ation in B{2') is now to be calculated without restriction

for all configurations. We shall easily see later that these formulations lead

to identical resrilts.

A statistical theory of liquids is still lacking, not because of a failure of

theory but because of the almost prohibitive difficulty of calculating B{T)
or B*{T). The utmost that wo can hope to do at present is to calculate

quantitatively the changes in B(T) or B*{T) when certain changes are

made in the force system PK or in the nature of tlxe systems composing the

assembly—that is to calculate the properties ofsolutions given an empirical

knowledge of the properties of the pure components, and even this only

tentatively. We shall give here merely a sketch ofhow a theory of solutions

can be aiqDroachcd by application of the general theorems of statistical

mechanics.

§13’11. A pure liquid. Let us start by recalling how (1603) is evaluated
for a gas, The volume F of a gas is determined entirely by that of its con-

tainer, and for a perfect gas IF = 0 when all the molecules, are anywhere
inside F, and TF==co when any moleoulo is outside F, so that B(T) = F^.

For an imperfeet gas the condition “IF small” replaces TF— 0, so that

integration over the whole configuration space still means integration over

a hypervolume F^ of an integrand not exactly unity. This leads when
developed to the formulae of Chapter viii.

For a liquid however the conditions are essentially different, for the

volume F is not imposed by the containing vessel but by the intermolecular

forces. The volume F, provided it exceeds a certain lower limit, determines

merely how many molecules are in a vapour phase. We shall assume that

these are of negligible number and neglect them. For a simple liquid phase

W, must have a pronounced minimum for certain configurations in which

all theW molecules are packed together in a volume V, the actual volume of

the liquid. The large heat of evaporation and small compressibility Of a

liquid show that PF will be much greater {effectively infinite) for all con-

figurations differing sensibly from F in that volume, Since obvioMy tj^is

minimum value 11^,„ must be proportional to JV, we may write i

(
160

^
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where w(!7’) is independent of N. We thus obtain

wliere the integration is to be extended over all configurations sufficiently

nearly consistent with the condition W The extent of these

configurations can be estimated formally tlins.t Consider the inoleculos

forming the liquid to be in one definite configuration satisfying W — fi^in *

Then there are obviously configurations of identical energy which can

be constructed by interchanging the molecules, When we are using (1502)

and (1503) these interchanges are to be included. Further, round each such

configuration we can specify a region of neighbouring configurations in

wluoh W diiiers inappreciably from by assigning to each molecule a

region v over wliioh this molecule can be displaced more or less independently

ofthe other molecules without significantly breaking the conditionW — ,

Thus
= (160/5)

•

Both V and will depend on !!r in a manner which these considerations

provide no means of evaluating. We do not therefore gain from (1606) any

insight into the properties of a pure liquid, hut we can easily extend (1600)

to dilute sohifcions where it becomes significant.

§13*12, A 'pure liquid as a quasi-crystal. Before proceeding with this

extension it is of interest to examine the other approach provided by (1600)

and (1601). It is obvious that with the same approximations

so that (1506) is unaffected. We can however with tlie quasi-crystal picture

make more explicit assumptions and so reach explicit formulae for u, jP

and T as functions of which have been used successfully by MottJ to

explain the electrical properties of liquid metals,

The proposed model of a liquid is one in which it is assumed that the

molecules vibrate about positions of equilibrium as in a solid with a olia-

racteristio frequency or spectrum of frequencies. The difference from a solid

is merely that the positions of equilibrium are themselves free to wander

slowly about, wandering which is without effect on J{T) or B'^{T) to a first

t Guggenheim, Tree. Hoy. Soo. A, voL 136, p. 181 (1932),

J Mott, Proc, Hoy. Soo. A, yol, 146, p. 466 (1034),
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approximation, Tor 8imj)lioity wo shall assume that the vibrations have a
common frequency Vĵ

.

Thus
SiV

^= Wmln+2

B*{T) =
I

Q-m(2iryj,=^micT

J'[/:

r 2nkT "[t

“ISV

jn{2TTVj)^_

For this simple model we shall also have

.(1607)

so that

y(3.) =

F r (icTy w
.(1608)

It is of course unnecessary to have used the classical approximation here.

The assumption that the liquid has a minimum configurational potential

energy ofNw' and is otherwise equivalent to a degenerate oscillator of ZN
freedoms each of frequency Vj^ leads at onoo by (88) and (61)8) to

F ¥
-31og(l-e~*''i/*^)-

w
"kT

'

f (1600)

if w is taken to include both w' and the zero-point energy of oscillation

Equation (1609) reduces to (1608) when hvj^<^h'F, In the whole
formulation up to this point the volume occupied by the liquid is invariable

and there is no dependence on pressure.

§13-13. An demmlary (thermodynamic) theory of melting. Mott has used

( 1608) to give an elementary theory of melting, applicable to the melting

of simple atomic substances such as the metals. We may supijose that in

the regularly ordered configuration of the solid crystal the assembly con-

tains less potential energy than in the irregular oonflguratlons of the

liquid, but owing to its regularity and rigidity a natural frequency vg which
is greater than yj,. Wo may therefore write

Ji-iy|-i3'log(|£)’+^,

(1610)

(1611)

where Wf,>Wg, Vf,<Vg, The condition doterraining the melting point is

that liquid and solid can be in equilibrium together, that is 8J's=0 for a

change from one form to the other at constant temperature, or-

k'F •

(1612)
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Por the proposed model there is no change of specific heat on melting; for

both phases Gy—^R. By calculating the energy or entropy of the phases it

is easy to show that the latent heat of anelting A defined as Ej^ — Eg or

^('SL-/Sfs)isgivenby A=iYK—ic^).
'

.(1613)

It follows at once that ifA refers to one gram-molecule

!^= e-iA/n2’. (1614)

Mott* has applied this relationship to explain the increase of electrical

resistance on melting for a normal metal. In the absence of large volume

charges on melting or complicated rearrangements ofthe electron levels the

Table 62,

Showing A and for various metals, and the observed

and calculated values of KgjKj^ at the melting point.

Motal A t<slf<L calo. Kaj^i obs. hvsilc

Li 830 L84 (1*67) 1*68 WEMNa 370 HSEIQ^H 1'46

K 336 1-76 (1*67)
i

1*66

Rb 311 86
Cs 299 1*76 mm
Cu 1-97 2*07

Ag 1233 2*0 216
• Au 3180 2*22 2*28 176

A1 2-0 (1-8) 1*64 400
Cd 694 2*3 2*0 108
Pb 1120 1*90 2*07 00
Sn [3] 2*1 —
TI 2*2 20 06
Zn 2*3 2*1 236

Hg^ 234 2*23 3 2-.4-9 97
Bi 644 6*0 0*43 —
Ga 303 4*6 0-68 —
Sb

1

4600 903 6*7 0'07 —
The values ofA are in calories per mole. The values in [ ] are unooHain. The values in ( ) haro

been correotecl for the fact that k<x.v^ strictly only when 5^^ Hvlkf a condition whioli is not well

satisflod for those metals; compiro cols, 3 and (5.

conductivity of a metal varied as the square of the charaoteristio tem-

perature.f Thus at the melting point, T == jy

,

(1616)

.The right“hand side of (1615) depends on calorimetric quantities only.

The excellent agreement between the (electrically) observed and caloulatecl

values of shown in Table 62. For the last group the theory ob-

Jlott, loc, cii,

t See, for example, Sommerfold and Bethe, Bandh. d^ Physih, vol, 24 (2), p. 607 (1033).
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vioiisly fails, but failure is to be expected here duo to factors omitted in

using /cocv^»

The substantial success of (1615) suggests that the quasi-crystal model
is at least a fair representation of a simi:)le liquid near its melting point. This

thermodynamic theory of melting however is far from a complete mole-
oular theory, for it makes no attempt to explain the sharpness of the transi-

tion from liquid to solid. This sharpness which is also charaotoristio of other

transitions suoli as those from one crystalline form to another is the most
striking oharaoteristio of the process and must bo a natural deduction from
any complete theory. It is not possible to carry this discussion any further

here.

§ 13*2. Ideal solutions. We now extend the previous results to a mixture
ofiVo^moleoules of type a and Np of type Adopting the quasi-solid starting

point, the free energy and cliaracteristio function are now of the form

and Jfi havo meanings similar to that of J above. B*{T) is given by

B*(T) =

in \vhioIi W is the configurational potential energy and the integral is

extended over all distinct configurations. As in §6‘61 however the number
of such distinct configurations!; is now no longer 1 bitt (iV'„+iVp)!/jVojli^!.

A simple rough evaluation of J5*(!Z') is now possible in the spooial case in

which there are no long range olootrostatio forces and is so small that
one may neglect its square. When those two conditions aro fnlflllod wo call

the mixture an ideal solution of ^ (the solute) in a (the solvent). Under these

conditions two molecules ^ will be within reach of each other so seldom that
such configurations can be neglected. Wwill thoi'oforo stillhavea pronounced
minimum of the form

W^nin = -?^a«'«(2’) + Af^W/5(2'), (1616)

for as compared with (1604) there are merely a number of oenti’os of

distortion whiol\ make equal contributions to , distiuot from tlie con-

tribution of the normal a molecule. It follows at once that wo may write

jS*(T) in the form

B*(T) -
NJNp\

(i?ip

t Quggonhoiin, ciV.

t If tho two aorta of moloouloa aro inaikodly cliaalinllar in uho and shi^po this argumont can
hardly ho rotainod, but tUo result (1618) remains a fair approxlmatlbniV

' ' ' ’
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It follows that

[
13.2

F T
log log

Nn IcT}'

.(1618)

In (1618) J„, J^, v^, vp, w^, are in general all functions of T.

§13*21. Partial vapour pressures of an ideal solution. If wo add to our

assembly a vapour phase,which is a perfect gas mixture, then the free energy

I'ti of the complete assembly will he

' F^^F+r,
where F is given by (1618) and F', after (697), by

Primes will be consistently used to denote the vapour phase. The condition

,
of equilibrium is 8J'„=0 subject to S2^= 0 and 8(F+ F') = 0, but since for a

given number of molecules 8F is negligible compared with SF' this reduces

to 8F'==0. The condition that is unaffected by a transference of either

molecule from one phase to the other is satisfied provided that

dF dF'

dN^~dNf’ dNp~dNp''

Combining (1618), (1619) and (1620), we find

(1620)

kT N^'
’

Jpvp{N„+Np) J^'V'

° Nr u.i '

(1621)

kT Nr‘
.(1622)

It follows that the partial vapour pressure of the solvent is given by

NJhT N.

r N^+N^j^u^

an equation which can be cast into the form

.(1623)

Pa^-
N„

iPa )(•> .(1624)

(P«)o being the vapour pressure of the pure solvent. This is Eamlt's Law.,

,
N. L'kT

80 that at constant temperature

. Pp^NpliNo,+Np), .(1626-)

.(1626)

'which is Henryks Law,
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§ 13*22, Lowering of the freezing point. A familiar purely thermodynamic

argument shows that any dilute sohition is in equilibrium with the pure

solid solvent at a slightly lower temperature, than the freezing

point TjJ> of the pure liquid and that A^Ju- is given by*

Using Raoult’s law this becomes

.(1627)

(1628)

The natural statistical proof of (1628) as a property of ideal solutions is

as follows: For the pure solid phase by (598)

Combining this with (1618) and the condition of equilibrium, we see that

iog«(JV)-iog ^ -W,7-
In the same notation

log k{T^^) = log JJflV)vM -w,(V)/W-
Since - TjJ^ is small, those equations can be combined in the form

W. -*vL *' 8IV ® «(31.) J'

But by tliG nature of a partition function the term in [ ] 16 the excess energy

content of tho liquid per molooulo over tho energy content of the solid, so

that (1628) is established^

§13*23. Effects of pressure. Hitherto ^vo Iiavo ignored tho prossuro

entirely as a variable alTeoting tho liquid, wliioh has thereby been taken to

be incompressible, with a mean molooular volume V/N {^v(T)) depending

on tho temperature alone.f l^or such a liquid, in shar£> contrast to a gas, it

is not possible to use V as a variable defining its state. Iftholiquidis actually

compressible V becomes again a legitimate variable but a very incouvoniont

one, since formulae become indeterminate instead of partioularly simple

* Tho symbol A for tho Jatont boat of moUiii^j por gram-molooiilo, or molo, has nlrondy boon

intvodiiodcl in § 13*13. In tlio notation introduced in tho next section lb would bo wrltton A*.

t Tlirougliout tho rest of this chapter wo attempt to oonfonn to a notation not too romofco

from that ouetomary in physical ohoinistry. It is howovor noocssary aystomatloally to distinguisli

molecular from molar quantities. Siiico wo aro prlmavlly oonooruod with tho former, it Is not

foasiblo to oomplioato tho notation by disUngulshing thorn by a spoolal affix and wo tJmroforo

(when nooossary) distiiiguisli molar quantities by an astoriaki o.g. v{'V) tlio volume per molooulo,

the volume per molo (gram-molooulo), Tiius tz*s=Nv, where N is Avpgadro’s number, which
will bo denoted throughout this chapter by this apooial N»

rsM 34
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when the coinpressibility tends to zero. It is necessary thorefbre to use p
together with T, and to define the state ofthe assembly. I?ho functions

U|j are strictly functions oip as well as of T, but cannot bo
explicitly calculated. Owing to this matliematical inconvenience of as a
fundamental variable, progress is only possible by special devices.

The free energy F satisfies the equation dFfdV= —p. Let us denote tho
value of F (and other quantities) for zero pressure by attaching a suffix or
affix zero. Then .y

F-- PdV, .(1629)

-^0 %
-— 2_ AT
hT h “

\ K<I.K+Nf)
® “8

w, KP
We may safely assume for ordinary pressures that

V=Vo{l-Kp), (1630)

where k is independent ofp. Moreover for an ideal solution wo must have

V=NaVa+ FpVp

for the same reasons that require (1616). The v’s are functions of T and p
only and represent the average volume required bj’’ one molecule of each
type. To conform, as nearly as may be, to therniodynamio usage wo sliall

me partial molar volumes v^*, and the relation becomes

( 1 ^31 )

Relations (1630) and (1631) only hold simultaneously if

??„*=u„»*(l-,f„35), Vp*=vf*{\~Kpp), (1632)

where the k's are independent of^? and ofthe composition. Wo have therefore
assumed that ^

(1633)

it follows from (1633), (1629) and the formula for F^ tliat

Ror use with the variables T, p the thermodynamic potontialf

.(1634)

is Gibbs’

t As usages differ, especially omong physical chemists, it is well to insist hero that in this
monograph the name (hermodi/namic polenlial is used for any one of the funotions 7i\ TI, F or Q
(or any other function) expressed in the proper variables such that the other thormodynamio
variables may be obtained from it by imraodiato partial differentiation. The name characlerialic
funclwn IS used only forT and (f), Planok’s variants ofF and 0. Tho four thormodynamio potentiols
named a;bovo are of course the energy, heat funotion, Holmholte’s free energy (or work function)
and Gibbs free energy rospeotively.
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free energy G or Planck’s second characteristic function (1>. Since

G~ F+pV,

- 0= ?’(!>= W
xYrtr

-11 OjK

P^i^—lXaP)

'cTlog -p (1 - (1635)

Gibbs’ partial or chemical potentials per mole, fip, which must be

written jx^*, iJ-p* in the notation of this chapter, are defiirod by

<*““>

Por our ideal solutions they have therefore the forms

^..-iiyiog N<+3>» <1637)

(IMS)

From these formulae wo can deduce all the equilibrium properties of such

solutions by purely thermodynamic reasoning. Wo need not therefore

elaborate the details, and shall confine ouraolvos to a discussion of osmotic

pressure by way of illustration.

§13*24. Osmolio pressure. The osmotic pressure of a solution is defined

to bo the extra pressure that must be ai^pliod to the solution to keep it in

equilibrium for the solvent inoleoules with the pure solvent at a given

external pressure. The definition implies that solvent moleoidos (but not

solute molecules) oan pass freely to and fro botwoon the solution and the

pure solvent, for instance through a semi-pormoablo membrane. ’J’ho con-

dition of equilibrium is thei’ofore

F being the osmotic pressure. Wo find at onoo
N -t-Na

Neglecting compressibility this simplifies to

.(1631))

7^w„»*==2e2’log--i—
I

_

.(1640)

§13*26. Heal ofdihUion. By definition an ideal solution is one in which

the interaction between solute molecules is negligible. Any two such solu-

tions therefore, having the same solvent, tompernturo and irrossure, will

mix without absorption or evolution of heat. This may bo rigorously

established by a thermodynamic calculation ofthe total heat //.since in cmy

process at constant tomporaturo and pressure, involving no work other than
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that done by the pressure, the increase in H is equal to tho heat taken in.

But by its definition and (1636)

-NA+m (io«)
\ O-l- Jp,S„,Np

where and are independent of and . By oonsidoring inorogonom I

ideal solutions we see at onee that the total heat terras are all stri(5tly nddi"

tive. Any two such solutions therefore will mix witliout absorption or

evolution of heat. In particular this applies to tho mixing of one such

solution with pure solvent. In other words the heal of {further) dilution of an
ideal solution is zero.

§13'3. Furthei’ applications of thefoi'mulaef01' ideal solutions, (1) Perfect

solutions. In evaluatmg B{T) for ideal solutions wo assumed that among the

permutations of the molecules among thomsolves tlioso

leading to configurations with two or more j8 molecules in contact wore
negligible in number. It is notreally nocossaiy to bo so strict, for all that it is

necessary to assume is that such configurations have a negligible olloot on
B{T). The formulae for ideal solutions which must hold when may
also hold when this condition is poorly satisfied and tho solutions aro not so
very dilute. In the extreme case in which ^-j8 configurations occupy tho
same volume and possess the same energy as a-^ or a-ac configurations
the laws ofideal solutions will hold for all ooiiconti'ation8,‘|' It is woll known
that such solutions exist. They are known as perfect solutions. In perfect
solutions it is no longer necessary to draw any distinction hotwoon. solvent
and solute. Both species obey Raoult’s law in tho form

Pfi^{p^\N^I{N^+Np), ...(1642)

§ 13*31. (2) Several solute species, Tho theory extends at once to solutions
ofmixed solutes and to dissociative equilibrium between tlio solute species,
provided that the resulting ionization makes a negligible contribution to
B(T). The simple theory of ideal solutions will thus aooouiit satisfactorily
for the properties of weak electrolytes, in which there is some small dogroo
of dissociation into ions as shown by the conductivity. For strong eleotro-
I^es m which the dissociation into ions is almost complete tho simple
theory is inadequate. .

§13>32. (3) Ideal solutions at extreme dilution, 'We shall next consider an
Ideal solution ofgeneral solute species in a given solvent which wo may take
to be water. The necessary generalization of (1637) is

P’*H,0 P'^*H,o+pt)°*H.o(l-j^/CH,oP)+jRyiog-
y
- ... y ^ ...(1543)

+ rni, .
-^UlO ’h JVfl

etill. See §^34^*^^
condition for a porfeot aolution oan bo formulated slightly more gonomJIy
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wliere is the oliemioal potential of HjO in the pure solvent at zero

pressure, a function only of T, and the prime iu S|
3
' denotes that the solvent

is excluded from the summation. We now neglect the oompressihility and
suppose that

On expanding the logarithm and retaining only the first order term wo
obtain ^ fiO*iuoiT) +p v*n.o - .

If cp* denotes the concentration of the ^th solute species in moles/o.o,, this

may be written («ii,o and need not be distinguished)

/^*n.o-/^‘>*ii.o(2’) +pv*i,,o - iJ2'v*ii,o(V

Equation (1544) forms a convenient starting point for the study of the

equilibria of solutions at extreme dilution. Equations (1528) and (1639)

take the corresponding forms

p^liTiJ^p'cp*) (1546)

These formulae are duo tovan ’tHoff.ThoformulaforP is ofperfect gas type.

The chemical potential of the solute species can be similarly simplified.

The same approximations lead easily to

up* » ju/*(P)

+

pvp* -1- PPlogc^* (1640)

Eor a given solvent, is independent of the oomi)osition of the solution.

§ 13*4. S-regular solutions. The diffloultios in evaluating B(T) are so groat

that only for ideal or perfeot solutions have accurate formulae been so far

obtained, and then only accurate in form—^no evaluation in terms of intor-

niolooular forces has been possible. TJie method of treatment can however

be extended somewhat further still when certain siinplifloations can be

mado.t Lotus consider a mixture of a-nioleoules and Np /i-molequles, and

assume that both typos are apin’oximatoly si)herioal and of equal radius.

Let us assume further that they "pack” in tho same way so that each «-

and jS-moIooule has on tho average tho same number r ofneighbours. If tho

molooules are strictly close-packed, r = 12, hut there is no need hero to assign

any particular value to r provided its value ib tho same for both typos of

inolooule. We shall assume next that tho two liquids mix oomplotely hi all

proportions without volume change, Einally wo shall assume that in any

configuration of tho proper total volume the potential energy W mn-y be

regarded as the sum of oontributions from each jiair of molooules in direct

contact. Tho wider definition of Hildebrand is not yet susoeptilile of

statistical analysis. To avoid confusion we refer to solutions the

restricted definition as s-regulcvr (strictly regular). ^ jiV,' i
'

t Bogular solutions woro first dollnod by Hlldobrand (foo. off, p. 63^) iiiitlngia;^WMd'^'tldilnltlon

than that hero given whioli Is duo to Quggonhoini {Proe, iioy. ;Sfoo, A/ volMiwjil>;i80l!(: {1986)),
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Let us denote the potential energy of normal oonflgiirations of the pure

a-liqiiid of moleonles by (as usual) and that of the pure jSdiquid by
Then aocordlng to the stated assumptions the liquid formed by

mixture of these two pure liqtiids, with their molecules in an arbitrary

configuration, will have a j^otential energy of the form

W (iY„ X) wp -f 2Xw^p (1547)

There are Np) pairs of close neighbours in the mixture in alh IfrX
of these are (a,^) pairs, then the numbers of i5c,a and 23airs must both

be reduced by ^X below these maxima. jSince the energy W is made up of

the sum of contributions of each pair of close neighbours the result (1647)

follows at once, ^wjr^ 2wpjr and 2Wf^pjr being the contribution of each

a, a, and a,j9 pair respectively. We can give another inteiq^rotatiou

of w^p as follows: If we start with the pure liquids and interchange an

interior a-moleoifie with an interior the total increase of potential energy

We shall denote this quantity by 2A and write

+ (1648)

We can then put 5' (iT) ill the form

B'(T) =
J.

.

.

(dwp)^e. . . .(1649)

Defining a mean value X by the equation

and evaluating the remaining integral as in § 13‘2, we find

.B'(?')=exp(-
N^w„+N^wp+XX\ (N„+ Np)\

hT .(1560)

The formulae of § 13-2 for —FjhT and W/h are affected by the addition of

the term - XXjlcT to the right-hand side. The same addition must be made
to -GjkT

While IV
^p
depend on the temperature in an unknown manner, the

differential quantity A — —Wf^—wp will only vary with the temperature

in so far as the change in tightness of packing may affect w^p differently

from and Wp. We may reasonably expect tliis differential effect to bo

small and we shall therefore treat A as independent of the temperature.

The corresponding changes in other thermodynamic functions follow at onco
from the changes in F or (?. (An extra - XdXjdT in 8y and X{X - TdXjdT)
in E and /f

,)
The thermodynamics of s-regular solutions reduces therefore

to evaluating X.
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Without evaluating X wo can at once draw the conclusion that, if A = 0,

s-regular solutions are perfect', the necessary condition is

(1561)

To ovalviato X various assumptions have been made* all equivalent to

{Xf={N^-X){N^-X). (1652)

TJio i^hysioal moaning of (1552) is that there is comj)letely random mixing,

or that the ohango of entropy on mixing is the same as for an ideal solution.

Solving (1552) for wo obtain

(1653)

It is easy to see however that (1552) is incoiTOct.f By its definitionX must

bo a function of and XjhT and so for given function of XflcT .

In particular when \jhT — co Xs=0, when ?^lhT — 0 X satisfies (1553) and

when 'hjhT^ —oo X is equal to the lesser of and It seems obvious

that X increases steadily as XjlcT decreases from +00 to — co. ITor a given

non-zero value of A X cannot be independent of

An equation for X much nearer the truth than (1662) is

(X)2= (X„- X) {Nf^ ^ X) ^
(1664)

Since 2A/r is the work required to ohango an oc,a pair and a pair into

two a,/3 pairs and XyN^-X and Np-X are proportional to tho liiimbers

of a,/3, a,a and /3,j3 pairs respectively, this is an equation of qiiasi-

dissooiatlvG oquilibriiun of the correct form, On solving for X wo obtain

If 2XlrhTp- 1, «,ji3 pairs in contact must ho rare and tho liquid must ba

oxpootod to separate into two phases a dilnto solution of ^ in a and anothoi.’

of « in )3. If on tho contrary — ^XjrhT’P 1 there will praotioally bo chemical

combination hotwoon a and )3. We can therefore oxjjoct tho mixture to

bohavo as a single phase withoiit any complications duo to compound

formation only when =s 0( 1). It is thorefore ofintorest to oxamino tho

value of when |eWcw_ij<i. (1660 )

On expanding (1665) when (1666) is satisfiod wo find approximately

(e
2A/rtr_ n"l (1067)

This shows that (1663) is a first approximation forX but is valid only when

|2A/r/i:2'| 4 1 unloss is smaii. 3?or a sufficiently dilute solution (1667)

* Hlldobiunct, J. Amer, Oliem, Soc, vol. Cl, p. 00 (1920)) Soivtoli(w<l, Chm, Jiev, rol, 8, p. 321

(1031),

t Quggonhoiin, loc, ciL
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is validno matterwhatthe value ofA and { 1663) is a valid first appi'oximatioii

to it. Formula (1666) and not (1663) should be used for X in tvll thormo-

d5mamio functions for s-regular solutions, but (1666) may bo a2)iwoxiinatod

to as indicated above.

§ 13*5. Strong electrolytes. When certain substances such as common salt

are dissolved in watei", the solution has a comparatively high coiicinctivity,

showing tliat charged ions must be present, and the effects of tho solute on

the coUigative properties ofthe solution (vapour pressure ofsolvent, freezing

point, osmotic iJressure) is much larger than predicted by tho laws of ideal

solutions if the solute is present mainly as molecules of NaCI. Wo owe to

Arrhenius the suggestion that for such substances, called strong eleclrolyUts,

the solute is composed largely of the ind62Jondent systems Ha'*' niul Cl".

Study of the optical prox^erties ofsuch solutions also leads to the oonolusion

that at least in dilute and moderately concentrated solutions there nro very
few NaCl molecules, and in many cases the 2n’oporties of the solution can bo

accurately accounted for on the aasum2)tion that no undissociated inolooulos

at all are present.*

It is of interest to examine whether this oom2ileto dissociation of salts

is to be expected theoretically.! The equilibrium 25oint of the 8iuij)lo

dissociation a)S -^ « + ^8 is given by

where the /’s are the usual partition functions, modified so far aa may bo
necessary by the effects of the surrounding solvent. If wo start with tlio

partition functions for free a-, and aj8-systems at ordinary tomporaturos
(«, ^ monatomic), we may use the formulae of Oha2)tors II and ill and so
obtain as in (463)

^

where q{T) is the vibrational partition function for aj9. This lies between 1
at low temperatures and hv/kT, y the vibration frequency of tho moleoulo,
at high, and can be assumed to be 1 with suffioiont accuracy hero. If a is
the ^tance apart of Na+ and Cl" in the molecule, Uim
We therefore have

<* p » ap

/27T(9w.„mo/Wag)M'\ic-x/*2'

-V-^) (1668)

Tol. 24,^p. ^1^1918)?*
Applied Ohem. London (1009); Zeii. /. Meetroohetii,

t Of. Guggenheim, Report of Ohm. Scot. BHl. A^., Ge«<e»ory p. 68 (1081).
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T]ie results of Chapter x show that the law of force between and Cl”

may bo taken to be €^2*5

which gives a ==24x10“® cm., and oleotron-volts. Using these

values, and reducing the concentrations to moles 'per liire,^ oj', wo

find for 7^ = 300° K, . ^

10“88. (1559)

Thus in vacuo NaCl is (naturally) completely undissooiatod.

We must now introduco the modifications due to the solvent. If wo

continue to regard the free ions as unhydrated—^that is as free systems not

spooiflcally associated with any water inoleoule, whoso motion on tlio

average has the characteristics ofa free particle in a gas except for the oxti’a

frequency of collision—v^e liave yet to remeinbor that the energy of dissocia-

tion in the solvent will be less than x* If regard the solvent merely as a

.continuous mediiini of dieleotrio constant .2), the energy ofseparation would

be reduced to x/D* We thus obtain in water 10^*1
y
but this j)rO“

cedure must overestimate the real correction to x ^ molecular solvent.

In the very strong fields near an ion a saturation elTect sets in, which will

reduce oonsidorably the offootivo value of D. The oorroot value of 10' for

NaCI must be very much loss than 7 (as oaloulated on tliis basis), and a very

considerable degree of incompletonoss in the dissociation is predicted for

ordinary concentrations, in distinct disagreomont with the actual facts.

TJio error can only have entered by ignoring hydraliony the intimate offoot

of tlio solvent molecules on the free ions.

Similar oaloulations can bo made for other ion pairs such as

and Na(C104) Na**' + (CIO,)", 10 - 10^.

In the latter the muoli greater value of 10 arises from the groat number of

rotational states for the free ion (CIO,)", which aro praotioally as numerous

as those of the original molooulo so that we liavo put

Comparison of the results for NaOl, (MgCl)'^' and Na(010,) indioatofl one

way in which our negloot of hydration has led us to gross undorestimato$ of

10, Wo may have greatly undorostimatod the partition funotlons for the

free ions by ignoring the possibilities provided by the noighbouring water

molecules for new states of motion not available to a free ionm vacuo. An
estimate of this efioct may be made by adopting the model of a liqfiid given

* Ooiiooiitrafciona aro so oominonly given in molos (gram-molooulos or gratn^Otts) per Utro

solution instead of per o.o. that in this chapter a spooial notation, sooin^ desirable.
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in § 13- 12, and taking Na+, Cl~ and NaCl in the solution as units in tho

quasi-crystal structure.

Consider a quasi-crystalline mixed liquid containing iVI, water molecules

and Na> Np, Ny molecules of three other systems which will ultimately bo

taken to be Na+, Cl~ and NaCl in dissociative equilibrium . Let/o , /« > /p < /y
be the effective partition functions for their respective states of motion

associated with given positions in the quasi-lattice. Then tho arguments

giving (1618) give here

^ + + iN, +K+N^+ Ny)fo.

hT ~ h‘~ atN,

(laeo)
Jya ^ Jy^

The condition of dissociative equilibrium is

3 .
3rA.+ i Llr-o

IdNjdNs dNyj"

.(1661)

so that, when N^+N^+Ny'^No,

M^JJs
N,Ny~ fy •

The complete partition functions for «, )3, y are now and N^fy.

It is also easy to deduce these forms directly from the classical partition

function

iJ. . .jexpj^
~

^

iPi+Pi^ +Pa^) + (!?i.!72.ffs)

|]
dpi... dq^ ,

(1662)

,in which the potential energy W has a similar well-marked minimum asso-

ciated with each water molecule, or quasi-lattice point. The integral thus

breaks up into NJ, equal parts one for each water molecule, and reduces at

oncetoJVo/^.

If is the minimum of WiqitQztqs) in (1662), it is obvious that Nof„
cannot exceed y,^ ,

(1663)

It is easy to verifyhowever that for reasonable types offield (1663) can reaoli

a value nearly of this order* If and Wp are negative, so that

are “heats of hydration at the absolute zero ^^ the calculated values of

will be increased by the factor This factor, previously omitted,

may be expected to be ofsuch an order as largely to cancel the over correction

forP in the earlier estimate, but it cannot ofitselflead to large values of

unless there is 'also a large heat of hydration and a correspondingly large
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])oat of solution for tlio salt. Largo heats of solution are rare, and therefore
a still more careful analysis is required.

In formulating and evaluating (1662) Ave have thought of any Avater
molecule as providing locally a field W in Avhicli the ion can move, hut as
itself unaffeoted by the attachment of the ion. It is just hero that the extra
olToot ontors. The states of motion of the ion relative to its attached Avater

moloculo have already been accounted for in (1603). [The mass should
more strictly bo replaced by ?n„mii,o/(j»£,+niH,o) for relative oscillations.]

An extra factor in/^ is provided by the change froin/Q for the Avator molecule
to /o' for the (HjO-ion) complex. If Ave regard the Avater moloculo as rigid

and assume that both its translations and rotations are approximately
simjilo harmonic oscillations of frequencies and iq respectively, Ave may
approximate to /o Avith the oxin’ession

\hvj \hvj

If it Avoro hold by the same field, the complex Avotrld have a translational

frequency given by , ,4

One of its monronts of inertia and therefore one ofits rotational freedoms is

unaltered. The other tAvo moments of inertia Avill inoroaso from about
2 X 10~‘*“ to 10~®8, by a factor of about 60. It follows that /o 'a 10% . Since

this inoroaso presumably applies to both ions, ICl is increased by this effect

by the factor 10'*. Kvon if considerable alloAvanoo must be made for the

stronger fields holding the complex than those holding the HaO molecule,

K'^ romaius large enough for dissociation to bo practically complete uj) to

normal sohitions (1 mole per litre) of such salts.

In conclusion avo may summarize this disoussion by saying tliat the

observed degree of (almost comifieto) dissociation of such a salt as NaOl in

aqueous solution cannot ho accounted for if the ions Na'" and 01~ are

ofieotivoly free systems, oven if the dielectric constant of the medium has its

full value doAvn to molecular distances. When the offocts of the intoraotion

of the ions Avith individual molooules of solvent (hydration) are takoii into

aooouut the high degree of dissociation folloAVS naturally out of general

theory, the ofCoct of the factor duo to the great inoroaso of possible states

of motion for the hydrated ion being oven more iiiAjAortant than the energy

factor in determining the degree of dissociation.

§13*61. Gmeraliliea concerniny hydralion of ions. Wo have seen in the

preceding section that in order that a simj)lo salt may be highly dissociated

its ions must bo intimately associated Avitli at least one Avator moleoule, and

therefore in this general souse hydrated. To form a more precise picture of
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hydration, and in particular to determine it quantitatively, various methods

have been used. Methods based on the transport of water by ions in non-

aqueous solvents are really irrelevant as then the water is held by the ion

against the attraction of the molecules of the less polar solvent not against

the attraction of other water molecules. The number of attached water

molecules per ion thus comes out too high. Methods based on mobilities in

aqueous solution assume the validity ofStokes* law for the terminal velocity

of a sphere in a viscous liquid to extend much further than oan be justifiocL

A simpler and theoretically sounder method is provided by a study of tho

densities of ionic solutions. In sufficiently dilute solution the i^artial molar

volumes become constant and additive. They can be determined experi-

mentally.

Now it is clear* from, a variety of evidence that water has an irregular

4-Goordinated structure, of open type, very similar to the regular 4"CO-

ordinated structure of ice. Each water molecule is generally surrounded by

four others arranged more or less at the corners of a regular tetrahedron.

On the otlier hand when molecules occur coordinated roiind ions in

crystals they are closely i^acked round the ion and tho number of HgO

molecules coordinated to a given ion is just that number for which room is

allowed by the relative sizes ofthe ion and the water molecule. Suppose now

that an ion is introduced into liquid water, If it has a sufficient attraction

for HgO molecules it will cause some of these to pack tightly round it. The

contraction associated with this packing can be calculated by comparing

tho volume occupied by each water molecule round the ion in a crystal

with the molecular volume of pure water. In many oases this contraction

is greater than the volume of the nnhydrated ion and tho partial ionic

volume will then bo negative.

A quantitative study of partial molar volumes shows tliat aU monatomic

positive ions except the large and Cs ^' are comj)letely hydrated in tlio

sense that they are surrounded in water bya tightly packed layer of as many
water rpoieouies as their size allows, just as they are in crystals. The excep-

tions Ilb+ and Cs+ are so large that their surface field is insufficiently strong

to coordinate the water. Monatomic negative ions are in geiieral large and

except for appear to be unhydrated. Polyatomic negative ions are a

fortiori unhydrated, while all multivalent monatomic ions are hydrated.

According to this more developed view of the structure of liquid water

the computation of the degree of dissociation of a strong electrolyte becomes

still more complicated than appears in § 13*6, The tentative calculations of

that section remain however sufficient to show that hydration is an impor-

tant factor in enhancing the dissociation for monatomic ions, especially

* Befnal and IFowler, J, Ohm* Pht/sicSj vol. 1, p. 616 (1933).
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multivalent ones. As the caloulations of that section also show, such

enhancement ,18 not reqiiirecl for j)olyatomio ions and, as we see here, it

probably does not ocour for them.

§13*62. The "anomalies'* of slrong eleelrolylea,- The osmotic coeficient.

Wo have just aeon that strong electrolytes, in water at least, are almost

oomiiletoly dissociated at low concentrations, certainly up to tenth molar

(ct~0*.l). At such concentrations to regard the solute as 100 per cent,

dissociated into ions is at least as good an approximation as to assign any

other constitution to it. It is therefore of gx'eat interest and importance to

discuss theoretically the behaviour of solutions of such completely dis-

sociated electrolytes at low concentrations—so low that the solutions are

extremely dilute in the sense of § 13*32. If they were ideal they would then

obey the equation (1644) here repeated,

n*ntO “ ^‘’*ii,o(^) +P«^*H,o -RT (Sjj' c^*)

,

If on the other hand theydo not obey these laws, the deviation maybe taken

acooimt of by a oooffloientj: g defined by

n*iUO « ia'>*H,o(3') +pv*iuo-gR2'v*Ufi (^p' Op*) (1664)

ITor a solution obeying (1604) equations (1646) beoonie

P^RTg{-Zp'op*) (1606)

Thus g is equal to the ratio of the observed lowering of the freezing point

(or observed osmotic pressure) to the values oaloulatod for the same solution

assumed to be ideal; it is called the osmotic coefficient, It might equally well

bo called the freezing point coeJTioiont.

In aqueous solutions of non-oleotrolytos g does irot usually deviate

appreciably from unity at concentrations much below molar (cl-'l). In

solutions ofstrong electrolytes, however, g deviates oonsidorably from unity

for concentrations as low as thousandth molar (ct ~ 0*001). Those deviations

wore formerly Itnown as the anomalies ofstrong electrolytes. They arc clearly

duo to the offeots of the long range electrostatic forces hitherto nogloctcd,

which we must now include in the manner foreshadowed in §§ 8*8-8*82.

§13*6. Applications and developments of the theory of Debye and liUckel.

Having already disous^d in Chapter viii the meaning of the average

electrostatic potential round an «-ion of charge €„, wo can now simplify

the notation and denote this field by i//„
and the charge on the ion b3^ s!«£,

so that is the valency. Under certain conditions, already fullj^ specified,

i BJonum, Zeit,/. Mcklroclmu vol 24, p» 32C? {XQI8).
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will satisfy the Ppisson-Bolibzmann equation (SOS-l) which since is

spherically symmetrical reduces to

li
r^dr

477*^ ^

S 2,

Na

D
s^eiliJkT

_

^=1
(1606)

If all the exponents in (1666) are small for all imjiortant values of r, it takes

the approximate form, first discussed by Debye and Hiiokol,

DkT
(1607)

already solved for the simplest case in § 8-82.A slightly more general solution

will first be developed here. We shall now not entirely neglect the sizes or

short range forces between tlie ions, but shall assume that they may bo

represented by assigning the same diameter to them all or by using a com-

mon mean diameter a. In view of other uncertainties and approximations

a more refined treatment is hardly justified. Tlien (1667) holds for r>a,

wMle for r<a there can be no other ion present and the electric intensity

for values of r just less than a must be z^ejrW, We have also

^„=i(5e-'"'-|- C'e'"') (r>a},

where B and 0 are constants. To satisfy the boundary condition for r~>oo

we must have 0-0, and to satisfy the boundary condition for the con-

tinuity of electric induction at r= a we must have

from which it follows that .

D l + KU

The boundary value of 0a is therefore

0a(a) =^_J_.aD 1 + xa’
(1668)

and the average potential due to the rest of the ions at the surface, and so

inside the interior of a specified a, is

0»- aD
— KZ„6 1

D l + Ktt'
(1660)

The sufficient condition that the fluctuations should be negligible is still,

as in § 8‘82, that
Z^Zpe^K

DkT < 1 . .(1670)
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SinOQ ;<r vanishos Avith tho concentration, this condition is certainly satisfied

for solutions sufiiciontly dilute. To study numerical values avo write

yy= 6 *06 xio2'>ycj8t.

If wo define the ionic slremjth I of the solution by tho ecjuation

/=

then K= 0*324 X 108

for Avater at 0° 0. With tho same values of k, D and T (1670) reduces to

•4^, and i/ie condilion of smallness may be taken io be satisfiedfor uni-

univalent solutions hundredth molar {A ~ 0*01) or less.

Wo conclude that there is a range of fairly groat dilution in Avhich the

use oftho Poisson-Boltznuinn equation (1666) may give an accurate account

of tho ionio distribution laAvs, by providing an adequate method of approxi-

mating to J3{T). Tlio uao hoAvovor of Debye and Huokel’s approximation

(1 667 )
in place of { 1 560) is not thereby justified and it remains to examme in

§
13*7 Avhothor a more accurate account can bo given by avoidmg this

approximation, Avhioh at this stage has been introduced merely for mathe-

matical convouionoo . As avob pointed out in § 8* 8 1, ^;„must satisfytho relation

(803) Avhioh in tho notation of this section requires that

near tho oontro of tho ion in question. Prom formula (1669) andtho definition

of K in (1667) it is easily verified that (1671) is satisfied. Since moreover avo

must have Tf^/} = it is necessary that '/'(*/«« and this condition is

also satisfied. Thus tho solutions wo have obtained are internally solf-

consistont. Wo have omifiiasiisod this point because when attempts are made

to solve (1660) more accurately tlioy load as we shall see to solutions lacking

this self consistency and it is thoroforo by no means certain that such solu-

tions are any more valuable tlian that given in this section.

§13*61. Thermodynamic functions in the theory of Debye and Eilckel.

Wo have already soon in §
8*8 Iioav to oaloulato tho contribution to T made

by intormolocular forces in general and intorionio oleotrostatio forces in

particular. Formula (812) in § 8*82 gives a limiting form for F* tho contribu-

tion to F when the charges on tho ions are built up from zero to their actual

values in a reversible isothermal process at constant volume. In obtaining

this result avo have had to assume (implicitly) that tho dielectrio constant

Avas independent of tho charges and of tlio pressure since the preasure will

change during the charging process in order to preservethe oonstantvolume.

It sooms likely that this assumption, that the isothermalD is constant, will
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be moat nearly fulfilled at oonatant pressure. The more exact meaning ofD
is discussed at the end of this section.

Let us assume that the solution of discharged ions is ideal, and that in

the actual solution at the same temperature and pressure

F^F,+F„ (1672)

F^, ffjand being the values of these functions in the discharged ideal solu-

tion. The work to be done on the solution in charging up at constant pressure

and temperature is then equal toW^ + W^, where is the electrostatic work

and Wu the hydrostatic work to be done by the external pressure. Then

TF„=-pF,. = (1673)

We have already calculated the simplest case of in § 8*82. We now see

that if tliis calculation is emended by taking account of variations of V in

K—^they are in fact negligible—’it will give with greater I'eliability , The
calculation may now be extended by using (1669) in place of (811*3). Wo
thus find that, ignoring the V changes,

*^^/9^r(/<:a),

(1674)

where T(a!)=^[log(l-fa;)— » + Ja;®]. (1676)

For high dilutions Ax) ~ 1 and (1674) reduces to

(1676)

The function T(a;) is tabulated in Table 63.
\

TabL]!] 53.

Values of the Debye-H'Uckelfunctions T(a!) and a{x)for even values of

0 t(») a(£l?) .*« t(x) or
{a?)

0-000 0-0000 1*000 1-000 0-030 0*1732 0*886 0*786
0-001 0*0316 0-976 0*964 0-040 0-2000 0*870 0*769
0*002 0-0447 0-967 0*936 0*060 0-2236 0-867 0-738
0-003 0*0667 0*960 0-922 0*060 0*2449 0*846 0-717
0-004 0-0633 0*964 0*912 0-070 0-2646 0*836 0*700
0-006 0*0707 0*049 0-902 0*080 0-2828 0-827 0-685
0-006 0*0776 0-945 0-893 0-090 0-3000 0-819 0-671
0-007 0*0837 0*941 0-886 0*100

1

0-3162 0*811 0-659
0-008 0*0894 0-937 0-879 0-110

i

0*3317 0-803 0-046
0*009 0*0947 0*934 0-871 0*120 0-3464

1

0*790 0-630
0*010 0*1000 0-931 0-866 0-150

1

0-3873
1

0*778 0-607
0-020 1 0*1414 0-906 0-818 0-200

1

0-4472 0*752 0-669
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Wg can now justify the neglect of F~variations in k by showing that

by means of the relation It will be sufficient in investi-

gating orders of magnitude to use (1676). Then since kcc

( 1 1 9F^ 3 1 dD
lv,dp 21) dp,

Since for the a2')plioability of the theory we have ehcjDIcT 1, it follows that

e;i

F = _

.

?)

^i/v. 3iaz)-i
< U^p Cp!^p ) -^2 2 X> 9j9J

•

Evenfora solution as concentrated asonemolarc*= 1 0~®, ct= 1 , ^ (S^g Cjj zp®)RT
ivill bo at most of the order of 10 atmosi)hores, while the compressibility

— ZVjVdp of a liijuid is of the order 10”^ and dDjDdp at most comparable.

It follows that oven for a one molar solution

and for more dilute solutions it will be still smaller, thus justifying our

neglect of the variation in V in the charging process.

The contribution of the oleotrostatio forces to Helmholtz's free energy

is given by jp ^ ^ ( 1577 )

Their' contribution to the jrartial potential
1
^*

11,

o

of the solvent, according

to (1636), is given by
,
dG, 3k dV

l^eJUO

where

3k 9F 32\?[i.o’

= (1678)

o(rr)=||l+.'r-j~-21og(H-a:)| (1679)

Values of the function a{x) are also given in Table 53. From (1678) we

obtain at once a formula for g, the osmotic cooiiioiont doflnod in (1604;).

Comparing this deflnition with the corresponding equation for an ideal

solution, we find by subtraction

( 1 — (7) *H,o ii'F <>p* = /r*ir,o ~ P*n,Q = Pe*u,o •

Hence, according to (1678)

eV iln'e/Zfl*

^ ^~6bkT~^'cp* ,

Formulae (1674) and (1670) for 0^ contain H, the diolook’io constant of

the medium, which has been introduced as a parameter entirely external to

the distribution laws of the assembly. In fact 2) is temperature (and pres-

sure) dependont, showing thereby that it is strictly a property derived from

the distribution laws—of course from the orientations of the molecular

dipoles. In forming other thei’inodynamio functions from G this variation

35FSM
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ofD with T and^) must of course be taken into account. Though to do this

is essential to preserve the ordinary thermodynamic relationships and must

be a better approximation to the trutli than ignoring the variation of D
altogether, we have no right to assume that the terms so derived are exactly

correct. D has entered our equations as a coefficient in certain energy terms

and strictly speaking all energy terms {before averaging begins) must bo

functions only of configurations. In calculating the two free energies it is

necessary to form this complete configurational energy W and evaluate

integrated over all possible configurations in a single stage. In

allowing a temperature variableL to enter our W we have already approxi-

mated illegitimately by averaging in two stages, fii’st over the dipole orienta-

tions and then over the ionic configurations. A series of successive partial

averagings cannot give exactly the true result. Nevertheless this successive

partial averaging is all that we can attempt to carry tlu’ough, and the I’esults

given by it, though inaccurate, should be of the coiTOot form and order of

magnitude.

§13*63. Heal of diluiion in the ilimp of Debye and Hilchel, The heat of

complete dilution A of a given solution is defined as the heat absorbed when

a large (effectively infinite) quantity of the pure solvent is added to the

solution at constant temperature and pressure. IfH is the heat function for

the original solution, solvent added and Ha, for the resultant

mixture, then the definition states that

L^Haa~{H^Hf^. (1681)

For an ideal solution, on the other hand, the heat funotioirs are additive

(see §13*26) so that
+ =

Moreover = //«,*, H

—

ID H^
,
H^— Hq\ so that

£— H.— (1682)

The strict thermodynamic meaning of this djdT is • Hence*

(1683)

* Tile original formula of Dobyo and Huokel contamod only the d/dT town an cl is incorroot.

The iiGod to inoludo dPjdT ^vaa pointed out by Bjorrum, Zeit/j. phyBikah Ohenu vol. 119, p. 1415

(1926) and dVjdT by Soatohard, J, Amer, Ohm. vol, 63, p, 2037 (1931) and indopeudently

by Gatfcy, Phil, Mag, vol, 11, p, 1082 (1931), That tbero should be a dajdT term was suggested by
Gross and Halporn, Physikal, Zeil, vol. 26, p, 403 (1026), and by Bjorrum, Trans, Par, Soc, vol, 23,

p. 446 (1027), The diameter a is qnasi-empirioal, and must certainly be expeoted to be tomperaturo-

dependont.

L- H,
dT
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As nofcliing is known of 9a/02' wo can only evaluate (1683) for dilutions so
groat that is given by (1576). Then

L = Ii,=
TW
DdT'^^VdT .(1684)

Inserting ninnorioal values for aqueous solutions at 25® C. wo obtain for tho
heat of ooznplete dilution in calories i^or niolo of electrolyte whoso moleoulo

yields cations of valency and anions of valency

A{^(ff.|.+ <2r_)|«!.j.2_|}^ cl'{ (1684-1)

whore A = 13761(u
TdD i^aF\

'7;92’’^3F92’J

Since for water at room temperatures [T/D) 0i)/92' is roughly — 1-4, tho

greater part oftliis term is oancelled by tiro unit term . TliusA i s verysensitive

Table 64.

falues ofD, dDjdT and 1 + (T'/D) dDjdT for water at various iemp&ralurea.

12*6“ C. . 26® C. 40° C.

AnlihoL-itiGS

B^jm ^ DdT D dD
dT ^DdT

jD
dD
'St

l + :£m

83'10
83-29
83-34
82-77
82-81
79-42

-0'370
-0-393
-0-370
-0-308
-0-404
-0-308

78-54
78-57
78-77
78-20
77-84
75-4.01

-0-371
-0-374
-0-337
-0-329
-0-474
-0*142

477
480
430
417
617
ICO

73-28
73-41
73-71
73-18
72-24
71-48II

-0-467
-0-300
-0-307
-0-411
-0-f)12
-0-086

Wynmii (1)
Drake, ofco. (2)
Drudo (3)
Drudo (3)
Kookol (4)
Cukhbortaori, eto, (6)

(1) Wyman, Phys, Sev, vol. 30, p, 023 (1030),

(2) Emko, Pioi’oo and Dow, Phys, Itev. vol. 35, p. 013 (1030).

(3) Driulo, Wied, Ann, vol. 60, p, '18 (1800), 'I'lio Arat cnliy givoa tho flgui'oa derived by nn
interpolation formnia; thoeooond sot wore dorivotl grajililcaHy,

(4) Kooltol, /l?m. <1, Phytih, vol. 77, p. 480 (1025).

(6) Cutlibortson and Maare, J, /Imcr. Ohein, Soc, vol, 62, p. 483 (1030).

to variations in tho value assigned to dDjdT whiolr is not partioularly well

determined experimentally, so that A cannot bo fixed with an aoouraoy

better than about 16 per cent. Tho term in dVjdT is well detorniinod but

considerably less than tho imoortainty in 1 -1- {T/D) dDjdT, and will thoro-

fore be neglected. In Table 64 relevant values by vavions authors are given,

arranged roughly in order of reliability.

At concentrations above tenth molar tho heats of dilution for vaidous

electrolytes in water are highly specific being ofeither sign . Tlie only accurate

measurements at high dilutions are those ofLange and llobinson * and their

collaborators. These are in good general agreement with tho theory. They

^ Lango and Robinson, Ohem, lUv* voL 0, 80 (1031)^
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show for example that at high dilutions IL > 0, so that on further dilution

heat is evolved as required by (1684»1). They show secondly a variation

approximately proportional to the square root of the concentration. Thirdly

it is found that the limiting slope of the curves is detennined pri-

marily by the valency type of the electrolyte; being least for uni-univalent

electrolytes, considerably greater for uni-bivalent and greater still for bi-

bivalent electrolytes. All this is in agreement with (1584d). The determina-

tion of the absolute value of this limiting slope is experimentally of extreino

difficulty owing to the great dilutions at which measurements are required.

Thus no clear cut comparison can be made between the theory and exx^eri-

ment on this point even for uni-univalent electrolytes. It is fair to say,

however, that within the uncertainty of the exx^erimental data them is no

inconsistency between the absolute value of this limiting slope in theory

and experiment.

§13*63. Comparison of theory and experimentfor the osmotic coafficienU If

we insert numerical values for water at 0° C, and introduce the ionic strength

1 ( = obtain* for g

I 0-374J* (1685)

when a is measured in Angstrom units. When all ions x^resent have tlie

same numerical valency Zy the valency factor simplifies to When all tlio

positive ions are of one valency and the negative ions of another z^y the

valency factor reduces to The formula for g is then

(1686)

and as 0, or 1, If then l—g is ifiottad against the square root of the

ionic strength for solutions of single electrolytes we should obtain curves

with a slope near the origin equal to 0‘374|^J^2f_|, and the slope should

decrease as the concentration increases.

Experimental values for g are obtained by taking the ratio ofthe freezing

point depression ofthe solution to its value for an ideal solution ofthe same
concentration. As the dilution increases the freezing point depression

decreases approximately in proportion to the concentration and so the

accuracy of g varies inversely as the concentration. The relative accuracy of

1 — g decreases still more rapidly. Instead of comparing observed and theo-

retical values of or 1 -(/ it is therefore better to compare observed and
theoretical values ofthe lowering ofthe freezing point over a whole range of

ionic strengths for an arbitrarily chosen value of a* The results of such a

comparison may be summarized as follows: In practically all cases, where

* The coefficient in u is more exaotlj 1/3*08 but the round value is accurate enough for most
purposes, especially as the adjustable parameter a is sembempirical.
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reliable freezing point data are available for dilute aqueous solutions of

strong electrolytes, there is agreement within the accuracy of the measure-

ments betAveen the observed and calculated freezing point lowering if the

value assigned to a is suitably adjusted. Ifor example the data ofHovorka and
Rodobush* agree with the theory with an accuracy of 0-0001° at all ionic

strengths up to O-Ol ifthe values in Table G6 are assigned to a. These values

ofa are of the right order ofmagnitude, The best data for some other electro -

Table 66,

Values of a, filling the Debye-Hilckel values of g to liodebush’s measurements.

Electrolyto KCl CsNOg K2SO.1 Ba(NO,)a MgSO.i GuSO,, La^l804)3.

a, A. 3-8 3*0 3*0 2*1 3*0 2*2 3*0

lytes are fitted by assigning to a values that are much smaller than the

possible closest distance of approach of the ions—^for instance O-'l A. for

KNOjI and 0-0 A. for KIOj.l: The true value for the closest distance of

approach of two ions in a solution should be oitlior very nearly the same as

the mean of the ionic diameters determined in crystals, or greater if the ions

are pennanently hydrated. The true values cannot bo loss. It must bo
reluctantly admitted that the parameter a is not a real moan ionic diameter,

but rather a lAaramotor correcting for a whole variety of theoretical im-

perfections. This is especially so for solutions containing small ions.

§13'7. More accurate solutions of the Poisson-ltoUzmann equation. Tlio

impossibly small diameters of the irreceding section can in part at least bo

ascribed to the inaoouracy of the approximation by which (1606) is replaced

by (1667), an inaccuracy Avhioh enters so soon as zetjt is comparable with

More accurate methods have been developed but they are necessarily rather

elaborate; for the sake of simplicity we shall consider only a solution con-

taining N molecules of a symmetrical electrolyte whose ions have olrar’goa

±Z€, and are all of the same size. This I’ostriotion is not serious since wo
shall find reason to believe that the results of the extended calculations oan

only bo valid (if at all) in this case. Wo shall also only consider explicitly the

first stage of the extension.

The Poisson-Boltzmann equation for this simple assembly reduces to

Bne N . ,

-jj-Zrp^sinh
h'F'

** n * *(1687)

* Hovorka and Rodobush, ./Iwer, Qhem, Soc, vol. 47, p. 1014 (1026). I'lio values of a actually
given in this paper arc oomputod iiicorrootly owing to a misprint lii Dobyo and Hdokol’s table of
valuosofa, (Mvato oonnnunioation to E.A.G.)

t Adams, J, Amer, OJtem, Soc, vol, 87, p* 48X (10X5).

I Hall and Harkins, Amcr, Ghon, koc, vol, 38, p, 2068 (1010).
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The solution of this equation is required for which -» 0, d>pjd^' -» 0 (r-^ co)

and dijijdr =

/

- zejDa^ (}= o). It is convenient to introduce the notation

[DhT' kT'

Then

r
; I

, p= lO', X~K 6=
.2«aZ'6

DkTa' (1688 )

(1689)'

(/)^QO),

{p = «)-

with the boundary conditions

y-^0, dy}dp~^0

_b
dp X

Debye and Hiickel’s approximation consists in putting sinhj^— y.

There is no diifioulty in principle in obtaining the desired solittion without

this approximation. It has been achieved in an elementary way by Muller, *

who used the approximation sinhjf^?/ only for sufficiently large values of p.

Por such values of p the solution ofDebye and Hiickel

y(p)r=^Ae~P (1600)

is valid, but for smaller values of py(p) deviates from (1690) and the value

of A cannot be determined from the boundary condition at p = «. Muller

therefore continued (1690) inwards by graphical integration to p = a%

determined A to fit the boundary condition, and so finally found y{x) as a
function of b and x.

An analytical determination of the solution of (1689) has also been given

by GronwaU.f The complete solution of the problem given by Gronwall,

LaMer and Sandved| is too lengthy to develop here and we shall be content

to describe Gronwall’s first step beyondDebye and Hiiokel’s approximation

,

Equation (1680) may be written

(“91)

^(^)=8inht/—

S

1)1, ..,..,(1602)

We now transform the difPerential equation into an integral equation by
means of the Greenes function of the left-hand sidej§ obtaining

2/W =
bx 6^-P

'2/) l+OJl+OJ p

This form is exact. Itmay be verified by direct differentiation and attention

to the boundary conditions*

* mUer, nyaiJeal ZeiU vol. 28, p, 324 (1927); vol, 29, p* 78 (1928).

f Gronwall, Proc, NaU Acad, Scu vol, 13, p. 198 (1927).

j Gronwall, La Met and Sandvod, Physihal Zeii, vol. 29; p, 368 (1028).

§ See Courant and Hilbert, MelMe7i der mathematiseken Physik, vol. Z, pp. 273-276 (1024),
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Tho Debyo-Hitokel solution neglects entirely. A next approximation is

obtained by substituting this crude solution in As /c 0 and so a?-^ 0 this

term is of tlio order and the error at this stage can be shown to bo of

order aJ^loga). Wo iiavo therefore

1 + a; l+a;„=i (2?i+l)!

(let
e-2(n+l)a!c, lr?L.

0 {!+«)'

~6(1 — ."B® S —-n ,

We thus find on reverting to tho original notation that

, ,
. ze zei< { " Iz^e^lDltTaY"- \

Tho more comijlete discussion of Gronwall, La Mer and Sandvod shows
that {1506) may ho replaced by

_ z^e^lDh'Pa

IcT 1 + K(t tt \DkTa)
yza+iixa), (1696-1)

where tho 2/2s.j.i(Ka) are dotonninablo functions of ku.

The equation for is, in this symmetrioal cnao, derived from (1606)

by changing tho sign of z, Tho potential duo to tho distribution about the

central ion is given by the second term correct to terms in Using (1606)

for i//(((a) and charging up the ions as in § 8-82, wo find tliat

1
(z^e^DJcTa)^^^

(2?t-|-2)!(2u-]-i)r
.(1606)

Tho more elaborate work of Gronwall, La Mer and tSandvod is oorroot to

higher powers of /<«.

If tho solution either of Miillor or of Gronwall, La Mer and Sandvod is

applied to tho experimental data more i-easonable values are obtained for a
than those of § 13*03. In fact Gronwall has shown that, if tho vah;oB of a
derived from tho exact theory (equation (1691)) are denoted by% and those

of tho preceding section by cq,
, do remains i)ositivo ovon if%-> — co. Wo shall

not however go further into the details of these solutions of the Poisson*

Boltzmann equation booauso there is considerable doubt whether their

validity extends any further than those of the equation of Debye and
Hiiokel. As we have already soon in §

8- 8, tho conditions of self-oonsjatendy

must be satisfied by tho ^/’s in the general case. Owing to thhlajSieoial sym-
metiy of (1696) the condition = 6*

15
is here autdihatibally satisfied.
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Owingto the restriotion of (1596) to two sets ofequivalent ions only tho oi'doi'

of charging cannot be changed (preserving neutrality) in this spooial case,

so thatthe second condition does not operate. Ifor this special oaso thoroforo

the onlycondition that can fail is the equality of ez^tfip to Wc^p and it is pos-

sible that, though this condition cannot be exactly fiiljilled, its failure is nob

serious. It is apparent at once in the general case that the
{//a,

do not dopond
on the and solely through the combination 'ZpNpZp^ which ocours in «,

but through other combinations 'EpNpZp^*' as well. The conditions of solf-

consistenoy then inevitably fail, and far more completely than in the

symmetrical case.' It must he regretfully admitted that this moat in’oniising

method of evaluating B{T) cannot bo carried logically boyond the first

crudest approximation. The extended theory ofGronwall,La Mer and Ban d-

ved at least for symmetrical electi’olytes does not o.ppenr to bo so r'adically

involved in these inner failures, and as a somi-empirioal extension can
apparently he used with confidence so long as the Poisson-Boltzmann
equation itself is valid.

§13*71. Bjeirurn’s ireatment of ion association. Wo have seen that
attempts to improve on Debye and Hiipkel’s thooi'y by solving more
accurately the Poisson-Boltzmann equation are in general doomed to
failure in spite of their empirical success. The Debye-Hiiokol theory itself
is valid when both

ZgZpt.

:« 1 .

DlcT

The second condition is independent of the ooncentration, and it is this
restriotion to large ions which we have still to find a general moans of
avoiding.

An entirely difierent method of avoiding this restriction has boon pro-
posed by Bjerrum,* at first sight less elegant and more arbitrary than
that of GronwaU, hut free from inner oontradiotions. The prinoiplo and
application of Bj'errum’s method is simple so long as all ions have tho
same numerical valency and we shall confine attention to this case.

It is clear that the radius t «

.

2mT .( 1507)

IS a critical radius in any theory, for if then Debye and Htiokors theory
applies m Its origmal form. We imagine therefore the centre of every ion
sureoundedbyasphereofradius?. Dor eaohion there are then thofollo^

charge (ni) one other ion ofthe same charge, or (iv) more than one othor ionmsi e the spherical shell r=g. The relative frequency ofthese arrangements
Biemim, Kgl Damhe Vid. SehL, Maik-Sya. Madd. vol. 7, No. 0 (1026).
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oaii easily bo evaluated approximately, for in caloulating distributions in

which one ion {or a few ions) are within a certain small region immediately

round the central ion the screening effect of tlie other (distant) ions may be

ignored. The potential due to the central ion at a distance r can therefore bo

given the simple value zelDr. The average number ofions ofthe opposite or

the same charge within the sphere r= g is therefore

NC^ ( \

kJ.*”

the + sign referring to ions ofopposite and the — to ions oftho same charge.

For suilioiently small values ofN this number is small comiDared with unity

even for the + sign and still smaller for the negative sign. We may then say

thatwo have effectively a fraction a (a <| 1) ofions wdth an ion ofthe opi)osito

sign witliin the sphere r= g, and a negligible fraction with an ion of the same

sign. The fraction with two ions within r == can eaeily bo seen to bo oforder

at most and may therefore also bo assnmod to be negligible. The romaining

fraotion 1 — alias no other ion within r— g. Of tho four possible ari’ango-

ments only (i) and (ii) are eileotivoly pr’osont.

Tho novel idea in Bjerriun’s ti’oatment is to deal with these two classes of

ions separately. Tho fraotion a is called associalcd ion pairs and the fraotion

1 — a free or unassooiated ions. Bjorrum’s a]>proximation is now to ignore

tho oftoot ofthe elootrostatio field ofan assooiatod pair on tho remaining ions

and to apply Debye and Huckol’s theory of the free ions, assuming of course

that they have an ofi’eotivo diameter q, for if they come closer than q they

cease to count as free.

For sufflciontly small conoontrations wo have shown that

a
=^ 4wr*oxp(2:'^6®/Dj7(!7') dr, ..... .(1598)

To extend tho theory, at least roughly, to values of a for which tho oonclition

a<^ 1 fails,wo oaii oaloulate a by treating the distrihution as one ofdissociative

equilibrium between the associated ion pairs and the free ions, in thomanner

of § 9*0, The oonclition of dissociative equilibi'ium takes tho form

(l-a)«W hh
* /l2

'

wiioro/^./g and/i2 are tho partition functions for tho free ions and the asso-

oiatod pair respectively. Only tho oonfiguratioiial factors can contribute to

this ratio and it is easily shown that

fjh^ E
,

4/n^^T‘^Qxp{z^t^lI>rk2')dr
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if the eleotrostatic forces between the distant ions are ignored. To this

approximation therefore

^

^

j~" (1690)
'

and to the next approximation

(1600)

where KJICco maybe derived thermodynamically from Debye and HiiokeTs

value for 6^^, and therefore the ratio so calculated, is a function of

/c = /f (a) which must be given the value

''<‘‘>'1—dHT—)

Thus Kg and a can only be evaluated together, by a process of successive

aijproximation. The necessary calculations have been carried through by

Bjerrum for aqueous solutions of uni-univalent electrolytes at 18° 0. and

the values obtained for a are given in Table 66.

Table 66.

Degree of association « of uni-univalent ions in water at 18° 0 .

ax 10® om . 3-82 2*36 1*76 1*01 0-70 0*47

q/a 2*6 3 4 7
. ..

10 16

ct in moles
per litre

0‘0001 • 0*001 0*027
0^0002 — — .—

,

— 0*002 0-049
0^0006 .

—

— — 0*002 0*006 0‘106
O'OOl — 0*001 0*001 0*004 0*011 0*177
0*002 0*002 0*002 0*003 0*007 0*021 0*274
0*006 0-002 0*004 0*007 0*010 0*048 0*418
0*01 0-006 0*008

1

0*012 0*030 0*083 0*629
0*02 0*008 0*013 0*022

,

0*063 0*137 0*632
0*06 0*017 0*028 0*046 0-106 0*240 0*741
0*1 0-029 0*048 0*072 0*163 0*336 0*804
0*2 0*048 0*079 0*121 0*240 0*437 0*864

The entries of this table can easily be transformed to apply to other

valencies and other solvents by making use of the fact that the osmotic

coefficient g depends only bn the ratios q:a : or is a function only of

cz^jD^T^ and ofaDT/zK The method ofcomputing g according to this theory

should be sufficiently obvious and it is left to the reader.

Values of g—g{K{a.)} are derived from (1680) using the corrections neces-

sary to allowfor a. By coniparingthe valuesofpohtainedfromfreezingpoint

measurements mth calculated values much more reasonable values of a are
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obtained than from the simple theory, especially for bi-bivalent electrolytes,

and for nni-nnivalent electrolytes in solvents of lowoi? dieleotrio constant

snoh AS the alcohols.

§ 13*72. F%toss's discussion oftJie choice ofq. Before leaving this subject it

is proper to onqiiiro why precisely the distance q should have been taken

arbitrarily as the critical radius distinguishing between free and associated

ions, The answer is that the exact value of q is unimportant, and that the

final result is not greatly different ifwo replace gr by e,g, \q or 2(/. A revised

form of the theory duo to Fuoss* makes this point clearer by virtually

eliminating the arbitrary choice of

Ill Fuoss*s treatment every ion is paired with some one ion of the opposite

sign according to tho following convention. A positive ion and a negative ion^

the centre of tvhich lies at a distance between r and r *1- drfrom the positive ion,

are defined to be an ion pair provided that no oilier unpaired negative ion lies

xvUhin a sphere of radius r drauni round the positive ion. Ijot the conti*G of a

particular positive ion be talcon as origin and lot 0{T)dr bo the probability

that this ion forms a i^air with one of tho N negative ions at a distance

between r and r-vdr, there being no unpaired negative ion nearer than a

distance r, We may then assert that ff(r) will bo proportional to to

47r?’^ci!?7F; to tho BoitKinann factor cxp{z^€^lDrhT) (this neglects screening);

and finally to tho probability/(r) that an unpairednegative ion is not already

present in the volume 47rr^/3 , The probability that tho first unpaired negative

ion is present in tho spherical sliell a; < r <n; d^ is by definition (?(aj) dx and

therefore the probability /(r) that no such ion is anywhere present in tho

sphere of volume 47rr^/3 is

'

f{r)^\-[ Q[x)dx.
J a

Combining tlieso statements wo see that wo have assorted that

Q{r)dr = ^rHre‘^<^\l -
J"

0{x) (1002)

Tor small r the jirohability Q{r)dr nuiBfc roduco to the ordinary ayorage

number of ions of opposite sign, that is to

With this boundary condition equation (1602) is easily solved giving
,

d'(r)=^^^r*oxp~
— J

. >^*,.(1603)

* pucsB, J’fln iSfoc. vol. 80, p. (1084)r
'
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It is easily verified that

(•vi /*«

<?(r)dr~ 0(r)dr=l.
J a J a

Wenow study the dependence of G{r) on r. We see that Q(r) has stationary

(1604)

values when

There is always one maximum value, and there is also a minimum ii q> a.

If the concentration is faii'ly small so that q<i{VIN)^ and if also ? > a, then

the minimum occurs at , ^ -ar o
47riV

^ ^ V 2

or at ?’ q, and the maximum at

r= (F/27rW)i{l - 2y(F/277W)-i+ . . .}

or at r oi (Vj^nN)^= p . These give

:%)-

F

/1677W\i

( eW f

while for ions in contact

It is thus approximately true that 0{a)cc N/V while G{p)(x:{N/V)^ so that

at low concentrations Q{p)^0{a)f while at high the order will be reversed,

For given solvent, temperature, valency, and ionic diameter there will bo

logio Cgt= — 78 * 7^^/i). nrig, 72 , Showing the distribution function G{t) as a function of r.

Thus for aqueous solutions of a bi-bivalent electrolyte the critical concen-
tration is about ten thousandth molar. An examjDle of G{7') is shown in
Fig, 72 for this case,. The various oharaoteristio distances in Angstrom
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units are a=4‘G, (F/2iV)^ = 202> l/;c — 163, g'= 14, /}=3 138, and their varia-

tions as c'l changes can be derived at once from the foregoing forinniae. The
maximum at B and the inflexions at D and F move however only at rates

proportional to both vertically and horizontally while A and G move
upwards at rates proportional to c^. It follows that over a very wide range

of values of c'i there are very few ion pairs at G in the neighbourhood of

~
<7 compared with those round A or E or botli. It is therefore legitimate

to divide the ion pairs up into these two classes by an arbitrary oonvention

provided that the dividing radius is chosen near j as Bjorrum has done. It

is clearly then the correct first appi’oximatiou to treat the two distinct

classes as contributing to the electrical energy according to the Dobyo-

Hiiokel theory for the distant pairs Avhile giving zero for the associated

pairs. There is therefore no ground for the assertion of Qronwall, La Mor
and Sandved* that Bjerrum’s assumiJtions are arbitrary.

§
13*8. Specific interactions of ions. The most valuable contribution of

the theory of Debye and Hiiokel consists of the limiting laws for infinite

dilution, (1676) and the formulae derivable from them. The formulae in-

volving the mean ionic diameter a may be fairly satisfactory if a is not too

small. When a is small they fail, and the variations, such as those ofBjerrum
and ofGronwall, which attempt to correct for this failure ai'o alloumborsomo
and none ofthem exact. Moreover the treatment of the ions as rigid spheres

is far too crude to take account of the siiecilio imoiiortios of various ions of

the same valency, for the ions differ not merely in size hut also in Bha]?e and

polarizability, all of which factors have to be roiJresontod by a change of a

in this theory and its extensions. It is an obvious suggestion for improve-

ment that in a solution containing several kinds of ions indopondonb values

of a should be assigned to oaoli ion pair. .It would be necossary howovor to

ensure that the partial potentials ofthe various ions satisfy the rolationsliiiis

dNp

and any simplification of the calculation would ho liable to fall to i)i’08orvo

those necessary relationships.

Anything like a oomploto caloulatian being at present apparently out of

the question, an attempt has beenmade by Guggonhoim$ to solve the simp)lor

problem; Given the equilibrium p'operlies of dilute solutions of each single

electrolyte, to calculate the specific equilibrium properties of a soluiwtt con-

taining several such electrolytes. A standard of comparison is required to

which Ave can refer the pn’oijortios of any actual solution of electrolytes.

* Gronwftll, La Mor and Sandvod, he* ciL

t Guggonhoiin, Proc. ISth Scmidmavim ^cienliflo Gongres^i Goponliagon (1020); jPhil Mag.
voMO, p. C88 (1035).
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Among a variety of possible standards the most convenient seems to be an

imaginary eleotrol3rte containing a mixture ofions ofthesame concentrations

and valencies as those of the actual electrolyte, which accurately obeys the

formulae of Debye and Hiickel for a definite value of the parameter a. The

value WG shall actually choose for a is 3*08 x 10“^ cm.

Let us now consider two actual ions, a and j8, in a given relative ooii-

figuration, Their mutual potential energy can be regarded as the sum of

the two terms
.(1606)

where is the value for the two standard ions of the corresponding

valencies and measures the specific (peculiar) deviations of the inter-

action of the given ion pairs from that of the coiTesponding standard ion

pair. For all except small distances is elfeotivoly the Coulomh 6nel'gJ^

wliilell^’^ap is negligible except at very small distances. Wo shall now make

the assumption, strictly illegitimate, that the contribution of to the

thermodynamic functions can be added as a oorreobion additional to the

electrostatic terms arisingfrom . It maybe expected that this approxi-

mation will be reasonably accurate so long as the contribution is small

compared with the electrostatic tei’ins. Wo tlien write as before for the

contribution of the mterionio potentials to 0 and may break this up into

G,= G,<’+0/, (1606)

Gf° being given by (1674) for the chosen a while G^'^ is an additive term

vanishing when Now this additive term arises from effectively

short range forces and may therefore be evaluated as a contribution to

log B{T) by the methods of Chapter vni for imperfect gases. The arguments

there used must be generalized so that the standard value of i?(2') is not

forN ions but contains the interionio energies . Whereas in Chapter

viir we found an extra contribution to Helmholtz’s free etrergy of

kT^
e-Wafl/fci'j dtc,

the integrand being effectively noir-zero over a short raarge oirly, so here the

extra contribution will be, to the same approximation,*

hT N Na C

J
(1 - dco; , (1607)

in (1607) denotes summation over every type of ion j^air, and tho

symmetry number is 1 when a=f= jS and 2 when a = /3. The expression

(1607) is strictly calculated by establishing the at constant tem-

perature and volume, For reasons similar ,to those given in §13*61 it is

* TJiG factor V in tlio denominator is hero inoxaot. It will bo a more oomplioatod oxpi'oasiou of

the order and dimensions of V, depending on tho toinporatwre. Wo shall see liowovor that tho

distinotion need not be presorvod, .
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liowever probably more aoourato to take it as equal to 0^^, We thus obtain

the following expression

VP N Na c
= -y T(/<a)

I
( 1
- dc, .

(1608 )

Not all tho speoifio terms are equally ilnportant; the term arising from

pairs ofions oftho same sign for whioli > 0 will be small oompared with

those arising from j^airs of ions of opposite sign for which We
may tlierefore sinij)lify to the expression

(1609)

where It is any cation and X any anion, and vjj y is a coeffloient depending

only on the tomporature, but speoilio to the pair of ions in question, These

may eaoh bo determined by tho properties of a single electrolyte, and
the equilibrium properties of a general mixed eleotrolyto will then bo

derivable from (1000), ITor example tho apocilio contribution to tho

partial potential of tho solvent water will bo

^*0
^dNx,,o

AT N

== — ...,..(1010)

For tho sake of brevity we shall discuss the iinplioations of this formula

for the case in which all tho olootrolytos in the solution are of the same
valency type, each inoleoule dissolved yielding g'.,. cations of valency and

q_ anions of valency «_ so that q.^,z^+ q^z_=0, Tjot c* be the total ooii-

centration of eleotrolyto in moles per unit volume so that

U " 2-
'x'^x >

and let the ooinijosition of tho solution bo defined by the fractions

for tho cations and for the anions, suoh that

etc. Then
/*’^*ii,o=' “ Nii2'i)*H,o (1611)

The corresponding contribution to 1 -gf as in p3‘01 is

M"*H,o/i'*H,o •K!?’ Sj3 Op*,

or
g+g-

g++ g-

t Of. Brdnstod, J. Amer, GJiem, Soe, vol. 44, p. 877 (1022). His formuiivtlon of thp::‘'prlnoiplo

of epoolflo interaction" etatos thatt "Iona are miiforinly inliuonood by ionB of thoir own sign and
spooifioally Influencod only by ions of tlio opposito signfl,”
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this may be shortened by writing

-

Then the complete expression, in the notation of § 13*63 is

1 ^ ^= 0’374 1;3^. 2:_|
a(/i) — y c* Tj^% l^n^x ^ (1012 )

3?or single electrolytes tliis reduces to

l-(7=O-374|2+2_|7i0(/4)-ffc*ZVv'

There isexcellentagreementbetweenthebestfreezingpointdata and ( 1 (1 1 H)

for single electrolytes ofvarious valency types. The values ofthe wliieJi

best fit the data are given in Table 67. With these values the disagroomoufc

between theory and observation is probably less than the oxperimontiil

error for all ionic strengths up to tenth molar. Such data as are availabba

for mixed electrolytes appear to be in good agreement with the tlioory.f

Table 67.

Values of I* fittingfreezing point datafor simple electrolytes

l-g- 0 '374
(
2!+2_|/4 a{l^) - qc*l*j,^x •

Blectrolyto 7 l*«.x Wa.x Authority

HCl 1 + 0'276 + 0*276 (4)

LiCi 1 -0-223 -0-223
(
8 )

NaCl 1 + 0*136 + 0*136 (3). («)

ICCl 1 + 0*066 + 0-066
(8 )

+ 0-083 + 0*083
( 1 ), ( 0 )

TlCl 1 + 0*40 + 0-40 (4)

LiNOa 1 + 0*26 + 0*26 (7)

mNOa 1 0*00 (f-00 (7)

ICNO3
1 -•0*24 -0*24 (7)

,,,
— -0-29 -0-29

C9NO3 1 0*00 0*00 (B)

ISTalOo 1 -0*40 -0*40
(
2 )

KlOa 1 ^-0*40 -0*40
(2 )

NugSO^ -0*46 -0*60
( 0 )

14^0, 1 0*00 0*00
(2 ). (fi)

Ba(N03)a -0*41 ’- 0*66
(
0 ). ( 0 )

MgSO^ 1 0*00 0*00
( 2 ), ( 6 )

CUSO4 1 -1*7 -1*7 i

( 6)

bci(NOg)a 4 + 2*0 + 3*9
(
2 )

La 2(S04 )fl
0*00 0*00

( 6 )

(1) Adama, J, Ancr, Ghem, 8oc, vol. 37, p, 481 (1015).

(2) Hall and Harkina, ihul, vol. 38, p. 2658 (1910).

(3) Harkins a^d Roberta, ibid vol, 38, p, 2676 (1910).

(4) Randall and Vanaolow, ibid vol. 46, p. 2418 (1024).

(6)

Hovorka and Bodobush, ibid vol. 47, p. 1614 (1926),

(6) Randall and Soott, ibid vol. 49, p. 647 (1927),

(7) Soatohard, Jones and Prontisa, ibid vol, 64, p. 2690 (1032),

(8) Soatohard and Prentiss, ibid vol, 64, p. 2600 (1032), vol, 56, p, 4356 (1933).

f For further dotaila, see: BrOnstod, «/. Amer. Ghem, Soc* vol, 44, p. 877 (1922); Guggonholtih

P;w7. vol. 19, p. 688 (1936).



CHAPTER XIV

ASSEMBLIES OF ATOMS, ATOMIC IONS AND ELECTRONS

§
14'1. Introductory, Wo have already had occasion to consider incident-

ally oxamples of gasoons asseinblios in which atoms, ions and electrons are

present in dissociative equilibrium. We shall have occasion in tlie following

chapters to discuss systematically assemblies, especially at high and very
high temperatures, which are composed entirelyofatomic ions and electrons.

These discussions of course have reference to the state of matter in stars. It

will be necessary to give a general survey of the present state of atomic

theory, at least on the formal descriptive side, so that we may be able to

write down at will the partition function, or an effective approximate form
of it, for the internal energy of any atomic ion. We have then to reformulate

the general theory of dissociative equilibrium in terms of atomic ions and
electrons instead of atoms and molecules and introduce correcting terms for

the electric charges of the ijarticles. This would be a simple matter were it

not for the outstanding difficulty of the convergence of the partition func-

tions which must be disposed of in some way during the process. Wo are not

in this chapter concerned with assemblies ofelectrons or atoms dense enough

to require the statistics of Feimi-Birac or Einstein-Rose. All the formulae

used are based on classical statistics. The more general case will be con-

sidered later in Chapter xvi.

We shall assume that no molooulos are present in the assembly; they can

easily bo included when required. Lot

JI/q* bo the (average) number of neutral atoms of atomic number Z
in a volume F;

bo the (average) number of such atoms r-times ionized;

N bo the (average) number of free electrons.

In general atoms r-timos ionized must be defined to mean nuclei accom-

panied by electrons, each of which has insufficient energy to effect an

escape. Those Z—r electrons combine togetlior to form the stationary states

of the ion in which the state ofeach electron can be described by four quan-

tum numbers. The most convenient stivte of conventionally zero energy is

that state of the assembly in which the only constituents are electrons aiid

bare nuclei at rest at infinite separation. The bare nucleus may usually be

assumed to bo structureless. This is of course untrue, but except when we^j,,

discuss the break-up and re-formation ofnuclei their structure is irrelevant*

* Tills is of ooursG only oorroot booauso wo aro not oonoomod lioi’o with fomatioivof moleoiilos.

Wo havo Boon In tho Bfcucly of in § ami again in § 7'31, that tUo mioloar woighta aro not only

relevant but important,

FSM 36
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and it is a legitimate simplifioation to regard them as structureless massive

charged points, for which the standard weight djpx . . . dq^jh^ is assigned to the

element of phase space cZpi ... dq^. The bare nucleus will therefore have a

partition function VF^^{T) of the usual form (172*1). The electron has a sphx

with two possible orientations in a magnetic field, We shall use m for the

mass of the electron and for the bare nucleus Z. It will seldom be neces-

sary to distinguish between and The partition function

for the free electron will therefore be VQ{T)y where

= (1614)

which we have already used in Chapter xi.

Consider next the normal state of each atomic ion. Let the successive

ionization energies of the atom Z be yo^ Xi^ *•*) the weights of the

normal states tn/. These x's all to be defined with reference to a series of

normal states or states of least energy so that is the work required to

remove one electron from an atom, which has already lost r oleotrons and is

then at rest in the state of lowest energy j^ossible for its remnant of (-2-r)

electrons, and leave it again in its state of lowest possible energy for the

remnant of (2—r- 1) electrons, the atom and the extracted electron being

at rest at infinite separation. For the r-times ionized atom in its normal

state tlie partition function VF/{T) is therefore given by

=== (1616)

Each ion possesses in addition a set of stationary excited states of greater

energy content, If every excited state could be treated formally as a con-

stituent of a perfect gas this Avould cause w/ to be replaced by b/{T), where

b/{T)^ 2 (1610)

The state 5=^0 is the normal state and wo continue to write tu/ and Xr

instead of {w/)q and {xr%- energy of excitation is
(Xi‘^)s*

{x/)s is the energy corresponding to the ^th spectral term (suitably ordered)

of the r-times ionized atom Z, In fact b{T) does not converge. The altera-

tions necessary will be discussed at length later in §§ 14*4, 16* 4. It is evident

from (1616) that an application of statistical mechanics to such assemblies

requires a working knowledge of or approximation to and (y/)^ for

all r, a and z,

§14*2. General features of atomic structw^e. We shall start by sum-

marizing the general features of atomic structure which will form the basis

of our discussion. Following Bohr it is wall known that the electrons in the

atom can be classified first of all according to their principal quantum
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number n (1,2,3,..,) and azimuthal quantum number k (0,l,2,...,w— 1) as

Wj. electrons. The broad outlines of the i)oriodio table of the elements can be

at once accounted for in this way if it is remomborod that just so many
electrons and no more oan be packed in to each of these groups or subgroups

.

It was early recognized that the maximum numbor of electrons in any group

with principal quantum number n must bo to lit the periodic table.

The numbers of electrons in the% subgroups must be 2(2/i; + 1), as was first

shown by Stoner and Pauli. Wo recall of course that

2S(2/1!+1)= 2m2,
0

These numbers of electrons follow of course from the requirements of anti-

symmetry, that no two electrons shall have the same wave-function, a

requirement usually known as Pauli’s principle, especially in this connec-

tion, When any group or subgroup ofelectrons is fullit forms a symmetrical

structure without mechanical or magnetic moment and interacts witli

other electrons at least to a first approximation like a simple central field

of force.

We have started by introduoing the closed groups in the atom on account

of their descriptive importance, but logically they are complex and are

arrived at at a later stage, We turn next therefore to describe the states of a

hydrogen-like atom with just one electi'on, observing that owing to the

.symmetry of closed groups any atomic ion containing only closed groups

behaves qualitatively exactly like a bare nucleus in forming states for the

next electron. There are only quantitative energy differences in the states

due to the different effective central field.

'.fho states of the hydrogen-like atom containing one spinning electron are

described by four quantum numbers w, and s.* The principal quantum

numbor n takes the values (1,2,3,.,,). The azimuthal quantum number h

takes the values (0,l,2,,..,n— 1), The angular momentum of the spin of tho

electron is This momentum compounds with tho "orbital” momen-

tum k to give tho total angular momentum j of the atom. Tho j values of

the atom are thorolbre
X)= 0, j == |

;

k>l, j==k±^.

The total moment of momentum of the atom is represented as usual by

(/i/27r) {j{j -t- 1)}^. If the atom (or electron and orbit) ns a whole is orientated

by an external magnetic field, then tho possible components of the momen-

tum along the field are shl2-n, Avhere s takes the (2j+ 1) values

' * m usually clouobod by in, whioli wo avoid to save oonfiwioii with tho mass of tho olootron*

36-2
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The complete set of states therefore corresjionds to tho following sots of

values of the four quantum number's n, k,j, s.

Taddb 68.

Tlie quantum numbers of the states of a wie-electron atom.

We see at once that they verify the formulae 2w* and 2(2/i: -I- 1 )
= ih -I- 2 H- 2k

already given, and, assuming Pauli’s prinoqrlo, that tho general structiu'O of
the periodic table must follow. We note in addition that struoturally tlio

spectrum of hydrogen is exactly analogous to that of an alkali; tho only
difference arises from the occidental ooinoidonoo of certain terms in tho
hydrogen spectrum for different values of k which do not ooincido for an
alkaU owing to the energy variation with h in a non-Coulomb central field.

To an approximation which is in general ample for our applications the
terms of a true one-eleotron spectrum depend only on n and are given by
the Palmer formula t>i rim o, , .

Xn=-RhcZ^ln^, (1017)

where i? is Rydberg’s constant. The typical one-eleotron spectrum is thus
(m agreement with observation) what is called a dow&lef spectrum. Tt con-
sists of sets of terms labeUed corresponding to

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, .... ofwhich the terms are single and all the others double.
Different terms with the same label correspond to different values of w, but
then- structure is always independent of «. All the terms are completely
resolved by a magnetic field so that no degeneracy remains. Tho weight
unity 18 therefore attached to each magnetic state, and we shall find that
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this agrees Avith the limiting principle. The weight of all terms is

therefore 2, of the terms 4 + 2= 6, of the *i) 0 + 4= 10 and so on, or in

general the weight of each separate term is 2^+1. At the moment this is

only justifled for strictly hydi.ogen-like atoms, but we shall see directly

that oil the same basis all closed configurations have also weight unity and

the same set of weights therefore apply to the states of all atoms and ions

constructed of olosod groups plus one extra electron.

When we come to atoms Avith more than one extra electron the same

principles can still bo applied. Subject always to exclusions by Pauli’s

priiiQiple, ifwo have two electrons in n, }c,j, s and n', ¥,f, s' orbits, originally

thought of as independent of each other, Ave obtain thus one possible

atomic state. Subsequent introduction of the mutual perturbations may
alter the energy but cannot touch the existence of the state. Por given n, h

and n', h', for example, the variations ofj, s and/, s' are independent and

the total number of states found should bo

22(2ifc+ l)(2J!;’+ l). (1018)

This is in fact correct. Ifwe alloAv h and h' also to vary, the total number of

states for given n and n' should bo

2W8, (1019)

AA'hich is again ooiTOOt. In practice of course the actual states of an atom

Avith tAvo electrons do not imesent themselves in this Avay. The atom as it

Avero constructs itself by compounding the four momentum vectors of the

two orbits and the two electrons in a certain order of tightness of binding.

The four vectors have possible components in a specified direction ranging

between ± h, ± h', + !•, ± J, respectively. It can bo shown without much

difficulty that the order of compounding is Avithout effect on the total

number of terms and total weight or number of magnetic states. The com-

position commonest in actual tAVo-eleotron spectra is based on the formation

of the vector orbital momentum I from h and k't

\lo~h'\^l^h+k' (Z= /i!iffc' = 0), (1020)

and the elootronio momentum r from | and

r= l, 0. ...,..(1021)

Then I and r combine to give the /values specifying the total moment of

momentum of the atomio system (or rather its inaxiinunA resolved part),

namely \l-r\^j^l+r (j:=?if »'= 0). (1022)

In the particular case of two electrons wo therefore got

(1023)

(1024)
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that is sets of singlets and triplets containing four terms in all for given I

of total weight 4{2Z+1). If k'— O, l==k, and this agrees with (1618), If

k, h' 4= 0, then we may suppose h' < h (otherwise we interchange them),

and the possible I values are {h-)rh'), (^:h-^;'~1), {k— k'). The total

!e+k'

number of terras is 4(2/0' + 1) and the total weight 4{ S (2/+ 1)} or
k~K

4(2/o+ 1) (2i!' + 1) in agreement with (1618). Subject still to exclusions by

Pauli’s prmciple the argument can be extended to any number of electrons

extra to the closed groups. The total number of states formed by q such

electrons in (Wi)^^, orbits is always

2«(27cj+ l)... (2*3+ 1), (1626)

or in Mg orbits for any /c’s

28nia...7i3«. (1620)

Let us now try to put the maximum number 2(2*+ 1) of electrons into

any one subgroup of azimuthal quantum number *, remembering Pauli’s

principle. For all these electrons n and * are the same and therefore one at

least ofy and s must differ for any pair of electrons. Since there ai’o exactly

2(2* +1) different jjairs ofpossible values ofj and a, there is one way and one

way only in which an antisymmetrical wave-function can bo constructed.

There must be one electron in each orbit, and since the values of s are sym-

metrical about zero the resultant j for the atom is zero, and wo have a

single state of weight unity. This is the theoretical basis of our previous

assertions about the properties of closed groups and subgroups.

There are of course always reductions in the number of states given by

(1626) and (1626) whenever two electrons have the same (n,*) or the same n.

This is of particular importance for the smallest possible values of n and *,

when it describes the fact that certain otherwise expected spectral terms do

not occur. For larger values ofn it can usually be ignored, for what will be

required is the asymptotic form of (1626) for large n, and it is easy to see that

(1626) remains asymptotically true in spite of Pauli’s px’inciple, It will be

sufficient to consider a simple case of two electrons in states of the same n,

and to exclude all states of the same * which of course is a gross over-

estimate. The total number of states by (1626) would be 4m*. By the other

estimate the actual number is at least

n— 1
''

4 Sft.fc.(2*+1)(2*' + 1) (*+*'),
0

n-1
or 4n*- S (2*+ l)2,

®

which is asymptotically still 4m*.
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In assigning these total weights we have been oonnting together all states

construoted out of so many orbits of given {?i,Z!)’s or given w’s. It is often

permissible to group the orbits of higher quantum numbers in this way
because the differences of the energies of the various states in the group are

not significant. For states of lower quantum numbers this will not always

bo true, though it is often even then legitimate to group together all terms

formed out of orbits of given {»,/(:). Wo should therefore complete these

rules by formulating the corresponding rules for the weights of single states

(e.g. one of the P or D terms of an alkali spectrum) and for a group of

multiple terms (e.g. the jyair of P or D terms of an alkali spectrum). The

necessary analysis has already been implicitly given.

The terras of any atomic spectrum can be conveniently classified into

multiple terms and the multiple terms into sets of sequences to which the

labels S, P, D, F, Q, ... are attached. There is just one such set for a one-

electron spectrum; in complex coses there may be many more. The labels

8, P, D, F, 0, ... still correspond to the vahies 0, 1,

2

, ... of 1. The number of

components of any multiple term has a maximum value p (equal to 2r -f 1),

The number ofcomponents in the multiple 8, P, D,F,Q, ... terms is always

the lesser of the two numbom (21-1-1, 2r+ 1). A sot of terms of maximum
multiplicity* p is labelled eS, Pp, pD, pF, .... In no case can p- 1 be greater

than the number of electrons forming the incoinpleto group of orbits being

compounded together. The individual terms of a multiple term are dis-

tinguished by theirj values derived from (1622) and are labelled

p8j, pP), PDj, PF)

A number n can bo prefixed to this symbol to specify the current number of

the term in the sequence, or sets ofnumbers% can bo prefixed to specify the

quantum numbers of the group of orbits out of which it is constructed. In

any case any such term is degenerate and splits into 2j -t 1 magnetic states

in an external field, so that its weight is 2^'
-I- 1

.

One other type of grouping is sometimes employed. Wo may group

together all the terms arising from the addition of q electrons in given n,.

orbits to an atomic core which is not composed of closed configurations but

has somo of its oleotrons in an incomplete group ofgiven w'*- orbits. Eeraem-

boring the oltoots of Pauli’s principle the set oforbits composing tlio core will

give rise to a countable number of states Wj, which is the weight of the core

if its enei’gy dillorencos are insignificant. The result of tliis is of course that

the total number of states of the final system is no longer given by (1626)

and (1626) but is larger by the extra factor

* ITor this tho flymbol r (or Jl or 211) is inoro often used, but wo linvo uaod r for tlio aasooiatod

(]^uanbum niimbor,
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We collect together the leading results:

(1) The weight of a single term in any spectrum of any

atom is 2j + l. (1027)

(2) The total weight of any multiple term p8,pP,pD, ... {?==0, 1, ...) in

any apectruin of any atom is

(2r+l)(2Z+l) (2r-|-l=p). (1028)

(3) The total weight of all terms arising from q outer electrons In given

orbits attached to a core of total weight is

2i{2ki -h 1 ) . .
.
(2/c,+ 1 )

. (1020)

If the core is a bare nucleus or consists of closed groups of electrons, then

Tijg= 1. This formula is subject to reductions when any of the q outer olootroiifl

are in orbits of the same n and h.

(4) The total weight of all terms arising from q outer elootrons in orbits of

given principal quantum numbers n attached to a core of total woiglit Wg is

2«%®...«.5^Wo. (1030)

If the core is a bare nucleus or consists of closed groups of elootrons, thou

= 1. This formula is also subject to reductions when any of the q outer

electrons are in orbits of the same n.

There are no exceptions to these rules.

In conclusion we shall find it useful in aijplications to have a table of tho

weights of the lowest states for a number of atoms. Tho weight whioli is of

most value in this connection is the sum of tho weights of all terms in whioli

all the electrons are in orbits ofthe normal (least possible) values of ii and
In oases of doubt as to which orbit is normal after 18 (o.g. botwoon 3^

and 4o) the most useful value refera to states of ions of largo core oliargo.

For these there is no doubt which is the normal orbit for the offoot of tlio

smaller n overwhelms that ofthe larger li. In these calculations full aooounfc

has been taken of Pauli’s principle. The weight is tho weight of tho group
of normal terms for the atom named or for any atomic ion with groator
nuclear charge and the same (stated) number of elootrons, After atoniio

number 18 the normal state of the atom and singly charged ion with the
stated number of electrons may be different, as one or two of tho Sj orbits
may be initially replaced by 4j orbits. The atomic symbols aro thei'ofoi'o

insei'ted purely as a descriptive reminder, and it is not implied that tho
weights necessarily apply to the normal state of a neutral atom with Z
electrons, but only to the normal state of ions of nuolear oharge Z and the
stated number of electrons provided Z is large enough. In tho range of this
table it is probably sufficient that Z should exceed the number of elootrons
by two or more.
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Tabm 69,

Weights of the group ofnormal states fen', various atomic mis.

569

Atom

No. of electrons

in groups
Weight Atom

No. of electrons

in groups
Weight

Closocl
Unolosod*

[typo]
Closed

Unclosed’*'

[typo]

1 H 0 1 11.1 2 19 IC 18 lf3,l 10

2 I'lo 2 0 1 20 Ca 18 2 [Sj. 46

3 Li 2 ir2„] 2 21 So 18 3 [3,1 120

4 Bo 4 0 1 22 Ti 18 4 [3, 210
B 4 1[2,] 6 23 V 18 6 [3, 262

0 0 4 2[2tl Id 24 Or 18 C[3, 210

7 N 4 3[2i] 20 26 Mil 18 7 [3, 120

8 0 4 4 [2,] 16
1

26 Fo 18 8 [3a 46

9 F 4 0 [2,1 0 27 Co 18 6 [3a 10

10 No 10 0 1 28 Ni 28 0 1

• 11 Na 10 1 [Snl 2 . 29 Cii 28 l[4o] 2

12 Mg 12 0 1 30 Zn 30 0 1

13 A1 12 1 [3i] 0 31 Ga 30 1[4, 6

14 Si 12 2 [3t: 16 82 Ge 30 2 [4, 16

15 V 12 3 [3i] 20 33 As 30 3 [4, 20

16 S 12 4 [3i] 16 34 So 30 4 [4, 15

17 Cl 12 5 f3i’ 0 36 Br 30 6[4x 6

18 A 18 0 1 30 Kv 36 0 1

* 111 the older theory all these buIKxcs would have boon inoroosod by unity.

Wo have «till to oonsidor the form of the term values x- Except for

hydrogon-liko atoms exact foi'mulae cannot be given. But in the simpler

one- and two-oleotron spectra most sequences of tornis can be put approxi-

mately in Itydborg’s form

whoro 0 is the core oliargo or charge on the rest of the atom other than a

single outer olootroii, and a is a constant, provided we oonsidor terms of one

socjiienoo only, in ^vhich only tho principal quautiinx number of a single

series oleotron is allowed to vary. It is frequently important to use exact

values of the earlier larger x's* When these are roquhed observed values

must bo taken, For tho later smaller terms (1631) will usually suffice, or

sometimes even rougher apj^roximations such as zero.

TJig only important quantities remaining to bo specified before we can

handle assemblies ofions and electrons are therefore the ionization energies

X/ and to a loss extent ix/)$ small s. As we have said, these must in

general bo taken from observation, but this can only be done directly when

the oorrosponding spectrum has been fully analysed. Thus xo^ Xi^

(sometimes X3^> Xa^ Xf several more values of r) have usually

been determined in this way, but much work will be required before the

higher values are thus determined. It must bo remembered that these are
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2

the successive ionization energies of the atom. The removal of (say) the yth

electron often corresj)oncls to a process well known and accurately observed

in X-ray spectroscopy, but the energy values derived from X-ray spectro-

scopy are valueless to us. For these energies are the energies required to

remove certain electrons from an intact atom or molecule, while wo require

Table 60.

Successive ioni%aiion energiesfor oxygen (X=! 8).

Ionization energy
| Accuracy

Symbol vjR Electron volts

0
64 B

x.* A
7‘8 106 0

Xs® 6-7 77 0
X»*

4*0 66 0
Xi” 2-6 36 0
Xo® 10 13i 0

Table 61.

Successive ionization energies for iron (^=26).
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to roniovo the same electron when all the outer more loosely botmd electrons

are already gone. This often requires twice as much energy—^in certain cases

it can oven require five times ns much.

Table C2.

Successive ionization energiesfor silver {Z— 4:1).

Ill those tables 0 donotos obsorvod or equally certain values,

A „ tlioovotloal ostlinatos Avith error probably less than 3 por oout.

B „ I) u »» » if *f

0 ij ft Jt tt » if iJ

D „ cablmatca quite possibly In error by more than 30 per cent.

Wo 11X118 ti fall back theroforo on thoorefcical asymptotic formulae and

extrapolations by their means of known results. It has been shown by

Hartreo* that the majority of the x/ be fixed with reasonable security

in this ^^^ay, Hartroo has constructed tables for oxygen, iron and silver as

ropresontativo atoms, and others can be oonstriiotod by his methods. But

most calculations of highly ionized assemblies such as stellar interiors can

be carried through for representative atoms or simple mixtures and need

not employ large varieties of atoms,

Hfirtrco, Proc, Omnh Phil Soo* vol, 22, p, 464 (1924),
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In constructing and using a table of successive ionization energies we

must assume a definite order in which the electrons are to be removed (oi

to return) which is the same as the order of tightness of bindings In accord-

ance with the arguments of the earlier part of this section wo assuuio tlio

order
2(2o), 6(2i), 2(3o), <3(3i), 10(32), 2(do), 0(d:i), 10(42), 2(5o).

There are of course the welUmown temporary departures from thia order

aheady mentioned, and the two Sq oi^bits do not follow the 42 orbits but tho

4^ orbits for the heaviest elements • We shall not usually in alee calculntious

explicitly for these. We give below tables taken from Hartree s paper, ihoj^

were calculated in 1924 and could be made more accurate if revised mow in

the light of later evidence. But they are amply accurate enough for l)ho

purpose for "wliich they are reejuired. Those for oxygon and iron have boon

so revised in parts.

§14*3. The partition function for a single electron, bound or free, i7i the

presence of a nucleus. It remains to show that tho weiglits assigned iu tho

preceding section are consistent with the limiting principle so that tho

partition function

passes over continuously into the classical form

for large quantum numbers. Since tho x’® concerned are all small and tend

to zero for large quantum numbers like 1/n^, this reduces to showing tliat

when the integral is extended over tho iJi’opor region of jihftso space. Tlio

factor 2®' allows for the two orientations of each electron. In tho rest of tlio

calculation the electron can be treated as strnotxiroloss. Wo shall starfc with

a detailed analysis ofthe limiting form of tho jjartition funotion for a single

electron bound or free in the presence of a fixed miolous of charge Ze^ which

we req'uire in full later in the chapter.*

Consider for simplicity a volume V in the form of a sphere of radius A
with the nucleus fixed at its centre. The olaasioal partition funotion for a

single movable electron is, in polar coordinates,

= (1083)

where ^ = (1034)

* Plailok, A7in, d, JPJiyaiht vol. 76, p, 078 (102‘A),
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Tile oleineiits of solid angle dSlp and dQ.^ define the directions of the inomen-

tiim and position vectors respectively, Thusf{T) can be witten

/(2') =2— + Zeh')i rdrdx (1636)

We mil suppose that A is so large that a x' own be chosen so that

Z€^IA^x'<^(‘'^‘ (1636)

This req_uii’oineut is usually satisfied in practice with an ample margin.

Then the oontributions to/(y) can be divided into tliree parts;

(1)

/i(.T), co>y>0. Electron Free. Classical.

(2)

/jj(3'). 0>y>— x'. Electron Bound. Effectively Classical.*

(fi) /8(^')- ~'x!>x'^ Electron Bound. Quantized.

In (3) the integral form of the partition function must of course be replaced

by the usual sum over the possible stationary states.

Case (1). In/i(2') we have over pi’actioally the whole of the

effective domain of integration. Hence we i-eplaoe the factor {xr'^+
by x^r and find {2-rmkTf V

)
- 2 p ,

the usual formula for the partition function of a free electron. Corrections

for the neglect of Ze^jr in/i{!Z’) will be made later by applying Debye and

Hiiohors theory of ionized media.

Case (2). lnf^(T) wo have effectively xIkT— 0. Hutting «*= - y wo find

M^') = docJ“(Ze%~ar2)irdr, (1637)

where a is tho smaller of Ze^fa. and A.

Case (3). In/a(2') wo have to replace tho integral by tho quantized sum

/3(2’) = B2nW**' (x,t
= i2/tci!VM»), (1638)

1

and n' =^{MheZ^(x^)^. (1630)

Wo now return to evaluate /^(S'), putting r— {Ze^jat.) sin®^. Then

,

J“stoVoo«V#.

where a is arosin(«d/.Z/e®)i if this is real or else -Jw. Tho double integral

therefore divides into

rZe«Mdoc rw•oelllM/z^>)^
a , , . .

-Tf 8Ui*fooB*<Aad+ j,
Jo aWo Jw 32a^ -

''i'^ooa OdO .

jzs'tA 32 a’

ir da
5

1
i in sm^^OOS®*d^ + -

5H -r.
(£;e®/2l)*Jo Jo 32Jze>uJ

If tho limiting prinolplo ia 8atl30ocl, as we shall shortly yorify.



We can now see at once that the limiting prhioii^le is obeyed for an atom

with a single excited electron. For the contribution to the phase integral^

corresponding, according to (1639), to energies x between ± say, is by

(1641) the difference of the values for or

which is asymptotically This result can be extended at once to the case

of a number of electrons each indeiDendontly in spooifiod orbits of large

quantum number , .
,

. The foregoing analysis api^lies formally to each

electron ifZ denotes the p>roper effective nuclear charge, Since Z disappears

from the result, its actual specification is unnecessary, The corresi)onding

phase space is asymptotically

§14*4, The approximate characteristic function. The method of exchded

volumes, A direct and accurate evaluation of fox* the assemblies contem-

plated in this chapter would be an affair of some difficulty. Tiiere are two

methods possible for approximations due in essentials to Urey and Planolc

which are subject to quite different adverse criticisms. The fact that they

confirm each other qualitatively and even roughly quantitatively can be

regarded as some justification for a belief that the resulting formulae for

Wjh are a fair approximation to the truth,

In the theory ofUrey and Fenni* we treat the various atoms and atomic

ions as possessing an actual volume from which they entirely exclude other

systems, as in van der Waals’ elementary theory, of an imj)orfeot gas, We
use the formulae of §8* 6 and assume that the ionic volume in an excited

state has a radius of the order ofthe diameter of the central orbit described

(after Bohr^s theory) by the most highly excited electron. The resulting

excluded volumes are therefore really fictitious. Physical reality can only

be ascribed to them by the somewhat doubtful argument that they represent

that region of space which must be empty for the ion in question to exist in

that state at all. To the expression for '^Yjh so obtained wo add a correction

for the till then neglected electrostatic charges.

* Uroy, Astrophys, J, vol, 49, p, 1 (1924); Formi, ZeiLj, Phjaih, vol. 20, p. 64 (1924).
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In the theox'y of JPlaiiok we proceed initially more logically by trying to

generalize the calculations of the preceding section into a simplified

calculation oi B{T). But the simplifications which have to be made are

rather severe, and it is satisfactory that the form of the result is checked
by the other method using an entirely different type of approximation,
The ^F //(3 for the theory ofUrey and Fermi, omitting the electrostatic term,

has already been given in equation (772), Let us denote the atomic ion of

general typo by the suffixes oc or jS for shortness, and use the suffix e

for quantities characteristic of the electron. will then mean a summation
over all atomic types, and

jg
a summation over all pairs of atomic types;

free electrons are excludedfrom either summation. Let the average excluded

volume of the {r,8^z)4oii for interaction with an eleotron be and for

interaction with an atomic ionj3, Then in the notation of this

chapter we have

'F/t = if(log
1)
+ +

1)
+ i 2^

in which

F/ = e'^r'+.-.-ixViVky
,
0=2 {2vmhTf

...(1642)

...(1043)

......(1044)

In transforming ^Vjh wo iiavo left unmodifiod the partition function for the

free olootron. Tho excluded volume corrections, when not small, are only

qualitatively correct. To determine {M/)^ we have

ffia _
«), exp[ - {x/~ (xAW^'i'- V(2')

(1646)

To the 'F/i; of ( 1 042) we must add the contributions of the radiation in tho

enclosure, and ofthe electrostatic potentials. The former is properly additive,

tho latter is not, and if tho excluded volumes had a genuine physical exist-

ence, tho electrostatic and excluded volume eft'ects would interact and ought
'

to be introduced together. Since however we can only aim at qualitative

correctness hei’e, wo shall he content with the rough approximation of

adding a separate electrostatic term. Ifwo could adopt the approximations

of tho theory of Debye and Hiiolcel, the arguments of § 13'01 would give us

here 9/9

In calculating this we have assumed that any ion of type can be

treated as a point charge of charge rt.
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To formulate this theory quantitatively for other atoms with one excited

electron we obviously replace a«* by a.nfj{r + 1 )^, Avherc iig is the effective

quantum number and (r-h 1
)
tlie core charge. Since the excluded volumes

are only of importaiioo for states of great excitation, it Avill be suiliciently

aeourate to groiqA all states of given prinoiiAal quantum number together

Avith the approximate excluded vohnne 1 )'’ Avoight 252®^,

For an atom Avith any mnnbor of excited electrons Ave anust presumably

replace by (»s)niax >
tlonoting thereby the greatest effeotivo quantum

mnnbor among the excited oleotrons in the sth state. In general avo shall bo

able to arrange the states into series in Avhich the quantum defect is roughly

constant and Wg increases by unity from term to term. Those quantum

defects Avill vary considerably witli the k of the greatest orbit aiid with

variations in any of the quantum numbers of the other oxoitod orbits, but

as a first approximation it Avill bo legitimate to ignore these variations and

group together all the terms in u{T) Avhioh have a given principal quantum

number for the greatest orbit, Wo can then write

= (1049)

Avhere S' is suraniod over all states in Avhioh the principal quantum numbers

of every electron are loss than or equal to s and one at least is equal to s.

To elucidate (1649) further avo must group together the terms that belong

to given numbers of highly oxoitod oleotrons; lot there be q of tlioso and

z~r electrons in all. Then for those states avo can ignore the variations of

(Xr% and take x/- (x/)/ elleotivoly

X/+ • • * >

the energy required to remove entirely the q highly excited electrons from

their normal orbits. These states contribute to uf{T)

If AVO ignore reductions in the ro’s for equivalent orbits, Avliioli do not affect

the terms of highest order, Ave find from the rules tlxat, summed over all

states Avith the q principal quantum numbers of the oxoitod oleotrons less

than or equal to s.

2fl'sa«

Therefore, by difierontiation,

These states therefore contribute to u/iT)

33
*

rsM $7
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In this summation we shall for this approximation omit the quantum clefoot

and replace the sum by the integral

i:

01
’

(r-hl)*! ia

The contribution to «/(T) is therefore

r(l +kX4ff
2« .{1660)

There is a similar contribution for every ijossible value of q. The comploto

result may be written

Q=t)Z'~~’V

u/{T)=‘w/+ s r(i+k)raH52«
(7=1

f(r+l)»

Ok

(1661)

It wiU often be found that one term in (1661) is dominant for given values

of the density and temj)erature. In such a case nearly all the atoms if/

present will have just q excited electrons and the rest z — r — q in normal

orbits* If there is at most a single excited electron

UJ {T) = OT/+
(

This is the simjilest generalization of the theory of Urey and Permi. Thoso

authors do not give these approximate summations, whose accuracy is

ample for most applications.

It is naturally possible to calculate average values derived from %/{'!*)

by the same process. The average energy content of any atom is given by

in which of course only the exponents are to be differen-

tiated. Wo find

(r+l)«]^g

Da
)

X ^ ..,,.,(1663)

When the term <7
=^ is predominant in (1661) and so also in (1653) we have

hT^^logu/{T)=^Xr’’+ ••• + ( 1 *564
)

OU ^{1 \

dT
<7*=»1

{X/+' +xWi}r(n-k) 2«

The energy content is the same as if these electrons wero/?’ce and at rest

relative to the ion.
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Other oxpregsions which occur in the general formulae are

^?Jioso may bo ovaluatod as

- S,,,Jf/™ log ^~ j

log u,%T)

roapootively.

[PJiG aoouraoy ro(][uirecl in those formulae is reached by retaining only the

dominant term q— q^ in (1061). To this approximation

g^ylog«/(2')~ k*9jylog«" M+

\.L^l i_l HT) = (1666)
10F F0i^j ^ ^ F N+I^pMp '

’

In general q*, the average number of bound, but highly excited electrons,

will vary Avitli r and z and must bo written {q/)*. Then

1 1 S ffl If

1 r^TK. vr . V.
^r^{q/)*M/N+^i:pMp

2F N+^lpMe'
....r.(1668)

§14-6. Planck's theory. In the foregoing theory there is an arbitrary

element, the choice of excluded volume. This is physically and theoretically

unsatisfactory. Instead of attempting to patch up the theory of imperfect

gases in this 'way so as to apply to assemblies of atoms, ions and electrons,

Planck has attempted to make a direct simplified calculation of Gibbs’

phase integral, and so JB{T), for such an assembly by generalizing the

calculation of § Id- 3.

.For an assembly consisting of one elootron and one fixed nucleus (Ze)

contained in a sphere ofradiusA aboutthe nucleus, the calculations already

given are almost complete. For the eleoti*on fi'ee we have

For the electron bound

f(T)^A{'-i')+Mn
32 (ZRhcA)^

Ott e®

Now by familiar argiimonts we have approximately

n*

S = 2{eXi/*’’+ 1%'®}.

37'3
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64 {ZmcA)^
/'(y) = 2eA;>/*^'+

Ott

[14«B

,(1060)

In constructing partition functions hitherto we have found it eouvoiiient

to take the normal state oflowest energy as standard. With this convention

/'(2') = 2+
64 (ZMJicA)^

dn
-xAi-e,

.( 1600 )

In all such apiu’oximations it may bo necessary to include a finite number

of terms besides the first tenn for the normal state before the terms ofhigh

excitation are lumped together with the remainder. Thus the complete

form of/'(T) would be

f{T) = i erXxK^t (lOOl)

In general either the first term (a = l) or the remainder is dominant (the

latter for large values of T). When however the remainder is negligible, it is

often necessary in discussuig fine points, such as the appearance in absorp-

tion of lines arising from the first few excited states, to include the first few

terms in the former part of/'(fZ’). Only the first term contributes sensibly to

the numerical value of/'(3') itself, bvrt the other terms control the distribu-

tion of the small fraction of atoms in the early excited states on which tho

phenomena in question depend.

When the assembly of volume V contains a number of fixed nuclei and

one electron, /(T) is still given by (1633) with

X
r

a

It is however now imjrossible to carry out the exact integration, and tho

most reasonable simplifying assumption is that when ^ < 0 all terms in

are negligible except the largest. This means that we treat as free all states

of the electron in which its energy is greater tlran the energy of escape from

the nearest nucleus when all nuclei have the same charge, and is in a sense

equivalent to ignoring molecule formation. This simplification should be

reliable so long ns the nuclei are not too close together. Each nucleus then

makes a contribution to the phase integral like (1636) and therefore like

(1660), which may be described by saying that each nucleus has this par-

tition function for a bound electron, ifA is so chosen that on tho average the

bound electron is nearer to the selected nucleus than to any othoi’- If there

areM nuclei we must therefore talce

M.^A^=V.
The essential part of the conditioir (1636) is then that
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The method can now be generalized for a number of nuclei of different

positive charges. The oondition that the electron should bo bouird to nucleus

1 rather than to nucleus 2 is now naturally

This means that to each nucleus (Zg) wo must attach an average volume
proportional to If ^ve now define a radius A bj^ the equation

(i603)

then tlie actual radius A^ for use with a nuoleiis [Z^c) will be given by

.(1664)

The partition function for an oleotron bound to a nucleus {Z^g) may thoro-

foro bo written ™
The permanont constant in [ ] -will bo ’written Qi it has the mnnerical value

<3=l-017x 10i2oin.-».

Lot ns now allow tho nnoloi their natural freocloin of movement. Their

moan velocities are very slow ooinparod with tho volooitios of the electrons,

and to a first rough approximation tho rule for fixing the particular nucleus

to which an oleotron with negative onorgy is bound is not allected. It is of

course strictly the relative kinotio onorgy of oleotron and nucleus which

should bo used in the binding rule, and wo replace this by the kinotio energy

of the electron (relative to the centre of moss of the assembly as a whole).

A closer approximation here would bo of interest. To tho approximation at

present proposed tho foregoing formulae can bo regarded as independent

of the motion of tho nuclei. Tho oaloulations of tho phase integral of the

assembly for tho nuclei theroforo take thoir ordinary form and yield the

ordinary partition functions for massive particles; tho olootrostatio forces

between the nuclei themselves load to no oomplioations (being repulsive),

and ai’o (or should be) allowed for in tho term (1646),
'

Lot us next suppose that there is more than one electron in tho assembly,

but that no nucleus can catch more than one electron. Wo can ignore also

the repulsive force between the eleotrons. Then the foregoing analysis

suffices to determine tho partition funotion ofany nucleus which has oaiight

an electron, and the whole value of oan best be evaluated by the usual

combinatory rules of §
5-2, In our notation therefore

= 2 -h a ^g^ exp( - ..... .(1666)

and using (1660) we oan apiDly all the usual formulae/
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To extend these arguments to the capture ofmore than one electron is not

diffioTiltj provided rather rough approximations are sufficient. We shall ob-

viously approximate fairly closely to the holding power of an atom r-tiinea

ionized by assuming that it holds excited electrons like a point charge

(r + 1) e. This approximation will be very good when all the electrons except

one are in normal or nearly normal orbits. In general it must underesiiviale

the efficiency of the ion at holding its last electron. An overestimate of tlio

effleienoy can he obtained by assuming that the ion holds like a point charge

(r -f g) £, where q is the total number of its electrons in highly excited orbits.

In order to estimate the value of u/(T) wo again consider separately the

parts arising for various specified numbers q ofhighly excited electrons. Tlio

weight of the remaining core of the atom with electrons in normal orbits is

. This core now catches q electrons in succession into highly excited

orbits acting on one assumption like a point charge (r + 1 )
e and on the otlior

like (f +(/) e. The contribution to u/(T), estimated according to the foregoing

version of Planck’s theory, will therefore bo the continxted product of con-

tributions for each electron in order with an extra factor for the weight

of the core. According therefore to the holding power assumed we find the

following limiting approximations for u/{T):

X e-<Xr»+‘-.+X'r+J-i»2’, (1667)

X (1668)

In (1668) {M/)^ denotes the avoragenumbor ofatomic ions ofatomic number
Z, r-times ionized, with q highly excited electrons. Those equations give

upper and lower limits for u/(T), A closer approximation than either can

probably be obtained by considering an (}'+g)-times ionized atom and lot-

ting it catch q electrons in succession into excited orbits. Ifwo assume that

the number of orbits so obtained is not altered by later captures and that

at each stage the ion captures like a point ion of the now net charge, we can

replace (r -t- g)« in ( 166 8) by (r -I- 1

)

. .
.
(r+

<

1) and obtain

«/(?’) = t!7/+ 2 +
S=1

(1669)

If no other considerations entered one should prefer (1069) to (1667) or

(1668) in applications. The clustering ofthe/ree electrons round the positive

ion will however decrease its holding poAver for highly excited electrons, and
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ternia of largo q are mainly important for largo NjV when this shielding is

largest. When as hero this shielding is not directly allowed for, formula

(1667) is to be preferred. It is undoubtedly at this i^oint, that is in the

correot enumeration ofbound states, that the present theory is weakest, and

a better method of enumeration is greatly to be desired.

Those '!(./(T) may bo used for a direct construction ofT, which is formally

the 'F for a mixture of porfeot gases with radiation and the electrostatic

terms added. There arein this theory ns here developedno excluded vohnnes

,

The residual atomic cores of electrons in normal orbits do possess volumes

which oan be taken aooount of in the usual way . .But the effect of those is

usually extremely small.

Ill applioations the most important combination is It

sometimes happens that one term of (1067) is dominant for a given density

and temperature, and then the dominant terras of n/{T) generally

correspond to equal numbers of electrons in normal orbits, and a diftoronoe

of one higlily excited electron. In such a ease

exr'/w ! y j-i

u,iT) “(r-|-l)»<3ts,,,(r+l)ail/4
' ...(1670)

If s is the average minibor of free electi'ons iier atom, then it i.s doflned by

It will then be permissible as a very rough approximation to write

and BO
{(e -H l)*’/s}4

“
(r+l)!> <3(F/i)r)*

* (1071)

When wo now form the equations ofdissociative equilibrium the exponential

factors vanish. The ratios are oontrollod entirely by the (r + 1)’’

factor. The x/ only control the nurabors of electrons in normal orbits,

As a chock on the somewhat speculative aijproxlinations whichhave been

necessary at certain stages in this chapter, it is well to compare the formulae

for w/(2') givenbythe two thooriesin the siinplosboaseofa single excited oloo-

tron, When thopormanontoonstantsai'ogiventheirnumerioalvalues wo find!

For the theory of Urey and Fermi,

V(2’)“V+7-40xl0i%Vi(^‘+l)*(j^)
(^)

For the tiioory of Flanolc,
^

u/iT)=<+ 1*017 X ^

Yj

e-XrVM'.

TJigsg formulaG arc in substantial agreomont.

The following ohaptors oonsist largely of applications of these formulae.



CHAPTER XV

ATMOSPHERIC PROBLEMS*

§15'1, Sco'pe of Chapters xr and xvi. In this cimptor and the following

we shall set out to aj)ply our general theorems to special problonis of the

properties of matter in a gaseous state which is nearly perfoot. AVo sliall of

course discuss only such problems as arise out of the study of oq^nnihri iim

states of such matter or as can be treated at once by ai)plioatioai of the pro-

perties of the equilibrium state and the laws of mechanisms dotailod in

Chapters xvn and xix. Problems essentially requiring the theory of trans-

port phenomena or of radiative equilibrium are therefore exoludod. The
problems that present themselves are of two classes: (1) atniosphorio

problems, this chapter, and (2) problems of the interior of a gaao<niH star,

Chapter xvi. The equilibrium and quasi-equilibrium properties of atmo-
spheres—extensive assemblies of perfect gas constituents in a Bbrong ex-

ternal held of force—consist only of the properties of assemblies wliioh can
be treated as isothermal. AVe have already derived .Dalton’s law for the
distribution of the various constituents in an atmosphere of perfoot gases,

Until recently the only other problem discussed was the rate of oaoapo of
molecules into space from the boundaiy of the atmosphoro of a pltviiofc or a
star.f Thanks however largeljr to tho work of Saha and Milne a inimbor of
other interesting atmospheric pi’oblems have boon proijosod and Holvod at
least to a first approximation. The contents of tliis olmpter consist tlierofore
ofdiscussions ofthe following problems

; ( 1 ) Theoquilibrium ofan isotliormnl
ionised atmosphere and the permanent electrical fields and ohargGB oxisting
in it. (2) The behaviour ofthe absorption spectra formed by stellar i-’ovorsing
layers. (3) The normal escape of molecules from tho atmosphere of flio oartli
or a star. (4) The formation by radiation pressure of tenuous liigh-lovol
atmospheres (chromospheres); (4) in outline only. Of these the fli-st alono
refers to a true equilibrium state. The second and thii'd can properly ho
treated to a, first ai)proximation by using equilibrium proportioa. In tho
ourth equilibrium properties play a smaller part. It is however jnstiliablo
to give a sketch of them for the sake of a systematio aooount of this whole
group of problems. An account of the third is rendered tho more dosimblo
because great advances in treatment have been made since Joans' ncoount
was wiitten, and the theory is now probably in a final form. AVhen all is said
owever it is obvious that these researohos merely deal with special features

f Jeang, loc, cil, chap, xv.
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of ft stoHftr atmosphere. A proper theory ©mhraoing them all, based as it

imiat be on a study of the nssombly subject to the flux of radiation from

below, would lie outside our range. Though no such theory has yet been

completed, great advances have recently been made in the study of the

absorption sijcctra formed by stellar reversing layers, and we shall sum-

marize some of the results of the more oompleto theory whioli cannot itself

be included.

In an atmospheric problem the main field of force may be regarded as

external to and independent ofthe assembly discussed. In a star, considered

as a whole, tliis is not so, and the main field arises from the gravitation ofthe

matter of the assembly itself. In Ohairter xvi thorefoi’e the start corre-

sponding to that of Chapter xv would be a discussion of the isothermal

gravitating gas sphere ofionized material. In the absence of olectrioal forces

tliei’e is nothing to add to Emden. * We oould make some oomment following

Rosselandf on the eilect of olectrioal foi'oes on the r'adial distribution of

different elements. The applicability of these remarks to an actual (non-

isothermal) star is however doubtful. It is obviously outside our province

to attempt any discussion of the lai’ge scale interior constitution of a star,

which depends on many otlier factors besides the properties of the equili-

brium state of ft given body of matter. Eor this the reader will naturally

turn to Eddington.! Eut Avhatover the large scale structure of a star, the

small scale structure is essentially that of matter in the most oomifloto

thermodynamic oquilibrmm.§ The equilibrium properties ofstellar material

are important, and the main part of Chapter xvi is therefore devoted to an

attomjJt to calculate as accurately aa possible the equilibrium state of

matter at stellar temperatures and pn’essuros.

§
16'2. The equilibrkm of an ionised atmoaphere.W Wo start by discussing

an atmosphere of a single primary constituent, say Ca, in equilibrium with

its ionization products Cft'** and elootrons. We later consider extensions to

more complicated atmospheres, but those are not easy to make exactly.

By (1{)8) and (606) for the «th constituent

(1672)

It is necessary to include an electrostatic potential rji as well as the gravi-

tational 0, since .Dalton’s law entails a separation of the charges. By (791)

for each constituent

V^(m3 -1- c, l//)
=» iTTWig (^{Sg Wg«.g}- 47re3{Eg

* Emdon, Qaakuifchu

t IlosHoIand, MmiiUy NoL vol. 84, p. 729 (1024).

t lUddington, TJia internal coneiilution of iJie siarff (1020); Joans* Astronomy and Oosmogonp

(1028),

§ EcUHngtoii, loo. eit. p. 21. II
Mihio, Pfoo. Gamh. Phil. Soa. vol. 22, p. 403 <1026).
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\vliere Q is the constant of gravitation. As those lioM for all and ^vo

must have v72 ,jl ^ ^-/3T ... r* (1073)VV:=:47r(?SaWg?^g,

VV= -47rS36e^. .(1074)

These are the complete equations. Owing however to the smalliiOHH of Om^
compared with we may usually neglect altogether the gravitational field

of the atmosphere itself and replace (1673) by 0, so that f/j — if tlio

curvature of the atmosphere may be neglected, and otherwise ^ GMlr^

whereM is the mass of the central body and r the distance from its contra.

By (566) the ionization constant is constant in space, so that tho condition

of ionization equilibrium affects only the constants . l?ho whole eq niU-*

briuni problem may therefore be solved without rofcronce to thie condition,

provided the constants ofintegration are adjusted to satisfy it. If fclio

suffixes 1, 2, 3 refer respectively to the neutral atom, tho ion and the olootron,

we have therefore, curvature neglected,

% == (%)o .(1070)

(^)o (1070)

^ (^)o ^ (1077J

coupled TOth ^4^e(n;*^J5:^). (1078)

For an atmosphere stratified in j^Ianes <// will bo a function of z alono. Wo
recall also that and is very small.

Let us write ^ (1070)

denoting differentiations with respect to % by primes, and difforontlato
logarithmically (1676) and (1677). Then

IcTn,

, ^(^2 +^3 ) 17

IcT

47re^

^

^ hT ‘^^2)*

We can reintegrate (1680) in the form

= (5^)o exp^ - ocz-
J*fd^

,

(1080)

.(1681)

’(n3)oexp(- 02+ !*/«!«),
r W~~)’ .,.(1682)
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From equations (1681) and (1682) Ave can oliminato
, and from the

%

result oliminato fdz by differentiation. We And

{
^V e-*

/ \ kT }
(«'2)o(«8)oe-®"“ (1683)

With the help of this equation we may determine the behaviour of/ and so

the general oharacteriatics of the atmosphere.

§ 16*21. Form offfor large positive z, at the outside boundary of the atmo-

sphere. Ifthe resultant charge on the whole body and its atmosphere is zero,

then at the outer boundary = 0 and

^ i(m8-mj,)(7_^
Up y«*

We search for an approximate solution of (1683) by replacing / by /«, and
writing/' = Then ^ satisfies

= (n,)o(n3)o/<o^ (1684)

47r€^ .

Therefore
^ V(%”3)o iv exp/coZ- 6xp( -/«,»)},

ofwhich the second term is negligible compared with the first; y is a constant
of integration. Returning to/' and integrating, we find

/=/«.

^(ma-ffla)(7

kT
47r«®

(1086)

It is easy to show that the error in this equation is 0(c~2”'3®®/**’). ITi’oia this

it follows that

; fdz=
i(pi2-mAgz i-rr€%T .

kT
• + V(%«3)o + 8,

where 8 is a constant of integration. Inserting this in (1682) Ave find

;;r (^)oC-«'*»®^'‘=''
(1686)fVg — — —"— —

^
^

...(1687)

and in order to satisfy (10 81) we must have Z>=yA/(%/%)(i»
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We can draw interesting deductions. Since the extra exponentials tend

to unity as 2-»+oo, we hav^ ultimately

W2~V(«2W3)oye“"'“^'*^.
(2 venj large). .(1688)

which is Dalton’s law, when the electrostatic forces have become trivial.

The “when” is however instructive, for this occurs when

is small compared with unity. On using (1688) we see that this condition is

.(1689)

For oleotrons on the sun is 4*85 x 10^'^. Thus the partial pressuio

of the electrons’ must be wejl below 10“"^® clyne/cm.^ or atiuosphoro

before Dalton^s law becomes effective. We have then reached a region so

tenuous that the density there is far below the probable density in inter-

stellar space I In no region which can be considered as belonging to the

atmosphere of the sun or of any particular star do wo even approach the

condition (1689).

§ 16*22, Theform offfor large negative Zy at the base of the atmosphere. On
referring to equation (1683) we see that the right-hand side tends to infinity

as ^ — CO, and therefore iffhas a limit at all that limit must bo zero , Tlioro

are no physically possible alternatives. For large negative z the equation
therefore approximates to

/"+ V' = -^VK»8)oC"“"/- (1090)

This equation must be solved asymptotically as 2^— 00
,

oc and the 00 -

effloient of being numerically small. By the substitution*

(
1
;
->+ co) it is easy to show that

From this it follows that to a sufficient approximation

0{M)
j

(1691)

From this form it follows at once that
J

fdz converges
, and approximately

* Wo insert a to take oaro of tho dimonsional factor in/.
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We can now supj)ose that —com clioson for Zq in (1082). Thon since

(^2)0 ^(^3 )0 * siiffioiontly largo negative z we shall therefore find

approximately

The meaning of this distribution law is that tlio ions and eleotrons are dis-

tributed as if they wore both of mass equal to their moan mass—^witli no

tendency to sej^arate out and oonsequently no electric field. This fusion, wo
liavo sliOAvn to occur at the base of the atiiiosplierej or in the interior of the

star, but the question of interest is whore for this purpose does the interior

start. It starts obviously as soon as
j

fdz is small compared witli unity,
J —00

that is to say as soon as

Por calcium on the sun tliis roclucos uuinorically to

{)-4xlO®Vi?8>l,

wliioli is satisfied as soon as the electron ju'essuro is greater than say

10~^® dyno/om.2, or atmosphere. Even this figure oorrosponds to a

density loss than that of interstellar space, so that so far as separation of

electrons and ions is concerned, the interior of the star, in wliioh separation

is impossible, may be taken to include the whole of the star and any atmo-

sphere that can properly be regarded as private to it. All wo have to do in

any problem of an ionized atraosidiore in oq^uilibrium is to use (1092)

instead of Dalton’s law. To produce this there is a constant olootrio field

acting outwards of intensity separation of charge

necessary to produce this is altogether trivial.

§16*23. Further observations. If the charge on the star has a surluco

density a, thon, as z -> -I- co,

— €i//' iitcr.

This alters slightly the form of the solution as 2!-> + oo, but does not affect

the conditions as a-?-— co, since those are indopondont of /«,. Hence the

conclusions of § 16*22 are valid whatever the charge on the star.

Again wo have shown that/H>-0 as 2 ->-—oo and that

a positive quantity as z -> -i- oo. Erom the form ofthe relation for /'
,
namely

{A>0),

it follows that if/ staa’ts positive for largo negative z then/' > 0,/ increases

and /' can never vanish. Since / has to be positive for large positive z, it

follows that/ and/' must both always bo positive and/stoadUy inoreaaos.
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For the iincliargecl star this inii^lies that the resultant charge clown to

level is always negative since as/> 0, . Exit this negative charge

is excessively minute. Applying Gauss’s theorem to (1679) we see that the

excess charge o- per unit area is given by

- -- m^) gje.

The excess number of electrons j)er unit area is therefore

{m^-mQ)g/STre^,

which for ionized calcium on the sun is 0*3

1

§
16*24, Multivalent ions and their compensatingfree electrons. The theory

for an atmosphere of a single set of positive ions of charge + and the

corresponding electrons is very similar. Iii place of the equations (1676)-

(1078)w have

i/("=

We now define/ by the equation

.(1603)

.(169i)

.(1606)

and replace the last equatione by
fa+l

i
= (%)o ®^P( “ >

J>)' / m^+v^ma g \

^ \fl t 1 r~ U2+1 Icf)

47f£^ -~_

f* (^3 ^2^2,)

>

the equation satisfied by/ behig now

j--' -/'} — + W2
/’ I

”= («^2 + 1)

“

' («^)o"> i'a(%)o

(1696)

The oouolusions which can he drawn from this equation correspond exactly

to those drawn from (1683). The ions and electrons never separate out

appreciably in the atmosphere proper, and for large negative z, /-> 0, /' -> 0.

If then Zq is taken as -oo, we find («^)o=w2(^)o and the distribution laws

^=(^)oe-““, (1697)

......(1698)

There are just uj times as many electrons as ions, and both possess the

exponential factor of a neutral particle ofmass (TO2+ ujm3)/(u8+ 1).
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§15*25, Atmosplmes with more than one positive io?i. This case is ini'*

fortunately much more complicated, and it is of course more typical of

actual atmospheres. It is suflioient for illustration to consider two positive

ions and electrons. The neutral atoms required by the dissociative equi-

librium are also present, butneednot be explicitly o onsidered. The equations

tiioii are ~^ ,

%= {%)o ,

1)4" = - 47re(%Ui+ -n^)-

If it happens that
+

......(1099)

the substitution eij)'~ — g .). jy

recluoes the loading terms in all three exijonontials to equality. Wo are then

led to an equation for /similar to but more oomplioatod than (1696), but

from which the same conohisions can bo drawn. Tills equality will never be

satisfied by the main constituents of an atniosj)here, oven approximately.

When (1099) is not satisfied a formal approximation to tlie solution of

the set of equations proposed appears to be difficult. This however is not a

serious drawback, for in view of the extremely small separation of oleotrio

charges which we have foundin soluble oaseswomay safely assumethat there

is no separation in the more general case, so that

+ WaOj— — (^^1 )0 *^! “I" (®2)o*^a {^a)o ~ (1700)

Starting from this projiGr simplification .Eddington* has attempted to

obtain further information as follows. If we write out equation (1700) in

full it takes the form

(wi)„ 4- (?ia)o {(%)o + (iQ^
,

(1701)

. Strictly speaking equation (1701) doteiminos t/i as a function of » and the

problem is solved. .It is however difficult to extract much information from

it as it stands. Biilorontiating it with respect to z wo find after reaiTango-

monttllat
_JHjfo+ife±iSfe+i)5ej_,„,l (1702)

1 Ui(ai-|-l)%-l-Ua(o2-l-l)ft3 )

in whioh Ave liavo written for shortness

mi+ WiWa Wa-t-OaWa

* Kdclingtou, The internal conalilulion qf the stars (1020), § 102.
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It will be observed that the coefficient of g is such that this last equation

might be cast in the form
(1703)

where /Z is a suitably weighted mean value of the ^’s for the different species.

An equation of this form holds for any number of species. Eddington has

now suggested that one may (roughly) integrate (1703) or rather its general-

ization for a spherical body of gas as if fL were constant through the gas. If

this is done one obtains formulae for the distribution of the various species

of which the formula —
^ T (1704)

^3 (%)o

is typical. Such formulae may be taken to show that those species for which

^ < /Z at any level will tend to concentrate into the higher levels and those for

which /X >/Z to concentrate into the lower levels; but the effect of this con-

centration itself will be to modify /Z in such a way as everywhere greatly to

cut down the space rate of concentration. The degrees of concentration

given by Eddington on the assumption of ^ constant must therefore be

overestimated, but by exactly how much has not been determined.

Some reliable information may be obtained in a simple way as follows.

Let us suppose that in a certain region the. conditions are dominated by the

first constituent. Then approximately

(713 )0

^

9^2 ==(^2)0^

where
Vj-h I

We find that a^' < if

JL
kT'

(1704-1)

(1704-2)

m2 — m3 —

^2 -h 1 -f 1
or

and we shall certainly find a region of control by the first constituent ifwe

can go deep enough into the atmosphere
(
2: ->— 00

)
without other disturb-

ances. Generalizing we might say that in an isothermal atmosphere the

deepest levels will be controlled by the constituent for which

is greatest,' but this only holds. if the effectively undisturbed isothermal

region is extensive enough to differentiate between the various constituents.

In the region of control by % the rate of space variation of given by

may even be reversed so that increases upwards (a^' < 0).
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As we rise in the atmosphere (z^+ oo) this state of things must reverse

and control must pass over to the second constituent. We shall then have

where

K.2 = (^^2)o ,1 ^ ^ OT2+ U2^3

%=K)o
„ , K+l)mi-ai(TO2 -OT3 ) g

^2+1 kT'

We can verify that a2 > as it should be for this region.

A special case of particular interest is that in which the constituents

1 and 2 are the single and double ions of the same neutral atom 0. Then
= — — = Applying these formulae we

find that in the deep region

Uq = (^)o = (%)o ,

^2 = (%)o.

so that the concentration of double ions does not alter. In the high region

^ = (^2)0 ,
W3 = (%)o .

Here we leave this application. Our main conclusion is that large scale

electrical effects profoundly alter the vertical distribution of the ions and

electrons in an atmosphere, in general refusing to let them separate. In

effect they alter g for ions and electrons in the way we have attempted to

calculate, but the actual fields required to do this are very small, and apart

from this modification of g the resulting fields and charges can always be

neglected. Certain similar applications to stellar interiors will be made in

the next chapter. We should in conclusion record the warning that an

actual atmosphere is submitted to a strong one-sided flow ofradiation from

the photosphere of the star, and that selective action of this radiation may
seriously modify any conclusions drawn when gravity is the only external

force acting. The atmosphere cannot then be an assembly in statistical

equilibrium, and the type of effect which may enter is discussed in § IS- 6,

§ 15-3. Stellar absorption spectra. The atmosphere of a star, whenwe have

reached the deeper levels of the preceding sections, stfll of extreme tenuity,

will consist of a mixture of atoms, ions and electrons in a state in which each

constituent behaves approximately lilce a perfect gas. The mixture as a

whole is electrically neutral as the separation of electrons and ions in the

gravitational field is trivial. We shall verify later that the deviations from

38FSM
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the perfect gas laws required by the theory developed in Chapter x.[V are

insignificant for the regions to be explored in this section. We shall regard

this atmosphere to a first approximation as an isothermal homogeneous

slab in statistical equilibrium, but subject to a flow of radiation of all wave

lengths, corresponding to a higher temperature from the lower levels

{photosphere) of the star. Such a slab forms an idealized reversing layer,

forming by specific absorption dark lines in the continuous spectrum. Our

object in these sections is to show how the theorems of statistical mechanics

can be applied in a general way to explain the behaviour of these absorption,

lines, particularly in regard to the march of their intensities as we pass

through the series ofspectral types, and to deduce at least rough information

as to the temperatures and pressures in the reversing layers of most stars.

We shall not enter into great detail, since a full account is given in Miss

Payne’s StellarAtmospheres* to which the reader should refer. These sections

will therefore be confined to a summary, with supplements to her account.

The first successful quantitative application of the theory of statistical

(or rather in his case thermodynamic) equihbrium to stellar reversing layers

is due to Saha.f An atom absorbs a different optical spectrum for each stage

of ionization, and in fact a different set of lines' for each stationary state

belonging to each stage, and therefore the relative intensities of the absorp-

tion lines of its successive spectra in the spectrum of any star m ust give

some indication of the relative numbers of atoms in the various stages of

ionization in the reversing layer, and therefore of the temperature and

pressure.

The early applications of this idea may be divided into two main groups.

The first is typified by comparisons between the spectra of the normal solar

reversing layer and sun spots, and between spectra of giants and dwarfs of

the same spectral type. It was shown that the intensity differences are

largely explained by changes in the degree ofionization resulting either from

temperature differences (sun and spot) or from pressure differences (giant

and dwarf).t A similar successful comparison may be drawn between the

spectra of the reversing layer and chromosphere (flash spectrum).J In the

second group attention is devoted to the general march of the intensity ofa
line, or group of fines, through the sequence of stellar spectral types, and an
attempt is made to deduce the temperature scale from the positions in this

sequence of the first and last (“marginal”) appearances of the line. At such
a point the fraction of atoms in the reversing layer capable of absorbing the

* Payne, StOlar Atmaapherea, Harvard Monographs, No. 1 (192S). More rooent aooonnt®
to which reference should be made are Miss Payne, Stare ofHigh Luminoaity, Harvard Monographs,
No. 5 (1931); Eussell, loc. cit. in § 15-34.

t Saha, Phil. Mag. vol. 40, pp. 472, 809 (1920); Proc. Poy. Soc. A, vol. 99, p. 136 (1921).
t Saha, loc. cit. (1) and (2); Eussell, Astrophya. J. vol. 65, p. 119 (1922).
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line must be very small, and if the pressure is known the temperature can

be calculated.*

But the precision of the early calculations was questionable owing to the

difficulty of formulating the conditions for the marginal appearance of a

line.f Firstly we do not know a priori how small the very small” fraction

of atoms must be at marginal appearance. Secondly the point of marginal

appearance will depend on the relative abundance of the element giving the

line—other things being equal lines due to a more abundant element will

persist to a smaller fractional concentration. A similar difficulty may arise

from different atomic absorption coefficients for different hnes. Large

"uncertainties may arise from all these causes.

However, the general qualitative adequacy of the theory carried the

conviction that imperfections of this kind were imperfections of our know-

ledge and not ofthe theory; it is reasonable both apriori and on the evidence

to conclude that in the main the intensities of absorption lines vary in the

same sense as the numbers of atoms capable of absorbing them. The next

step was to formulate this conclusion explicitly: Other things being eqnal, the

intensity of a given absorption line in a stellar spectrum varies always in the

same sense as the concentration of atoms in the reversing layer capable of

absorbing the line. The foregoing difficulties are then in the main avoided, if

we devote attention in the first instance to the place in the stellar sequence

at which a given line attains its maximum intensity. This will be attained at

the maximum concentration of atoms capable of absorbing the line, and

the conditions therefore only involve the temperature and pressure. We do

not now require to know the relative abundance of the various elements,

the efficiency of any atomic state as an absorber, or the absolute number of

effective atoms required to form a line. The temperature at which, for a

given pressure, a given line ofknown series relationships attains its maximum
is simply deducible from the properties of the equilibrium state. A number

of such calculations will be given in the following pages. Consequently in

the first instance each observed maximum of a line in the stellar sequence

connects the temperature and pressure of the reversing layer at that point

of the sequence. This appears to be the most satisfactory way to apply

Saha’s theory quantitatively to fix stellar temperatures and pressures.

J

We therefore summarize the results of such calculations. But we can then

attempt to refine them in various ways, and show that each observed

maximum can probably be made to determine directly a temperature in the

* Saha, loc. cit. (3), and Zeit.f, Physik, vol. 6, p. 40 (1921); H. H. Plaskett, “The Speotra of

three 04ype stars”, Pub. Pom. Aatrophys. Oha. vol. 1, No. 30 (1922).

f These difficulties were discussed by Milne, The Ohaervatory^ vol. 46, p. 113 (1928).

X Such calculations were made by E. H. Fowler and Milne, Monthly Not. M.A.8. vol. 83, p. 403

(1923), vol. 84, p. 499 (1924); K. H. Fowler, Monthly Not. R.A.8, vol. 86, p. 970 (1926).

38-2
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stellar sequence, without assuming a pressure. The pressure is itself dotor-

mined by the theory, being that of the layer in wliich tlie absorption line is

formed, We find that this refined theory, largely due to Milne and Itussoll,

requires the height of this layer to vary in a definite way from lino to lino.

Instead of assuming a pressure, we assume that a certain funotioii of tlio

properties of the atom and its abundance and gravity on tlio surface of tho

star may be assumed roughly constant, the value of tho constant doponding

on whether we are following the intensities along tho giant or tho dwarf

sequence. There is reasonable ground for belief that this assumption is true

on the average, so that the derived temperature scale should bo reliable. The
final step, not here reached, will be to regard each observed maximum in tho

known temperature scale as fixing the value of this function and to deduce

therefrom abundance factors or absolute values of atomic absorptioii

coefficients. For this step we require a quantitative theory of tho foiunatio]!

of an absorption line. Such atheory isnow available from tho work of Milno *

but to discuss it lies beyond the range of this monogx*aph,

Lines absorbed by the neutral atom in its normal stato, udncli wo sliall

call normal lines, will be shown theoretically always to decroaso in intensity

as wo traverse the spectral types from M to higlier tomporaturos. T'his is

almost obvious without calculation, for tho fraction in tho normal stato

(initially practically unity) can only decrease as tho tempera biiro inoroasoa.

An exception to this absence of maximum could occur if in abinosphoros of
very low temperature the atoms in question were all romovod by ooii"

densation or chemical combination, Such considerations aro howovor nob
usually ofimportance and will not be referred to again, It is easy to seo that
all other fines should have a maximum somewhero, Considor first a lino

absorbed by some excited state of a neutral atom, which wo shall refer to na
a subordinate line. The fraction of atoms in this oxcitod stato is tho j)roduob
oftwo factors

; ( 1 )
The fraction of the atoms not yob ionizod

; (2) tho A’aotion
of these neutral atoms in tho proper state. Tho first factor dooroasos steadily
from 1 to 0 as increases, while the soooiid inoroases sioadily from a very
small value. This must lead somewhere to a maximum in tho product.
Similarly for the normal fines of any ion, wo start at low tomporaturos with
atmospheres in which there are no suoh ions, and j)ass through a stage at
which almost all are once ionized, to a final stage in whioh all aro in still

liigher stages of ionization. Again we find a maximum, f
In the first stage of the discussion we find it oonvoniont to calculate

loc, ciL in § 15‘34.

t In identifying this maximum with the obaorved maximum wo asauino that tlio avorftgo
abundance of this atom ohauges only very slowly (if at all) along tho Btollar soquonoo. There ia
every a consideration m favour of this assumption whioh is of com^e ossontial. Othovwlao,

^ ^A-type stare might bo duo to a maximum in
the absolute abundance of hydrogen there, a barren and unsatiefying conolusion.
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pi'QSSuros for maxima at a given temperature. The general result of the

comparison with observation is that observed and theoretical maxima can

be fitted together into a consistent scheme provided that the pressure in the

layers which reverse strongly ordinary suboi'dinate lines is of the order of

10“® atmosphere. Similarly in layers which reverse strongly normal lines of

atoms and ions and nearly normal lines of the metallic transition elements

the pressure must be ofthe order atmosphere. At the second more

refined stage we see that this result is expected and that on the whole all

observations fit iirto a logically consistent whole, leaving outstanding a

number of interesting minor discrepancies.

The observational material on the positions ofmaxima in the sequence of

giant stars is mainly due to Miss Payne and Menzel.* For dwarfs there is not

the same sequence of material, and wo have mainly cross comparisons with

the giant sequence at spectral types F and G.

§16*31. The alalistical theot'y of absorption lines. To carry out the calcu-

lations suggested iir §16*3 we use equations (1646)f and the method of

§ 8*6 to determine the (Mf)gjY, and then differentiate with respect to T to

determinemaximum values. Butthe general formulae simplify greatly here.

In the first place x/I^Cr+i never greater than about 0*7 for any atomic ions

with which we have to deal in reversing layers and is usually nearer 0*6.

The successive stages of ionization are thus well separated, and it is found

that wo never have to consider more than two consecutive stages of any

atom at any one time for a subordinate line or throe at most for anormal line

.

Sooonclly, excluded volumes and the electrostatic energy can be ignored

entirely, except of oour*se for the convergenoy factors duo to the former in

ii/{T). Wo shall find fvxrthor that in all calculations ofmaxima

'

m(T) reduces

to its first or at most its first two or three terms, for which the excluded

volumes can be ignored, and that the highly excited states make no effective

contribution. Wo shall therefore start the calculations with these simplifica-

tions, which are easily justified a

It is convenient to express the laws of dissociative equilibrium in terms of

Pg the partial pressure of the free electrons, and a*o , CJi , the fractions of

any atom present in the neutral, singly ionized, or s-times ionized states.

Then the equations of dissociation (479), generalized as in § 8*6, reduce to

2(27rOT)^ (JcT)^ 'if'r+ii'F)
(1706)

«,(2')

’

with S,.a!,= l,

* Misa Payiio, Harvard Ch'oular, No. 2C8 (1024); loo, cil. oliai). vin; Monzol, Harvard Oironlar,

Noa. 262, 260 (1024),
_

f It ia hoi'o a matter of indlfforoiico whether wo uao Uroy’s or Planck's form for n/{T)f siuoo

tlio states of liigh oxoitation prove nogligiblo.
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We need not here retain the affix z. Let {n^)g be the fraction of all the atomB

of one type which are r-times ionized and in their fith state, Then (1645)

reduces to
.(?>).

3?or discussing the maxima of the states of the neutral atom we may ignore

for r ^ 2 owing to the rapidly increasing Inserting numerical values

in ( 1706), we And*

/ ^

(roo)ae<XoVfc^'

(1706)

,(1707)

The maximum value of (TOq), for given pressure occurs where d{'Hfj)JdT= 0,

or where

/n [
(Xo)_a+ f/gy + /^i

] (1708 )

This gives the pressure in dynos/cm,^ which* can bo converted to atmo-

spheres with sufficient accuracy by multiplication by 10“®, We have also

(^o)inax”
_ (Xo)a + f^^

Xo 4“ %V'^o)

(^o)s
max

(1709)

(1710)

The same formulae hold for the maxima of the subordinate lines of the

?’-times ionized atom, when we replace the suffix 0 by r and ignore all stages

of ionization except r and r-|- L A simple verification, which we omit, is

required first to show tliat for the relevant temperatures Xj, -f cs: !
We conclude that any subordinate lino should have a maximum given

by these formulae. For any normal line of a neutral atom (xo)s” Xo

(?Jo)g has no maximum for hThi^ju^ reduces to zero, and (1708) merely gives

Formula (1709) reduces to («Jo)max = 1 this case.

We must next examine the numerical values of %(T), Ui{T) and their

differential coefficients, Fi’om (1708) it follows that near the maximum
and must be approximately equal, and we shall find that the

actual orders of both are about 10“®. For the approximate form of %(T)

we take (1661), in which a is given by (1648), Wo may take approxi-

mately. The numerical value of [(r + l)®/9a]^ is therefore of the order 2x10®

at most in a reversing layer. It follows at once from (1661) that we have at

most one highly excited electron, and that the states of high excitation of

* Tlio mimorical factor hero is twice that (0*332) used in the work of R. H. Rowlor and Milno^

bcoauae wo iiavo lioro oorreoted for the weight 2 of the free electron. All the woigJits used in the

two papers (Zee. ciU) are “wrong, though the roaulta are hardly affected. Effectively correct weights

wore need by R, H. Eowler, Zee, ctZ,
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even this one electron make a negligible contribution to u^iT) (less than

1 per cent.). In reversing layer problems therefore it is only the first few

terras ofw,.(T) which need be considered, and usually only the first (constant)

term and the term to which the subordinate line under discussion belongs.

Wo verify in the same way that the contributions ofhighly excited terms to

kTHf{T)juJ(T) are equally negligible in the equations for the maxima.

Returning now to the early terms, suppose that for simplicity

«o(2’) = rao+ (roo)ie-‘^‘'“<^»W'''^. (1711)

Unless Xo“ (Xo)i> ^^e energy of excitation, is small compared with hT, the

effect of the second term in Uq{T) is negligible both in (1711) and (1712).

Even if - (xo)i is si^all, uf{T) will still be ofno importance in the formula

for jjj unless this second state of small energy of excitation is also the state

in which the atoms must be in order to absorb the lino in question. In that

special case (xo)s= (Xo)i denominator becomes

{Xo-(Xo)i}i3o.

instead of{yj-r (xo)i}«o(^)> which is the value when Mo'(!Z’) is ignored, When

the excited states are nearly normal this correction may bo considerable.

No effect of this sort can be produced by kTH(,f{T)(ui{T), which can always

be neglected. We can therefore replace (1708) by

0-G6j:Wx(g’) (xo)8 + py niir-y^ikT

“ X0-(X«)»Wn
(1713)

which in this form is always valid ifTOj is taken to mean thesum ofthe weights

of just those states which differ in energy from the normal state b;^ an

amount which is very small compared with Xo~(Xo)8' calculating

(a;o)niax wo can always ignore uf{T) and %'(2') so that

fo; \ -(XoilitM
(1714 )(a-olmax- *

To discuss a normal lino of the ionized atom we must retain three stages.

Then

’ Pc

OJ,

Xi

a;i 0<064n,(y)y.

®o Pc «o(^)

If we solve these equations for% we find that

u,(2’)+iio(y)
Pc

0'664

(1716)
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Thus the maximum of will ooour when

hTH^{T) - AT%„7«o}«o(^^)

[
16‘31

+ + i]cT + kThi^lu^u^iT) Th-x^!^^= 0 (1710)

If we can ignore the term in %'(?’), we then find

35^= O-OOdj

y

(1717)

\xo+ - kTh.ol'Uo «o (

)

The order of the two terras retained from (1716) is (UqU^)^

at the maximum, and this maximum occurs at a lower temperature than

that at which the maxima ofany suboixlinate lines of the ionized atom occur.

The conclusions as to the negligibility of the tenns of high excitation hold

therefore a fortiori. The order of kThif{T) will therefore be

which may be important in (1716) if there is an excitation j)otential of the

ionized atom comparable with i(xi"*Xo)' When this is the case (1716) must

be solved as a quadi’atic for . At the maximum, if tif{T) can be ignored

(^l)ni«x
OTi

.(1718)
uffP) + 0{('»(,«2)* e-!(Xi-Xo)/*^2j’

which is approximately equal to Wiju^iT) and therefore nearly unity.

If, as can hapi)en, the term in Wi'(^) oflarger order than the other two

terms at the suggested maximum (1717), then the third term in (1716) can

be ignored and we have

0-664ji;7%i'(T)
(1710)

«o(2’) {Xo

+

ViT ~ VMc)
Tlio maximum is due in this case to the switch over of the majority of the

atoms from the normal state to the first excited state as the temperature

rises, and in the determination of the maximum we can ignore second stage

ionization entirely. If for simplicity we wite here

y )
=3 TUj! + ^

then
i
Th~(x.Mmr, ...(1720)

{Xo + ikT-kThiolug}

In this case (^l)max :
(1721)

which again differs only a little from v}Ju^{T) or unity.

In certain oases in calculating maxima of subordinate lines of an ionized

element of very small energy of excitation it may he necessary to use the
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apparatus of these jjaragraphs taking account of three successive stages of

ionization. But no general discussion of the negligibility of the various

u{T) and u'{T) can expect to cover all cases, and when doubt arises it is

always a simple matter to write down an explicit 2- or 3-terra formula for

the wliole relevant part of v,[T) and use the exact values ofu{T) and u'{T),

§15'32. Numerical calculations. We present in this section numerical

applications to a selection of the available observational material. To do

more would take up too much apace, and the selection is wide enough to

j ustify the theory. It is obvious from a cursory inspection of the rest of the

material that it will flt into the same scheme. The observed positions of the

maxima are taken from Menzel or Miss Payne, and the spectral data from

Backer and Goudsmit.*

Throughout the calculations we group together all the lines of a multiplet,

ignoi'ing the energy differences in the initial and in the final state. This is

legitimate, and our discussion therefore refoi’s to the maximum of the

multiplot ns a whole rather than the maxima of its oomponont lines, birt

these are indistinguishable. The only noteworthy inaoouraoy in this sira-

plilioation is that the fraction of atoms at maximum is that capable of

absorbing some lino of the multiplet. The fraction capable of absorbing one

given line is naturally loss, and in some applications this point may need

attention. We tabulate for each element or each group of lines of each

element the dataf used in the calculations. This is followed by the observed

position of the maximum, and then by a few calculations for a series of

maximum temperatures of the electron lu’essure, the fraction of atoms in

the required stage ofionization, the fraction inthe required stationary state,

and the product of this last fraction by the electron pressure.

(i) V. l«I>-«J?'(part); AA 4306, 4390, 4386, 4370; Xo = 0*30, (xo)i
= 0*02;

Ua{T) = 28 -I- 30fl-0'28/*2'^ %(2') = 26 -I- 36e-«'“8"‘“’.

Por the least blended lines no maximum is observed. .It lies belowM 3.

Tmax atmofi. [x^)max

2600 1-07x10-“ 0-90 2-17 X 10-1 2-32 X 10-1“

3000 2-44 X 10-’ 0-90 2-64 X 10-1 0-2 xl0~»

(ii) Ba+ AA4034,4664; xo= 6-18, xi= 0*96;

i(Xi - Xo) - 2*386 > 1-612= xi- {xi)i;

Baokor and Gondsmit^ Atomic Energy Stalest York (1032).

t liinorgios in olootron volts,
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[Variations of 'ao(!Z') may be ignored.] The maximum must lie at M 3 or

just below. (%)niax = l-

atmos. (iii)7>6

2500
3000
3600

1-

60 X 10-11

4-6 xl0-«

2-

72x10-1

1*60 X 10-11

4*0 xlO-®
2*72 X 10-7

(iii) Cr. l^S-^P] AA4497; yo= 0-76. (Xo)i = 5'81:

T) = 7 + 6e-»'M»^+ = 6 + 30e-0’W*!'' +
The observed maximum lies at if 1 (Menzel).

^’max Pf^ atmos. (•'to)iiiax {(%)i}inax (llo)rile
1

2500 6-0 X 10-11 0-87 7*8 xlO-8 3-0 xlO-i®
3000 1*74x10-8 0-87 1*60 X 10-2 2*78 X 10-1“
3500 1*21 X 10-8 0-87 2*60x10-8 3-2 xlO-B

(iv) Sr+. AA 4216, 4078; Xo= 6-666, xi= 10*97;

,
KXi -Xo)= 2-662 > 1-816= xi-(Xi)i;

Mo(T)= 1, '»i(T) = 2+10e-i-8i6/w «2{T) = 1.

The obsez-ved maximum lies at if 0 (Menzel) or Jf 2 (Payne), the latter is

probably the more reliable. = 1 .

^’max jife atmofi, (Ullll.

3000
3600
4000

2-42 X 10-10

2-02 X 10-8
6-8 xlO-i

2-42 X 10-10

2-02x10-8.
6-8 xlO-i

(v)Mg. IsP-l^d-; AA6184, 6173, 6167; Xo = 7-61, (Xo)i-'l'92;

®o(P) = l. %(T) = 2; (ti;o)i=aO.

^max atmos. (a^o)inax {(77'o)i}i«ax («o)iP.
. 3600

4000
4600
6000

2-42 X 10-8

7-2 xlO-’
1-14x10-8
1-08 X lO-o

0-68
0-68
0-69
0-69

8-1 X 10-1

2-47x10-8
6-7 xlO-8
1-19x10-8

1-96x10-11
1-78x10-0
6-4 X 10-8

1-28x10-0

*«>°'^«*oz«nnesmau;xo=8-l6, (y(,)2s=

«„(T) = 26+36e-owr^.2le-i-8<./*.r «^(P)^3o + 286-o-»»'+
....

The observed maximum is well determined at,if 2.

^max Pe atmos.
(i^?o)aiax {(7i'o)s}inax

(77'o)a^^e
3600
4000
4600

4-0 xlO-o
1 - 67 x 10-’

3-3 xlO-8

0-82
0-83
0-83

3-7 xlO-8
6-8 xlO-8
1-10x10-8

1-47 X 10-11

1 -13 x 10-8
8-6 X 10-8
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(vii) Ca+. l^iS-PP; AA3968,3934; xo= 6-08, Xi= 11-82;

i(Xo~ Xi) = 2-87 > 1'69 = Xi- (Xi)i;

tto(P)==l, %(!Z’) = 2+ 10e-i'«WW^ u^{T) = l.

Tliere are observationa of a maximum atK 0 (Monzel), but it is possible that

there is no maximum beforeM 0 (P^yne). (»i)mnx= 1*

(l\mx atmos.

3000 6-8 Xl0-“ 0-8 X 10““
3600 7-4 xl0-» 7-4 X lO-'*

4000 2-66x10“'' 2-60 X 10-’

4600 3 0 xlO-" 3-0 X 10-“

(viii) Zn. PP-ia^f; AA4810, 4722 (4680); Xo^^’-H (Xo)i=*5‘33;

«o(2')= 1) 'Ki(2’) = 2; (ot3 )j= 9. The observed maximum is well determined

at GO.

2)^ afcmos,

1-38 X 10-“ 0-61 4*9 X 10-1 6'8 X 10-1“

8-4 X 10-“ 0-02 2‘62x 10-J»
1

2-12x10-’

There are well-determined maxima of many lines of Ee+ and Ti+ at

P6, some rising to FO and some falling to GO, but xi for these elements

is not yet well determined. The values 10*6 and 13' 0 volts are given by
Backer and Goudsmitfor Pe ** and Ti'^ respectively. The following caloula-

tioii is carried out for 16 volts and represents a mean value for the Po+
and Ti+ linos rather than an aoournte calculation for any single line of either

element,

(ix) Pe+. 2*‘P— l*P, W; AA4173*3, 4179, 4417; approximately Xi“i®)

(Xi)s=12*3; %(P) = 60, tta(P) = 87; (uji)g=12. There is a well-observed

maximum at P 6.

Tjnax 2^i atmOB. (iVi)max {0ii)|)max (ndiPc

6000 1*37x10-“ 0-83 8“0 x iO'-i 1-22x10-“
7000 1-30x10-’ 0-84 l-89xl0-» 2-46 X 10-1“

(x) Mg+. lW-1 2P; AA4481; Xi= 16-00. (xi)i= 8’15;

«

2,Ui(T) - 1;

(^i)i = There is a well-observed maximum at A 2.

Tinox Pt atmos. (Mi)iJJ,

9,000
10,000

9*0 X 10-“ 2-30x10-1“
8^2x10-“ 6-8 xl0-“

11,000 6*3x10-4 2-12 X 10-4 1-12x10-''
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(xi) H, Balmer series; AA4861, etc.; = 13*64;, = Wo(^?') = 2,

%(?') = 1 ;
(tj73)j^= 8, The maximum is at A 0, by deflnition of the tyj)e.

atmos. (aio)iuax (nahPc

9,000
10,000
11,000

3*3 xlO-'
2*62 X 10-*

1-44 xlO-!*

0*34
0-36

2*70 xlO-"
1*06 xlO-®

1

~
i

0*2 xlO-ii
2.76 X 10-“

(xii) Si+ AA4131, 4128; Xx= 16*27, {xi)i
= 6-47; Ui{T) = &,

%(^) = 1; (®i)i = 16. The observed maximum is well defined at A 0.

atmos. (it'i)max

10,000 6*9 X 10-0 0-47 8*8 X 10-« lESQuBSlil
11,000 4*3x10-0 0-47 2*61 X 10-'

(xiii) CH-. l22)_iai';AA4267;xi=24*28,{xi)i = 0*31;«i(T) = 6,xta(T)= l;

(aii)i= 10. The observed maximum is well defined at B 3.

^^niax atmos. (il’jlt)max {(ni)i}inax

14,000 0*34 3*7 xl0-*»
16,000 0*36

18,000 3*7 xl0-‘ 0*30 W‘IWM
(xiv) He. Sharp and diffuse series of par- and ortho-helinm; AA4712,

4471, 4922, eto.; xo = 24*47, (xo)i=3*48 (mean); «o(T)= l, Wa(T)= 2;

{roo)i=3 (par-He) or 9 (ortho-He). The observed maximum is well defined

at H 2-3.

S^nciax Pe atmos, (j»o)max
{(a#)i}max
[par-Ho] (nohPa

16,000
18,000

2*08x10“^
2*76x10-0

0*248
0*269

1*76 X 10-’ ’

l*00xl0-<J
4*7 xl0-“
2*70 X 10-“

(XV) N+ liP'-lip;A3996;xi= 29*48,(xi)«=ll*06;%(T) = 9,«g(T) = 6;

(''^i)s= 6. The observed maximum is at B 3-6.

iT'niax pe atmos. {(%)«}max M.P^
8*6 xlO-5 1-03 X 10-» 8*7x10-“

IBImIihI 1*36x10-0
1

3*4 X 10-»
1

4*0 X 10-"

(xvi) Si++. U8~2^Pi AA4662, 4567, 4674; X2
= 33*36, (X2)«=l^'^6;

= 1, M3(T) = 2; (Wa)g= 3, There is a well-defined maximum at B 1-2.

T’jnax Pg atmos.
••

(aJ2)inax {(n.2)Jmax

18,000 2*48x10-' 0*49 7*1 xlO-» 1*77 X 10-*®

20,000 2*82 x 10-* 0*60 2*44x10-' 6*9 xl0-»

(xvii) 0+. I^P-PP; AA4417, 4416; Xi- 36*00, (xi)8= 11*63;

UiiT)= 4.+ i0e-3*8<Vfc2'+ 6e-B.o4/*r u^(T) = q; (Tni), = 6. There is a well-defined
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maximum at jB 1. [A number of other 0 '' lines with varying down to

8*6 volts have maxima at 5 1 or perhaps at slightly higher temperatures

towards B 0.]

^^’inax atmos. (ft'i)jnax {0h)s}max

18,000 4‘7 X 10-« 0-40 M3xl0-’ 6'3 X 10-13

20,000 G’7xl0-B 0‘40 6-0 xlO-7 2*84 X 10-11

22,000 4‘5 X lO-'i 0«41 1*66 xlO-* 8*2 X 10-13

(xviii) Si'-H-, 2<^8~2^P-, AA4089, 4116; = (x3)g= 20-98;

^^3(^f) = 2, %(2') = 1; (rog)g=2. The observed maximum occurs in O-type

stars at Plaskett’s 0 9,

Tinax atmos. (ft?3)max

24,000 1.14x10-* 0^62 4*7 xlO-3 54 X 10“ii

20,000 7-4 xlO-* 0*62 MO X 10-5 8‘7x 10-13

(xix) 0++. 3»iS-3»P; AA4649, 4661, 4663; X2= <l=Q-86, (xa), = 18-06;

'aj(!Z') = 1
,
«3(

2') = 2
; (^3 )3

= 3. There is a well-defined maximum near that

of Si+++ at 0 9.

^^inax pg atmos. (^Oa)max

24,000 1-73 X 10-' 0-46 1-62 X 10-« 2-02x10-“
26,000 120 X 10-* 0-40 4-3 xl0-« 6-3 X 10-10

(XX) N-H-. 12^-22^3; A4098; Xa= 47-19. (Xa).* 19-20; u^{T) = Q,

Ug(T) = 1; 2. The maximum has not been reached among the 0-typo

stars investigated.

^'max atmos. (iU2)max

20,000 7-3 xi0-«
28,000 4-1 xlO-'
30,000 1-82x10-1 34 xl0“3 5-7 X 10-10

(xxi) He+, “4686 series”; A4686; xi= 64-16, (xi),=6-02; %(2’) = 2,

«2(T) = 1; (Ti7i)j«18,

“Pickering series”; AA6412, etc,; (xA'^^’SO; {toi),-=32.

The lines seem nearly to havereached theirmaximum at the end ofPlaskett’s

sequence of 0-stars. The observed maximum may be taken to occur at 0 6.

The calculations are for the 4686 series.

T^max pe atmos, (fUl)max
{(^h)«)raax
[^‘4680**]

30,000 1-46 X 10-» 1-64 X 10-10

30,000 6-9 xlO-* 0-222 3-6 X 10-’ 2-03 X 10^1“

40,000 4-7 xlO-3 1-70 X 10-0 8-3 X 10-0
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In addition to these maxima the observations show no inaximiini for' any
normal lines of any neutral atom in the sequence of giants, in full accord

with the theory. To illustrate the way in which the concentration of atoms
in a given state in a reversing layer varies with the tenii)eratin’o according

to statistical theory, using merely the equation (1707), wo x’o];>roduoo a

figure* showing typical curves. These are only roughly noourato and for

applications are now superseded hy the cinves given by '.Russell (§ IR‘34).

§16'33. Discmsion and theoi’dieal developments. A first a2>pro.Ti7)Uttwn.

It will be evident from a survey ofthese tables that there is excellont genorivl

agreement between theory and observation as to the positions of tllo

maxima in the sequence ofgiants, on certain conditions. Wohavo to suppose
that the partial pressure of the eleotrons in the layer in which the lines

originate is of the order lO-o-lQ-w atmosphere for the normal liiioa of the
ionized atoms Ca+, Sr"'' and Ba+, and the nearly uoimal lines of very small
energy of excitation such as those ofV, Or (and Ti); wo suppose fui'fchor tha t

it increases steadily as the energy of oxoitation increases (oomparod \sdbh
the energy of ionization) until it reaches 10~® atmosphere for suboi’dinato
lines of average excitation energy such as those of Mg, Mg+ and Sr'-+ and
finallyperhaps 10 ^atmosphereforthe lines ofexceptionallygroat oxoitatioji
energy such as those ofHe and He+. The elementary theory of the maxima
was based on a given value ofp,. This is oonfirmed by the more oompioto
data so long as we confine ourselves to lines of similar depth .in tlio various
atoms. The variation of the necessary p, with valuation of depth, wdiioh is
t e same thing as variation with («-4)mnx > suggests the next stage in a more
reimed mvestigation.

Consider any slab ofatmosphere in equilibrium at
The concentration of any atomic species of moss m
approximately by

a mean temporaturo 2'.

and charge ve is given

We have ah^ady seen that the electrostatic term ^6 may profoundly inodily
the eqmhbriuju distribution ofions. We must be content to assume that

. , .

'

w ere m is used for the effective atoraio mass. Consider the variation of

loaouS'
atmospheres along the stellar sequenoo. Homo-

aSe eWB in the exponent in (1723),therefore the thickness of a given slab will be fixed by an equation like

whereA is some constant suoh as 1 or 10, and 0 and 1 refer to the bottom and
Fowlor and Milno, loc, cil, (1).
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top of the slab. Tbus the thickness of homologous slabs varies as Tjm^g

from star to star, and atom to atom. The number of any atomic species per

cm. 2 oftlie stellar surface therefore also varies like Tjm'g, [In an atmosphere

perfectly mixed by large scale convections, such as the lower atniosi)hero

of the earth, m' will have a common mean value for all atoms.]

If is the partial pressure of the electrons at any level in the slab, then

the concentration of electrons is given by ^pJkT, If co is an abundance

factor for the element in question, defined by the equation

_ Number of nuclei of given atomic number per cm.^
^ Number of free electrons per cm.^

^

then the concentration v of these atomic nuclei satisfies

V“ Cl}p^ — (jOpJkTy

and the ziumber of these nuclei per cm.^ of the stellar surface in a given slab

will vary as y
hT m!g mg

If {nj,)s is the fraction of these nuclei which provide atoms r-times ionized

in state Sy then the number ofatoms per cm.^ of the stellar surface in a state

to absorb a given line will vary as

(1723)
m'g '

'

In (1723) ojy {n^)g, and m* are functions of Z the atomic number,

We must now consider more closely the conditions under which a strong

absorption line is formed. There must be enough suitable atoms per om.^ to

form it.
’ It cannot therefore be formed at too low a pressure, or too high in

the reversing layer. But at the same time it must be formed as high as

possible in the reversing layer in order that the temperature difference

between the absorbing material and the photosphere may be as great as

possible,* The actual position of the effective layer will be fixed by the

balancing of these two factors. Viewed from the outside we may regai‘d an

absorption line as a particular wave length at which the absorption coeifi-

oient of the stellar atmosphere is abnormally great, so that we can only see

into the star down to an abnormally small depth, a depth which is that of

the effective slab for this line.

In our elementary calculations we start by determining maxima by

d{n/)JdT^0y that is for a given value of This means that for the

selected value of (effectively) pjg we get the best absorption at the tem-

perature so determined. It remains to examine how to choose or fix the

* Sfio § 16‘34 for a quantifcativo formulation.
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proper value of for use in this way, The maximum concentration of

suitable atoms per cm.* in the slab of the chosen varies as

m'g

The value of 53^ for use hero must bo large enough to give enough suitable

atoms but no larger. Now it is well known from general evidence that to

produce a strong absorption line one needs about the same number per cm.*

ofany sort ofatom in the suitable state—or more generally that the number

which is required will vary as where a is the atomic absorption

ooeffloient for selective absorption ofthis lino by atoms in the suitable state.

The argument therefore suggests that

w{(%^)a}niBxy6 ^ -d.

11724)

where .d is a constant, which this elementary reasoning cannot fix. There

is considerable evidence that (a/), is of the order 10® and not subject to

much variation from state to state or atom to atom for the lines of stellar

importance.

In equation (1724) there are several factor's which it is legitimate to ignore

in a first approximation, for the argument is not suffioiontly refined to take

account of their probable variations. Wo have already made some comment

on m', or rather m'g. This really represents the force of gravity on the atom

as modified by electrostatic fields and radiation pressure, in particular for

the pressure duo to the selective absorption forming the line. Gravity itself

increases along the giant sequence approximately as '1'^, but it is very

doubtful if this variation will remain effective in m'g. Again to must decrease

os T and therefore increases, but this is a slow variation, and it will vary

by unknown amounts from atom to atom. It seems reasonable to conclude

from this rough argument that calculated in the jneceding section

should have a roughly constant value far all maxima of absorption lines in

stellar spectra. This conclusion is tentative. Argument and conclusion must

both be rei)Iaoed by a more exact theory.

This conclusion, it will be seen, at once accounts for the variations ofpj

required by the calculations on which we commented before. We sec now
that if the constant value of {(VlJmaxJ^e ^ ^ 10“^®

(jPe in atmospheres)

,

the theoretical maxima fit coherently with the observations, and determine

with some precision and convincingness a stellar temperature scale. We
give below the resulting temperatures derived by interpolation from the

tables. It will be observed tlxat the equation

PSM
{(»/Umax2?«= 2xlO-l®

3P
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determines directly, without exiilicit assumption as to p^, as the root

of the equation (for subordinate lines)

2 X 10-10- yft^;-f2y/-(Y,«)..)/fe3' (1726)

There are of course slight modifications Avhen «/ and ttVi-i ‘>•1’® hioluded. We
derive maxima from (1726) by assuming that m'gjwa is rouglily constant

from atom to atom and star to star, and have fixed its mean value by a

rough average over all the stellar material.

Table 63.

The stellar temperature scale derivedfrom absorption line maxima.

Atom Temporaturo
of maximum

Spectral typo
of obsorvod
maximum

V 2,500 Below ilf3

Ba-»* 2,700 M3 or below
Cr 2,900 Ml
Sr+ 3,000 MO [K5]
Mg 3,700 iC2-6
Fo 3,800 K2
Ca+ 3,100 a:o[?mo]
Zn 4,800 QO

7,000 F6
Mg+ 9,000 A2
H 9,260 A0[A2]
Si+ 10,600 AO
N+ 18,400 B3-5
C+ 10,800 BZ
He 16,800 J52-3
Si++ 18,000 Bl~2
0+ 21,100 JBO^l

26,000 09
C++ 26,400 09
N++ 20,100 Not observed
He+ 36,000 Nob observed

This scale is eminently satisfactory, and there are few anomalies in the

individual entries. When the uncertainties in the material are remembered,

there remains' only one glaring inconsistency, the value for N *'. It must bo
admitted that for whatever cause, this maximum does not fit in with this

approximate theory. The approximate theory also cannot account for the

Ca+ maximum for type ff 0, but the more refined theory which wo shall

discuss in the next section makes important modifications in tliis ease.

§15’34. The formation of absorption lines, A second approximation. In
the previous sections we have shown in a general way how statistical theory

enables us to give a rough explanation of the observed linoar sequence of
stellar spectra. A more detailed and logical explanation can only bo obtained
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by combining statistical theory with a proper theory ofthe actual formation

ofthe absorption lines themselves.We need something more exactto replace

the quantity “average concentration of atoms in a state fit to absorb the

line” which underlay our first approximation. We must also define more

precisely what we moan by the intensity of an absorption line, The complete

theory, which is largely due to Milne,* involves a solution of the problem of

radiative transfer in stellar atmospheres and lies outside the scope of this

monograph. We must content ourselves with a brief account of general

principles.

The theory of the formation of an absorption lino originated with

Schuster’s| olassioal discussion of the following problem: A layer of gas is

placed in front of alright background which radiates monochromatic Ught of

frequency v with an outwas'dflux equal to nQ^for each cm.^of radiating surface.

The layer of gas contains N atoms (or molecules) per cm!^ of the radiating

surface and each, atom has a scattering coefficientX The flux emergingfrom

the layer of gas is ttF,, per cm,^ surface. The problem is to determine FyjGy

.

It can be shown that Pi
...•...(1726)

Ifnow the material above the radiating surface is oharaoterized by diflieront

values of for different frequencies, the Schuster-Mihie formula gives the

residual intensity r^ as a function of v. This formula has obvious applications

to the theory ofthe contours of absorption lines, but itm ust bo remembered

that in using it we assume that there is sometliing in a real star corresponding

roughly to Schuster’s radiating surface. In practice the “photosphere”

lying at the base ofthe reversing layer is taken to correspondto this radiating

surface; but this is merely a matter ofwords unless the photosphere is more

sharply defined.

IfA,, is a sensitive function of v in the neighbourhood of a oharaotoristio

frequency Vq and otherwise zero, then r^ is unity excex^t near vg and as v

passes through tq through a sharp minimum. We thus obtain a

fair representation of a line contour. Hence a comijarison of the. observed

contour with the Schuster-Mihie contour combined with a quantum deter-

mination of ay provides an astrophysioal determination ofN the number of

* Milno, MotUhly Nol. lt.A.8. vol. 80, pp. 2, 17, 1B7 (1028); McOroft, Not. Ii.A.S.

voL 01, p* 830 (1031); Milno and Chaiidraaokhar, MonlMy Not, yol 02, p, 160 (1032);

Milno, 2^Ml. (Prcm* A, vol. 228, p, 421 (1929).

t Sohnator, Aslrojihijs. J, vol. 21, p. 1 (1006). Tho formula (1720) ie duo to Milno (/oo.

Solnisfcor gave a leas aoourato form of it.

t A aoatfcoring ooofHoiont is doflnod as follows t Tho flux of radiation in a boam is , It falls on
a slab of thioknosa Sa; containing n atoms por o,o., and omorgos as a flux -S/,,, fcho rest of tho light

being dollootod (soatterod) unaltored in froqiionoy into otlior dirootions, If $/y=s/p 7ia,,Sa?, a,, is

oallod fcho atomio soatfcoring ooofllolont for radiation of frorj^uoiioy r.

39-3
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scattering atoms above the i^liotosphere. Such comparisons and determina*'

tions ofN have been made by Stewart and by Unsold,*

The idealization of stellar atmospheres to Schuster’s conditions forms tJio

basis of an acceptable theory, but the theory must j^rovide at the same timo

for fixing the precise level ofthe photosphere, for otherwise ''the numboi; of

atoms above the photosphere’’ has no precise meaning and Stewart’s and

Unsold’s determinations of are useless. In actual stellar atmospheres the

upper layers contributing to the line absorption continuously shade off into

deeper layers contributing to the general opacity for light of all frequenoieH,

To give a precise meaning therefore to these determinations ofN we must

answer the following question: What is the height of the transparent atmo-

sphere (i.e, one without general opacity) equivalent to the infinite column of the

real atmosphere in which the atoms at greater depths are lost more and more in

the general fog {opacity)? This question has been answered by Milne. If

where Ky is the coefficient of absorptionf of the atmosphere per unit mass

averaged over the frequencies of the absorption line in question, is called

the optical thickness ofthe atmosphere down to depth a;, Then if a* is chosen

so that 4 T
T
" 3r,+ l

(1727)

X is the level ofthe photosphere to be used with the Soliuster-Milne formula,

and the values ofN determined by Stewart’s and Unsdid’s methods mean
numbers of atoms above the depth a:. The physical meaning of is that it is

the optical thickness (or fogginess) that the atmosphere must have so that

the atoms down to this level (x) when fully viewed against a bright back-

ground would produce the observed line contour. In the real atmosphere

the atoms below T„(a;) are contributing some effect, but the atoms down to

Ty are not fully viewed, and if fully viewed would produce the same effect

as all the atoms down to more and more obscured as the depth in-

creases by the general fog.

The relation (1727) enables us at once to define the intensity of an absoip-

tion line more precisely. Consider a given absorption line in a number of

spectra and select in each that point on the line contour where the intensity

* Stewart, Adlrojihj/s,. J, vol, 60, p, 30 (1924); Unsold, Zeii, Phijsik, voL 44, p. 703 (1027),

vol. 40, p. 706 (1928).
'

j Tlio coofBoiont of absorption is defined just as the scattering cooffioieiit so tliat the flux in

a beam (of mixed freq^uenoies) falling on a slab of soattering material of density p is reduced by
in passing through the slab, where kv is the average absorption ooofiloiont of tho

material for the frequencies in tho beam. The difference is that tho radiation so removed Is not

rC‘6mittod without change of wavelength but converted into heat energy and reomittod as tom*

porature radiation in equilibrium with tho absorber at its actual temperature.
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ratio r has a previously assigned value, say Determine the corre-

sponding frequonoy vj. Then [vj—
i^ol,

where V(, is the centre of the line,

measures the Avidtli ofthe lino for the prescribed value of r, r= In general

this width will vary from spectrum to spectrum. But by Schuster’s formula

the selective optical thickness, Nol^, will be constant. Since a„ oc (v-

Ncc{v^-vg)^ (1728)

Consequently a study of line widths for given r provides information about

the number of atoms N above a certain optical depth t„ given by (1728).

In particular the line will be widest for given r AvhonR down to given Ty

attains its maximum. We may assort that the intensity ofan absorption line,

defined as the line ividthfor a prescribed ratio r, is proportional to the square

root of the number of atoms in a column of the atmosphere which has a given

optical thickness r ( =|^’/(r-|- 1)) in the continuous background.

This formulation oxijlains at once, what was at first thought to bo a

paradox, why the lines of neutral atoms are enhanced as wo pass from

dwarfs to giants of the same spectral type. Other things being supposed

equal the consequence of a smaller surface gravity on the giant is a general

reduction in the mean pressure in the reversing layer, causing increased

ionization and a reduction in the concentration of neutral atoms. But at

the same time the reduction in the jiressure makes the stellar atmosphere

more generally transparent, so that to traverse a column of assigned optical

thickness we have to descend to much greater actual depths. Hence if the

effect of the increased transparency more than compensates for the lowei?

mean concentration of nePtral atoms, the observed morense in intensity

will be accounted for. Actual calculations show that this increase must in

fact take place.

We have shown that according to this more accurate theory wo have to

calculate the number of atoms in a given state down to a given t. It is a

comparatively simple matter to do this, given the electron pressure p^ at

the do^Jth corresponding to t. Wo shall illustrate the calculation by a simple

example.

Let jD be the atmospheric density at any level, n the atomic concentration

of a particular atom of mass m and j3 the inoportion by mass of those par-
' ticular atoms to the whole atmosphere at this level.* Then

mn—^p. (1729)

Lot y bo the depth measured inwards from a suitable level of reference.

Neglecting radiation pressure, the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium is

dpldyr=gp. (1730)

* Tlio m U0od horo may require to l)o inodillod to allow for tho oitoofcs dlsoussod in §§ 16*2-

16*26, Hut it ifl nnneoosBary to take oxpllolt notice of any auoh ofltoot.
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Let *0, ... be, as before, the fractions of these atoms which tu'O

neutral, once ionized, etc., N their total number down to a doiith A, and N^,

the number r-times ionized. Then

Neglecting any variation of
j
8 with y it follows that

iV= P(p--Po)

mg ’
4 (\dp.

»^Jpo

(1731)

(1732)

We can choose the reference level so that effectively 0 . Let be the
electron pressure at depth h. The typical ionization formula (1706) can bo
written

‘'^Pe=K+l>
'

(1733)

where is a fimotion only of T. The general method of procedure is uoav
to express ..An terms ofp* ,K^,Kz,... and evaluate the integrals

(1732) taking T and therefore the 7f/s as constants. The expressions for

p, »0 , iBi, ... differ according to the conditions of the inoblem. To take an
example ; if the atoms in (question are just becoming once ionized in tliG

presence ofan excess ofatoms already once ionized, we have%= a), ajp= 1 — a*,

Pt’^iP' IVom (1732) and (1733) we then deduce

(”88)

In these equations pg is the electron pressure at depth h. To determine it we
have to calciUate the optical thiolmess t down to the same depth. For this
purpose we need the coefiioient of general absorption in tire continuous
spectrum. Under stellar atmospheric conditions this is of the form*

:
Xf=v{v)pJT^, (1786)

where y(r
)
is a slowly varying function ofthe frequency v. Henoer is given by

and in this examplfi

g pr (1737)

In general we have an expression of the form

......(1738)

(4). being the number of atoms per cm.* of photosphere r-times ionized
* Gaunt, Tfona. A, vol. 220

, p. 168 (1030).
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and in their sth state, and associated with (1738) an expression for the

optical thickness of the form

.(1739)

In the proposed method of analysis we fix attention on points of the

contour of an absorption line with a specified value of r which are therefore

associated with a given value ofr, The method ofmaxima therefore consists

in making (1738) a maximum for variations of T andj)^ subject to (1739)»

The maximum is therefore determined by

*

a7401
dTdp, dp^dT~^'

' ^

T= associated p^) are therefore determined as the roots of

(1740) and (1730).

To examine the effect of variations of g we differentiate (1738) keeping T
constant and treating p^ as a function of g given hy (1730). Wo thus deter-

mine the sign of d{Nf)Jdg. For the simple examj)lo given above in (1734),

(1736) and (1737) it is easily proved that

^o<o, m
(I)

< 0,

dg ’ dg dg\

thus showing that the lines of the neutral and the once ionized atoms must

both be enhanced as wo ijass from dwarfs to giants of the same surface

temperature, and the once ionized lines enhanced more than those of the

neutral atom, results which are nearly enough equivalent to asserting that

there is a similar enhancement on passage from dwarfs to giants ofthe same

spectral type.

The above theory has been applied in great detail and with great success

by Russell* whose final results are summarized in Figs. 74 and in Table 64.

Tabm 64.

Revised stellar temperature scale {after Russell) derived

from more accurate analysis of observed maxima.

Element
Caloulatod
tomporakiro
of maximum

.. .

Observed
spectral typo
of maximum

Calculated
spootral typo
of maximum

Si |||||||||^^_|^ GO 02
H (Hy) AO An
0 A%
He ^3 B^
o-J-

1

J31 B2
1

Bl J33
BO BO

Hg-h 0 01

* Kuflsoll, jUlropJiyst J, vol 78, p, 239 (1038) j or Mt Wilson Oonlribntiont No. 477.



Pig, 74 a. Boliayiour of tho absorption linos of motals and hydrogen for stars of tho main

sequoncG. Tiio ordinates in all threo figures give tho relative strengths of tho absorption linos

on a logarithmic scale,
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5040/7' 1,0 {,.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 Oi 2 O.I

Pig. 74 c. Boliavlow' of tho (vbsorption linos in high tompomtnro stars of tlio moin scquonco.

One ofthe most important results of Russell’s analysis is the explanation

of the position of the maximum of the H and K lines of Ca+ in spectral

type K. The maximum lies in type K because in giant stars the diminished

pressure and enhanced transparency of the stellar atmosphere at low tem-

peratures throws this maximum forward to the point at which first stage

ionization is completed. Mnally wo may notice on comparing Tables 61

aird 63 that Russell’s results jn’esorve the original results as a good first

approximation which can in any event only be improved upon whore

detailed information about line contours is available.

§15*35. The points of marginal appearance. Decay of lines their

maxima. When the stellar temperature scale is known, with or without the

help of the positions of tho maxima of absorption lines, it is possible to draw

some information about the factor wa (§16*33) or (}a.y (§16*34) from the

temperatures of the points of marginal appearance of an absorption line.

When a line is just visible we maysuppose thatthe oonoontration ofsuitable

atoms required to form it must reach a certain minimum value proportional

to 1/a; that is a(«,.), has some fairly definite vahte. Since wo knowp^ and T
we can derive from this a corresponding value of tea. Since the values of a

are all much the same, wo can thus derive values of co or rather relative
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values of w for different elements—^that is their relative abundance. 'I’lio

result is ofcourse admittedly only arough approximation . Such oftloulation h

have been begun by Miss Pa3me (q.v.) with interesting results.

In connection with these and future calculations there is ono important

observation to be made from the statistical side. It will be obaorvod that

the typical curves .of the concentration of atoms in given statoa shoAvn in

Kg. 73 are markedly unsymmetrical about the maximum. The rise to tho

maximum is much steeper than the fall off for higher temperatnros. So far

as the suggested argument goes the value of wa derived from first and last

appearance should bo the same, and these theoi'otioal curves suggest tlift t

lines should fade out much more slowly than they come in. For ninny linos

this is directly contrary to observation. The observed rise and fall in inten-
sity are reasonably symmetrical about the maximum. There is however ono
well-recognized exception, the Balmer series, Avhich unlike most other linos
has not faded out even in the hottest stars.

While the theory can perhaps hardly claim to be able to explain ooin-
pletelythe symmetry ofthe observed curves, tho marked differenoo botwoeii
the behaviour of the Balmer lines and the lines say of Si or Si+ and motallio
lines generally is accounted for by the simple theory when the onloulations
are made so as to allow for successive ionizations. This was not clone for
Fig. 73, but has been included by Russell in preparing Figs. 74. Any lino
of the spectra HI, Hell, etc. is a line of the last spectrum tho tvtom onn
emit, for it has no further electrons to lose. Spectra such as Si I, Fol, Si .IT,

etc. belong on the otlier hand to atoms that can lose a regular aoquonco of
further electrons at not too widely spaced ionization potentials, Speotra
such as SilV, Mgll and probably Nal will be effectively tho last spectra of
these a,toms, for the next electron is separated by a big step in ionization
potential, and will not become effectively removable at tho temporaturos
of steUar reversing layers. The numerically different behaviour of ‘‘last"
and not last spectra can at once be established.
The beha^our ofany state of a “last" spectrum will continue to bo given

or empera urea far beyond T,nax oquation (1707), for no fiu'thor stago

determined on tie oontrniy by (1706) and (1706) na before, but yvift

(”07) near tho

Bitl
^ ° <*741) rednoes to + », _ 1 ,But at higher temperatures we have successively = l x -h a: =1

reason for this deoiease is easily seen. So long as the commonest ion has
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merely to catch one electron to get into the required state, the chance of

doing so diminishes as the temperature rises, it is true, but not excessively

rapidly. But if it has to catch two or more electrons, its chance of being in

the proper state diminishes more or less lilte the square or higher power of

the former chance. In the case specified we have

= (O-GOi)'- T
•'«o ^0(2")

and so (^o)s
“
u,{T)

(roo)se-<xo-(XoW/*i’
mil I in “

^

Tb-g-{xo+Xi+" . .+X»'-jWc^

.(1742)

At liigh temperatures, far past the maximum, this can be combined with

+ ®r+i == 1 “'Jid the usual relation ( 1706) between and . Wo thus find

(^o)®

(roo)ge~^>i;'i~bfoW/»

u,(T) + Vn(2’)
^

(1743)

This equation holds through the region in which sufliciently

nearly. It holds also for spectra other than the first ifwe replace the suffixes

0 by i and the index r by r— t.

Simple calculation for an idealized case will best show the effect of the

extra term in (1743). We will compare the 8i)ectrum HI with an idealized

Sil of the same term values and ionization potential, IS- 64 volts, followed

by successive ionization potentials at 20, 3i'6 and 46 volts, and carry

through the calculations for a tomperatui’e of 26,000° K. and =» 4 x lO"®

atmosijhere, roughly the maximum of the SilV lines. For simplicity we will

ignore differences of weight and take (toj), and itr(T) all unity. Dropping

factors the same for both atoms we find

HI (»o)«cc

1 ^ pi^~lS‘5ilkT

P,

Sil («o)«oc
1

P, \ Pi I

. s=s

There is thus an extra 10”®''* at 26,000° K. reducing the lines ofthe idealized

Sil compared with those of HI. The fraction ofH atoms capable ofabsorb-

ing the Balmer lines at maximum is about 4 x 10~®, which is only reduced

by an extra factor of 10”®'® at 26,000° K. The reduction factor of similar

Sil atoms is therefore 10”^®'’.
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§16^4* The escape of molecules from the boundary of an isothermal aimo-^

sphere. The i^ate of escape of molecules from a planetary atmosphere is a

problem which has exercised theoretical physicists for many years. The

earlier ealoiilations, which started with Johnstone Stoney, have been

sufficiently described by Jeans,* but they all contain an unsatisfactory

feature in the arbitrary choice of a ceiling to the atmosphere. The rate of

flow of molecules past the ceiling, possessing more than the yolocity of

escape, is then evaluated and taken to be 1/lie rate of loss of molecules from

the atmosphere. A numerical result can only be reached at all by this method

for the molecular distributionlaw typical ofan isothermal gas in a constant

field. The calculations have however been greatly improved and cast into

a final form by Mihief and Leniiard-Jones,J whose work entirely supercedes

the earlier discussions,

The first advance on tlie old calculations was made by Milne by intro-

ducing the idea of the ^'cone of escape For simplicity he regarded all the

other molecules as fixed except those whose escape is in question, and for

a given position in the atmosphere calculated the solid angle above the

moving molecule, not screened by other molecules, The restriction of fixing

the other molecules is not very serious, and he also evaluates in some detail

tlie atmospheric distribution laws under the assumption where r

is the distance from the centre of the star or planet. He then sliows that the

number of molecules moving past a given level into the cone of escape has

a fairly sharp maximum at a particular level in the atmosphere—^the level

of escape—^and takes this maximum value as equal to the rate of escape.

In spite of the advance made in this calculation, which defines properly

the hitherto undefined level of escape or ceiling, there are still not entirely

satisfactory features, for obviously the number of escaping molecules cross-

ing a given-level must continually increase as the level rises, starting from

zero at the surface of the planet, Though the maximum Milne calculates

may and in fact does represent fairly accurately the escaping molecules

integrated for all levels,we may reasonably ask for a still better theory, and

the remedy lies in a more accurate enumeration of the molecules starting

off at a given level into the cone of escape* Incidentally wo can remove the

restriction that the other molecules are fixed. These are the final improve-

ments due to Lennard-Jones. We shall give some account of his work here,

which is carried out for isothermal atmospheres. An extension to Milne's

general case has not been made. It would be laborious and lie outside our

scope. For the isothermal case Milne’s approximate theory is satisfactorily

confirmed, so that Milne’s results are probably reliable in general. We make
* Jeana, y/zeory o/ chap. XV.

t Milne, Trane. Camh, PMU Soc, vol, 22, p. 483 (1923),

t J. E. Leonard-Jones, Trans. Garni). PUL Soq. toI. 22, p. 636 (1923).
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these applications the oooasioii for presenting a general oalonlation of the

moan free patli and the general method of ennmeratiiig molecules by the

volume element in whioh they last suffered a collision—matter which we
have not found jDlace for elsewhere, but which is of great importance in

many applications of statistical meohanios which lie just beyond our scope.

All calculations are of course made on the assumption that the extremely

slow rates of escape are without sensible effect on the equilihrium dis-

tribution laws,

§16*41. The free paths of molecules in a unifomi or non-uniform gas, In

aoourato calculations of the type that follow the important quantity is not

so much the average distance between consecutive oollisions (free path)

travelled by all molecules as the free path for a molecule of given velocity,

or what is the same thing, the chance that in time dt a molecule of velocity

0 will suffer a collision. This idea was introduced by Tait.* The molecules

are supposed to be rigid elastic spheres of diameter a.

Consider a molecule of velocity c. The chance of collision with a second

molecule of velocity c' in' an element of time dt is equal to the number of

molecules of this typo contained in a cylinder of oross-seotion ttct^ and

length Vdti where V is the relative velocity. If the direction of with

respect to o be described by the usual Eulorian angles 9, <l)^
then the number

of molecules in this cylinder having velocities between c' and o'-f cJc' and

moving in dco about ^ is

(

\ft

e-i^>'<‘'^i>‘y^dc'ained0d4xiTaWdi (1744)

The relative velocity F is of course given by

y2,= c*H-o'®— 2cc'oosfl, (174B)

If we denote by Q(c)dt the average number of oollisions in time dl (the

oliance of a collision in di) with any other molecule, then

0{c) = J
"

sin 0d0d<l>.

(1740)

The (^"integration is immediate; the fl-integration can bo carried out by
transforming to the variable V (o and c' fixed). By (1746)

emed9^VdVlcc\

The limits of integration for V are |o c'
|

and c H- cC Wo are thus loft with

+^J‘’c“i”'°'''/''V*(c'2+ 3ca)dc']. ...(1747)

* Taii, Min, Trans, vol. 33, p, 74 (1880).
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The first integral caii> the second oannot> be evaluated in finite terms* Wo
find, after simple reductions,

6,.).?;^ 4yfe)i’

where ^(a:)=.t‘e"‘““+ (2a;2+
1)J

e-'»^dy, (Z749)

The average number of collisions in a small path length dl is therefore

@(o)dljc.

This is therefore the chance of the free path terminating in dL The chance

of continuing unaffected is therefore

6

li6tf{l) he the fi’action of c-moieoulos projected in a given direotion from

a given origin that describe without a collision a path greater than 1. The

fraction of these molecules that survive a further distance dl without a

collision is f{l + dl), and therefore by the last argument

f{l+dl)^f{l){

Id/

fdr~
1

0(c)
p •

G
(1760)

1/

/(^) = c J 0 ®
,

)
(1761)

It follows generally that

in this equation at the worst both c and v in ©(c)/c may depend on I and the

dh'ection of projection and v also on the origin- If we ignore changes of o

and write
, ^

0(c) = 0(c)/v6,

a function of c only, then

/(0= 6 . (1762 )

It follows that the fraction of c-nioleoules with a path length between Z and

7 +(ZZ before a collision is n
-«(«)

I
y tU

e JO
. (1763)9{c) vdle

When V is constant (1762) reduces to

(1764)

defining tlie mean free path X(c), The fraction of paths between I and l+dl

dl
reduces to

A(c)'

p-ilMe) .(1766)
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These are well-known formulae. The name mean free path is justified by the

equation
Idl

i; A(c)
e-ffMo)=A(c), .(1766)

Similar arguments hold in the general case using (1761). The mean free

path of the molebules may then be defined by putting

Jo 0

fA(o)

or

Me —

H

21cT)1
vdU

m
..(1767)

0 c*

If 0 is largo oompared with the average molecular velocity, so that the

^(.u)
argument of iji is large,

-2J
e~^^dy — ^‘jTy

and formula (1767) becomes

I,

A(«>) 1—
5 .

0 lyo^
(1768)

This equation gives the length of a cylinder of base tto-s wifioh ooiitains on

the average just one molecule, and the free path is that which we get by

regarding all the other molecules as fixed. For uniform density we have the

well-known result \{co)^lj-„va\ (1769)

The integral in (1761) or (1762) may, and in atmospheric problems does,

converge when I ->cx). In that cose the definition of A(e) by (1764) or (1767)

fails—it would make A(c) infinite, and the integral in (1766) diverges. This

means that as the path increases /(i) ->-/(oo) so that a non-zero fraction of

the original molecules survives to execute infinite free paths. The fraction

which so survives is

I
<-mai

or e 1 :

vdl

if variations of c may bo neglected*

§1542. The number of molecules with specified velocities which cross or

strike a given area in given time. We have alteacly had occasion in § lh2 to

use such a formula, and it will be oonsidorecl in greater detail in § 17*8. The

formula (1968) there obtained is

/ (•a(r-hiK*ik'i' ooa Ode do) dS. (1760)

This is the number of c-moleoules which strike an area a!/9' moving within

a solid angle dw making an angle 0 with the normal to dS, The number
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which cross a geomefaical interface is the same, and similarly obtainocl.

The molecular density at the wall or interface is v.

Since this is also the number i-eflected from such an
^

'^mont ofmnfaccm

theequiUbrium state.
theformula(1760)mustholdforanoqudibmnn^^

whatever the fields of force in the gas. It appbes therefore in atmosphom

nroblems for atmospheres in equilibrium, oven when the free paths are vm y

long. It is however of some interest to obtain this formulam a more spocml

way, using the idea of the free path, so as to see what contnbiitionB tlm

various elements of the gas make to the actual mimber.
, i ,

The molecules in (1760) must have had tlieir origin, tluit is their Just

collision, somewhere in a cylinder of infinite length on the base ilB with

generators parallel to the molecular velocity. If tlie molooulos move in a

field of force, tlie “cylinder” becomes a tube of flow onclosed by the family"

of free trajectories passing through the perimeter of (IS. In accounting Im*

the molecules which cross dS we shall associdle (til the molecules toilh (ha

volume element in which they last collided, a classification which is imporfcnnt

in many apiilicatioiis. Molecules which cross dS with velocity c in do) atnrt

from their last collision as Cj-inoleoules moving in .

When the gas is in equilibrium the number of collisions per unit voliuno

after which one molecule has specified velocities must bo equal to the

number before which one moleoxrle had the same specified volooitios. Honoo

in a length dl of such a cylinder or tube there will bo

©(Cq) dl cos O^^dS^,

such collisions per unit time, since ®{of)(U is tlie fraction of Co-molooulos

that suffer a collision in time dt. This can be written

(1701)

This is the number ofproper molecules whioh arc shot off per unit time from

an element at distance I along the tube from dS so as to cross dS if undiB-

turbed. Not all of these reach dS, The number wliioh sucoeod is reducod by
collisions to the fraction

- 0(e„)p»(U

A J ^

The total number of o-moleoules crossing djS in the specified direction in

imit time is therefore

(fflfJo”
cos . . .(1702)

Such formulae can sometimes be used in non-equilibrium states provided
Maxwell’s law remains valid. To see how in equilibrium (1762) reduces to
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(1760) we oonsider the simplest case of a imiform field of force at right

angles to diS. Then
^mCf,^— ^ma^+mgzQ,

CQ^dcodcoo— duodv^diOff ohlcdm,

Also

Hence (1762) reduces to

JpcHcdw^— c^ikdoi,
CIO Wq

i-o0(co)e •/« dl,

which is (1760). This reduction holds equally in the general case.

§ 16’43. Free paths in an tipper atmospJiere. We will now apply these <

results to an upper atmosphere whore the free paths are very long, so that

the change of v along the path cannot always bo neglected. When account

is taken of the decrease of gravity with height Ave have, at a distance r from

the centre of the planet, «w «(r- a)

v= roe »•
,

'

(1763)

where vq is the density at the base of the isothermal part of the atmosphere,

g is the value of gravity and a is the radius of the planet (both strictly for

the base of the isothermal atmosphere). As is well known this formula leads

to a finite atmospheric density at infinity. The “ atraosphore ” would then

fill space and there Avoiild be no i)roblem of escape. It is not however con-

sistent with obvious physical facts to regard such an extensive atmosphere

as belonging in any sense to a particular body. The atmosphere has ofieo-

tively ended at distances comparable with the planet’s radius at most. The
chief difficulty in (1763) arises from neglecting the mass of the atmosphere

itself and treating g as constant. Milne"** has shown that when this is taken

into account an apimopriato formula applicable at all distances is

e"«o< (qQ—mgrJkl'-2), (1704)

where refers to any convenient level in the atmosphere. This gives an

atmos2)hore of zero density at infinity though of infinite mass. The mass of

the atraosiihere does not really seriously afibot tlie distribution laAv in any
important region or the rate of escape, but the use of (1764) avoids trouble-

some difficulties in the calculations.

We shall pow investigate in such an atmosphore the free paths of c-

moleoul6s,.with the simplification that Ave shall ignore the effect on the free

* Miliio, loo, cU, equation (85).

rfiM 40
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path of the change of c in the gravitational field and the curvature of the

path. The first of these steps is justified because for tlie molecules that will

interest us (escaping molecules) c must be large compared with {2hTlm)^ in

any region in which collisions matter. In the integrand of (1751) is

only slowly variable and we may use (1762), The second is justified because

the length of the exact hyperbolic path is sufficiently represented by its

asymptote.

If the c-moleoule starts at radius r at d to the vertical and proceeds to R
after a jpath 5, then the exponent in (1762) is

where witli sufficieait accuracy = r + iS cos 6, This neglects terms due to tlio

curvature of the layers ofthe atmosphere of order (5 sin Using (1701)

this reduces to

g^o6^®cos^
1}, (1766)

The fraction of (^-molecules projected from a level r at an angle d with the

vertical which could escaj)© to infinity without a further collision is given by

taking the exj3onential of (1766),

§16*44, The loss of molecules from a sim'ple isothermal atmosphere, 33y a

trivial adaptation* of (1761) we see that the number of e-molecules shot off

in unit time from a spherical shell of radius r and thickness dr at an angle

between 6 and 0 + with tlie vertical is

m
2iTkT)

erhnc^m'o^{c)m\ededc x (1766)

We have hitherto been studying only the conditions for avoiding further

collisions. We must now introduce the further condition for escape that

oCj,, where
Cff=-2ga^lr. (1767)

We find therefore at once that dL^ the total number of escaping molecules

produced by the level r > is

dL= 87rVV2f«r(^^j*
J

dc

To find the total rate of escape, dL must be integrated with respect to r

from the surface of the planet to infinity.

There is no need to give the further work in detail since no fui’ther question

of principle arises, and the calculations are somewhat laborious. Molecules

* In (1761) the voIuiuq elomont was cos Bf^dldS^t wliioh hero beoomos
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of course theoretically escape from all levels, but owing to the exponential

factor in (1768) only effectively when the argument does not much exceed

unity. In order to obtain a concrete picture we may usefully simplify (1768)

by rei)lacing the exponential by zero when its argument is greater than unity

and unity when its argument is less than unity. In fact since only orders of

magnitude are of interest this simplification may be used in computations.

This is the method used by Lennard~Jones (<?.«.).

To obtain an idea of the level at which escape effectively begins we quote

the results obtained by this simplified method of calculation for the

outer helium* atmosphere of the earth, for which g= 981, j-j — 6-39 x 10®,

2’ = 219°K., klm=2‘Q8x 10’. We have therefore = 135-6. We may take

further 2-0 x 10“®, vq = 7-46 x 10’® (base of the stratosphere assumed to

lie at 20 km, height). Wo then find that the exponent falls to unity for the

most favourable conditions c=oo, 0= 0 at a critical height given by

r,= l-086ro.

The critical level is about 640 km, above the base ofthe stratosphere. Above

this height we can defiire a raj)idly expanding cone of escape in such a way
that the exponent becomes less than unity inside a cone of given semi-

vortical angle about the vertical for c= oo ns soon os r reaches the values

given in the table below.

Table 66.

Variation of cone of escape with height, {Earth's helium.)

Somi-vorMcal
angle of cone

ro/r„= 1-086 r— ro km,

0^ 0 640
26'’ 0‘0008fl 646
46^ 0*0030 669
06° 0*0076 688
86° 0*0212 070

Inside the cone of osoai)e for given r and 0 the velocity must exceed a

certain lower limit to reduce the exponent to unity. The variation of this

with angle is shown in ]?ig. 7 6. The variation of finite free path with direction

(defined as the distance required to reduce the undoflected beam to 1/e of

its initial strength) at a point in the upper atmosphere is shown in Kg. 76,

In terms of the critical level so defined it can bo shown by treatment of

(1768) that with sufficient accuracy

_ 27rg® Vp®r/e-®^ocqo’‘ofrg

|

27rfey
j*

* Chapman and Milno, QttarL J, Mel, Soo, voL 40, p, 867 (1020). This papor is fclio aouroo

of all the motGorological data in tlio diaousaion lioro,

40-3



76. Showing the variation of free paths with direction in tlio earth's upper atinosplioro.
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The critical level as we have defined it makes the exx^onent in (1708) unity

for cos 0 - 1, c == 00
,
0(c) = TTCT® (see (1748), etc.). Hence

g5„ro/r«_l=_io£^, (1770)

an equation in which, owing to the size of
g^o ,

1 may bo neglected. The use

of this reduces (1769) to

j_ _ 2rogoro^e-g° (2TtkT\^ 2roO'ro*e-"W''o"''='’

I m ;
“

r, \kTj ' (1771)

• The equation (1771) will hold so long as Vg is free to be fixed by (1770), that

is until rgfalls to the solid surface ofthe planet. After that, whenr^ is so fixed,

the equation (1769) can be shown to hold. Equation (1771) makes L pro-

portional to Vo and independent of a. The indeiDendence of a is interesting

and might have been foreseen. For the rate of production of possible

escaping molecules is proportional to cr®, and the rate at which those are

thwarted by collisions is invoraely proportional to

Table 66 gives various calculations ofthe rate ofescape by these formulae

for various gases from various bodies. The rates are in all oases slower than

Table 66.

(1) Rate of escape of heliumfrom Mars.

laothormal atmosphoro.

Surviving mole-
culfti' clonaity at

the planofe
surface

Years elapsed; 173^ IC Y^ears elapsed; 273^ K.

Helium
atmosphoro

Mixed
atmosphoro

Helium
atmosphere

Mixed
atmosphere

0 0

2-97 X 10“ 2-97 X lO" 1'68 X 10“ 1*58x10^
102 6'04 X lO" 6-94 X 10“ 3-10 X 10* O-lOxlO*
10® 0'77 X 10“ 8‘91 X 10® 2*08 X 10® 4-74 X 10*

10«^ 0-77xl0“ MOx 10‘o 2*08 X 10^ 0-32 X 10*

lO'i 9'77 X 101“ 1*40x1012 2-08 X 10# 7-90 X 10*

102 0'77 X lO*" 1*79 X 10^2 2-08 X 10# 0-48 X 10*

(2) Earth’s hydrogen.

210" K, 300" IC

I'SOx 10*“ 0 0 0 . 0
I’SO X 10“ 2 X 10«^ 2 X 2*08 X 10^« 2*08 X 10^0

those given by Jeans, so that'the interest lies rather in the cases wlfioh are

regarded by him as critical. The table also includes oalculations for misted

atmospheres for which the original jiaper should bo consulted. The much
greater rate of loss of the lightest constituent from a mixed atmosphere in
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the final stages is due to the effect of collisions with tlio other constitnonta

in keeping up the supply of faster moving molecules, ^^ho caloiilationK for

mixed atmospheres give of course a better ropresontation of the facts foi

the later stages, but the later stages are not of much astronomical import-

ance*
, . ,

Applications of these formulae may also be made to dotormino tho linnl^s

of the electrostatic potential ofa star set by tho possibilities of escape lu tbiw

way of electrons or positive nuclei. For these reference should bo niado to

Milne's paper.*

§ 15*5, Problems of the calcium chromosphere. Observations at Dclii)scs of

the speotniin of the high level gases surrounding the sun show that tho //

and K lines of ionized calcium are emitted up to very great heights abovo

the apparent limb, Heights of 14,000 km. above the limb wore recorded in

1905 by Mitchell,t and still greater heights have been recorded in inora

recent work. This means of course that calcium ions must exist continua lly

(presumably more or less in an equilibrium state) up to such heights, and tho

problem at once arises as to how they are supported. A simple calculation

shows at once that no such extensive atmosphere can possibly exist in

ordinary statistical equilibrium. Beyond tho apparent limb of the sun wo
should expect the atmosphere to consist of matter which in oqiiilibriuin

would have the properties of a perfect gas, and therefore wo should GXi)eufc

the atmospheric density law to hold—^tliat is

and g has its solar value 2*73 x 10^. Even if wo assumo a tomporatiire of
6000‘^K, (the actual temperature must be loss), wo find tliat this moans a
density ratio at the top and bottom of a 10,000 km. layer of 10®^®, Tins
would be somewhat reduced by the electrostatic fields as in §16*2. If tho
atmosphere were a simple mixture of calcium ions and eleoti’ons tlio factor
would be 10^®^, but in no case can we suppose that the index of tho factor i«

reduced much below this order. If therefore wo suppose that 'svo have ii

calcium atmosphere in ordinary equilibrium the density ratio must fall olf

at this prodigious rate. The density at the sun's limb may not bo exactly
loiown, but it is certain that it is not excessively large. Tho pressure is

certainly not of order much greater than one atmosphere, and if this wore
all due to calcium atoms, the density would be 10^®. A reduction of this to
10 leaves us practically no calcium atoms at all, certainly not enough to
be visible. In fact the thickness of the effective calcium atmosphere would
be of the order of 100 km. at most, rather than 10,000 km. or more.

* Milne, loc. cit,

t Mitoholl, As(roplti/a, J. vol. 38, p. 407 (1013),
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This has long been recognized, and the consequence admitted that the

calcium atoms seen at eclipses Avhich constitute the permanent calcium

ohromosxAere cannot be matter in approximately thermodynamic equi-

librium, They cannot therefore be matter supported by the ordinary

material pressure gradient of which the underlying mechanism is molecular

collisions, and the only other possible meohanism of support is radiation

pressure, This idea has been developed in quantitative form by Milne* in a

series of important papers, with the result that much new light has been

thrown on the nature ofsuch atmospheres supported by radiation and many
allied questions, and the observed facts roughly but satisfactorily explained.

We shall give an account hero of so much of these researches as does not

require a study of the general laws of the flux of radiation, and summarize

the rest. Wo must naturally make free use of the laws of radiative pro-

cesses which are collected in Chapter xix, to which we shall refer forward

here,

Ifthe pressure arising from thereaction oftheatom to the flow ofradiation

from the photosphere is to balance the force of gravity, the pressure must,

on the atomic scale, he very large indeed. An atom of course interacts with

light of all frequencies, hiit only strongly with light of the frequency of its

own absorption lines (§19’2) or of a frequency great enough to ionize it

(§
19* 3). For Ca*^ near the sun there will bo practically no x^hoto-ionization

since the absorption edge lies too far in the ultra-violet, so that the calcium

ohromosxfliere must be siqq^orted (at least mainly) by the radiation pressure

duo to the formation of the H andK absorption lines themselves,

TheH andK lines of Ca‘^’ form a close doriblet It will obviously

be legitimate in a first survey to imagine that the two lines are fused to form

a single one of their united strength* The states of the atom concerned are

then to ho thought of as two only, ofweights 2 and 0, Wo shall find that any

Ca^' atom is only in the excited state for a very short fraction of all time,

so that multiifle absorptions to still higher states will bo comparatively

infrequent and may be disregarded. From the 1 ^P state the excited Ca'^

atom can return either to the normal 1 state omittingH and K or to the

intermediate motastable 1 state emitting the lines XX 8498, 8542, 8662,

which may also ho regarded as fused, and the state as a single state of

weight 10. It follows that this groui^ known to astrophysioists as X should

bo visible in the sun’s chromosphere wherever II andK are visible and with

closely connected intensities. Owing to photograxfliio difficulties in the deep

red and infra-red region of these lines this has not yet boon established

observationally, but the X lines liavo been traced to great heights by Curtis

* Mitno, Monthly Not, It.A,S, vol. 84, p. 364 (1024), vol. 86, p. Ill (1024), vol. 80, pp, 8, 678

(1026, 1020).
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and Burns,* The existence of this metastableW state is a complication to

the analysis, which however may be avoided at first by the following con-

siderations, Since the state is metastable and the densities in the region to

be discussed turn out to be extremely low, a Ca*^ atom in the state will

remain there permanently until it reabsorbs one of the -X" lines and returns

to 1 ^P, Consequently for present purposes the state acts like an extra

normal state. If the wave lengths ofH and K and X were aj)proximately

equal we could even regard the 1 and 1 states as fused into a state of

weight 12. Though this cannot be done, it is clear that a first discussion

omitting all reference to the 1 ^2) state will be correct in essentials, liable

merely to subsequent numerical oorrection.

We propose therefore the simplified problem of the formation of a high

level chromosphere of atoms (and electrons) supi^orted by the pressure

of the absorbed H and K radiation, the atoms being idealized systems of

two stationary states only, of weights 2 and 6. The problem is not an

equilibrium one, but the state of the matter in this atmosphere must bo

determined by enumerating and balancing all the atomic events, using the

atomic formulae of the equilibrium theory of § 19*2. The only atomic events

ofimportance are absorption and emission of// and K, satisfying Einstoin^s

laws.

Consider the state of an atom at the upjjer boundary ofthe chromosphere

—that is so high that there are too few atoms above it to alter effectively the

outflowing // andK radiation or to return radiation to the atom from above.

Wo may suppose that the sun's continuous photospheric radiation I{v) is

that of a black body at temperature T (about 6000°K,).t Erom the point

of view of the Ca*^ atom this may to a first approximation be regarded as

uniformlydistributedoverthehemisphercbelowitandreducedbyabsorption
below to a fraction r of the photospheric value. Such an atom must on the

whole be in equilibrium so that the average rate of absorption of upward
momentum from the radiation must exactly balance the rate of increase of

downward momentum due to gravity. Spontaneouse mission of radiation

by the atom is isotropic and so contributes nothing on the average to the

momentum. Stimulated emissions are directed, but for the frequencies in

question too rare to need inclusion.

By (2016) the chance of absorption by a normal atom in time dt is

B^^I{v)dvdt in isotropic i>-radiation. The chance is reduced here to

\rB^H{v) dvdt*

* Eolipso of 1028, Jan. 24. Curfcis and Burns, Allegheny Ohs, yol, 0, p, 06 (1026), Mora
recently Davidson, Monthly Not, E,A,8, vol, 88, p. 30 (1927), has recorded proUminary com-
parisons of Hf K and X by observations without an eolipso,

t Pabry and Buisaon, Gompiea Me7idue, vol, 176, p. 166 (1922); H, H, Pksicett, Pub, Nonu
Aslrophya, Obs, vol, 2, p. 263 (1923).
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The average time r' that a normal atom remains in the normal state before

absorbing* Is tliorefore given by

1/t' dv. (1772)

Neglecting stimulated emissions, the ohanoe of emitting in time dt and the

average life r in the excited state are given by and Using

(2020) and Planck’s law for I{v) we find

T ^rB^^I{v)dv W2 ir

7 ,(1773)

Now the average life in both states together, during which the atom absorbs

just one quantum, is t+ t', and the upward momentum absorbed with this

quantum is hv oos djc which averaged over the hemisphere has the value

It follows that for equilibrium

mg(T 4* t') = ^hvjc, (1774)

Por the numerical values T=:0000®K,, A=3960, —

m— 4:0 X 1*65 X 10'^^'^ and 2*78 x 10^, 102/101—3, we find

r/r'^rx 3*64x10-2,

T ^ 4*6 X IQ-®,

T=r X 1*62 X 10-’.

The Ca‘*^ atoms hero considered on the upper boundary of the ohromo-

sphere will bo almost ideally undisturbed and their absorption lines will

have thoir natural narrow width, The observed H and K lines of the sun

and many stars are broad, but it oaii only bo the centre of the line with

which wo are ooncorned in the rq)per chromosphere. The observed value

of r for tho centre ofthe IJ andK lines averaged over the sun’s disc is about

O’ll. Wo thus find
-r= l’8xl0-®, .d2i=6’6x lO^.

Tho simplicity of the argument and tlxe data leading to this result are

noticeable, and give this determination of t gi'oat weight.

f

A number of interesting deductions may bo drawn from these formulae.

Equations (1773) and (1774) may be used to derive a formula for r, namely

= ......(1776)
102

* TIlo atguinonb froiu t!io olianco in timo dl to tho fmotion not Jiaving abaorhod after tlmo j

and tho moan life r' is that of § 1C '41*

f An important contribution to tho theory Ima boon made by UnsCld, ZeiU /. Phyaih, voh 44,

p, 703 (1927). Ho points but that wo now hnow and r thoorotioally with some certainty, for

tho atrongfch of tho oombined IJ and K absorption oooiholont is almost exactly tho same as if each

atom oarrlod one olassioal olootron vibrating with this froc[iionoy, Tho true value of t is slightly

loss, than tho valiio derived by Milno, Tho atoms aro more absorptive, Tho disoropanoy may bo

aooountod for by tlio proportion of doubly ionized oaloium atoms wJiioh must bo supported in

otiullibrhim by tho radiation pressuro of tho II and /f linos alono.
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lfF{v) is the residual central intensity in the lino, eo thati<’(v)«r/(v), thin

can be expressed very simply in the form

(1776)
Wa c

If the right-hand side of ecpiation (1776) is greater tlmii unity thoro cjin he

no absorption line, and the type of high level chromosphorio ofiviililn'inm

here contemplated cannot occur. This TiviU happen if tho atom is too henvy

,

if g is too large, if vjT is too large, or if t ia too largo. Using tlio value of t

deduced from the sun for Ca+, the critical photosphorio tomporntnro bolow

which a caloiiun chi’omosphere cannot be formed is 4400° K. for a stav w i th

the same surface value of gravity as the sun.

If the right-hand side of (1776) is less than unity a calcium chromosplioro

may still be impossible, for tlie photosplierio r-radiation will bo redunod

below I(v) in the lower absorbing layers (revoi'sing layer') . ]Iut so loirg as tVio

r of (1776) is less than I'j, the reduction ratio when tiro r'-radiation is fi'oo of

the pressure-supported layers, a chvomosphero will be formed at onco, for

ec^uilrbriiirn is impossible for Ca+ atoms at tho top ofthe reversing layer, ivml

they will be driven out by the radiation pressure until a aoreorr ia foriuod
suffioieirtly deep to cut down the finally oinergoilt r-rndiation to iho
fraction r.

Values of r for various star's have been given by MUno as follows;

Tablb 07.

Residual intensities Hi the centre of the 11 andK lines.

Star
Mass

[Sun^s massjtr 1] 9 T r

CapelJfi

Sirius
1

Plaskett^a massive O-sfcar

2-43

80

0-007 XlO‘‘
1

1*73 xlO-i

0*60 xlO*

>),6()()

'

11,000
24,000

(hTio"
0^0043
0-0001 1)

This table shows that for hot stars the residual intensity in tho oontro of
the line must be very small indeed if a oaloium ohromosphore hr equilibriri ui
is ornred. It is probable that the formation in those cases is novor oomploto
ior two reasons. Firstly there must always be a loss of Ca'i- atoms from tiro
c ironrosphex'6 for a variety of causes of which the most important may bo
photoiomzatron. For stars with a hot photosphere this will bo no longer
neg gi e. eoondly there will he a loss by radiative ojeotion from the star

iormation of a chromosphere of a hot star.

hmi /7

^^S^*rents so far presented essentially fix only the uppertm^dary c^Uu^n, to fte oteo,„„.ptoro. Ttoy apply orfy t^Ulo
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normal absori^tion lines of an atom (or ion) Avhose ionization potential is so

high that photoionization hardly occurs. All that we have said of Ca+

applies also to and Ba**- but probably to no other atoms whoso radiations

we can observe in stellar spectra. ]?or example the i)’-lines of sodium are

foimd in the chromosphere only to 1000 km. They could bo supported like

Ca by radiation pressure if the ionization potential (6*1 volts) were i>rob-

ably not too low. Hydrogen and helium extend to considerable heights in

the chromosphere but mainly by absorption of light in the visible region

from excited not from normal states. For helium certainly there is a mota-

stable state concerned, the lowest state of the triplet system which is

almost certainly the reason for the occurrence of tlie lines of the triplet

system much higher in the chromosphere than the singlets. In general

however the discussion of the support of such atoms is much more com-

plicated.

In all the arguments above wo may suppose that the calcium ions are

accompanied by an equal number of free electrons, since the electrostatic

fields will prevent any separation of the charges as in § 16*2.

We liave yet to show that the density distribution in si)ace of the calcium

chromosphere sot up in this way is such that tlio chromosphere can extend

to tlie groat heights at which it is observed. For this the reader must refer

to the original papers.* The result of this investigation is that the pressure

of radiation at any given level is proportional to 11^(1^) defined above and

to ^2/% decreases outwards and

increases outwards and at groat heights tends to a limit fixed by the boun-

claiy conditions already discussed. The donsity p of the chromosphere at

height a; is given by
_ 87rfc!Z;74v»Av

^ wSfV(a;+a‘o)2TOi+TOa’

In this formula 2^ is the “temperature" of the chromosphoro assumed

vxniform, as measured by its pressure, that is by the mean kinotio energy of

its constituent systems, Ai^ is the effective width of the absorption line of

residual intensity F{v) and Xg a constant fixed by the theory, equal to the

height of the equivalent homogeneous atmosphere. Heiglits are measured

from an assumed level at which the intensity of v-radiation has its photo-

spherio value. Curvature of the layers ond change of
(/ with height have

been negleoted.f

Milne discusses also the case in which at the upper boundary the radiation

pressure supports a fraction 1 — p of the weight ofthe atom and shows that

* Milno, j!oc. oil, (2),

f An oxleiiBion of tho tlicoi’y to a Bphorloal Bim Ims l^con made by P. A. 'Paylor, Maut/ily

vol. 87, p, 006 (1027).
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the distribution law olianges over rapidly to the exponential type as if the

atoms had an effective mass fim. Such ohi’omospheres he calls "partially

supported", and those with /t=0 above "fully sup2)orted”. In the ease of

partial support, remembering the electrostatic effects (equation (1692)),

we have
p
_ p^^-fimgxmTa

_ (1778)

The theory therefore gives just the type of extended atmosphere required.

For calcium onthesun the densitytheoretically decreases in a fullysupported

chromosphere by 1/23 in 14,000 Itm., compared with 10~®®“ when radiation

pressure is neglected or 10"® and 10“®® for = O-Ol or O’ 1 , Values of p. as great

as O'Ol must bo impossible on the sun.

§16*51. Further developmenis in the theoi-y of the chromosphere. Milne’s

theory outlined m the preceding section has removed the outstanding

difficulty caused by the great extension of the calcium chromosphere.

There remain however very serious difficulties over the finer details of the

chromospheric structure. The recent work of Pannekook and Minnaert and

of Menzel* has shown that to a rough approximation the density distribu-

tion in the chromosphere mimics that of an isothermal atmosphere at a

temperature so high that the calcium atoms would have random velocities

of the order of 16 km./seo, Menzel and McCreaf fiu'ther have given evidence

based on Doppler broadening to show that these velocities are real.

At first sight these facts seem to be in such marked disagreement with

Milne’s theory of support in monoclrromatic radiative equilibrium, that

entirely different theories have been put forward, none of which however

could be regarded as logical deductions from the laws of atomic jDhysics

and statistical mechanics.A theory which preserves the satisfactory features

of Milne’s theory and at the same time removes its outstanding diffioxdties

has however recently been proposed by Chandrasekhar. This theory has

not yet reached a final form but it promises to prove completely satisfactory.

Chandrasekhar starts from the observational result that the emergent

flux of radiation in the chromospheric lines is not constant over the sun’s

surface but oscillates considerably about a mean value equal to the residual

intensity in the line used by Milne. Speotroheliograms taken in calcium

light indicate that the emergent flux varies from place to jjlace by a factor

of 2 or 3, the average distance on the sun’s surface between neighbouring

maxima being about 10,000 lun. If in conformity with Milne’s ideas we
assume that the mean emergent flux corresponds to full support, then

calcium ions over a hot spot will be accelerated upwards and over a cold

Pannekook and Minnaerfc, Verliand. d, Kon, Akad. «. Welen, Avislerdam, rol. 13, No. 6 (1028)

j

Menzel, Liek Obs. Publ. vol. 17, p. 1 (1931).

f MoCrea, MoniWj/ JVo/. 11,4.5. vol. 80, pp. 483, 718 (1029).
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spot accelerateddownwards,and from a oonsideration merely of dimensions

it follows that the velocity fluctuations so engendered will be of the order

Aj(Xg)i where A is the linear scale of the flux fluctuations over the surface. If

A = 6000 km., then = km./seo. This is ofthe correct order of magni-

tude. Following out these ideas Chandrasekhar has shown, with suitable

approximations, that the density distribution, though not strictly an

exponential function of the height, is not widely divergent from the ex-

ponential law suggested by the observations, and tliat the atoms should

actually possess the observed velocities.

We are still, however, far from a complete tlieory of the chromosphere.

The hydrogen chromosphere forexample stillpresents an unsolvedproblem.

For further information reference should be made to a recent discussion by

McCrea.*

* MoOrea, MMJihj NoU voL 06* p. 80 (1986).



CHAPTER XVI

APPLICATIONS TO STELLAR INTERIORS*

§16*1, JRosseland^s theorem. We shall start this chapter with some com-

ment on an application by Rosselandl of the theorems of §§ 15*2~'15‘26 to

the far interior of a star. He there discusses the effect of electrical fields on

the relative distribution of different elements izi the interior of a star, as wo
have done for atmospheres in the sections quoted.

It will be sufficient to consider the assembly of § 16«25, but we must now
use the general equations (1672), (1673) and (1674), since both gravitational

and electrical fields arise from the matter of the assembly itself. The point

made by Rosseland is that, if (1699) is satisfied, then the substitution

4- 1 -j- 1
(1779)

reduces all the exponential factors in the three distribution laws to the

coinmon value
j^ /vh-i'Vavh\

t/«+i
,.,..,( 1780 )

The equation for <j4 remains

VV = + W2(%)o+ ^3(^)0},

and the equation for ijj becomes

These two equations are consistent ar^ the relation (1779) is a possible

solution of the problem if the values of (7^1 )0 , (^2)0 , (%)o are suitably fixed,

that is if the ratio of the mass density and charge density at a particular

point has the correct value. The analysis of §§ 16*2-16*26 shows however

that in that simple case even if the initial condition is not satisfied the exact

solution approaches the corresponding particular one with extreme rapidity

,

and one may safely assume that it does so here too, In the interior of a star

therefore whose material consists of any number of mixed ions, if the

conditions (1699) equivalent to (1779) are satisfied for each pair, the gravi-

tational and electrostatic potentials will be everywhere in the ratio (1770)

and the constituents will be everywhere mixed in the same proportions. The
space variation common to all components is given by (1780).

Interesting conclusions could be drawn if this uniform constitution could

be established even in the restricted isothermal case. It is therefore neoes-

* I have to thank Dr Harfcreo for the numorioal calculations in this chapter,

t Rosseland, Monthly/ Not, vol. 84, p. 720 (1924).
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sary to examine ( 1 G9 9) with some care to see how closely it could bo satisfied

in a star. Since atoms are largely reduced to nuclei and free electrons, and

since the masses and charges of nuclei are Tory nearly proportional, it seems

at first sight as if (1699) would be very nearly satisfied for stellar material,

and Rossoland’s theorem might aj)ply. But the satisfaction is not exact.

For oxygen, ironandsilvernuclei, forexample,the values of(m^— TO3)/(ai + 1

)

are 1'78, 2*08, 2'25. In order to assort that the electrical forces really main-

tain the isothermal stellar material at a constant constitution, an almost

exact equality would bo required. We may conclude that this effect will very

much reduce the rate at winch the relative concentrations of the heavier

elements increase towards the centre, but on the stellar scale the concentra-

tion to the centre in an isothermal star would still be overwhelmingly great.

As we have said, further consideration of large scale effects is beyond our

scope, andwe pass on to the study ofthe properties of matter in equilibrium

at stellar temperatures and densities.

§ 16*2. Stellar material. In the radiative theory of the steady states of a

star the important quantity that must be provided by statistical theory is

the equation of state of the stellar material. The material consists ofatomic

ions and electrons in dissociative equilibrium, and the equations of Chapter

XIV permit this equilibrium state to bo calculated so long as the density is

not too high.

To a first approximation stellar material behaves like a perfect gas of that

number of constituents which is required by the dissociative equilibrium.

It is therefore customary to write its equation of state as the perfect gas

equation in terras of the teraperaturo, density and the mean molecular

weight p.. In the first instance this is. calculated from the number of atomic

ions and free electrons, but any corrections to the imessuro, for example for

electrostatic effects, can bo incorporated as corrections to the mean mole-

cular weight. It is this corrected moan molecular weight p* which is required

in stellar theory.

In addition to themoan molecular weight, the pulsation theory of Cepheid

variables requires a knowledge of the ratio y of the spooiflo heats of the

material together with the radiation it contains—or in other words of its

adiabatic curves in p, V coordinates.

Both p* and y can be derived at once from the formulae of statistical

theory given in Chaiiter xiv. The calculations however are somewhat

intricate and have not been completed on any reliable theoryf except for

f 3?airly oxtonsivo caloulations wore made by 11. IL li'owloL' and GuggonliDim^ Monthly

JR,AM, vol. 86, p. 039 (1026), using an oarlior loss aooui'ato vorsion of fcho theory . Tlioir roBulta have

boon uaod by Eddington, he, cU, cspooially § 180, to ohook tho nioro oloniontaiy approximations.

Tlio alterations made in their results for by fcho moro oxaot theory will fchoroforo bo noted lioro,
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n*, for which some results are given in this chapter. !FinaIly stellu-r theory

req[uires a calculation of the mean absorption coefficient of stellar material

in the state specified for the radiation passingthrough it, which is prnctioal ly

black body radiation of its own temperature. This calculation loads us far

afield into atomic theory and we shall not attempt to give it hero.

We will now summarize the formulae to be used, with the notation of

Chapter xiv:

T (

j-N\log
VG
N + 1

( FjP* 1 8n^hWT« 'F,

46oW k
I-4-" (17B1)

The electrostatic contribution YJk is not accurately known. Dobyo and

Hiickel’s theory (§§ 13'61, 14’4) gives

ij!- __±vZLf /W + S r ,(1782)

We have also, repeating former equations,

G{T)^2 (17H3)

W) = (1734J

u/{T)= ti7/+®T'’<+3(r+ 1)8«Q<'( ^

<2=1 C

V ' ia

iO
’

(3= 1-017 X 10«

X ( 178r>)

(1780)

We define a*, the average number of free electrons per atom of typo Z, by
the equation

(1787)

so that (1788)

The pressure is given by p^l'dWjdV, (1780)

the material (as opposed to the radiation) pressure by (1780) in whioli the
term arising from the radiative term crFr® in (1781) is omitted. Tlio density

f is given by
p-S.JfW/F.- (mO)

If the dependence ofF/ on V is ignored, so that the gas mixture is porfoot,
we should have

P
_BpT

.(1701)

where i? is the gas constant per mole and the chemical atomic weight.
As it is we have pm

(1792)

defining /i*.
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The equations of dissooiativo eqnilibrinm ai*o obtained by making d^F — 0

for all variation of the type

Si\r=SilfVM= -Siii;.^ = 8a. (1793)

If T, p and the ratios of the various Jiff’s are thou given (matter of given

chemioal constitution, temperature and density), the equations can be

solved completely,

The actual procedure is rather to assume values for N/V and T, and solve

by successive approximations. It must be remembered that Planclc^s

theory is only shown to give a valid approximation to B{T) so long as in all

oases the private oatohhig region of each ion is so largo that on its boundary
the potential energy of an electron due to the central nuoleua is small com-
pared with hT. This condition is (1662) in the simple case there considered.

It easily extends to

<hT,

which may be taken with sufficient aoouracy to be

(1794)

It must bo remembered also that ia not accurately given by (1782). Wo
have to oonolude at present that as soon as the terms arising from
become important in evaluating /x* the present theory ceases to bo reliable,

and, in view of Eddington’s discussioiijt that the elootrostatio oorreotion

is overestimated by (1782).

Eor simplicity in the actual calculations the equations of dissociative

equilibrium have been taken in their perfect gas form, ignoring the ofleot of

the variations on the n/{T), It is easily verified that the omitted factors

never differ much from unity; the greatest value they take is about 10®'^.

Therefore their omission can hardly affect seriously or give an undue bins

to the oaloulated values of jx*. It is not worth while including them until

wo have a proper tlieory of the elootrostatio ofteots,

Caloulations have so far been made only for stars composed ofiron which

are given below in Table 68, and are shown plotted in Fig. 77.

The first six columns in Table 68 need no comment. The seventh gives

the /i* of (1792). When wo apply (1789) to (1781) wo find

p « ^f{Nt S,.,>4*+ S,.J//F™ logw/)

.

Now the various terms in oorresj)ond to differoiit numbers of oxoited

electrons, and therefore y91og^//9F takes the simp)lo form

JScldingbon, loc, cU* § M‘4.

rsM 4^
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It follows that

and therefore that

h
* —
N + +W) + k*)

...(1796)

when eleotrostatio effects are neglected.

On inspection of these results we see that the values of n* seem to differ

in a rather irregular way (but not seriously) from the old results of Fowler

and Guggenheim except for the highest densities, whore the no^v values are

higher as they should bo. The irregular differences arise from a number of

partially compensating changes in the data and the theory i;sed, and are

not signifloant. It is satisfactory to record that the old values are not far

wrong at least for the more massive stara.

The control calculation with the estimated electrostatic correction has

only been made for one temijerature, but this is sufficient, for its importance

can be seen to depend almost entirely on the mass of the star, that is on

and hardly at all on T or p sopai’ately for given T^lp> The following

comments therefore apply sufficiently nearly to all temperatures. The

estimated correction becomes sensible (1^ per cent, in p.*) at a mass about

twenty times the sun’s mass, and has increased to 3^ per cent, for a mass

about 1'7 times the sun’s mass. The average number of highly excited

electrons per atom is here about 2*4, calculated of course neglecting the
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screening power of free electrons. Comparing p* and p' we soo that we have

reached a mass at which the number of highly excited electrons has an

appreciable effect on p*. For the reasons given we cannot claim that our

theory gives a reliable value for q (the true value being loss), so that we have
here reached the limit ofsafety; the next entries show that q and the electro-

static correction are beginning to increase rairidly. The electrostatic cor-

rection has however been overestimated by a factor of the order of three.

We may conclude that the values oi p* as calculated without oleotrostatic

corrections are sufficiently reliable down to masses twice the mass of the

sun. By a cancellation of neglected effects the values given for p* without
electrostatic correction are probably nearly correct down to masses equal
to the mass of the sun. Below that mass none of our oaloulations can bo
relied upon.

§ 16‘21. An approximate method for evahwting the mean molecular weight

of stellar material. The numerical results of the preceding section illustrate

the general principles involved in determming as accurately as possible the
mean molecular weight of stellar material at a speoifled temperature and
density, But in actual applications the chemical constitution of a star is

not known and it is therefore convenient to have some rough but ready
method which will yield rapidly sufficiently accurate results . Such a method
has been developed by Strbmgren.f

.
In this method the approximation made is to ignore differenoes between

the states of first and second Z-eleotrons, or between the states of any
of the i-eleotrons, etc., and to ignore the differenoes between the states
of i-electrons belonging to normal or excited configurations. Any atoinio
configuration is then specified sufficiently by the numbers
specifying the number of its K-, L-, M-, electrons. The energy of suoli
a state with a nucleus ofatomic number z may be talcen to be

where the ^’s are constants representing the moan ionization potentials of
the various shells, and the weight of the state by

When Pauli’s exclusion principle is aUowed for it is easy to verify tliat

= . ni* =./7 _ n
.... (1790)

Similar formffiae could be used to replace the weights given in Table 69.We next observe that the equations of dissociative equilibrium can bo
in 0 e 0 owmg form. We can consider the equilibrium between,

t B. Strdmgren, Zeit. f. Aatrophysih, vol. 4, p. 119 (1032), vol. 7, p. 222 (1033).
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atoms in the single conflgumtion for short («-) anti free elec-

trons and the corresponding bare nucleus which is here denoted by the

configuration (0,0,0,. .
. )
or (0). It is obvious that tho equation of dissociative

equilibrium then takes the form

>4/ “ yw') ^ ^

This equation embodies a general princqfie of considerable value. It shows

that dissociative equilibria can always be handled when, convenient as

between single states or single groups of states of all the systems concerned

instead of as between tho whole corpus of states.

Now in the jn-esent problem yF^{T) and both contain as com-

mon factor the'partition functioir for free particles ofmass m” in a volume F.

•Dropping these factors

X x x (1708)

It follows that

(1700)

The evaluation of the total number of bound electrons by this motliod.

will be sufficiently illustrated by tho oaloiilatioii of . Let

VO{T)^^'
(1800)

so that depends on only through tho factor It follows

that 00

- 8.v(l+a:y 8

'

The other shells give similar contributions. Quito generally wo see that the

number of bound electrons of principal quantum number n round a nuoleus

of atomic number « is o„a
ft ^

, ..,..,(1802)

N
It has boon convenient to follow Stroingren in this derivation in order to

show tho nature of the approximations involved. Wo now see by inspection

of (1802) that it is, as it must be, of the standard eleotronio form

Wf.

TTe^/r
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in which A has been evaluated from the density N/V of the classioal free

electrons.

Stromgren has used (1802) to compute the electrons retained by the

elements 0, Na, Mg, Si, K, Ca and Fe for* various values of T and VOiT)/N ,

considering only K-, L~ and ilf-electrons. Electrons if present in higher

orbits have important excluded volumes which cut down their ninnbors

and they can be entirely neglected without serious error. He assumed that

in the stellar material 0, (Na+Mg), Si, (IC+Ca), and Ee are present by

weight in the ratio 8 : 4 : 1 : 1 :

2

(“Russell’s Mixture”), and calculated the

number of free particles per unit mass ofthe mixture for variousvalues of T
and VG{T)IN. The following Table 69 summarizes his results. The unit

mass chosen is the mass of one hydrogen atom.

Table 69.

TM average number q offree particles per unit inass

[the mass of one hydrogen atom) of Bussell’s mixture.

logio^
iogto{VG(Tm

3 6 6 7 8 0

BQI 0-49 HUM
0-61 0-62 0-63 mmiHm

0-48 0-63 0'63 0‘64
7’0 0*44 0'60 0-63 0-64 0-64 0-64

iWHBHilmam 0-61 0-64 0-64 0-64 0-C4mam '0*47 0-61 0’53 0-64 0-64 0'64 0-64 0-64

WBm 0-47 0-61 0-63 O'64 0-64 0-64 0-64 0-64

TIio vahiG 0'64: is tlio limiting value for oomploto ionization for all tho atoms of tlio inixOuro.

The table can be used to determine /x* for matter which oontahia any
proportion of hydrogen and Russell’s mixture. If the jiroportiona are .i;

parts hydrogen and 1 —» parts mixture by weight, then

^ 2a!+g(l“a;)’
(1803)

In stellar applications p* is usually determined “astrophysioally” from
Eddington’s mass-luminosity-eifeotive temperature relation and (1803) is

then used to determine x. Stromgren and Eddingtont have both made such
calculations and found that according to this analysis there should be about
30 per cent, hydrogen by weight in the material of the sun, and a larger

percentage in more massive stars. Further discussion of these developmonts
lies outside the range of this monograph.

t Eddington, Monthly NoU vol* 92, p, 471 (1032).
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§16*3, Matter of great density: We have not yet investigated whether

matter of the densities and temperatures appearing in Table 68, or of still

greater densities, can really exist and still more behave approximately like

a gas of mixed dissociating constituents apj^roximately perfect. We have

omitted all mention of excluded volumes in the foregoing discussion* It is

these, and the fields of force arising from permanent electronic structures,

whioli will make the mixture depart from perfection^—in particular reduce

largely its very high compressibility* The highly excited electrons and the

electrostatic corrections do not have any such effect, and can bo ignored in

this connection.

A complete formulation of the problem might have started by assigning

to every possible type of electronic structure with its electrons in their

lo^vest or at least in tightly bound orbits a definite field of force—with

siiffioient accuracy an excluded volume, such that no part of any pair of

such excluded volumes may overlap* The characteristic function for such

an assembly can be written down to a first approximation, using §
8*6, It is

easy to see however that such elaboration is unnecessary, for the large

volumes of the more oomifiex electronic structures will make them occur

on the average still less often than in the assembly for which the calcula-

tions have been made, where their excluded volumes are all zero. If

therefore we take the simplified assembly for which tlie calculations have

boon made, estimate reliable excluded volumes for the dominant tightly

bound electronic structures, and show that such excluded volumes are

insignificant, the existence of matter at such densities with the properties

of a perfect gas will be established, and the foregoing procedure fully

Justified.

On examining the details of the oaloiilations it appears that the most

important surviving electronic structure contains two electrons only in

their normal orbits—that is helium-liko iron. Apart from the excess nuclear

charges which contribute only to the eleotrostatio correction (tlie complete

electrostatic correction increases the compressibility), wo may bo certain

that the helium-like iron ions will interact as if the radius of their excluded

volumes bore the same ratio to the radius of the excluded volume of two

ordinary helium atoms as do the radii of the corresponding Bohr orbits of

the two electrons.* Allowing for screening, the ratio of the radii of the

orbits ofholium-like iron and normal helium is about 1*7/26*7, The excluded

volumes for holium-like iron are therefore smaller than those of helium by

a factor (h7/26'7)» or, say, 1/(16)3*

For a gas of M helium-liko iron ions in a volume V and N
(
= 2d:Af)

* Tlio radius ofan orbit of tho old quantum theory is a rcliablo gnido to tUo position ofmaximum

density of olootrloity (tho important region) in quantum moohnnios.
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free eleotrons we shall have to a first' approximation an equation of

state

The electrons are practically without volume. The excluded volume for a

free electron and a core is and for two cores . It is perhai^s legitimate

to suppose that average. The ratio of the correcting term to

the main term is therefore nearly enough Mv^JV. In the same way the ratio

ofthe correcting term to the main term for normal helium is (say)
.

The excluded volumes affect the pressure of ordinary lielium gas by 1 per

cent, at a density of about 0*0043 gm,/o,c. The 1 per cent, correction will

therefore be reached in a gas ofheliumJike iron plus electrons at a density of

0*0043 x^x (15)3 X 4 :=840.

In two important respects Ave have probably underestimated the density

for a 1 per cent, correction in this calculation, The greater temperature ofthe

stellar material must diminish rather than increase corresponding excluded

volumes, and it is likely that the volume excluded to free electrons may not

be comparable with We may conclude that stellar material will in

general reach densities of the order of 1000 gm./o.o. or more before Ave find

any departures from the compressibility of a perfect gas duo to those pro-

perties of finite extension of the constituent systems which make the

ordinary gases of our experience imperfect.

Whether we can go further than this—to densities of 10,000 or 100,000

Avith the same oonij)res8ibility—^the theory Ave have developed is unable to

say, Such matter can only be discussed when we have a proper method of

including electrostatic effects and use the correct rermi-Dirao statistics for

the free eleotrons. Wo shall not attempt to introduce the electrostatic

corrections more accurately, but neglecting them sliall apply the Fermi-

Dirac statistics to stellar conditions. The effect of Paulies exclusion principle

undoubtedly dominates the properties of matter at very high densities such

as are met with in Avhite dwarf stars and controls their ultimate fate as

black dA7arfs^\ We shall take this opportunity therefore of deriving the

exact equation of state of matter of great density (degenerate matter)

allowing for the relativistic variation of mass Avith velocity,

§16*31. Assemblies of electrons with relativistic energies/ At extremely

great densities the equation of state of matter is entirely controlled by the

electron pressure; the contributions of the heavy nuclei can be entirely

ignored. We have already discussed electron assemblies obeying Fermi-

Dhao statistics in the region of degeneracy in § 2*73 and again in Chapter xi,

Avhen we used freely the formulae for such assemblies to build up the elec-
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tron theory of metals. In § 11'21 equation (1019) we gave the formula for

the electron pressure which we shall require here for stellar applioations,

~ 60 m \ n )

.(1804)

This formula was derived on the basis of Sohrodingor’s equation, and there-

fore assumes a non-relativistio relationship JS=yi**/2m between momentum
and kinetic energy E. For present jiurposes therefore, whore it will bo

necessary to consider also the more general relativistic relationship

( / 'll...® 1 :

E= mcH 1 -t- .(1806)

it will be convenient to obtain (1804) denovo by a slightly clifierent arrange-

ment of the arguments.

Consider an assembly ofN electrons in a volume F. The amount of six-

dimensional phase space available for an electron whoso momentum lies

between andp,„ in absolute value is then 47rFp*^d!2>* and the num-

ber of states available to such electrons is accordingly

(1800)

The generating function Tt can therefore be put in the form

which is easily reduced to (224) when E =!p**/2m. On using the relativistic

(1806) this can be put in the forms

|J(
jjl -I- „ic*) {E{E -t 2mc2)}l log(l + Ac-*/''*’) dE\ ( 1808)

=~ {E'^^mh‘^f E'\o%{l-\-\e-^^i'^'^)dE’ (1808-1)
^ J mo'*

In (1 808-1) E' is the total energy inoluding the rest energy md^ and in con-

sequence A has been differently defined.

From these formulae, with the help of the standard i-elationships

iV=A~, E^lcTnZjdT, p=kTdZldV,
UA

all the details of statistical equilibrium with relativistic energies can be

derived. For example using (1807) we have the formulae

SttF P pMf’^dih

¥ Jo l+c"/*'7A’
(1809)

^-7 „ 8ff f” p»°(9'g/c!P»)#H.
1cT~

’

^“3A»Jo l+e®/''^/A
(1809-1)
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§16*33. Classical assemblies of relativistic dectrons.li Wo pftuso foi* a

moment to obtain the limiting forms taken by these foi'innhie when tlie

assembly is still classical and the exclusion principle can bo ignored but not

the relativistic variation of mass with velocity, This will oocur at toinpora'

tures sufficiently high. We tlieii can simplify (1808*1) to

J,„c«

and by the substitution J5'=»ic^oo8h/Lt to

87rP%_^
J

ainh®/x ooshyLtd/A.

This can be expressed in terms of the Bessel function KA^’) form:f

_ Stt-FwVA
{ j_,

[mc^\ («tc®\

)

W~~ t
j ~

'Iwj J

• (1810)

The case of interest to us is when JcT^mc^i in the other limiting oaso

mc^^hT the relativistic effects can be ignored and tho formulae reduce to

those ofthe ordinary classical assembly. Eitherfrom ( 1 8 1 0) or more directly

by neglecting mc^ in (1808) we then obtain

167rF/c*T»
(i«n)

The coefficient ofA in (1810) is the relativistic form of tho ordinary partition

function and (1811) shows its limiting form for exceedingly high temper-

atures.

§16*33. The eqmiion of state of completely degenerate matter. When 2'->0

the factor l/(l -t-e®**'/A) tends to 0 or 1; its limit is unity when p*
otherwise zero, being fixed by tho condition that (1809) then gives tho
correct value of N. The limiting formulae ore therefore §

(1812)

Stt

(1814)

t See Jiittner, Ann, d, Phjaik yol 34, p. 860 (19U); ZciL f, Phi/aik, vol. 47, p. 642 (1028).

t See Watson, Pmel Functioiia, p, 181, Cambridge (1022).

§ These formulae oan bo derived in an entirely olomontary way from (1800) and tho ooncUtlon
that when 3^ 0 the lowest N states are all full and tho rest empty, Tho prossuro is then givon
the rate of transport of momentum across any intorfaoo in, tJio asaoiul^ly wliloli oaii bo onloulatod
aa one-third of the int6g:ral of (tho number of electrons with momontiim botwcon and x dp*)
X (p*) X (tbo velocity of these olootrons ( =3^/9p^)).
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Prom (1813) and (1814) it folIoAva that

= (1815)

If the relativistic mass-variation with velocity is neglected so that

(1815) becomes

Combining this with (1812) we reobtain (1804). In stellar applications to

the theory ofwhite dwarfs one assumes that the matter is sufflciently dense

and cool for (1804) to bo a valid apiJroximation. The equation ofstate of the

material is then „ *
(1816)

where
TT / 3y^

^ 60 \i7/ in{fA.*mji)^

9-89 xlO^^
(1817)

In (1817) /a* is again the mean molecular weight of the stellar matei’ial on

the chemical scale and iriu the mass in grams of a conventional hydrogen

atom of atomic weight unity. We have used the relation p = (NjV)
which agrees with ja* defined in (1796) only if the electrons are much more

numerous tlian the nuclei. In other cases it defines p*.

For matter in this completely condensed state a simiile estimate shows

that the negative potential energy is very roughly equal tof 8-9 x lO^^p^,

while from (1814) the total kinetic energy of the assembly is roughly

4-2 X lO’-^pi Comparing these two estimates we see that for matter of the

density occurring in the white dwarfs, about 10®gm./o.c., the total kinetic

energy is about twice the negative potential energy. This fact removes a

difficulty, originally pointed out by Eddington, tliat on classical statistics

dense matter would ultimately contain far less energy tlian the same matter

expanded in the form of atoms at rest at great separations. But if the

dense matter behaves according to the theory here given, a sample ex-

tracted from a star could reconstruct itselfas an expanded gas at a veryhigh

temperature.

§16’34 Rdativistia degeneracy. We will now consider the exact form of

the degenerate equation of state allowing for the variation of mass with

velocity. On substituting (1806) in (1813) we have

^

~

Zmh^ Jo (
1 -hPii?jm?e

^)^

'

(1818)

t ll, H. I'owlor, Monthly Not, JIAM, voh 87, p. 114 (1020), Tho inclox of/) must bo on almost

any view of (lonso matter, Tho actual proportionality oonataiit hero given is uncertain and likely

to bo ovorcstimatccl.
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This can be integrated in the form

3/1®

where /(a;)=a:{2a-®-3)(a;«+ l)*+ 3aro8inha-.

The parameter x is fixed by the equations

JV „

/>= i>

which yield />= 9'886xl0®

The function /(a') has been tabulated by Chandrasekhar.t

(1819)

(1820)

(1821)

(1822)

From (1820) it follows that as a:->-0

(1823)

wliile as a;->00 /(a;) 2a;^, (1824)

Hence as a? co

or P'^KqP^} (1825)

where

Comparing (1817) and (1826) we see that these limiting forms of the exact

equation of state yield the same value for the pressure for a doneity p'

given by / /r \ 3

= ==1.9x10V*. (i827)

We infer that for densities greater than 10® the relativistic eifoots bocomo
imj)ortant.

IHnally it is worth noticing that the setting in of relativistio degoiioraoy

does not revive any difficulties of the nature of that disoiissed in § 16* 33.

This is clear on comparing (1826), which also gives the kinetio energy, with

the estimated negative potential energy 8'9xl0iV*- The total kinetic

energy is more than ten times the negative potential energy,

The equations of state of degenerate matter here discussed have boon
applied to the theory of stellar structures particularly by MilneJ and CJian-

drasekhar,§ but such apj)lioations lie outside the scope of this monograph*||

t Oliandrasekhar, Monthl^.NoU M.AM, vol, 96, p. 226 (1086), Suoh oaloiilations wore grafc 'inado
by Stoner, Monthli/ NoL M,AM, vol, 91, p, 444 (1931), bub loss aoourafcoly and loss oxtonaivoly.

t Milne, Monthly Not. vol, 91, p, 4 (1931), vol, 92, p. 610 (1032).

§ Chandrasekhar, Monthly Not. E,A,S. vol. 96, p, 821 (1936),

!l Ifc has recently been contended by Eddington, Monthly Not. vol, 06, p. 104 (1936),
that (1806) is invalid and does not apply to an electron in any stationary state in an onolosuro,
but only to electrons represented by progrossivo waves. If his contentions are ooiToofc bhen the
formulae derived from (1806) are meaningless and wo must always use formulae derived from
N=:p^'^j2in (i,e, Sohrfidingor’s oq^iiation) for elootrons ropresontocl by standing wavoa In an

. enclosure.
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§ 16'4. Assemblies of electrons andpositive dectrons. It is now certain that

a quantum of radiation of suliioiently high frequency on interaction with

matter, or even two quanta interacting with eaolx other, can bo converted

into a pair of positive and negative electrons, and conversely that a pair of

positive and negative electrons can he annihilated, emitting in the i)roces8

one or two quanta of radiation. The minimum energy required to create a

jmir is 2md and such effects will therefore only occur with a frequency to

make the pairs significant for the equilibrium properties of the asseinhly at

temiieratures of the order 2mc^jk, that is degrees. But at suoh tem-

peratures, if they anywhere exist, the number of ordinary electrons is no

longer fixed, but only the excess of the number of ordinary electrons over

the number of positives. The modified equilibria so established can be

calculated at once by a simple extension of the usual method.

Lot 6,. bo the energies of the states of an electron and 2mo^+rfr those for

a positive electron. Lot N be the number of electrons when there are no

positives, and the energy zero bo taken to be the state in which there are

no positives and the N electrons are all in then* lowest state. The electrons

and positive electrons each obey the Forrai-Dirao statistics. We therefore

form the generating function

n,. (1 n,. ,

and can see at once that the total number of complexions is given by the

coefficient of a;V. Thus

...(1828 )

The necessary extensions of the usual theorems to integrands of this typo

which have an essential singularity at the origin are easily made. It then

follows that, if and hf,. are the average numbers of ordinary and positive

electrons present in the assembly,

W_= Ag^Il,.log(l + Ae“*'-/*'*'), (1829)

i^==---A^S,log(l + c-^®“’i-’lrWW^^ (1830)

A being determined by the condition that

N_-K,^N. (1881)

From these equations any desired formulae can bo obtained. We shall

bo content to discuss here the classical limit since the temperature is so
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liigh before is sensible that degeneracy is imlilcely to have set in. In that

case, if we ignore the variation of mass with velocity,

r=AS!i^2l', .,.(,8321

SO that the nnmber of pairs is determined by the reaction isochore

^^333 ,

The pressure is given by the obvious equation^= {N^ + kTjV which can
easily be reduced to

2>=

.

(1834)

The pressure is always greater than, and on these aj^proximations tends at

high temperatures asymptotically to, the value

Pi
_4(&7m)^ »

± ;j3
« rnd^IkT

....(1836)

At these high temperatures however the neglect of the variation of mass

with velocity is hai'dly justified, and the limiting form will he better repre-

sented by taking the partition function from (1811) and so using

167rFA®2’®/c%® in place of 2{2TtmkT)^V}h^. The argument is otherwise

unaltered. We then find

N.yN_

72

2667r2FT«

c«7t«
(1836)

F± =
i2Tr¥T^

cW
^--vic^ikT

(1837)

The pressure may be regarded as the unavoidable material pressure

in an assembly due to the creation of pairs. It is interesting to compare it

with the ordinary radiationpressure at various temperatures. Themaximum
value of the ratio p±lpji according to (1836) occurs at a temperature of

about 4 X 10® and is then only 10“^. The value ofjpj. according to (1837) can

he larger. Inserting numerical values into (1837) and (332) we have

p± = 4-66 X lO-ieTifl-S'Oix lovr, 2-63 X 10-“^^

Thnspi-lpji tends to the limit 1-8 x 10"^ as T-^ 00, and is otherwise always

smaller.

Though these pressures are ahvays trivial compared with the radiation

pressure, the actual electron densities that they represent are still very high.

When T ~mc^jk~ 6 x 10® the material pair density mp^fkT reaches values

between 10® and 10*. Interesting speculations based on this result have
been made by Heitler.*

* Hoitler, Proo, Gamb, Phil, Soc, vol, 31, p. 243 (1936).
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§16*6. Assemblies in which nuclear transformations can occur and reach

eqtdlibrium. It is now recognized that, provided the necessary energy con-

ditions are satisfied, very large mimbors of nuclear transformations can

occur, BO much so that wemay conclude that, given time, nuclei could attain

relative concentrations in equilibrium. It is still doubtful whether nuclei

should be regarded as composed solely ofprotons and neutrons and whether

those are independent particles or slioukl be regarded as capable of trans-

formation into each other with the omission ofpositive or negative electrons.

But these doubts concern mainly the mechanisms by which equilibrium is

reached. AVhatover the ultimate constituents of nuclei may be, an analysis

into protons and neutrons or protons and electrons will equally enable us to

study conveniently the statisticftl equilibrium of an assembly of nuclei.

Wo shall adopt here an analysis into protons and neutrons as likely to be

closer to the truth than any other.

Discussions of such assemblies with transmutation obviously provide a

basis for an equilibrium theory of the abundance of the elements and

calculations of this kind have been made in some detail by Sterne,* We
shall give a brief sketcli of this work without intending to imply that the

actual abundances ofthe elements in terrestrial or stellar matter must corre-

spond to equilibrium abundances under some particular conditions. Indeed,

since we believe for good reasons that hydrogen is tlie dominant constituent

of stellar matter, it is pali)able that such matter is not now and probably

never lias been in an equilibrium state for nuclear transformations, though

it may bo on its way thither. On the other hand we shall be able to draw

some conclusions which may have signifioanco for the abundances observed

in the earth^s crust and in meteorites.

Let us consider then an assembly of protons, neutrons and various com-

posite nuclei. The electrons necessary to neutralize tlio assembly are present

but need not bo referred to explicitly. The protons and neutrons obey separ-

ately the Fermi-Dirac statistics; nuoloi of odd mass number (odd total

number of protons and neutrons) obey the same statistics, and nuclei of

even mass number the Einstein-Boso. Wo take the state of zero energy of

the assembly to be that in which all tlie nuclei are comjfiotely dis-

sociated into protons and neutrons at rest in their lowest states. TJio energy

of formation of a composite nucleus of rest mass
,
that is its energy

in its lowest state relative to the defined energy zero, is then given by

Ill this formulation c is the velocity of light, and are tlio rest masses

of the proton and the neutron, which it is sufficiently accurate to equate,

Zg and Ng are the numbers of protons and neutrons in the nucleus respeo-

Stomo, Monthly NoL Jl,A.S. vol, 03, p. 730 (1033),
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tiyely It than follows by the usual arguments that, if and are

the average numbers of free protons, free neutrons and nuclei of type s in

the assembly,

X;=,,^S,.log(l + ^c-r/*=r)^

where (1838)

The upper signs refer to nuclei of odd, the lower to even mass number, and

the enumerate the kinetic energies of the states of motion of the various

systems, the least possible value being zero for each system. Using those

equations and given total numbers ofprotons and neutrons, the equilibrium

concentrations can be calculated in any given case, We shall not however

give any such calculations, since the most interesting oonsequenoes of

these equations are qualitative.

Equation (1838) may be written in the form

T\(igti,= Z^{T\og'i})-\-N,{T\og0 +i^a) nij,* - m*],

^Z,{Tlog-o) + N,(TlogO +^iZ,+N,) (/^-A).

(1839)

In the form (1839)/^ o-ucl/j “-i*® Aston’s packing fractions. They are so

defined that for any atomf of mass JWj* on the scale 0“ = 16,

m/= (2, + Ar,)(l + 10-«‘A).

We observe further that each pair ofvariables X^, and tj, and ^ ,
Xg and /a,

increase together and that for even nuclei, when the lower signs are taken,

Xg-^co os 1, so that jUg < 1.

We can gain valuable information by using T log i) ( = as) and T log l{ = y)

as cartesian coordinates and drawing the “ abundance lines
”

+ + = 0 ......(1840)

for all even nuclei. Since <1 only points below and to the left of all these

abundance lines represent possible states of the assembly. Moreover when
the representative point (a;, y) moves towards the abundance lines, the

assembly must consist almost solely of that even element whose abundance

line is first approached by the representative point. Fig. 78 shows that this

t In an expression such as wo need not distinguish between nuolear and
atomic masses.
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lino can belong to light, heavy or medium elements in various regions of the

diagram. In the central region that abundance line is first approached for

which the j^orpendioular distance from the origin

•^a'b Ng , . _ jf \

is greatest. Since -b Ng)j{Z^ + is never greatly different from ^2 for

nuclei of even mass number, this jjerpendicular is greatest for that niioleus

for which /j,
— is greatest or for which the packing fraction f^ reaches its

greatest negative value. This occurs for iron or among the nuclei of the iron

group. It is possible therefore to find conditions—^very extreme conditions

it is true—^for which the nuclear equilibrium is one in wliioh the nuclei of

the iron group are in great excess as they are in fact in iron meteorites and

perhaps the earth’s core.

Jig. 78. Abundftiioo lliioB for olomonta of ovon mass numbor.

No such effect can occur under conditions for which classioal statistics

are sufficiently accurate. For then the concentration is roifghly pro-

portional to fig and that nucleus is dominant for which

ZgX+ Ngy+~l^(Zg + Ng){f,,~fg)

has tho least negativo value, Houghly speaking this is that nuoloiis for which

^(Zg+NgHU-fg)

has the greatest value or that nucleus which has tlio greatest mass defect-

nuclei from the neighbourhood of tin. Wo know of no matter for which a

maximum abundance is realized in tliis region,

FSM 12



CHAPTER XVII

MECHANISMS OF INTERACTION. COLLISION PROCESSES

§17*1, The nature of the equilibrium state. We have pointed out in the

introductory chapter that the Eqtiilibrium Theory of Statistical Mechanics

is essentially of a thermodjmainio nature. Its laws are independent of all

mechanisms of interaction. It has merely to be supposed that the necessary

interactions can occur. It is only when we begin to discuss the far more

difficult theory of (non-equilibrium) steady states of flow that the actual

laws of the mechanisms acting become relevant, or can bo deduced from the

experimental facts. It was also pointed out that the laws of equilibrium,

being thus in some sense universal, must be conformed to by the laws of any

mechanism. The actual details of the laws of interaction between molecular

systems and between such systems and radiation are in general no longer

obscure, being given by theoretically straightforward applications of

quantum mechanics. But such applications are often too difficult or tedious

to carry through in practice. Statistical mechanics can still help towards

the development of the theory of steady states by analysing carefully the

restrictions thatitslaws imposeonthe laws ofinteraction, so as to leave vague

for further calculation as little as possible in these laws. This is valuable help

,

and this chapter gives an account of such help as can thus bo given to the

study of the laws of interaction by collision in assemblies of perfect gases, or

between perfect gases and solid walls. The laws ofinteraction with radiation

are treated in Chapter xix. The treatment is primarily classical, but the

modifications of form required by Eermi-Dkao or Einstein-Bose statistics

are noted at the appropriate places. Quantum mechanics introduces no

modification of principle into this field.

In the olassioal kinetic theory the laws of interaction of structureless

molecules are all that interestus
;
we visualize molecular encounters as purely

conservative collisions either of elastic spheres or point centres of force.

This conception has of course long proved fruitful in the study of transport

phenomena initiated by the work of Maxwell. By way of introduction to

this chapter we shall present the olassioal theorems of Maxwell and Boltz-

mann, including the latter’s famous //-theorem, from this slightly unusual

angle.

In the equilibrium state of a classical perfect gas the positions and

velooities of each set of moleoules satisfy Maxwell’s law. The distribution

function for any one set is, let us say,

f{u,u^io)dudvdv} .....,(1842)
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per unit volume, and the funotion/must be the same whatever the mechanism

by which it is set up. This is the position at which wo are loft by the general

meohanisuiless equilibrium theory. It romahis to oxaniino whether the usual

mechanism of classical conservative collisions is a possible mechanism which

will preserve (1842). Now if a certain typo of collision between molooules 1

and 2 with velocities toi and % transforms these into

Wi^ and then the number ofsuch collisions per unit volume per

unit time is
fJ^dUi...dw^Vpdpdi/>. (1843)

111 this expression V is the relative velocity of the tivo moleoules before the

encounter begins, andp and ^ are polar coordinates, in a plane tlu’ougli one

molooule normal to the direction of V, wbich define the position ofthe initial

asyinjitote of the necessary relative orbit. The symbol fi is short for

oto. These collisions all destroy molecules of velocities

and 1*2 , i>a , Wj and create moleoules ofvelocities and i*2*> i>a

Conversely, since any conservative orbit can also be travelled in the reverse

sense there are a set of reverse collisions, in number

f\^S *dU)^ ,,.dv}^V*p*dp*d\j>*i (1844)

which destroy molecules ofvelocities it^*, %*, Wj* and %*, 1^2*, and create

moleoules of velocities Wi and itg, «2 > The relation between (1848)

and (1844) can be simplified. By applying Liouvillo’s theorem to the

element of phase space of the conservative system formed by the two

moleoules we find that

dUi,.,dw2Vpdpdt/j-dv,j* ...dWci*V*p*dp*d>p*. .,.(1846)f

The proposed collision mechanism will therefore certainly oonsorve the

equilibrium state if this requires that

(1846)

a relation equivalent to Maxwell’s law. Since equation (1846) is a sulii-

oient condition for the preservation of equilibrium, the classical collision

mechanism is therefore a possible moohanism which oan act and in'oaorve

the equilibrium state, a oonolusion which was of course sulRoiently obvious

withmxt oaloulation.

§ 17*11 . Detailed balancing. It is importairt to observe that equation

(1846) has far wider imjjlioations than we have just drawn, for it asserts

that there is a detailed balancing of all the individual types of collision wluoh

oan be specified by the velocity exchanges as above. Aooording to (1840)

exactly the same number of collisions of any one typo and of the oorre-

t Since the Byatoma are oonsorvatlvo wo have also Y= F*. If fcho rolafelvo orbit is doaoribod

uiidor a central force ami bo is piano and aymmetrioal about the apao d^p^dp*.
TluiB in this fllmplo cose dui dw^^dui* ... dw^^. "

43-3
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sponding reverse type must occur per unit volume per second. This condition

ofdetailed balancing is naturally sufficient forthe ofeqziilibmimt

but asserts (at least at first sight) far more than is asserted by the more

requirement that equilibrium is preserved. It does not necessarily follu'w

without further investigation that detailed balancing is also 7iece8sary and

therefore equivalent to the demand for the preservation of equilibrium. On
certain assumptions however it is possible to prove this equivalence for the

classical collision mechanism and the proof, given in §17-2, oonstitutOH

Boltzmann’s if-theorem. Thus for the particular mechanism of classical

conservative collisions under central forces the two requirements of

() Detailed balancing

y

() Preservation of equilibrium
are equivalent,

For other mechanisms it is not always possible to prove this oquivalonco,

and in fact examples are known for which condition (6) is dofiiiitoly loss

restrictive than condition (a). The study of particular mechanisms in this

way has in the past been a study of considerable importance by which much
light was thrown on the laws of particular mechanisms before their funda-
mental properties were properly understood througli tlio dovolopmont of
quantum mechanics. We now know that all mechanisms ofinteraction confowi
to the requirement of detailed balancing. This is guaranteed by tlio Hormitian
character of all interaction matrices in quantum mechanics, 'ifho frequency
of transition from a state r to a state s is governed by a factor of the form
\Vr,\\ where 7 is a certain matrix and the term in its rfch row and ^fch

column. The frequency of the reverse transition differs only by containing
the factor and for Hermitian matrices these factors are always equal.

In spite of the fact that we now know that all mechanisms conform to
detailed balancing and know so much more about mechanisms in general
thanks to quantum mechanics, it is stillnotwithoutvalue to study particular
mechanisms from the statistical point of view without appeal to quantum
mechanics. One can in this way better than in any other obtain a deep
insight into the nature of the equilibrium state. We shall analyse particular
mechamsmskeepingbothrequhementsin mind, in order to seewhen require-
meiits (a) and (6) are or are not equivalent from the statistical point of view.

Untt^ mechanisms.
^

classical kinetic theory moleoulos aro
structureless. In the extensions now required their electronic structure

evant and in general more than one mechanism may be causing
a specified change of state in any system. The question then presents itself

iTiPPhntr™
^ discuss separately the effects of the separate

sms. The arguments that follow are those of the classical radiation
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theory. Sui^pose we have a system X wMoh can undergo a specified change

by interaction witli other systems Y or Z, Supi^osewo can effectively change

the conoontrationa [F] and [Z] independently of each other, of [X] and of

the temporatiiro, This will be the case if Y and Z are separable in the equi-

librium state from each other and from X. They will be so separable for

example if they refer to different atoms, but not if they refer to different

states of the same atom. Interactions between X and Y and X and Z will

then certainly occur with unconnected frequencies. This still applies if Y
moans the temperature radiation in the assembly, with the proviso that then

the “ concentration*'—^the density of the radiation—cannot be varied in

equilibrium independently of the temperature. Let Py be the frequency

with which (X, Y) interactions occur per unit volume at unit concentrations,

converting X from a state 1 to a state 2, and Qy bo the corresponding fre-

quency of the reverse process, for an assembly in full statistical equilibrium.

Wo consider now only an assembly of effectively perfect gases, and suppose

that the systems are distributed entirely indef)endently of each other, in

accordance with the ideas of classical statistical mechanics. TJien wo see

that for equilibrium we must have

[zj{P,,a+[yj^V+[2]P^+...+[r?Pn'+...+[r][2;]Pr;,+...

+ [r]^y,raa+.-}

==[-S:2]R«ci + m<2y + [^]<?^+..--l-[y?<3Fr+- + mm<3yy-h...

HY]Qr,ua+ ->^}- (1847 )

We have here allowed for all sorfca of interactions, radiative, simple and

multiple collision processes, and mixed radiative and collision processes.

Now so long as [ 7], . are independent variables, and there is a imicine

equilibrium relationship between [X^] and [Xj], this equation hasimportant

oonseqiionces. Ifthe ratio [Xj]/[X2] is independent of [7], [Z], . , . and so is

a function of the temperature only, then

^rad _ ~h ^r.rnd ?.raa _
^rad ^X+ ^X.rnd

Pyr_ _ ^yjt

Qyy Qyx
(
1848

)

The offeots of plain interactions by collision between X and 7 and intor-

aotion by collision aocomiianied by the absorption or omission of radiation

cannot be seiiaratod, and such terms really oocur in every fraction, Apart

from this however wo see that the ratio of the froquenoios of each separate

process and its reverse 2)rocess must bo equal to a definite funotiou of the

temperature [Xj]/[X2]. The process and its reverse are inseparable and form

together what we may call a unit mechanism. We oan go still further than
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this later. For the present we can be content to not© the indopondenoe of

the different processes, whose laws therefore can be separately annlyaod.

If the change from to is one of dissociation, the arguments are the

same, though the form is a little different. Suppose for exami^lo tliat A''i

dissociates into X2 and F. Then is a function of tlie tempora*

ture only, and we have

0 0 _ Piail _ Py 't Pr.raci „
Qm 0^+ 62,rad QY+ QY,rM ^ri’ + ^yr.rad

?2+ .?^,raa _ _[A2][F] nMftl
~QYz + QYZ.,»a [AJ

* ^ ^

Thus, naturally enough, no process in which no F is concerned oan malce up

an Xi from an X^ • The Q'a of all such processes must vanish. More generally

every process must pair off with a reverse process in which one more .F is

concerned—the F in fact which is to be caught by the X^ to make it into

an Xi , The pairing off is therefore such that it is possible as a dynaniioni

reversal ofthe origmal process, and the lews for such pairs can in general bo

discussed separately.

No difference is made in these conclusions bythe requirements ofBinstoin >

Bose or Fermi-Dirac statistics. The number of transitions by X's from state

1 to state 2 under tlie influence of radiation for example is then no longer

[AiJPrad but depends on the number of systems already in the state 2 and
in particular must vanish in the Fermi-Dirac statistics when tho state 2 is

full. The number of transitions must be now assumed to bo

[AJP.aa{A±M.
where Ag is a constant defining the number of distinct states in tiro grouj) 2j

the + sign refers to the Einstein-Bose and the - to Fermi-Du*ao statistics.

The number of reverse transitions is similarly now
The same extra factors occur for all types oftransition, and equations (1848)

. are replaced by

J^rad

_

Py+ Py, rfld ^z+ ix.rad ~?IX~ i
Grad Qy+Qy.t^ Qz-^Qz,t^<X QYY^‘"~QYx'~{Xf\l{Aj,±[X^]}'

( 1860)

From these equations all the same conclusions oan be drawn.
It remains impossible by these general arguments to separate the offoota

of, for example, two different states of the same atom, and theso must bo
considered together in any further analysis. We have however shown that
it follows merely from the assumption of a unique equilibrium state that
the laws of interaction between any molecule and radiation or any moleoulo
and any other group of atoms or molecules must lead separately to the laws
of statistical equihbriura. The precise /orm (1848)-(1860) in which theae
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conclusions are embodied are those for perfect gases, Tliere are analogous

forms for the interaction of solids and gases wliieh we shall also disousB. The

conclusions can be extended in slightly different forms to imi)orfect gases,

but these we shall not discuss here.

§17*2. The numbers ofclassical collisions ofgiven type in a gas , The gono]:al

form ofthe mimber of collisions ofa given typo per unit volume per unit time

has already been given in (1842). To derive it we recall fidu^dv^dw^y

which we shall here contract tofido^, is the number of molecules ofthe first

type in unit volume at any time, and near each of thorn there is a volume

Vpdpdiji in which the centre of the molecule of the second typo must lie in

order to effect contact within the specified time. The number of such

molecules isf^do^ per unit volume; hence the formula. For elastic spheres of

diameter o-, if 0 is the angle between V and the lino ofcentres at collision, we
have ^^ersinO and dp — oroQii$dO, The element pdpdijj can then be oon-

voniontly replaced by

where is an element of solid angle about a direction specifying the line

of centres at the instant of collision. The number of collisions then booomes

/i/ao-^F 0OB6dOido2;d£i. (1851)

This IS the number of collisions which destroy a jiair of moleoulos

and Vg, W2 and create a pair and ^2 *, Since

doido^—doi^do^'^ and = the corresponding number of reverse

collisions creating a pair and% , ^2 > ^2 destroying

and Wa* is
cos 0dOj_do^dCi. (1852)

In those collisions the velocities after oollision ai'O given in torins of the

velocities before and the direction cosines of the line of centres by the

equations
?t^>i'=«i + ?Foos<l, Ut*=^tt^-lVco»0, \

Vj*=Vi + mVoo8 0, — ao^QA

iOj*^Wi+nVoo8 0, w^*=sw^~nV oobO^ ’ (1863)

P= («2- (%- (Wa- Wi)2,

Foos^l= Z(^^2—%)+«i(U2— «'i) + »(t«a~^^i)* J
'

We shall confine attention in this section to properties of the equilibrium

state deduciblo from (1861) when/has Maxwell’s form

(1864)

and V is the molecular density. The number of collisions per unit volume per

unit time in which the relative velocity lies between F and F+dF is an
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important quantity. If the velocity of the oentro of gravity of the pair is

U, V, W, and the velocity of 2 relative to 1 is then

U= |(Mj+«3), etc.

Ifwe transform (1861) to these new variables, we find

im(%HV+V)+ i»»(V+W2’'+ w(Ua-|- V2+ W2) + ImV^,
and the niiinber of collisions of the specified type is

008 da ( 1 866)

If we integx’ate tliis for all values of tlxo motion of the cejxtre of grfi/Vifcy of
the system, whioli is always unimportant in questions of oollisions, wo find

cos Od^dr)dtdCi ( 1850)

If we express the relative velocity in spherical polar coordinates V, 0, (j»,

with the direction of the line of centres for axis, wo find

''*(47^) (1857)

Por a given direction of the lino of centres 6 can range from 0 to 1 tt, and <J

from 0 to 2it, and - --
Ntt r2i7

sindoos^d0d(;J=s7r

The direction of the line of centres can then range over the wholo sphere,
nt every collision is then counted twice over, since every collision is

counted separately with the molecules interchanged. Dividing by 2 to
correct for this, we find the total number of collisions per unit volume perumt time, with relative velocity between V and F+dF, to be

(18M)

o JittkTy
"‘^1“^)' (iseo)

We Shan require also eimilar (otmulae for ooIIwom of iinlfto molooutes

^::Zo=-
<’’l3= i(o'j + Oj),

a ia Mplaoed by the fo„„ of ( 1861 ) is then sail valid. lire reduction to
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the motion of the centre of gravity and the relative motion now however

requires the equations

(jwi + TO2) ^ + WgMj , I= ,
etc.

In these variables do^do2 =d\JdN

W + '>^1 + + vf-+ w^) = \{mi + »»2) + W“)

+l.Ma.7a.
''2wi + ma

Formirla (1866) is therefore replaced by
1 viiiHi

e '^«h+nJ‘"‘^a^^iycoaOd^dr]didQ^, (1860)

'ct)

2vii/a«Ji2=

e v^nv (1861)

.(1862)

y^Ttlmi + m^lcT

and formula (1868) by

Since the molecules are now distinct, collisions are not ooimted twice over

as before. The total number of collisions is now
’

27r(??ti+W2)^^]^

. ~»V% J

*’

It is frequently convenient in aiq)lications to rewrite (1864), (1868) and

(1861) in terras of kinetic energy, or kinetic energy of the relative motion.

If we write
-Jm(M®+ + zv^) =

then Maxwell’s law for the number of molecules per unit volume with

kinetic energy between y and y+ dy becomes

(i8«3)

This will frequently be written /«.(»;) and the molecules with this kinetic

energy will bo called ij-moleoulos. Similarly, if

the number of collisions i)er unit volume per unit time in which the kinetic

energy of the relative motion lies botAvoen r/ and y -l-dy is

.(1804)

If
^ T/a-^

the number of collisions between molecules of different types per unit

volume per unit time in Avhioh the kinetic energy of the relative motion

lies betAVoon ij and ij i-dij is

{IcT)^ \ Wimj J
' '' (1866)
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§17*3* Boltzmann^a fPtheorem for a simple gaa. Wo liavo oxamhiod in

§ 17* II the logioal position of this famous theorem in tl\e equilibrium theory
as here developed. We may enunciate it most satisfactorily thus

:

T/ieorem 17*3. Bolizmann^s H-theorem, In an assembly of perfect gnses^

in which the only interactions between the systems are conscYvalivc collisions

with cenf/ral forces, the preaewation of an equiUbriwn stale requires detailed

balancing.

Since detailed balancing (/i/2 =/x*/2*)> which is equivalent to MaxwoIPa
lavr, obviously preserv^es the equilibrium state, the theorem tolle m that
detailed balancing, Maxwelha law and the prosorvation of an ocjiiilibrium
state are in the case of this mechanism all equivalent. Tlio idea of Bolta-
mann s proof is of course to construct a function II (practically the ontropy)
whose constancy requires detailed balancing. Wo start with the ftiniplosb
case of a gas of a single kind ofhard elastic spherical molooulo of diameter cr

in the absence of external fields.

For suoh a gas / oan bo changed only by nioleoiilar colli8ion8,t no fchat wo
can combine (1861) and (1862) and integrate over all tho volodtiofi of tlio
second molecule to give its time variation in the form

oos^dOsdQ (1800)

The integrand is considered to be expressed as a function of to. bymeans of equations (1863).
> a ".X

It wdl be observed that it is essential to the argument that tho samo

In r “aullitatam iboory,to dBoWBrans whioJi seek to avoid the me of tho goiiorol thoray It bMomosa necessary explicit assumption.
^

Consider now the function

H. ffiHAdoi,

an

(1807)

JJJ ^ ^ ^ ** ~Afi) ^cos 0 doido.dQ, .(1808)
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But it is equally true that

//=J/3log/a<?Oa,

and that Voosddo^d^l-

oombiiiing these we find an expression similar to (1868) with log/2 in plaoo

of log/i , and combining this with (1868) we find

(2 + logA/2) (A*f,*-fif^)Veos0dOido,da (1869)

But by precisely similar arguments we oan start with

H^jf*logf^*do,*

and find

^-§^wjjj(2+logf,*f,*)(fJ,~f,*f^)V*ooe6*do^^d

The variables ofintegration maynow be changed from the starred variables

back to the old variables, and

V* 003 6*d0x*d0i*dCl*— V oosfidojdoafKl.

If we make this change and combine (1869) and (1870) we find

~ = -k||| (i'ogAA-iogA*A*)(/i/2-/iV2*)F

<0,

ooaOdOido^dQ,

......(1871)

(1872)

because the integrand is never negative. The equilibrium state is possible

if and only if /iA=AW
that is if there is detailed balancing.

We include for completeness the familar proofthat

log/i-h log/a »cowsi. (coll.)

implies that /is Maxwell’s distribution function. Let x(w,v,ta) bo any func-

tion of the velocities of a molecule such that + Xz constant in a collision.

Then

is a solution of the equation for the distribution function, and log/-

X

satisfies the same equation. The most general solution is therefore

log/^ «i X'+ «aX" -I- «8 x'" -I- - • • >

where the x’s are all the functions of v, w such that Xi+ Xa constant in a

collision. We know of five such functions, energy, throe components of

momentum, and mass. There are no others possible, for the four constant
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relations involving velocities give four indei)endent relations between the

six
,
Wjj* and the old relations must be left unfixed in

this way to depend essentially on the direction cosines of the line of centres

at impact. Thus

log/=

+

+ ag + w^),

where A^j, are constants, which is of the required form.

It will be observed that tlxe detailed collision relations hardly enter into

tliis proof. It is only necessary that there should be some relations giving

the 'W*, . .
. ,
in terms ofthe , ,

which conserve momentum, energy and tlio

extension of the element of phase space of the system.

§ 17*31* Extensions of Boltzmann^s II-theorem. The extension to the case

of a number of different types of molecules is very simple, In place of equa-

tion (1866), when classical collisions are the only mechanisms actuag, wo
find a set of equations of the form

^='2,o,'^jj(f*fs*-frL)Voos6do,d^ (1873)

Ifwe now define the function li by the eq_uation

and apply the same analysis, we find

^== (\ogfJ^~\ogf*f*){fJ^~f*f*)VGOs edo^do^da.

(1874)
Prom this it follows thatH is constant if and only if

that is to say if we have detailed balancing for every choice of a jxair of

molecules in collision. Prom the equation for a pair of similar molecules

Maxweirs law follows as before. Prom the dissimilar pairs it follows by the

same argument that the mass motion and temperature of each species of

gas must be the same.

Let us finally extend the theorem to general classical encounters under
central forces between molecules subjected to an external field offorce. The
distribution function now depends on the position in the gas and we may
write it explicitly for a volume element doi ( =a dxdydz),

so that r {fdo day extended to a unit volume is the molecular density there.
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We will assume that force components 3^,, Zy per unit ma^ act on the

molecule of the rth kind, so that its equations of motion are

— Uy—Xy, etc.

If we now consider all the molecules of the rth type in the element dodw at

Uy Vy to, Xy yy^tty WO 866 tliat, apartfrom collisions

,

after a time dt these mole-

cules will lie in an equal cell of the same space and velocity ranges as before

but centred about the j)oint

Uy’\-Xydty Vy’^'Yydty Wy + Zydt, Xy’h'Hydty yy’i'Vydty Zy^^tOydly t dt

.

Moreover since the motion is determinate these molecules are the only ones

(apart from collisions) which at time t H- dt have the n, v, lOy x, y, z so specified.

The number of such molecules is by definition

fy{Uy -f Xy dty.^fyZy+ V)y dtyt dt) dOydojy

and we have just seen tliat this difiers from fydOydco only by the collision

term. Thus proceeding to the limit dt’-^^O,

(1876)

For general classical encounters under central forces we have

[t]ooir^“JJJ
(1876)

where the starred velocities are given in terms of the initial velocities (and

p and t/j) by the detailed laws derived from the central orbit. Equations

(1876) and (1876) together form a very important intogro-difterential

equation for / which should bo satisfied for all states (not merely equi-

librium ones) of a gas of molecules undergoing olassioal encounters. It is

known as Boltzmann's equation.

§17‘33. The equations of mean values. To derive the general form of the

/^-theorem we must introduce the equations of mean values. Q’hese eqiia-

tioiiB form the starting point for all accurate investigations of transport

phenomena in gases,f but those lie outside the range of this monograph and

we shall formulate them only to lead up to the //-theorem.

Let <jj{u,v,w,x,y,z,t) bo any function of the arguments specified, such that

all the integrals in the following arguments are absolutely convergent.

If we multiply every teran in Boitzmaain’s equation for by

'»t
A gonoial neoounfc in Joans, toe. oil. oliaps. vin-xiv. T]\o inniii roooiifc dotailod invostigafiions

ni-o Ohapmnn, Phil. Trans, vol. 211. p, <133 (1011), vol. 216, p. 270 (1010), vol. 217, p. 116 (1017);

Enskog, Inaug, Visa. Upsala (1017), Arkiv fSr Matonalik, vol, 10, No, 10 (1021), Kmigl. Svanaka

Akad. vol. 03, No. 4 (1022); J. E, Joiips, Phil. Trans, vol. 223, p. 1 (1022). i
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integrate for all velocities of the rnoieoules in any si^ooifiecl voliuno elomont,

we obtain

=
2. IJJJ

<f>Afr*fa* -ftfa) Vpdpdijjdo.do,

=
'^a^A<f>r)>

say. In this notation h„(<f>r) denotes the rate of change in tho avorago vnhio

of
<f>f

in the given volume element for molecules of typo r protlucod hy

collisions with molecules of type s. We cair express the last equation inoi'O

simply in terms ofmean values if we remember that

^fri^r^^r— Pr^t)

where is the mean value of and the total number of molooulos of

type r in the given volume element. Then

Inserting all these expressions we obtain

dt
'*

9a!, ^ + S* + Sg ,

These are the equations ofmean values. Putting
.(1877)

^r=log/,

we obtain for the right-hand side of (1877)

log/i-dlo, + Sg Ag,(Iog/,),

(1878)

On referring to Boltzmann’s equation, (1876), and (1876) we see that (1877)
can be written

frfa) VpdpdipdOg do,-j-SgA„(log/,),
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and the first terms obviously vanish. The equation of moan values reduces
here to

^ n

{NM) + (4«rlog/,) = S. A.,(log/„), (1879)

which is to hold for every volume element. Written at length this becomes

0 /> 9 r

J
/j* rdOj, -h Sjjj

J
log/j.(?Oj.

= S,
JIJ

I

losUfr%* -frfe) Vpdpd,fjdo,do, (1880)

When there are sj)ace variations the function H is naturally defined by

H= S, JJ/^log/f

Multiplying (1880) by d<u, integrating over the whole gas and summing for

all types of molecule, we find

^+ S,. S.,

I-—J
u^f^logf^do^dw

= S,.

JJJJJ
log/r(/r*/»* -frfa) VpdpdipdOfdo^du,

and by the usual repetitions

« - JS, S.
JJIIJ

{logfj,- log////) (/,/, -////) Vpdpdiido.dojto.

The last terms on the left must vanish on integration, for the integration

includes the whole gas and therefore extends to regions in which the mole-

cular density vanishes, In a volume element in wliioh the molecular density

vanishes/,, must also vanish and therewith jM,./,.log/,.(io,.. Wo therefore

end by obtaining

(1881)

This is the general //-theorem and requires as before detailed balancing for

the equilibrium state.

§ 17'33, The generalform of MaxujoelVa lawfor equiUMum slates. It is not
without interest to complete the argument and see how tlio laws of the most
general equilibrium state followfrom/,./^^//// and Boltzmann’s equation

(1876) which in this case reduces to

2 u ^^-+.2 Y — fl (1882)
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The form of/,for detailed balancing in each volume element is of (jt)tirsc sti II

but so far as detailed balancing is ooncerned v,
, j, Uf,,Vo, may all bo func-

tions of », y, z. We may substitute this value of/, in (1882) and requii.-o the
equation to be satisfied for all m,

,
v,

, , On equating coeffioienta "WO liud

'dy ''dz'

dw,

d,v dy

dx

dx dy dz

.^^0,^0
dy dz

«=0,

.9“o, 9«'o n

The fix'st tb-ee of these equations require that the temperature sliall be
constant throughout the assembly. The next six are tlie equations whioJi
characterize a rigid body. They specify that, tliough tlie mass motion nmy
vary from point to point in the assembly in the equilibrium state, tlie
variation is such that the assembly moves as a rigid body, with a certain

Jf, W33 0.

th^r^
satisfied if Z,. 2, are derived from a potential fmiofcion

Vr==[Vf)Qe~^^”*rXr ((v,),, CO?W/«»b,
andfinaUy

2,A>o= 0.

specification of the general equilibrium state is tliorofbrom offlrclZTotZua^^ ^vf
’

""'f
tern^pei-alure em-ywlme the same, in aJ m. fforce Ofpotential mth a mAemUr distributionMotion

fr^ e-fhnf2(«r-«o)«+m,xr)/fcr^

<^oinponmts ofariffid body

Urn laws.* The iZs,
on disiribu-

"'S "«e* oajy sligk, emendations to

Started hy Jordan Zeit f Pi 7.

per Unit voluiuoper unit time
Pfffsa^ vol 42, p. 481 (1B27)J Botbe^^ZeU°f Kmmora, Zeit. /.Bions by Nordheim, Proe. Jhy Soc A P' <^‘*2®)- ^orc oomploto voi

“o»»‘
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and the form of Boltzmann’s //-theorem strictly according to quantum

mechanics. We shall not aim at maximum generality, but merely at a

sufficient account to show how the reformulation can be carried through.

In unit volume of the gas there are f^do^ molecules of type 2, each of which

may be regarded as a scattering centre for an incident stream of molecules

of type 1 approaching with relative velocity V. Quanta! scattering, like

olassioal, leaves the motion ofthe centre of mass of the pair unaffected, and

provides a definite chance of deflecting the relative velocity through an

angle 0 into a solid angle dco. The stream of molecules incident on each

scattering centre has a flux density of molecules per cm.® per sec. given by

VAdo,.

Quantum theory enables us to calculate exiolioitly, when tlao law of inter-

action of the molecules is given, a target area cr(T^0) dco, which for sym-

metrical molecules doj)ends only on V and 6, such that each scattering centre

delloots molecules into du) from an incident beam ofunit flux density at a rate

(j(y^d) dec*

In our problem therefore each such scattering centre produces a pair of

molecules with their relative velocity V in do at a rate

VS^do^a{ZO)do.

The rate of production of such pairs [velocity components

^2*] hy such collisions per of the gas is therefore

Sihdo^do^V^{V,0)do. (1883)

The required formula is however not yot complete, We have taken no

account of the statistics satisfied by the molooules so that (1883) is only

correct if there are present in the assembly no molecules with the velocity

components of the j)roduct pair. To allow for these interforencesf wo have

to multiply (1883) by the factor

(i±AW)(i±/2W).
taking the upper signs for the Einstoin-Boso and the lower for the Permi-

Dirao statistics. The .4’s ax'e such that A^do^, A^*do^ give the uumher of

possible quantum states in tlie velocity ranges dOi*, do^*, so that those

factors vanish with the lower signs when the /’s have such values that all

the jjossible states are full. With the definition of/ here in use

A^*=A-^ = inim^jh^, and —

but it is unnocessaiy to use these actual forms. The complete quantum for-

mula therefore for the number of collisions per unit volume per unit time

t It is impoBsiblo to claim that tho insoi'tlon of tho factor can bo soon a jifiori to bo correct

for tlio ^Dinstoin-Boso BtatictioB. l?or tho Formi-Dirac Uowovov It can bo econ at onco to bo at Joaat

plaiiBiblo.

PSM 43
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Avliich convert a pair of molecules (ux,Vi,Wi',u^,V2,'U)^ into a pair

6y deflecting the relative velocity through an angle 0 into a
solid angle dcu is

/i/a{l ±/i*/A*) (1 ±U*IA*) Va{V,0)do^do^d(o

Little progress can be made with this formula on tho lines of § 17'2 unJeaa
the statistical interference factors can be neglected so tliat (1883) with
classical statistics and quantal interactions is sufliciontly acourato. Wlion
(1883) may be used the equiUbrium value of/j is still of Maxwoirs form
(1864). If the velocity components are expressed in terms of tho com-
ponents ofthe velocity ofthe centre ofmass and tho relative velocity so tliat

U = (mitti+m2tt2)/(mi+m8), eta.,

the number of collisions of the specified type is

(1880)

winch differs only from (1866), generalized to unlike inolooulos, in replacing
0- cos e by (T{V,d). On integrating over all velocities of tlio centre of mass of
the pair we find as before

,(1880)

This IS the number of collisions in the gas per om.8 poi- see. in whioh tho

bvtW^l-^^rw ^'7
^ -which is defiGototlby the collision thi-ongh a given angle 0 into a given solid angle dw. Wo findthe tota number of collisions at relative velocity between F and V+dV by

^(^)=J<T(Ffl)d£0 (1888)

do not differ^S

collision enumerated 7n n«7?
^ important. Each

J2S==-SS;==£““;
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f^do^ we have to integrate (1884) with respect to do^ and da}» These collisions

therefore contribute to dfijdt the term

- JJ/i/2(l ±fi*IA*) (1±LW) VaiKO) do^dc. ...(1889)

We must uow account for the reverse collisions wliioh create molecules in

the group

.

The general collisions of this typo in which a j)air of mole-

cules with components becomes a pair

by deflection of the relative velocity through an angle 0 into the

solid angle doj* occur to a number

...(ISOO)

per unit volume per unit time. In this expression it is possible to replace

Y*<r* dox* do^*dw* \>yVadOxdo^dco, on account of the reversibility condition,

a fact that is most easily seen os follows by changing over to the velocity of

the centre of mass and the relative velocity. In these coordinate.s

dOx*do^*^C*HQ*da*V*^dV*dw

and . dOxdo^ = C^dCd£lV^dVdo)*.

The solid angle elements occur in tliis manner because the oleinont of solid

angle dto which contain,s the relative velocity before the reverse collision is

thesame as thatwhich contains therelative velocity afterthe direct collision,

and similarly for dco*. Moreover

F»F*, C=C*, dQ^da*

since none of tlioso quantities are affected by the collision. The reversibility

condition therefore reduces to a— a*, a I'elationship wiiich expresses the

Hei'initiau character of the interaction matrix, and is therefore an im-

mocliate consequence of quantum mechanics. We are now in a position to

oombiiie (1889) and (1800), thereby obtaining

f=11
±mi) (H-/2Ma)-/i/a(l -UiW) (1 ±/2*/A*)]

xVa{V,0)do^db}, ......(1891)

in which the integrand is expressed in terms of , tUi; «a , and tlio

direction cosines of dw.

Let us uow restrict attontioir to a simijle gas, so thatA andA represent

the same distribution law, and oonsidor the function

H=J[AiogA- •(A+A)log(l+AMr)]f^Oi. (1892)

which is the analogue of (1807). The lower signs (Fermi-Dirao statistics) can

bo Inohtded in the argument by olianging the sign of A^. Then, due to

collisions, dli

dt
-Jlogj-

A dS,

"hfilAx dt
fdox
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which reduces on using (1891) to

xVu{V,0)doiclOitlo} (IHlt.'l)

But it is equally true for a simple gas tliat

dH r, u

f 4J (’
(‘+S)]

. I . ,(1H9‘1)

Equations (1893) and (1894) can be combined in the form

^l+AIA,}(l+fJA,)\

^ V<^{V>0)doj,do^dco. .(1806 )

We can also start with

f^=J[/i*log/i*- (•^i*+/i*)Iog(i doi*.

and by the same devices as in § 17*3 reach the final resiilb

dH 1 r r C, AA(i +A*IA*) (i+AW)
dt 4j JJ A*A*MiIA^) (1 +AMs)

.(1896)xyaiy,6)doido^doi.

From (1896) it follows as before that

dH „

dt^^'

and therefore that equilibrium is possible if and only if

(X+fxlAl){\ +A(Al) = (T^yvipfijfi +A*(A.~*]

whenthe velocity components %*;
are connected by the conservation conditions holding In a oollision# I t

follows at once that the equilibrium state demands detailed balancing nivcl

that for a gas with no mass motion

A
1 +AMi

which is equivalent to the usual formulae of Einstein-Bos© or Eermi-Bhuo
statistics*
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We conclude by observing that a strict analogue of Boltzmann’s

integro-differeutial equation (1876) remains true in qrrantum inechanios if

the S2)ao6-variation of the external fields of force remains so slow that the

considerations ofDarwin * aj^ply
,
shoMdng thatthe wave-packetrepresenting

a particle undisturbed by collisions moves in nearly uniform external fields

like a classical particle. The distribution function / therefore satisfies the

equation

':!il+X^+T^ +Z^+u —+v ^ +wwM. __
“
dti^ dwi 9*

where the right-hand side is given by (1891).

%
dl

§174. Golliaions of the first and second kind,\ The next ineohanism

which we shall examine is that of inelastic impacts between electrons and

atoms. It is wellknownthat such collisions occur freely as soon as the energy

of the electron exceeds a certain minimum energy, which is that required

to excite the atom hit from its normal stationary state to tlio next state of

greater energy. Wo such jn’ocess can occur and preserve equilibrium unless

it is aocom23aniod by a corresponding reverse process, the two together

forming a unit mechanism. The associated process is here a mperelastie

collision, called by Klein and Rossoland a collision of the second kind. This

balance of inelastic and svqjerelastic collisions is of course now oloaidy

understood as an example of quantal reversibility (§ 17* 11). The analysis wo
shall use here is 25urely statistical; its importance was first made clear by
Klein and Rosseland.

Wo start as usual with a classical formulation. The frequency of occur-

rence of any typo of collision can always bo expressed in terms of a target

area, which must be a function solely of the atom hit and of the relative

velocity and line ofimpact of the electron hitting it. This target area which

dotorrainos the chance of a successful collision may in an individual collision

dejjend on the orientation ofthe atom or molecule struck relative to the line

of impact, and on other variables. The average target is however usually all

that matters, and is obtained by integration over all those other variables,

which are then no longer elTeotivo,

The electrons are so light that in a first treatment the velooitios of the

atoms can be neglected compared with the volooities of the electrons, and

the atoms treated as fixed (or of infinite moss). If jq is the density of the

type of atom or molecule under discussion, then the number ofcollisions per

unit volume per unit time between these atoms and ij-oleotrons in whioh the

* Darwin, Proc, lioy, JSoc. A, vol. 117, p» 258 (1027)4 For a moi’o oomploto xnoof sco Korciboira

and Kikuolil, loc, cit,

t Klein and lioasolancl, 0eiLf, Pftysih, vol* p. 40 (1021).
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line of impact lies at a distance between 2? aucIiH-# li’oin tho ntoniio

niicleiis (or centro of mass of tlio molecuJo) is by (1863)

v^,2-npdp

If Sj® is the probability thatsuch a collision ivill excito tho atom atriioli

from state 1 to state 2, the number of such successful oolliaioiiB is

. inpdp . Si®
j

pit]) cli\>

If we now define a finiotion by the equation

^^^{p>n)pdp,

we find that the total number of successful oolHsions of tho first kind by

^/-electrons per unit volume pet' Unit time in tho equilibriiun state is

(1800 )

The foregoing analysis in terms of an inipaot parameter is not valid in

quantum mechanics unless p is large compared with tho do BrogHo wave
length of the electron. When this condition is not fnlfillod wo start an in

§17*34 with an incident stream of elcotrons of flux density

electrons per unit area per unit time impinging on Vi centres oaoli of which
possesses a total target area Sx^r}) for excitation from state 1 to stato 2.

The result (1899) remains unaffected,

This expression is only relevant when
t where r)i^ is tlio extra onorgy

of the atom in state 2 over that in state 1 , When ^ < '^la >
— 0,

By the general discussion of § 17*1 the reverse process can only bo ono
which occurs with a frequency proportional to V2 to the olootroii donsiby

.

It must therefore he some sort of collision. It is hardly possible to supj)oao
that any other sort of collision can bo concerned except those 'whioh. are
the direct reverse of the inelastic impacts. Those arc collisions in wlrioh an
7^-electron interacts with an excited atom and removes its suporfluous
energy, leaving it in its normal state. The energy removed is oairied off by
the electron as extra kinetic energy of translation, so that tho collision may
be termed superelastio. The total number ofsuccessful superelastio collisiona
by 7?-eleotrons per unit volume per second can b© written

p{v)drj, (1000 )

wberevjj is the density ofthe atoms in thestate 2, It is possible that ;Sfoi(«) > 0
for any value of

It must be noted that and >S,i(,) have a purely atoinio signifloanoo;
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they may he oalled the mean effective target areas of the atom for Ty-elec'-

trons. It is important to observe that these areas by definition cannot

depend on any statistical parameter snch as temperature or density.*

By considering the conditions for the preservation of the n('r)ylil^v for

the velocity distribution of the electrons a fundamental relation can be

established between and The concentrations and ^2

oonneotod by the relation (see (197))

(1001 )

The number 77-eleotrons destroyed by inelastic collisions is

0 iv<Vii)‘

The number of Tz-eleotrons created by inelastic collisions is

+ 171a)
1

H'{v + Vii)<^V (’/>0).

The mimber of ij-eleotrons deatroyocl by 8ux)oi'olastic collisions is

The number of 7?-eloctrons created by superolastic collisions is

•
»'a SiHv “ ‘»?ia)

(
l^iv- Viz)M (V > ’Jia).

0 (’?<W*

Putting in the oqiiilibrium values of fi{ri) and wo see at once that the

action will balance and leave the eqxiilibrium undisturbed if and only if

whore iv^O),

-0 (’?< 0).

and « is a constant. But’ by a stoj) by stop argument this condition can be

shoAvn only to bo satisfied if
^

i'V(^)= 0 (aU-T)).

Hence roi(i) + ijia))Si®(i} + 9]i2)
=W2'*j<Sa*(^). (1002)

This is Klein and Eossolnnd’s result. It guarantees the preservation of the

* 111 should of oom'so bo roinoJnborod that if wo oxporimont with dirootod olootron streams and

atoms oriontatcd by magnotio ilolds (o,g» iSkimior and Appleyard, Proa. Moy, A, vol, 117,

p. 22'1 (1027)) the target areas for a given switch may well bo difforont from those for imorlontatcd

collisions, It is obvious tliat this la in no way oontvadiotory to tho abatomonta in the toxt,
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equilibrium distribution laAV of electron velocities foi' n-H 'J', -lb also

guarantees tlie preservation ofthe distribution law of atomic states ( 1 OO I ).

For the rate of destruction of atoms in state 1 by this niocluuiisni is

and the rate of creation

These rates will balance wJien

— (1003)

wliioh is satisfied for all values of T in virtue of (1902),

It should be observed in passing that conversely (1902) can bo da clneed

directly from the fact that (1903) must hold for all Efiuation (1903) 18

of the general form

/(7?)e-’//*^^Z7?«0 {all T), (lOOd)
0

and there exists the following

Lemma, ///(t?
)
is a continuousfunction of r}for ^ 0 and salisfies ike general

co7idUio7is of Fourier^s integral theorem^ and if

then

f{y])e-nlk^d7]^0 {allT),

f{i)^0 (
7;> 0).

This lemma is a direct corollary of Fourior^s integral thooroin. I?horo 18

^0 physical reason to question the aj)plicability of the conditions of tlio

lemma to the function /(?;) derived from the atomic target areas in (1 903)»
The relation (1902) just obtained on the hypothesis of tho prosorvation of

the eqi^ibrium state can be obtained at once on the hypothesis of dotailed
balancmg by equating (1899), with yj replaced by 77 + ,

to (1900). Thus for
this simple mechanism ofinteraction between electrons and atoms with on ly
tAvo stationary states the hypotheses ofpreservation and detailed balancing
are again equivalent.

One might expect to be able to deduce from tho preservation hypothoflis
that a relation ofthe form (1902) holds for the frequenoios of every possible
switch by collision in an atom with n levels. It apjioars howovor that
no such deduction can be drawn. An atom with « possible levels lins

^ohanism^^^^

^ switches, all of wliich we must regard as forming a fiinglo

A detailed presentation of the case «= 3 is iiistruotive. There are throe
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switches (to and fro) to consider. Sufficiently ^-oleotroiis are created only

by collisions of the first kind at a rate

1
fiiv + Viz) ^V

+ Kv + Vw)dv

+ ^zS^iv +Vzz) + (1906)

Tliey are destroyed only by collisions of the second kind at a rate

Wiv) + ^'zS.Hv) -I- ^8'S3^(^)} {^f^v) dv (1900)

The condition for the iH'oservation ofthe equilihrium state can be written

e-WM’Ji2(^) -h e-W*2’{Jii8(^) +ir>
2
S{r,)}= 0 (all T), (1907)

an equation valid onlywhen ij is less than the least ofiju ,
and . When

Tj is imrestrioted the first terms in (1906) and (1900) continue to give the

mxinbors of rj-oleotrons created by the switch 1 -> 2 and destroyed by the

switch 2-> 1. There are now in addition

nSiHv){~^ i^{v)dv

ij-eleotrons destroyed by the switch 1 -> 2 and

H-iv~Viz)dv

ij-elootrons created by the switch 2-> 1. TJiere are similar terras for the

other two switches. The complete form of (1907) is therefore

“ {^Av - '71a)+ d^^iV “ '71a)}+ ~^z(v- '7a8)}

H. 0-W*2'{JPj,»(^)+jP28(,,)}= O {all T, rj). (1908)

This is equivalent to the three equations.

F-i^iri
-

T/ia) + J\^(i} - ijia) = 0,

d^Hv) ~J^°iv~Vzi)= ^>

F^iv) +-^a®(’?) “9,

of which only two are independent. They reduce to

F^^{v)^F^^V~Vzz)’=^~mV-Vzz)^ ......(1909)

We can infer that equation (1902), i'i®(ij) = 0, still holds for < ijjg, but we

can infer nothing more as to the vanishing ofthe F'h, The assumption of only

two stationary states is equivalent to making >;jg infinite. If we were to

exclude all switches by collision of types 2->3 and 3->2, then F2^{‘rj}-0,

and wo oan infer that i'V(ij) = 0 and J?i®(‘»j)= 0 for all V' Tins would bo the
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expected generalization of (1902). But it can only be made when by some

means or other we can rule out the possibility of the cyclic process 1 2,

2->' 3, 3-5-1. Such processes seem quite natural,* and are not inoompatiblo

with the hypothesis of preservation. In actual fact all the F's must vanish

and detailed balancmg must hold to satisfy the i-eversibility requirements

of quantum mechanics.

It remains to determine the conditions under which the distribution of

atoms between the three states is j)reserved. For state 1 this can be written

g-ijis/fcr r f drj^O,
Jo Jo

and finally reduced to the form

= f (aUT) (1910)

Condition (1910) is equivalent to one of the equations (1909) and gives us

nothing new. In the same way for states 2 and 3 we get

+ {allT),

j”W(^)

=

0 {all T),

which are also equivalent to components of (1909). Equations (1909) are

therefore necessary and sufficient for tlie preservation of the equilibrium

state, In the general case we shall obtain on the preservation hypo-

thesis just n—1 necessary and sufficient relations between ^71(11
- 1 }

functions F.

§
17*41. Inelastio and superelastio collisions between heavy systems. Owing

to the small mass and high average velocity of the electron comiDoi'ed with

an atom it was legitimate to ignore the momentum of the electron and the

velocity ofthe atom in the preceding section.When both interacting systems

are of comparable mass the calculations must be revised. The action must

now depend only on the relative velocity F of the interacting systems.

There are now obviously two sorts of interaction possible

—

{a) An atom of

type 1 may play the part of an electron and excite an atom of type 0 with

expenditure of energy (^0)12 • (^) excited atom of type 1 may excite an

atom of type 0 with the expenditure of its energy of excitation returning

itself to its normal state. Such a collision may be either inelastio or super-

elastio according as energy is taken up from or surrendered to the relative

motion of the systems.

* In all atoms this particular oyolo might bo ruled out by aeleotion rulesj but other oyoles suoli

as 1 ^ 2, 2 3, 3 ^ 4, 4 1 will always be poBsible.
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Case {a). Ordinary inelaalic collisions between heany systems. Ifwe replace

the TTo-jj^ of ( 18 66) by tlie more general S^{'q) for the elleotivo target area for

excitation, then the number of successful collisions per unit volume per

second will bo j d) ,
. ^ \i

(lou)

We use to denote the concentration ofsystems 0 in state 1 , We recall that

jra

^ 2mQ+nii
'

the hinetio energy of the relative motion. This is the number of collisions

per unit volume which destroy members' of v^'^\ create members of

destroy pairs of molecules of relative velocity V and create otlier pairs for

which the energy of the relative motion is

v'^V-Vn> (1012)

and the relative velocity

?BoWi

The number of reverse processes creating out of by collisions Avith

relative energy rj' will bo

f
drj' (1013)

{kT)i\27mamJ '

^

On the hypothesis of detailed balancing if tj and •>/' are connected by (1012)

the expressions (1011) and (1018) must bo equal. This gives on reduction

+ ( 121 ‘1
)

which is (naturally) the same relation as (1002). Hero again ifthere are only

two states of the system of typo 0 concerned and no other complications it

can bo shown that, since S may not depend on T, (1914) is necessary and

sulhoiont on the hypothesis ofpreservation only. Relations similar to ( 1 014)

may bo expected to hold when the systems of typo 0 have a mtmbor of

stationary states.

We observe finally that

= 0 (7j<t,,2), (1016)

that is when the energy of the motion relative to the centre ofgravity is less

than -i^xa . If momentum as Avell as energy is to bo oonsorvod, it is of course

only tho energy of this relative motion which is available for excitation, It

is moreover easy to see that simple conditions for tho preservation of tho

laws of equilibrium are impossible unless they conserve momentum as well

as energy.
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1

Case (6). Transference of excitation. This case is very sinhlar, but l;lu»

dii’ect and reverse processes are now practically ideutioal.Wo Htiu’fc wi fcli (he

system oftype 0 normal and the system of typo 1 oxeitoil

end with the system of type 0 excited (vp^), and typo 1 normal (r/''), and

conversely. The equation of relative energy is now

V+ Wl2 =“'»?+ (hl)l3. (HHU)

and the condition of detailed balancing as before

(®o)i (®Jr)a = (^0)2 (Wi)r v'^zHv'h ( U) 1

7

)

subject to (1916). One or other of the j8’s will bo zero for a rai^go of volafcivo

energies less than a definite limit depending on the relative sizoa of (%)|9
and {r}x)ii • As before these relations follow from the preservation by

|
>otli oh'ib

only, ifthere are no added complications.

§17*6. Practical applvcations of the theory of inelastic collisions. Some
direct consequences ofthehypotheses ofjn’csorvation and detailed bahuKfing
iiave been developed in the foregomg sections. Quantitative ai)i)lications
requh-6 exact knowledge of one of a pair of C’s or target areas, bub the imwo
qualitative ImoAvledge that one 8 is not zero implies tliat the other* 8 is atno
different from zero, and this leads to the recognition of tlio existonco of
processes which might otherwise liave been overlooked. .Tn the JuiudB of
Franck and others the theory, mainly used quaUtativoly, has boon of first-
class importance in the interpretation of a variety of iilionoinona, sorno of
which we shalbmention briefly.

The most striking of such qualitative confirmations of the tlieory i«

on the excitation ofspecial linos in thespootm
ot thftUium and silver by illuminating a mixture of the vapours ofnioroury
an allium or silver with the resonance radiation (A 2630) of moroury. It

thellhxm or silver lines woro

mixed vanour^^dtii
^ mercury atoms wore present in tlio

asrcorS n o f
vogaixMas a complete proof of the process {b) of excitation discnssecl in § 1 741 . It

swfftly ZXfiT thaiur
^“6s must be emitted by abnormally

thethauTui™^^^^^ «»nall absorption in

ofmomentum in
in a generalway the laws ofoonsorvation

loaovo^whou

relative kinetic energy and se
increasing tlio

both atoms These stu^&q ef
actual Idnotio energy of

atoms such as Cd, Na, In, Sb
extended to other

(W23)j ninat, Ze^tphS, P* ^OS
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111 addition to this it has been shown by I'ranck, and Oario and Pranck, in

other papers that excited mercury atoms can probably dissociate Hg . These

authors have also accounted formany ofthe effects ofpressure, in particular

the effects offoreign inert gases on the z'esonance sj)eotra ofmercury, sodium

and the iodine molecule. The strength ofthe resonance radiation emitted in

these gases is greatly reduced by too high a pressure or by the presence ofan

inert gas. The energy ofexcitation is used up in suporelostio oolliaions instead

of in re-emission of the resonance line. The same autliors have also given a

theory of the red sensitization of jihotograiihic plates by a red-absorbent

dye. All these phenomena are intimately connected with tlie foregoing

prinoijilos,* The same ideas are of importance in a discussion of the

meohanism of excitation underlying so-called uninioleoular gas reactions.

§ 17
’6 , The process of ionization by electivnic impacts. We shall again

start with fixed atoms, equivalent to atoms of infinite mass. Wo know that

lirocessos exist in which an »;-oleotron (or a-jiartiole) can knock another

electron out ofan atom providedthat 17 > ijo
»
'vvhore ijo is the energy necessary

to remove this electron. This process of ionization oan certainly occur when

17 only just exceeds 170, so that the process oan occur without the emission

of any radiation, nor need radiation be absorbed.. The rest of the energy

17—170 oan bo distributed in any manner between the two electrons after the

oollision. Coupled with this process ofionization there must be some process

of capture which for all values of the temperature and concentrations will

preserve the laws of dissociative equilibrium. The only iJossible process of

capture is, after § 17
' 1

,
a collision of three bodies, two electrons and one

ionized atom in which the two electrons so interact that one of them is

bound by the atom and the other is thrown off with the kinetic energy of

both before oollision and the ionization energy 170 thrown in. If the super-

fluous energy is not to be radiated it can only be carried off by at least one

other material body!

We again start classically. The number ofimpacts by 17-oleotronB on atoms

with their line ofimpact botweenp and dp is given by (
1898 ). Lot us suppose

that the only possible result (otherthan trivial elastic collisions) is ionization

(provided 17 > 170), after which there will be two free electrons, a new i-

electron and the old one, now an (17-779— Q-eleotron. It is necessary that

77-779-^^ 0 . .Let bo the probability that such an encounter

gives rise to a now ([-olootron. If we introduce the fimotion

(1018 )

* Franck, ZcU> /. Phynk, vol. 0, p. 250 (1022); IJ'ranok and Cairo, ZciL /. Phj/sik, vol. 11, p. 161

(1022).
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then we And that the total number of suoh collisions is

(1019)

The total rate of production of ions in this way must be obtained by inte-

grating with respect to C froi» 0 to 17— ijo , and then Avith respect to ij from i?o

to infinity. There is a simple physical meaning for

frl-i).

It is tile mean effective collision area for ionization by ij-electrons. Eq[uation

(1919) obviously continues to hold in quantum mechanios when we can

distinguish between the incident and ejected iiarticle,

The reverse three-body process can be similarly formulated. Consider

fii’st of all an ionized atom hi process of being hit by a ^-electron on a line

of impact between Pi and -t dpj . There are

of these occurrences per unit volume per second. The otlier electron is to

enter into collision on a path on wliich (if undisturbed) it would reach its

apse at a time between t and r+dr seconds after the first electron reached

its apse. With every collision with a ^-electron there is therefore associated

a volume

(m)

in which a ^^-eleotron may lie, whose passage through its apse on a pg-Iine

of impact would occur in the specified interval. The number of ^-electrons

in such a volume is

dr.2iTp^dpz.(^J tj,{^)d^.

TJie ntiniber of three-body collisiona in whicli ^-electrons and f'electrons

on^^- ofimpact and time difference r are concerned is tlierefore

(1920)

This number has been so specified that it disregards the relative directions

of the line of impact of the electrons and the atomic orientation. Averaged
over all suoh directions and orientations there wiU he a certain definite

probability
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that any one of tlieso collisions will lead to a successful interaction in which

the f-electron is bound and the ^-electron thrown off as a {f -Hf

+

'/yo)“

electron. Writing

47r4 PidfA p^dpA' i:z^{pi,p^,'rX,^)dT==S^{U),
Jo Jo J ~<o

which will thou bo a purely atomic function of dimensions wo can

express the number of successful triple collisions in which a ^-olooti’on is

bound by the interaction of a ^-electron in the form

(1922)

These collisions each create a neutral atom and a f 7?o)-oleotron at the

expense of an ion, a ^-electron and a ^-electron* Equation (1922) oontinuos

to liold in quantum meclianics when wo can distinguish between the

particle bound and the iiartiolo rejected in the collision,

The appropriate law of dissociative equilibrium is, after (470) and (1648),

ViV,_

vi Wi
(1923)

If the suggested prooossos form a possible niechanism they must proacrvo

(1923) subject only to a purely atomic relation between and which

turns out to be very simple. On the hypothosis of detailed balancing we
must equate at once, subject to (1923), the numbers (1919) and (1922), with

the proper relation between t), ^ and This moans that wo must wite

+ for 7) in (1919) and identify the ^’s in the two expressions. Wo
then find after a simide reduction that the relation between Sj^ and

must be

+ + = {alHJ), ...(1924)

It is however not without intGro.st to see onoe again how far one can get on

the simple preservation hypothosis, supposing that this iwoooss ofionization

is the only process of tlio typo that is acting.

Consider first the preservation of the electron distribution law for

f-eleotrons, C<Vo- process ofionization now ^-electrons are produced

by ij-elootrons at the rate (1919) and the old ij-eleotrons are converted to

f-elootrons when these new ones are (ij-ijo-O'oJcoti-'Oiis* combined

rate of 2>rocluotion of ^-electrons in ionization by i;-oleotrons is therefore

Vx[^)\(v)dv{m>v) + St%V--Vo-'C.vm iv>^o + 0,
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and otherwise zero. The total rate of creation of ^-electrons is therefore

+ ...(1920)

per unit volume by the ionization process. This holds for all but Avhon

^ there is no destruction of ^-electrons by this process.

Taldngnow the capture process wo see at once that it creates no J-olectrons

(^ < for the resulting free electron has always an energy greater than 770 .

It destroys each time both a and a ^-electron. The number, of ^-electrons

destroyed by binding (^-type) is therefore

(2n^

The corresponding number destroyed by conversion into fast electrons

(l-type) is /2nl

•'(s) (i)

The total rate of destruction of ^-electrons per unit volume is therefore

+ ...(1926)

for all values of For preservation of the distribution laws for S < wo
must therefore equate (1920) and (1926). When we use the laws of the

equilibrium state the resulting equation reduces to

jJe-“/''^(i,o+ S + «) + i:+oc) + -S'i*(«,,o + ^ + «))da

16wmro,
+ (^<^o) (1927)

This holds for all and it follows at oncefrom theLemma thatwe musthave

(%+ C + f+ <5C) + ^ + <5i)}

(1028)

for all « and all ^ < ijq ,

It is necessary in addition that the rates of production and destruction

of atomic ions should balance. The condition is easily obtained. It is

which reduces with the aid of the lemma, and the laws of the equilibrium

state, to

iVo+ «-)

(1930)
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This condition howovor is not entirely now. Por if wo write a— f for a in

(.1928) that equation becomes

(%+ a) + «) + “ Lrio + a)}

IOtTOTWo y,= 78-n{«- 0{S^aA~C)+s,H^~U)}-

If both sides of this equation are integrated with respect to I from 0 to a,

it reduces to (1930), which will thorefore bo satisfied in virtue of (1928)

wlien (1928) has been established for unlimited C-

It remains to consider the electron balance for ? > ijo • Exijressions (1926)

and (1926) still give the rates of creation by ionization and destruction by

capture. O.’hore is now in addition a destruction of ^-electrons by ionization

at a rate

.(1931)

equal of course to the rate of formation of ions by i;-electrons. Tliero is also

creation by capture, 'fho first argument of ^a^(«,^') refers to the electron

that is bound. TJve energy of the electron left free on binding an a-olootron

in interplay with a ^-electron is If therefore ^-f- «-(-% = ?, wo

have to sum over all triple encounters of the typo

a.f-a-T^o (0<a<S-i?o),

and shall so find that ^-elootrons are created at a rate

The electron balance equation now contains four terms, and equates (1926)

plus (1932) to (1926) plus (1931). But on account of (1930) the extra terms

(1931) and (1932) balance by themselves. Por they will so balance if

which is (1930).

The .hypothesis of jiroservathm therefore demands only the necessary

and suffloiont condition* (1928) for all a and the hypothesis of detailed

balancing requires the somewhat more restrictive (1924). But we have

carried through the analysis quasi-olassically to this extent that we have

all the time assumed that the two particles (oleotrons) oonoorned are dis-

tinguishable. When the two particles are both electrons, which is the case

here discussed, this is not oorreot, and the neoossity for using antisym-

inetrioal wave-funotions in theinteraction oaloulation brings in all the effects

* This roflulfc wan first given comiilotoly oorrootly by B, Bookor, ZciLJ. Phyaihf vol. 18, p, 326

(1023), oq. (84)»
'

FSM 44
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of electron exchanges. It is impossible to propose anyformula such as (1919)

for the number of collisions in which an incident oj^electron knocks a

electron out of an atom and itself becomes an (?^
— -electron. Wo can

only propose a formula for the number of collisions in which an 77-elGctron

is incident on an atom and and ^0 ^ ^)“eleetrons emerge. Ifwe change

the notation and consider collisions in which an -f- a -electron pro-

duces and a-oleotrons, then the number ofsuch collisions could bewritten

+ [>Sfi^(C,Vo + a+ C) + + a+^)]d^,

the terras in [ ] having no separate meaning. In the same way it is not

possible to distinguish in rooombination collisions between the hound and

rejected electron, and only the expression + retains a

moaning. When allowance is made therefore for the indistinguishability of

the electrons, we shall arrive at (1928) on the basis either of detailed

balanoing or of preservation. The really correct form of the relationship

hetweeir the target areas for ionization and recombination is obtained by
casting (1928) into tire form

(’?o + £ +«)MU+ t+«) =^^Pa£VU.a); (1933)

is the target area for ionization by an (%+ C + «)-olectron with the pro-

duction of a pair of«- and ^-electrons; is the “ target ” for recombination

under simultaneous bombardment by uniform isotropic streams of a- and
^-electrons.

After these illustrations we shall confine further analysis to the hyj)o-

thesis of detailed balanoing, since we know that this condition is in fact

fulfilled. The examples given suffice to show that detailed balanoing is not

a necessary consequence merely of the existence of an equilibrium state.

§ 17-61. Approximateform of the target areas Values

of Si\^,T}) and /Sa^(^,ij) can in principle be derived directly from quantum
mechanics, and many such calculations have in fact been made, It is

however very difficult to make such calculations except to rough approxi-

mations, andseldomthat theresults can be castinto a closed analytical form.

It is therefore perhaps still worth whOe to put on record the result of the

classical theory of Thomson* and Bolirf for Si^{^,7j) and the derived result

for the classical theory is in fair accord with the observations on. the

ionization produced by )3-rays, and with
)
8-ray ranges.

If for the moment p denotes the distance of the line of impact of the

J. J, Thomson, Phil. Mag. vol, 23, p. 449 (1012).

t Bohr, Phil. Mag. vol. 24, p. iO (1913), vol, 80, p. 581 (1016).
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7j-0lectroii from the electron, 'which is to be knocked out of the atom and

become a ^-electron, there is (classically) a jn’ecise relation between this

and I, namely* A I -n \

^'-v‘irk-‘h
d;

2TT2)dp = - .(1036)
V

Tins is tho effective target area of the present theory for eacli electron

of ionization i)otential In the notation of the preceding section

dC - I for this area and is otherwise zero* Thus

^'’«'’'>-T(£4r*

for each elootron. For the process of caj^tiiro we deduce

Aire^

.(1937)

This makes tho moan effootivo “timo-(area)®” for capture tend to infinity as

a->0 or ^->0. This moans that very sIoav electrons are very good at being

caught or at helping tho capture of others.

§
17'7. General frequency relations for 2- and S-body encotinters leading lo

dissociation and recombination. We shall now reformulate tho results of tho

preceding few sootions aooxirately for bodies ofcomparable masses, We have

already suffloiontly analysed a 2-body encounter; wo have now to extend

this analysis to 3-body onoouiitors.

Tho nature ofany encounter can only bo a function ofthe relative motion

of tho systems, and the motion of the centre of gravity of tiro systems will

bo unaltered by any interaction in which momentum is conserved. For an

encounter of 3-bodie8 wo therefore write

(Wo-fWi + Wa) U ==moWo-l-Wi%+«2%
U^— Uq

^2= 'W2~Wo
,

,
etc. (1038)

-1.

Those equations can bo solved at once for Ug, u^ , Mj, and avo And

^(ngtUitUf)

mgV + WiUjf -I- wiatta*= {mg -h nii -h Wj) U*

1

Wfl-t-Wi-l-Wa

(1939)

{miirng+mf) ~ + mg{mg -f >%)

(1940)

* Soo, for example, R, II, Fowlor, Proc, Gamb» Phil, iSac, vol, 21, p, (521 (1023).

44-2
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We shall use similar equations for the other oourpononts, and 0 for tho «nplc»

between l^, and l2> (^2'’72>^2)*
, ,

'

, n »» t

Now the miinber of triple combinations in which systoniH oi typoM 0, 1.

masses Wq, Wi, Wj and velocity oompoueuts «a, etc,, lio Miimih

taneously in volume elements dwg, dw^, dw^ ia by tho usual lorimila.

(IIM 1)

{
2-nkTY

where

q = ^jKo(Mo^+ ^^0
®“+

+

Wi^) + init (Mj*+ -1-

Using the substitutions of the preceding paragraph this reduces to

+ [wii (Wo+ jn-a) - 2mi WaT'iT'g cos (?

TUq+ Vflfx ^^2

+«i2(m(,H-Wi)l^^]ll«!aio(Za>id!co2<^U ... .(1942)

General 3-body collisions may be classified according to the iiosition of

the lines of impact of bodies 1 and 2 on body 0 (asymiitotes of orbits) nml

the time interval between the instants at which the undisturbed relative

orbits of (1,0) and (2,0) would bring these pah‘8 closest together. To obtain

the number of triple collisions per unit volume per unit time in wliioh tho

lines ofimpact of 1 and 2 on 0 lie between and -t- dpi and pj and Pa 4- dp^

with a time interval between t and t 4- dr we take

da)o==l, dwj = 2'7rpidPiPi, ^np^dpff'zdr (1043)

We next change (1942) into spherical polar coordinates for tho relative

velocities, using the direction of as the polar axis from which to siiocify

the angles defining the dhection of 1^. Then

dfi . . . dU= sin ^^dxFa^dFa sin dddd^A (1044)

We axe only interested in the relative configurations of tho orbits, siiooiliod

hy Pi) P2> '') li> Iji) and d. The other variables may be eliminated by liitQ'

gration. We then find that the number of ooUisions so spooiflod ia

8w*i/ u I,
{^o^iWa/(^0 4- Wi

® ^
* {2nhTf

xexpf %(”h) 4-Wj) ^ -b

L 2(mo4-mi-p»ta)/i:J’ “J
^^^.npj^dpi^np^dp^d/TYiWf^smOdV^dV^dO. (1045)
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Tlie process of capture is a triple onoounter of tins type resulting in a

radiationless union of the bodies 0 and 2. The relative motion of (0,2) and

1 is to take off the sux^erfliioiis energy, If yi) is the probability

of this event, and

Pi r (1946)
Jo Jo J-oo

then the rate of captures per unit volume of the type is

%7t\ 1-8 e-nikWi%Hin OdV^dV^dO.

(1047)

In this formula rj is the energy ofthe relative motion before the event, which

is given explicitly in [ ] in (1946). The energy of the relative motion of the

2-bocly system (0,2) and 1 after the event is where is the energy of

dissociation of (0,2).

By analogy with (1801) the number of 2-body collisions of type {p,V)

between (0,2) and 1 per unit volume per second is

4171-102 exi,r-J2fe±al^l 2.^#F.aF.
*(27r/t!2'(OTQ+??ii-}-m2)) 2(mB-l-%-hWa)/<!7^J

(1048)

The suffix 02 refers to the body (0,2). These oollisions are effootive if they

result in the dissociation of (0,2) into 0 and 2. There are then three bodies

moving with certain relative velocities and tiro type of collision depends

on tho distribution of tho available energy. Let

(P>W) J"28in 6dV,dd (1049)
Wo'l-

bo the probability that a body 1 with relative velocity V will so break up

(0,2) tliat 2 is thrown off with velocity between rndV^-^-dV^ relative to 0,

and in such a direction that the angle between and the yolooity Ti Pf the

body 1 rolativo to tho body 0 after collision lies between 9 and O+dO, If 1^

and 6 are arbitrarily spooifiod, then Vi is determined by tho conservation of

energy, which is

1 ffli(Wo-l-fflz)

_ l ffl]^(Wa+m2)l^^~2%?»8F^1i^oo8^-|-Wa(Wo+W2)

We now write as usual

......(1060)

(1061 )
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The number of dissociations of type per unit volume per unit time

is therefore

2TrhT(ma+mi

X expf- VW^emUVAV^dd (1962)

Let us now assume that there is detailed balancing. Then we must assort

here that if the F^s are related by (1950) the expressions (1952) and (194.7)

must be equal* The resulting relation between 8^ mid 8^ refers only to tho

process (0,2) 0 + 2, each body being in a unique internal state before and

after the interaction. To see that the process preserves the equilibrium laws

with a purely atomic relation between 8<^ and 8^y we must consider tho

equilibrium laws for just such a reaction, For bodies with more than one

internal state, including in this strictly speaking both internal oscillations

and rotations, the equilibria of the separate states must be discussed with

separate ooeiEcients 8, For the bodies here considered the law ofdissociative

equilibrium, after (479), takes tho form

^3^
^02 % + Wa ©03

(1963)

Inserting this value of VqvJvoz in the equation balancing (1962) and (1047)

we find

(1064)

On differentiating (1960) we find

VdV^fydvil ^Scosd, (1966)
Wo + mjFi /’

and, using this in (1954),’

- (^^.)‘ (1956)

An important special process of this type is ionization

y

in which is

negligibly small compared with In that case when the body 1 is of

atomic (not electronic) mass classical dynamics requires that < 2F, while

and V arc only slightly different. Thus T^/T^ is of the order unity at most,

TO2-2 and the { } reduces to unity. Thus (1956) becomes with sufiaoient

accuracy a ^ a

TOW2>^,Ii), (1957)
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with the energy relation

I ^ (1968)

These equations are the result of ignoring the momentum of the electron in

the equations of conservation.

Now that 0 no longer appears explicitly in (1967) and (1968), it is possible

and often convenient to refoxunulate those relations more in accord with the

relations of the earlier sections, where both the bodies 1 and 2 wore electrons.

Wo recall that 'the fraction of all {!Pi,Pz,ry,0,]\)-

collisions tliat result in capture. The derived function /S'a^(T'^,<l,T^) is the

“tai'get” ([i]'^[7']) for (l^,0,l^)-oo]lisions to be successful, and so leads to

the nximber of successful (T'^,0,T^)-oollisions when these are distributed at

random in
, pj and t. If niean value of this xvitli respect

to 0, so that 1 fv
'S'2^*{TiFi) =y ^

J^i) sin 6d0, (1060)

then 8^* is the “target” for successful (T'i,T2)-collisions distributed

at random in pj, t and 0.

In a similar way hf {p’f\,0tV)viy^m\0dV.^cl0 is that fraction of (p,F)-

oollisions xvhioh result in (T^,0,T^)-relative motions after causing dissociation.

8^\V^,0J)mfi^^sin0dV^d0

is the [Lf target for F-oolIisions distributed at random inp to have the

result specified. If finally

'Si‘“*(F2,F)=J^^/Si2{Fa,6>,F)sin0d0, (1900)

then 8Tf*inyidVz is the target for F-collisions distributed at random inp to

have (fztVi) relative velocities after dissociation. The complete ionization

target for F-collisions distributed at random inp is

J”'‘^'"‘'''^i^*{F2,F)m2FadF2. (1961)

The relation between 8i^* and 8^^* must be

Fa^j,«*(F2,F) = 5^^^5^ViaF2*;8'ai*(F2,Fi) .,,...(1062)

with the energy relation (1968). Expressed iix terras of energy (1062) is

identical with the formula (1924) for electron impact. It is easy to see that

all the formulae of this paragraph which contain 8'e but not S’s retain

their validity in quantum mechanics.

It is beyond the range of this monograph to discuss the detailed forms of

those target areas.
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§
17*71* The laws of detailed balancingfor general collisions. It ib jDorhaps

worth while in Gonclusioii to consider a very general formulation ofthe Ja'wa

of detailed balancing for collisions given by Dirac, which brings out the

main features better than the discussion of § 17*7.

We start by observing that in its ordinary form Maxwell's law for the

densitydn-velooity or density-in-momontum of systems por unit volume

is invariant for a transformation from any set of axes to another moving

relatively to the former with constant velocity. For relative to the old axes

the density-iu-nioineutum is

and if the transformation is then relative to the second set tho

density“in-momentum is

which is unaltered (/=^/')«

We then consider a general encounter between n material systems in

which the rth system has initially a momentum in a region

and in which as a result of the encounter V material systems leave the

scene of action, the rth having a momentum in a region

A material system may be of course any molecule, atom, or ion in any

specified stationary state, or a free electron, bub not here a quantum of

radiation. The systems must have the same material constituents, but

recombined in any manner whatever. The velocity of tho centre of gravity

of the systems both before and after is C. We then transform to a frame of

reference in which the centre of gravity is at rest, and use a zero suffix to

distinguish quantities measured in this frame, which wo call the normal

frame. If we assume for the present that the momenta before and after

the encounter are all independent, the number of such encounters per unit

volume per second will be of the form

r * ^ • n {dpfdpfdpf),, (1963)
L 1 Jo 1

where ^ is an atomic probability coefficient which must be independent of

T and C and depend only on the momenta of the systems in the normal

frame of reference both before and after the encounter. It is unnecessary

here, to analyse 0 further. It must be supposed to contain the velocity

factors for the speeds with which the various systems approach the scene

ofaction. In the samewaythe correspondingnumber ofreverse encounters is

rn T n

llf;{di)i'dpi'dp3% .^'.n i^idp^dpa),.
L 1 Jo 1

* Sitao, Pfoe, Soy, 8oc, A, vol. 100, p. 681 (1024),

(1964)
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By the principle of detailed balancing we may equate those two expressions,

andobtain = • (1965)

Our provisional assumption that all the inomonta are iiidependont is not

true, Inhere are at least soven relations (energy, and zero momenta in the

normal frame before and after the encounter), and there may bo more in

special oases, Wo can allow for this most simidy by inahing </> and zero

except when these necessary conditions are fulfilled, There will then bo fewer

differentials in (1903), but on account ofthe complete reversibility the same
differentials Avill droj) out of (1904), and (1965) will remain generally true,

If we now transform bade to the frame in which the whole assembly is at

rest, owing to the invariant property of MaxwolVs law, wo find the general

collision relation
A/a...A<^=A'A'...A'f. (l&OO)

Now if are the partition functions for the internal energies of

the corresponding systems, and i\, ..., their total concentrations, then,

in the equilibrium state,

f f -f — *“
'•'l

• * *
''n

,

p rp n '

1

with a corresponding expression forAA* • • -A/' There is also the equation of

diasooiativo equilibrium

jq ... ... -Pn A /it
(2^/*^')*

¥ /i
‘

and the energy equation

Combining those equations, wo find the relation

.,....(1907)

The relationships of the preceding sections are special oases of (1907) in

which the ooeffloionts 8 have been defined somewhat differently from
<f>

and

, Wn>'
..(1907)

§ 17‘8. Laws of interaction of gaseotis molecules with solid walls. We can

apply the general arguments of §
17' 12 to show that collisions of molecules

with the walls of the containing vessel must sei^arately bo capable of

preserving the equilibrium state. Bor the equilibrium state of the gas is

* Dirao, ho. ciL^ proaontB tlio argiimonfc soinowhat diffoi'oiitly and dotlvos iho equations of

diasooiativo oqnilibriuin, c/t),, from tho prinoiplo of dotailod balancing by substantially tho rovorso

of tho foregoing argumont. Tho prinoiplo of fclio invariance of/ which nnifit bo then known a jpr/ori

oan, lio shows, bo doduoocl from tho-proportios of the Lorontift transformatioa.
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independent of tlie shape of the enclosure containing the gas, and by vary-

ing the shape of the enclosure the relative importance of the surface can be

varied independently of all other parameters. Collisions with the walls

vary in frequency as the surface multiplied by the molecular density and

therefore differently from collisions between molecules ([density]®) or radia-

tive effects (density).

We have already made use of this principle in discussing the relation

between the emission and absorption of electrons at a metal surface in

§ 1 1 • 3 1 . It Avill therefore only bo necessary to generalize the analysis of that

section hero. If the gaseous phase is practically perfect, and contains a set

of systems (atoms, molecules or electrons) at concentration v, then the

number of such systems with velocities between c and c + de which strike

unit area ofany solid surface per unit time in a direction Avithin a solid angle

(ttl at an angle 9 with the normal to the surface is

\4

J

c®e-«‘«’/®*®'cosddcdO. (1908)

This is the number of such systems wliich is destroyed in unit time by unit

area of wall. By the same reasoning an equal number moving in the reverse

direction must be thrown off by the wall in unit time in order to preserve

equilibrium.

As we are no longer dealing with single atoms and molecules wo can no

longer argue that elementary processes must be independent of the tem-

perature.

In very high vacua collisions with walls are all important in controlling

the equilibrium state, and a series of researches notably by ICmidson*>

MUl&ant and LangmuirJ have been undertaken to elucidate the properties

of the equilibrium state and steady non-equilibrium states under such

conditions. These investigations have throAvn much light on the nature of

the mechanism which Ave call “collision with a wall”. The conclusion is

that in general the greater part of the molecules striking a solid surface

actually condense on the surface (stick to it) for a limited period and are

then thrown off again. Their direction and velocity of ejection will then

naturally have no connection with their direction and velocity of incidence.

If this idea of complete lack of correlation is correct, then the molecules

evaporating must be throAvn off by the wall at a rate given by (1968). This

is a conclusion of considerable importance in the researches quoted. It

embodies what is known as Lambert’s law of diffuse reflection. It contains

* ICnudson, Anti. d. Physik, vol. 28, pp. 76, 000 (1009), and a sorios of othor papors iip to vol.

34, p. 693 (1911).

f Millikan, Phya, Sev. vol, 21, p, 217, vol. 22, p, 1 (1023).

t Langmuir, Prana, Far. Soc, vol. 17, pp. 607, 021 (1021),
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however more information than Lambert’s law which refers only to dis-

tribution with angle. When we study steady states in which we have no

longer a temperature equilibrium, the T in (1968) ceases to have a definite

meaning. The general form of the molecular emission law may be expected

to hold good, but T beoomes a parameter determined by the temi^erature

of the incident molecules and the temperature and other properties of the

wall. A great part of Knudsen’s researches deals with particular cases of

this type.

In other oases we have evidence, from the rate of transfer of momentum

to the walls during steady states of flow, that an appreciable fraction of the

incident molecules do not condense, or at least do not communicate momen-

tum to the wall on impact. In such cases it is usual (and probably adequate)

to describe the interaction by means of an accommodation coefficient /
which is such that the interaotion jn’oceeds as if the fraction / of all the

incident molecules condenses on impact and 1 —/ is reflected according to

the laws of reflection of light (“specular reflection ”). It is easy to see that

specular reflection also conserves (1968). It is usually assumed that/ is

independent of c and 0,

There is good evidence for condensation and consequent unoorrelated

re-emission obeying (1968). Beside this perfectly diffuse reflection the only

simple types of reflection which preserve (1968) are perfectly specular

reflection and reflection by direct reversal of path. The latter is physically

unaooeptable. The former has undoubtedly been used to supplement per-

fectly diffuse reflection on the ground of its simplicity. A more correct

analysis would doubtless fuse both the perfectly diffuse and perfectly

specular reflections together into a single law with a varying correlation

between the direction of incidence and all possible directions ofre-emission.

It would present no difficulty to formulate such laws satisfying (1968), but

at present they do not appear to be of interest.



CHAPTER XVIII

CHEMICAL KINETICS IN GASEOUS SYSTEMS

§18'1» General nature of reactions in gaseous assemhUes.^ When gasos

which undergo a chemical reaotiozx are mixed, ii> is natural to look to the

collisions between the reacting moleoulos for the source of the roarraiige-

ments thatoociir. Theideas and the formulaoof theprooocling chapter Blioitld

therefore enable a satisfactoryaccount to be given ofthose gaseous x'oaotioiis

which do not depend observably on radiation,! and procoed suflioiontly

slowly for the calculation of collisions by the equilibrium tlioory to bo

able. Classical statistics can always be used. We shall soo that this Gxpoota-

tioii is in general fulfilled, but there is at least one quite exoo]>tional oxaniplo

in explainhig which the theory is severely strained. It is possible that soiuo

other considerations may enter.

Let us start by defining more closely whatwe mean by ^
^ suHioiGntly slou'

^

'

for the reactive collisions not to upset the numbers of collisions calculated

on the equilibrium theory. All reactions of course proceed to their oquili-*

brium point, at which all the considerations of tlie equilibrium theory must

apply, But in chemical kinetics we are concerned with tliG spooct of un**

balanced reactions proceeding primarily in one direction, and it is theso

which we try to record by observation. In order to oaloulato such speeds

from the equilibrium theory we have to assume tliat certain typos of

collisions are effective, and that these types occur (in spit© of the ouo-sidocl

reaction) with a frequency corresponding to that which would bo cloduood

from the properties of an equilibrium state. It will be best to examine the

requirements of this condition in the various special oases discussed.

In the examination of a gaseous reaction the first point to bo established

is that it is a reaction between gases (homogeneous reaction) and not a

reaction occurring primarily between gas molecules oondonsod on the walla

of the containing vessel—catalysed by the walls—(a hotorogonGOus re-

action). We shall only discuss homogeneous gas reactions hero: hetero-

geneous reactions are more naturally discussed as part of the kinetic theory

of surfaces, Though catalysis by the walla dominates the great majority of

apparently homogeneous reactions, quite a considerable number of simple

homogeneous reactions are now known. A selection of those tliat aro known
* For a general account aeo Hinahelwood, The Kinelm of Ohmical Ohanae in Omcoiis Sgaim^

ed. 1 (1926), ed. 3 (1033). This chapter ia baaed almost entirely on Hinaholwoocl’s boolc, I do nob
however agree with his oonolusion that in some oases all collisions with szifTiolont energy load to

reaction nor with tho derivation and use of some of his formulae,

f The best known example of a photosensitive reaction, or photoohomionl ohango, In gases 1ft

the reaction Hj+Cl^^ 2H01 under the influonoo of visible light.
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to be simple and homogeneous, for which the velocity of a perfectly definite

molecular event can be and has been observed, are described in detail by

Hinshelwood.*

Having established the homogeneity of a reaction, its velocity is studied

as a function of the temperature and the concentrations. The dependence

on the concentration generally classifies the reactions into different orders

of which Avo need only consider tAvo hero, namely:

First order or unimoleoular reactions, Avith a velocity proportional to the

concentration so that j
= (1900)

Avliere k depends only on the temperature.

Second order or bimolecular reactions, Avith a velocity jiroportional to the

square or product of the concentrations so that

dv
— vr= KV'‘

dt
or

dvi

dt

and K again depends only on the temperature. This function k is called the

velocity constant of the reaction. Those equations of oouz'se only hold before

the products of the reaction interfere in any Avay suoh as by beginning the

reverse reaction, But /< is usually measuredt under conditions in Avhich

(1009) and (1970) are sufficiently exhaustive. We shall not discuss the

methods by which the k of these equations is determined in practice.

When Avo compare the observed rates of reaction expressed in numbers of

molecules per second Avith the numbers of collisions per moleeule per second

Avo find that at most oaie collision in 10* can lead to a reaction. Gaseous

reactions cannot ordinaznly be quantitatively studied if the initial concen-

trations of reactants fall to half value in a time as short as one second, and

the usual time to halfvalue is ofthe order ofat least a minute . But by ( 1 859)

the number of collisions per molecule per second is

Inserting numerical values with 0= 3x10“®, ji:= 1-37 x 10“i®, 2' = 273,

v= 2*7 X 10^*, m= i‘66 x where A is the chemical molecular weight,

this reduces to l<3xl0^*

^A •

This is to be compared Avith a number of reactive collisions at most of the

order one per second. Thus reactive collisions are completely exceptional.

Illnsholwood, loc, oil. In his first oditioii ho dosoribod all tho thou known oxamplos. Tho

difToronoo in prcaontation between tho editions of 1020 end 1083 is a rooord of tho groat dovoioi)*

mbnt of tho subject during that period.

f See Hinshelwood, loc. oil, od, 9, pp. 03, TJ, for a more gonoral ouse.
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The clue to this behaviour is provided by the strikingly large tempei?ature

variation of the velocity constant /c. Whereas the total number of collisions

varies as that is hardly at all over wide ranges of temperature, the

velocity constant ordinarily doubles itself for a rise of temperature of about

10° C, This suggests at once that the effective collisions are selected not from

all collisions, but only from all collisions with more than a certain large

minimum of distributable energy.

The actual form of k which can be successfully compared with observation

is suggested by equilibrium considerations, Consider for definiteness a

biinolecular reaction between unlike molecules of tyi^es 1 and 2 which

combine to form two other molecules of types 3 and 4. There is an equi-

librium point which is given by

. . (1971,

where K is the equilibrium constant. ITor all concentrations we know 'from

the velocity measureinents that the rate of destruction of systems 1 and 2,

with creation of systems 3 and 4, is By the arguments of § 17- 12 the

rate of creation ofsystems 1 and 2 and destruction of 3 and 4 must bo of the

form k'v^ ,
and at the equilibrium point these are equal, so that

IC=«7/c.

Now it follows from the definition of K, by (480), (481), that

dlogK q Q
¥1'^'

.(1072)

dT ItT^’
.(1973)

where q is the excess of the average energy content of systems 1 and 2 at

temperature T over that of 3 and 4, so that Q is the “heat of the reaction”.

Therefore dlogw' rflogK_ q

~dT W^'

The form of this equation suggests putting

dlogf(_ t, dlog/c' S'

^~dT W^'

where ? — T = •“ 3

and the known approximate oonstanoy of q suggests that perhaps S f
are also roughly constant. In that case we find after integration

K=Ae-^’‘^. (1974)

This is the well-known empirical equation of Arrhenius for the velocity

constant of a homogeneous gaseous reaction. As so far presented it is purely
tentative, hutby plotting log k against IjT for observations over a sufficient

range of temperatures, it is found that (1974) %vith A and S constant gives
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an entirely adequate representation of the facts. The oiiergy £ is called the

heat of activation of the reaction^ for, as we shall see, it is closely related to

the necessary minimum disposable energy present in a possibly effective

collision. Wo shallshow in the following sections how the collisionmechanism

gives an entirely adequate account of the phenomena we have described.

§ 18 *a. Simple theory of bimolecidar reactions. Equation (1866) gives us

the number of collisions per unit volume per unit time in wliioh the kinetic

energy of the relative motion lies between 7} and rj-i'dr} for simple unlike

molecules. Lot us suppose that o{rj) is the fraction of these collisions that

lead to reaction. Then

= ^^12^
f

27r(?% + mg)
I

i

(JcT)i\ mim, 7:

a{rj) dr] ( 1976 )

In order to mimic (1974) the simplest assumption is that

a(ij) = 0 = a

Avlioro a is a constant loss than or equal to unity. On this assumption

') <'»™)

This is very nearly of the proscribed form. It is to be observed that the

2’-variation of /< is so dominated by the exiJonontial term when (as in all

actual examples) is fairly largo, that the experiments cannot possibly

distinguish between and

for any moderate value of a. The same difficulty has been already en-

countered in Richardson’s thermionic formulae. This simple assumption

therefore yields, for fairly large values of CI^T, the formula for the velocity

constant « = (1977)

in which A' = 2ocgia^| .,,...(1078)

The theory thus gives us at once a satisfactory form for «r* We have no

a priori knowledge of ^IJc, and it must therefore be determined from

Arrhenius* equation. When this has been done, the theory gives us /c com-

pletely in terms of a coefficient a which must be less than unity, and a

“moleoular diameter For like molecules ,
and the first factor

2 drops out from any formula for the number of collisions but not for the

velocity constant, since two molecules react for each successful collision

.

Equations (1077) and (1978) therefore hold for like or unlike molecules.

The formula (1978) contains the product of two coefficients a and

neither of which (it may be argued) is precisely defined alone. There is,

however, some virtue in not amalgamating them. One can suppose ideally
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that TTo-ja^ has been determined (though possibly as a fuiiotioii of tlie tem-

perature) byviscosity measurements, when it will have tho physical meaning

of the effective target area for momentum exchange in an encounter, or

from general ideas of molecular magnitudes at any relative velocity. Tho
effective target area for reaction at sufficiently high relative voloaity>

aTTo-ig^, is then a distinct quantity, which as we shall shortly see is ju’obably

appreciably smaller than

To proceed further we must consider an actual example, and choose tho

decomposition of HI discussed by Hinshelwood. This is primarily homo-
geneous and bimolecularfrom 560"^ K. to 780® IC., and its tomperaturo varia-

tion satisfies Arrheniuses equation accurately with 22,000 (Q = 'I'hOOO

calories), With <7 = 2 x10*“®, %=m3=128x 1*65 x lO^^-i^ and = this

gives 6‘0 X 10“*®a, = 2 x 10-®oce-®2.ooo/T ^

From the definition of /<r
I^
vat

Therefore the fraction of molecules reacting in one second at a oonoontrafcioii

of one gram-molecule per litre (v= 6»06 x 10^®) and a tomperaturo 656® V is

8 X lO'-^a.

The observed value is 3*52 x lO^'^. The observed value is thus obtained*** if

a =1/23,

This is entirely satisfactory so far as it goes, It only remains for us to
verify that this fraction ofreactive collisions is small enough for tho calcula-

tion of o6llisions with energy more than £ to be substantially unaflootod, i.o*

to verify that the reaction is ** sufficiently slow**. A certain proportion of
collisions with relative energy more than ^ will concern at least one molooule
whose lost collision was also one of the same class. This is the phenomenon
of the persistence of velocities . In default of an exact theory of transport
phenomena, correction for persistence of velocities was successful in re-

moving the greater part of the numerical erroi^ in the simpler theory ofthose
phenomena. In order to be certain that the equilibrium calculations mo
adequate it is sufficient to assure oneself that allowance for persistondo of
velocities is unimportant here, The proportion of collisions affootod can be
fairly high, but even if it is nearly unity only the fraction a at most will bo
removed by the reaction and the effect on numerical values cannot possibly
reach 10 per cent. At the same time the numerical values might begin to bo
seriously affected if oc were larger. The interpretation given by Hinshelwood
to his result cc= 1 is therefore hardly aboeptable. It is necessary for a to bo

* Hinahelwood, loo. ciL conoludefl that approximately but ho haa used an inaoourato
formula for the number of ooUiflions,

f Jeans, /oc. cti, pp. 260, 276, 312.
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small for the simple theory to apply at all. But ofcourse the results of a more

exact theory are not likely to be widely different, and will only differ in a

numerioal factor.

Summing up, wo may say that the simple theory of homogeneous bi-

moleoular reactions, namely that they are reactions by collision which can only

occur in afairly small fraction of collisions in which the relative kinetic energy

ofthe molecules exceeds a cerlainlow&i'limit determinedbyArrhenius's equation,

gives a most satisfying account of the observed facts. We have discussed it

only with reference to the reaction

(1) 2BI

but the following other reactions have been shown by Hinshelwood to fit

fairly well into the same theory:

(2) I-l2-|-l2^-2HI,

(3) 2O3 -^302,

(4) 211*20 —>*2112 4*02,

(6) 2CI2O ->2012+ 02,

with other more complicated examples in which the homogeneous bi-

molecular reaction must be disentangled from other simultaneous effects.

It is at the same time to be remarked that there is not much margin in the

above theory as it stands. A different form for a{r)) might at once require

a > 1 . Por example, if a{ri) = the number of effective collisions is prac-

tically unchanged, but if in conformity with some of the collision targets of

the preceding chapter we have, say,

,
. l\

we find the number of collisions smollor by loss of the factor Hh'I', The num-

ber of collisions is also smaller if calculated as in § 18*21 below. Effective

collisions in which the relative kinetic energy of translation exceeds ^ may
therefore be somewhat scarce, and it seems to my mind bettor to recognize

oven here that there are other sources of energy as yet unexplored in this

connection. We jn’oceed therefore in § 18*3 to develop formulae for the

number of collisions with given transferable energy in Avhioh the transferable

energy from all sources is taken into account.

§18*21. Bimolecular reactions, using only the head-on component of the

relative velocity. It has frequently been proposed that in calculations of the

number of collisions with sufficient energy only those collisions should be

included in which the energy ofthe motion alongthe line ofcentres at impact

exceeds the critical value. Though there is no particular merit in such a

formulation from the point of view of quantum mechanics, it is perhaps

45FSM
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worth while to put the oorrect formulae for this proposal on record since

incorrect ones are frequently in use,***

In formula (1860) wo have aji expression for the number of collisions per

unit volume per second in which the line of centres at impact makes an

angle Q with the relative velocity whoso components lie in the ranges

l+ We can rearrange this in the form

^
^

(1979)

We can then integrate (1979) with respect to ^ and i to obtain all collisions

with a relative velocity along the line of centres between ^ and

ooouiTing on the selected element of surface cfi^dO. and after that integrate

over the whole surface of the sphere of radius . We thus obtain

for the number of oollisions per unit volume i)er unit time in which tho

energy of the oomponent of the relative motion along tho lino of centres at

impact lies between and ij+dij. The number of such collisions in which

this energy exceeds ^ is

'

,

(1081)

By comparison with (1976) we see that values of k based on this use of

head-on components only are smaller by lack of the factor {^jkT+ 1). Tho
loss of this factor would already lead to known difficulties in the application

of the theory to the decomposition of HI.

. §
18‘22. The reverse reactions. In any discussion of a reaction mechanism

it must never he overlooked that the reverse reaction must be able to occur

and form a unit mechanism which will preserve by itself the equilibrium

state. For a simple reaction such as X+ T5±: Z+W or X-l- F5^ 22 tho

reaction is bimolecular in both directions and no new features are found in

the reverse direction. But other reactions may not be so 8imj)le, If for

oxamplef the bimolecular decomposition of ozone occurs in a single stop

correotly represented by 203 then the reverse process must be a

terraoleoular collision between three oxygen molecules. It has been

suggested that the reaction proceeds by the stages (1) 035±;0a-f0 in equi-

librium, the reaction being rapid, followed by (2) 03-j-0->202, the slow

* Hinsholwood, loc, ciL ed» 3, p. 123, argues as if the ,
velooifcy component of each molooulo

along the line of oontres contributes each one square term to the available energy, apparently
forgetting that it is only tho single component of the relative Velocity that can bo oftootivii.

•f
Hlnshelwood, /oc. p. 80.

, , .
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roaotioii wlioso rate is measured. Since the concentrations of O3 and 0 in

the presence of excess of 0^ must be in’oportional, the measured reaction

will have a rate proportional to the square of the concentration of O3 . If

this mechanism is the true one, it is the first (fast) reaotioii which contains

the tormoleoular encounter. The ozone molecule cannot just break up

into Oa + 0 but will require a collision to dissociate it, and the tvn6 form of

this reaction is i^robably The function of the inert 0^

could probably bo played by any other molecule.

Since the direct oocurrenoe oftermoleoular reactions can thus be inferred,

it is of special interest to examine whether any such reactions can bo expori

»

mentally studied, and their termoleoular character established by direct

experiment. Few such reactions are known, but

2NO -h Og —^ 2]Sf03

has been sliown by Bodenstoin* to bo such a reaction, by verifying that its

velocity obeys the equation

This velocity constant k is almost incloiJenclent of the temijomture, and

actually falls slightly as the teiniDorature rises. Such behaviour is reason-

able if the activation energy is practically zero,

§18*3. The, Iransfemble energy in coUisions, including internal energy of

the molectiles. It is hardly possible to obtain simiile formulae if we consider

the rotations and internal vibrations of the molecules as quantized. It will

however bo sufficiently accurate for present purposes to assume that the

molecules are equivalent to molecules whose Hamiltonian function contains

s square terms (khiotio or potential) associated with such low frequencies

that olassioal meohanios applies. Then the classical partition function for

the internal energy of such a molecule is

J.
.

.J
dpi ,..dq(,

where jh > • • • » j > • • • i
complete set ofHamiltonian ooordinates and

ja being either a p or all the p^s must ooour. The integration is extended

over all values from ~ oo to -f oo for any fi, and with respect to the other

geometrical variables over their proper ranges. To find the fraction with

* Bodeiistoin and Lindnor, Zeil.f, phgaikal, Ohem, vol. 100, x>> 08 (1022),

45-*
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energy between 97^ and + drii we have to take out that i)art ofthe complete

integration wMch corresponds to

1

The number of molecules per unit volume with this internal energy is

therefore . .

J...j
iih<'Zmf<vt+^vii (1082)Vi

(-OO^JUf^+co]

By the well-known procedure of Dirichlet* this can be reduced to

I dr)

(1083)

or
r(i«)|s)UW

Q-VilkT^
ItT'

.(108-1)

The number of molecules with internal energy greater than »jp is

,(1980)

which, for 7jp/&T large, is approximatelyf

V(^s)[kTl "" •

Let us now combine (1984) with (1866). We find that the number of
oollisions per unit volume per second between a molecule of typo 1 with
energy between and ijj

+

drf-j^ and a molecule oftypo 2 with energy between
ija and 172+ d!ija and relative kinetic energy ^ is

_2viVjOj^ j27r(mi+}»2)]l' , ,

r(isi)r(K)l

.(1987 )

So far as energy considerations go it is conceivable that any collision in,

which i ^

V

q niay have a non-zero probability of producing air
active molecule or causing a reaction. The total number of such oollisions

* Whittaker and Watson, Modern Analysis, ed. 3, p. 268.

«J emphasized that s in these equations is the number of square torms In the energy^
e number of degrees of freedom, so that any harmonio oscillation contributes 2 to e, and anv

iree rotation 1. ... i
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thorefore obtained by integrating (1987) over all and ^ satisfying

J?! + 1?3 + ^ > »}o • This ntimber reduces by simple substitutions* to

\

2Tr{m^-¥mo)\
1

f
r'(|si + i'S2+ 2

) [ J
(7fly)i»i+WfJ,

Q~Xlkl' ^iai+isj+l ...(1988)

which, for fjalkT large, is approximately

r (v^5i + |s2 + 2)

1 27r(mi+ mg) .
4 / no

\i-'i+Ww

mim^
''’^1

{0)
(1989)

If the two molooules are of the. same speoies, then of cottrse and

0-12 = cr and the factor 2 must be removed, for every collision will as usual be

found to have been counted twice over in all the foregoing formulae.

The fraction of all collisions Avith “enough” available energy is easily

aeon to bo (,jo/*y)i*i+i<>>+ie-Vfcr

r (|sj -I- -jtfj+ 2)
.(1990)

Avhioh may bo very large indeed compared with the fraction often

used in error in this connection.

If it is denied (as is perhaps natural in certain applications) that the

internal energy of the second molecule is ever available to serve towards

the aotivation energy of the first, then the formulae (1988) and (1989) will

still apply if wo put Sg — 0. In fact more generally we can in these formulae

always use and foi' f^o number of square terms in the internal energy

whose energy content is available for redistribution, in the collision.

The total number of activations can of course only be expressed in terms

of a probability ooefiioient Thus on multiplying (1987) by

o’(iji,')j2)^) and integrating, we find

_ 2a (27T(mi + nio)]^ ^

''"r(wr(i52)t

(1091)

the preceding formulae arise from putting w= 1 when
'>?i
+

ija + f > ijo •

When internal energies are taken into account a more accurate invosti-

gation of the precise use of Arrhenius’s equation is necessary. In practice

the observations are used to plot log/c against IjT and determine a slope,

Avhioh defines the aotivation energy t of the equation

dlog/c t

AT ~hT^'

* Whifcfcakor and Watson, ?oc, ciL
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The theoretical k derived by putting simple forms for cr in ( 1 99 1 )
is howovor

generally of the form / \i

so that
(nog/c_ yjQ t

'~dT

Thus the ijo ofthe theoryand the I determined by observation are eonnoofcod

by the equation = S+ (1002)

The apparent constancy of tlie experimental ^ in no way prevents C

really of the theoretical form (1992), for the experiments could not doicol

these variations, i/cT being small compared with tjq . In calculating whether

there are sufficient energetic collisions to give the observed rate of reaction

with a small efficiency a we mxist use the tjq of (1092) with the observed $

a mean value of T. We thus retain the correct temperature variation of fc,

If we now examine how these considerations affect the typical homo-

geneous bimolecular reaction between simple molecules we see that for a

molecule such as HI we must have at least s = 2, or for a triatoinio molcoulo

5 = 3 at least. Thus for the reaction 2HI-~>H2+ l2 (5 = 2 say) wo havo to

replace the factor
^

of (1976) by the factor i
(^)

of (1989), with tjq = ^ C having its observed value. There are thoroforo

substantially more collisions with enough energy than the simple theory

indicates, the extra factor being about 13, which leaves an ample margin.

§18‘4, Homogeneous unimolecular reactions. There are woU-known difU-

oulties in the theory of those unimoleoular reactions which are apparently

insensitive to radiation. The simplest assumption which will account in

any way for the facts is to suppose that the reaction is not elementary but

consists of bimolecular activation and deactivation processes, whioli by
themselves would keep up a normal equilibrium between activated and

inert molecules, while superposed on this there is a definite chance for tlio

spontaneous disintegration of the activated molecules. Provided this dis-

integration is slow compared with the activation process, the equilibrium

concentration of activated molecules will be unaffected. This concentration

will therefore be proportional to the total concentration and the reaotioii

wiU apparently obey the unimoleoular law. If this theory is correct, then

there should come a concentration for any unimoleciilar reaction bolow

which its rate begins to fall below the expected unimoleoular rate, for tlio
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underlying bimoleoular process is then beginning to work too slowly. This

form of collision theory for unimoleoular reactions is usually associated with

the name of Liudeniann.*

The state of aflairs aoeorcling to this theory is formally very simple. Let

X and ?/ be the concentrations of activated and inert molecules at any time.

Let the total number of activations and deactivations in time dt bo Z^ydt

and Zxdt respectively. Lot Bxdt be the number of disintegrations of

activated molecules, Tlien the differential equations which control the

process are

On Lindemann's theory jB is a molecular constant and Z and Z* are them-

selves proportional to ?/ or perhaps rather are of the form Ax -h By -f Gz^

where z is the concentration of any diluents plus the gaseous products of

reaction,

If wo solve equations (1993), assuming that Z and Z* are constants, the

general solution takes the form

x — (1994)

where and Ag are the roots of the equation

D2„o(2 + 2N-.B) + i?j?;' = 0, ..,„.(1996)

Using the initial condition that the equilibrium is undisturbed by dis-

integration, which is we find that the coefficients in (1904)

satisfy

z'-xr Z -ZX^IK -{Z’-X^)XilX^‘

This is exact and the rate is of oourse not that of a nnimolocular reaction,

Ifnow we suppose that B(Z is small the values of Aj and Aj reduce approxi-

mately to
Xi==BZ'l{Z + Z% Xz^Z-\rZ'.

Since (a;/2/)o is in general rather small, Z'jZ will also he rather small and at

any rate loss than unity. Then LJLj^=0{BIZ) and M^jM-^ = 0{BZ'l7J),

which is still smaller. Therefore the second terms in (1994) are negligible

even initially and a fovHori at all later times owing to their much more

powerful exponential factor. They are still negligible initially and so always

if (a;/y)o is altered by terms of order BjZ. The solution thus reduces to

x = 2/=roe--»2W^'),
,

(1996)

which is of unimoleoular form.

Lindomann, Trana, Far. Soc, vol, 17, p, COO (1021).
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A more exact treatment of equations (1993) or more general forms can

be given by treating them as of the form

fJv

(1997)

the coefficients /(i) and g{l) being slowly varying fimotiona of the time. Mio

precise variation of/(i) and g{t) is only assignable a poslerim, but this does

not affect the argument. We can then apply the general, theory of such

equations, which is equivalent to the theory of the asymptotic forms of

solutions ofsuch equations for large values of a j^araraeter.* It follows from

thistheorythat the firstapproximationtothesolutions of ( 1997 ) is oftheform

x-L-^e •’

+i/ae , y==M.^e •' +M^e ,

where Aj and are functions of t which are the roots of (1996) with Z and

Z' replaced by /(i) and g{t). Since Xj^= BZ'l{Z+Z') = ]3xj(x+y), A^ is

independent of the concentrations, and therefore of f, when BjZ is small.

The , Aifi ,
are constants to this approximation. We obtain the sanio

imimoleoular form as before, with an accuracy deirendent on the slowness

of the variation off{t) and g(t). The fundamental condition for the validity

ofthe unimoleoular forms is that BjZ should be small, or BxjZ'y small, that

is that the number of disintegrations in time dt should be small compared

with the total number of activations or deactivations in the same time.

From equations (1993)

\dv_ 1 d(a!+ y) Bx
__

BZ' _
vdi~x-\-y dt

~ x-\-y~ Z-\-Z'~'^'

Thus in this theory k is 5 times the fraction of activated molecules. If these

are molecules with more internal energy than po) fh®*! hy (1986)

'‘^r(F)(^)

This will therefore fit the observed form of Arrhenius’s equation if

+ (1999)

For the correctness of the theory there is also the over-riding condition that

Bx or Kv is small compared with Zx or the number of activating collisions.

The maximum number of such collisions is given by (1989), and the actual

number should be a small fraction of this.

* Sohlesingor, Math, Ann, voL 63, p, 277 (1907); Birkhoff, Trans, Ainer. Malh. Soo, vol. 0,

p, 219 (1908); Fowler and Book, Proc, Land, Math, Soc, vol. 20, p, 127 (1922).
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If wo use the exact form (1986) and define C as usual by = a

simple physical moaning can be given to ^ . It is easy to show by differentia-

tion that

t=hT^±\ogK=^ \s¥l\

I dr)

Jvi

Thus $ is equal to “the average energy of the activated molecules” less

“the average energy of all the molecules”.

§ 18*41. Numerical discussion ofsomeunimolecularreaclions. We willnow
discuss shortly, in the order of the severity of their demands on the theory,

five reactions knoAvn to be homogeneous and (apparently) unimolocular.*

(1) Decomposition of gaseous diethyl ether. This reaction proceeds at a

convenient rate between 700-860'’ K. and is homogeneous and unimolecular

down to pressures of 200 mm. Hg. Below that pressure of the reactant the

reaction proceeds more slowly and ai)proximatc8 to a bimolecular type. The

final result of the reaction is rovighly

CA . 0 . CaH6-> CO -b 2CH, -|- ^0all4

,

though of course this does not roiu'esent the primary process which is

probably the formation of CO and two unstable hydrocarbons. Suffloiont

admixture of Hj, for example a partial pressure of 300 mm. Hg at 800° K.,

will preserve the unimolecular rate unaltered down to a pressure of 40 mm.
Hg ofthe reactant. Ho,N2 and the reaction products have no marked ofEocts.

The velocity constant observed is

log K = 20*47- 63,000/i?T. (2000)

(2) Decomposition of gaseous dimethyl ether. This is very similar. The

final result of the reaction is

CH3 . 0 . CHs CH4 -t- Hj -I- CO,

proceeding at a oonvonient rate in the range 700-826° K. unimolecularly

down to a pressure of 400 mm. Hg. A pressure of 400 mm. Hg of admixed

H2 at 776° K. will preserve the unimolecular rate to a pressure of 30 mm. Hg
of the reactant. N2 ,

He, CO and CO2 have no such effect. The velocity

constant observed is iogK= 30*36-68,600/Ji:T. (2001)

(3) Decomposition of getseous propionic aldehyde. The main feature of the

reaction is
02H6OHO-» CO + [various hydrocarbons];

* TliOHo roaotiona arc tho first fivo to bo proved homogonooiis and iiiiimolooulav» A largo number

aro now known, but tlieeo fivo form a ropioaontativo samifio. 3)otailB aro taken from IHneholwood,

loQ, ciU
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ifc is of convenient speed for 726-876“ K., and unimoleoular down to a

pressure ofabout 80 mm. Hg. No effect of admixed gases has been detected,

The velocity constant observed is

log /<= 28- 66 -66,000/NT. (2002)

These three reactions can be discussed together,

The molecules concerned are all fairly oomj)Iicated and have a rather

large number ofdegrees offreedom which might have their classical energies.

Wo shall find in all these cases that Lindemann’s theory gives a com-

pletely satisfactory explanation ofthe observations even ifwo only take into

account the internal enei-gy of the molecule to be activated and put Sg =
By way of making the calculations precise we shall take 10“’, 0,

and determine for what value of Si the number of collisions given by (1089)

falls to 100 times the value of /<r for the least value of v for which the reaction

remains unimolecular. Since we deal witJx collisions of like molecules

and the factor 2 falls out.

We find that this condition is fulfilled:

Por C2H5. 0 . Callg, v=2'4 X 10’®, with s^ between 6 and 7.

For OH3 . 0 . CH3, 6 X 10’®, with between 10 and 11.

For CjIIfiCHO, v= 1 x 10’®, with Sj about 8.

These values of are all acceptable. The molecules may bo thought of ns

consisting of at least three loosely bound structural units. The first of these

gives a rigid framework to which the others are fitted. Ignoring torsional

oscillations each of the others has 3 freedoms in this framework yielding

6 sq^uare terms, and the rotations of the whole complex another 3. Values

of up to 16 at least are thus to be expected, There is thus an ample margin

for an activation rateslow conqxaredwith thenumber ofsuflfiiciently energetio

collisions and a disintegration rate slow compared with therate ofactivation,

even when we do not admit that any part of the internal energy of the other

molecule is available.

In the case of the two reactions maintained by a sufficient pressure of Hg

,

the activating collisions must be supplied by collisions between and tho

reacting molecule. There is no theoreticaldifficulty in this. The difficulty is

rather to understand why all diluent molecules do not act in the same way.
This point lies deeper than the simple collision theory. It is likely that it is

connected with tho slow rate of transfer between kinetic arid vibrational

energy found in the study of the specific heats of simple gases other than
H2 (Chapter ni).

We now pass to two entirely different oases.

(4) Decomposition of gaseous acetone. This reaction is homogeneous and
unimoleoular and of convenient speed for the temperatures 780-900“ IC.
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and shows no signs ofdeviation from the uniraoleoularlaw down to pressures

of 100 mm. Hg. No diluents tested have been found to have any effeet. The
nature of the reaction is

CHa . CO . CHa-> CO+ [hydrocarbons],

and the velocity constant observed is

logK= 34'96-08,600/i22'. (2003)

On carrying out the same calculations as before, we find if wo take v= 10^®

and Si = IB that there are only just aboirt twice ns many possible activations

as disintegrations. The unimolecular law could not possibly bo maintained

on this margin. Even ifwe assume 5^= 24 (24 square terms) we have only a

marginal factor ofabout 30. There might well be 16 relevant square terms in

the acetone molecule, or eAmn so many as 24, biat this is hardly enough, and

there is no evidence that the reaction does not remain unimolecular to still

lower pi'ossures.

whioli is to bo activated in the collision. But this is arbitrary, for there is no

a priori reason why some or indeed all of the energy in certain coordinates

of the otlior molooulo may not in certain circumstances be available for

activation. The consequences of such an assumption of availability are

considered in the next section in the light ofthe theory of detailed balancing

.

Such an assumption makes a large differonoo, for the fraction of activated

molecules in equilibrium depends only on and is unaltered, but the

number of possible activating collisions is largely increased. If we take

10 there is a marginal factor of 3-0 x 10* which is probably ample.

A comparatively small value of Sj will increase the previous margin sub-

stantially.

(5) 'Decomposition of nitrogen penloxide. This, the best known and most

exhaustively investigated homogeneous unimolecular reaction, shows no

signs of deviation from the unimolecular law down to pressures of 0-06 mm.
Hg but at about this pressure it has recently been shown that a distinct

falling off in the rate sots in. The convenient temperature range is from

273-840° K. No effect of any diluent in maintaining the rate at pressures

below 0-00 mm. Hg has been recorded. Admixtures ofnumerous gases have

been shown to be without effect on the rate ofthe reaction, the only positive

effects being obtainod with various organic vapours which are themselves

attacked by NjjOs and may therefore bo disregarded hero. The result of the

reaction is N^O^^NaO,-}-

but of course this does not reiwesent the actual mechanism which probably

may be described by the following sequence ofprocesses
:
(i)Nj05-»N203-l-02 ,
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unimoleoular andsiow determining the measured rate; (ii) NgOg-^NO+NO2

,

very fast; (iii) NO + NaOg-^-SNOa (or NOg+NaO^), also fast. Thus each

primary decomposition of NgOg oonsumes two molecides. The NOj and

NgOg molecules produced may he assumed to come to dissociative equi-

librium. The velocity constant observed is

log/(:=31-46-24,700/i2T. (2004)

For v=2'13 X 10i®(0'06mm, Hg at 0“ C.), ai2= 10“’ aiKl«i= 10 we find a

maximum rate of activation 10 times less than the observed rate of dis-

integration. It is possible to suppose that at the temiDeratures conoernecl

the energy content ofNgOg is even greater than is represented by 10 square

terms, but even an increase to 24 square terms only increases the maximum
activation rate to twice the observed rate of disintegration. To retain

Lindemann’s form of the tlieory it is therefore essential to inoludo in the

available energy the energy ofthe other molecule. Ifwe take 5^ = 10, Sg = 14,

we find an activation rate 10® times the obsei'ved rate of disintegration. It is

feasible to suppose that either or Sg could bo greater so that the margin is

probably ample. But the conditions for obtaining such a margin are extreme.

It is impossible to obtain it, practically speaking, unless the greater part of

the internal energy in both molecules is available for the activation energy

of one, and such activations occur in something more than one per thousand

of all sufficiently energetic oollisions.f

§18*6. The requirements of detailed bdUmoing. In view of the extreme

form of the theory required to account for the decomposition of NgOg

it is desirable to examine the consequences of the assumption we have

been driven to, that all the energy in a large number of freedoms in both

molecules is available for the activation of one, and is actually so used

in a fraction of all sufficiently energetic collisions which may be as large

as 1/1000 or even possibly 1/100. Obviously not all “collisions with

enough energy” can be activations, for the class must include all de-

activations as well.

When + collision with the initial conditions rjuViii
yield a pair of molecules with energies between yi* -f d^i* {171* > 770)

Tjg*, y2*+dr)2*> the rest of the energy being absorbed in The elective

target for such an exchange,in conformitywiththe notation ofthepreceding

chapter, will be taken to be

Then in the equilibrium state (or other state not sex’iously disturbed from

t Tho oonclitiotis are extreme, but not go extreme as wan at oiio time thought; soo for example
this section of the first edition of this book.
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this) tliG number of oollisions per unit volume and unit time which convert

ij2 ) ^ iuljo ’Ji*) ’Ja*’
proportional to

(2006)

By the same argument the number of collisions which convert 1
J2

*)

into ijg* ^ is

xS('qi*,rj2*,i*’,'qi>V2}<^Vi^Vz (2006)

By the principle of detailed balancing these must be equal. Moreover, since

’ll
+ ’?8+ ^= 1?!* + i?a* + ^*> given i^’s, di= *. Hence

(ijj+jisi-l ^>K
,Sf(rji*,l72*,^*;i?l.'>?2)

= (2007)

If now it is to be possible for the number of activations to be comiiarable

with the number of collisions with enough energy, we must have

1/
of the same order as (equal to say), when iji + i?a + ^>7jo

7)i* > 7)q . For the sake of investigating orders of magnitude we will take S
constant over the ranges of rjj* and t)2

* in which it has a non-zero value.

Then, very roughly,
f'rtvVlirVi _ .

fiJi+iJi+f-V**eiivvnrVt riji+i?,+c-v*

dija* = a7rV,
f IJo

or == 2a7rffiaV(7i +Vi + ^- 7o)®‘

There is nothing unacceptable in (2008). Then by (2007)

.(2008)

2aiTOj^ tel / 7)2 i
.(2009)

To find the corresponding total collision area for deactivations we have to

integrate with respect to and rja , the ranges being respectively 0 to ijo and

0 to iju or '»?i
whichever is the lesser. It is not necessary

however to carry out this integration explicitly. We can see at once from

(2009) that in certain circumstances the deactivation target must be very

large compared with the activation target Such a molecular property

is not entirely impossible and dismissible on a priwi grounds. Formula

(2000) moans that a very slow molecule or a molecule with exceptionally

little energy finds it exceptionally easy to bring about deactivation, In the

present state of molecular theory all wo can do is to bear such possibilities

constantly in mindf.

t A valimblo ciitiqne of tho oxtfoino ooHIbIoii theory hero proaontod will bo found in Tolman,

Yost and Diokinaon, Prot, Nal, Acad, Sd, vol. 18, p. 188 (1027).
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§ 18*51 . The reverseprocess/or nnimolecular reactions. We have accepted

as a mechanism fox* unimolecular reactions a mechanism of which one stage

consists of the sj)ontaneous explosion of an activated molecule into two or

more, probably two parts. This stage is closely analogous to the radioactive

disintegration of an atomic nucleus by the expulsion of an a-]particle. If this

mechanism is coireot, then the reverse process consists of a collision between

two particles leading to a transition which unites them into one. There is

no difficulty in supposing that such processes can occur to the necessary

frequency. One is tempted to oi'guo that they can practically never occur

because the relative kinetic energy will never be adjusted exactly to lit

any possible value of the quantized internal energy of tlie united system,

and no third body is concerned in the process to cany away the excess

energy. This objection however overlooks the fact that, just because the

combined system is unstable and able to explode, its levels cannot be j>or-

fectly sharp, and the breadths of its levels will exactly enable the reverse

recombinations to occur at the proper rate. It is of course also possible

that the process of explosion involves the absorption of a quantum of

radiation lying within a wide range of frequencies which could be quite

low. In that case the reverse process would involve the emission of a

quantum in the same band, and no difficulty would arise even with sharp

levels for the united system. No such exidanation is necessary however,

and any such explanation is perhaps ruled out by the recorded insensitivity

ofthe reactions to radiation,though it is doubtful ifthe low frequency region

has been sufficiently studied for this conclusion to be certain.

§ 18*6. We have confined the foregoing account of homogeneous gaseous

reactions to the simplest collision mechanism. Interesting and important

questions are raised by following up the subsequent liistory of the products

. of reaction which may often contain excessive amounts ofenergy, especially

when the reaction is thermodynamically exothermic with a large heat of

activation. In these oases we shall expect to find the formation of reaction

chains and explosion waves. It would take us too far afield to follow up
these possibilities which have been studied by numerous investigators and
expounded in a notable work by Semenoff.* Nor have we in this chapter

discussed photo-sensitive gaseous reactions. Some account of these is given

in the next chapter. It should be mentioned that the homogeneous uni-

molecular gaseous reactions ofthis chapter have frequently been considered

to be due primarily to a radiative process on account of then* unimolecular

character. It is however almost impossible to maintain such a theory in the

face of the abnormal molecular absorption coefficients which it requires,!

;
*’Somonoff, CTam Oxford Press (193^),

t Christianson mdlix&mQVBfZcU.f. ph^aihal Chem. voU 104,.p*.46X (1933)» , .
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whioli would have to manifest themselves in tlio absorption of external

radiation. Wlien the attempt is made to modify such a theory by claiming

that these abnormal ooofficieuts are only tyihoal of the interaction of two

molecules in resonance with one another,* we are really abandoning the

];adiative theory altogether and again groping after a theory of molecular

interaction, of the nature of quantum resonanoo, wliich may just as pro-

perly be regarded as a collision iH'ooess* This may bo the direction in wliioh

an improved theory will one day bo found.

f

* G. N. Lowia and Smith, Amer, Glievu Soc, vol. 47^ p. 1608 (1026); G. N, Lowib, Proo. Nat,

Acad, Sci, voh 13, p. 023 (1027).

t /t’ho quantum theory of gas roaotioiis has rocoiitly made groat advances, the basis of whioli

is doscribod in outline in §2P8,



CHAPTEIi XIX

MECHANISMS OF INTERACTION. RADIATIVE PROOH.SSMS

§19'1. The nature of radiative p'ocesses, Tho analysis of § 17’ 12 was
arranged to cover both collisions and radiative processes. Wo rocaidtnlato

the conclusions as to the latter. If and Xa denote two different HfcatoB of

the same sj^stein such that the equilibrium ratio of the ooncei\i>i’atiom

[XJ and [Xj] is a function of the temperature only, and if nnd
are the frequencies with wMoh an X^ is converted to an Xj and An Xj to

an Xj by interaction with equilibrium radiation alone, then

^rad [Xi]
(2010}

If the change from X^ to Xj is one of dissociation, so that an oxin’oesion
such as [Xg] [X]/[Xi] is a function of tho temperature only, then

^’rad ra[7]
[XJ

,(2011 )
0r+<2K,rnd . „

Here Qy means the frequency of interaction of an Xj and a Y to form ivu X^
mthout any radiative action, and ^y,raa of the similar intoraotion with
radiative action.

,

It is now possible to analyse this result a little further and soo that in

(3^= 0.

In general there will be a difference of energy between the free X'g -f- Y and
the combined Xi. Consequently no radiationless interaction hotweon Xg
and Y is possible, resulting in Xj and conserving energy. In general hhoroforo
^y=0, and we have » rvirvi

._fro4 _ iAgJiTj

^r.rad" [XJ
'

^ this interaction of course the radiation can adjust tho energy balanoo.
Ve proceed to examine in detail the consequences of (2010) and (2012). Wo

shad content oumelves with classical statistics; extensions to qnautnm
statistics can easily be made.

ThLn
* of radAaUon with tlte stationary slates of fixed atomsT^s problem was the first of such problems to be discussed in this way-by Einstem m a classical paper. Consider first an atom with oiriy Lcstationary states 1 and 2, ofnegativeenergm^

ofZiatL ^ 2 with absorpfior
and from state 2 to state 1 with omission of radiation. Thil

Einstein, Fhjsikcd, Zeit, toI. 18, p. 121 (1017),
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racUatiou will bo monoohromatio, of frequency v given by —

Bohr's frequency condition; we need not at this stage consider the finite

sharpness of the upper state. It follows from the properties of the partition

function (lloltxmann’s law) that the equilibrium ratio of the numbers of

atoms in the two states is ' _

We have now to specify the dependence of the rates of emission and

absorption of the atoms in either state on the intensity of the radiation of

frequency v. Those specifications are of course immediate consec[uouces of

the quantum theory, but mayho introduced aprion os natural assumptions.

Lot I{v)dv ho the intensity of radiation of frequency between v and v + civ,

that is the quantity of energy in rtwliation of this type which crosses unit

area normal to its i)ath per unit solid angle jier second. It is connected with

the density of this radiation p{v) civ by tlie equation

I{v)=^^p{v). .(20U)

We may now assume that the chance of absorption of one quantum by an

atom iu state 1 in time dl is
Bj_^I{v) dvdt, (2016)

and that the chance of emission of one quantum by an atom in state 2 in

{Ai^-\-B^^I(v)dv)dt, (2016)

the .d’s and B'a being atomic constants. They are commonly referred to as

Einstein’s ^’s and B’6 or Einstein’s oooflioients. The form of (2016) is the

obvious one to choose, that of (2016) is more obscure and the second term

might a bo overlooked. It is necessary, aswo shall see, for the meohan-

ism to preserve Planoli’s law for p{v), and it can be seen to be necessary

a priori by a deeper consideration of olassioal’*’ or quantalf radiation theory.

In equilibrium the absorption and omission of quanta and the numbers of

switches from and 2->l must bo equal. Using therefore (2013), Bohr’s

froqueiioy ooudition, (2016) and (2016) this necessary and suffloient equality

is equivalent to
‘

WiBi’^.I(v)clv<=‘ Wjje~'‘''i^'^'{A^ + B^I{v)dv} .(2017)

Solving for 7(v) we find

I(v)dv-=-

On oompariiig this with I*lanok’s law,

2hv^dv 1
I{v)dv- gftv/w'l'i >

* V(ui Vloolc, Phys, Jiev, vol. 24, pp. J130, 347 (1024).

f hirao, QumUum Mec/tania, od. 2, § 07.

.(2018)

......(2010
)

PSM
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we see that the form is correct and equilibrium will be proservotl if

^ (2020)

These relations are extremely important,

Some comment is called for on other aiTaiigemonts of tho ftjrogoing

argument. It has been arranged here jjnroly to derive the rolationfi (2020)

and to verify that our assumptions formulate a possible unit niooUanisni-

We may note too that there is here no difference between premierV£ition of

ec[ui]ibrium and detailed balancing.

In the first place the forms (2016) and (2016), thougii tho only forms oon-

sistent vdth classical or q[uantal radiation theory, are not only tho forma
wliicli satisfy (2019). If wereifiace them hy /^{I{p)dv)dt and
respectively, the functions f^^ and have only to satisfy tho nGCOSHaiy and
sufficient relation

« > . 2hv^dv/c^’^x .

Z /«{*) (2021 )

In the next place we have actually aasumed more results of tho uqui'
librium theory and atomic theory than are strictly necessary for tJio proof,
Eiiistein, in his original presentation, assumed the forms (201 6) and. (2010),
Wien’s displacement law (a theorem of pure thermodyjiamics) and Bolt'/.-

mami s law, and deduced from these promises Bohr’s frequonoy condition
and Planck’s law. Eddington* has recast tho discussion and takou aa iris

premises Wien’s law and Bohr’s frequency condition, and deduced Boltz-
mann s law and Planck s law . These theorems however are of iiitoi’ost from
points of view different from that adopted in this monograph.
The discussion extends at once to atoms with any number of stationary

states. For each pair ofstationary states whioli are oonnootod by a radiativo
transition there is a set of relations identical with (2020). Moreover this
is true whether we work on the hypothesis of preservation or of detailed
balancing. The difficulty of § 17-4 does not arise here, for in genoral wo may
assume that every possible transition affects radiation of a dliforoiit
irequency.

§19-21. Numerical mines. We can proceed to estimate numerical values
^thout specific reference to quantum mechanics. The connection between

ff rad^fe
absorption coefficient is obtained as follows. Of the energy

I{v)dvdo}OQBdd8dt

ibttr*
^ ofmatter of areadS and

thickness da at an angle 9 with the normal to the slab, the fraction

hypdxseod

Eddington, r;«7, Yol. 60, p, 803 (1026).
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will be absorbed, p being the mass density of the atomic distribution. This

expression defines the mass absorption ooeffioient k^,

,

In terms of the

energy absorbed is j

a^dxdS X B^I{v) clvdi -7- x hv^
47r

wlioi'o ia fcho number of atoms in the state 1 i)er unit volume. Equating

the two amounts we find n 2 ;,„7
'

£l^. (2022) .

Att/j

We can write p = ma, where m is the atomic mass and a the total concen-

tration. Then n zi,~
(2023)

'' iirma

Unless ttija is small the mass absorption cooiRcionts are extremely large.

The direct experimental evidence for the Hg lino A 2036 {l^/8'-23P), the

Ca+ lines H, K, AA3908, 3933 (1*P-2®P) of the chromosphere and the

Na lines i) (l®/?-2^P), all lines for which in the conditions of observation

1, is that hy, is of the order 10®. Einstein’s absorption coefficient is

thou of the order O-l to 0'6.

In order to evaluate numorioally we have to know the value of

The moaning of this is of course that is a mean absorption coefficient

integrated through the line, no line of any sot of atoms (even if all at rest)

being of inathomatioally aero breadth. The total absorption is therefore the

moan absorption coofficiont multiplied by the mean breadth dv, and it

is B^dv or more striotly a.y,dv which is correlated with the emission
J

coefficient A^, If we estimate on observational evidence the ordinary line

breadth at 10“i® cm., then for A = 3000, Sr == 3 x 10®, B^dv’^ 1'6 x 10®, The

numerical order of is then 2x10’. There is direct experimental oonflrma-

tion of such a value, for wo observe that is the mean life of the atom in

the excited state 2 before it spontaneously radiates and returns to the

state 1. This moan life t is therefore aiiproxiinately

t = 6x 10~® sec.

Mean lives of this order or rather shorter are determined by experiments

such as Wien’s on the light emitted by sti’eams of jiositive rays and by the

theory of the chromosphere. This is also the mean time of radiation sug-

gested by classical radiation theory and conlirmod by quantum mechanics.

The stimulated emissions are often of negligible imijortance numerically .

The ratio of stimulated to spontaneous emissions is

BM{v)dv cH{v) I
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For the region ofthe spectrum neax’ hvjJcT is about 5, so this fraction is

negligible and a fortiori for all liigher frequencies. For very low frequencies

the fraction approxiinates to kTjhv and the stimulated emissions become

important.
‘

The and and the natural widths of spectral lines can now all bo

calculated in principle by quantum mechanics for all systems. Complication

prevents the actual execution of the calculation for any but the simplost

spectra, but Avhere the calculations have been carried out, as for hydrogen,

helium and the alkalis,* the results are in full accord with the experimontal

evidence.

§19*3. The jiliotoelectrio liberation of electrons from Ji^ed atom8,‘\ Besides

the line emission and absorption spectrum of an atom, associated with

transitions between stationary states, there is also a continuous omission

and absorption spectrum associated with oaj)ture and loss of electrons, We
will again consider the atoms as fixed, and at first for simplicity as possessing

a single stationary state ofnegative energy y and weight Wq , The process to

be analysed consists of absorption of radiation of frequency v such that

hv > X with the ejection of an electron of velocity v or energy rj such that

(2024)

which is Einstein^s law of the photoelectric effect. The relic of the atom is

an ion in its normal (at present solo) stationary state of weight If ^ is

the concentration of free electrons and (Cq, Xx the concentrations of (single

state) atoms and ions, the equilibrium state is characterized by

(2025)
Xo nio

To obtain this result we use (479) and (1643), the u/{T) being here all unity.

The mechanism is controlled by (2012) a.nd the reverse process is the m-
counter of an ion and a free electron resulting in capture with emission of

radiation.

Let tjt(v) I{v}dvdt be the chance that a neutral atom will in time dt,

under the influence of isotropic r-radiation of intensity I{v)dvf become
ionized by absorption of a fl[uantum Av. The total number of r-quanta.

absorbed in time will therefore be (per unit volume)

x^^(y)I{y)dvdt, (2026)

* The first oAlouIations of this typo were given by SohrOdinger, Ann, d, JPhysikt vol. 80, p. 437

(1926); Heisenberg, Zeit.f Physik^ vbl. 30, p. 490 (1928); Sngiura, J, de. Phy&iquej Yoh 8, p, 113

(1927), ond PM. voL 4, p. 406 (1027).

f Milne, PM. Mag, vbl. 47, p. 209 (1924). This is tbo most complete original aooonnt. Soo

also Kramers, PM, Mag, vol. 46, p, 838 (1023), and R, Reoker, Zeit, f Physik, vol, 18, p. 825

(1023).
•
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By (1898) the number of ooUisions in time dt between "electrons and ions

in whioli the lino ofimpact lies between p and dp iB

Let the probability that such an encounter results in capture with emission

of r-radiation bo p,, \ , n \ t \

We shallAnd that stimulated captures are necessar*y hero as for lino omission

and absorption in order to conserve Planck's law. Then the total number of

captures with omission of r-radiation in time dl is

iUi . iTTpdj)

.

{/(jJ.ij) + l{v) g{p,-g))
1^)

fii-T]) dyjdt.

In order to conserve energy y) and v are connected by (2024) so that we have

drj^hdp.

Inserting the equilibrium value of /a(i?) from (1883) and writing
pco ^to

F{'r])<=2nj^ pf{p,'r])dp,
\ P9iP^V)(iP>

we And the total number of captures of »;-oleotrons in time dt with emission

of r-radiation to be

+ A*') %)}

Either for preservation or detailed balancing (2020) and (2027) must be

equated. On using (2026), (2024) and its resulting differential relation this

...(2027)

gives

or

(2028)

......(2029)

Of oourso i//(v) = 0 (r < xlh).

Those relations (2028) are independent ofthe classical formulation adopted

in this paragraph and remain true in quantum mechanics. The ratio of

stimulated to spontaneous captures is again l/(c'*''/*^'-l), and is still less

important than for line emission, since in this process we are never con-

cerned with frequencies loss than

§ 1 9’81 . JSxlensions to complicated aloma. Ifwo consider more complicated

atoms with more than one stationary state, tlien we can always write the

equilibrium relation between single states of the neutral atom and ion in

the form*
M/iJ (27rmMf 2(zai)i

{a'o)j ft® (wol ’

Pirat pointed out explicitly by Mllno, JPfiil, Mag, vol. 60, p. 647 (1026),

..,...(2030)
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where ;f/is the ionization enei'gy required to remove an eleotroii from the

neutral atom in its ath state and leave the ion in its fth state. Ibis can ho

effectedby radiation offrequency v ejecting an 17-eIectron, 2)rovidednowthat

hv=‘r) + xi-

Wo introduce exactly the same coefficients F{ri), Oi-rj) and <^(r) as bofovo

for each such photoelectric process. On the principle of detailed balancing

it follows at once that the relations (2028) hold for each sot of these oooffl.”

cients. On the preservation hypothesis matters are rather coinjdicated and

it is hardly of sufficient interest to discuss them in detail. The balancing of

r-quanta and ij-eleotrons involves in general more than one set of coelfl-

cients. Only the atomic balance involves a single set (and then onlywhen tho

ion is assumed to have only a single state), and the condition of atomic

balance for all T does not imply so much as (2028). We may be content to

expect that, as in §17'4, preservation could be shown to demand less

restrictive conditions than detailed balancing.

It is obvious that the foregoing argument applies to any two consecutive

stages of ionizatibn.

§19*32. Free-free transitions. In addition to radiative captures transi-

tions from one free orbit to another are possible with omission or absorption

ofradiation. The greater part of “white “ X-radiation is of this nature. Tho

probability of these transitions can in principle be calculated by quantum

mechanics, but the calculations are very complicated. In the meantime

the laws for such processes can easily be formiilated, but do not give nmoh

significant information, since the process and its reverse are essentially tho

same, with change of sign of v.

By (1898) and (1863) the number of encounters per atom per unit time

with (7;,p)'eleotrons is

(TT&y)^

The chance of a switch to an (ij',p')-eleotron with absorption of j'-radiation,

/4v= - ?j, is naturally taken to be

then the number of switches ofi^-electrons to jj-eleotrons per atom per unit

time Avith absorption of r-radiation is

a result which remains true in quantum mechanics. In exactly the same
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way we must then take the number ofswitches of ij'-cleotrons to ij-olectrons

per atom per unit time with emission of r-radiation to be

(2032)

On tho prinoiplo of detailed balancing wo must equate (2031) and (2032)

obtaining = v'Sciv’.v) {1 + «^(>^)} (2033)

If I{v) is to satisfy Planck’s law, then we must have

<x.=o^l2hi^, (2034)

(2036)

Tlio analogous j)roGess to this in Chapter xvn would be merely a simple

3-body encounter with energy exchanges between the 3 bodies, from which

we slxould have dorivod little of importance*

§19*33. Numerical values of continuous absorption coefficients. Little is

known ox])orimontally or from direct astrophysioal evidence as to the

numerical values of the mass absorption coofRoient which is derived from

the \lf{v) of (2020) by tho equation analogous to (2023),

inm a '

Wo do know that tho continuous absorption grades off continuouslyinto the

massed lino absorption at tho series limit and that there is no infinity at tho

limit itself. Honoo Lt must bo finite and non-zoro. This moans that

tho ohanco of oapturo of a very slow olootron must ultimately vary like I/7
;

or 1/v®. It does not imply however that tji{v) cc and 7i:,,ocr"*, and in

fact these relations do not seem to bo true, Tho X-ray evidence is that

Direct oalculations of ifiiv) and so for atoms with one

olootron, which probably apply to tho absorption of X-rays and roughly

to tho optical absorption by any simple atom or ion, have now been made.*

§19*4. General processes involving emission and absorplion of radiation.

We have considered hitherto only simple radiative processes in which a

single quantum is absorbed or omitted. In order to generalize these con-

siderations on tho basis of detailed balancing to apply to processes involving

two or more quanta such as tho Compton effect (scattering of radiation

by free electrons) a convenient way is to generalize tlie method of §
17'71 to

include radiation,f at first a single quantum only. To define the encouirters

* Opponlioimor, %cU.f. Phyaih vol,‘4l, p. 2(J8 (1027); Siighira, loc. cii.

t DIrao, he. ciL (2). First diaoiiBSocl from tlio present point of view by Pauli, ZdLJ. Phjsih^

voh 18, p. 272 (1023).
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tion is directed, and
are iimt j-e(iuired in

cemed^hefvecinemymngedy.Theso^^^^ ,,uliation being

normal frame of reference probability oocHioUmtH

taken into account if it is sigmfloai .

, ^ ^ f /•/,.) thongb tlioy

^ andf ar. to be independent of C
“f ~ Wo A'd «» Lofoto

may of oomne dejend on the diteotoon o
frer|Uoiioy

that the only simple assumption is a , i

^ froq iioncy of thci

of the absorption

eiTiissioii pi'OGOss to {i*f c^-^ov*^o//’ t

(1966). now reduces in the normal ftame to
, n (»

Since /(.)/r« is invariant under a Lorenfe transformation’^ this rodiioos, i

Sr^inal frame in which the assembly as a whole is at rest, to

avo*I(j')
+ 1

..(20157)

It is of course only this form for the ratios of the emission ancl absorption

See, for example, Etoateln, Phyaihal. Zeil. vol. 18, p. 121 (
1017 ),

..
j w],Ioh

The proof is simple and may bo repeated l.oro for reforonco. In
• t ««ily t»

the aasLwy as a whole is at rest, the radiation is Isotropic in all froilHonoiofl tuul

A given range and direction
dvdo).

Consider a system at rest in n frame K' moving with velocity « in the fi'ftino

|

A given bundle of radiation of intensity !(,) dvdai in K will belong to an intorvnl th aiwl 80U«

' angle and be of intensity
r(v',$') dvW

in K't where S' is the angle between the ^-axis and (W, Obviously in K\ I* is not laotioplo but

depends on not on - i i mtut
Between these two expressions for the intonsity or energy density of a glvoii boaiu t

obviously be the same relation os between the sfiuares of Hio oorrospoiuliiig fvo^wonolos> B

r(v\0')di/dw[ /vy^
l(v)dvdco ^\i*J

^

The transformation equations
(
2060) give us at once Dopplor’s law and tlio aborration in tho foi Jrt

/ J V . yit /I ..J-

It follows that

Therefore (to all orders)

p{l-(v/o)oos 0}
f\fva ^

(l-«s/ca)i
\j\ja ^

2

dp' v' du/ _doos 0' _If

I’Wfi'

/(v)

The full expression for r{/,9 ') in terms of and 6
'
correct to vfc is

7[(i-. 3 %os 8'). ,.(20a8 )= W)+-v'oo8 8'4-:,
a ?v'i \ 0 /

An alternative metliod is to apply the general thoorom used by BJrao (see footiioto to § 17^71 p

p. 600} that for any set of ayatems (here quanta) the law of donaity.In-momontum Is invariant for

a Lorentz transformation. If tlio dCiisity-in-momontum of p>q^uauta por unit volmuo in K iA
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coefficients which it is necessary and suffioient to postulate. Writing Planok^s

2li
law in the form

WG see that, if a= .(2039)

tile equation (2037) of detailed balancing reduces to

91) It 3

.(2040)

Only in this form can the relation bo satisfied with ooeffloients ij> and

independent of T and C. It will be observed that v^, the frequency of the

necessary radiation, is measured in the normal frame and so is a constant

of the process independent of C. The rest of the argument proceeds exactly

as in § I7'71 exoojit that the energy relation is

The final result of the introduction of the equations of equilibrium is now

’f>

',Vq“
(/i9)a'-». ..(2041)

C * t * ^n*

We have considered above a jirocess and its reverse in which a single

quantum is absorbed and emitted respectively. It is easy to generalize the

argument to cover iirooesses in which any number of quanta are absorbed

and omitted with the corresponding omissions and absorptions in the reverse

process. In the normal frame the equation of detailed balancing must

obviously take the form

(20^2)

thon n{ytOi<l>) 1h invariant. But ulnoo wo aro reckoning in quanta fiiviOt<l>) v^ditdM and dvdu)

ftvo proportional. Tlioioforo l{v)lifl is invariant,

Wo thoroforo glvo a proof of tills gonoval invarianoo thoorom, wliioli is of oourao only a ro-

arrangoinont of tlio proof abovo. Lot tho four spaoo-timo momenta of tlio particle of rest mass

bo mi , W5 and oonnootod by tlio relation

H- -hmt^)

Tiio tlonsity-in-momontiim per unit volnmo of a sot of particles is dmidmidvin . This

is tho niimbor per unit volume of a speoifiod group of partlolos and tlioreforo trnnaforms aooording

to tho saino law as tho reciprocal of a volume moving with tlio volooifcy of the xiartlolos, that is,

tho same law as wh , ITonoo . , . , ,

dm^ dm^ dWn

Vl.\

is invariant, But by tho equations of transformation

Tlierofpro dmxdmidm^jm^ is invariant, so that /4(wq.?»a,Wa) is invariant, which is tho thoorom.
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wliioh. reduces in the original frame to

n,
(p(0)8

1 /1/2 •••/»^

Provided that all the “coefficients of stimulation” a satisfy

..{20‘1:3)

..(204'!:)

2/t(rB®)3’ '
2/i(vo<0)»'

equation (2043) reduces, on rising Planck’s law, to .

= n,^^^e''ffl*«/i'/2' ... /n'V' (2046)

The energy equation is

"7

and the final relation between the ^’s,

n
LI -2

= S,A#+
S
|e/ +^ +p/^)

* roi...ro„^
<ji

'

27i(vo('>)® %' ... w^i
.(2046)

It is easily seen that in no other way can we eliminate T and C from the

equation of detailed balancing and so obtain a statistically accej>table

relation between the It is not necessary to take the exact form chosen
for the various emission and absorption coefficients as functions of 10 (

1^0)'

Only the ratio of each pair is relevant and determinate, If however the

form chosen is accepted, thenwe must accept also the following general law:

Any atomic process which results in the emission of one or more quanta of

radiation is stimulated by external incident radiation of the samefrequency as

that of any of the emitted quanta^ the ratio of the stimulated to the spontaneous

emission being proportional to the intensity of the incident radiation divided

by the cube of its frequency and independent of the nature of the process con^

cerned, the direction of the stimulated radiation being the same as that of the

incident radiation.

§ 19*41. The Debye-Oompton effect,"^ Compton’s process of the scattering

of radiation by free electrons is an example of a process to which the fore-

going general theory will apply. In this case there is one material system,

* A, H, Compton, Phjs, Bev, vol, 21, p. 483 (1023); Pebye, FhysiM, Zeit, vol, 24, p. 161 (1023).
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= 1, one quantum of frequency v ia absorbed and one quantum of

frequency v' is emitted, the difference between v and v' being of course

controlled by the laws of conservation of energy and momentum. The

weights and Wi are equal. Consequently the scattering process will

preserve the equilibrium state (Maxwell’s law for the electrons and Planck’s

law for the radiation) if i, ,

lioro vq and the freqnenoies of the incident and scattered radiation

respeotivoly in the normal frame. By (2042) the chance of one electron

scattering ro-radiation into ro'-radiatioii must bo

{^o(>’o) + 2>^^(vo) ^(V)} (2048)

which is the result first given by Pauli. Reduced to the ordinary frame, the

chance of the elementary scattering process must bo

c2 /(,/) /{/)

2h
(2049)

Further details of the interaction are not necessary for formulating its

laws, but it is perhaps desirable to summarize the details here for reference.

In the original frame wo have initially a quantum with energy ]S~hv, and

(vootor) momentum F = hvje and an electron with (vector) momentum

G=WoV(l-/3»)-i (^=|vj/c),

imeUnorgy

I’ho quantum and the electron “collide” and go off with a now frequency

v' and now velocity v' in new directions; energy and momentum are con-

served, so that G .|.r« G'-i-r, JS+ U^JS'+U'.

Wo are not ooncornod hero with the distribution of soattei'ing with angle.

If the oloctroii is initially at rest In the ordinary frame wo derive at once

Compton’s formula for the change of frequency of the radiation scattered

at an angle 0 with the direction of the primai*y beam,

rv (1 - COS fl) = (r- ),

A'
TOflC

(1 -oosd).or
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Iq. order to understand the nature of tiro interaction wo rodnco to the

normal frame. The transformation equations are of courao typifted by

V^—CEjc^ ,p
«

j, /p\ ^ _A.z5L>r,
\^vlO ^V>

.(20fi0)

(r,)o= (B « 0/c),

rrith similar equations for G and. XJ, In the normal fraino there is no
resultant momentum, so that •

G(,'-f-ro' = 0.

To reduce to the normal frame we choose the .^•~axi8 in tho dirookion of
G+randtako

C-a'|G+r|/(i+ U).

When tlie total momentum is zero

H = WoCW(l“iS„8)i
and from the energy relation

(j®o+ = Tl^)

1
‘

It follows that ^3 , and therefore «<,, and therefore are fixed by so that
in the normal frame

vo=vo, u»«V.
The nature of the interaction in the normal frame is thus simply tlnvt tho
quantum and the electron make a head-on collision unci reboimd with
directly reversed momenta. The chance of tlio scattering proooss in tho
normal frame must be

^0

4>^6

of T and c Ceitaw
be indopomlonb

tett “elpbaS
' ““ “““‘y *«“ ‘tae de«,„o

r“°“

laiAUnroPAG a definite dii-eofcion.

MiwaU'. hwXVetnl" ^ SH>-4 P«o™
Planck’s law for the radiation.

systems und
cussions of § 19-2 and ?ie-3 aurf Ti

^ generalize the dis-

changing momentum as well as enezgvTiththf^'”^
(thereby ox-

up (as they must) Maxwell’s distribution
will fcaJco
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Wo have ai’rivocl at these important results on the basis of detailed

balancing and the nse of very general arguments. On account of their im-

portance it is worth while to pause here and consider the more specialized

but more direct arguments by which Einstein in his original investigation

was led to the conclusion that in the process ofline absorption and emission

every quantum must be directed (havemomentum), and that then Maxwell’s

velooity distribution law for the atoms Avould be jjreserved. Einstein con-

sidered only the mean square atomic velocity. Wo shall give the discussion

as completed by Milne. * Erom the present point of view this discussion may
bo regarded as a sti;dy of the process of Ime absorption and emission by

atoms free to move on the assumption of the preservation hyimthesis. It is

satisfactory to confirm all the conclusions on this narrower hypothesis in

the simple case of an atom with one pair of stationai'y states.

§
10’6. Extensions of Einstein's argument to free atoms and the conditions

for the preservatio7i of Maxwell's law by line absorption and emission. In a

frame in which anatom is at restthe radiation is aswohaveseen notisotropic

,

The atom meets more radiation from ahead than behind, so that absorption

tends to slow it up while the emission (in this frame) is isotropic and without

mean olloot. There is therefore on the average a deceleration to the first

order jjroportional to v, so that

The actual value of A will bo investigated later. We might at first sui)pos6

that each atom, apart from atomic collisions, would ultimately come to rest,

but this is not so. Superposed on the steady deceleration there will be in any

given time interval r a not gain of velocity u, arising from fluctuations in

the directions of absorption and emission. The moan vahie of« by definition

is zero, and obviously to the fli'st order in v independent of tlio slight

anisotropy of the radiative field—^that is independent of v. It is then clear

that a necessary condition for the equilibrium state is that

(ue-^T+«)2-=u*, (2061)

which moans that is unaltered after time t by the two radiative effects.

The further development of those ideas belongs more properly to Chapter

XX, but may bo conveniently taken up at once. Since ti = 0 and the indi-

vidual values of u are independent of v, «tc*=0 and the equation (2061)

reduces to
(2062)

or for small T tii^=i?/2AT. (2063)

.
* Miliw, Proo. Oamb, Phil. Sot, vol. 28, p. 405 (1P28). Ownparo the disousslon of ilisplaemmla

iii§ 20 '0a.
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The direct calculation of is also siinjdo, but is touip()rarily postponed.

In the foregoing, velocities may be intorpretod everywhoro aa voloifity

components in any given direction.

When u® and A have been oaloulntod directly from tho proportios of the

assumed mechanism^is determined by (2063), oncl Einstoiu shoAved Unit

it had its proper eq[iulibrium valne. This verifloation is not lioAVovor, n«

Einstein pointed out, a complete solution to tlio problem, But fu rthei*

detailed investigation of this particular meclianisin is rondorod unueooMatU'y

hy the following general theorem .

*

Theorem 19- 6, If the cenke of ‘mass of the atoms moving with, velocity (t)*'

velocity component) v moves according to the equation

....,.(2064 )

and if in addition in any small interval r each atom acquires a velooUy {or

velocity component) incremmt u, independent of v, such thatu = 0, then in the
steady state the velocity {or velocity component) dislribulmifunction f{v) dv is

/(v)= (2065)
where is given by (2063) awd c is a constant.

Tins theorem is of somewhat wide importance since it applies undor tlio
conditions stated, which need not oorrespond to statistical oquilibriiiM U !I ri

the present application it justifies confining a discussion of tho particular
meohaniam to the values of A and u^. We take its proof next, oonflning tlio
discussion to one dimension, or one velocity coini)onent.
Of the atoms moving with velooity v at a given instant lot tho frnotioji

4>{v,w)dw acquire increments of velooity between and io-\-dw diulng tho
succeeding mterval t. Consider the atoms at tlie end of this interval wJ iioh
are moving with velocities between v' and v'-\-dv'. Those of thorn Avhioh
were originally u-atoms have had an increment w;, where

dv)^dv^\

oriltuTa?
of ^-atoms, which wore

Sbi: «>»

—

distribution function,

P{v')dv' =dv'
j

-h CO

f{v)^{v,v'~v)dv. (2060)

(2067)

‘'so JPokkor. vPm. a, Phyeik, vol 48, p. 810
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The increment w is given by

v}=>[ve~^'' ~v)+u,

or for T small ta = - \tv+ u.

The function - Atw \-u)dv, is by definition the fraction of«-atoms which
acquire by fluctuations inoroments between u and u-\-du in time t. By
hypothesis this fraction is independent of v, and we therefore write

<l>{v,~XTV+ u)= i/t{u). (2068)

The function i/i(«) satisfies

r-l'm ^+ 00

J -CO J -00

and wo shall write
J -00

u^tf){u)du=u^.

In order to make use of (2068), and this is the point of Milne’s proof, we
make the substitution

v^(v'- «)/( 1 - At)

Then equation (2067) becomes

ff
,(v'-x , v'~x \ dx

and after using (2068) this becomes

Wo oan now for small t expand / in powers of x and integrate term by

term. Wo find alter rearrangement

It is necessary to assume that 5?*, . are of a higher order in t than a®.

Letting now t-> 0 wo find that

U"{v') + Ui‘»')+^T{v')] Lt = = 0 (2060)
T-> 0

Xr
Let ns now put Lt =: = u*

TJion the oomploto aoliition of the difEorontial equation (2060) is

/(t)') = J5J

.

Since
.|.0O

f(v')dv'=:
J -to

and the yl -contribution does not converge, we must have

^e=0,
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\i
«i'2= //f

+ “ » 1

2fi

and finally /(,,) = ?") (2061)

§19’51, Gorollaries and extensions of Theorem A nioro oxaol treat-
ment of the theorem, not confined to small r, is of oonsidoraljlo iiitoroBt, at
least mathematical. The iji defined in (2058), though indGj[)oii<lo]iti of 1%
depends on r, as of course does When r is no longer ros triotod to bo snutl 1

we must every^vhere replace 1 --At by tlio exact Kquatiou (2050) then
takes the exact form

f(v') = - ») idx,r) (h (2002)

Tins equation must hold for all v' and r and tho right-liancl side nuint bo
independent of t. We can shoAv that these conditions serve to dotoriulno not
onlyf{v

)

but also >/i(x,r), that is both the steady distribution law and tho
law of diffusion of random velocity among a subgroup of atoms, moving
initially all with the same velocity.

By the study of small t we have already shown that

Inserting this in (2062) and changing tho variable of integration wo find
/-L ^

r+«’ f , )

j - «
~

0.

in which the variable a; has the value D'-we-Ar ,
.... „„ ,

equation thus reduces for fixed t to the form
f^iAeientiation, ihfs

r+co

J
= 0 (all v")

which requires that g= 0.* We thus have
jAe-^AT

II (2003)

Then from the hypothesis of the theorem to be proved :
/- .0
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which (on the proper time aoale) is equivalent to the standard equation of

diffusion. It is reducible to the ordinary form by the change of variable

Its solution for a “point source”, that is for an initial concentration of all

the particles at the origin of is, when the constant is adjusted so that

ijs{x,T)dx=il,

i "cMt-i

tt)
(208i)

This function exhibits tho growth of the distribution law for the random

velocities. Its initial value is zero except for .'«= 0, and as

Thus tliG subgroiip ofatoms moving initiallywith agiven velocity ultimately

acquires a Maxwellian distribution, which is naturally independent of its

initial velocity.

§19’52, Einslein's caktilalion of A and v?. We proceed next to the

calculation of A. By (2016) the number of absoiptiona ofisotropic radiation

per atom in state 1 per unit time is

B^l{v)dv,

Tills can bo generalized to radiation in a given solid angle, thus applying

to anisotropio oases. The number of absorptions is then

B^W{v\Q')dv'do>'l‘iTr,

measured in the frame K' moving with the atom. The ooeffloient B.f‘ oannot

depend on orientation unless there is a field orientating the atoms. Tho

number of absorptions per atom in unit time averaged over all tho atoms is

therefore
B,H\v',0')dv'd<^'lhr, ..(2006)

We recall that xi X% nogH'tive energies and/(!Z’) =

Every such absorption conveys to the atoms X'-inomontum to tho amount

XUo fli'st Intogwl faotor ie or|ual to i >jTr onO iiovor vanwlios, Thoi'oforo

But by .Fourior’a iritogral thcoroin (lEobaon, If'umlions oj a Rml Vo/i^iublCi vol. 2, p. 727)

(/(*)==" f
”

1

* *
(/(<) «0S (r(i - *)} dl=0,

^ry 0 } -CO

sinoo tho inner integral vaniahea.

nsM 47
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The stimulated emissions must also be anisotropic, for tlioy nnmt
place always in the direction of the incident radiation. We have as yet

considered this point, but it is required by the classical analogy

by Van VIeok,* More forcibly, unless the stimulated eznissions am in

same direction as tlie incident radiation, they will not concern light (d tte

same frequency in all frames of reference, and the whole argil inont uf

§19*4 applied to this process must break down. Due to the radiation

incident in d(n^ there are

such emissions per atom per unit time, each contributing to tJio atom
recoil momentum

cos 0\
G

In the frame IV the natural emissions must be isotropic and contribute

nothing to A, .

Ifnow we collect these results and recall that Pi - ^2 we Hue! tlia \>

tile total average momentum contributed by the radiation to each alum

per unit time is

57rc/(y)
cJv'

J
r{v\d') cos 0

'

Using (2038) and carrying out the integration we find that this raki of

transfer of momentum is

hv' mv')
dv'

B^dv'

The ooefificient of ~ v is by definition mX, and the formulanow oontaiilH only

the isotropic I{v').

reduce this to

Using Planck’s law and the relation h,v'=Xi~Xi w®

c® /(T) ZmkT (2000 )

We may observe that in this calctdation we have for simplicity UBod tt

frame K' and neglected the change of mass of the atom on. absorbing ht'.

This is sufficiently accurate here, but the exact method is of course tljftt of

§19'4. _
We have finally to calculate the fliuctuational increment of velocity

in time t, to an approximation which ignores the slight anisotroi^y anti

treats the atom as at rest. A single absorption or emission at an angle

exerts an impulse (/tr'/ej eos^r in the X-direction. Thua for

any atom _ (At/'/o) S,. cos 9
,.

,

* Van Vlook, loo, ciU in § 19'2,
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and avoraged over all atoms S= 0, and

niHi^= (S^QOs^9y + 22^ cos 0,. cos dg)

.

The average value of the product term is obviously zero. The average value

of the square terms is -Jn, whore n is the total number of emissions and

absori^tions in time t, that is double the number of the absorptions. Thus

(20613) 2ro,eXi/*2'

and finally
h^p'^ WioXi/w 2Sj_^I(p') dv'

/(2')
..,.(2067)

Comparing (2006) and (2007) we find

i^JcT
2At m ’

so that by (2003) ^mv^^ }kT,

as required for preservation of the equilLbriura state.

If Avo did not assume Planck’s law for l{v) in reducing (2060) and (2007),

Ave should eventually find

§19*6. The emission and absorption of solids. A solid body, or for that

matter a liquid or a sulfioiontly dense gas, can generally be regarded as

omitting light of all Avavo lengths (o.g. incandescent filaments, electric arcs,

the sun). In an assembly in equilibrium tliis is a surface efleot, and therefore

must preserve equilibrium independently of all volume effects.

In unit time the energy of r-radiation Avliioh strikes a unit surface Avitliin

a solid angle d(o at an angle 0 Avith the normal to the surface is

I{v) oosOdvdo),

In order to preserve equilibrium (isotropic radiation) the same amount of

r-radiation must bo sent back in the reverse direction. This must hold for

all V and all T. The surfaces of condensed bodies are usually described by

an absorption ooeflloiont k{v,0), Avhioh is the fraction of r-radiation incident

at an angle 0 that they absorb. The rest of the radiation, the fraction

1 - k{p,6), is reflootod in some manner, but Avith a definite phase relation to

the incident light. The existence of a phase relation is the defining property

ofroflootion, and forces us to distinguisli between the reflected radiation and

the radiation re-emitted after absorption for Avhioh there is no such phase
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relation. It is this point which leads (at least on claHHioal thoori©8) to tn

discussion somewhat more complioated than that required tor tlio iinpnot

of particles on walls, If there is absorption there innst of couvsG be oiuisBiou

as well, and the emission coefficient e{ UyO) is so doflnod tlmt tlio iM^adiationi

emitted in unit time by unit area into a solid angle dw at any anglo 0 with

the normal to the surface is

^{pi0)ooaOdvda},

The- radiation reflected from all inoicteiit beams into tho samo solid angiti

may be defined to be

The hypothejsis of the.preservation of eqviilibrium requires tlmt

i(r)= e(v,0)H-r(r,fi). (2OC0)

According to the hypothesis of detailed balancing wo tiro ontitled to nasort

separately the equality ofthe absorbed and re-einittod fraofcione and of iJio

uuabsorbed and total reflected fraction, i.e, that

rM) = {l-/(5(v.0)}l(r), (2070)

• f{v,6) = k(v,d) J{v). (2071)

This is a familiar result of the classical radiation theory. It iviil bo tiruo on
the hypothesis of preservation alone if for example tho rofloobion is porfoofcly
specular or perfectly diffuse, or obeying any niixturo of those two laws, or If
the surface is such that Helmholtz’s reoijirocaltheorem on doflnito boaina of
light holds.* It does not seem that Helmholtz’s thooroin can extend to tho
most general condition of reflective scattering oontemplatod hero, but it iii

undoubtedly true for most reflections actually found in practice.
A body for which b(r,e) = 1 is usually oaUed a ilacifc body, or. aiiioo

afull radiator. A body for which A!(v,(9) is a constant (less than unity) is oiilled
aqr^My. It emits radiation distributed according to Planck’s law, but at
less than the normal rate.

thJhToil^n®
ooeffipients actually depend on the state of polarization of

now r I^isnecessary to imagine i(.) broken up into two plauo

angles to
of iiioidence and tJio other at rightangles to it. The theory is easily extended to cover this dietinotion. :

emission of electrons by oold

Tla.rj'of S U.87.

See torente, Prchlma of Modem Phyam, Noto J7 (m27;.
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threshold orwork function of themetaL The converse of this effect istheemis-

sion of r-radiation wiiou an electron of energy liv x the solid, Such

effects have never been recorded and are perhaps too scarce and too difficult

ever to observe. That radiation is emitted in stopx^ing the electrons striking

a metal target (X-ray emission) is familiar enough. The radiation of con-

tinuous frociuenoy so obtained is probably almost entirely atomic in origin,

arising from froo-freo transitions in the field of a single atom; the character-

istic radiations are obviously atomic. The interest of the converse plioto-

eloctrio effect would lie in hv exceeding (by a few volts) the energy of the

impinging electron.

Wo shall not give the details in this case, but it follows at onoe by

arguments now familiar and the use of (1023) that if
(l>

is the chance that

a r-quantum striking the solid shall produce a photooleotron, and

is tlio ohanco that an ij-oleotron {t}=hv-~x) striking the solid shall bo

absorhod with the production of a i^-qiiiantum of radiation, then

mo*

77V
(2072)

In tho region of A 3000
<l>
may perhaps bo niimorioally comparablo with

unity, but (/>' is then of tho order The oonverso offeot is thus very

small, lit must also bo romomborod that tho calculations leading to (2072)

refer to tho equilibrium state, and that a solid is no longer (like an atom in a

given state) a definite system, but itself depends on tho temperature. The

solid may bo capable at high temperatures of capturing impinging electrons

in this way with tho calculated frequency, but it does not follow that tho

same solid cold, bonibardod by olootroiis, Avill bo able to achieve tho same

fraction of captures, 'rhoro may not ho the same vacant orbits for the

electrons to occupy.

§19'8. Photochemical reactions and chemiduminescence. It is a familiar

fact) that corl/ain gaseous reactions are initiatod by the absorj)tion ofexternal

radiation—usually light of the visible region or nearby. It is however

difficult to find simifio unambiguous examples, in which we can be perfectly

sure of wliat is happening, so that wo shall be content to discuss such

meolianisms and their converses in goneral terms without attempting precise

applications of any thoorotioal results.

In tho photochemical mechanism the primary action is the absorption

of a single quantum of r-radiation. There is no known ease of dependence
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on a power of l{v) higher than the first, so that only a aiiiglo (iimnturn cm

normV be concerned. The result of this ahsorption ine^y bo oiUioi

(1) An activated molecule,

(2\ Immediate dissociation.

In either oaee we may expeot «unl M) « fc-o'd faWY
Wliich radiation is ineffective. Wo may observe fm-fclvor that, m nlhtr

v> v. or v< Vo, v-radiation must be ineffective unless it is nhsorbofl I
j

^

molecule and therefore that only the lines and oontiuumis strotoboa (if a y )

ofthe absorption spectrum ofthe molecule can bo offeotivo phoboolioiniuiUy

,

This point is well bronght out by the practice of sensitizing photagi apni

plates to red light by staining tliem with rod-absorbent dyes. Tho ]>ln Uw aro

normally insensitive to red light not because Vjca < ’'o
bv»t booaiiso they t

«

not absorb the red light. Once absorbed the energy of tho rod light ih trans-

ferable by other mechanisms, and the jihotographio roaoiion ooovuh.

In simple oases we shall expect to find with either inochauism (1) or {4)

that just one molecule is transformed for each quantum of olTeobivo light

absorbed. This is called Ein&tein’s law of pholochemiml equivalence, 'I'hwo

is however no reason to expect its universal validity, owing to soooiKbuy

effects such as the formation of reaction chains oarriod on by tho in’odmd*

of the primary photochemical act. Einstein’s law is found t^) iiold in many

oases, but there are marked exceptions, such as the reaction

H2-t-Ol2^2HOl,

in which the number of reacting pairs may be many milliou tiinoa Ihn

number of light quanta absorbed.

The converse reactions are either

(1) Emission of v-radiation and deactivation.

(2) Recombination of two free atoms or moleouloa with ciniesion of

v-radiation to get rid of the excess energy.

Experiments will certainly be able to distinguish botwoon (I) and (3)

and no doubt will do so soon, but owing to subsidiary efPootfl tliis is never

easy. In the meantime we may be certain that examples of both typos of

mechanism occur in nature. A quantum of visible light rei>rosonts a boat
of activation per gram-molecule of 60,000 calories, more or less, wliioh ia

just of the order of the heats of activation with which wo arc familiar in

reactions proceeding by collision. On the other hand, examples of tho con-
verse mechanism (2) are known, though not in the gaseous state. This Is

the phenomenon of chemi-luminescence.*

* See. for example, Noddaok, tlmidbueh d. Phj/sik, vol. 23, p, 331, eit. Photochemie (1020).



CHAPTER XX
FLUCTUATIONS

§20'1. Wo have hitlierto, in calcnlating average values and asserting

thatthey represent i)roperties ofthe assembly cliaraoterizing the equilibrium

state, generally ignored the fact that at any moment the actual assembly

will always deviate more or less from the average state, Erom the definition

of average value the average of these deviations must of course vanish, but

the average numei'ical value of the deviation will not vanish, and will be a

measure ofthe closeness with Avhioh the assembly conforms to the theoretical

equilibrium state. It was necessary for the logical development to j^oint out

at once, as wo did in Ohaj^tor ii, that in general these average deviations are

insignificant compared witli the average values themselves. This at once

justifies our treatment of the equilibrium state and the possession of all its

average values as anormal property ofthe assembly in the sense familiarized

by Jeans. Wo have also had occasion to prove certain theorems, particularly

in Chaiitor xix in connection with Einstein’s discussion of the interaction of

radiation and atoms, which are closely concerned with fluctuation problems

and will ho applied further.

It is thorofore our primary object here to develop systematic methods of

calculating such average deviations, («) for the sake of the logical develop-

ment of the Avholo subject, and (b) for direct application where possible to

physical observations such as Brownian movement and opalescence near

the critical point. In taking up thoi^ calculations wo find at once that the

avei’ago value of the numerical deviation is awkward to handle and is

naturally replaced by a calculation of tho average of the square of the

deviation. This is moreover the quantity ordinarily required in applications,

and wo have usually spoken ofthis quantity hitherto as thefitiGlmtion. IfP
is any quantity whoso average value is P, then the fluctuation in this sense

is (P -7)®. In devising general methods of calculating these fluctuations,

we find it almost equally simple to calculate (P for any positive

integral value of n. Wo shall thoreforo speak of all snoh quantities in this

chapter as fluctuations, and refer to particular ones as fluotiiationa of order

n, the “fluctuations ’’ of other chapters being here fluctuations ofthe second

order. Fluctuations of orders other than the second are not of much im-

mediate physical importance, but tho results are elegant and perhaps not

Avithout intrinsic interest. They generalize in many oases the corresponding

results duo to Gibbs.*

* Gibbfl, Ji}lc 7nenlari/ Principles in Sfatislkal Mechanicst ohap, vii, Tho roaulfcs for non‘flifl-

Booiftting lUJBomblloB WO given by :i)arwin and IJ'owlor, Proc. Camb. Phil Soc, vob 21, p. 301

1022), bull tho disouBBion tlioro given for dlBBooiafcing oBBomblicB is inadequate and is hero roviaod*
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§20*11. General formulae, fat' etc., and Before starling

to discuss fluctuations it is convenient to assemble certain formulae for

average values which are immediate generalizations of those of §2*4. Wo
can obtain full generality by considering first an assembly of tAro typos of

permanent quantized systems, obeying one or other of the possible forma

of statistics (unspecified). The results extend at once to anynumber of types

of systems and the form for the classical limit can be deduced, Dissociation

is for the present excluded and considered separately later.

In the notation of §
2*4

^ JJ/
n,j7(a;z«0 Ufff^iyzvt),

The last equation is easily generalized by use of the same arguments and

we find

^^=^3
J/J [(® I,)”

Utg,{vzn>).

(2073)

A further generalization on the same lines is at once possible to

^ [(* n<srj(y2’?0 (2074)

It is clear that any number of such factoi*s may be introduced.

No integral has yet been given for GE^, since Ej^ was derived from

Sf We can easily construct one, and in fact by considering {S,.Q5,.e,)”

construct integrals for The general term in this expression is of the

form
I ^

corresponding to a general term in the integrand of (2074) of the form

^
sU'Is'

c 8V [(*0 »(“’')] [(*I)'

The e^-faotors can be absorbed by replacing the operators xdjdx by zS/dz,

By an applioatioix of Leibnifcz^s theorem it is then easily seen that the last

expression reduces to / S

It follows that
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§
20’2. Qenmd fiuctuaiions in the parlUion of energy. It would be possible

to evaluate the dominant terms in directly from (2076) by the usual

api^lication of steepest descents, but we really require the dominant term

in {,0^ — and in passing to this by expansion and use of g number

of loading terms oancel and a more or less complete expansion of must

be used. We avoid this difficulty by fiiut constructing an exact integral for

G{B^i ~ which can be simply evaluated in the usual way.

A change of notation is expedient. Put a: = e“, y= e”, «= e’",

g{xz^t) ~ s= exp{G‘(«

+

e(W)}, (2070)

with a similar expression for Then

JJJ
dudvdioexp[ -Mu—Nv—Bw -f (?i(w

+

rjfli})]

X exp[S< 0(u + ep)], (2077)

whore the contours y’ are now straight linos from logA— iw to logA + tV,

logja-iTT to log (X+ iff, log 0 -iff to log 0 + iff respectively. These contours

are of course those required for tlie application of the method of steepest

descents. To form the integral for G{B^~Bf)'‘'' wo replaced® by B^iArBj^

and again use Loibnita’s theorem; thus

G{B,i ~BJ^= C?[ -...(-)” {Bf)%

(277i)»JJ
dndvdw oxp[-Mu—Nv— Bxu+ Sj (9'i(«

+ ijjW)]

X oxpfAlj Q{u+ 6{W)]

~
(
2A7*JJJ

“ Mu—Nv - Bj,to H- S/ (7i(«
+

')}<tt»)]

x(™) oxp[S,G'('«-l-ejM))-7^4w]. (2078)

This is the desired integral We know that efiootively the whole value of

this integral is provided by the immediate neighbourhood of the saddle

point at log A, logy, log O'. Wo therefore write «5=log A-l-ia, etc., and 0 for

^(log A + log 8), and recall that in this notation

b: : C-- S<(7(tt+cjty) >=!S<€,G*'.

JloifA.log^jlogO'

Then S, G{u

+

e,ta)- B^w-Mu ^'S:,G~B^ log0— Jf log A

- («

+

eiy)^
0" - JiS; («+ efff .
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astaita 6xpi« fc, S,6,(v+.,v,).W.v,-N«. The tategretton.are now with respect to «, ft y o„d range ofPeotively from - oo to +» while

othcrte,mB»noh„S,(.+.^).9™areatllUmall Thus
(i)-» ^ _

" (2^p
1og fl-jy 1og ,i

^jjj (iS + ^y)® Gi")}

^

(^) + 0(S< (a + e,y)s
Q">)}i

oTseTrotTou"^^^
the 0 t dillerentiatecl. In the special

term in"the integSlwhit

JjJ^^doi(l^(lye-iS((finiy)%"-iSt(cci.e,y)<i0^^
(2079)

say. Thus

(®J
Jf

j'_^<faiJftdyc-ta«>+«r»,-{] + 0(S,(fi+ ^)‘ ff “)}

+ (2080)

d«. not alto, the order of Iho integrand. Instead of the 1 adingZm fwi““
order »«+.rr»Z

‘’^ ^i<>‘+W)‘,0", which is oforder Jtf(«+,y) and moreesea ,ts order aftoi- diflerontiation hv JM Thusfto yret order term arireo from ditorentiating the oxpononM » aZand the O-terms are both oflower order. ptmMei that this highest trrier tmndost not le „»«, ideruicaily m integration. It does Mt vanish for» ov^ bnt does so vanish for i. odd, when farther oensideraaon h renniiS

rp , / (2081)

the to fo- shortness in

e'i<i?^Hai7^y+(7ay3)|^j
^-iiAoL^-^-ZVycci-O^yZ)
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and tliG a- and /Sdntegrations may bo carried out immediately, the order of

the operations Jdoc and
j

being inverted. We are then left with

)*•’ == r (ly (2082)
J \oy/

Let us now write
^ 00 /* -h 00

J —CO J —CO

the latter form follows by rei)oatod integration by parts, and are short

for e-J(0j-a»/a)y®^ g-i(0i-yV^)y» respectively. Then since

wo find that

On integration by parts the right-hand side becomes

J - CO

and by continued repetition

2w/„_i+J
'

-I- dy

or

Thus 4=,(2«_1)...3,1 (2083)

and it is easily verified that

Thus

= (2u-l)...3.l[(7if^~JSJ*r,

(Cl- F7^1)(f7a- 172/5)

(208<t)

(2086 )
IIP _F ^ !">
^ - Cj_-fOi~V^IA-U^IB

This result must now bo interpreted. The physical variables M, N, 5^

and JjJf are given in terms of A, p, S' and the C’s by familiar equations which

in the present notation take the form

Jlf= S,C', J7= S,C/, :^==S,6iC',
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We regard these variahles as functions of A, (j, and 9', Then

= =

A^'Z^G" ^^'KZMfdX, B^ZtG^"^i^dNldiM] (2087)

V=^ZfyQ"^^dMld^=\dTjdX; (2088)

?7= S<%<3'i"=i^aW/0&=/ia^/S/t. (2089)

We can now show that

and similoily tliat ' .(2091)

Tlie &st equality in (2090) follows at once from tlie relations (2086)'-(2089).

For the second we note that when M is constant X varies and therefore

, . - 91f ,,,
,

9ikf .

and since 0 == dA+ a&,

PA] (2093)

Combining (2092) and (2093) we obtain the second equality in (2090). We
thus obtain finally the relation

79—f-W

(2094)

Pluotuations ofthe energy ofall even orders are thus completely determined

,

We now return to the odd orders. To an equivalent approximation these

all vanish, and they are actually of order lower by ^JM or than the

corresponding even orders. Wemustretain the exaottermsin S(()3 +ij(y)^ G^"
and Zf (« + €(yY O'" in (2080), the terms Z( (a + e^y)* (?*'' eto. and higher terms

being negligible. We then find after simple reductions

(/
8 + G^"']

X e-iiAcfl+srya+o^y*'^
^

• xlAY~\e~i(sp>+iufiY+a,y^_
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It is suffloiont to ooiisider one of these expressions. Carrying through the
a- and ^-integrations we find for

” QJ

By using the identities

1 9ye-iw=. _^A(e-i<JaV) y3c~lw=r L. L Alg-iOaV
L Gf^ydy} Cf^dyy >

we can reduce this expression to integrals already evaluated, and find

P^-k(2v-l) o .m-Um{G,-V^IA
)-Y

^PL {2v-\-l)(G,~ V^IA) ^irj,-UIB)Gf"-]
LI (h-\-G,~ miB-v^iAj (G, - m~iw~ ~'hg,

-

u^fwrl

,
(2096) .

The corresponding expression for is

^0
(2v-\-l) (G,~miB) ]

C\ + C\-miB-V^jA {Gi-VW + 3hhzILMll
A{G,-V^IA) J

(2096)

Those expressions oarinot be substantially simplified. We observe however
that it is easily proved that

S,(.,-»'/^)*0"-[(8-l)'‘^;]^, (2097)

s,(,-KM)a-M-A|i(§)^ (2008)

witli the help of which the formal evaluation of (E^i ~ may be

completed. Thoj)rdorj)^(JS,i -^)®“-^ in or iVis 1, tliat is 4(2t) - 1)
-

while tiiat of {E^i is i(2«)'

An important special case of these formulae occurs when so that

the JIf systems of the first tyi^o A are a small part of a very much larger

assembly. This corresponds to the ifiiysioal condition of being in a thermo-

stat or bath formed by the B'h. The formulae then simplify. We derive at

once from (2084) and (2004)

(^1-^)*"“ (2«- 1) ... 3 .l[l>(9^/9S-)„]« (2009)
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Ij*rom (2096)-(2098) we find also

[20-2

X ^ aA\3Mja (
2100

)

formula (2099) (and also (2094)) is the same for all statistics. Formtila

(2100) simplifies farther for olassical statistics when {dEJdM)ii is in-

dependent of A and the second term vanishes. Then

ft-s.r-.ic- 1) (2,-1) -S’ [»1‘X'I(4)‘ *-]„•

Formulae (2099) and (2101) give the dominant terms of the formulae given

by Gibbs,* which alone are relevant whenM is large.

In them final forms these fluctuations are obviously independent of the

assumption that the “rest” of the assembly is composed of only one sorb of

system. It is easy to carry through these calculations, for the extra variables

of integration introduced by the extra S3^tems can be eliminated by in-

tegration before we start on tire processes of this section. The only factor

in the formulae depending on systems other than the .d’s,

merely replaced by
%

We observe in conclusion that integrals for more oomplioatod fluctuations

can be set up in a similar way. It is no use setting up an integral* for

— for example, in an assembly of only two types of

system since in such an assembly Ej^—E^= ~{Ej^—E^), We therefore

formulate it for an assembly of three types when it takes the form

d{E^-:XnEj,~EX

“(iJllJ/ I(i)”*
G(,v, -t- et*) - -Mu\

I

x|(^) exp[2,Gi(«+ij,a:)-;^a:-Wz)]|exp[S,6'a(w>+gia!)~^a:-f>tw].

(2102)

Such integrals cannot be evaluated for general values of m and n by the

devices of the preceding section but for small values of m and n may bo
evaluated directly without difficulty,

• * Giblis, loc, ciU p. 78. Gitbs’ fomiuko all refer to JI/»
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§ 20-21 • General 'fiuctvxiHons of aj., TI10 detei’inination of the general
fluctuations of can be carried out in the same way as for . ]?rom (2073)
we can at once derive the equation

0{a, - a,r=~ dudvdto

^ ®xp[ - {Fi-a^)u-Nv- Ev) + 2^4,, G(u+ e/w) + 2^ (?j(w

+

yjiw)]

/ 9 \« __
X
^J

oxi)[G(«+ e^w)-aru] (2103)

In this discussion it is convenient to allow the energy values to bo degenerate,
so that the substitution (2076) is replaced by

[O'(a’2«<)]’'‘= oxp[(?(tt+ e(W)], (2104)

and we have i7== G"(log A + e,log O'). (2106)

Since effectively the whole of the integral is again contributed by the im-
mediate neighbourhood of the saddle point, wo can obtain at once by the
same arguments the analogue of (2080), namely

/*/*/’*l*<o

(rt,. - a,.y^
-

j J J
dadpdy

X {H- 0[2,4., (a -j- e^y)* (?"'
-b 2, (j8+ ^,y)!» (?/"]}

^ + 0((ocH- e,y)3 G"")}]

.

.(2106)

Tho evaluation of this integral is not so straightforward as those of the
preceding sections, as a transformation of variables must be made at once,
Wo shall bo content to carrythroughthe oaloulationsonlyforthocasen oven,
equal to 2v say, when the 0-torms can bo neglected as before, Pluotuations
of odd order vanish as before to this approximation, and the actual order of
their largest surviving terms is lower than that corresponding to tho
fluctuations of oven order by a factor of order ^Ka,.)

.

.For fluctuations of oven order, 2v, wo have therefore to evaluate

J
-

' f f r *1' <0

da djidy e^iSf4-r

J J J *^00

(2107)

Tho G” in the last factor is of course short for (?"(logA + e,,log-0 ). To
evaluate (2107) or any similar integral other than tho specially simple ones

of tho preceding sections, whore tho order of fda and 9/9y can be inverted.
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it is best to start by transforming « to so as to rocluco tho diifoi'oiitiatctl

terms to the form
(A.Y
[da.'l

We'can then integrate wth respect to jS and y. All tho oporationa tiro ill"

dependent of v and the form of hhe result must be

G{a,-^={-rQ

where P and Q are independent of v. It follows at once that

(2v - 1) ... 3 . (2108)

= (2iw-l)...3.l[(7,-a,)2]'’ (2100)

This familiar form therefore holds for all such iluotuatioiis, but tho oxplioit

value can only be obtained by employing suffioiont detail to ovaluato P.
We will now complete the argument for this particular lluotuutiou, Avliioh

is most easily done by direct evaluation of as follows.

Put «' = a — €j.y. Then

We recall that

J
=JJ|^

d«dj8<?-ye-to(“+^<yW-l2((j8i-T/<y)«ai"^

and can therefore see at once that

{a,-a,)^=G''+ 2(Qy
d

log*/, (2110)

if ./is expressed as a function of the coefficients of the (luadratio in j3, yin the last form for J. It is easily verified that

(2ir)lJ=-
ns, 0") (E, a,") (n(,,- a" +s,^a"} - (s, o")

It fLws .tone that
-KO."){S,(.,-.,)OTJ

g" - - (S,v,g,")

L '-(2,G('0(%,G'i'')*~(S,<?j'')(S<(e,-e^)(?''}aJ
.

(211 .1 )
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Eqiiations (2086)-(2093) sufflco to show that

= h[9E/39]j„,jy.

Wo can thorofoi'G cast (2111) into the simpler foi'in

l“» »rJ ~U 2^(5„

Since Q" = 'KdaJd\ further use of equations {2080)-(2089) enables us to put

(2112) in the form

iXd'F.y

‘ yJjW(A9^./3A)^ r A8ilf/aA.
^ “

0A XdMldX mEm-
[

It is easy to show that
.(2113)

rda,l _ 57r Aa^!:/9A-|

L9«-Ji«~ SAL’' A0j¥/8aJ’

SO that (2113) can bo oast into tho final form

-
—7-,- .8«, (Xd7i;jdxr ,2,1.[a, Ur)

'IdMldX 'a[9J!?/50']jr,ff
^ ^

Equations (2114) and (2109) together dotermino all the fluctuations of a,

of oven order,

Under bath conditions when E is very large oojnparod with any quantity

oonnootod with systems of the first typo, the last term can bo neglected

and (2114) reduces to

07:p A9a,/0A“]
®r)-A9^-|^l

X0J//3aJ'
(2116)

This is valid under bath conditions for all statistics, The result oonimonly

given,* though not in this general form, is

(a,.-a,)®=A-:
0tt,

0A
.(2110)

which, as wo now see, is valid under bath conditions if also a,, is small

compared with M. Eor tho Eormi-Dirao statistics,

Wp

and equation (2116) gives

gf/wyA+i’

{a,~~a,)^<=u,-{ar)^lto,. .(2117)

* Sco, for oxmni)10|
EliieCoiii, Jkrl Silz, (1024), jj. 201; (102C), j). 3 ; .Pmiii, ZciLj, Phyaiht yoh 41 j

p, 81 (1027)»

nsM 48
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Tlus result was first given by Pauli. The fluctuation vanishes when T~>0,

since the assembly is then tight packed, Por the Einstein-Bose statistics,

— Wf

(2118)

Eq[uation (2118) was first shown by Einstein to yield the oori’eot fluctuation

of radiation when applied to a oolleotion of light quanta (§
20‘41).

Eeturning for a moment to the general formula (2114) let us consider the

form it takes for classical statistics, which will hold also effectively for many
ordinary assemblies. Classically O's exp, so that

Equations (2113) and (2114) then reduce to the forms

(ar)H^r~FJMr
®r) Or M ’M

(c^)2
(a, a,) o, •

(2110)

(2120)

By obvious extensions we can construct integrals for, and so evaluate, all

such expressions as

for given values ofw and n, the general reduction formula ofthe type (2100)

being naturally no longer available. The analogues of (2103) in these oases

are

G{a,-af)^{ag~ag)^=j~^jjj^dudvdw

X exp[~ (Jlf- ^)u-Nv-Eu>+ (?(«+ e,.w) + S, Gi{v

+

tjiW)'}

/ 9 ~ / 0 —
exp[(3'(« + ejW)-agW]; (2121)

X exp[- {JIf-^) - (17- 5^) w-Ew

+

2
^4.,. 0(u + e,.w) + f?i(t) +

/ 9 \n‘ _ / 0 \» ' _
exp[(?i(t;+ij.M«)-6,«]. ......(2122)

We shall oontent ourselves with quoting the results required in oaloulgvting
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second order fluctuations in the external reactions ofthe assembly . These are

{a, -a,) (bg-bs)^

(A 0a,/3A) (XdaJdX)

X3MldX
, ...(2123)

(2124)

These results are valid in any statistics. I'd!' classical statistics the former

can be simplified by replacing Xda’^jdX by a^, etc.

§ 20’3. Fluctuations in the external reactions. The generalized reaction of

the systems of type A on an external body is given by

......(2126)

where y is the corresponding coordinate defining the position of the external

body. The average reaction is

F=:S,(-^]^-S,(-^)G«'(logA + e,loga) (2126)

The second order fluctuation of F is

Api^lying formulae (2114) and (2123) wo find that

(7-IT=A~S,3 y mm
'
\^y I A0Jlf/0A“ 3{3A79fr]jf,t,

^

This expression can bo oast into alternative forms. If we differentiate

(2126) and (2120) with respect to y keeping A, fl constant, we find first

dY dY y( deAda^ da,_, de^.Bar

dy

It follows that

dYIdy-BYIdy {XdYjdXV
~ ^ )

-
-JoJlfQ. XBMIdX ^

f[dEld%--]^^if

If however wo difforontiato keepingM and not A constant, wo find

/9r\ /0Tr {^r\ _,_a/^er
.

-^9F/aA\,0o;

('¥).,"V8iL+^(-w(3!<).,’ (a!/).,-
®

It then follows that

logi/D y (A9y/5A)»

XdMjdX ‘

-l8*a
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and therefore that

Mucbuations

[Y-Yf=
{dYldyU-{dYldyl^ (&[3J79SL/)^

.(2129)

Gibbs* gives a formula for (Y~Y)^ equivalent to (2129) without the last

term, which is of course negligible under Ms condition that N is large com-

pared with M. Equation (2129) holds for all statistics.

With the help of (2124) it is easy to slrow that (2129) is foi’mally unaltered

if Y refers to the total reaction due to all groups ofsystems instead of to the

partial reaction of a single group.

In (2129) all the terms except (^Yjdy or - dhfjdy'^) have an obvious

interpretation. This term hes deeper and is coinjmred by Gibbs to an

elasticity.
,

In illustration we shah apply these results to tire limiting case hr which

the reaction is a pressure, and the mechanics and statistics are classical. Wo
can then use the ordinary partition function /(D-). It is sufficient to oonsidor

the reaction with a part of the waU only, wMoh may be taken to be irlano

and represented by a movable piston hr a cylinder of cross-section A, wbioli

completes the enclosure. We cannot progress without some definite assump-

tion as to the field of force near the waU. We shall suppose its potential is

H/d*, where d is the distance of the molecule from the wall, and D and s ai'O

constants. IfD is small and s > 4, this will adequately represent an intense

local field. If y is the length of the cylinder and a’g, rectangular car-

tesian coordinates, along the cylinder, then

^ +i>8®)r

+

\P}{y- a'l)*],

,

/(^)-
(27rm.)Jjil

exp] -log 1/9-

•

dx^ (2ia0)
A»(logl/a)tJo

When the field is sufficiently local, orDnearly zero, we have the usual result,

By direct differentiation of (2130) we show further that to the same ap-
proximation 10/1

......(2132)

It follows at once from the usual formula

tfiat 7=Jf/(j^logl/3), Yy=PV=MhT. ......(2133)

We see then that we arrive at (213,3) whatever the law offeree. But when
* Gibba, loc, eil. p. 81 .

.(2131)

.(2132)
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we come to calculate dYjdij we find that it depends essentially on the form

of the law. Thus

dy

(S-I-I) !/

y Hip-
Now Djy^ is the potential of the wall field at the other end of the cylinder,

and is indistinguishable from zero. Therefore

r (1 + 1/s)

dy
.(2134)

yD^l» (logl/D-)i+V'''‘

This depends essentially on D and s and moreover must tend to infinity if

D—>0 or s-7>-co. The largeness of dYJSy and therewith the fluctuation

( Y— 7)® is however then to bo expected, for in the limit the reaction of the

boundary witli a single molecule must itself become infinite, although 7
retains its usual value. In spite of this, however, ifwe calculate roughly the

order of (7 - 7)*/(7)® for reasonable valitos of :D and s, we find that it is

still negligibly small. Equation (2134) and the usual form for .B for a mon-

atomic gaseous assembly load to

(7-7)2=

(Y- f)2

5 sM 7(2 + 1/s)

2 2/
2(fog ijQf yD'^l> (log l/fif i-i/"’

(7)2 ivY

1

'"M
|+sr(2+ l/s)^^^^^^2,^y.

A reasonable assumption as to the wall field is to take s == 4 and suppose that

(DjkT)j{y-XiY is small, 10-® say, for j/
— 10~’ cm. Thus DjkT

With F = 1, A = 1 andM= 2-7 x 10^® wo have

(Y-YYIi 7)2= 4-7 X 10-12.

Other second order fluctuations involving reactions, such as

both mentioned by Gibbs, may be similarly calculated. We find for any

statistics

(7- I )(/i-/)-L3--^JJIogl/0---

( I
- 1

)
(B^, -

Of course, since the forces have a potential,

97 dZ W 9Y

(2136)

It’) ..(2136)
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§ 20*31 p Fluctuations of dissociation in dissociating assemblies. We htvvo

so far considered only assemblies in which the numbers of oomponont

systems are fixed, bixt the calculations can easily be extended in their

general form to dissociating assemblies. We shall not however give the most

general form of these calculations, and, since actual dissociating assemblies

can almost always be regarded as classical, we shall bo content to restrict

the discussion to classical dissociating assemblies, starting with the simple

assembly of §6*2, If we transform equation (440) by writing X, X for

and remember that classically f/s exp, we have at once

X expf-Zw- Zt)- jS?w+ e“Zi(z«) + e’’Za(«)) +e“+®J?’i2(w)] (2137)

where jP(«>) = Sptiife’‘'*r k the ordinary partition function in tiro present

notation. On examining equation (441)we see thatthe extra factorneoessary

to provide an integral for GM-^ is obtained by operating on the factor

exp(c'‘J\) of the integrand with the operator 9/9m. It follows at onoe by

obvious repetitions of the operation that

xexp[-ZM- exp(e“Ji) (2138)

Therefore by a familiar argument

xexp[-(X-Jfi)'M- rt)-Zw+e"J2+ 6«+»J?i2]
(^)

exp(e“Z’i-iSitt).

(2139)

We can now evaluate (2139) by the methods already developed. We eball

not consider further fluctuations of odd order. JPor fluctuations of even
order, 2v,,it is easy to reduce (2139) to the form

xexp

.(2140)
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The varioiiB symbols have their uaual meanings, and 3/0i) means clifleren-

tiation with A and /x constant* The integral for J is

'^jjP^doid^dY

< exp|^-||xaH — -l-2(^+:^a);8y-i-2(^+^)ya + 2Fajsj],

. (277)^^

(2141)

jz Y^— + 2N(]il, + - X{E^ + - Y{E^

+

(2142)
It follows at once from the form of (2140) that

(JIfi~ilfi)2>’ = (2v-l) ... 3 . l[(ilfi-Jlfi)2l ..(2143)

It is therefore again only necessary to oonsicler tJ= 1 . The extra factor in

(U/j — beyond the integrand of J is

It follows that

from which it follows by a straightforward rodrxotion that

XY-W

K~ M,
YiEi + E,^)-N{E^ + E,^) \

XY-m
n _ ^(^a -i- + ^(^i + -^la)"- + J^ia) (

+

K) *

90 XY-N^

....(2144)

This is rather oomplioatod and there is no very simple general form. The
lost denominator can bo oast into the form

^rpii
L3^-.Jjif.iv Xr-i\12

where k is the equilibrium constant FjEJEi2
‘, and the numerator is
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Wo can therefore write (2144) in the form

XY-m\ 9i)- ^ /
' -^r-vT v-r<XY~N^ ^ rdFl

,

JfAW /„ 0 ,

L9^^JF.iv'^Xr- V '/

[20'31

...(2145)

This shows the type offormulawe should expect in more complex examples.

We note as a check that, ifthere is no inoleoule^\N^0 and the fluctuation

vanishes, We may note also that the argument is unaffected by the prosenco

of other sets of systems in the assembly, so long as these do not combinewitli

or are not formed out ofsystems ofthe types already under discussion, Tlio

only residual effect of such other systems is to increase which

will continue to refer to the whole assembly, though it may not retain this

simple form. When the whole assembly is large (bath conditions), wo may
therefore simplify (2146) by the omission of tJie last term, and write

.....,(2146)
XY~N^

Prom the symmetry of (2146) or (2146) it follows that has the

same value, as also does (W- W)^, since in this case - Jkfi),

§ 20 •32, Fluctuations ofenergy in dissociating assemblies , The fluctuation s

of the energy can be studied in a similar way. By following out the usual

steps we find easily that

xejcp[-Jf«- yw-(S-JSi)w+ e’’J2+e«''^JJ'ia](^j exp[6“J?\(w)—

^ ,

(2147)

The further study of (2147) also follows the usual course. The form of (2143)

is preserved. In the explicit calculations the extra factor in the integrand of

After the usual reductions we find that

(i!i-jE?i)«=6-
Wi YEj^

XY~m

xr_j?. [

'^BE X{E,+ E^^)^+ YiE^+ E,,)^-jN{E,+Ei^) (J^+Xa)
^

0S- XY~m
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To rocliice this to a more iutolligible form we use

Then

'W
03- Ml

’

XY-nAmJ
B, M.M.N „ 0

,
^2

L9^>-Jji7.w XY-m\ SS- ® /

(2148)

In this form the relationships of the now formula to preceding ones are

obvious. If iV= 0 it roduoos to (2094). If 3 [0j5//03]jj7.j7 is large, so that the

whole assembly is large oomiiarod Avith the systems under discussion, then,

using (2140), __

(2140)

Equation (2149) states that, under bath conditions, the energy fluctuation

is equal to the energy fluotualion for fixed dissooiation plus the fluctuation

ofthe energy resulting from the fluctuation in the dissooiation, This additive

result is not howovor^truo in general, since for leas extonaive assemblies

the fluotAiations in Mi and in the energy content for fixed ilfj are not in-

dependent.

§20-33. Other fluclmtiona. It should now be suflioiently clear hew to

construct exact integral expressions for any fluctuation such as

(l^.-I/>(i7„-^)»S etc,,

for the most general gaseous dissociating assembly. We shall not Avrite

down these intogi-als, still loss attempt to evaluate them here, as they are

obviously complicated. It is sufficient to have established a direct method

by Avhicli they can bo calculated if required.

It remains however to adapt §20-21 to dissooiating assemblies. When a

molecule AB is included, classical statistics are used, and the notation is

slightly altered to conform to Chapitor v, equation (2103) becomes

cludvdw^^ exp{ro,.%’‘+'^'-’"’-a/w}

X oxp[~ {X -V)U-YV-MW + &‘{Fi{w) -
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When ire oarry through the uauai oalculatio«s wo find that
(2100) aoix*

tinues to hoJd, and finaUy that an explicit foi*m for (a/ - i»

— (^2^ 1_ » f)
, I®

71 '' M, x¥~¥

^

as. '"f

F'
L 9^^ jcr '^)

This reduces to
(2119) when F=: 0 .

(2150)

"tt-
niay be noted hero \ f' our fhiotuation tJiooi'OUW

thiif of «ioWsl„Urd„rivo May »»y

^-?)* -ft

tton (?^^. 0(ft.-.){j + (,(I/Jf)),

(f-i>)». -l.*...( 2».-l)ft.(n.O(]W+ 0(l/jB)).

'VJfit yntjyj- -ty j ^ i » i *
(^2 1. ^,I

}

.W.„duer„S6.y.,TtotCte “

o//(»),

°
*

••j anuinmua. TU otoMraja

'"/-. («>0, 1 . 2,..,).

5&.)Lfc
W'->0 W, - ,

nb

infinite set oflZiHng "*> ••< iU

*"‘^/n(»)= i:„, (»l«: 0
, 1

, 2, ...),

•

«nt/omi2,tnawyin<en;«Z,

' ** 0®20). The integraJg , ,
‘ to tekon M Stiojyog. Jntogr«I«.
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Tlien wo havo proved that

Now lot E) /X tend to infinity in fixed mtios, which ineana taking larger and

larger assemblies. The y-moments tend to the moments of the distribution

function -

/(y)ciy=^e-iyd[y. (2162)

Pdlya^s theorem applies, and it follows that (2162) is the actual limit for

infinite assemblies of the distribution function of examj)les of the assembly,

uniformly in any fixed interval ofy . In terms of P the distribution function

tlierefore tends to the limit

/(P) (i!P (2163)
(2Tr/x)*

uniformly in any flxod interval P±z a/^..

Tills thoorom provides us with the simplest means of completing the

proof that the possession of P is a normal property of a sufiiciontly largo

assembly. It will be a normal property provided only

cT‘-\-p

/(P)dP« 1-6(2)),
j i>~],

whore e oan bo made very small whihp/P is still itself very small. But this

equation is obviously equivalent to

of which the left-hand side is . This oan be made small com-

pared with unity for small values ofpfP provided only (P)“//i is very large,

' which is the general result of this chapter.

The elegant formula (2163), whichwe have just obtained from the purely

analytical side, really gives no information not already contained in Ein-

stein’s q^uasi-thermodynamioal formulae (027) and (628). Taking these in

the form (027) and comparing with (2163) we see that these two equations

are attempting to assert the same relation and that they succeed if

-(SAP)/*-i(P-P)Vp-

In this chapter wo are only working accurately for comparatively small
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displatfeiuents from the true eq^uilibrhtm. Ifwo fnrthor coiiliuo oiir ittton fcion

to a small part of a large assembly, then this equation ia oquivnlonfc to

kdP^ p’
(ais-i)

or (aino*

It is easy to verify that (2164) is correct in the simple cnaoa to which nlono

all the oaiculations apply. For example, if then in hath coudltioiia

fi=kT^BBJdT 8i.nddSldEj = ljT, whiolirovi^os (2154), BhniUvrly if

in a gaseous assembly, then <S as a fimotion of cty contains Wr{h>gl/( /^r 1 'hi)!

p=5%, and (2164) is again verified. A similar vorifioation holds for Mi-

§ 20*41 . Special cases. The special formulae that are of primary imporl

ance among those of this chapter refer to bath conditions and are

(G)

(G)

(C)

(C)

•' ’
8S.

TmJW

(216W)

(2157)

(3168)

(2160)
'xr~N»'

and m particular (2166). Those of the formulae true for all statistics nro

T o Z
limited to classical statistics by (C) . 1?Jio form takori

by (2160) for special systems should he noted.
(i) A gas of Jf structureless classioal atoms

= |iV'/(!®7'2 ,^ (jg!)2/|iV.

(ii) A set of iir Planch’s oscillators of frequency v

.( 2100)

(2161)' {(.hvlkr^iyt'—

energy of t^Oo^^^f ^®g^*^'dhig this as tllo
enezgyoftheoorrectnmnberofPlanokQ8oiUators,sotiat

we find

1)2 *

Stt^® .(2102)
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I’ornnila (2162) has played an important part in the history of the theory

of radiation. It will be observed that hvp{v)dv~h‘^v'^‘n{v)d>v, where n{v)dv

is the average number of v-quaiita per unit volume. .On referring to (2168)

we see that this term gives just the fluctuation we should get if the extreme

light-quantum view of radiation as “olaBsioal” particles could be adopted.

On the other hand this term cannot be interi^reted on the classical wave

theory, for all fluctuations by interference must depend on the square of the

energy density. .Tfor the second term the reverse is true; classical light

quanta cannot account for it, while the classical wave theory accounts for it

naturally by interference. Those critical remarks of com’se apply not to the

result itself as a property of the equilibrium state, but only to the mechan-

isms proposed for its maintenance,

A satisfactory alternative derivation of (2162) can be given by regarding

v-radiation as light quairta each ofenergy hv obeyingEinstein-Eosestatistics.

It follows tlion from (2118) that

{^(i') dv~p(v) dvY = hh>\n{v) dv~n{v)dvY— jjw.(r) dv -l-

J
>

= livp{v) dv+ c*{p(v)}® dvl^nv^,

as before.

§20*6. The acallering of light by Uqvdds and gasea, Opaleacence near the

critical point. When a beam of light is jjassed through a homogeneous gas

or liquid, a certain small proportion is scattered out of the beam by the

molecules of the gas or liquid in each elomont of the path. The amount

scattered is very small for a gas or a liquid not irear its critical point, but

still of measurable intensity, e.g, the blue of a clear sky. As a liquid nears

its critical point the intensity of the scattered light increases, and at the

critical point itself the liquid glows strongly with a peculiar shine known

as the phenomenon of critical opaleaeanee. Owing to its more strildng

character attention is often conoontratod on the phenomenon of critical

opalescence, but all the iihenonrona of the scattering of light by liquids and

gases when the wave length of the light is long compared with the average

distance apart of the scattering agents (molooulos) form a single whole and'

mn.y bo discussed together.*

It can bo shownf that the scattering of suoh light imist depend on the

irregular spacing of the scattering centres, and that it is therefore a problem

of the flucimations in the distribution of molecules in given small volume

olomonts. If the molecules were rogulaily spaced at their average spacing

as in a crystal there would bo no scattormg at all. Any scattering actually

observed in crystals can be traced to imperfections or foreign bodies. This

.Vorrin, la thiofie tUrayoniwnm el Icaqumila (1912)i '‘1.^)8 prouves do la r(Snlit6 inoltouWro”

f for a simplo ivooounC soo Loronte, 'I'he Probhmt of Modern, Phyeics (1027), § 21.
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absence of scattering persists until the wave length falls to inoleonlrtr

dimensions, and we have a true scattering but only in tlolinito diroctiotts,

more commonly known as X-ray reflection or diffxmotion.

From the statistical point of view therefore the phonomena are l)U»t

.approached as an example of moleoular fluctuations in tlio inannor of von
Smoluchowski,* using the genoi’al formula (028), Wo oonsidor a lliitcl wJiioli

in its normal equilihriura state contains »o molooulos in a volume Vg

pressure Pg. The actual volume at any given moment oooupiod by tliia body
of molecules is v, only small values of {u-W(,)/Uo being iniixortanb, '.I'ho i‘e»t

of the fluid is a large volume, the whole being isothormal. '.I’lion by goimmt
tIiermod3niamical theorems is themaximum work which tho assonibly
can do in returning to its normal equilibrium state; since for any body in an
isothermal expansion dA — ~pdv,

/*»«

SA4= ip-PQ)dv.
J w

The fraction of examples of the assembly in which wo shall find tliosQ Wg
molecules at a volume between v and v-i-du is therefore

dv,

where p, is a constant, fixed by the condition
J
Wdv-l. Witliout spaoifio

assumptions as to the equation of state, we may expand p— jpg and write

We write also y=

(strictly expansion). Then omitting

2! 3*^0 3! SV+Tr^;8|J--(3108}
^

ihe further development now depends on whether tho normal equilibrium

W<Wo 4= 0, and it is sufficiently accurate to take

inbfl.-
’"'’•>^''“'>'‘41^^]

If the fluid IS a perfect gm ^ oJ

3l>o V ’
'

(2106)

P.
p. 206

( 1008); EJn^tofn, ge.
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In this simple case we find a result whioli wo can also obtain at once from

(2163). Putting there P~n, the number of moleoules in a given small

volume, we have P=fi’=nQ,

f(n) dn= dn. (2166)

But y = (u - Va)lvQ for constant n and therefore equally y = — (n— »o)/^o

constant v, so that (2166) and (2166) are identical.

The value of y^ is easily oaloulated from (2164). We find

y'=- kT
i^erfeot ga^ (2167)

At the critical point dpjdvo= d^pjdv^^^= 0, so that

For the sake of a numerical estimate wo may use Dieterioi’s equation of

state (823), which yields after roduotion

Tr(y)tiy=p.c?y c 22'3^j

from this wo find y®=l'0/«(,^. (2168)

The next step is to make use of a formula whioli dates back to Lord

Rayleigh,* and states that if light of intensity 1 per unit area and wave
length Aq in a medium of refractive index po is incident on a small volume Vq

in which the refractive index is /it, the diinonsiona of being small compared

with Afl, then the intensity of the light per unit solid angle scattered at right

\

To make use of this formula for the liglit scattered by siiontanooiis fluotu-

ations we must oomhino with it a relation botwoou p and p the density of the

fluid in . For gases, and probably with suffloient aoouraoy for liquids also,

wo may use Lorente’s law of refraotioii

IfP-l
cmsl.,

from which it follows that for small values of (/ii— /1o)/Mo

1^0 W
The intensity of the light scattered by a fluotuation to an aooidental con-

densation y in a volume «(, is thoroforo

+ (21M)

* Raylolgh, PMl, Mag, vol. 12, p. 81 (1881)j Sdeniific Papers, vol. 1, No. 74.
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In unit yoluxne of the liquid tlio number of such scattering volumes is 1/Vq

and the average value of is y^ given by (2167). It follows that the average

intensity i of the light scattered by unit volume of fluid per unit solid angle

at right angles to the iuoident beam of intensity I per unit area is given by

i
I

hT

VjPo/0^0
(2170)

§3Q’51* Oomparison mth observation. We begin with some qualitative

remarks. The great difference in intensity between critical opalescence and

ordinary fluid scattering follows from the different orders of y^v^ in the two

cases (2167) and (2168). Boughly wo may say that this factor is greater at

the critical point than in the perfect gas state (or any not nearly critical

state) by a factor of the order of^nQ . For a volume small compared with

the Afl ofvisible light, say a cube ofedge 10~“® om,, % = lO*^ for a gas at normal

pressure and temperature and for a liquid. Again formula (2170)

sliows that there is a strong selection in favour of the scattering of light of

the shorter wave lengths. The scattered light from incidentwhite liglifc should

look blue. This is of course in accord with all the facts (blue of sky, etc,).

The fact that at the critical point the scattered light becomes white shows

that the theory is there breaking down because the scattering elements, that

is volumes in which the fluctuations are sensible, are no longer small com-

pared with the wave length. We see in fact from (2167) and (2168) that for

a cube of edge cm. comparable with the wave length the root moan
square fluctuation ^{y^) in a perfect gas at normal pressure and temporaturo

is only 2 x 10”^ whereas at the critical point it is 10"“^. A 1 per cent, density

change leads to a sensible change of refractive index,

Equation (2170) for a perfect gas in which /xq is very nearly unity loads to

i

1
(2171)'

This formula, generalized for intensities at any angle to the original beam
and integrated through the atmosphere, can be applied to calculate the

nature of tlie scattered sunlight incident on the eye at an angle a with the

vertical and /3 with the sun. It is completely suocessfuL It can of course be

used inversely, treating k as unknown, to determine Ic from measurements

of i, and has been so used with success.*

A complete quantitative test of (2170) is afforded by the experiments of

Keesom.f He studied ethylene (2J,=^ IP 18°C.), Heverifiodfirst that for

and y = 13‘6° 0. the ratio of the intensities of scattered light of two ward
lengths was stUl proportional to finding for

so that the theory should be applicable. For the same wave lengths

* Porrin,, ?pc, gU.
, t JCeeaom,, d Physik, vol 36, p. 601 (1011).
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i^jii falls to 1'18 at H'43'’O., showing that by that stage the soattering

elements are, as statistical theory requires, no longer small.

Again near the critical point, since {dpldv)^= 0,

Hence near, but not too near, the critical point the intensity of the scattered

light should vary like 1/(2’- fZj,). This pi^ediction is well vorifled.

Table 70.

Scattering of light by ethylene near its critical point (5fJ,= 11*18° 0.).

Tomp. “ 0. (p=jj«) i

13'63 0-100 0-44
12-04 0-337 0-40
11-80 0-071 0-40
11-01 1* 0-43
11-42 2-01 0-03
11-24 0-11 0-37

^ Asaumacl.

Finally,having thus verified all thedetails ofthe theory,Koesom obtained

ijl = 0'0007-0*0008 for the D linos of sodium at 11'93" 0. The known oom-

prossibility of ethylene gives -Vf^dgiQldv^, All the data are therefore ready

for the use of (2170) for an absolute dotorniinatiou of k, which comes out

within 16 per cent, (the aoouraoy of the measurement of ijl) of its accepted

value.

§20’6. Broxonian nwvement. The ofiocts of fluctuations are made directly

evident to our senses by Browninai movement as well as by opalesconco,

As is now well known the phenomoim of Brownian movement are merely

the phenomena of moloouloi’ agitation, exhibited on a reduced scale by a

jiartiole which is very largo on the molooular scale—so largo that the light

it dilTraots at least oan bo seen in an ultramioroseopo—^and yet so small

that its velocity of thermal agitation in the equilibrium state is sufficient

to give it visible clisplaoomonts in reasonable periods of time. This velocity

of agitation may be regarded, as we shall see, os raaintainocl by fluctuations

in the collisions with the surrounding jnoleouios. This identification of

Brownian movement was finally established by the experimental work of

Porrin,t verifying the theories of Hinstoin.f Subsequent investigators have

added more accurate measurements in even closer aooord with the theory.

By the study of suitable particles suspended in a fluid, liquid or gas,

t l^ofrin, La thfyrie du rayonnmicnl el lee ynmUa ( 10 12),
“U* pronVos do In. i’6alit6 inoWouIniro “.

j ISinatoin, Ann, d, Phyaih, vol, 17, p. 610 (1006), vol. 10, p. 371 (1000).

I'SM 49
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(1) we can see the molecular motions going on before our oyoH, (2) avo ojm
check the assuiniitions of statistical meohanios in a rather clofcailetl Avny by
proving that the characteristics of the BroAvnian movoinont agrco Avith fcho

demands of the theory, and (3) Ave obtain a direct, tlLougli not very aeoiuviUi,

method of measuring molecular magnitudes.

§20'61. The ipart^cle "almosphere”. In aliquidunclor gravity containing
particles, but so few that their mutual interactions may bo noglootod, aa'o

should find the atmosiDherio density laAV

(2173 )

18 almost mcmtive, but its formal proof as a thooroin of statistical
mechamcs offers no ^ificulty. One has merely to oontomplato an assombiy
consisting of the grains and the intergranular liquid and assume that farces
betAveen the grains can be neglected and that the energy of the intergranular
liquid 18 independent of its shape, i.e. of the position of tile grains. 1,’ho totfU
eneigy of the assembly then depends on the position of a grain only th);ongh
the term M'gz. The details are left to the reader.

S
«««««

0 that of the liquid, we find for sphorioal grains

f:Tlog(vo/v)=|77a3(A-S)fif2.
(2174)

^iWe counting the gralna

Z m the field of a microscope. The other quantities are all oaeilv

uy irtjirin in mis manner was 1*22 x lO-io 4.1 i

with the correct value.
sufliciently good agroomonfc

follow as closX^^^sdbletheTr*]'^'^ attempts to

out therefrom an observed “men
ofa single grain and Avorks

is alAvays of the oSfoi tr^th!
?'^ ‘citation *>, the value so found

the average velocity of a particle ofTh'^^i
oq.uilibrium theory for

»'*>- «»” Such
the details ofthe movement ofthe erafo '^i ^ °an never foUoAV

collision—about lO^i times a second
' at every molecular
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mean value zero, and have little direct connection with the actual detailed

path of the grain, To our senses (pushed to their farthest limit in the form of

a cinematograph taking 10® piotures a second) the details of the path are

impossibly fine, I'he path may fairly be compared in a crude way to the

graph of a continuous function with no differential ooefflcient. Such a

ciirvo has not got a “length and no idea of length can be obtained from

any insoribod polygon.

A more subtle analysis is necessary. Confining attention to displacements

in one direction, let the conooritration of the grains at any ijlaco and time

be v{x^t). Of those in any interval a;, x-\^clx lot the fraction a;) dir' bo

found after a time r in tlio iiiteiwal x* This fraction has been given

its jn’oper functional form, for clearly it can only depend on x' -x and not

on Xi x‘ separately. By integrating the contributions found in dx^ at time

i-VT derived from all other elements at time we find

v{x*d r) I

^ - x) dXy .

J —00

= f
v(x'-X,l)UX) dX (2175)

J — 00

'J.’his oqvmtion must liolcl for all x', I and r.* It is satisfied in the equilibrium

state in which v is constant in space niid time, since by its definition

UX)dx^i.
J —CO

Loli us first supiooso tliat r is small and expand botli functions r. (Then

(2170)

^.I’ho odd powers ofX may be asstimod to vanish on integration by symmetry,

and we shall assume tliat the terms 0(t*), 0{X^) are negligible for sumciontly

small T, postponing further clisoiission of this assumption. We then find

du
(2177)

whore f ==|'”x»/,(Z)c?X. (2178)

This is Einstein^s diffusion ec^uation for the displacements of single grains.

It is easily verified that must bo a constant indopondont of r and

oharaoteristio of the grain, a condition nooessary to make (2177) significant.

* Comimro tlio similar troatnioiifc of volooltiosiu § 10'6, i,

'
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l?or if T is not too small (t> 10~^ sec. will suffice*) the velocity of Iho grain

at the end of the interval r will be completely independent of the volm’iiy

at the beginning. Displacements in consecutive r-intervals will tluM-uftiW

be independent. This being so if r —pr, and Xp are p coiiKiMnitivst

jB-displacements, then
.-p' 2=S ic/+ 2S a;^

.

If then we average over a large number n of grains or displacomonl*!, iJw

product term will vanish,! and we shall find

or P/r'«|2/r. {217B)

Unlike the true velocity of agitation the diffusion constant

D= ^72t

of a grain is directly measurable. It has been shown by Einstein that aiivU

measurements may be made to lead at once to a determination of k\ \V*i>

apply the foregoing arguments to an atmosphere of grains in oquilibrium

in a field of force. The rate of diffusion under the oonoenti'ation

must then just balance the directed effect of the field of force. If a f«iw F
acts on the grains, assumed spherls of radius a, they acquire, by iStok**^"

law, a steady velocity v, given by

• FjOirixa,

where g is the viscosity of the fluid, The number crossing unit interlace In

unit time is thereforew or

The number crossing by diffusion in the opposite direction is Dduftix. If

further the grains obey the atmospheric distribution law, we have

vdx~]cT'
Combining these results

This equation has been verified to lead to consistent satisfactory valuoa of

by observation of over wide ranges of Ty /x and a,

* This estimate is made by calculating how long tho viscosity of the liquid will taho to

the velocity of a spliero tho aisso of a grain to an insignificant fraction of its initial valuo

Perrin, loc, cit. The generalization necessary when this condition is omitted is given In S 20* U.

I Strictly, from the indopeudenco and the definition of

r-^«> f + oo

J —CO J — <x>

which vanishes fi^om symmetry.

2t 67r/xct
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§20*63. Generalizations . Rmiher deductions from ihe equation (2176). If

wo may ooiitinue to make the assumption that the terms 0{X^), etc, are all

0(t®), equation (2175) will yield niiich more information than we have yet

extraotecl, and in fact also fixes the form off^{X), On differentiating (2176)

with resi^ect to t, we find

dv{x\t-\-'T)

But as a result of the assumptions just speoified we have proved, equation

(2177), that
9t/(a!'.«-t-T)_ 92p(iB',i+ T)

dt dx'^
'

It follows that

= fri^)dX,

assuming the legitimacy ofthe various inversions oforder oflimit operations.

Wo therefore find

This equation is to hold for all x\ t and t, so that it must hold for my initial

law of density distribution v{x'— X,0), It therefore implies that*

(2181)

The displacement distribution funotion is therefore that solution of (2181)

which places all the grains near X«0 at t=0 (the point-som’oe solution).

Hence

or,

(2182)

(2183)

The displacement distribution law is therefore the error law, which has been

exhaustively tested by observation. Perrin gives the following sot of counts

of the displacements of a grain of radius 2*1 x 10“® cm. at 30 sec, intervals.

I
* ^00

* Wo may assort that I v{(v' *- a?) dx- 0 for any given v and all a;'. Lo t p^(a;) - 1 from - «

to 0 and p(ju) ==0 from 0 to co. Then
/

4>{'Xi) for all a?' and fchoroforo

J 9f
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Dut of a number N of such observations the number of observed viiliu;«

ai'displacements between *1 and rcj should be

N
V(2^) b

Table 71*

Observatio7is and calculations of the distribution of the displaccmf iit^

of a- Brotmian grain.

Ciulrv

175
]nn
75

The agreement is satisfactory,

We observe at this point that the derived form off^{X) is conaistent wllh

our preliminary neglect of 0(X^) and 0(t*) in (2176), The asHluiUtUwM

however that the terras 0(X*) are all 0(t®) is essential to thoso rwiiU-®,

which are not necessarily true without it. The terras in X"* . . . might eon tain

terms of order t, in which case (2177) would contain d^vjdx'^, .... If the usual

diffusion equation (2177) is exact, then the distribution function is OniUMsirMi.

and conversely, os we have shown above. But this is not true on tlitJ Bemb

of the eddy diffusion in the atmosphere. It is therefore hardly poHsililo k*

dispense with appeal to experiment; Perrin’s experiments show that, ftss*

Brownian movement the diffusion equation and the distribution fi,met,i0n

have their simplest form,*

§22*64i. Mnstein’s extension of (2,180). The argument establishing (21 Wf>|

cati be extended to the displacements with respect to any coordiimte «
(e.g. an angular one) inwhich thenormal equilibrium distribution is in i iform

,

If is the mean square displacement in this coordinate in time t duo (,« tU®

molecular agitation, then by the old argument A^jr is constant. The disi'

tribution in a satisfies the same diffusion equation

and the number of particles passing by diffusion across a given value « fiiF

the coordinate in unit time is again

Ddvidet

in the direction of v decreasing.

* CWtioal comment by J. A. Gaunt,

Range of

(U X cm.

Ist set 2nd sot To

Obs, Calo. Obs. Oalo. Obs.

0 - 3*4 82 91 86 84 108
(3-8 . 60 70 66 63 131

0‘8-10-2
1

40 39 31 36 77
10‘2^170 27 23.

;

23 21
1

60
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Now suppose that an external field of potential energy ^(a) acts on the
grains. In the equilibrium state we should have a distribution law

Suppose further that for an individual grain under a force ‘I> we have a
steady velocity controlled by viscous resistances so that

Kda/clt =<h.

Then in the equilibrium state when <I> = -

9v_ rf(«)

9a“~ K *

But
r9a hT

Therefore D » hTIn= ^A^lr. (2184)

This is the required generalization of (2180), For a sphere rotating in a

visoous liquid about a fixed axis

It= Sna^n,

Therefore for rotational displacements

Af JT
"r "‘‘^ay

an equation oonflrinod experimentally by Perrin.

(2186)

§20*7. JSffeclive pressure {reaction) jhickialions. The formulae of §20'3

give the fiuctuatious (of the second owler) in the instantaneous value of any

external reaction, in particular ofa pressure. They depend essentially on the

law of force between for examj)Ie the gas inolcoule and the waU. In many
applications however it is not this instantaneous vahxo of the pressure which

is important, bub rather the integral of the pressure (the momentum trans-

ferred) taken over a time interval which is long compared with the time of

collision between a gas molecule and the wall, and short compared with* the

time constants of any response that the wall can make. In particular it is

this sort of quantity and its fluctuation which is required in the study ofthe

natural limitations of ultrasonsitivo measuring apparatus.* A typical

in’oblem in which the fluctuations of momentum transfer in “physically

short'* time intervals are required—to the exclusion of fluctuations in the

instantaneous pressure—is the study of the rotational Brownian movement

of a small galvanometer mirror suspended on a fine wire, which has been

completed in detail by Uhlenbeok and Goudsmit.f Wo shall therefore

I’or ft goiiomi siu’voy «oo Bamoa (ind Silvoriuftn, JJea. Modi Physics, vol. 0, p. 102 (1034),

wltoro mimDi'OUH roforoiiooa will bo round,

t Uldoubook imd Goudamll;, Phys, Pev. vol. 34, p, 148 (1020).
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obtain in tins section the underlying formula for the fluotiiation of

momentum transfer in given small elements of time to a given olcmoiii of

surface. The work is based ofcourse on the forinulao of § 20*21 loi tlio fluebui *

tions of the numbers of systems in given states or volunio olomonlH* I

formulae will here be needed only in hhoir simplest claHsieal foiMiiB in wbiuli

always satisfies when we have

(21Hlt}

We may start with the usual fonmila derived from Maxwoirs law (174)

for the average number of molecules^ in a perfect gas ol N inoloouU^ of

mass win a volume V obeying classicnl statistics, wbioli Htriko an olGiueiit of

wall of area Au in a time interval with a inoinontuni normal to the wiiH

lying between g and This number a,, is the nuniboi" of moIoouloH lyiiifS

at the beginning of the interval in the correct volume olomonfc of ox tonsitu i

AoAi^/w, and is given by the usual formula

When these molecules have been brought to rest at tho wall thoy have

communicated to it a momentum Thoy are tlion thrown oil again by
thewaUmth a further transferofmomentum, but this onn onlybo oaloiilate«t

when the exact nature of tho reflection process has boon spooifiod.* I f wo
assume for the present that the wall aots like a spooular ro/lootor, ouch
molecule is reflected with momentum — g and the transfer ofmoinonbum by
these (/-molecules is 2j/(i^, This is of course the average transfer by such

molecules. !^e actual transfer in A# is 2ga^ and tho fluotuation
which is 4^%,.. We can now sum these effects over all values of g to obtain
the t^al transfer of momentum 0, its average value G and its fluotuation

{0-Qf. So long as equations {2186) are valid

*
(2188 )

We obtain at once by simple integration

- N
G=pAoAt= -ykTi\oAl (2180)

which is always valid for a perfect gas, and

{0—G)^=:^fn%)AoAt, (2100)
which is valid so long as equations (2186) hold. The correspoucUng fluotua-
tion in the total force F acting on Ao is

{F-Ff=2mcpAo(At, (2101)
* Tliia point WM ignored by Uhlenbook and Qondemit.
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Tills ooiidition ofvalidity must be carefully attended to. Equations (2186)

always hold for averages over a long time for any specifled types ofmoleoule

whose averagenumber is small compared with the totalnumber ofmolecules.

They are however here requked to hold for a physieally short time interval

At, They can then break down if aiiplied to too large a volume element, for

the deflcionoy of one type of molecule may be correlated with the excess of

another. An assembly for which they certainly hold is a highly rarefied gas

in which the free paths of the molecules are long compared with the linear

scale of any volume element concerned. Different sots of (/-molecules and

sets ofmolecules striking different adjacent elements of area are then strictly

uncorrolatod. It is to such gases that we shall apply the resulting formulae.

If the bombarded element is a small mirror suspended in the gas, both

sides are accessible to the gas and the fluctuations are obviously additive.

We then find for the momentum transfer Q=0 and

(G'-(3)a==(?2= 4mcpAoA<, (2192)

and for the total force

(F-F}^=:F^=4:inepAolAl. (2193)

A more useful result is the torque and its fluctuations about the axis of

suspension of a plane mirror. For the impulse about the axis generated by

a momentum transfer G in time Af to an element of area Ao distant a; from

the axis of suspension wo have the average value

pxAoAt

and for the fluctuation in this impulse

2mcpx^AoAt,

On summing this over both sides of the whole mirror wo find

{P-W= imcpOK^Al, (21 94)

where 0 is the area of the mirror and k its radius of gyration about the axis

of suspension. The fluctuation in the average couple F exerted by the gas is

therefore
(2196)

If we now attempt to free those results from the assumption of perfect

spooular reflection wo meet with considerable difflioulty in formulating any

siraijlo but more general alternative assumption, Avhioh can be consistently

employed. The following assumption is free from contradiction and reason-

ably simple, but not very natural physically. Wo assume that the incident

g-moleculos can bo divided into two fractions/ and (1—/) of which the

fraction (1 -/) are immediately reflected specularly and the fraction /con-

dense on the surface and are re-omitted without correlation to their inoident
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value of It is neoessaxy ako for the sake of comi:)lete oonsistenoy to assume
that this fraction / is re-emitted on the average at the normal rate in
equilibrium with the gas pressure (with normal fluctuations about this rate)

hut that this rate is unafiected by the fluotiiations in the rate of incidonoo.

There must be sufficient stoi'age of condensed molecules on the surface to

prevent in this fraction any correlation between the numbers arriving and
the mnnbers re-emitted. Under these assumptions we can discuss tlio

momentum transfer by the fraction / by breaking up both the incident and
re-emitted molecules into groups of (/-molecules with uncorrelated fluctua-

tions. For this fraction we shall therefoi*e have

where is a summation over both positive and negative values of ff,
Wo

obtain at once s—

'

0—piioAti {Q'-9)^—mcpAoAt,

the fluctuation having half its former value. The final correction is therefore
to replace (2192) by

((?^ 5)2^ ^ 2mcpdo A^(2 ^/)

and to malce similar changes in (2193), (2194) and (2196).

§20‘71. GcmpbelVs theorem. Before proceeding to apply these theororae
to the study ofa suspended mirror system it will he convenient to introduoo
a theorem first enunciated by Campbell,* which may often be usefully
employed in this field, The theorem inay be enunciated as follows:

GampbelVs Theorem, If in any measwing instrument the quantity & to be
observed is due to the linear superpositions of the effects of a number of in^

dependent events occumng at rmdom times, so that

wheref^{t ta )
is the effBCt ofan event oftype a Occurring at time and if the

events oftype a occur at random instants at an average rate Nf^per wnit time, then

(2196)
J — cO

.,....(2197)
J -^<o

A somewhat superficial analysis of this theorem may be given as follows,
in the first instance for events of a single type. A single event P at
causes the quantity =/(t— ip) to be observed, A set of such events, a^ ipi

* GampM, Proc. Gamh, PMh Soc. vol, 16, pp. 117, 310, 613 (1900),
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nximber, in an interval A^,, short ooniixared with the time constants

of the system, xvill proclnce the effect

It follows at once that 0 == f{t-

1

^)

,

= ATS, A<, /«-<,),

J — 00

Ifthe events are molecularin nature so that {a^— {a^— «,,) (a^- ^) = 0

,

then also
|S, (a,-»,)/«-

/'-I- CO

l/wp
J -^00

cU.

The extension to diffoi’ont sets of events as in the enunciation is immediate.*

A particularly important case ocours when

/« = «/. S„«2^„=0, S„««J7o,=i7a»,

Then
_ _ (•+“

e^O, Cl2=J7ocM \f(l)\HL .(2198)

§ 20-72. Torsional {Brotonmi) oscillations of a suspended miiror in a

rarefied gas. The suspended mirror is for our purixosos a system of a single

degree of freedom defined by its angular disjjlaoement If it is subject to a

linear damping force its equation of motion may be pub in the form

l^-\-r<l>+D<j>^T(t), (2109)

with an obvious notation. When loft to itself in the gas it follows from the

equipartition theorem that at aU gas pressures

It is however of considerable interest to analyse this relationship in greater

detail for a rarefied gas for which all the calculations can be completed.

With this object in view we shall require an explicit expression for r which

wo now proceed to obtain.

Under the condition postulated of a highly rarefied gas the number of

impacts in time Ai on any element of wall Ao moving through the gas with

velocity u normal to its surface can bo calculated from the equilibrium dis-

tribution laws of the gas since these are then not upset by the wall move-

* A iniioli inoro profound study of Uiia iutorosting tliooivm is desirable, but cannot bo inoludod

hero. Soo Rowland, Proo. Gamb, PhiL Soc, vol 32, p. 680 (1030)

»
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ment. Ifthe wall is moving to the right with velocityu, the nuiiiher ofimpacts

from the left with momentuni normal to the wall between <7 and {/+ c?!? will

be, by Maxwell’s law,

N gjm—u

V (2TmhT)^

impacts being only possible when gjw > u. For perfectly specular I’efleotion

these each transfer the linear niomentum 2(({~-‘mu). The total averago

transfer of niomentum to Ao is therefore

Correct to terms linear in u this easily reduces to

AoAt,

or talcing account of both sides of the element of surface

(2200)

For a rotating mirror the impulse generated in hi about the axis of suspen-

sion by the momentum transferred to Ao is xQ and u=x^. The average

damping couple acting on the mirror is therefore

(2201)

The coefficient r in (2199) is therefore 2'nidpOK^jhT,

Ifwe relax the condition ofspecular reflection by the same generalizations

as in § 20-7, the fraction (1 —/) of the incident molecules continues to give

the same contribution to F per molecule as before. The remaining fractions

/on either side are first condensed on the mirror during which process they

contribute half as i much momentum transfer as before. They are then

re-emitted but at a rate in equilibrium mth the average gas pressure, and

therefore s3mimetrioaUyfrom both faces ofthe mirror giving no contribution

to the momentum transfer. The average damping forces are therefore now
smaller by the factor 1 -/+ J/, and

P_ (2-/)wop
kT (

2202
)
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§20*73. Toi'sional oscillations , Application of Gampbell's theorem. It will

now be of interest to verify the eq^uipartition theorem by applying Camp-
bell’s theorem. We may think of the motion of the iniiTor as made np by
the superposition of a number of free damped excursions each generated

impulsively at random times. The/(i) of Campbell’s theorem is therefore

that solution of (2100) with r(f) = 0 which satisfies ^(0) = 0, ^(0) = S. This

solution is
g

tf) r=f{t) = -e-^'sin/it {l>0), (2203)
t^

where

It follows at onoo that

r+oo ga ga/a

J _ "M)

'

We can now apply Campbell’s theorem and find that

•

Now in (2204) wo may take N= 1/Ai and the moan square angidar

momentum generated by the inoleoujar impulses in time Ai. Thus by § 20*7

jap
=, (P_ p)a« imlpOK^M. (2206)

Combining (2204), (2206) and (2201) for r, we find

» ilcT (2200)

in agreement with the equipartition theorem. The form of (2206) shows that

this agreement persists when the factors 2 -/ are inserted.

The equality of and can bo verified at once by )nultiplying

equation (2190) by </j and averaging each term over a long time t.

§
20*74. Farther stvdy of torsional osciUations by Fourier analysis. In the

investigation already referred to Uhlenbock and Goudsmit have shown that

there is much of interest to be found in a still deeper study using Fourier

analysis. Consider a long time interval 0, t and develop r(i) in this interval

in the Fourier series

r(<) = SilfcOOStOfc<-l- IBfcSiniOji, (2207)
fc-o

= 2v/(!/t,

f r(i) COS

I

r(^) sin
tJo ''Jo

where
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A particular integral of (2199) valid in this time interval Ih then given Ity

. . fc=0
where

= 0,^2) - cos oikt + [A„raifJI+ BkiDjI~ uin kt.

{22tJ8)

It is sufficient to consider any particular intogml. TJio coiuploinonUiry
tunotions required to give any other initial values to 0(0) and 0(0) i» dum iml
out and Will not affect the results. It follows at once by avoragiug over Cl. v

Aj=»0

where 1

.( 2200 )2P (D/I - <0^2)2
+

•

Now Ak^+Bk^ can be expressed as the double integral

ooao),
( 2210)

IK. It follows that
^ wlmro

that
^ ^ ~

ra already oaloulatod no

.3*2= ^ r2Az

=

rr
“*

»

(2211 )

ITIng the fo^ula (»1, fc.
^

(2212)

ofp ttenature ofitetilltStiS is independoat
values ofp the I'ourier oomponents fofwV ^
morestrongly marked in the motion Sul more and
observed and is weU shown in ITie Tgfrn^u

P^'^saure dependenoo haa boon
AAig.7Jiromthework

ofKappler.*
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In oonolnsion w© may not© that such observations may be used to make a
direct measin'ement of k. Kappler for example determined k in this way with
an error of less than 1 per cent.

a

C

Fig. 7D. llogistratioii of (vn oaoilloting iniraor ayatom imclor lilontioal oonclitiona except for tlio

proaauro, wliioh has the valuoa (o) 1 Atmosphere
j (6) Ilgj (c) 10-‘ mm. Eg.

§ 20*8. The shot effect. The fluctuations in the oun-ent from a hot cathode
duo to the fact that the current is caused by discrete electrons emitted at
random intervals oftime and is not a continuous flow of electricity is known
as the shot efleot. It is a well-known source ofbackground noise in telephone
circuits of high amplification, and has boon studied by a number of
authors.* It is obviously an effect of the same nature as those under dis-

cussion hero, and may bo conveniently treated by moans of Campbell’s
theorem.

When an electron roaches the anode in the valve whose effoots are to bo
amplified it will naturally alter the voltage of the anode and thereby alloot

the anode oirouit. It is then necessary as was first pointed out by I?ry*|‘ to
make explicit assumptions about the nature of its effect on the anode oirouit

which are somewhat diflicult to justify. It is assumed that if C is the
capacity of the anode system and B the resistance of the oirouit and the
oirouit has negligible self induction, the arrival of an electron of charge - e

prpduceis instantaneously a potential - eJG which dies away according to

the law

{t>0), .(2213)

well known to be oorrootfor charges in bulk. We shall accept this assumption

,

hero; its justification will appear during the discussion.

* Ifoi’ instftiioo first by SohoWky, Ann, d. Phyeik, vol. 67, p. 641 (I018)j also by Owistoln and
Burgor, Ann. d. Physik, vol. 70, p. 022 (1023)i Fllrtli, Physikul. Zeil. vol. 23, p, 304 (1022); Pry,
J. Franklin InslU. vol. 100, p. 203 (1026).

t Pry, loa. eil.
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The effects to be observed are observed after amj)lification in a system of

circuits which need not be specified more closely than by requiring that an

oscillating anode voltage of frequency ^ shall be linearly amplified in tlio

output circuit by a factor G{i)^ and that voltages of zero frequency (that is

direct currents) are not amplified at all so that (?(0) =:= 0. [More exactly it

will be convenient to assume that 0{^)/^ remains finite as We start

therefore with a Fourier analysis of (2213). If

then no = “
W(i)

The voltage in the output circuit duo to one electron arriving at - 0 is then

TOTO (2214)

It ^nIl be observed that /(O and are Fourier transforms of each

other so that (>+«, «+oo

|/(<)|Mi= ITOTOP^^^ (
2216)

J —CO J ~00

We now apply Campbell’s theorem. We suppose that on the average if

electrons per second reach the anode in the primary valve, reaching it at

times distributed at random. Then the average voltage in the output oirouit

is given by at !•+«, ^+co

—CO J —c

Fe

(2Tr)i(7.

It may be assumed that it is legitimate to express this in the form

2W6 r+~ TO sin^T

80 that if G*(^)/^ is finite 6=0. The average squared voltage using (2215) is

01)
.(2216)

In practice the (?(^) iised is only sensible for audio-frequencies, for which

Further, this out off of the high frequency components
justifies neglecting as above the self-induction in the anode circuit and
the transit time of the electrons between cathode and anode, Equation

(2210) may therefore be simplified to

(2217)
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where J is the anode cmi'ent in the primary circuit, and 0^ the average

squared (fluctuating) voltage in the output circuit. This equation can bo

used to determine e since all the other quantities are directly measurable.

It has most recently been used in this way by Moullin’* whoso values of c

so determined agree with the accepted value within about 6 per cent. Much

more accurate cletorniinations of e have been claimed by Hull and Williams,

f

but though there is no doubt that their measurements as analysed determine

e with high accuracy it does not ai^pear that the theory of the effect is

sufficiently rigorous to support suoh accurate determinations.:!;

§30*81. Similar phenomena. Numerous other examples of fluctuations

in ineohanical and electrical systems have been reoognized and studied in

recent years. A full account of many of these will be found in the paper by

Barnes and Silverman already referred to. A particularly interesting

example, akin rather to the shot effect, is the fluctuating voltage across any

conductor of resistance R, duo to the thermal fluctuations of its conduction

electrons, known as the Johnson § effect. A discussion of the Johnson effect,

sufliciont to bo iiitolligiblo without auxiliary references, would require too

long n discussion of oscillating eleotrio circuits to be included here. The

examples discussed in the preceding sections should suffice to show how the

statistical calculation of fluctuations jnay be brought into the analysis of

all oftcots of this typo.

§20'9. General dislrib%iiion functions in probhins of Brotmian motion.

In §§19*6 sqq. wo iiave already given a ooinplote analysis by a special

method ofthe way in which agroup ofatoms moving originally with velocity

Uo gradually loso.s its original moan velocity and acquires a Maxwellian

distribution depending only on 2'. The moolianism discussed in those

sections is Binstoin's mechanism of omission and absorption of radiation of

a definite frequency v, but the disoussion ofthegrowth ofrandomuoss is quite

general in form. The particular meohauism only enters in the assignment of

partioular values to tlie cooffioionts. In § 20* 03 wo have disoussod the similar

problem of the distribution in space of a group of free particles initially in

a given volume element, but there tlie disoussion was limited to long times.

The restriotion to long times can bo removed. A general method has

been given by Ornstein and van Wijk
||
by which distribution functions such

as f{u,Uo,i)du ov f(x,Xa,Uo,t)dx can bo obtained, whore /(«,Wo,«) dw denotes

Moiillin, Proo, Itoy. iSoo, A, voL ldl7, p, 100 (103*1},

t Hull and Williamfl, Phys. lUv. vol, 26, p, 147 (1026),

I Tho asauiuption (2213) alTocfca tho numorioal vaUios and ifce aooumoy is particularly diibioiia,

§ Johnson, infill, vol. 32, p. 07 (1028); Barnos and Silvormani

/

go,

II
Ornstoin and van Wljlc, Phyaica, vol, 1, p, 236 (1034); sqo also, Uhlonhook and Ornstein,

l^hys. Pev* vol, 30, p, 823 (1030).
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the average fraction of a set of free molooiiles, all having bho voiimity

u=UQ&tt= Q, which have a velocity in the range «, u-\-du iib time 1, a.mi

f{x,Xij,u^,t)dx denotes the average fraction of a sot of free molocuilw, iili

having the velocity and the position x=Xq at / — 0, whi(3h hfive u

position in the range x, x+dx at time t. It is possible also to hho the immis

methods when permanent elastic or gravitational forces are aotiiig on tte

particles orwhen the particles in addition aresubjoctto a pormanont
disturbing force. The iDroblem of Brownian movement and of tho osoillftlingf

mirror can thus be reduced to a common form. It will bo Hullicient. !*:»

illustrate the method by the detailed discussion of f{u,Uo,l) and
For a free particle subject to a viscous retardation and raihd lliuttimting

accelerations of average value zero we can cast tho equation of ino lion i«

the form , , , ^ ,

duldi=^~-^u+A{t) (d(t)==0), (ihllji)

This equation may be integrated in the form

ePU{$) d^. (2210 )

Nowin any mterval A{^)A^ will be determined by an exqn’OHHion of Ui«*
form X{a^—a^). It follows at once that d(^)A^' will havo tho Jinniienli*
characteristic of and given by (2109), so that with suflioiont aoonmcy

{^(f)Af}2»+i=0,

(d(f)A^}2«= (2«- 1) . . . 3 . 1(2 (|)'a|}2.

These^are of course the moments of a Gaussian distribution and tm by
P61ya s theorem (§ 20-4) equivalent to a Gaussian distribution. Moi’oovop If
we may further assume that we can take A^ small oomparod with tho time
scale dehned by 1/(6, but yet still so large that the fluctiiationa of all onlora

nrH
^ are independent of each other, then tho momonta of nil

of 1991 ciT ^11
^ atlditive and the moments of tlio right-hand bkIh

fl f

Gaussian and therefore also those of % - o~^‘, It folio W’l*
at once from Pdlya s theorem that

f(u,Uo,t)du=:

WeW. d..«uly th, rtole ^
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where 0 is some constant. Finally if we let f->oo we mnst have v?=kTlm
m that

jj, ,,10
1

11=
2JcT

m (1-e-
.(2220)

The complete velocity distribution function in this ease is therefore

1

27rkT

m

exuf 1
(2221 )

agreeing with the result of § 19-61. This can at once be adapted to the

equation of motion

di
= - pu-i-g+A{t) {g const.)

by using %i' = ii~ gjji.

Tile distribution law f{x,XQ,UQ,i) is only slightly more complicated, The

equations of motion are now two,

a . A n\

dl~ dt

and the proper solution

a,_ a>o e~^')
«£ A^)d^- ... (2222)

It follows by the same arguments that

has Gaussian moments and therefore a Gaussian distribution. Therefore

/(®,®o.«o.O =J(“)
(2223)

and as before

iSinoo again the whole contribution comes from

~~=Gn* dr, dry' e-A’Jir?') f’'* d$,
2/x JoJo Jo

where G is a constant and r,* is the lessor of r, and r,'. The integrations are

easily completed giving

3—

2)8

(2224)
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It remains only to determine C', •vvhioli oau be derived by ICiiiHteinV HtM«'

ments as given in §§20-62, 2Q-03 which hero lend to

This gives C and the complete law is

1 P*m

mj\ 2/? jJ

Similar methods can be applied to systems for which tho uf

motion is ,

§20-91. Gonchiding remarks. In tho Ibrcgoing discussion, in jiarticular

of the shot effect, the fundamental nature of tlie aasinnptions niulcrJyiiig

(2213) and (2214) has as yet scarcely been suflxoiently oinpJiaaizod. WimilBir
assumptions are really made in tlie problem of tho galvanoinc tor nn'rnor
in setting up (2109), and they appear to be unavoidable, or at kuist lun'cr
yet avoided, in such problems. In adopting those and similar oriiiittioitii

we really assume that we can divide tho whole aisparatus into two
in one of which the discontinuity of the events Jiapiioning is ORHoniinl.
while in the other it is trivial and may bo neglooCod. Tin's part of tli**

apparatus, therefore, is assumed to obey tho ordinary Jaws of largo wonb
continuous physics. Li view of tlio discontinuities in all matter an rl n fl

events this ^vimon is a drastic assumption, which is made relying only
on physical intuition, apart from ce posteriori justifleation by succoas. M’he
cermet procedure would be of conx>ae to treat tho apparatus as a whole,
making no use of the laws of continuous physios, except in so far as tJwlr
use can be explicitly justified. A particular virtue in tho uso ofCamnbejr«
theorem m such problems is that its use emphasizes tho diohotomv nnd

ItIlw ,.s„d in „,.y



CHAPTER XXI

RECENT APPLICATIONS TO COOPERATIVE
AND OTHER PHENOMENA

§21’1. Cooperative ^;7tettome«a. Qeiwalities, The moafc striking recent

advances in the application of statistical meclianics have been made in the

study of “ cooperative phenomena”. These are phenomena which cannot be

interpreted in terms of the properties of an assembly of distinct systems only

slightly linked to each other, but can only be interpreted in terms of the states

of the assembly as a whole, because the states of any distinct system are

fundamentally influenced by which states of the other systems are occupied,

The classical example of a cooperative phenomenon is ferromagnetism,

already discussed in detail in Chapter xn. Wo have there seen that the states

of a would-be ferromagnetic raotal can bo correctly described in terms of the

total magnetization—the resultant spin of all the contributing electrons

—

but cannot be analysed into states built up out of the states of individual

oleotrons because the energies of the spin states of any one electron depend

fundamentally on the directions of the spins of its neighbours. The recently

recognized cooperative phenomena which we shall discuss here are (i) the

order-disorder transition in metallio alloys, (i) the liberation-rotation tran-

sition in certain solids, and (hi) the existence of critical condensation tem-

peratures for the deposition of a metallio vapour on a glass or other metal.

Wo shall discuss the first of those in greatest detail since for it the theory has

boon most completely worked out. The third is perhaps the simplest of all

and the best adapted to form in future an introduction to the subject. The

chapter closes with short discussions of the peculiarities of crystals of the

paramagnetic salts, and other miscellaneous topics.

§ 21 *2. Order-disorderphenomena in metallio alloys,* It has been known for

a long time that many metallio alloys, which form for a small range of atomic

ratios a definite solid phase with a oharaoteristio lattice structure, exhibit

anomalous speoiflo heats and associated properties at a certain critical tem-

perature. It has been shown more recently by X-ray analysis that tho.nnder-

lying structural change is a change, as the temi>eratur6 rises, from ordered to

disordered arrangements of the two sorts of atoms in the alloy. The lattice

structure of the phase undergoes no signifloant olrange, butthe degree of order

in the allocation of tlio diflerent atoms to the lattice points is affeoted.

llragg Mid WllliMnsi Proc, Roy, 800, A, vol. 146, jj.'BOO (1034)5 vol, Idl, p. B40 (.1036); Rotlio,

Proc. Roy. Soc. A, vol. 160, p. 682 (1086); WllliD.m8, Proc. Roy, 800. A, vol, 162, p. 231 (1036).

Ideas substantially adequate for a corroot statlatlonl ti'oafcmont sown to have first boon put forward

by GtorsUy, 12cil,/. P/tyufl!, vol, 60, p. C‘l (1028).
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The types of ohane.th^o«B ore

;r^u7Xr»0«;t.0typ«0f n.„.neoct oU tho n-o^

si:s

Disorder (a) Order-

Disorder Order
Fig. 80 . Showing the nrmngementa of atoms In tho states of comx)lato ortlor <UKf coinplo tu c) 1mn\

for the alloys (a) j?-braS8, CuZn, O Cu, # Zn, © JCu,iZni](6)FoaAI, O J>'o> • -Al, © JFcJj ^ At;;

(o) OujAn, # Au, O Cii, © JAu, JOu, '

the phase, but we shall not discuss the effect of small changes in tho atoniie

ratios. In ^-brass for example, whose typical atomic formula is CuZn, tho
lattice is body-centred cubic, all the atoms take part in the ordering and the
completely ordered and completely disordered states are shown in Pig, 80 (a).

In the completely ordered state aU the Cu-atoms occupy one simple onbicf

lattice, say the cube comers, and the Zn-atoras the other lattice, tho oub©
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centres, In the completely disoi’dered state evei'y lattice point of either kind

is oconpied indifferently by either atom. In the alloy FegA1 on the other hand,

Fig. 80 (6), only half the atoms taJce part in tho disordering. The lattice is

again body-centred cubic, and two-thirdsofthe Fe-atomspcrmanentlyoccupy

one simple cubic lattice at all temiDeratures. The remaining atoms, equal

numbers ofFo and Al, occupy the remaining lattice points at the cube centres

—in the ordered state forming arook salt lattice, and in thodisordered occupy-

ing all this sot of lattice points indiflerently. It will be seen that in this

example a larger unit cell is required to desoribe the ordered state (a cube of

twice tho edge) than to describe tho disordered state. The ordered state is

therefore sometimes referred to os a auperlattice and the new X-ray reflec-

tions which reveal its existence as suporlattice lines. In yet another example

CugAu, Fig. 80 (o), all tho atoms take i>avt in the ordering. The lattice is

face-centred cubic; in the ordered state the Au-atoms occupy the cube

corners and the Cu-atoms the face centres, while in tho disordered state every

lattice point is occupied indifferently by any atom.

Our problem therefore is to determine statistically tho degree of order in

the lattice, or degree of perfection of the suporlattice, as a function of the

temporaturo. Fundamentally this should bo simple. It is clear that we are

concerned only with geometrical configurations of tho atoms, and that, to a

first approximotiou at least, we may treat the configurations and configura-

tional energy as indoj)ondont ofthe lattice vibrations and other contributions

such as electronic onoi'gy to the total energy of tho crystal. Tho complete

partition function for tho mixed crystal can to this approximation bo com-

pounded of two factors, ono, tho normal one, indojmndent of the atomic

arrangements, and tlio other depending solely on those arrangoraenta. In

more refined treatments, into wliioh wo shall not enter hero, it may prove

necessary to admit that tins ind6i)ondGnco is not complete. Onr problem

therefore reduces to tho construction and evaluation of the partition function

for tho configurational states of tho alloy.

§21‘al. The cmsinieiion of the configurational partition, function for the

approximation of Bragg and Williams. Lot us suppose that in a given speci-

men of an alloy there are N atoms in all which take part in the ordering, rN
of ono kind and (1 ~r)A of tho other. There are then

distinct configurational states of varying energies, and the configurational

partition function which wo have'to construct is

r(2') = S
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To make progress it is necessary to classify tlio states in terms of HOino HiiitnVilo

parameter specifying the degree of order, which at tlio snmo time dotorininnM

the energy of such states with reasonable precision. .If .? is such a ptvvaiuotor,

then
r(T)=S,i7{s)e-»'<«*’. (22211)

Provided a suitable s can be defined and 1^(8) and g(s) dotorniinod with

sufficient accuracy as functions of s, r(2') can be evaluated hy soarohing for

the maximum terms m (2220) and the oonligui’ational onorgy conkonfc unti

all other equilibrium properties immediately deduced.

The parameter s proposed by Bragg and Williams is the degree of order or
degree of perfection of the superlattice defined as follows. In tho state of
perfect order there are rN lattice points occupied by d-atoms and (1 — r)N
occupied by B-atoms. These may be referred to as a-lattico points and
^-lattice points respeotively. In any state of partial ordering thoro are, lot

iis say, a fraction p ofthe a-lattice points occupied by A -atoms and tho rest,

a fraction 1-^ by 5-atoms. The fraction^ goes from 1 to as tho ordering
falls from pierfecfc order to perfectly random arrangements (comploto dis*
order). We therefore define s by

3=(^p~.r)l{l-r), (2227)

so that 8 ranges from 1 to 0 over the range from pei'leot order to comploto
disorder, and correctly specifies the degree of perfootion of tlio Biipoi’latfclco.
The fraction p can of course always range from 1 to 0, and when p < r tho
corresponding values of a are negative. When }•= J both signs of s may bo
included, the negative signs corresponding equally to ordorod states with
A- and 5-atoms interchanged. When we take r< J and tlio states
0 negative a as here defined do not correspond properly to a now sot of
ordered states. No error is marie by arbitrarUy excluding tho states s<0 in
thesimple cases here discussed, which merely moans thatwo oonfliio attention

^ proselooted oc-lattico

One can now see approximately how W(s) must depend on s. Starting

configuration can be formed by tho

nranorbioiiTll^^t

ranging a pair of atoms A and 5, and the disorder inoronsoa

aXt rl f n
«^«hanges. Each such exchange will

states 5 = 1 - A;!

^ of energy, then tho sliglitly disordered

luk /I

^ have an energy whioh can bo written IKiAsis AlFl'l — s*Y

ofatom^when
oon-eot. Tho interchange of a pail*

f f
“"Pfete »U1 on theavor^oLolv; noai=j»«*tur3 ofa«rgy »d it » to that i„ tho tool .logo, tho
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energy required for the replacements causing a change As varies like sAsr.

If therefore we assume that

Wis)^WoC-^^)> (2228)

the s-dependoncG will be correct for both 0 and 1, and it is reasonable

to suppose that wo shall not be far wrong for all values of 5. This is the essence

of Bragg and Williams’ approximation. They assume that, for given 5, W will

be a function of s only, effectively independent of local pairings and fluctua-

tions, and given nearly enough by (2228).

'llo complete the formulation of r(T) we need only clotormine g(s)^ wliioli is

the number of configurations in wliioli prN -atoms are distributed over rN
a-lattico points and (1— ^-atoms over the (1—r)W j3-lattico points,

the 7i-atoms filling the vacancies remaining. It follows at once that^

2n*N^^rN

r(T)= s

\l-r/ (pr.

(rN)! ((l-r}N)i

(p’iV)! ({l-3)}rZ\/^)l {{1 — ({1 — 2r+5)r} iV)!
’

(2229)

(rN)t ({l-r}.y)l

({1 - P} rN)! ({l~p}rN)l ({1- 2r

+

5«'} 2^)1

(2230)

In the complete r(!'/') which wo need not consider the true lower limit of the

summation is of coursepN= 0.

It is evident without calculation that we must assume that Wq > 0, This

makes the state of j)orfoot order (s= 1) the state of lowest energy and there-

fore the stable equilibrium state at very low temperatures. At higher tem-

peratures the vastly greater number of disordered states will, as we shall see,

allow them to take charge of the equilibrium. For the opposite assumption

Wq < 0 the state of perfect order will never be attained and our analysis of

tlio states in terms of s is insuflioionb for the discussion. It is easy to ace that

this case would really correspond to a complete separation of the different

atoms at low temperatures into as far as possible distinct phases, a problem

in solubility with which wo shall not concern ourselves.

§31 '22. The amlmlion of Bragg and Williams' partition function,. The

resemblance of (2230) to the Weiss-Hoisonberg partition function (1383) for

feiTomagnotios is at once obvious. Similar methods of evaluation may bo

used and similar results will be obtained. We write the logarithm of a term

y{p) in the series (2230), using Stirling’s theorem, in the form

log y(ij)
= A'fr log r— rp logrp— r( 1 - jp) log r( 1 —p)+ (

1

—

r) log( 1 - r)

-r(l -ij)logr(l -p) ~ (1 - 2r +pr) log(l - 2r+pr)}-iWQ(^-^^)Bi^’

.
* Willi too. cilt
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Since ^== (^)— »')/(! ~r), atationctcy values are determiuod by i)ho equation

_,.) log— — , (2231)
kT ' > ^'p{i~2r+pr)

Ifwewi’ite ie=- - -^nt77^> (2232)
r{l~r)NkT

tkis equation can be reduced to

r(l-?*)(e®-l)(l-j)2=s,

whose relevant root is

2 - \ (2233)

The roots of equations (2233) and (2232) in s determine tlio position of the

maximum term s=S(, or p~Pq in (2230). It is then as usual suflioienfcly

accurate to take
^

and (2236)

where J(, is the configurational energy. The contribution to tho free energy
of Helmholtz is , m,

-lj2’log(Max.term). ,..,..(2236)

For r== I equations (2232) and (2233) simplify to

s=tanliia; (2237)
These are identical in form with the equations of tho Woias-Heisenberg
theory and the same results can be derived. There is a critical tomperatnre

given by
Z^WojNk, (2238)

such that, when T > 7],, «(,
s 0, while when T < ^5 is givon by tho non-zero

root of (2237) shown in Fig. 81. We thus see that s,, and therefor© 4, is
coiitmuous, but ds^^/dT and therefore the contribution G/ to the speoifio
heat is not. For values of T near %

® (2239)

ds/ 3 a itr

(2240)

A of otoetred Md theoroMori vIm of 0," for fe mode

i. T’ “T™
write equation (228Z} in Reform

"“too mg met od ofprocedure is to

(2241)
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and study the intersections of these two functions of a. We sliall find that, as

T decreases from large values, the first non-zero root of (2241) does not enter

at 0 and move continuously away from the existing zero root as it does

for (2237 ) . For that equation it was easy to show in § 1 2* 9 that the luaxiimiin

term in the partition function always corresponds to the non-zero root of a

as soon as such a root exists, Here the maximum value of y(s) lies at s = 0 so

long as that is the only root and the new stationary values when they enter

must be smaller than )/(0) and can therefore not at once correspond to the

li'lg, 81. Showing and V ^ AmoMons of according lo equation (2237),

maximum terms. The maximum of logy

(

5
)
corresponds of course owing to

the nature of partition funotioiis to minimum free energy. To find when a

non-zero value of 5 first gives the maximum value oflogy

(

j) one must clotor-

mine at what point in the three-root range of equation (2241) the two extreme

roots (one ofthem s « 0) give equal values of y(,9) or log y(5) , This can bo done

convonionbly by applying the rule of equal areas. Since the difference of the

two functions in (2241) is proportional to dlogy{a)lds the change from the

maximum term at 5« 0 to a maximum at 5 5^ occurs when

»

i I

03

that is when the cxu’ves in the {ij,s) piano

sFo 1

‘^~r(l-r)N¥r
1 +

r(l~r)(l -s)*}
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enclose equal areas between 5= 0
,

and the 5-axis. If equation (2211) is

transformed, for examj)le by taking exponentials, this simple rule no longer

can be applied.

The ease r= J is illustrated in Kgs. S2, 83. Intersections of the curves £oi

Pig. 82. Showing tho mtorseonons of the ourvos clofincd in (2242)

and the application of tho rule of equal areas,

Pig. 83, Showing andV functions of TjT^ for r=J according

to equation (2233) or (2241),
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large values ofa cause no difficulty andKg. 82 is confined to tlie rang© s < 0*6.

It is convenient to compare the curves

y = s
micT

2/=log 1 +
16s

3(1 -s)2
-6s. ...(2242)

The second of these is shown on a large scale in Kg. 82. The adjustment of

subtracting a multiple of s from both functions does not invalidate the rule

of equal areas. The functions in (2242) have three intei’seotions in the range
— 0'176<a< +0-33. The areasA and A' are equal so that the critical value of

a is —0*12. 1'lie critical value
7J,

of T is therefore given by
and the critical value of s to which it jumps discontinuously from a = 0 is

0-407. .Equation (2236) shows that this corresponds to a latent heat at

7’=7Ji equal to or O-IOOjW/c^J,. Corresponding values of y/JJ, and & for

values of jT < 7J| and s > So are easily derived by following the greatest root

of the two equations (2242). The resulting values of Sq and are plotted in

Kg. 83.

Apart altogether from any success which this theory may have in ex-

plaining the order-disorder phenomena in alloys, it is of considerable im-

portance in statistical mechanics as the first genuinely molecular model which
has boon shown to give an energy which is a discontinuous function of the

temperature for a single homogoneous phase, thus loading to a latent heat

of transition. Such latent heats are ofcourse common-place enough in thermo-

dynamics where they occur only in systems assumed a priori to bo in two

distinct phases; the latent heat is then of course the energy change when the

relative extension of the two phases altem. Hero the existence of a latent

heat is derived from the properties of the single homogoneous phase. One
must also ask here what happens for the molecular model when the energy is

fixed at some intermediate value between the extremes of the discontinuity?

The answer is that the assembly then breaks up into two distinct phases, one

ordered and the other disordered.

§81 •23. Eeflnenienls of the order-disorder theory due to Bethe,* In the fore-

going approximations we have assumed that the configurational energy of

the crystal is a function only of the superlattice order a as there defined—

•

all the numerous arrangements leading to the same s are given the same

energy. This assumption is however more than doubtful. It is more natural

to expect that the atoms in the lattice act on each other with short range

forces or even that only the interactions between neai'est neighbours are of

any real importance. The energy of the crystal will then be determined by

the number of pairs of unlike neighbours in the lattice, that is by the degree

of local order rather than dh’eotly by the degree of long range order s. It by

* Botho, loo, oil.
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no means follows that because we must assume only short range foreos or

interactions between nearest neighbours we shall therefore nob have king

range order set up. We have already seen in the theory of fcrromaguol iam

that interaction between nearest neighbours can orientate, i.o. order, tlio

spurs of the whole crystal. A theory of order-disorder ought thoroforo to bo

possible, based on interactions between nearest neighbours only, and nilglit

be expected to give a better physical picture of an alloy than the inodul of

Bragg and Williams. Such a theory has been successfully dovolopnd by .Uothe

for the case r=j and for the simplest types of lattice arraiigonionC in which

the nearest neighboui’s of any one atom are never nearest iioighbours of oacJi

other. Simple cubic and body-centred cubic lattices aro of tliis typo «ti tlmt

the theory applies dii'ectly to /9-bi'ass. Extensions of tho theory are now in

progress, but we shah only discuss the simplest case dealt with in llotlto‘Ki

origmal paper.

§21 '231. Lotiff range order and almi rangeJorces in one, two or three dimen^

sions. In the discussion of ferromagnetism in § 12'9, for low tempera bui'OH in

the manner ofBloch, wefoundthat ferromagnetism can only exist iu a (uys tnl

lattice in three dimensions. The short range exchange foroosi from wliioh it i»

derived cannot orientate the whole body of spins in a linear oliaiii of utoniis

or evenin a plane array. Thisimportance of thenumber ofcliinonsions in aiioh

problems is brought outeven more clearly in the order-disoi’der extuniilo, and
it is well to discuss it carefully for its own sake as it proinisos to bo of afcUl

greater importance in any advance of statistical meohauios in tho divoobion
of a proper theory of liquids.

We shall now show that short-range forces, whioh wo shall take ill tho
extreme form of interactions between nearest neighbours only, cannot order
a linear lattice, but can order a lattioe in two and afortiori in moi'o dinioi)~
sions. Consider first a linear lattice of composition AB. IPorfoob ordor j«
represented by the state

••ABABABABABAB
At any non-zero temperature there is a finite chance that a state of no.Kt
greater energy occurs hi which one pair of neighbours aro alike, 'fhis is tlio

BAB A^A^BA BABA....
Smce 4 is ^relevant to the right of A^ the normal state will be as shown
perfectly ordered on A^] similarly the normal state to the loft ofA, will ignore
A, and be perfectly ordered on A^. The chain faUs then into two parts oaoli
perfectly ordered m itself, but the long range order of tlie whole la oom-
pletely destroyed by one break.

mustatallbe a finite chanc© at any non-zero
temperature Ibat the slate neat higher eneigy will eoour, in wWeh ono
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atom in the array is wrong. But such a wrong atom no longer can have this

catastroijhio effect on the long range order, AiTays with perfect order and

witli one wrong atom are shown helow:

ABABAB ABAB ...

BABABA BAB^X ...

ABABAB ABA^A^...
BABABA BAB ...

ABABAB ABAB ...

BABABA BABABA.
We now consider what ought to happen atX when the wrong atom A^ is in

place. Af^ requiresX to he B, but B^ I'oquiresX to be still A, and there are

other neighbours as well. Thus the nature ofX depends on all the neighbours

aiid no longer merely on A^, and one mistake like A^ does not necessarily

destroy the long range order. The possible alternatives are

(i) The atoms surrounding AiA^Qt /Ij^ and ignore
,
so that merely

one wrong atom and long range order is unaffected.

(ii) The atoms surrounding Ai A^ fit A^ and ignore Ai, so that Ai is merely

one wrong atom and long range order is again unafiooted.

(iii) There is a real broalc in the order as for a linear lattice and the lattice

falls into two parts perfectly ordered in themselves but perfectly out ofphase

with each other across an interlace, thus

ABAB\BA
BA\ABAB

• A B A\A B a
babTbb
ABABA A
BABABA.

Arrangements (i) and (ii) have each four pairs of wrong neighbom’s, or

eight ifwo include somewhere the displaced B, and require obviously far less

energy than (iii), which has a number of wrong pairs of neighbours of the

order NK At low tomporatures therefore there will exist long range order

with (until 2' = 0) a few wrong atoms, and a nogligihlo chance of long range

disorder. This conclusion holds afortiofi in three dimensions where an inter-

face requires a number of wrong pairs of noighboui*s of the order Wi
At high temperatui’GS when energy differences no longer matter the large

number of ways of realizing an interface will of course take charge, and we

must ultimately pass to a state of long I'ange disorder—^in fact a state of

complete disorder, short and long. We shall be able to show that long range

order disappears suddenly and completely at a ciitioal temperature, while

local order changes much more gradually and is only perfect when 2'->0
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and zero wlien. T co. ITor local order there is no overwhelming combinatory

factor coming in to wipe out the effect of any energy differences that may
smwive. We shall therefore distinguish both types of order in the crystal,

mtroduce precise functions for them, and try to evaluate the configurational

partition functions on this basis,

§21’a32. Local on'der, or ot'der of neighbozirs in a crystal lattice. Consider

any simple lattice of equal numbers of two types of atoms, in which in tho

state ofperfect order all the nearest neighbours of any atom are atoms of tho

other sort. In any configuration let the fraction of unlike (correct) jjairs of

neighbours be ^(l + cr) and the fraction of like (wrong) pairs of neighbonra

\{l— a). The difference of these fractions is a and is called the local order of the

configwatiQn,ThQ parameter a ranges from 1, perfect local order, to 0, com-

jfiete local disorder. In these extreme oases there will of course also be perfect

long range order and complete long range disorder respeotively.

In such a configuration any atom A will have on the average a fraction

^(1 + or) B neighbours and |(1 — c) A neighbours. The same is true for i?,

with A and B exchanged tlrroughout. If there are N atoms in all in tho

lattice and each has a neighbours, the .d-atoms will have a total of neigh-

bours of which ^Nz{l + <r) ate jB’s and JW2(1 — a) are d.’a> with similar num-
bers for j5-atoms. We easily deduce that there are in all pahs of neigh-

bom’s in the lattice of whioli iiV2(l + a) are AB’e, iNz{l~a) AA'b and
— cr) BB’a, We can now give an expression for the energy of the con-

figuration. Let pairs of neighbours AB, AA and BB provide interaction

energies and TJ;, respectively. We find therefore that so far as it

depends on a, is given by

K-mi + a) V,„ +m 1 - cr) + V,,),

=C(mt. + lNzV(l-cr), (2243)

where .(2244)

We may assume that F> 0 or else the atoms A and B will tend to segregate

at low temperatures.

The energy V introduced here can be related to the energy Wg of equation

(2228). Since when cr=l, «==! and when a=0, s= 0, the energy difference

between perfect local order and complete local disorder is by (2243)

Or referring to (2228) we see therefore that

_ ilFo=JW2F. .....,(2246)

This relation may also be verified by a study of the effect of replacements

when the order is nearly perfect. When s changes from 1 to 1 - As, the energy
of the lattice in Bragg and Williams’ model increases by TfoAs. Since for

f =:^, this corresponds to a change ofjp from 1 to l-JAs. JSToW iJ
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IS the fraction of ^-atoms on a-lattice points, and therefore J{1 ~p)N is the

nuraher of ^-atoms on adattice points. Each such replacement of an ^ by a

B creates a J?-atom with z wrong neighbours (since and requires an

interaction energy zTJj. There are an equal number of ivi’ong ^-atoms each

requiring an interaction energy zl^„, . The total interaction energy required

is therefore —p) -j- py,) in placeofthe interaction energyNz{ 1 —p)

necessarywhen all these pairs are correot. The totalgain ofenergy is therefore

Nz(l —p) V, or On compering this with llgAs we verify (2246).

§ 21 ‘233. Long range, or supe^’toltice order redefined. It is convenient slightly

to modify our former definition of long range order in terms of a for the sake

of achieving greater symmetry. Wo divide the lattice points as before into

a-lattice points and )3-lattico points, and let p bo the fraction of a-lattice

points occupied by A'e, so that 1 —p is the fraction occupied by JS’s. We now

define a' by the difference

a'=sp— (l—p)= 2p— 1. (2246)

This retains the symmetry because both the state p= 1 and the state p = 0

are really states of perfoot order. In .Bragg and Williams' definition

5 z=(p — r)/(l-.r), but since for r<=^, 8= s' wo shall not further distinguish

tliem, and have merely to romombor that the range of values of a is now
-

1, 1, a range whicli, as we saw, wo could have included before in this

special case.

§21‘234. The form of the partition funelion in t&'ma of long and short

range order. Wo have now to form the partition function. .If g(a,cr) is the

number ofconfigurations with given s and cr, and yj(T) is the partition function

for states of given long range order, then

Y,{T) = S„g(s,(r) (2247)

and Yg=Y~a symmetry. The complete partition function would then be

r(2')*!sy,(3’). ....,.(2248)

This could bo summed at once if wo know g{a,a) or in fact '^gg{s,a). This

last expression is the number of arrangements of atoms A and B on the

lattice points with a given number of pairs of nearest neighbours of type AB
(actually -fa]). This number is known for a linear array* but not for

any array in two or more dimensions. Wo are therefore compeUod to adopt

indirect methods. The typo of method adopted is worthy of detailed study,

since it is most probable that such indirect methods will become ofincreasing

importance in statistical mechanics.

We may start by observing that at very low temperatures the terms in

* lalng, Zeit./. Phydk, vol. 31, p. 263 (1026).

F8M 51
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T(T) have a maximum for cr=^l and a minimum hy symmetry Avhen a— 0 .

This implies tliat then the maximum terms are y^iiP) and the minimum
term since a=:l, 5 = ±1 and o-=0, 5 = 0 correspond uniquely. As T
increases the long range order s must decrease, so that the maximum teiuns

must shift to lower and lower values of s until hy symmetry they coalesce at

5 = 0, Provided this coalescence occurs before T-^co there must be a critical

temperature, above which the long range order is permanently zero. Tlieso

arguments do not of com’se constitute a rigorous proof of tho existence of

or that the maximum terms move continuously in towards 5 = 0, but they

suggest that we may start by trying to find conditions for the onset of a

critical behaviour in this region of 5.

If by any method we can determine trg and the eorrosponding value or

values of Sq
,
which give (perhaps only approximately) stationary values to the

terms of r(^r), we can derive all the equilibrium properties that we require

without constructing and evaluating r(5r) directly. ITor given o-q we know
that the conflgui’ational energy^ is Wo know moreover that

for the corresponding Sq hgy^iT) must be stationary for variations of 5.

But by tho therniodynamio properties ofa partition function this implies that

dsQ T 95
q

’

Since we know for perfect order 5q= 1 ,
we know both 8q and as functions

of 5o ,
and we can therefore follow the changes in tho free energy as Sq varies,

thus pioldng out that value of (when tliero are more than one) which gives

the free energy its absolute minimum, and fixing the critical temperature.

The reliability of such indirect methods which do not actually construct and
evaluate r(y) cannot be directly chocked, One can only demand that the

condition they set up for determining Cq and Sq shall be a plausible approxima-

tion to the direct method.

§ 21 *24} . Indirect evaluation of gq and Sq . The indhect method proposed by
Bethe is to construct partition functions for the configurations in limited

regions of the crystal in such a way that the gq and Sq they determine should

be adequate approximations to the true gq and Sq for the complete con-

figurations.

Let us start hy considering one lattice point and its z nearest neighbours.

For a square lattice z=4; and the configurations of perfect local order are

:

P A
SAB ABA
B A

We know that on the assumption of short range forces the. configurational

energy depends only on F= . For simplicity we shall assume
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liere tliat V„i,= 0, V„n=Vi,i,— V. As a first appi-oximation we shall construct

the partition function for configiuutiona on one lattice point and its neigh-

bours ignoring all effects of nioi-e distant atoms. The atoms in the first shell

are not nearest neighboiu-s of each other, and have thei-efore no interaction

energy. Lot

for shortness. Then the configurational partition funotion for all the 2*

oonfigiu’ations with a given central atom A, say, is

(2249)

Similarly /()=(®+ l)*

Moreover the number of wrong (A) neighbours of a central A or wrong (B)

neighbours ofa central B is obviously

, „ (ViV

But on the average this number is known to be — o-), It follows that to

this approximation

ffo=
1 "hiV

.(2260)

This gives the degree of local order as a funotion of 3' to this approximation.

It is a smoothly varying funotion of 3' and shows no critical behaviour. This

however is to bo expected owing to the crudity of our approximation, which

ignores the ordering effect in the first shell of the second shell and still more

distant atoms.

The obvious next improvement is to take into account the second shell

explicitly and ignore the third and more distant shells. This apijroximation

has been worked out in detail by Bothe for a plane square lattice. It yields a

value of ffo of the same general oharaoter as (2260) but with a sharper varia-

tion. It is clear that repeated steps of this type will eventually solve the

desired problem accurately but already the third approximation is very

laborious and one must turn to the indiroot attack.

Wo take account of the ordering effects of distant shells on the last shell

explicitly included by inserting a factor ehieach term in thopartition function

for every wrong atom in the last shell. This « will take care of tho ordering

effect of the neglected distant atoms to a very good apxiroximation. Taking

merely explicit account of a central atom audits first shell ofz neighbours (the

first approximation above) we shall now have, for a lattice point whoso

central atom should be A, partition functions /„ and /j corresponding to

contra! atomsA and B given by

/„=(! + €«!)*, A«(a!-l-e)«. ......(2261)

Of those configurations the average fraction with central atoms is

fbl{fa+fb)>
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and the average number ofA (wrong) atoms in the first bIioII is

9,

[
21.24

We can now determine e by a reflexive argument, Poi' thoro is iiotliing

distinguish the central atom from the atoms of the firai; shell in tlio lattiw
as a Avhole and therefore the fi?aotioii of wrong atoms nfc otioh j)oint must Ixj

the same, or
f 1 9

leaduig to (e+a-)*=i=€!i;(l + 6.v)*-'i+ e(€+a:)«'-i,

e+ aj
or

1 + €X
.(2263)

A similar calculation can he carried through at this stago of tho socoiicl
approximation.

The parameter ^ determined as the proper root of (2263) will obvioiialy
serve in place of Sj. For we have defined s as the fraction of «-labtico points
occupied by A-atoms less those occupied by JS-atoms. TJiorofore

(/«-/&)/(/„ +A), (2264)
from which it follows by using (2263) that

Sq
T - tanh

(220 /1 )

^am can be expressed simply in terms of e,. For tho average nuiubor ofong neighbours of the central atom is obviously x d/dx [log(/„ + f, )! and
also by definition ^.(1 - .). Therefore after a simplepotion

j __ 4crff(j 1

^”~r+^or+^)’ (2260 )

-ct), equation (2266) is oquivnlonb
lOMeq«ntio„fotthe»,erage»„lig„ratio,mlene™y.

< » 'XJ“™onV

(2263).

correspond pairs of values of namely e' unci

changed throughouh”^ have been iiitor-

The state for whichV^Omiv^theiS^
distance order,

astationary value ofthe terms ofthe
correspond to

maximum or minimum remains to iJSed

'

(m) If € ,6 1, ^ve can assume €< 1 and write
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It is easily clecluced from this equation that » is monotonio inoreasing as e

increases and therefore never gi’eater than its limit as e 1 ;
that is that

a:<a!o = (2~2)/« (2267)

If therefore x > a;,, so that >(z— 2)/z, or

!P>Ji=F/fclog{«/(2-2)}, (2268)

then e= fo= 1 is = 0, and there is no long range order.

(iv) When Cq = 1 equation (2266) shows that vq reduces to its value for the

first approximation given in (2260), namely

<To= {l-x)l(l+x) (a!>a-o),

while as 1

<'o-> (1 - !eo)/(l +®o) = 1/(2 - !)• • . • • -(2260)

(v) The roots of equation (2263) not equal to unity enter continuously

witli the root unity at the critical temperature, the non-zero value of

starting continuously from the zero value. Wo may assume therefore without

further discussion that the non-unit root of(2253), when it exists, corresponds

always to the true inaxiraum terra in the partition function.*

§21*241. The configurational specific heal. The oaloulation of presents

no particular diffloulties though it is somewhat lengthy. Since vj does not

vanish for finite T (?/ is never zero, hut there is a strong discontinuity at

!Z'=T„. Wo find

a/~JWA(z-2)(^)*(log^y(i2-l) {T^T,~0),

C/~im*(z-2)(^)'(log^yi ((T-^Si-hO).

Thus the ratio of the limiting values is Sz - 2, which is already 1 0 for a simple

cubic lattice.

The limiting values of (7/ according to these equations can easily bo

calculated for various values of «; results are given in Table 72,

Tabm 72.

Limiting values of configurational specific heat near the critical temperature

according to Bellic's theoiij. Values given arefor one mole ofatoms partaking

in the ordering.

No, of

noighboui’S
Lattioo struotiu'o Oy^(T,~(i)jR O/(3’„-i-0)/2?

2 Linoar chain 0

4 Plano quadratic 2-14 0*214
Siiiylo cubic 0*110

8 Bocfy-centred oiibio
,

P78 0*081
12 —^ 1

P08
00 — h60 0

*
'J’liis point has boon oxiuninod more olosoly by Williams, loo. oil. by onloulating tl>o entropy

and froo onorgy.
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§21*243. Comparison of the two theories. It is intorobting to obsorvo tiint

the results of Betlie’s theory (fli’st approximation) I’oduco to bho romiltH of

*T/V

Pig, 84, Local order uq for r=i and simplo oubio lattices accoi’cting to (rt) aiul (f/),

first approximation without and with long range order; (i) and (e) tlio HainOi hooOiuI approx i*

mation; (d) according to Bragg and Williams.

Bragg and Williams when z^co. This is what one should oxpoot, for wliori

any atom has infinitelymany "neighbours ” the ooiicep tions of local and long

Kg.86. W™ngeordor<,for)--^ftnd simple oubio Mtiee8*=6 ftooofdltig to (rf) and (c) Dotlio’
Hrat and sooond approximations and (c) Bragg and WilllniHB,

range order must
found in Betlie’s

substitution

merge into each other. A proof of this equivalence will bo
paper; it can easily be reconstructed by (i) ushig bho

e=e“^-«
and observing that, when z-^co, z8 remains finite in the important rangoaj
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(ii) recalling the relation between and V, namely W^=\NzV\ zY imiet

therefore be assumed to remain fixed.

The results of the two theories for r = | and simple cubic lattices »= 0 are

shown in the three accompanying diagrams, which include also the results of

Eethe’s second approximation in which the e-factor is brought in in the

second instead of in the first shell of atoms.

Fig, 86, TJio configurational flpooifio boat lor and siniplo onbio latticos i&=5 0 according to

(a) and (d) Botlio^s 11 rat approximation without and with long rang© order
j

[b) and (c) the

aaine, Hoooiid approximation i
(c) Bragg and Willmins,

Fig. 84 shows the local order or configurational energy content, Curve (a)

shows o-Q according to equation (2260) ignoring any e-faotor and. ourvo (d)

shows (To according to (2266) inolucling the e-factor. These curves give

Bethe’s first approximation. Curves (b) and (c) give similarly Bethe’s second

approximation. Curve (o) gives s,f accordmg to Bragg and Williams as shown

in Fig. 81. It represents local order in this theory for comparative purposes

in the sense that the energy content is ]>roportional to 1 ~V-
Fig. 86 shows the long range order So according to the same theories.

It. will be observed that the onset is moat sudden for what is presumably

the best of the theories, Bethe’s second opproxiraation.

Finally Fig. 80 shows the configurational specific heat. The same tendency
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will be observed for tlie presumably best theory to give tlio sharposl; and

most concentrated variation of the speoifio heat norti'i’ tho critical tom-

peratiire.

An important point of comparison of these theorioB, wliioh i« alrtv> ww

important point for comparison with observation, is tiro relation botwoen

the complete change of configurational energy and tho critical toniporaluit?,

since this relation contains no adjustable parameter. On 3ragg and WillinuiH'

theory the complete change is ^NkT^; according to Bethels first approxiinu-

lNkTl^zlog{zl{z- 2)}l

This however includes the change in the energy due to local dieor'doring its-

maining to he achieved above the critical temperature. Strictly ono alioiikl

subtract this term particularly for comparison with observation. To tlio

first approximation at the critical temperature l/(a!- 1). Honoo the
energy change below the critical temperature is Just 1 — Oq («— 2)/(»- 1

)

ofthe complete change. I’m’r= | and a simple cubic lattice «= 0 tlio ooniplolo
change is 0'5NId\, in Bragg and Williams’ theory, 0*480 Nfc{P„ and 0-JH
NkTc in Bethe’s first and second approximations reapootivoly . 'J.'l leso nuiiiboi'a
hardly differ significantly.

§21*25. Comparison witli obs&'vation. The configurational onorgy cuiitoiil
during the order-disorder transition can be detorminocl oxporimontally by
suitable calorimetric experiments. The great diflioulty in such expoi’imonta i«
to he sure that the time scale of the experiment is long onough for tho equlli**
brium state of order to be reached at each stage. This danger is particularly
greatm this field; it is of course weU known that by suffioioutly rapid cooling
(quenching) most alloys which possess an ordered equilibrium form at low
temperatures can be brouglit to low temperatures in a more or loss com-
pletely disordered state and retained in that state indofinitoly in a sort of
metastable equilibrium. It is moreover probably correob to hold tliat many
other alloys, not known to occur in an ordered state at low tomporatures, ai*D
ea y /mxCT. m a metastable disordered state, because tlio tomrioraturo at

reivsonablo

ThesB if
^ cntical temperature for the order-disorder transition.

LTu aTwir o
attainment of order have been disoussocl by

Here as they he outside the scope ofthis monograph.

Br»8« rad Wiffiimr
beeil out by Sykoa• and asoussecl by

. P- rass IS particiilarly suitable exporimenfcal matorial

Bregg^Md
(lOSS) and unpuMiahod osporJmonta do«oril»tl by
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as its relaxation time for atomic rearrangements in the lattice is tin-

u^ally nhovt. Fig. 87 compares the observed and calculated values of

{Ki^D - •®o('0}/-Sye functions 9! for (i) jS-brass (CuZn) and (ii) CugAu.

Tile agreement on the whole is very fair. The theoretically more abrupt

changes near the critical temperature for r— | are well seen in the observed

values, There is liowever a distinct tendency for the energy changes to be

more closely concentrated towards T/JJ, — 1 than is allowed for by the theory.

Pig. 87. Obaorvod ami oalculatod values of for (i) ^^brass, CiiZn (r-i),
(ii) Gii{|Au (r=l). Tlio valuoB inarkod (c) are oaloulatod accord Ing to tlio tlioory of Bragg and
Williams; tlioso marked {b) aooordlng to tlio theory of Botho (second approximation). The
values marked (a) are from Sykes* obaorvatlons; those marked I for rising, II for falling

tomporatnroa*

For /S-bras8 Betiho’s theory gives a more abrupt change tlian Bragg and
Williams’ but the observations are more abrupt still, and it is imlikely that

the observations here are greatly in error, as in j8-brass the atoms still move
freely in the lattice near the critical temperature. In CujAu the observations,

which were made with a rising temperature, must give somewhat too groat a

value of ~ Eg{T), owing to the lag in attaining the equilibrium order. It

is also likely that Bragg and Williams’ apijroximation is not very oloso to

the true partition function in this unsymmotrical cose, and that the true W„

will ohange more abruptly* iioar S’ = 3J,. Making all allowances however, it

is not fair to claim more than that existing theory is a decent first approxi-

mation; it seems likely that some omitted effect, such as interaction between

the ordering and the lattice vibrations, is of importance in sharpening up the

variation of

* This appears to bo bonio out by the oaloulations of Poiorls, Proci Rojf. Soo. A, vol. ISd, p. 207

(1030).
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§21*3. Moiations of molecules in solids. Other soIMh hosiclos luotallicnilkiy^t

—notably halogen hydrides and ammonium ealts—pi*o«ont tlio plionninemn J

of a critical temiDeratiue and a discontinuous specific lioat, which can now bn

associated with some confidence with therather siidclGU onsot oflioo i otatioiiin

ofthe ions or molecules forming the crystal lattice. Tho gonoral intorj_)rotation

of these phenomena was first given by Pauling**** Xii conforniity willi liiJS

views the anoinalous specific heat ofthese substances must he Eissociatod willi

a transition from libration motions to almost free rotations for blio ions or

moleculea in question. The transition may even bo cIoBcribod an rotational

melting.! Qualitatively this explanation seems complotoly satiBlaotory.

A tentative quantitative theory has been proposed, wliicli is not yot piirticii-

larly successful, but is perhaps worth discussion aB a suggestion for the

direction in which a better description should be sought.

The description we shall give here treats all librations and rotations na

classical. This limitation is perhaps not serious for any of fclio actual aub-

stances with which the theory is here compared, but i t probably provGUts any

application of the theory to the interesting case of solid mofchano (C.H.j) Ibr

which a quantum version should be used. Wo must suppose that at \ov/

temperatures, before the anomalous specific heat develops, tho axis of tUe

molecule can librate about a direction or directions of oquilibriuin. Siioll

preferred directions for the molecular axis must bo imimsod therefore by a

directional field of force. We shall only attempt to cUbouss tho simplest pos-

sible model for the molecule and the field in which its angular motion takes

place. We shall therefore assume that the energy associated vdth this inotion

is that of a symmetrical rigid rotator without axial spin in a field of foreo
- W cobO, where 9 is the displacement of the axis o f figure from a Bhiglo

preferred direction of equilibrium. The total energy in Hamiltonian form
is then

/ a

.....,(22 (10)

At sufficiently small amplitudes, and therefore at low toinporatui'oa,
hbrations of the molecular axes will not be distinguishable foom any other
small oscillations and will form part of the body of normal modes of tho
lattice. As the liigher states come into play the oscillators will coaso to be
simple harmonic, and become gradually (for constant values of W) more and
more like free rotations with a smaller contribution to the speoiflo heat.
Tliese effects may be followed at once by calculating tho partition function

* Pauling, Phys. Pev. vol. 30, p. 430 (1030).
t Frenkel, Todes and Ismailow, Acta Physieo^GItem. U.iS.S,n. vol. 1, p. 07 (1034).
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wlieroH is given by (2260), This leads at once to

f{T)^^I~^re'rooaOikTt-J%"’“OBtf/krsin0(?0,

SnUJcTfcT .
,
W

.(2201 )

If jBrot inoludea the energy of orientation in the field — IF cos d and there are

N snoli rotating systems in the crystal, whose rotations do not affect each other,

r TF w~\
’

2-^C0th^,J. (2262)
r w w

sinIi2 1F/M'J'
.(2263)

If the curve for the rotational energy or the specific heat is plotted, it will

be found of course that it is perfectly smooth and gives no sign of any violent

variation when kT and TF are of the same order of magnitude^ Wo have,

however, following Pauling, no reason to exiJoot that the rotations of one

molecule are independent of those of the other molecules or in short that TF

is constant, but rather every reason to expect the contrary. The dweetional

terms in the field to Avhioh any one molecule is subject, specified by ~ TF cos 6,

are of course mainly duo to the lack of spherical symmetry in the combined

fields of the surrounding molecules. This lack of symmetry will be greatly

Aveakoned and might in fact be almost destroyed by a sufficient degree of

rotation among the surrounding molecules, Thus TF itselfcannot be a constant

but must depend on the degree of rotation already present among the mole-

cules. An approximate partition function for the whole body of libration-

rotations for theN systems can therefore in theory be constructed in the form

, r/m\ 5VT1
SlT^Ahtr

logL{T)=N log — tf fif(s)log

Jo

kT . ,
sTFo

.(2264)

whore g(s) ds is the number of systems which are efieotively subject to the

field -sTI(icosd, and
J^(

7(5)da = W. If {/(s) could be formulated, ]qqL{T)

could at once bo evaluated by searching for the maximum of the integrand

in (2264).

No satisfactory method of evaluating g{s) has yet been proposed and

roundabout methods must again be adopted.

§21 ’31. A fo7'^nula for determining the equilibrium value of s. It has been

proposed to determine s by an approximate equation based on the following

arguments.* We specify a degree of non-rotation among the molecules by

* E, H. Fowlor, Proe, Hoy, Eoo, A, vol. HO, p. 1 (1086).
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regarding as not rotating all those molecules for which

-k
The inequality (2266) asserts that such molecules have at any d less than j9

times the Idnetic energy required to allow the axis ofthe molecule to reach tho

pole d =s TT. We can easily calculate the fraction of all molecules
‘
^not rotating

^ *

according to this definition. It is/o(r)//(?’), where/(!?) is given by (2261) and

/o(^) =’5 e~ivo‘+ii<i.mn‘omkT^p^^p
^

,

P0^+D4!‘lBlTi^O<iAfimi+DOBO)

By obvious substitutions tliis can he reduced to

A-n^AkT f’f „ mva+ooeOUkT
UT) = ^~^\^eW<^o^dli^amede\ e-^dx,

from which it follows that

/ (y) = ainh~ - e-JSn’/fcr
IcT

rsinh
Tf"(l-iS)

]•-j8)“— hT
We therefore find that

f{T) (l-j8)sinhW//c5r
' ^ ^

It is now suggested that/Q(2’)//(J’) may be used as a measure of the strength

of the orientating field. The simplest assumption is to take s^f^(T)ff{T),

W =s so that (2266) becomes an imphcit equation for s of the form

e-^jr./fc3'ainh«TlJ(l - ^ykT
{l-P)smhsWolkT

’

The special case ;8 ^ is particularly 8im23le, since then

s=tanh|sWo/;!!T. (2268)

For all values of equation (2267) gives a critical temiierature above

which « = 0. Assuming that (2267) gives an adequate reju’esentation of tho

behaviour of the maximum term in (2264), it follows that

a= l- (2267)

Kot=NkT\ 2 onth
L w ot^M^J’ .(2269)

0
,'rot'"

^2 - 1
"coaliajsmliaj-a;^

L sinh*a:J 2kT dT ..(2270)

in which is the correct root of (2267) and If /5> i both and
ds^jdT are continuous through the critical temperature. If )3= is con-

tinuous hut dSo^jdT is discontinuous, so that >s discontinuous. In this

familiar case the discontmuity is easily calculated, since

3210/ 2’\
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It follows that

and the discontinuity is 4:Nh If /3 < |, we pass over to the case in wliicli the

new roots of (2267) enter discontinuously at values of greater than zero,

and cannot immediately represent the equilihrium state. The exact critical

value of Sq must tlion he determined by the method indioated at the close of

§ 2h23. There is now a finite latent heat at the transition point,

§ 21
• 32. A generalized model. A slight generalization of the model which is

not pliysically impossible loads to a libratioii-rotation transition with even

more violent properties, Ifwe may assume that the field of potential energy

in which the molecule rotates is not simply W cob 9 but — W cosO,

there is an extra term - AocsqFq in and NoLWQ{-d8QldT) in It is

easy to sliow that when ^ ^ ^WJfCt and that when jS > |

nT( T\ /3 ffoo 3)5 1

It follows that, if jS > has a finite discontinuitywhich tends to infinity as

y3“>
I-.
Wo shall not however give any further details for any of those models,

since we shall see on comparing the theory with observation that it is still

too far from giving an adequate explanation of the facts.

§ 21*33. Comparison of llieory and observations. Typical observed, values of

spooific heats and energy contents are shown in iPigs. 88, 89 for tho halogen

hydrides and for somo ammonium salts. We see in Pig, 88 that tho curves for

tire halogen hydrides are of tho general form that one would expect to bo

accounted for by such a theory as we have proposed, but that there are for

HI two similar breaks, for HBr one single and one double one and for HCl

such violent variations that the epooiflo heat was not recorded, but only a

latent boat. It appears therefore that tho rotational degrees offreedom do not

set in together, but that porhajis rotations about the different crystal axes sot

in separately. This of course makes strict comparisons impossible. It seems

reasonable liowover to nssurao that these breaks refer to one rotational

i'reodom, and thoroforo to abstract from the observed curve tho abnormal

part of the spooific heat, call this and compare as a function of

T/SJ, with tho theoretical values of Gji^ffPlTf^fll. Points derived in this way

from tho two breaks for HI are shown in Pig. 90 and compared with possible

theoretical curves, One sees tliat no very good agreement is obtainable. The

distinctive feature of the disagroomonb is that the abnormal speoifio heat due

to tho term dsJdT is much more sharply confined to the neighbourhood of

the critical toinporatiiro than tho theory suggests. Since the breaks in the

speoifio heat curves for HBr and HCl are still more sharply confined to the
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Flg» 88, Observed values of the speoifto heat for tlio lialogon hydriclos al) low toniporafcuros,

[Giauqiio and Wiobo, J, Ainer, Ghm, Soc, vol. 60, pp. 101, 2103 (1028)} vol, 61, p. 1441 (1020),]

ITjg, 89, Observed values of the spooific heat and energy content for tlio aminoniuni salts,

NH4NO3 and NH4CI.

[For NH4CI, Simon, Simson and Ruliomami, ZbU. f. phijaikah Ghaih vol, 120, p, 330 (1027);

for NH^NOg, Crenshaw and Bitter, Zeit.f, physikal, Ghem. B. vol. Ifl, p, 143 (1932),]
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neighbourhood of the critical temperature, the present comparison will fail

still more badly for these substances,

ITor tho anunoiiiiiin salts and even for HBr and HOI specific heat compari-
sons are really out of tho question, and one must coniparo energy contents

Fig* 00. Oiii'voa allowing varloiia valuoa of

tho aclditioiml binding Tho plotted polnfcaahow oorroBponcling

obsorvod values for III,

Pig, 01. Ciu’vos allowing for

valuoBof!jf7iir’<,noar unity
j ourvoIasaO,

/3-lj curVO II <eK=:0, ouivo III

octsO, /3=2f j
ourvoIVa-0, /SsaJ. Tho

oxirvQB for /5<i aro aomowhat in-

ocoiirato. Tho plotted poluta ropio-

aonfc obsorvatlons for NHjCl <j>, and

instead. Thotlioorotioal ciitvos shown in Fig, 91 show Ji^/iiiZiplottod against

T/^l for various values of /3. The curves for j8<| are nob accurate as the

preoise critical value of has nob been properly determined. Tho theory

however is hardly suflfloiontly successful to make this worth while. The
observed values for N,H.jN08 andNH4Cl have been reduced to those variables

and adjusted arbitrarily to agree with the theoretical curves when
Tj%~^ 1 + 0. It is evident that, while there is general agreement in form, the

abnormal variation ,of is again much more closely restricted to the

neighbourhood of the critical temperature than the theory can he made to
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indicate. Nevertheless the theory proposed goes some way towards inter-

preting the facts and is perhaps not enthely valueless,

§21*4, Dielectric constants of solids and liquids containing dipoles. It is

well known that Rochelle salt NaK04H40g , 4H2O, for a limited range of

temperature, may for practical purposes be said to have an infinite dielectric

constant analogous to the infinite susceptibility of iron in its ferromagnetic

state, another clear example of a cooperative j)heiloinenon, The cooperative

(polarized) state in Rochelle salt is limited by an upper critical temperature

(or Curie point) such that for T>T^^ the susceptibility thougli large is

finite and decreases rapidly as T increases. Unlike the ferromagnetics

however there is also a lower critical temperature such that when T<'I\

the susceptibility is again finite and decreases (at least initially) as T decreases

.

It is prohahle"^ that these phenomena are to be explained by the orientation

of the water dipoles present as water of crystallization. The cooperative state

and the upper critical temperature can be explained by an exact analogy

of the Weiss-Langevin theory of ferromagnetism expounded in §§12*95<2^.,

and no difficulties are raised here by the strength of the necessary molecular

field. The interaction energy of electrical dijioles is so large that it supplies

precisely the necessary energy term which it fails to do for magnetic dipoles,

The explanation of this part of the phenomenon requires the polar water

molecules to orientate fteely under the influence of the effective applied

electric field. The lower critical temperature 2] must then he explained, it is

believed, by a failure of the free orientations at lower temperatures, due to

the growth of local constraints which can so severely out down the response

to the effective field that the material is no longer self-polarizing.t Wo shall

attempt in the following sections to present a quantitative theory of this tyjDD

basedonthe theory ofUbration-rotationtransitionsdevelopedintheprecoding
sections. We cannot hope to explain in this way in detail the properties of

any actual substance such as Rochelle salt, which are really far more complex

than we have described.^ We can hope only to succeed in showing that such

properties as we have describedmaybe expected to find a natural explanation

by the application of normal statistical methods to models of the proposed

Again the dielectric constant of water or ice is finite at all temperatures,

and falls to low values even forlow frequencies as the temperature is decreased
below ISO^'K, This can only be imderstood, assuming that the HgO molecule

in ice or water carries approximately the same dipole as in steam, if its

orientations are not free but severely restricted by the fields of its immediate
* See o.g. Kobeko and Kurfcsohatow, ZeiLf, Pkysik, vol. 00, p, 192 (1930).

t B. and I, Kurtschatow, Phyaikal, Zeit, d. JSoujeiunion, vol. 3, p. 320 (1033).

t Miiollor, Phys, Pev, vol. 47, p. 176 (1936).
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neighbours oven at the highest temperatures for which the dielectric constant

of water has been investigated. The water dipoles are so numerous and so

strong that water would be in a cooperative state of self-poIariKation at all

such temperatures if the dipole carried were even approximately free.

Somewhat similar phenomena occur for other polar liquids such as some of

the alcohols and nitrobenzone, which possibly are explicable in the same

way. There is probably general agreement about those qualitative explana-

tions, butwe are still far from a satisfactory quantitative one. In the fo) lowing

sections a discussion willbo given on the basis oflibration-rotation transitions,

which though still far from adequate, indicates that a satisfactory explana-

tion can perhaps be found in this way.

§3141. The lliemj of Ike dielectric cotislant of material composed of or

containing Ubmling-rolating dipoles. Wo discuss an assembly ofN systoms in

volume F {n= NIV), cairying dipoles ofmoment p., each subject to a restrain-

ing held — W cos 0. Wo must not assume that the equilibrium directions of

orientation are all the same, or the assembly at Imv temperatures would be

permanently polarized in this direction in the absence of any applied field

and would scarcely polarize in any other. For a starting jioint we must there-

fore divide the systems at least into two equal groiq^s whoso natural equili-

brium orientations are in opposite directions. We shall therefore start by

assuming that the assembly consists of systems eaoh in a field — W oosd,

and systoms each in a field W ooaO. An efieotive field F' acts on the

systems in the dirootion 0 = 0, so that thou* total potential energies are

-
(
W -I- pF') cos 9 and (

W

~ p.F') cos 6 reaiiootively. This simple arrangement

will bo generalized later. The partition functions /j and/j are then

SttVI/oT hT
.

,

IF + pF'

A'a 'W+i^r^ kT ’
^n^AkT

k^'

hT
w-fir

sinh
F-pF'
hT ’

...(2271)

rospootivoly. .By equation (1204) the iiolarizatiou (induced dipole strength

per unit volume) is given by

P=^«M'J„(logA-t-log/,),

from which it follows that

'=nkTn
pF' 1 m\h2{iF'lkT

jya _
ij

2]p't hf cosh2WlkT- cosh 2p,F'lkTj
‘ ..(2272)

Assuming that pF' W this reduces easily to

P wpa
1 1

F'^ JT LIF* sinh* WlkTJ ’

.(2273)

53
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wliicli has the expected limiting form nfPjSkTwhen IF 0. Por further study

it is convenient to write (2273) in the form

P_
F'~ikT

nn^
(Ax) .(2274)

so that (/(®) is a reducing factor which the binding imposes on the effective

valueofn/x^ Aax-^0,g{x)->l\asx-^co,g{x)'~-3lx^~^0.

To deduce the dielectric constant ij we have to use the standard I'elation-

ships of Chapter xii, namely, in the present notation,

rj=l+47rP/P, P'= + >

The second of these liolds only (with the coefficient ^tt) for those media for

which liOrentz’s Lemma applies. This lemma does irot apply to Koohello

salt and we shall use this equation therefore in the general form

P'==P+yP, (2276)

where y will depend on the direction of P in the crystal. We shall only con-

sider principal directions for which P, F' and P are all j)arallel. It folloAvs that

‘hm(j?g{x)jZhT
.(2276)

\-ynfPg{x)likT'

provided that F' and therefore P can be regarded as small. We can therefore

write

provided that T>T^. liT<T^ then the apj)roximatioii loading from (2272)

to (2273) is illegitimate. We have then to solve (2272) and (2276) for P as a

function of P, It is easy to see that in this case the equilibrium state, or

greatest value of the partition function iiV'{Iog/L 4*log/2}, corresponds to a

rootP of (2272) which does not vanish with F and that we are then concerned

with a cooperative state of self-polarization in zero field, which may be

regarded as a state with an infinite dielectric constant.

The binding W in g{x) must not however be thought of as a constant. To a

lii’st approximation it will be governed by the rotations of neighbouring

molecules and have the effective value
,
where 8 is given by (2267) or some

more accurate equation of this tyj)©. The complete behaviour ofthe dielectric

constant as a function of T is therefore governed by the set of equations

_ 47r qyjBA

with

»(§)-», -»(|) (®8)

{s-ask]' (2279)

It can be seen at once that when P -s- 0, s-s- 1, .i:->oo, O(P^). Hence at low

temperatures we certainly have P>2^ and Por large values of T,
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s 0, g{x) -> 1, and T^i assumes a ooiistant value, so that ij behaves according

to tlie ordinary dipole theory of Chapter xii and ultimately ij—> 1, At inter-

mediate temperatures -ij will increase to a flnite maximum and then decrease

again provided that always jT > !7]{. But if ever T<T^ then we must have a

range oftemperatures within which tj is infinite, bounded by upper and lower

critical temperatures T^^ and !Z]. This is exactly what is observed for Bochollo

salt along the a-axis, but the assembly disoussod hero is still rather too

specialized for actual applications.

§21 '42. Jiaiidom orientations of the natural directions of equilibrium. We
have so far only considered a polarizing field P' parallel to the natural

directions of equilibrium of the dipoles. Lot us now consider the same

assembly when P' is perpendicular to + If. In either case the two potential

energy terras combine vectorially so tliat all the dipoles are in fields of

potential energy - { H- cos O', O' being measured fromnow i^ositiona

of equilibrium. Tliorelbro

It follows that

Sn^AkT k'P
'

1*
sinh

kT

L kTi -b + f^^F'U
‘

1

.(2280)

(2281)

Assuming that yF' W this reduces to

p _niJ?rkT
,

If wn
r~'kTlW kT PpJ-

(2282)

It is now possible to combine (2273) and (2282) to give the relation for

the more general case in which the oquilibrhnn directions of the dii)oles are

distributed at random in space. It is easily verified that, for any sot of

dipoles whoso equilibrium directions are half and half in opposite direotions,

the effects of imirosod fields parallel and perpendicular to the equilibrium

directions are indo|)ondont of each other to the order of accuracy of (2273)

and (2282). Moreover instead of averaging the response for all equilibrium

directions we can equally well average for all directions ofF'
. It is then clear

that this average will be obtained by taldng for PjF' two -thirds of (2282)

plus ono-third of (2273), since there are two independent components of F'

normal to 0= 0 and only one parallel. Thus in general

P itfA VikT „ W k^T^ 1 1
y'"3M'L sinhW/M’Jv

• It is probably therefore correct to discuss the dielectric constant of liquids

or of solids of high symmetry using equations (2278) but with

^ootli.-); 1 1

X a)« sinh®®'
..(2284)
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in place of (2279). For Rochelle salt itself we shall see tliat (2270) is Htill

probably the more appropriate. The functions g{x) are shown in .Fig. 93.

A greater variety of behaviour is now possible as T -5- 0. Eciimtioiifl (2278)

and (2284) do not require that 1 as T-^ 0, and do not even roqiiiro •>? to

remain finite. When I/® is small

2 I 2hT( kT\

We may wite Walk=TJP', where )S'=/5 when but /3' is somewhat

. cotha? 1
I.

II.

greater than )? when j8 < J. The parameter j9 was defined in §21'31. Wo may
also in this region put s~ 1 . Then

47r i~^'T/2T,

y TJ(2j3'5Jj'')-l+/3'!7’/2!ZJ‘

(2286)

(2280 )

There are two critical temperatures in this formula, the critical tomxiora-
ture for the vanishing ofa and the onset offxeexotations, and T/ (

=

the critical temperature for the cooperative state of self-polaidzation among
these freely rotating dipoles. We see ft-om (2286) that o? steadily iuoreasos
as T diminishes and remains finite if and only if

T,>2j8'T/

A variety of possible curves for ij is shown in Figs, 03,



5'ig. 03 a. Curves showing ij ivs iv funotlon of jysy, using tho (/{sc) shown in I, Pig. 02. Curvos
nro diwn for ^=^'=1, ami I, I',=37i II, ?’, = 227j III, 3',=2'15'„'>i IV. T,=2-2T,fii
V, S'.=.327i also for ami I+IIa, I+IIIo, J’, = l-0037i iH-IVa,

TJio Bocond aot of curves Arc shown brolcon only wlioro thoy
aro (listinoli from tho corroaponcling parts of those of tho first sot.

mi

Pig. 036. Curvos showing ij as a funotlon of ff/S'/ using tho g{x) shown in I, Pig. 02 for p=i,
/3'«0'44, and l+III, 2',=.J7j I+II, 'r,=hlTJ>; IflV, a'o=0'027i 1 + V, r,=23'7.
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Pig. 93c. Curves showing n) as a function of using the g{x) siiown in II, Pig. 02, for

J3=:i3'=j, and I+III, I+H, I+IV, n = 1 + V, =

§
21*43. Rochelle aalL The observed value of for Rochelle salt along the

a-axis maybe described by saying that t/^co as T decreases to remains

infinite until T falls to 0‘866J5jS=!7}, and then decreases raiiidly reaching

ordinary values by about 0‘83?J^. The observed values at right angles to

the u-axis are normal. We shall only attempt to give a general description

of this behaviour in terms of the present theory.* In order to comj)ar0 the

observations with the theory we must assume that the water of crystalliza-

tion provides the orientating dipoles and that If their dipole

moment is equal to the moment of the H^O-dipole in steam, then would

have the value 560° IC. for and a proportionately greater value if y
is greater. We shall see that y must be appreciably greater than ^tt so that

for the water of crystallization must be some 2J to 3 times smaller'than

the value for steam would lead one to expect. The possibility of such a

change in this direction can hardly be excluded a prioriy but the need to

postulate it luifortunately makes the application of the theory still less

precise.

The source ofthe anisotropy must next be considered. The two curves for

(/(iu) in Kg. 92 show that it is always easier to polarize a medium by deflecting

* Mueller, Joe. ciL; ho also gives a nmoli more detailed analyeis of the observations.
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the clipoloa by a force at right angles to their natural directions ofequilibrium

tlian by a force parallel to these directions. This result must bo generally

valid. Thus any anisotropy in ip combined with .special natural directions of

equilibrium must make it easier to polarize a medium in a plane, whereas

it is actually easier to polarize it normal to a plane. The anisotropy can in

short only bo referred to y, and can be shown by y, if the dipoles are suitably

arranged in the crystal. The actual arrangement of the water molecules is

not yet known. It is cosy to show that if the dipolo carriers are arranged in

strings parallel to tlie a-axis, being separated by a shorter spacing along

tliese strings than the separations of the strings thoinselvos, theny{ |i)>y(l).

The natural dirootious of equilibrium of the dipoles may then be assumed to

lie along the strings. Wo must then use the ff(x) of equation (2279) for

qjolarization along the a-axis and a g(x) derived from (2282) for iJolarization

at right angles. Ifliis fp(!») does not differ greatly from that of (2284). The

1} -curves of Fig. 93 c therefore ap^ily along the a-axis and those of Figs.

03 a, 6 at riglit angles. If for example j8= j3' = J and 0-0J)j°(||) while

jTg— 1'62)j®(.l), the observed oharaotoristica of ij for Rochelle salt are remark-

ably well reproduced by the theory. This I’oquires a ratio y( [|)/y( J.) == bOCO.

Siroh a value does not require anything exti'eme in the ratio of the .spaoings

of tile dipoles along and across the a-axis, tlrough the I'atio is diffloult to

compute exactly. It remains to bo seen whether such spaoings are confirmed

by X-ray analysis.

§ 21*44, .Polar liquids. Curves sliowing ij as a function of T for a number

ofsubstances are shown in Fig. 04. At first sight these curves look not unlike

the ovirvos of Fig. 93 c, Tlioso oaloulatod curves however are based on the

g{x) ofequation (2279) and cannot apply to liquids,which must be reasonably

isotropic. iSimilar peaks near are shown by the ourvo,s of Figs. 03

a, b but those aro followed at low tomiieraturos by another rise of ij to high

values, and of this tlioro is experimentally no sign. On the ovidonoe it is

clear therefore that the complete curve of ip for a substance such as ice-water

cannot be accounted for as a whole by any simple form ofthe prosont theory.

There is another dilTioulty in snoh a comparison, namely that the calculated

values of using (2278) withy » fir are in all cases higher and in some oases

much higlior than the temperatures of the observed ip-pealcs as is shown in

Table 73, Before thoroforo wo attempt to interpret ip for those polar* liquids

in terms of the present theory, we must see whether some further important

factor may not have been overlooked. One sees at once from Fig. 94 that

those temperatures of maximum ip though nob identical with melting points

aro certainly closely associated. It seems tliorefore that the fall of ip for low

temperatures should bo associated rather with an increased binding duo to
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Table 73.

Temperatures of maximum dielectric constant t) and values of Tf for various

polar liquids. The values ofTf are calculatedfrom (2278) ivith y — -^ and
the value of fifoundfor the same molecule in vapotir or dilute solution.

SubstancD Tf>
Temperatiu'o of
maximum r^y ° K.

H,0 1200 273
CeHjNOs, 920 203
CH4O 410 103
CHjOa 376 280
CjHiaO 186 1(17
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remain legitimate to apply it in detail to the form of the >;-curvo on the high
temperature side of the peak.

No satisfactory analysis can be made by assuming that Tp is modified
so as nearly to correspond to the temperature of the observed peak, because,
if such an identification is made, the greater part of the observed curve must
be correlated with part of Curve I, Fig. namely

and no such correlation fits the facts for constant jfJj®. ffairly satisfactory

analyses can however he made by retaining !ZJj® more or less unmodified and
correlating the observations with parts of the low temperature branches of

the curves of Fig, DSa. The discussion, is as yot too tentative to record in

detail hero.* As an oxaniifio wo may mention the analysis for water, Tho
range of values of T is 0-23 < 0-31, so that (2286) can bo used with

This formula then contains the single parameter so thatj8and)3'

are scarcelyrelevant. If 2J|/j3'=: 2336, the observed values of ij are reproduced
fairly well, tho calculated values ranging from '>j(273) = 01, 7j(373) = 63,

This sliglibly too groat variation of vf, if significant, could be removed by
somewhat reducing T/ and using a suitable value of j9. For other substances

similar slight modifications of !?'/ appear to be essential to a satisfactory

analysis.

It will be appreciated that the whole theory is extremely tentative

and little hotter than a suggestion of the type of theory required to ex-

plain the effects of the libration-rotation freedoms of molecules in liquids

and solids.

§21*6. Surface 2)Jienomena, Properties of adsorbed fdms. Wo have as yot

made no roforonco in this monograph to tho equilibrium states of surfaces

or surface phases or to the calculation ofsurface tension, except for apaasing

reference for crystals in Chapter x. It does not seem possible to hope for

much progress in tho statistical theory of surface tension for liquids, whiok

is an important Hold, until the theory of liquids themselves is considerably

further developed. Wo shall make no attempt to discuss this problem here.

But there is an allied problem, the .pquilibriuin theory of an adsoi’bed film

on liquids or solids with which some i^rogress can be made by regarding the

liquid or solid as providingagiven field offorce in which the two-dimensional

adsorbed phase is ostahlished. The equilibrium properties of such adsorbed

phases can ho discussed by statistical mechanics, and wo proceed to do so

now. In fact it is not always realized that Langmuir’s adsorption isotherm.

* Soo B, II, Fowlor, loc. eit, p, 811.
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for oxamplo is strictly a theorem on the equilibrium state, for it is almost

always derived by Idnetic arguments/^

In general tlie adsorbed phases to be discussed consist of a layer at most

one molecule thick of adsorbed molecules attached to the surface of a solid,

or to the surface of a liquid in which the adsorbed molecules are practioally

insoluble. Such a layer may he conveniently referred to as a monolayer for

shortness. On a liquid the molecules of such a monolayer must be supposed

to be freely mobile except in so far as they get in each othor*s way or form a

condensed or two-dimensional crystalline phase. On a solid they may or

may not be freely mobile depending on the temperature, An adequate model

for the liquid surface or the solid smface at high temperatures is to assume

that some point in the adsorbed molecule (for example its centre of mass) is

more or less rigidly bound to the geometrical surface of the liquid but with

complete absence of any binding forces in the two directions in the surface.

An adequate model for the solid surface at low temj)6ratures when tlio

molecules of the monolayer are immobile or nearly immobile on the surface

is to assume that there are definite points of attachment on the surface

capable of accommodating just one adsorbed molooule, and that, when so

attached, the adsorbed molecule has the usual series of stationary states

possessed by any quantum system in a prescribed field of force. It should

not be impossible to find a satisfactory mathematical technique for tracing

the gradual change over from the immobile to the mobile monolayer, but

little work as yet has been done on this problem and we shall not attempt to

discuss it hero.

§21*51, Equations of state of mobile monolayers , The perfect gas film , It is

at once evident that the mobile monolayer can be discussed as a two-

dimensional gas by methods identical with those used for ordinary gases.

When the cross-sections of the adsorbed molecules and the forces between

them can be neglected, the molecules are each confined to an area A, the

area of accessible surface, and to the stated approximation they do not
interfere with each other. They each possess therefore the classical partition

function
r* ^ i

in wliicli is a boundary field confining t,he particles to the area ri. It

follows at once that ^ ^
Q{T)^27mhTAlh^. (2287)

If E is the surface pressure (negative surface tension) in dynes/om, for

* Seo for oxamplo Langmuir, Amer, Ghe,m, Soc, vol. 64, p. 2798 (1932), TJlus paper contains
much valuable material on all types of adsorbed layers. ,
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an assembly of M adsorbed inoleciilos, then in the usual way it follows

that ’
«

™log Q{T) = MhTIA. (2288)

There aro also tlie obvious forinnlao for tlio kinetic energy content and

velocity distribution given by Maxwell’s law for two dimensions.

§ 21 -62. The imx>erfecl gas film. The equation of state of an imperfect gas

film correct to terms in 1/^-1® can be obtained simply by the method of the

virial, when we may assumo that the interaction energy of two adsorbed

particles is sufficiently nearly fixed by the distance apart of their points of

attachment to the surface, or at least that we may use a moan value for

their energy of interaction which is a function only of this distance.*

The method of the virial given in §
0-7 may be adapted to the present case

as follows; wo shall not inoludo any frictional resistance term here. The two

surviving equations of motion for any particle are

mx=X, mjj=Y,

which, if may bo combined to give

1 c/s

(„„•») = (2280)

On summing (2289) for all the particles on the suiiace and averaging over

aloiiglimoT.TOliml
(2200)

This equation applies to the whole surface phase or to any portion of it

contained within any geometrical boundary line on the surface. The stress

across any such botmdary is by definitionF per unit length of boundai-y, and

the stress components —IFds, —mFds are part of the forces acting on the

particles near the line element ds due to the retaining wall or the particles

outside the boundary. They contribute to — (JC» + Yy) the term

\F^{lx-\-my)ds,

The remaining contribution comes from the interaction of every pair of

molecules within the boundary. If F{r) is the potential energy of a pair of

adsorbed molecules at a distance apart r, then the interaction of this pair

contribute as in § 9-7 ^rdFIdr.

We find therefore that

mv^ -
jpJ

{lx+ wy) ds + rdFjdr,

the double summation being a summation over all j>ah’s. This reduces

easily to ^ „ pSr0J®/3j". ...... (229 1)

* Mitoholl, Tmns. Faraday Soc, vol, 31, p. 080 (1036),
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Now the average number of pairs at a distance apart betwooii r and r -I- ilr,

by an argument analogous to that giving (876), is

A ®

Therefore PA ^MkT-^ f
“

rHr, (2202)
2>fa Jo of

r"(e-W/M'_ i)}Y(r (2203)
Jo

Tliis can be checked by a direct evaluation of the pai.’tifcion function for tbo

complete two-dimensional configuration in the mannor of § 8- 31,

It is unfortuirate that the range of validity of these formulae is too small

to reach a region in which they may be adequately eoinparocl with experi-

ments such as Langmuir’s or Adam’s on the expanded phase of a monolayer
on a liquid. The problem of extending (2293) to highor powers of 1/A is a
problem of difficulty comparable to the similar problem for an ordinary gas.

It is also theoretically possible to discuss the equilibrium of a two-plmso
system consisting of the mobile monolayer and an ordinary gas of the saino
molecules

; we can also discuss a system oftwo surface phases, one orystallino
and one a gas as above. But such discussions are of little or iro praotioal
value at the moment. We pass on therefore to the immobile monolayer on ft

solid for which the theory can be successfully compared with experiment,

§21*63. Langmuir’s ademption isotherm. Molecular adsoiplion. The
feature of primary interest for the immobile or almost immobile monolayer
on a solid is the fraction of surface covered in the monolayer in equilibrium
with gas at a given density. We have therefore to study this two-pimso
equilibrium. It is commonly studied by kinetic methods. The prosont
discussion will serve to show that the results have the usual indopendonoe
of the mechanism by which equilibrium is attained.
Let us suppose that the states aocessiblo to the adsorbablo systems are

(i) the ordinary states for such free systems in the gas phase, that is a set of
states ofweights ui, and energies and (ii) states of attaohment to any one
0 e surface atoms (or other suitable location) of the adsorbing solid. Wo
telTrr *he molecule is attached as a whole to a

KPri rtf
°
i,r

nient, and that in this adsorbed state it possesses asenes of possible quantum states of weights p, and energies with thepar ition Amotmn u.(I’) = S,,,e-v,/^ for the whole sot bLngL to any

ri"’? “"d

Bfnt u 1
'

aocommodate one adsorbed moleoule. The adsorbed

surrounding locations are holding adsorbed molecules or not. It wiU nob
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matter wliat statistics the gas molecules are assumed to satisfy. We shall
use the unspecified generating function g(q) for them.

that the assembly containsM adsorbable systems in all, Avith a
total energy E. Then the total number of complexions can be Avritten doAvn
at once as tlio coelHciont of in the product of 11,. \g{xz'^f)'\^<‘ for the gas
states, and

for the adsorbed states. T.he factor foi* the gas states is that already given in
§2*4. The factor for the adsorbed states contains IVg factors so arranged that
tlio occupation of any quantum state on one particular point of attachment
puts out of action all states on that point ofattachment for further adsorbed
systems. This is Avhat Ave requii-o. We And therefore that

1 Cr (lx ilz "
(2294)

Having thus composed G the rest of the derivation is simple. Wo have at

once by tlio usual arguments

= S^t!j,.logfif(Ae-'f/**'), (2296)

if;=A|w.log[l+Au,(T)] = ^.^^, (2296)

Avhero and are the equilibrium numbers of systems in the gaseous

and adsorbed phases rospootivoly. Since the gas Avill bo effectively classical

Ave may simplify (2296) to

Jb^«A S (2297)

6^(2^) e-x/fcr. (2298)

In (2298) X is oi^oi'gy stop from the loAvest adsorbed state, assumed to bo

of energy zero, to the loAvost free state in the gas—the heat of adsoz'ption

per molecule at the absolute zero—and 6^(2') is the partition function for

the rotations and vibrations of the free molecule. Its term of lowest energy

is a constant since the energy of this state has already been taken account

of in X' (i'h® remaining factor is the usual one for free translations in a

volume F.

It is usual to Avrito = 0, so that 0 is tlm fraction of a complete mono-

layer hold by the surface. We have also -p/hT, Combining these

relations witli (2290) and (2298) we find

0 (2vm)»(fey)^6„(T)
^~'1-Q

/i* v,(T)
(2299)
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foi' the relationsliip Ijetweeii p and 6. This is often writton m tlio form

(,A^A(T)), (2300)

and known as Langmuir’s adsorption iaotlierm, Curroiifc proofs ol CliiB

important formula are usually based on explicit assniiiptions as to tho

mechanism of deposition and m-evaporation* We see lioro that uo Huok

assumptions are necessary. This isotherm (2300) must liold whatever tho

kinetics of the processes, provided only that the inolooulos arc adsoi'bed as

wholes, independently of each other, oii a fixed number of doflnifco locations

on the solid surface. The use of (2300) is familiar from Langmuir's writinga

and we shall not examine it here.

§21*64. Langniiiir^s adsorption isotherm. Atomic adsorjHion. A aomowhat
different isotherm is obtained if for example tlie adsorbablo syatoms are

atoms X, while the gas phase consists overwhelmingly of moloouloB ,

We can apply all the formulae of the j)receding sectioxi if wo asaunio tlioy

refer to the atom X and add to the gas phase an extra sot of states aocossiblo

to the atoms in the form of molecules These states require an oxbra

factor «

r=0

ill the integrand of G, if the molecules have a set of states of energies

and weights a^. Besides the equations {2206)-(2208) for the equilibrium
state there is now the extra equation

^2 i^<r,log{ir'(A®e-f#2-). (2301)

.^(2nni'k!r)^V,=
^ V(^) (2302)

In (2302) m\ x' and bg(^) refer to the free molecule in tho gas phase in
which the equilibrium number present is and x' is the energy stop
from the lowest adsorbed state for two atoms X to the lowest free state for
the pair- as a molecule X^ in the gas. Since the number of free atoms in tho
gas may be assumed to be negligible we have now {Mz)„IV—plkT. Oom-
hinhig this with (2290) and (2302) we find

0 V {2nm')^(kT)^ b„'{T) _
e-x'/fci'

.(2303)

or {A'p)^ .

(2304)

Whatever the mechanism of deposition and re-evaporation Langmuir’s

as two independent atoms X requiiing two points of attachment.
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These forinulao are in common use, but it should bo remembered that they

both have the weakness tliat they depend essentially on the assumption fclui t

the fields holding the adsorbed molecules, and therefore Va{T) and x>

depend on the temperature (except in the usual explicit manner) or on tlio

presence of other adsorbed molecules, and that all locations arc equally

efficient adsorbers, Any or all of these assumj^tions may be in error.

§21*56. Adsoipimi of competing molecules. It is simple to clisoiisa by tho

same methods tho equilibrium of an adsorbed layer formed out of t^v'(> or

more competing adsorbablo molecules in the gas phase.* Tho fundamoiital

assumption here is that any location on the surface can bo occupiod l)y any

one of the available molecules from the gas phase, but not by mono than oiio

ofany kind. For doflniteness we will first consider molecular adsorption an in

§ 21-63, for two competing gases, The geiiemlization to more gases is obvious,

We liave to use solootor variables aq, .Tg for tho two types of systems and iJ iicl

X [1 H- a!a{S, (25)05)

Tho factor [ allows for no moloculo or one molooulo of oithor kind bu t no
more to bo attaohod to each location on tlio surface. Prom this oqviaiiitju it

follows at onceby tho usual arguments that, if ,^>2 are tho partial pi'csHuroH

of tho two constituonts in tho gas phase and Oi, 0^ tlio fractions ofthe snrfueo

covorod by tho two constituents in tho adsorbed phase, then

AiV(g') „ __S
" K

jJ//

N, -M.A,V(2')+A,V{3r
(2300)

(2307)

......(2308)

V ¥

Tho suijorior afflxos in those forinulao of course distinguish tho difloronfc

inolooulos and do not denote powers, li’rom those equations it follows that

Oi b/(T)

¥ v.W

i5a
=

or Ox-

0^ {27r^n,)HkT)H„r^')

Alh

¥
XM_

,(2300)

.(2310)

^•^Ai'Pi-\-Az'Pi * 1 +,412^1 +,^22^2

(^1=A(n A=^2(2’)) (2311)
* Equations equivivlonfc to thoso of Hub soolloii or tlicir goiioralizations wore Jlrst dctivotl by

Jcliiotio argiinionte by 3). 0. Honvy, i’Wb May, vol. <14, p, 080 (1022).
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These formulae can be extended as in §21*64 to atomic adsorption of

molecular gases. A case of particular interest is the competing adsorption of

light and heavy hydrogen. Equations (2311) then contiimo to hold it pj

and pg denote the partial pressures of H-atoms and E-afconis in the gas

phase. These partial pressures must then be converted into niolocular par tial

pressures by the usual' equations of dissociative equilibrium (Chapter v).

In such a case of course the molecular gases Hg, Dg and .Hi3 must all bo

present in concentrations in full equilibrium with each ofchor. .If the gas

phase is not in full H2-D2
-HD equilibrium it oannot be in fcvno ocpiilibrinin

with an atomic monolayer.

StiU more complicated coses can be handled m which tho sooond systom

can also be attached to an already adsorbed first systom and so on. This

particular case can be dealt with by using in G the factor

+ ){1 (2312)

The assumptions underlying such formulae are however probably not tv

sufficiently good representation ofthe physical conditions to warrant further

discussion at present.

§21*66. OeneralizatioTis of the adsoi'ption problem, Grilical adsoiplion.

At the close of § 21*64 we noted certain important restriotiaiiB on which tho

adsorption isotherm of those sections ore based. One of thoao assumptions >

that all adsorption locations are equally effioiont, can of oourso bo quite

simply removed, by postulating a distribution law for adsorbing looatione

over a range of values of x- If is now convenient to take as Oho energy zero

for a molecule its energy in its lowest free state in tho gas; its energy in its

lowest adsorbed state is then — X) s* variable depending 011 tho particular

location of adsorption. It is clear that the result of this gonoralization is

merely to replace the factor [ in (2294) by

[1 + (2313)

we have here assumed that the energies ij,. of the excited adsorbed states aro
substantially unafiected by x> and that q{x) dx is fhe numboj? of locations in
which the maximum adsorptive binding energy lies betwooii x and x d* dx>
We find at once by the use of (2313) in (2296) that

\exii‘^v^{T)

Jo l+XexIi^^v^iT)

Ns-j^iix)dx.

^(x)dx;

(2316)
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Eomembering (2298), eqiiation (2314) can bo reduced to

<as:»,

Equations (2310) give 0 {^MJNg) as a function of ^ and roplaco (2330);

A{T) is independent of j) and x- No systoiuatio use of siioli equations

appears to have been made at present, but their further study might be

prolitable.

A quite distinct and much more important generalization of (2300) can

bo obtained by abandoning the assumption that the energy of binding to

any location is independent of the presence of other adsorbed atoms.

A,dsorption immediately becomes a typical oooj)erative phenomenon.

Instead of the regular (0,p) relation at constant T or {0,T) relation at con-

stant p given by (2300) we find critical conditions, and are able to give a

satisfactory account of the existence of the well-known critical conditions

for the deiiosition of metallic vapours on a dielectric surface such as glass

or mica, or on the surluoe of another metal. Alternatively, when the intor-

aotion of adsorbed molecules loosens instead of strengthens the binding, we
obtain formulae, showing no critical conditions, which are api>licablo to tlio

formation of caesium layers on tungsten and similar phenomena.* We shall

not discuss their further applications here.

§31 ’57. Qrilical adsorption phenoinena. The critical conditions just

referred to are usually studied kinotioally. In the experiments a stream of

metal vapour falls on a plate at a given temperature, the metal vapour

jnaking a given number of impacts per om.® per second. It is found that if

T > Tg tiro metal is not deposited, but that if I* < 2J,
tlio metal is deposited in

bulk. What is observed has therefore nobbing directly to do with the forma-

tion of an equilibrium monolayer, but it is clear that there is an underlying

equilibrium problem. Metal vapour at pressurep is in equilibrium with an

adsorbed phase. If iT > 2J,,
the fraction 0 of the surface covered should be

small, olloctively zero, but if T < 2J, the fraction covered should rise eiloo-

tivoly to unity. In such a cose further layers ofadsorbed atoms will actually

ho deposited on the first layer once it forms and the stable equilibrium state

corresponds to the deposition of the metal in hulk. This further stage how-

ever can perhaps be ignored in a first disousaion, and attention concentrated

on the critical behaviour of the first adsorbed layer, because the formation

and reasonable completion of the first layer is obviously essential for the

later layers to be formed at all.

The existence ofsuch critical conditions has been discussed previously by

* Langmuir, loo* ciU

FSM 53
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Langmuir* and Frenkel,! from £> more kinetic standpoint than that

adopted here. They have shown how suoh critical conditions can arise if tho

energy of binding of two atoms of the vapour on adjacent locations on tho

surface is more than twice the energy of adsorption of a single atom. It is

only necessary to incorporate the idea of a dependence of the heat of adsorp-

tion on the number of adsorbed neighbours in order to be able to construct

a partition function for the adsorbed layer showing typical critical pheno-

mena for the equilibrium state of the monolayer for given vapour pressure.

In § 21-63 we assumed effectively that the energy of adsorption of Mg

atoms in their lowest states on similar locations was MgX> independent of

their arrangement on the surface. This assumption we must now abandon.

Instead it will be reasonable to suppose that the energy of adsorption ofany

atom in its lowest state wiU be determined by the number of neighbouring

locations occupied by other adsorbed atoms. This energy may not vary

exactly linearly with the number of adsorbed neighbours but we cannot

commit any great error in making this assumption. On making it we can

express the energy of adsorption of Mg atoms in the form

Mg xo "I" j

whereX is the number ofpairs ofnearest neighbours. The partition function

of an adsorbed layer of Mg atoms all in their lowest adsorbed states can

therefore be put in the form

g(Mg,Ng,THSj,ff(Mg,Ng,X)e(WW-; (2317)

heats of adsorption are of course negative energies. The coeflSoient

g(Mg,Ng,X) is the number of arrangements of Mg atoms on a lattice of Ng

points with X pairs of nearest neighbours oocirpied. If we complete

Q{Mg,Ng,T) by allowing for a set of excited states for each adsorbed atom
which is unaffected by the presence or absence of neighbours, we have

Q{Mg,Ng,T) = 'Z^g{Mg,NgX) .... . .(2318)

The coefficient g{Mg,Ng,T) cannot be evaluated exactly except for a

Unear array. To proceed further from (2318) we can make an approximation

similar to that made by Bragg and Williams, or to that made by Bethe, in

.the order-disorder problem. We shall develop here the consequences of the

Bragg and WilUams type ofapproximation.! We assume that a fair approxi-

mation to the energy MgXo+Xxi for the values ofX that matter is to take

it equal to
Mgixo+W

* Langmuir, Proc, NaL Acad, Sci, vol. 3, p, 141 (191C).

t Frenkel, ZeiLf. Phyaikj vol. .20, p, U7 (1924).

j For Bofche’fl methods applied to this problem see Poierlg, Proc, Oamb* Phil, Soc, vol, 32,

p. 477 (1030).
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This xi is not the same as the formei* hnt no confusion will arise. Wo can

then evaluate Q{Mg,Ng,T), for

and therefore, with sufficient acouraoy,

log (2 = w, log N,~ M, log ilf,- {N,-M,) log(W„- M,)

+M,\ogVs{’-P)+K(Xo+ {231D)

§21*68. Determinalim of (he equilibrium slate. The present assembly

consists of the two phases, adsorbed and gaseous. According to the general

rules of Chapter vi we can at once write down the free energy of Helmholtz

Fa, for tlio assembly,* namely

- Af/Uog G- 1[

.

.(2320)

The formula for follows at once from Theorem C-SX, Equilibrium is

attained when A], has its least possible value, which is therefore given by

one of the roots of the equation

3A
dM,

> 0 .

.(2321)

In forming this equation, we i-oinembor that 0=>MJNg and that

Mg+ M^’=‘ const. Provided that the root for 0 is correctly ohoson, it follows

at once from (2321) that

P 1~0 %{T)
(2322)

an isotherm identical with (2299) except that is replaced by yo-l- Qxx> the

"eHootive*’ value for the next inoroase in 0. Equation (2322) is valid for

of either sign.

Equation (2321) can bo put in the form

logAp-log~-~---^-“-^= P(<?,n (2323)

whoreA [=H(!Z')] is a slowly varying function of the tomjjorature. If Xi >

this equation exhibits the critical phenomena wo wish to establish. The

behaviour of the function PiO,T) for Xo = 0 is shown in Pig. 06. Wo see at

once that, if T > i©, the function P(0,'P) is a inonotonio function of 9 and

critical conditions cannot occur for any value ofp. If T has any smaller

* 'J'ho argument is given lioro in terms of tlio free energy. It ooulcl of oourso bo given otinally

well clirootly in terms of tlio complete partition for tlio assoiubly ns in § 21-22.

53 -«
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value then,whenp is sufficiently small, there is still only ono root ofequation

(2323) and one j>ossible (rather

small) value of d for the given

p. But as p increaseswe reach

a value ^“^(y) above wMoh
for a limited range ofp there

are three intersections. It is

obvious that the central in-

tersection represents an un-

stable state and need not be

further considered. For higher

pressures there is again only

one root, for which 0^-1.

To determine the value of

p at which the change over

occurs from the smallest root

giving the least value of

to the root nearly unity giving

the least value of we can

again apply the rule of equal

areas. For the condition is

that if 0o> fitre the critical

extreme roots of (2323) then

or

j,

u

8

a

P(0)
i

4 '""

n /

H
0 '

« 1 •i

:7-

1

g _______ i\
R j

1 IB \

I llgHR

11

P{e,T)dd

= [log^5J](0i-0o).

(2324)

This implies that the critical

adsorption isotherni for a
given pressure is that isotherm
in Kg. 96 which outs the hori-

zontal line log^p in three
points in such a way that the 06. The function; P{0,T) for xo«o, xxlfo-^

W it»I t to ™cdtne omitted term Xo/AT can be incorporated in log .4.

wtooh nughl m«.trate Ihe oondenaaMon of Od vapour, » far a. orders o
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magnitude are concerned. We combine with A in (2323), and the

explicit expression for is then

%{T)

{%nmf{kT)^b„{T)
eXo>^.

To illustrate the case of Cd-atoma we can take

bg{T)=Xi m~ 100 X l-O X 10~^gm., and aj(?’)~(X:?’/7i»'o)®ci(Y’/SO)®,

taking the excited adsorbed states to be those of an isotropic three-dimen-

sional oscillator. Then ifp is in atmospheres (10® dyne/oin.®) and T c; 100° K.,

wo have

log Ap + xdbT 2; - 1 1 >6 -f- logj)+ ( 2326)

Tl^e exact value of T must be retained in the last term. The value chosen

for Vg{T) is not very important. Wo can then see at once from Mg, 96 that

the horiaontal for 1 atmosphere outs off equal areas from the P{0/I') curve

for T= I©, if Xo/^Y'=i 7'6. The energy requii’ed to remove ono atom from the

monolayer is then •

*(0-94 -I- d) ©,

and the critical temperature at one atmosphere pressure is J0. The dis-

continuity is a jump in 0 from the value 0-03 to the value 0'98.

More extreme conditions are provided by the curve for The

horiaontal for ono atmosphere outs off equal areas from this curve if

ssa 4*' 6. The energy required to remove oixe atom from the monolayer

must then be
/o{0-32+(?)©,

and the critical temperature at one atmosphere pressure ^0. The dis-

continuity is a change from ^ = 0-001 to d==O>099. The discontinuities as

here presented are primarily discontinuities on the isobar for ono atmosphere

as T ixasses through a critical temperature. They can equally well bo

presented as discontinuities on the adsorption isotherm as log^) (p in atmo-

spheres) passes through the value aero.

The curves of Mg. 96 show that there is a true critical temperature

T—\® above which critical conditions never arise for any pressure. But

the critical temperatures below which we have discussed above are in no

way absolute but are of ooux’so of the form By examination of

Mg. 96 we see that an increase ofp by a factor 2-7 raises the horizoxxtal lino

exactly l imit. The corresponding doox'easo in 1/Y^(p) is almost exactly 2/0,

In attempting to compare the theory with observation some cai’e is neces-

sary. The theory applies to equilibrium states and the observations to the

impact of a vapour stream with velocities corresponding to an oven tom-

pei’atui'e oix the condensing surface at temperature 2', Ifwo oonxiiaro the

actual vapour stream with gas in equilibrium at the temperature of the
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condensing surface and at such a pressure that the number of atoms

striking unit area in unit time is the same, then the theory would apply

strictly if the reflection coefficient of the impinging atoms is not greatly

altered by the change in their velocities of impact. Such changes do of

course lead to errors in any comparison oftheory and experiment but it does

not seem likely that they will be large.

Accurate experiments which can be compared with the theory on this

basis have been made by

Cockcroft.* His results for

the condensation of Od on

Cu are shown in Fig. 90 as

a relation between logjo^^

where n is the number of

impacts per om.^ per second

made by the vapour stream

on the plate where it is to

condense, and where

3|j(u) is the critical tem-

perature for condensation at

that impact rate. We see at

once that the linear relation

predicted by the theory is

well satisfied. Coming to

details the observed linear
1p\{n) and logion for onticai coaaonsafcion of ua atoms on

relation is a copper surface.

logc^^ const, - 2840/J]j(n). (2326)

If we transform this to equivalent pressures by the relation

pl{27TmhT)i, (2327)

we have log^p = - 2840/J^(p). The equivalent pressure for the ob-

served impact rate of 2»4x 10^^ at ISO'^K, is 10“® atmosphere. Wo obtain

the right theoretical slope for the logp, IjToiP) ^©lation from Fig. 95 if

0 = 2100. We obtain the correct value of the equivalent pressure for

7J.(^)
= 160— 3^© if ;(q/160Aj:= 26‘2, The observations are therefore well

reproduced by the theory if the binding energy for a Cd atom on a copper

surface is © == 2100,

§21*6. The attainment of very low temperatures by adiabatic demagnetiza-

tion, We have already mentioned that crystals of the paramagnetic salts,

of which the classical example is gadolinium sulphate Gda(S04)3.8H2O,

* Cockcroft, Proc, Roy. ^oc. A, vol, 119, p, 293 (1028).
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exhibit special properties ofpeculiar interest at extremely low temperatures,

l^roporties wliioh enable tliose substances to be used in the efiective attain-

ment of temperatures of tlie order of 0'1°K. and probably considerably

lower. The lowest temperature yet claimed is of the order birt the

theory used in the analysis of the observations is as yet too inaccurate for

the establishment of a reliable temperature scale. The establishment of

such a scale however will no doubt shortly be achieved. The special pro-

perties of those salts arise of oourse from the orientational states of the

paramagnetic ions Gd+ ' ‘'' (eic.) which in general when unperturbed have

a normal state which is an S state of high multiplicity {Gd+++, ^S). Such

ions contribute an extra orientational factor to the partition function of the

crystal, since their orientations are to a high degree ofaccuracy independent

of the lattice vibrations, and therefore make an additive contribution to

the entropy and free energy and so to the specific heat and other properties.

Their contribution to the entropy as a function of temperature and magnetic

field is of particular importance, since a knowledge of this function enables

the adiabatic cooling by demagnetization to be calculated. This effect was

first explicitly formulated by Debye* and Giauquef and has since been

successfully realized, notably by Giauque.J do Haas,§ and Simon.|| It has

not however as yet been rigorously discussed using partition functions, and

therefore entropies, of a form which agrees in detail with other knowledge

of the in’oportios of these paramagnotio ions. The discussion given hero is

still incomplete, hut it is based on work by Van Vlookf in which all details

known about the partition functions are taken into account. We shall

discuss only gadolinium sulphate, but the methods to be used are the same

for all the paramagnetic salts.

§ ai '61 . TU slates of Gd '"'"'- ion in cnjstaUine and magnetic fields The

normal states which the Gd'*"*”*"ionswould possess inthe free state areaffected

in the crystalline salt in the following ways. The field of the neighbours in

the lattice, if it is composed offoctivoly of fourth order terms with cubic

symmetry, splits the state into the three states of the partition function

2 H- + 2(3-“*'**'. (2328)

The splitting intervals C8 and 38 might be inverted and the partition

function become
2 + d:e-“*'**’-t-2e-8*'**’. (2329)

* T)obyo, i'hw, Physihi vol, 81, p* 115*1 (1020),

f Qiaiu|iio, •/, AmeVi Ohon* f^oc, vol, *10, p, 1801 (1027),

J Giaiiquo ami MaoDoiigall, Phya, Btv, vol, 43, p. 708; vol, 44, p, 235 (1933),

§ do Haa«, Wlorama and .Kramorfl, Physidh vol. 13, p. 175; vol. 1, p. 1 (1933).

If
Ktirti and Simon, Proc* Boy* Soc. A, voL 149, p. 152 (1036).

\\ Van Viook, llobb and Purooll, in courao of publication.
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There is as yet insuffloient evidence to prefer one or other form apriori and
we shall use (2328). Crystalline fields oflower symmetry can split the middle
state into e~5S/*J'^2e-SV*ii'+ but no further splitting is possible due to

this oause.

Magnetic fields can cause a further splitting of the ®iS terms and in fact

will completely resolve the multiplicity without help from the crystalline

splitting. When there is an effective magnetic field H' acting on each ion and

hfloT 1, the orientational partition function is as usual

(2330)

In (2330) pj, is Bohr’s magneton and g Landd’s splitting factor (here ff = 2).

The corresponding value of the small field susceptibility is

^ 3hT 2 ’2’ (2331)

where n is the number of ions per unit volume.

If this were the whole of the perturbation of the states of the ions, that is

ifwe could identify .ff' with the applied external field, and neglect entirely

all other possible magnetic energy terms (spin-spin interactions), matters
would be comparatively simple. We shall give such an elementary discussion

in the next section wherewe shall see that for practical purposes a knowledge
of these limiting forms of the partition function is then almost sulfioient,

without a complete knowledge of the dependence of the partition function

on both a and T for the region SsikT, The formulae above can then be
supplemented by a moi'e accurate formula than (2331) for the small field

suseeptibOity, valid for all values of S/kT on these assumptions. This for-

mula is*

ng^ji^

hT

^9 e&n
ll+j-s- I-

/ISO mm /«_
UO 136 8 ^V86

70m
27 8 J

(2332)

Unfortunately the magnetic energies omitted above are not trivial. At
the actual concentration of Gd+++ions in the spin-spin

interactions are so large that they should contribute about a third of the

^vhole anomalous specific heat. Any analysis which is made neglecting these
terms must therefore be regarded as merely provisional. As yet there are

hardly enough observations for well-determined t0ni|)eratures below I'^K,

to enable a proper analysis to be satisfactorily completed. It is also

necessary to remember that, before any analysis of the observations can
be made the correct demagnetizing factor must be used to calculate JFI

inside the specimen. From this H W must then be derived by using the

* Van Vloek, in coureo of publication.
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fw factor. A ferroniagnotio atate with a very low critical temperature may
bo reached, but whether or not this occurs appears to depend on the shape

of the apeoimon. J?rom a classical point of view of the interaction of

inagnetic dipoles the eventual attainment of the ferromagnetic state for

bodies more prolate than a sphere appears to be certain. However the true

spin interaction states are spread out into something like the G-aussian

spread assumed by Heisenberg in his theory of ferromagnetism, and this

spread may bo srrffioient to prevent a ferromagnetic state from ever being

attained for T>Q, At this stage of tho development of the theory it is

therefore not j)08sible to do morethan mention thesediffioulties. No attempt

will bo made here at any analysis of experiments beyond a preliminary one

ignoring spin-spin interactions. We may however quote for future reference

VanVleck’s first approximation to tho extra factor in tho partition function,

which arises from spin-spin interactions. It is in fact to this approximation

an extra factor indoi}endont of the factor due to the crystalline splitting, and

in tho form hero given should be valid when 7f = 0 and the temperature is

high compared with tho expected Curio j)oint of the spin-spin interactions.

I'or N atoms in zero field we have by (2328) the partition function

The fl.ret approximation for spin-sinn interactions in tho gadolinium sul-

irhato 03,’ystal replaces this by

[2-1- 2c“88/Wjiy (i ^ (2333)

whore /< is a numerical ooefiioiont of the order of 1'3-1'6, n (as before) the

number of Gd''"' + ions per unit volume (= NjV), and*

r/ .,-i« !^\ 4. /H! .
123 8/,,

16 's 8j^\4 *^30 sj

(inM 0^ kT\
“
30 "S /'

\ 324

-laSjkv
.

!4 406 sr
/2401 980 M’’

11200 81 8".
e -leS/M’l

J
.(2334)

§ 21*02. Prdiminartf study of (he specific heal awl the cooling by adiabatic

demagnetizationfor 043(804)3 . 8H3O, neglecting spin-spm interactions. Using

(2328) for tho j)artition function, tho ijreliminary value of the specific heat

is given by
32 / 8 \

Os=W/<!a'‘™log[2-|-4e-®‘'-l-2e-8‘'] *.*.(2336)

(2330J

* Tho liiu!() of (2834) (ftoo (itoms) has olao boon dorivocl by Wftllor (unpubliahod).
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This value fits Clark and Keesom’s* observations fairly well with 8//(!=O*170,

as shown in Kg. 97, but no serious test can be made until reliable

observations are extended to lower temperatures.

Equation (694) determines the entropy contribution. Using the value

8/yfc=0'170 just determined, the continuous curve in Fig. 98 shows the

entropy for one gram-ion of gadolinium sulphate contributed by tlio

crystalline splitting with the partition function (2328). This is therefore the

entropy m zero magnetio field omitting spin-spin interactions. If spin-spin

rig. 07. The specific heat O^jR according to (2330) for ouo half molo ( =:ono gram-ion) of gacio*

linium sulphate with S/Aj-D'HO; the observed values of Clark and Kocsom are sliown tliiiB ©,
after the normal lattice apooifio heat has been subtracted.

interactions are included, the entropy will be modified to a form something

like that shown by the broken curve, The sharp break at the bottom will

occur if the crystal becomes ferromagnetic. If it does not, the entropy ctirvo

will be higher and be rounded off like the curve for the crystalline splitting

only.

Perhaps above 2^K. and certainly above 3°IC. hjhT is suffioiently small

for the crystalline splitting to be ignored in calculating the eiitroiDy in tho

effective magnetio field On any vertical on the right-hand side of the

diagram we can therefore calculate the entropy as a function of li' by using

the partition function (2330). The entropy according to (694) takes the form

(-)
* Clark and Keesom, Physkat vol. 3, p, 1076 (1036).
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On inserting numerical values for

17 (
= 2), /ij,

(
= 9-22x10-21), and A (= 1’372 x 10~i«),

we find /J''= 7’43x lO^^y. (2338)

The calculation of the H' scales is then easily completed. The scale for

!r= 3° K. is shown in Fig. 98.

Fig, 08. TJio ontropy for ono grain^ion of gadolinium aulphato as a fiiuotion of T lor Koro

Hold IV and na a fuiiotion of TI' for BuftloioiiUy largo in partioular for 2*^5 3“ K,

Tho method of using such a diagram to study cooling by adiabatic de-

magnetization is now very simple. Equilibrium is sot up for an initial state

of say — 20,000 gauss, The state of the sj)ecimcn then corro-

sj)onds to the point A in the ontropy diagram, or if allowance is to be made
for tho residual ontropy of the lattice vibrations of tho gadolinium sulphate

and any other systems in thermal oontaot with it, to the somewhat higher
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point it', The systems are then heat insulated and after insulation the field

tr is removed. The entropy remains constant and the state of the system

therefore changes to the point B of eq[ual entropy on the curve IV ^0. If

the form of this entropy curve has been accurately calculated, the resulting

temperature can be read off the diagram and checked by comparing the

observed susceptibility in the final state with the calculated value for this

temperature. Calculations by Toller suggest, however, that the temperatures

of the spin state distributions so reached will not be reached (in reasonable

times) by the lattice vibrations. This may affect experiments in which

the exact state of the lattice vibrations is relevant.

Accurate temperatures cannot of course be determined in this way with-

out an accurate theory of the entropy curve in zero field. ^ It is possible

' to determine correctly the absolute temperature attained in such processes

witliout a molecular model by combined calorimetric and susceptibility

measurements, just as it is possible to set up the absolute temperature soalo

from the reading of the constant volume gas thermometer combined with

measurements of the Joule-Thomson effect, We shall not enter further hero

into this purely thermodynamic problem*

§ 21*7, An appendix to Chapter xni. A theonj of ^Hhe rectilinear diameter

for liquid and vapour denaitie^. An important advance in the theory of

liquids appears to have been inaugurated by Eyringf in remarking that a

theory of lioles, similar to that which we have already applied to explain

the electronic properties of metals and semi-conductors, should be applic-

able also to liquids. By its application he has shown that one obtains at

once an explanation (in first approximation) of the well-known empirical

relationship between the densities of a liquid and its vapour in equilibrium

with it, and the critical density of the same liquid, called the law of the

rectilinear diameter or the law of Cailletet and Mathias. | Eyring has also

shown that the idea is ofgreat value in advancing the theory ofthe viscosity

of liquids, but these applications lie outside our field,

We observe first that if x is the work required to extract a molecule from
the interior of the liquid, and leave behind a hole in the liquid into which that

molecule fitted^ then the work required to evaporate a molecule and leave no

extra hole behind-—that is the ordinary heat ofevaporation—is just

we may regard the work required in the first process as that required to

break a number ofbonds between the molecule removed and its neighbours,

no compensating formation ofnew bonds being allowed. The work required

do Haaa and Gorter, PUijsica, vbl. 2, pp. 336, 438 (1936), have avoided aomo of tho un-
certainty by using ions with doublet states, such as

t Eyring, J . Gliem. Phi/sics, vol. 4, p. 283 (1936), giving also a valuable study of viscosity,

t For the most recent experimental study of tins law Boe E, Mathias, Onnes and Cromraolin,
Proc, jS'ecf/iSfci. vol. 16, p. 960 (1013).
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is therefore given by summed over all types of bonds or pairs of

neighbours in number % that contribute oifeotively an energy to the

binding of the jjartioular molecule. If however the whole liquid ofN mole-

cules is evaporated then the work required is since each bond is

then counted twice over. But by definition this work is N times the normal

heat of evaporation per molecule, wliich is therefore Jx* same result can

be reached by considering the energy restored when the hole is allowed to

heal itself by the formation ofnew bonds. The result is exact so long as the

binding can be correctly analysed into interactions between pairs of mole-

cules only. It implies that the energy required to form a molecule in the

vapour in its lowest state (^x) ^ equal to the energy required to form a hole

in the liquid in its lowest state (x — ix)*

Now consider the partition function for the motion of the hole in the

liquid. So long as the temperature is not too low and the molecrrles move
fairly freely the hole will “move ” fx’eely tjy neighbouring molecules occupy-

ing it, so that the hole takes their places in succession. When there are only a

few holes, therefore, they do not interfere with one another and a first

approximation to their states of motion will be to take them as the same as

those of a free raolooule of the same moss, This should be a good appr’oxima-

tion for monatomic molecules—imohably less good for inoi*e complex inole-

oulos and “holes”, but oven for these the ajiproximation of taking the

partition lunotion for the hole equal to the partition function for the free

molecule should be reasonably reliable. Moreover any associated molooulos

in the vapour and associated or multiple holes in the liquid will possess

similar partition functions and therefore be present to similar oonoontrations

in the vapour and the liquid rospeotively. Since therefore both the lowest

energy required to form a molecule in the vapour and a hole in the liquid are

equal and also the partition functions for the states of higher energy and the

degrees of association are the same, it follows that the equilibrium density

of the vapour must ho equal (to this approximation) to the equilibrium

density of the holes in the liquid. Expressed in symbols this implies that

p^+Pi<=> const. ,(2339)

where p^ and pi are the mass densities of the vapour and the liquid and po is

their common density at the oritioal point.

At lower temperatures the partition function for the holes will inevitably

be less than that given by the above first approximation, and for more

complex molecules than monatomic ones may be expected to be somewhat

less at all temperatures. The binding of the liquid molecules to each other

makes them not entirely free to move in to oooupy the hole and the hole if

“ diatomic ” will not bo entirely free to “rotate”. The next approximation

which we shall not attempt to develop quantitatively will give a value of
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"hole-density” in the liquid less than that above and less by an amount
which increases as the temperature falls. The liquid density p, will bo that

much the greater, and a more accurate version of (2339) will bo

P,+PI=^PAP' {p'>0)> (2340)

where p'-^p^', p' increases as T dimhiishes, and is greater the more comi>lox

the molecule. The empirical law of the rectilinear diameter is that

p,-Fft=2p,-l-«-t-j8(l-T/2;), (2341)

Fig. 99. Shomng the empirical law of the rootilinoar diamotcr for a numbor of siibatancoa. 'i'lio
ratios of the liquid and vapour densitiea and of thoir moon to tho oritiool density oro-nlotOod itu
functions of y/T,.

where% is the critical temperatureand the correcting terms are both positive
and small compared with at least until Tl% has fallen to 0-6. Equation
(2340) is thus a long first step towards the successful explanation of (2341).

Pig. 99* shows the experimental results for a number of substances, which
are just of the form which the theory requires. It will be observed tliat
(2339) IS most nearly obeyed by helium and then by argon, and that the B
term is greater the more complex the moleoule, Purther study of liquids
from this interesting starting point appears most likely to be profitable.

§2h8. An appendix to Ghapter xvilL An improvedfoi-mulation of gaseous
reaction rates, particularly biinolecular. It has recently been shown by Eyring

* E. Muthiaa, Ounce and Crommolin, Zoc. cil.
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and Ills collaborators in a series of papers* that a formulation of reaction

rates for bimolecular reactions can now be made, which depends on oquili-

brium theory to just the same extent as the formulation in terms of collisions

given in Chapter xvirt, but is muoli more ihtiinato and illuminating than the

older formulation and has already almost superseded it. The importance of

the new method appears to be groat^ and we shall devote the closing sections

of this monograph to a short account of its foundations.

The ideas underlying the new formulation are as follows. The forces

between the atoms of the molecules in reaction are due to the motion and

distribution of their electrons and the charges on their own nuclei, These

forces can bo calculated by quantum mechanics and even in the most

violent collisions, at least for many reactions, the relative motions of the

nuclei are slow and the forces are those corresponding to the same static

configuration of the iiuoloi. This means of course that we may then assume

that the action is roversiblef and that no electronic transitions ooour with

any appreciable probability. In the configuration space of the reacting

complex wo can tlioroforo set up a potential energy function which defines

the configurational energy of the complex at every stage of any collision

and from which the forces acting may bo derived by differentiation. In this

potential energy field the relative motion of the various nuclei must be

treated by quantum moohanios when necessary; there may bo vibrations

of too liigli a frequency for a olassioal approximation, but in general ail

tunnelling effoots may bo neglected and the treatment of the nuclear states

ofmotion may at least be taken to be quasl-olassical. It is however a definite

assumption that the potential energy function is unique and that no

oleotronio transitions ooour, If any such ti’ansitions occur reaction rates

of a different oixlor of magnitude may be found, Wo shall not consider

such reactions here. Since at least three atoms, say q, are concerned

in any reaction, configuration space is of Sq dimensions. But since

the position of the centre of gravity of the complex is irrelevant, and

since the potential energy function is also independent of the rotation

of the complex as a whole, the configuration space required for the

ropresontation of the potential energy lunotion and the essential details

* 800 for example %ring, Ghm. PhjmSt vol, 3, p, 107 (lOUe); Hiraolifcldor, Eyring and

Toploy, if. 01mm, Physics^ vol, 4, p, 170 (1030), whore many fiirihor roforoncos will bo fonnd.

London, Problemc, (hr moikrMn Phyaih (Sommorfold PoatBoliriffc), p, 104, Leipzig (1028), Orat

anggcstocl blniii many roaotions must; prooood rovorsibly in tho jnainior lioro invostlgafcod. Eyring

anti Polanyi, 'MIL J, fhyaihal Ghmn, B, vol. 12, p, 279 (1931), coiiBU'uatod fclio potential energy

aurfacos in conllgnration space for suoli roaoUng systoma, Polzor and Wigaor, Zeil.f, phifsikiL

Ghcm. B, vol, 10, p. 446 (1032), using the potential energy flurfaco of Eyring and Polanyt oal-

oulated the rate of H f'Ha-)- IIj + ll, Wignov, Zeil, J* 2>^iy8ikal, Glie^n, B, vol. 19, p, 203 (1032),

fonmilatcd the quantum corrootiona required by tlio oarllor olnaslcal oaloulations,

t riiat is adiabatic *Mn Ehronfost^s sense,
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of the relative motion reduces to Sg'— 6 dimensions, or Sq—

6

if tho complex

is linear,

Let us now consider the nature of the potential energy function more

closely, For certain configurations the potential energy will be low. Those

regions correspond to the separation of the reactants or resultants to great

distances. These regions will be separated by a potential energy mountain

range and the lowest pass in this range, owing to the factor

affecting the probability of ocomrence ofany configuration, will be the route

by wliioh the reaction occurs. When the combined pair of reactants is in a

configuration near the pass and in a state of motion in which its represen-

tativepoint in configuration space can cross thepass, tho combined pair may
be called an activated complex. The calculation of reaction rates by applica-

tion of equilibrium theory proceeds by calculating the equilibrium number
of activated complexes present in the gas at any temperature and the rate

at which any activated complex gives rise to an effective reaction—the

method will be explained more precisely in a moment. The whole method is

therefore still based on the assumption that the reaction rate is not fast

enough to upset the equilibrium calculation of the number of activated

complexes. This necessary assumption naturally survives from tlio cruder

collision theory.

The lowest pass separating the two regions in wliioh the representative

pointmustbe, torepresent the separatedreaotantsorthe separatedresultants
respectively

,
maybe a simple pass, but more usually is not. I t then leads first

from the region of separated reactants to a limited high level basin in
configuration space, points in which correspond to the formation of the

associated complex. There must then be a second lowest pass in tho rim of tlio

high level basin leading from the basin to the region of separated resultants,
When there is no high level basin, the rate of reaction is merely tlio rate at
which activated complexes reach the pass in such a direction that (regarded
as classical particles) they can posg over and through it, When there is a
highlevel basin, then this rate is merelythe rate ofentry to the basin, and tho
rate of reaction is this rate of entry multiplied by the probability that tlio

associated complex breaks down by exit over the second pass and not over
the pass of entry.

It is now possible to give the equilibrium calculation of tho number of
activated complexes, and hence the rate at which the representative points
of the complexes cross the pass of entry, for a volume Foftho reacting gas in
which there are and molecules of the two reactants respectively.
Every pair of molecules (1,2) is a complex for which the complete partition
^notion to a sufficient approximation i^A{T)UT), the separate factors
being th6 usual partition functions for the two reactants. Tliore are
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suoli complexes in all. We now require the fraction of suoli complexes which

are activated, that is to say the fraction in the neck of the pass whose

position and momentum in a suitable coordinate corresponding to motion

across the pass lie in the range all other coordinates and momenta
having any values whatever consistent with these. This fraction will be

calculable ifwe can construct the partial partitionfunction for such activated

configurations* Let us now consider the nature of the potential energy

function for the complex in this region. By definition of the pass the poten-

tial energy in this region will be a minimum for variations of any other

configurational coordinate, except the si:)eoial one corresponding to passage

across the range for which it is a maximum, We shall assume tliis maximum
to be so flat that motion across the pass is practically a free translation. We
can therefore set up a partition function for the activated complex by

integrating or summing over all types of motion ofthe complex in the other

variables consistent with the specified values ofp* and thus constructing

a quasi-partition function/*(T) in Sg— 1 configurational variables and their

corresponding momenta and multiplying it by the partition function corre-

sponding to the possession of the specified values of and themselves.

TJais latter factor is of course

where is the energy in this coordinate which must satisfy

being the heiglit of the i:>ass. The equilibrium number of these activated

complexes is therefore

The energy zero for the oaloulation oif*{T) is now reckoned as at the top

of the pass.

Rej)rosentative points corresponding to these activated complexes cross

the pass at a number per second obtained by replacing dq* in (2342) by

for if m* is tiie effective mass of the complex for relative motion in

this coordinate, is then the velocity of approach of the representative

point to the pass. The total number of crossings of the pass in unit time iu

volume V is therefore

f*{T)

?')IE, m*h •

If, as will usually bo accurate enough, we put E^=^E0 +p^^j2in^, then this

P{T) fcT.

rate of crossing reduces to

N,N,: (2343)
W)A{T) h

If the fraction f< of these crossings results in reaction, or in such a reaction as

the system of measurement will detect, for example in the ortho para

54rSM
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hydrogen reaction, then the reaction rate or number of reactions occur>'ing in

unit volume in unit time at molecular concentrations and n^ is

/f?2f
jj^
n^
vm ihT

h
(2344)

The partition function ratio in [ ] does not depend on F. In many simple

reactions k can be adequately estimated and the success of the method then

depends merely on ability to caloulate/*(2’).

Without going into details for any particular reaction the general nature

of the factors in f*{T) can be made evident at once. ITrom the potential

energy function in 3g’-6 or Sq—Q variables, assumed known, the con-

figuration of the atoms when the representative point is in the neck of the

pass can be derived. This configuration being fixed, the complex as a whole

is free to move in the volume V. Thu8/*(!P) contains the factor

(27r[mj,+m^]kT}iV

¥
The complex is also free to rotate as a whole in this configuration; if the

configuration is linear, f*{T) contains the factor

8nU*kTliT*h^-,

if the configuration is non-lineai', then by (ItfS) f*{T) contains the factor

87r^SvU*B*OWT^)i

The coordinates p*, q* have ah'eady been allowed for. The configuration is

stable in the remaining 3q~6 or Sq~7 freedoms, and they may be taken each

to supply a normal mode of definite frequency with a corre.sponding Planck

factor in/*(2') wliioh can be deduced from the potential energy surface. In

this wayf*(T) may be completely constructed and the reaction rate (2344)

calculated a pnori, so far as equilibrium considerations allow.

§21*81. The oriho-f-para transformation in tlie reaction

and the rates of the readion Hg+D'^HD+H and other reactions involving

heavy hyd/rogen. Hirschfelder, Eyring and Topley have shown that the

various hydrogen reactions conform closely to the theory just developed and
we shall describe their results shortly as the simplestillustration ofthe theory

which has already been widely applied. All the reaction rates observed can

be successfully interpreted in .terms of a single semi-empirical potential

energy surface. Eor the reactants Hg-t-H (or the corresponding sets in

which any number of H’s are replaced by D’s) the activated complex is

linear. The potential energy can therefoi'e be represented in a configuration

space of 3 x 3 — 6= 4 variables, but the reiu’esentation is simplified by the

symmetry of the surface. If the distance apart of the Hg nuclei is fixed at
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£iny valuG, then the equipotential surfaces are surfaces of revolution about
the line ofthe Hg nuclei. Pig, 100 shows a section ofthem when the Hg nuclei

IJ’ig. 100. Showing a aofc of oquipotoiifclal surfaces for Iho Uiroo atoms in fclio complex Ha*!'!!
wliou the nuclear separation of the Hg atoms is fixed «b its normal value.

are fixed at thoir ordinary equilibrium separation. These curves combined
with the curves of Pig. 101 showing the eqnipotential surfaces for the
straight configuration and variable nuclear distances are sufficient to enable
all the features essential to the oalculatioii of reaction rates to be deduced.
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The trajectory shown in Fig, 101 is ofsome importance. Its considerable

complication, combined with the fact that the passes of entry and exit to

the high level basin are in this case of identical level and form, shows that

we may safely assume that exit from either is equally likely. Thus for any

reaction ofthe form +D->HD + H, « = This estimate must bo modified

when the passes are different, or the activated complex has a different zero-

point energy in the two passes—^refinements which we shall not pause to

describe. For the ortho -?-para tmiisformation by Hg+H ->H +Hg however

we must take k-^, or for para-» ortho k = f ;
the conversion can only occur

if the representative point emerges from the other pass than that of entry,

and oven if it does so, at these temperatures ortho and para molecules will

be formed in the ratio 3 : 1.

Having sufficiently indicated the methods of calculation we shall not go

further into details but shall close this account with Table 74 showing the

agreement between theory and observation which has been thus obtained.

Table 74.

Reaction rates {in moleslliirelseo, when the concentrations

of the reactants are one molejlUre),

Reaotion 283^^ 300^ wm
1. (Calo.)

(Obs. 1)

(Obs. 2) sex 10*

7-3 X 10* 7*3 X 10^

0-

2 X 10*

1-

6 X 10“
l*Cxl0“
2-2 X 10“

2. (Calo.)

(Obs. 1)

— 3*0x10^ 3*6 X 10^ 4*4xl0» 7'0xl0“
l'2xl0“

3. H+DH-^-HD+H (Oalo.)

(Obs. 1)

— 2*2 X W 2*6 X 107 3'2x 10“ 6'2xl0“
0-8 X 10“

4. (Calc.)

(Obs. 1)

— 2*4 X 10^ 2*4 X 107 2*6 X 108 4-4 X 10“

l'0xl0“
6. (Calo.)

(Obs. 1)

— Mx 10^ 1*8 X 107 2*6 X 10® 4-6 X 10“

9-6X 10“

6. (Calc.)

(Obs. 1)

— 7*1 X 10* 6*2 X 10’ 7*1x108

1-

2 X 10“

2-

6 X 10“

7. (Calc.)

(Obs. 1) i;
3*0x10* 2*6 X 10’ 3*0x108 5-0 X 10“

7-0x10“
8. (Calo.) — 1*6 X 10* 2*8 X 10’ 4*3x108 7-4x10“

L (Obs. 1) — — ’

—

— 1-2x10“

Observed values by (1) Farkas and Farkoe, Proc. Roy, Soo. A, vol. 162, p, 124 (1036). (2) Qolb

and Hartock, ZeiLf, pliyaikah O/icm. (Bodonstojn volume), p. 849 (1031),

With this sketch of some recent developments we end this monograph.

Since the last sentence of the first edition was written statistical mechanics

has changed greatly. Then it was the general theory which was emerging

clarified from q[uantum mechanics. This process seems now to he complete,

and further developments Likely to consist mainly of more complicated

and more widely ramifying applications, similar to those treated here.

* Oomploto reaotion rates derived from the moaaurod rntoa of tho para ortho change for H
and the ortho para for D.
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Woyl, 54, 114

White, 101

Whittaker and Watson, 708, 709
Wiobo, SCO Gianquo and W»
Wiorsma, see do Haas, W. and K.
Wignor, 20, 847; see Polzor and W.
Wignor and Seitz, 333

van Wijk, see Ornstoin and v, W,
Williams (E, J,), 789, 793, 806; see Bragg and

W.
Williams (N, H.), see Hull and W,
Wilson (A, IL). 308
Wilson (E. B J, 04

Wilson (IL A,), 346
Winch, 359

Wolf, BOO WoatJiorby and W.
Woltjor and Onnoa, 469

Yost, SCO Tohnan, Y. and U.

Zahn, 450
Zoidlor, 218

Zener, 03, 381, 389; seo Jones (TL) and Z,

Zwioky, 290
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Absorption Spectra, Sfcollar, 693-610

Abundance linos for Nuclei of even mass
nnmbor, 067

AooesaiblQ states, Defined, 9

Emimerated, 23, 29

Aotivatod complexoa, number of, for Di-

moleoular Reactions, 840-860

Adiabatic procosaos, 74

Adsorbed Mma on Surfaces, 826-838

Adaorption ieothorms, Atomio, from diatomio

gases, 830-831

of Competing molooulea, 831-832

Critical, 833-838

Generalizations, 832-833

Langmuir’s, 828-831

Molecular, 828-830

Antiaymmetrical states, 27, 42

Arrhenius’ equation for Reaction rates, 702
Assemblies, of Olassioal systems, 60-60

Defined, 8

of Dissociating gases, 167-168

of Electrons and positive ions, *674-683

of Electrons with Rolativistio onorgios, 648-

660

Evaporating, 168-172

General, of Crystals and vapours, 173-174

of Harmonic oscillators, 30-36

with Nuclear transformations, 066-667

with Positive elootroiis, 063-064

Atmospheres, of Brownian particles, 770
Free paths in upper, 026-620

Ionized, equilibrium of^ 686-693

Planetary, Eaoapo of raolooulos from, 020-

630

Atomic Ions, Overlap and van der Wnals
• onorgios of, in Crystals 320-328

Paramagnetism of (q>v,)y 404-460, 840-841

Partition funotions for, 601-662

Structure of, described, 662-671

Weights of states of, 669

Bortholob (D.), Equation of state of, 270

Bimoleoular Reactions, Aoti'ijatecl complex for,

848

in Gases, 703-706

Quantum theory of, 847-862

Binary mixtures, of Imperfect gases, 281-283

Virial cooffioiont (second) for, 300-308

Boltzmann’s Constant, 189

Distribution law, 63

Equation, 069

U -theorem, 600-069

H-thoorom, general form of, 670-671

H-thoorem, quantum form of, 676-677

Hypothesis, 200-201, 206-206

Boundary density in Imperfect gases, 291

Brownian movonienfcs, 769-776
Distribution laws, general, for, 786-788

Random displacoraonts of any typo, 774 -776

Roiations of mirror in a gas, 779-783

Campboirs theorem on Ehiotuations, 778-779

Oharaotoristio Function, for Assoinblioa of
Electrons and positive ions, 674-683

for Imporfeot gases, 257-269, 283-284
Method of excluded volmnos, 674-670
Metliod of Planok, 679-683

Planok’fl, defined, 102

Chomioal constant, defined, 200
Choiniluminoaconco, 741-742
Ohromosphoro, Calcium, 630-037

Fully supported by radiation, 632-636

Classical Rotations, 62-63

Classical Statistics, 43

Approximated to, 66

Classical Systems, Assemblies of, 66-06

Collisions, Classical, number of given typo in

gases, 003-005

Classical, preserving equilibrium, 060
First and second kind of, 077-082

of Gas molooulea with Surfaces, 097-009

General 2- and 3-body Dissociating, 001-005
Inelastic, applications of, 084-686

luolastio end suporolastio, for Elootrona and
atoms, 677-682

Inelastic and suporolastio, for heavy particles,

682-684

Ionization by electron, 086-690

Quantum reformulation of gas, 072-074

Target areas for Ionization, 690-001

Transferable Energy in, 707-710
Complexions, Defined, 9

Enumerated, 23

Enumerated for AssembHoa of complex
systems, 153-167

Total number of, for Classical systems, 47
Total number of, evaluated, 37

Oomprossibilltios, of Crystalline salts oaloulatod,

328-332

of Isotropic solids, 140

Compton eftoot, 730-782

Condensation of oadniium on copper, 837-838

Configurational Partition function, Botho’s

approximation, 707-800
of Bragg and Williams, 791-797
Specific heat, 806-809

Contaot potential, of Metals, 302-304

of Semi-conductors, 401-403
Contact transformations, 16

Oontaots, Metal, 429-432

Metal Semi-conductor, ourrent-voltago rela-

tion for, 432-433
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Ltaots, Motftl Somi-eoiicUiotor, of high trails-

paronoy, 438-434
Total Somi-conduotor, of low transparency,

430
trongly rootifyhig, 420-436
itiniiity of path, hypothesis of, 8

itinuuni, Normal modes for, 112-110
ding, by adiabatic Doniagnotization, 470-

471, 841-844

^pGrativo phonoinona, 780-838

respondonco principle, 19

deal point, for Imporfoot gases, 278-280
fttallino salts, properties calculated, 328-332
Btals, Cubio, Potential energy constants for,

319

)asy direotions of Magnetization for, 002
iutropy of, 101-102

Ixtoriial roaotions of, 138

’orroinagnotio, Magnetization curvoa for,

011-610

lonoral, Equations of state for, 141-100

Eroo energy of, 147

IToinogoneons displacomonts in, 143

tixod, 170-182

irdor of neighbours in, 800-801

ivorlap and van dor Waals onorgics for

Atomic ions in 320-328

artition functions for, 118-100

'otoiitial onorgy per coll for {q,v.)i 312-310
pooiflo heat of

trongly anisotropic, properties of, 140-100

urfaco forces outside, 336-337

'apour pressure of, 172-173

oro-point Energy of, 123

io point, Eoflnocl, 478

honomona of, 401-496

ton’s Bistribution law, 64

pnoraoy, Rolatlvistlo, 601-062

ionoraie Assomblios of Electrons, 71-73

onorato matter, Equation of state of, 000-

652

pnerato systems, 45

•Istribution laws for, 46-40

imgnetization, Cooling by adiabatic, 470-

471, 838-844

isity, groat, of Stellar material, 047-648

ailed balancing, 660-000

i General Collisions, 000-007

lOquiroments of, in gas Roaotions, 710-719

magnetism, Absence of, for oiassioal free

Electrons, 472
f Electron gas (quantum theory), 473-470

loctrio constant, Classical theory of, for

Gases, 447-^101

enoral theory of, for gas of ooniplex

molooules, 468-!l69

JOtropic property of, 450-407,‘400-401

w Librating-rotating dipoles, 817-822

jr Rigid rotators, dOO-'lOO

T Solids and liquids with polar molocnlos,

810-820

869

Dioloctrio constant, for Symmetrical topdike
molooules, 467-408

Thoriuodynamio theory of, 453-404
Bioterioi’s Equation of state, 276-277
DilTuBion, of Brownian particles, 770-771
Bipolo momontB of molooules, 461
Bipolo and quadrixmlo Energy ofMagnetization,

603-604

Bissooiation, by Collisions of heavy particles,

601-606

Eluobuations in, 768-700

BiBsooiativo equilibrium, in External fields,

186-186

in Imperfect gnsos, 260-260

in Magnetic fields, 476-477
in Porfoot goaes, 167-108

BiBtributioii laws, Boltzmann’s, 63

Boltzmann’s, for free Electrons, 04-05

Dalton’s, 04

for Begonorafco systems, 46-46

for Electrons, free, in Metals, 340-843

for Electrons in ovorlapping bands, 304-300

for Electrons, free, in Soini*conduotors, 307-

401
in External Holds, 07-09

Muotuations in, 701-766
for Harmonic oscillators, 33-36

Maxwoll’s {q.v,)t 3, 68

Maxwell’s, with mass motion, 68-00

Molecular, for Imp9rfoot gases, 263-256

for Quantum statistics, 44-46

Biilong and Petit’s law for Solids, 124

Einstoin-BoBo Statistics, 43
Einstein’s law of Photoohomical oquivalonco,

742
Blootrical conduction in Metals, Change of, on

Molting, 620-527

Eormal theory of, 404-418

in Sombeonduotors, 418-421

Elookolytofl, strong, see Strong olcotrolytos

Elootroinagnotio theory ofSuBooptibilitios (dtUOi

437-447
Electrons, AesomblicB of, with Relativistic

onorgics, 048-000

Atmosphoros of, 304-378

Bogonornto Aescmblios of, 71-73

Bistrlbution laws for, in overlapping bands,

394-890

Bistribntion laws for, in Som I-conductors,

807-iOl
Emission of, by cold metals, 300-307

Emission of, cooling oiToot of, 357-368

Emission of, tho Sohottky olToot, 366-366

Erco motallio, defined, 378-381

Erco motalHo, Bistrlbution laws for, 840-343

Para- ami Bla-inagiiotism of, 471-475

Partition fimotion for, near nucleus, 672-674

with I^osltivo ions, Oharaotoristlo function for

Assomblios of, 574-683

Speoiflo heat of, In Metals, 343-344

Spooiflo heat of, In Niokol, 391-307
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Electrons, States of, in Periodic Adds, 370-388
States of, in Poriodio fields; simple bands,

383^88
Theory of Metals, 338-43G
Tliormionio emission of, by Metals, 3^17-

358

Tliormionio emission of, by tungsten, 361

Vapour pressure of, for Metals, 34-ir-34G

Elements of even mass number, Abundance
lines for, 067

Emission and absorption of Radiation by fixed

atoms, 720-724
Emission of Positive ions by Metals, 370-373

Energy, of Crystalliuo salts, caloulatcd, 328-

332

of Oryaballino salts, from Porn’s cycle, 333-

335

Eluotuations of, 746-750

Fluctuations of, in Dissociating assemblies,

760-701

InteratomJO {q.v,)

of Magnetization, Dipole and quadripole,

603-604

Transferable, in Collisions, 707-710
Zero-point, of Crystals, 123

Ensemble, Gibbs’, 7, 10

Entropy, Absolute, 204, 231
Oliaiigo of, in Reactions at zero tomijoraturo,

233

Comparisons of, observed and calculated,

234-236

Contributions, 191-102

Defined, 188-180

Increasing property of, 103-104

Limit of, for zero tomporaburo, 231-283
of Magnetization, 460-470
of Radiation, 116

Statistical definition of, 203-206
and Tliormodynamio probability, 200-200

Equation of Mass action, 100

Equation of Moan values, 000-070
Equation of state, of Dogonorato matter, 060-

662

for General Crystals, 141-160
for Iraporfoot gases, roprosentation of iso-

thermals, 207-298

for Isotropio Solids, 130
for Monolayers, 820-828

Reduced, 278-280

with Relativistic Degoueraoy, 660-662
for Simple gases, Bortholot’s, 276
for Simple gases, Dieterioi’a, 276-277
for Simple gases, van dor Wads’, 274r'276

Equilibrium, Independence ofmoohanisma of, 3
State, nature of, 068

Bquipartition theorem, 00-62
Escape of molcoules from Atmospheres, 020-

630

EttinghauBon effect, defined, 422
Evaporation, Assemblies with, 108-X72
Exclusion principle, 28
External fields, Distribution laws in, 07-71

External reactions, 73-76

of Crystals, 138

Fluctuations in, 766-767

Formi-Dirao Statistics, 42
Forromagnotics, Block striioturo of, 601-603

Spooifio lioat of, 402-494

Susceptibility of, above Curio point, 480
Ferromagnetism, 477-621

Bloch’s approximation for, 400-601

Heisenberg’s theory of, 484-494

Fluctuations, 109, 741-789

Defined, 10

in Dissociation, 768-700

in Distribution laws, 761-766

in Energy, 746-760

in Energy, in Dissociating ossomblios, 700-
701

in External reactions, 756-757

Formal consequences of, 702-704

in Momentum transfer, 776-783

Simple spooial oases, 704-706

Forces of long range, in imporfeot gases, 200-
200

Forces of short range, in Imperfect gasoa, 240-
246

Forces, Surface, outside d Crystal, 336-337

Free energy, of Crystal, 147

of Intormolocular forces, 207-209

Free path, mean, Defined, 022

of Electrons in Metals, use of, 400-408

in Uniform or non-uniform gas, 021-023

in Upper Atmosphere, 026-020

y-Rlmsos, Humo-Rothory’s rule for, 382

Gases, Diolootrio constants, olassloal, for, 447-
461

Dipolo moments of molecules in, 461

Entropy of, 101

Imperfect (<7»‘u0» 236-291

Raramagnotism of, 403-404
Perfoob {q,v,), 77-94
Reactions, ohomioal, in 700-719
Scattering of light by, 766-769

Generating function, defined, 43
Gibbs’ Enaomblo, 7, 10

Phase integral, 66

//-theorem, Boltzmann’s 600-060
Hall effect. Defined, 422-423

in Somi-conductors, composite, 428-420
Statistical theory of, 423-424

Harmonic oscillators, Assemblies of, 30-36
Partition functions for, 40
Sohrfidingor’s equation for, 18, 20

Henry’s law, for ideal Solutions, 627
Holomagnetization, Defined, 601-603

Partition function for growtli of, 604-607
Homogeneous displaceraent in general Crystals,

143

Homonuolear molecules, defined, 84
Humo-Bothery’s rule for y-phasos, 382
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Hydration of Ions, 530*-f)I0 ' Long range order in a lattice, 792-801
Hyfltoreais loop, for li’erromagnotics, ‘177 Lorontr/s Formula for Siiacoptibility, 441

Lemma, 440-4^11

Image fiolda, KfToetH of, 376-378

of iMotals for lOlcetrons, 360 Magiiotio deviation effect, 607-611
Imperfeot gascii, Binary inixtnros of, 281-283 Magnotio fields, JDisaociative equilibrium in,

Boundary density in, 291 476-477

Chavactoriatio function for, 283-280
Critical point for, 278-280

Disaociativo equilibrium in, 265-200

DiHtribution law, molecular, for, 263-265

Fqiiationa of fitato, simple, for, 276-280

Ijong rauge forces in, 200-200

l^artition function for Potential energy in,

237-240

First ai)proximatiou to, 240-246

General theory of, 246-263

Potential energy constants for, 300

[lod\icecl liquation of state for, 278-280

Short range forces in, 240-246

Stress per unit area in, 288-201

Thomson*Joule effect in, 280-281

YivJal, use of, for, 280-288

van dor Waivls' Kquation of state for, 244

Insulators, Semiconductors and Metals, do*

fined, 388-300

Intonsivo paramotors, defined, 62

Interatomic onorgics in Crystals, classified, 202-

203

Overlap oiioigy, 206

van dor Waals’ energy, 206-207

Intomal Stresses, 182-180

lonwation, by oleotron Collisions, 085-000

Equilibrium, Langmuir^s test of, 372-373

Ions, ABBooiation of, in Strong olootroly tos, 662-

667
Gtl'i +'f', States of, in orystalUno and magnotio

fields, 830-841

Hydration of, 630-640

Isotopes, mixtures of, in Dissociativo oquili-

brium, 10‘1-108

Isotropic SJollds, Equation of state for, 130

JohuBou effect, 786

Langovin's formula for Suscoi)tlbillty, 401

Langmuir’s Adsorption isotherm 828-881

Last multipHor, 14

Lattice coi^stants, of Crystalline salts, calou-

luted, 328-332

Limiting principle, 19

Lionvi lie’s theorem, 11-12

Liquids, Doiisltios of, Bootilinoar diameter for,

844-840

Dioloetrlo constant of polar* 810-826

Pressure olToots on, 629-631

]?uvo, approx ini ato Partition functions for,

622-626

Scattering of light by, 706-700

Structure of strongly polar, 461-463

Local order, 800-801

Localinod systems, Partition funotions for, 30

Magnotio fields, Transverse effects of, in Metals,
421-420

Magnotio phenomena, Thermodynamics of, 481-
483

Magnetization, of Crystals, (/-//) curves for,

611-610

Dipole and quadripole Energy of, 603-604

Easy directions of, in Crystals, 602

Entropy of, 409-471

of Ferromagnetics, ideal {I-H) ourvesfor, 478

Magnetostriction, 610-621

Mass action, Equation of, 100

with Solid phases, 174-176

MaxwellVDistribution law, 3, 68

General form of, 071-072

with Mass motion, 68-00

Preserved by Emission and absorption of

Badiation, 733-730

Molting, Change of Electrical oonduotivity of

Metals on, 620-627

Elementary tlieory of, 626-620

Metals, Contaot potentials of, 302-304

Contaots of, 420-432

Electrical and Thermal conductivities of,

404-418
^

Electron EmisBlon of, 347-368

Electron Spooifio heat of, 343-344, 301-307

Electron theory of, 338-430

Electron theory of, elementary, 338-304

Electron Vapour pressure of, 344-340

EmisBion of I*ositivo ions by, 370-373

Freo Electrons in, defined, 378-381

“Impurity”, 300-301

Insulators and Somi-conduotors, defined,

388-890

Photoolcotrio effect for, 368-302

Potential energy stop at surface of, 364-356

Therm ooleotric effects in, 411-418

TrauBvorso offoots in, 421-426

Wloclormaun-Franz law for, 410-411

Molcoulcs, olaflsifted by last Collision, 024

Momentum of Badiation, 732

Momentum transfer, l^'lnotuations in, 776-783

Monolayers, Equation of Htato for, 820-828

Virial, use of, for, 827

Hernst offeot, defined, ‘122

Nornst’s heat theorem, Eminoiated, 228-229

Statistical basis of, 230

Neumann and Ilognault’s law for Solids, 124

Normal modes, for Continuum, 112-116

Einstein’s approximation for, 118

for Linear lattice, 132-133

for Square and cubic lattices, simple* 183-138

Normal proportios, defined, 11
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Nuclear transformations, Assemblies with, 066-

067

Nuclei, Symmetry rules for, 166

Abundance lines for, of even mass number,

667

Opalescence, oritical, 765

Order* disorder phenomena, 789-809

Order, of Neighbours in a lattice, 800-801

Superlattice, 792-801

Ordering effect of Short range forces, 798-800

Orthohydrogen, 85

Orthohydrogen-ParahycU’ogen transformation

rate, 860-862

Overlap Interatomic energy, in Crystals, 296,

320-328

Parahydrogen, 85

Faramognotism, of Alkali metals, 476
of Atomic ions, 464^469

of Electrons, free degenerate, 471-472
of Gadolinium sulphate, 839-841
of Gases, 403-404

of Nickel above Curie point, 480
Saturation of, 407-469

Parameters, Intensive, deffned, 52
Partial potentials, Thermodynamic, 194
Partition functions, for Adsorbed Monolayers,

834-836

for Atomic ions, 661-662

Bloch’s for Ferromagnetics, 496-601
Configurational, of Bragg and Williams,

791-797

Configurational, Bethe’s approximation to,

797-806

for Crystals, Debye’s approximation to, 119-
128

for Crystals, Einstein’s approximation to, 118
for Electrons near a nucleus, 672-674
for Harmonic oscillators, 40
Heisenberg’s, for Ferromagnetics, 486-491
for Holomagnetization, process of, 604-607
for Localized systems, 39
Long and short range Order in terms of, 801-

806

for Mixed Crystals, 176-182
for Potential energy of a gas, 237-240
for Badiation, 116-116

for Rotations, rigid, 41, 79-82
for Rotations, rigid, asymptotic formulae for,

81-82

for Vibrations of diatomic gases, 89
Pauli’s Exclusion principle, 28, 293
Peltier effect, Defined, 412

Statistical theory of, 413-418
Perfect gases, Equation of state of, 77

Specific heats of (g.u.)j diatomic, 79-94
Specific heats of (gf.v.), moifatomic, 78
Specific heats of polyatomic, 94-106

Periodic field, Electron states in (g.v,), 379-388
Permeability, 438 ; see Susceptibility
Persistence of velocities, effect of, 704

Phase integrals of Gibbs, 65

Photoohomioal offoots, 741-742

Photoelootrio offoot, for Fixed atoms, 724-720

for Metals, 368-362

for Solids, 740-741

Photon theory of Radiation, 1 17-118

Planck’s, Gliaraotoristio funotion, 102

Law for temperature Radiation, 112, 110

Oscillator, see Harmonic oaoillalor

Poisson-Boltzmann equation, Eatablishod, 263

Solved for Strong oloobrolytos, 640-562

Polar Liquids, Diolcotrio properties of, 823-826

Polarizing force in matter, 439
P61ya’s theorem on Fluctuations, 702
Positive elootrona, Assoinblios with, 063-054

Positive ions. Emission of, by Metals, 370-373
Potential energy, of Crystal lino salts, 312-310

Partition funotion for, of gases, 237-240
Potential energy constants, for Crystals, oubio,

310
for Imperfect gases, 300
for Imporfoofc gases, from viscosity, 308-312

Pressure, 76

of Radiation, 110

Pyi'oolootrio olToot, 148-140

Radiation, Entropy of, 110, 101

Momentum of omitted, 732
Partition funotion for tomporaturo, 115-110
as Photons, 117-118 •

Planck’s law for tomporaturo, 112, 110
Presauro of, 110

jStofan-Boltzmann law for, 110
Radiative processes, Emission and absorption,

by Fixed atoms, 720-724
by Free atoms, 733-730

• by Solids, 739-740
Free-free transitions, 720-727
General nature of, 720, 727-730
Photoelootrio offoot for fixod atoms, 724-720

Raouit’s law for idoal Solutions, 627
Reaction isobar, Isotopic offoots on* 220-227

Statistical theory of, 225-228
Thermodynamlo theory of, 225

Roaotion isoohoro, 100
Reaction rates for hydrogon and cloutorluiu.

860-852
Reactions, ohomioal, Arrhonius’ equation for,

702
Bimolooular, Eyring’s theory of, 847-852
Bimoleoular, simple thoory of, 703-700
General nature of, in gasoa, 700-702
Order of, 701
Reverse reactions, offoot of, 700-707
Unlmoleoular, 710-710

Reactions, Photookomical, 741-742
Rectification, gonoi'al discussion of, 436-^130
Rootllinear diamotor for Liquid densities, 844—

840
Relativistic energies, Assombllos of Electrons

with, 648-060
Riohardson^Einstein-do Haas offoot, 484
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-Lcduo oft’oct, dollnodj 42B
olio salt, x>i’opGrtio3 of, 823
dand’s tlicoroin on Stollar iutoriors (17.v,),

638-030

tional freezing, 824
lioiial Sxiooiflo heat, 81-82

tions, rigid, Classical, 02-63

Moloonles in Solids, 810-816
rtition functions for, 41, 70-82
nghtb for, 21

of equal areas, 706

coring of light by Liquids and gases, 706-
700

tfcky ofl’eot, in Ulootroii omission, 366-366
[idingor’s equation, for Harraonio O8oilla>

tors, 18, 20
’ Struotumiosa jjartiolos, 63

Gok oiTeot, DGfinod, 412
afcistical theory of, 413-418

noyor’s formula, 441

i-conduotora, Comxjosito, general theory of,

426-420

intact potentials for, 401-^103

ootrical oonduotiyity of, 418-^121

apurity, 390-301

otalfl and Insulators, doflnod, 388-300
lormoelfiotrio oltoots in, 418-421

ork fiinotions for, 401-403

•b range forces, Ordering offoot of, 798-800
i offoob, 783-786
Is, Diolootrio constant of polar, 810-826

mission and absorption of Iladiation by,

730-740
iiotoolootrio oileot for, 740-741

otations of molooulos in, 810-816

tions, ideal, 627-633

jcbromo dilution of, 632-633

I'oozing point lowering in, 620

onry^s law for, 627

smoiio prosauro of, 631

aouIt*s law for, 627

3ro heat of dilution for, 631-632

Ltions, perfect, 632
itions, 5-rogular, 633-630

itiona, of Strong olootrolytoB (q,v,)t 630-600

00 oimvgo oIToots, 304-378

ith Posltivo and negative ions, 373-878

oifio heat, of Acetylene, 00

r Air, high tomporaturos, 94

r Ammonia, gaseous, 96-00

r Carbon dioxide, 07-98

onOgurational, 806-800

f Crystals, Bkokinau’s theory of, 130-138

from liilastio constants, 127-128

ITOratorling^s forimilao for, 128-120

Law of corresponding statOB for, 126-120

7’*-law for, 126

hootronio, of Metals, 343-344

of Nickel (motallio), 301-307

f Ethylene, 90-101

Jxoitational, of QaBos, lOl-lOO

Spooifio heat {coiit,)

Exoitational, of Nitric oxide, 102-103
of Oxygon, 104-100

of Eorromaguotioa near the Curio point, 492-
404

of Gadolinium sulphate, 841-842
at High tomperaturofl, 02-100

of Hydrogen at high tomporaturos, 01-02
of Lithium (motallio), 131

of Methane, 90-97

of Nitrous oxide, 08^99

of Oxygon at high tomporaturos, 94

of Porfoot gases, 77-107
Hotatioiml, of hydrogen, 82-80

of Rotations, rigid, 81-82

of Vibrations, for dlatoraio gases, 00
of Water vapour, 07

Spoctm, Stellar Absorption, 603-010
States, non-oombiniiig groups of, 20
Statistics, Classical, 48

Classical, approximated to, 66
JSinstoin-Boso, 43

ITormi-DIi'ao, 42
Stooposb descontfl, method of, 30
Stofan-Bolbzmann law, 110, 200
Stofank constant, 110

Stollav Absorption linos, Decay of, part maxima,
018-010

formation of, 010-017

Marginal appoaranco of, 017-018
Maxima of, 606-607

Statistical theory of, 697-010

Stellar interiors, Rossoland^a theorem on, 038-
030

Stellar material, Groat densities of, 047-048
Moan niolooular weight of, 043
StrOmgronk oaloulntion of, 044, 040

Nature of, 030-040

Stellar toinporaturo scale, Russoirs, 816
,Stresses, in Imporfoob gases, 288-201

Internal, 182-184

Strong oloobrolytos, lljorrunlk theory of, 662-667

Dobyo and Htiolcors theory of, 209-274, 641-

549

Dissociated in solutions, 630-680
Heat of dilution of, 640-648

Osmoilo coollloiont of, 641, 648-649
PoiBSon-Boltzmanii equation solved for, 640-

652
Speoiflo ionlo intoraotions in, 667-600

Struotiu'oloBfl particles, SohrOdingor’s equation

for, 63

Suporlatfcioo Order, 702-801

Surfaces, Adsorbed layers on, 826-838
Gas Collialons with, 007-000

Suacex)til)ilitic8, Darwink tlioorom on, 447
Elootromagnotio theory of, 437-447
of irorromagnobioB above Curio point, 480
Laiigovink formula for, 401-403
Loxontz’s formula for, 441

Polarizing force for, 430
Sollmoyor’s formula for, 441



864: Index of Subjects

Symmetrical atfttes, 27, 43

Symmotry nimibor, 80

Syniinetry rules, donved, for Complex systems,

163

fox' Nuclei, 160

Systoms, Defined, 8

Dogonorato, 46

Indopoiidonoo of, 10

Tomporaturo, Absolute, defined, 188-189

Empirical, defined, 187

Low, reaolxod by DoniagnetiKation, 838-844

Radiation, Planok^s law for, 112, 110

Thermal conduction in Metals, formal theory of,

404-118

Thermal expansion, cooifioient of, for isotropic

Solids, 140

Tliormionics, see Electrons, Epiisaion of

Thownodynamic, Partial potentials, 104

Probability aud Entropy, 200-200

Thormodynamios, of Magnetism, 481-483

and Statistical mcohanics, 187-207

Tliird law of, 228

Thermoolcotrio offoots in Metals, 411-418

in Semi-conductors, 418-421

Third law ofTliormodynaraiea, 228 j
see Nornat'tJ

Iioat tlioorom

Thomson-Joule offoot, 280-281

Thomson’s Spooifio heat of Blcotvioity, Defined,

412

Statistical theory of, 413-418

Torsional osoillationB of suspended mirror, 779-

783

Fourier analysis of, 781-783

Transferable Energy in gas Collisioiis, 707-710

Transmission coolficionts for Electrons, 340-

361

Transverse ofiootB of Magnetic fields in Metals,

421-426

Dnimolcoiilar gas llcactions, 710-716

Unit inoohanisms, GOO-663

Vapour prcssiiro, Elootronio, of Metals, 344-

346
Constants, Defined, 209

Diatomic, 220-224
Monatomic, 218-220

Monatomio, from dissociation equilibria,

217-218
,

Polyatomic, 226

of Crystals, simple, 172-173

Equation, Statistical, 210-216

Thermodynamic, 208

Vibrational Spooifio heats (g'.v.)

Virinl of Clausius, 280-288

Virial coofiloient (second), for Binary mixtures,

300-308

for Imporfoot gases, 802-306

for Monolayers, 827

Theoretical, 298-302

van dor Waals’ Equation of state, 244, 274-

276
van dor Waals’ Intoratonilo Energy, 296-207

Weights, Analysis of, 15-17

of Atomic states, 600

of Classical systems, 18

Defined, 10

Derived from Spooifio heats, 197-200

Invariance of, 196-197

of Isotropic osoillators, ID

of Rotations, rigid, 21

White dwarf stars, 648

Wiedonnann-Franz’s law, for Metals, 410-411

Work function, Thermionic, for Metals, 348

for Somi-conduotors, 401-403

Zero-point Energy, 123
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